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BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

I. Volcanic Manifestations in New England : heing an enumeration of the princi-

pal Earthquakes from 1638 to 1869. By William T. Brigham, A.M.

Read April 7th, 1869.

j^LTHOUGH no recent or noteworthy manifestation of either seismic or volcanic force

has made the present an especially appropriate time to review the records of the past, and

collect the scattered and imperfect accounts of such seismic phenomena as have been no-

ticed in New England in the comparatively short period covered by the observation of

civilized nations, yet the steadily increasing interest in these studies will, perhaps, render

useful a compilation of such facts as possess historical authenticity, which may serve as a

basis for the observations which must be made in the field.

M. Alexis Perrey, the distinguished savant of Dijon, has published^ in his series of local

catalogues a tolerably complete list of the earthquakes which ai'e said to have taken place

in the central and eastern part of North America, but his work is not easily obtained.

Professor Williams, also, in the Memoirs of the American Academy,^ has collected much
valuable material ; and Professor Mallet's catalogue,^ and many fragmentary scientific and

historical papers contain nearly all the rest that is known of the surface indications of

that power which has in ages long past done so much to mould the surface of New
England.

Indian tradition gives us nothing of any value, for people in an uncivilized state do not

note the paroxysmal changes of Nature, though the weather signs are often carefully

observed. The early settlers in New England were men of little leisure, whose whole life

was a battle against stubborn nature and sinful man, and the earthquake shock was a

slight thing beside the abundant harvest of a cornfield, or the erection of the town stocks.

Where the hand of the Lord led them they were willing to go, and where His hand was

seen in the tremor of the mighty earth a record was made, but much as the record of

some pest, or a great drought.

1 Annales de la Societe d'Eiimlation des Vosges, t. vii, 2 ' Catalogue of Recorded Earthquakes, from 1606 B. C. to

cah. 1850. A. D. 1850. 1853.

^ Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences, vol. I, p. 260. 1785.
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2 WILLIAM T. BRIGIIAJM

Eighteen years after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth they felt the first earth-

quake most of them had ever experienced. In Bradford's History is the following

account :

^

"This year (1638) aboute y* 1. or 2. of June was a great & fearfull earthquake; it was in this place heard

before it was felte. It came witli a rumbling noyse, or low murmure like unto reraoate thunder: it came from

y' norward, & pased southward. As y* noyse aproched nerer, the earth begane to shake and came at

leno-th with that violence as caused platters, dishes, & such like things as stoode upon shelves, to clatter and

fall downe ;
yea persons were afraid of y'' houses them selves. It so fell oute y' at y= same time diverse of

y= cheefe of this towne were mett together at one house, conferring with some of their friends that were

upon their removall from y" place, (as if y' Lord would herby show y' signs of his displeasure, in their shak-

ing a peeces & removalls one from an other.) However it was very terrible for y" time, and as y' men were

set talkino- in y'' house, some women & others were without y" doors, and y' earth shooke with y' violence

as they could not stand without catching hould of y= posts & pails y' stood next them ; but y" violence lasted

not lono-. And about halfe an hower, or less, came an other noyse & shaking, but nether so loud nor strong

as y" former, but quickly passed over, and so it ceased. It was not only on y" seacoast, but y= Indeans felt it

within land ; and some shi]« that were upon y'= coast were shaken by it. So poweifull is y= mighty hand of

y'' Lord, as to make both the earth & sea to shake, and the niountaines to tremble before him when he

pleases ; and who can stay his haml ? It was observed that y' somers, for divers yeares togeather after this

earthquake were not so hot & seasonable for y" ripning of corne & other fruits as formerly; but more coidd

& moyst, & subject to erly & untimely frosts, by which, many times, much Indean corne came not to matu-

ritie ; but whether this was any cause, I leave it to naturallists to judge."

Johnson, in his " Wonder-working Providence of Sion's Saviour in New England,"^

describes the event as follows, and it will be noticed that his account adds several particu-

lars to that of Bradford :

" This yeare, the first day of the Fourth Month, about two of the clock in the afternoone, the Lord eaus'd

a great and terrible Earthquake, which was general throughout all the English Plantations; the motion of the

earth was such, that it caused divers men (that had never known an Earthquake before) being at work in the

Fields, to cast downe their working tooles, and run with gastly, terrified lookes, to the next company they

could meet withaU ; it came from the Westerne and uninhabited parts of this Wildernesse, and went the

direct course."

Winthrop^ fixes the time of day a little later and gives some vivid details. He says :

" Between three and four in the afternoon, being clear, warm weather, the wind westerly,

there was a great earthquake. It eame with a noise like a continued thunder, or the

rattling of coaches in London, but was presently gone. It was at Connecticut, at Narra-

gansett, at Pascataquack, and all the parts round about. It shook the ships which rode

in the harbor, and all the islands. The noise and the shakings continued about four

minutes. The earth was unquiet twenty days after by times.'.' Had there been observers

farther to the north and west we might have learned more of the extent of territory

shaken and the direction of the vibrations ; but so little interest did natural phenomena

excite in those days— unless indeed they could be connected with some poor witch, or

used as weapons by the belligerent clergy,— that the scanty records remaining do not

give much information of any value. One historian says the vibration seemed to come

from the north, another from the west. There w-ere two shocks, and the paroxysm ended

in a series of feeble vibrations extending over twenty days.

1 Page 366, Edition of the Massachusetts Historical So- ^ Chap. xir. Chap, v, p. 107, Poole's Edition.

g;gty_
' Vol. I, p. 265, Savage's Edition.
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March 5, 1642-3, "At seven in the mornino^, it beino^ the Lord's day, there was... 1642-3
a great earthquake. It came with a rumbling noise like the former, but through

the Lord's mercy it did no hai*m." ^ Governor Winthrop seems to be the only one of

our early histoi'ians who notices this earthquake ; neither Mallet nor Von HofF include it

in their catalogues.

From the town records of Newbury we have the following

:

June \st. " Being this day assembled to treat or consult together about the well ordering of the aflfiiirs of

the towne, about one of the clocke in the afternoone, the sunn shining faire, it pleased God suddenly to raise

a vehement earthquake, coming with a shrill clap of thunder, issuing, as is supposed, out of the east, which
shook the earth and the foundations of the house in a very violent manner to our great amazement and won-
der, vvhei'efore taking notice of so great and strange a hand of God's providence, we were desirous of leaving

it on record to the view of after ages, to the intent that all might take notice of Almighty God and feare his

name."

1653.

1658.

A very slight shock was noticed in 1653 (October 29), but did not attract gen-

eral notice, and is not mentioned by Mallet in his catalogue. Five years later

occurred what is usually styled in the old histories, " a great earthquake." Mor-

ton says,^ " This year there was a very great earthquake in New England," but no

account of the day, hour or direction is given
;
perhaps it was April 4.^ Von Hoff*

enumerates this in his list, but gives no furjiher particulars, referring simply to the Philo-

sophical Transactions as his authority ; Mallet does the same.® The same obscurity is over

the "great" eai'thquake of January 31, 1660, which is referred to in Professor

Williams's paper already quoted.

January 26, 1662, three violent shocks were felt in New England ; chimneys

were thrown down. November 6, another in the same place.

Fehruary 5, N. S. Morton tells us that " at the shutting in of the evening,

there was a very great earthquake in New England, and the same night another,

although something less than the former, and again on the seventh of the same month
there was another about nine of the clock in the morning."^ This earthquake was

severer in Canada than in the plantations of Massachusetts Bay, and Charlevoix assures us

that trees were uprooted, chasms opened, and the course of rivers changed.^ Clavigero,

in his " History of Mexico," ^ declares that it overwhelmed a chain of mountains of free-

stone more than two hundred miles long, and changed that large tract into a plain ; and

this has a singular confirmation in the "Journal des Scjavans,"® where, in a review of the

life of the celebrated Mary of the Incarnation, Superior of the Ursulines at Quebec, Avrit-

ten by her son, is the following passage :

" Ce trembleraent agita plus de quatrecent lieues de pais. Tadoussac, Quebec, Sillery, les trois Rivieres,

Montreal, les Hiroquois, I'Acadie, et la Nouvelle Holland en ressentirent les secousses * * *. Les eflets en

furent si terrible et si prodigieux, qu'on auroit de la peine a les lire meme dans ce Livre et beaucoup plus a

les croire, s'ils n'etoient arrivez de nos jours, et s'ils n'avoient pour temoins une infinite d'habitans de tous ces

' Winthrop's History of New England, vol. 11, edition of ' Charlevoix Histoire de la Nouvelle France. A mountain

1853, p. \V1. was thrown on to the Isle aux Coudres. See pp. 93, 95,

2 Memorial, p. 27G. vol. i, English Translation. Paul Dudley gives the year

' Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. v, p. 3G9. 16G-2. Philosophical Transactions, xxxix, p. 64. See Von
* Chromic der Erdbeben und Vulcan-ausbriiche, i, p. 307. Hotf Geschiehte der Erdoberfiiiche, 1. 11, p. 542.

^ Philosophical Transactions, vol. L, p. 9. 8 j ijave been unable to find the passage referred to.

= Morton's ilemorial, p. 289. » Vol. vil, May, 1678, p. 103.
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pais qui vivent encore. L'on voyoit des moiitagnes s'entreclioquer, J'autrea se jettoient dans le grand Fleuve

de Saint Laurent; quelques autres se sont enfoncees dans la terre. II y en a eu qui se sont detachees de leurs

fondemens, et qui ont avance plus de cent brasses dans le Fleuve portant et retcnant leurs arbres et leur ver-

dure. Les Montagues des deux cotez se sont perdues et egalees aux C.unpagnes voisines plus d'une lieuij sur

le Fleuve, et il y a un espace de plus de cent lieues tout renipli de rochers et de montagnes qui s'est tellement

applani, qu'il fait aujourd'hui une grande pluine aussi egale que si elle avoit cte dresse au niveau. On voit

depuis ce tems-la des Montagues oix 11 n'y en avoit jamais eu; des Rivieres oil il y avoit auparavant des

Forets, et on trouve des Lacs et des Fleuves oti l'on voyait des Montagnes inaccessibles."

No contradiction followed the publication of tliis remarkable statement in Paris. The
substance of Charlevoix's account is as follows : About half past five in the evening, the

heavens being very serene, there was suddenly heard a roar, like that of a great fire.

Immediately the buildings were shaken violently, and doors opened and shut of them-

selves with a great slamming. Bells rung without being touched, and walls split asunder,

while the floor's separated and fell down. The fields were raised " like precipices," and

mountains seemed to be moving out of their place. Animals were terrified and uttered

strange cries. For nearly half an hour the trembling lasted, a most unusual time, but it

began to abate in a quarter of an hour after it first began. The same evening, about

eight o'clock, there was another equally violent shock, and within half an hour two others

less violent. The next day, " about three hours from the morning, there Avas a violent

shock, which lasted a long time ; and the next night some counted thirty-two shocks ; of

which many were violent." Nor did these earthquakes cease until the July following.-'

New England and New York were shaken, as well as Canada, but in a less degree, and

the whole territory convulsed, so far as can be learned, extended nearlj^ three hundred

miles from east to west, and half as many from north to south. Sometimes the shocks

were sudden, at other times they came on gradually ; some seemed to be vertical, others

undulatory. Springs and brooks were dried up, or became sulphurous ; and some had

their channel so completely altered as hardly to be recognized. Between Tadoussac and

Quebec " two mountains " were shaken into the St. Lawrence, and perhaps fi-om a similar

accession of material the Island Aux Coudres became larger than it was befoi-e. The

course of all these waves was from the northwest when felt in New England, and the cen-

tre of disturbance was not flxr from the ancient volcano of Montreal. On the shores of

Massachusetts Bay, houses were shaken so that pewter fell from the shelves, and the tops

of several chimneys were broken ; but as many of the latter Avere of rough stone, they

were the more easily overthrown.^

From the Newbury record is the following :
" January 26th. There was an earthquake

at the shutting in of the evening." One of the greatest in New England ; and on Feb-

ruary 5th another. The first shock continued about half an hour. On the same day, at

evening, another, and they did not cease till July following.^

February 24, 1665. In the neighborhood of Tadoussac and La Malbaye, in
1665 J ^

c

Canada, violent shocks were felt, but they are hardly noticed in any of the New
England chronicles. Lallemant is the authority for this, and also for an earthquake on

1 Memoirs of the American Academy, vol. r, p. 204. " Coffin's History of Newbury, p. 66. Probably tbe date

2 See also Frezier's Voyage, pp. 210, 211. Also Mac- February 5, is simply a mistake from tbc change of style.

Gregor's Travels in America. February 5, N. S., is tbe same as January 26, O. S.
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October 15th of the same year, at 9'' 30' P.M., preceded by a noise louder than that of

two hundred pieces of artihery, and lasting "about the time of a Miserere."^

Earthquakes are mentioned in the years 1668, 1669, 1670 and 1706, but no account

has been preserved.^ Neither Mallet nor Von HofF mention tliem. Dr. Mather simply

speaks of those occurring in the last two years, and there was one on January 8,

1720, but all were so slight as to escape general notice, and no particulars have

been recorded.

November 8, 1727. About forty minutes past ten o'clock in the evening, during

a perfect calm, clear air and serene sky, a heavy rumbling noise was heard. At

first far off, it grew louder and in about thirty seconds the shock came. Houses shook

and rocked as if falling to pieces. Pewter and china were thrown from their shelves.

Stone walls and chimneys were shaken down, and it was difficult for men to stand up.

The ground seemed to rise and fall as the vibration passed. The shock commenced about

half a minute from the time the noise was first heard, rose to its maximum in about a

minute, and then decreased in half a minute. The direction was from northwest to

southeast. At Newbury, and aljout the mouth of the Merrimack River, the shock was

most violent. Reverend Benjamin Column, D.D., says :^ "There the earth opened and

threw up many cart-loads of a fine sand and ashes, mixed with some small remains of

sulphur ; but so small that taking up some of it in my fingers and dropping it into a

chaffing-dish of bright coals, in a dark place, once in three times the blue flame of the

sulphur would plaiiiy arise and give a small scent, and but a small one. By this it seems

evident that it was a sulphurous blast which burst open the ground and threw up the

calcined bituminous earth." In the account Dr. Dudley sent to the Royal Society,* the

sulphurous smell is spoken of, and he says :
" Persons of credit do also affirm that just

before, or at the time of the earthquake, they perceived flashes of light."

An account written by Stephen Jaques is as follows :

^

" On the twenty-ninth day of October, between ten and eleven, it being sabath day niglit, there was a

terabel earthquake. The like was never known in this land. It came with a dreadful roreing, as if it was

thunder, and then a pounce like grate guns two or three times close one after another. It shook down bricks

fi-om y" tops of abundance of chimnios, some allmost all the heads. ... All that was about y° houses trem-

bled, beds shook, some cellar walls fell partly down. Benjamins Plumer's stone without his dore fell into his

cellar. Stone wals fell in a hundred plasis. Most peopel gat up in a moment. It came very often all y°

night aft,ar, and it was heard two or three times some days and nights, and on the sab:ith day night on y"

twenty-fourth of Deceuiber following, between ten and eleven, it was very loud, as any time except y" first,

and twice that night aftar but not so loud. The first night it broke out in more than ten places in y= town in

y= clay low land, blowing up y'' sand, sum more, sum less. In one place near Spring Island it blew out, as

was judged twenty loads, and when it was cast on coals in y" night, it burnt like brimstone."

Probably the smell of brimstone noticed was purely imaginary, and the earth or sand

thrown out was due to the agency of water pent up beneath the clay soil, since, as vfill be

seen below, the water which issued with it continued to flow for several days.

1 Relation ile ce qui s'est passe de plus remarqu.ables aiix * Loc. cil. no. 437, vol. xxxix, p. 72. He adds (p.

missions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus en la Nouvelle C9): " Our house-dogs were also sensible and affected with

France en 1GG4 et I6G5. Par Jerome Lallemant. p. 115 et the earthquake; some of them barking, others howling and

suiv. making strange and unusual noises."

2 Philosophical Transaction?, no. 437, vol. xxxix, p. Gl

.

^ Coffin's History of Newbury, p. 1 98.

' Philosophical Transactions, no. 409, vol. xxxvi, p. 125.

MEMOIK9 B09T. SOC. NAT. BIST. VOL. II. 2



6 WILLIAM T. BRIGIIAM

Mr. Henry Sewall, of Newbury, wrote to his kinsman, Judge Samuel Sewall, of Boston,

the foUoAving letter :
^

Newbtjet, November 21, 1727.

" Honored sir

:

Thro' God's goodness to us we are all well, and have been preserved at the time of the late great

and terrible earthquake. We were sitting by the fire and about half after ten at night our house shook and

trembled as if it would have fallen to pieces. Being aflfi-ighted we ran out of doors, when we found the

ground did tremble, and we were in great fear of being swallowed up alive ; but God preserved us, and did

not suffer it to break out, till it got forty or fifty rods from the house, where it brake the ground in the com-

mon near a place called Spring island, and there is from sixteen to twenty loads of fine sand thrown out

where the ground broke, and several days after the water boiled out like a spring, but is now dry, and the

ground closed up again. I have sent some of the sand that you may see it. Our house kept shaking about

three minutes."

It is said that several springs of water, and wells that were never known to be dry or

frozen, were sunk far down into the earth ; and while some were dried up, others had

their temperature so altered as to freeze in moderate weather. Some had their water

improved, but others were made permanently bad. Some firm land became quagmire,

and marshes were dried up. Several phenomena were observed a few days previous to

this earthquake, of a nature often observed preceding earthquakes in other countries,

especially in Campania. One observer, the Rev. Mr. Allin, of Brookliue, says :
" Three

days before the earthquake there was perceived an ill-stinking smell in the water of sev-

eral wells. Not thinking of the proper cause, some searched their wells, but found noth-

ing that might thus infect them. The scent was so strong and offensive that for about

eight or ten days they entirely omitted using it. In the deepest of these wells, which

was about thirty-six feet, the water was turned to a brimstone color, but had nothing of

the smell, and was thick like puddle water."

Mr. Dudley, in the account already referred to, says :
^ "A neighbor of mine that had

a well thirty-six feet deep, about three days before the earthquake, was surprised to find

his water, that used to be very sweet and limpid, stink to that degree that they could

make no use of it, nor scarce bear the house w^hen it was brought in ; and imagining that

some carrion was got into the well, he searched the bottom, but found it clear and good,

though the color of the water was turned wheyish, or pale. In about seven days after

the earthquake the water began to mend ; and in three daj^s more it returned to its

former sweetness and color." Several wells dried up just before the earthquake, and were

afterwards full again.

The extent of this shock seems to have been from the Kennebeck to the Delaware,

although in both of these places the shock was slight. It was felt by vessels at sea oflf

the coast, and also at the extreme western settlements, but its true extent northwest and

southeast we have no means of knowino-. In " Smith's Journal " it is mentioned as a

noteworthy consequence of this uncommon alarm, that a revival of religion took place

;

"forty out of one hundred and twenty-four" were the fruits of it in Rev. Mr. Emerson's

parish in Portsmouth, Avhich was in the most disturbed district.

Several shocks were felt in northern New England for some months after this, but they

were slight and of short duration. It will be remembered that on the eighteenth of

^Coffin's History of Newbury, p. 198. ^Philosophical Transactions, no. 437, vol. xxxix, p. 72.
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November, the city of Tabriz, in Persia, was destroyed by an earthquake, and seventy-

seven thousand people perished.^

The Rev. Matthias Plant, the minister at Newbury, kept a record of the shocks felt

from 1727 to 1741, and from this church record wrote an account to England, which was
published,^ and the essential part is here reprinted. The dates are all in old style :

October 29, 1727, being the Lord's-D.ay, about forty minutes past ten the same eveninn;, there came a irreat

rumbhng noise ; but before the noise was heard, or shock perceived, our bricks upon the hearth rose u]3 aljout

three quarters of a foot ; and seemed to fall down and loll the other way, which was in half a minute at-

tended with the noise or burst. The tops of our chimneys, stone fences were thrown down ; and in some
places (in the lower grounds, about three miles from my house) the earth opened and threw out some hun-

dred loads of earth of a different color from that near the surface, something darker than your white marl in

England. ... It continued roaring, bursting and shocking our houses all that night. Though the first was

much the loudest and most terrible, yet eight more that came that night were loud, and roared like a cannon

at a distance. It continueil roaring and bursting twelve times in a day and night, until Thursday in the said

week, and then was not so frequent; but upon Friday in the evening, and about midnight, and about break

of day upon Saturday, three very loud roarings ; we had the roaring noise upon Saturday, Sunday, Monday,

about ten in the morning, although much abated in the noise.

Novemher 7 being Tuesday, about eleven it roared very loud, and gave our houses a great shock ; and con-

tinued shocking from three times to six every day and night, until the twelfth of November, when it was

heard twice in one hour in the afternoon, from S"" 30' to 4'' 30'.

November 13. Two hours before daybreak the roaring was loud, and shook the houses. Ujjon Wednesday

following, 2'' 30' in the afternoon, there was a roaring, but not so loud. The noise and shocks continued five,

six, to ten tunes a week, until the seventeenth of December following ; and then about half an hour past ten

in the evening, it roared very loud and shook our houses very much ; another shock the next morning about

four o'clock, much abated.

January 3, 1727-28. About nine at night, an easy shock.

January 6. There were five shocks attended with the roaring, from about nine at night to four on Sunday

morning; and some people told me, that lived in the low grounds, that for the space of about half an hour it

continually kept roaring every h.alf minute or minute.

Wednesday, January 24. About half an hour after nine at night it roared exceedingly loud, and was fol-

lowed in half a minute with roaring much abated in the noise.

January 28, G*" 30' A.M., another easy shock, and another about ten the same morning, easy. On the same

night, about l** A.M., a loud roaring and shock.

January 29. I heard it twice, though easy, that day.

January 30. About two in the afternoon, there was a very great roaring, equal to any but the first for terror
;

it shook our houses so as that many people were afraid of their falling down
;
pewter, etc., was shook off our

dressers ; . . . . the lead windows in the church rattled to such a degree, as that I thought they would all be

broke. And there was another shock the same day, about an hour and half after, though much abated.

February 21, About half an hour past twelve, A.M., a considerable loud roaring with a shock.

February 29. Such another.

March 17. About three in the morning an easy shock.

March 19. At l*" 40' P.M., a small noise ; at nine the same night a small noise with a shock.

April 28, 1728. At S*" P.M., a small noise but perceivable.

May 12. About 9'' 40' a long and loud roaring, and shook the houses.

May 17. About S*" P.M., a long and loud roaring shook our houses.

3Iay 22. Several small ro.irings in the morning ; but about ten o'clock the same morning, long and loud,

and shook our houses.

Jioie G and 8. About three o'clock in each morning, a long and loud roaring.

1 At Salem, Nov. 4, a meeting was held in the house of the A fast was appointed on the 21st of December on the same

first parish on account of tlie " terrible earthquake." Many account. Ibiil, p. 386.

attended. ^Ir. Fisk preached from I Peter, IV, 17, 18. ^ Philosophical Transactions, no. 4fi2, vol. xi.ii, p. 33.

Felt's Anniils of Salem, p. 385.
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June 11. Nine in the morning a small noise.

July 3. About two in the morning.

JulylZ. About break of day, very loud and long; shook our houses. Besides these times I have men-

tioned, it has been often heard by me, but the noise was small, so forbore to set them down.

March 19, 1728-9. Betwixt two and three P.M., it was loud and long, shook our houses, being repeated

twice in an instant ; and this was the longest and loudest roaring, and the greatest shock that I ever heard,

the first excepted, and that upon the thirtieth of January. "We had several small shocks in this interim.

September 8, 1729. About 3'> 30' [P.M. ?] it was loud and long.

September 29. About 4'^ 30' P.M., loud and long.

October 29. I heard it twice this night. One of the times was about the same time of night the fii-st

shock was [lO"- 40' A.M.].

November 14. About eight in the morning loud and long; attended with two bursts like unto two sudden

claps of thunder ; shook our houses.

November 27. About eight in the evening a very great roaring and a great shock. It was heard at

Ipswich, about fourteen miles distant.

February 8, 1729-30. About eight in the evening a small shock, about midnight loud and long, and gave

our houses a great shock.

February 26. About l*" 45' A.M., the noise was repeated twice in one minute ; the first was lou<l and long,

and shook our houses equal to any hut the first shock ; the second noise was low and seemingly at a distance.

April 12, 1730. About eight in the evening a very loud and long noise, and a great shock.

July 28. About 9' A.M., a sudden and loud roaring, and shock.

Auyust 15. About S*" A.INI., a shock of the earthquake, twice repeated in a moment of time.

November 6. It was loud and long, and gave my house ajar.

November 14. About O"" A.M., a small noise and rumbling ; no shock.

November 25. About 8'' 20' P.M., a loud and long roaring, and gave my house a considerable shock.

December 6. About 10'" 45' P.M., it was loud and roared long, and made our houses jar.

December 11. About 6'' 45' P. M., there was a small bui-st, but shaked my house.

December 12. About lO*" 30' P.M., the earthquake did very much shake our houses, without any noise or

roaring, more than ever before, the first time excepted. It was felt at Boston, forty miles, at Piscataqtta,

twenty-two miles, almost equal to what it was with us.

January 7, 1730-1. About seven at night it was loud and long, shook our houses.

January 11. About midnight loud and long, shook our houses.

March 7. About five in the evening we heard the noise, but no shock.

May 28, 1731. About nine in the morning I heard the noise of the earthquake very distinctly, but could

not perceive that it shook.

Juhj 5. About sunrise it was loud and long, shook our houses.

August 21. Nine o'clock in the evening the noise was small and short.

October 1. About eleven at night loud and long, shook our houses.

February 7, 1731-2. About seven at night a gi-eat shock, shook our houses.

September 5, 1732. About noon we had a severe shock, which was perceived at Boston and Biscataqua-,

but attended with little or no noise. The same earthquake was heard at Montreal, in Canada, at the same

time and about the same hour of the day, and did damage to one hundred and eighty-five houses, killed seven

persons, and hurt five others ; and it was heard there several times afterwards, only in the night, as the news-

papers give us this account. [See below for the extent of this shock.]

December 30. In the morning we had a shock, and it had been heard by some people several times within

three weeks before.

March 1. A loud and long noise of it.

October 19, 1733. A loud and long noise about midnight.

January 16, 1733-4. About lO"" 20' P.M., a loud and long roaring.

June 29, 1734. About 3'' 15' P.M., there was somewhat of a noise of it.

October 9. About 10" 20' A.M., a small shock.

November 11 or 12, for it was about midnight, we had the loudest noise and greatest shock, except the first;

it was long, very awful and terrible.

November 16. About six in the mornino; there was a small shock.
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February 2, 1735-6. About a quarter of an hour before six in the evening there was a pretty loud noise

and shock.

March "21. About half an hour past ten in the morning it was somewhat loud.

July 13, 1736. About Q"" 45' A.M., the noise of it was loud.

October 1. About 1'^ 30' A.M., it was long and loud, and a great shock twice repeated in an instant.

November 12. About two in the morning there was a shock with the noise, and about six the same morn-

ing, it was something louder.

February 6, 1736-7. About 4'' 15' P.IE., we had a considerable shock.

September 9, 1737. About lO*" 20' A.M., it was very loud and long, and shook our houses very much.

December 7. A little before eleven in the night the ground shook very much, but [we] heard no noise.

Upon the same seventh of December, at New York, they had three severe shocks of an earthquake in the

night ; it threw down there some chimneys, and made the bells to toll so as to be heard. At the same time

the said shock and noise was felt and heard in many other places.

August 2, 1739.^ We had a great shock ; it made my house shake much, and the wiudows jar. It was

about half an hour past two in the morning ; I think I never heard but two other louder or longer, or greater.

December 14, 1740. About 6'" 35' A.M., there was heard a jiretty loud noise of the earthquake.

January 18, 1740-1. About 4'' A.M., there was heard the noise of the earthquake.

January 25, 1740-1. About ten minutes before four in the afternoon, there was a shock of the earthquake

with a loud rumbling noise. This is the last that has been heard (and I pray God I may never hear any more

such, and so long). I have omitted to set down some that were small, or such as I did not hear myself; I

was very exact to the time, so that what account I have sent you is most ccrtaiidy true. * * * And al-

though the first night was the most terrible, as the surprise was sudden
;
yet there never happened one shock

amongst us but what occasioned some alteration at that time in every person's countenance or constitution
;

and which way soever any jierson's face hap]5ened to be, that way the noise of the earthquake appeared to

him. * * * These frequent repetitions of the roaring and shocks of the earthquake were upon Merrimack

River, and seldom extended above seven or eight miles distance from, or twenty or thirty up the said river,

those instances only excepted which I have mentioned in the relation ; ami the first shock of it was greater

with us than anywhere else in New England ; and the tops of chimneys and stone fences were thrown down

only in these parts.^

It is said that on the Tuesday preceding September 15, 1728, a shock was felt at New-

bury, at four o'clock A.M., preceded by a noise like thunder,^ but Mr. Plant does not

mention it.

January 30, 1728, at 2'' P.M. a distinct shock was felt at Boston, but no damage

was done. From November 9, 1727 to August 2, 1728, there were several slight

shocks felt in New England.

September 15, 1732. A violent earthquake was felt in Canada, which did con-

siderable damage at Montreal, as stated in the preceding list. It came at eleven

o'clock A.M., and was attended with a rumbling noise. A clock was stopped at Annapo-

lis, Maryland, although the shock was slightly felt at Boston.* In June, of the next year,

on the fourteenth, according to some authorities, it is said a shock was felt at Annapolis,

but there is no certainty that it took place.

On February 16, 1737, at 4'' 30' P.M., shocks were felt at Boston. December

17, shortly before eleven o'clock at night, shocks were felt at Ncav York (three

during the night) and Boston, severe enough to throw down several chimneys in the

former city, as described by Mr. Plant. In October or November of the same year a very

' Reverend Samuel Phillips, of Anduver, notes in an al- - This letter was read February 21, 1742.

manac, inider this date; "The niprht following was an earth- ' Philosophical Transactions, vol. xxxvi, p. 127.

quake y° tioise long and loud." Felt's Annals of Salem. * Philosophical Transactions, no. 429, vol. xxxviii, p. 120.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. TGI.. II. 3
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slight shock was felt m Boston/ but it is only referred to as happening about seventeen

years before the great earthquake of 1755.

December 6, 1741, a small earthquake was felt at Boston, Dedham, Walpole,

and other towns aljout eight o'clock in the morning.^

On Sunday, June 13, 1741, at lO'' 35' A.M., a very noisy earthquake took place, al-

though the shock was not very great. The day was bright and hot, and the barometer

fell slightly (two lines) in the morning. There had been no rain since the twenty-third

of May, and the whole month was dry and hot. Much lightning was observed during the

latter part of the month. At the time of the earthquake the barometer, as observed by

Professor Winthrop, stood at2'J.94.«

On May 16, lY44, a considerable vibration felt at Quebec, Canada. June 3, a

slight shock at Cambridge, Massachusetts. December 23, a small earthquake was

felt about Newbury at noon.*

February 2, 1746, a shock was felt by some at Boston, between nine and ten in

the evening. A very remarkable aurora borealis was observed a month later.^

The year of the great Lisbon earthquake was long remembered in New Eng-

land, and careful accounts were prepared at the time by Professor John Winthrop,

of Cambridge, and published both in this country and in England.^ The shock which had

destroyed the cit}^ of Lisbon, with so many of her inhabitants, was felt from Iceland on

the north to Morocco on the south, from Bohemia to the West Indies. After an interval of

only eighteen days, and during this time slight shocks had been felt in Europe, as if the

vibration of the earth's crust still continued from the fii'st great impulse. New England

and the neighboring parts of America were shaken. On Tuesday, November 18, 1755, at

4'' 11' 35",'^ after a perfectly calm night, with the moon, which was near (thirty-six hours)

the full, shining brightly, the shock came. Like the other earthquakes of New England, this

began with a roaring noise from the northwest, like distant thunder. A man who was on the

road at the time, heard the noise and recognized its nature as it grew louder, and in about,

a minute he felt the shock, which resembled a long rolling sea ; and the swell was so great

that he was obliged to run and catch hold of something to prevent being thrown down.

The tops of two trees near him, one twenty-five and the other thirty feet high, waved, he

thought, ten feet. This motion was repeated, and then came a smaller one, and it was sup-

posed that the shock was passed. " But instantly," Winthrop says, " without a moment's

intermission, the shock came on with redoubled noise and violence, though the species of

it was altered to a tremor, or quick horizontal vibratory motion, with sudden jerks and

wrenches. The bed on which I lay was now tossed from side to side ; the whole house

was prodigiously agitated ; the windows rattled, the beams cracked, as if all would pres-

ently be shaken to pieces. When this had continued about two minutes it began to abate,

and gradually kept decreasing, as if it would soon be over ; however, before it had quite

ceased, there was a little revival of the trembling and noise, though no ways comparable

to what had been' before, but this presently decreased, till all, by degrees, became stiU

1 Philosophical Transactions, vol. xlix (pt. i), p. 443. * Philosophical Transactions, vol. i„ (pt. i, 1 757), p. 1, et seq.

- .SilliMi.m's Journal, vol. XL, p. "204. ' Prof. AVinthrop had regulated both his clock- and watch

' Philosophical Transactions, vol. L (pt. i), p. 14. the previous noon, and a tall glass tube that he had enclosed

* Silliuian's Journal, vol. XL. p. 205. in the clock case for safety was tlirown against the pendulum

^ Loc. cit. at the first shock, stopping the clock.
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and quiet. Thus ended this great shock. It was followed by another about an hour and

a quarter after, viz., at 5'' 29'. This, though comparatively small, was very generally

perceived, both as to its noise and trembling, by those who were awake. On the Satur-

day evenuig following {November 22), at twenty-seven minutes after eight, there was a

third, more considerable than the second, but not to be compared with the first. And on

Friday, December 19, in the evening exactly at ten o'clock, there was a fourth shock,

much smaller than either of the former, though like them, preceded by the peculiar noise

of an earthquake. The whole lasted but a few seconds ; but the jarring was great enough

to cause the window shutters and door of the I'oom in which I then was, to clatter. The

sky was perfectly clear. * * * These four are the only shocks that 1 have been sensible

of, from the eighteenth of November last, to this date {January 10, 1756) ; though

more are said to have been felt in other parts of the country to the northward of us."

On the day of the first shock, nine hours after it was felt at Cambridge, or about two

o'clock in the .afternoon, the sea withdrew from the harbor of St. Martin's in the West

Indies, leaving vessels dry, and fish on banks where the depth of water was usually three

or four fothoms. It would seem from this, and from the observation of the direction of

the sound, that the earthquake vibrated from northwest to southeast, and of course its

secondary impulses were transverse to this primary line. As it moved much slower than

sound, as was shown by the fact that it was heard nearly a minute before the motion

was felt, it would not be unreasonable to suppose that as sound would require two

hours and a quarter to go such a distance, the earthquake wave impeded by ocean cur-

rents, may have required nine hours to send its secondary waves to the harbor of St.

Mai'tin's.

How far did the shock extend ? Professor Winthrop says :
^ " By the best information

that I can procure, the limit toward the southwest was Chesapeake Bay. in Maryland, the

shock having been felt on the eastern side of that bay and not on the western. For the

other limit towards the northeast, we are informed that the earthquake was felt at An-

napolis Royal, in Nova Scotia, though in a much less degree than with us. It shook off a

few bricks from the tops of some chimneys, but was not perceived by vessels on the

water." It was not felt north of Halilax, but the army at Lake George perceived a slight

trembling ; and in the Atlantic, seventy leagues to the east of Cape Ann, the people on

board a vessel supposed they had run agrovmd, so \nolent was the shock, but their lead

showed fifty fathoms of water. If we consider the tidal wave at the West Indies a result

as well as a consequent of this New England shock, we shall have a line nearly nineteen

hundred miles long, and the shortest diameter of the shaken region would be almost five

hundred miles, but the intensity of vibration rapidly diminished away from the central

line.

If all previously recorded earthquakes in New England were unimportant, and sent, as

Morton says, for " gentle warnings unto us to shake us out of our earthly-mindedness,

spiritual security and other sins, lest the Lord do come against us with judgment of this

kind in the sorest and worst sort of them," that of 1755 was one of great severity. In

Boston, the damage done was considerable, as is shown hy Professor W^inthrop.^ " Besides

the throwing down of glass, pewter, and other movables in the houses, many chimneys

1 Loc. cit. p. 9. 2 Loc. cit. p. 11.
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were levelled with the roofs of the houses, and many more shattered and thrown down in

part. Some were broken oflT several feet below the top, and, by the suddenness and vio-

lence of the jerks, canted horizontally an inch or two over, so as to stand very danger-

ously. Some others were twisted or turned round in part. The roofs of some hou.ses

were quite broken in by the fall of chimneys ; and the gable ends of some brick buildings

thrown down, and many were cracked. The vane upon the public market house was

thrown down ; the wooden spindle which supported it, about five inches in diameter, and

which had stood the most violent gusts of wind, being snapped off. A new vane upon
one of the churches was bent at its spindle, two or three points of the compass ; and

another at Springfield was bent to a right angle. A distiUer's cistern, made of plank,

almost new, and very strong put together, was burst to pieces by the agitation of the

liquor in it ; which was thi'own out with such force as to break down one whole side of

the shed that defended the cistern from the weather." Another account says " that in

some places, especially on the low, loose ground made by encroachments on the harbor,

the streets are almost covered with the bricks that have fallen." ^

All through the country stone fences were tln'own down, but especially on a line ex-

tending from Montreal to Boston. New springs were opened and old ones dried up. At
Pembroke, Scituate and Lancaster, in Massachusetts, chasms opened in the earth; and at

Pembroke " there were four or five of them, out of some of which water issued, and

many cart loads of a fine, whitish and compressible sand were spewed." In the harbor

the shock was felt by those in vessels as if they were beating upon the bottom ; and im-

mediately after the earthquake large numbers of fish came to the surface, some dead and

others dying. This was doubtless due to the unusual disengagement of carburetted and

sulphuretted gases from the bottom, by the shock. Several slight shocks were felt for sev-

eral months after this all over the country.

The motion was much greater in the upper parts of a house than in the lower. A key

was thrown from a shelf in a southwest direction, although it could have fallen any other

way except southeast. Some bricks which fell from the top of a chimney, a height of

thirty-two feet, were found thirty feet from the base of a perpendicular. The barometer

and thermometer undei'went no change during the time of the earthquake.

Mr. John Hyde says :
^ '' Many chimneys, I conjecture (from observation) not much

less than an hundred, are levelled with the roofs of the houses ; many more, I imagine

not fewer than twelve or fifteen hundred, are shattered and thrown down in part."

November 21 and December 19 .'flight shocks at Boston.

Januarii 2, 1756, a shock was felt in Boston, according to Keferstein.^
1756. ./ ' ' '

' o
November 16, 1756, about four o'clock in the morning a small earthquake,

which seemed not to last above two seconds. All I perceived was the rattling of the

window shutters by my ])ed's head. The sky was covered. Little or no wind. The

weather moderate. It was more sensibly perceived in other towns" [than Cambridge].*

December 4, 10" P. M., a slight shock. '^

Juhi 8, 1757, at 2'' 15' P. M., a considerable shaking was felt at Boston, but it
1757. '

1 T • Rwas 01 short duration.

1 Philosophical Transactions, vol. xi.ix, (pt. l), p. 441. * Ohservations of Professor Winthrop in Silliman's Jour-

' /-"'-. eil. n;il, vol. xr„ p. 206.

' Mallet's Catalo2;ue. ^ Luc. cit. 'Loc.cit.
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Ajjr'd 24, 1758, Q*" 30' P.M., a trembling lasting thirty seconds and preceded by sub-

terranean noises which increased by degrees, was felt at Annapolis, Maryland, and more
feeblv in Pennsylvania.^

1 V'lR
Annual Register, quoted by Mallet.^

England.^

November 9, at Boston a slight tremor.* More severe in the neighborhood.

February 2, 1758, a slight shock at Boston. The date 1759 is given in the

nnual Register, quoted by Mallet.^

February 3, 1760, slight in New England.^

November 9, at Boston a slight tremor.*

February, at Boston, no mensual date given.^

March 12 and 16,^ in New England, especially at Boston, more violent on the

former date. "Salem, March 12. We were, last night, about quarter pa.st two o'clock,

roused out of our beds by an astonishing earthquake, much such as that five years ago,

only that was a more terrible jar and this was undulating."" The later date is perhaps a

mistake. Professor Williams does not mention it, but describes the earthquake of the

12th as slight, commencing at 2"" 30' A.M., with a slight shock, followed after a slight

pause by another more violent. The weather was moderate, perfectly calm, and a whitish

fog covered the horizon all around. It was felt in all the neighboring States.*

November 1, S*" P.M., a shock was felt through Massachusetts and in New Hampshire. It

was preceded by the usual rumbling noise, and its course was from northwest to southeast.^

October 30, 1763, 4"" 15' P.M., a shock was felt in Philadelphia which interrupted ser-

vices in the churches, but did no damage. Our only authority for this, however, is a

newspaper report.^"

February 2, 1766. In Massachusetts and Rhode Island, and other parts of New
England, accompanied by a remarkable meteor.^

June 14, in Essex County, Massachusetts.

August 25, at Newport, Rhode Island, a violent shock lasting twenty-five minutes.

December 17, 6'' 48' at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, a violent shock.^ An earthquake

reported on February 2, 1776, did not occur.

November 29, 1783, about lO"" 50' P.M., an earthquake was felt from New
Hampshire to Pennsylvania. It was slight, and at Boston and in New England

generally, only one shock was felt, and that from north to south and continuing about one

minute. At New York three shocks were felt about 9'', ll"" P.M., and 2^ A.M. At Phil-

adelphia, one about 9'' P.M., and another about 2'' A.M.^^

January 2, 1785, 7-'' 15' A.M., a shock was felt at Cambridge, Massachusetts,

and at the same time at Baltimore, Maryland."

November 29, 1786, 4'' P.M., at Cambridge. ^^ 1786.

February 25, 1787, l"* A.M., again at Cambridge.^* 1787.

1 Collection Aeademique, t. vi, p. 688. n Silliman's Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 336.

' Doddcsley's Annual Register, vol. ii. p. 88. J2 Annual Register, vol. x, p. 52. The Gazette de France,
» Annual Register, vol. in, p. 92. 6 Mars, 1767, gives the date as 13, ami the time 6' 40' P.M.
* Gazette de France, Jan. 31, 1761. "Professor Williams, /oc. cit. p. 279. The Gazette de
* Journal Historicjue, Juillet, 1761, p. 65. Leyde, Jan. 23. 1784, gives the time of the shocks at New
« Annual Register, vol. iv, p. 117. York as 10' 30' P.M., and 2' 30' A.M.
' Smith's Journal quoted in Felt's Annals of Salem, p. 457. " fiphemeris de Mannheim, 1785, p. 582. V<jn Hoff', Ges-
' Memoirs of the American Academy, vol. i, p. 278. chichte der Verandurungen, t. ii, s. 541, merely refere to it

* Loc. cit. p. 279. 16 L„c. cit. p. 590.

1° Gazette de France, 9 Janvier, 1764. i« Loc. cit. 1787, p. 350.
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The region around East Haddara on the Connecticut River, a few miles below
Middletown, has been the scene of a series of local disturbances which have been

noticed since the country was settled, and are referred to by Indian tradition and their

name of the place, 3Iorehemoodiis, or place of noises.^ The first shock of which the time

is recorded was on Ifcnj 16, 1791, at eight o'clock in the morning, when it began by two
very heavy shocks in quick succession. The first was more violent. Stone walls were
shaken down, chimneys were untopped, latched doors thrown open, and a fissure in the

ground several rods long supposed to be then opened as it was discovered soon after.

Thirty lighter shocks succeeded in a short time, and more than a hundred were counted

during the night. At Killingworth, twenty miles distant, " a Captain Benedict who was
walking the deck of his vessel, then lying in the harbor of that place, observed the fish to

leap out of water in every direction as far as his eye could reach." The atmosphere was

clear, and the very bright moon almost full. On the night of the seventeenth, six more
shocks were felt. The weather continued clear and warm.^

3Iay 18, 1791, about ten o'clock, P.M., a shock was felt from Boston to New York.

A few minutes after came another lesser shock, perceptible at a distance of seventy miles

from East Haddam.^ There the tremor of the earth and the noise in the atmosphere

were great. Chimneys and stone fences were thrown down. During the night there was

a succession of local shocks to the number of twenty or thirty. Stones of several tons

weight were removed from their places, clefts opened in the soil and in the rocks. In

Middle Haddam the shock was quite severe, and the direction seemed to be nearly from

west to east. It is probable that the earthquake felt at Philadelphia and New York at the

same hour, was identical, and not on the sixteenth as reported.*

In December, an earthquake was felt at St. Paul's Bay, on the St. Lawrence, in Canada,

about sixty miles northeast of Quebec. Walls were cracked and stones fell from the

houses.^

August 28, 1792, another earthquake was felt at East Haddam. The forenoon

was rainy with an easterly wind which changed in the afternoon to southwesterly.

Warm and somewhat squally. Shock at ten o'clock in the evening.^ October 24, at one

o'clock in the morning three shocks were felt. The weather was very pleasant.

January 11, 1793, at eight o'clock in the morning, another shock of the East

Haddam series. Weather warm and pleasant. July 6, another at six o'clock in

the morning. Weather very warm and damp ; rain, with thunder, in the afternoon.

March 6, 1794, at two o'clock in the afternoon, there were two, and another at

eleven in the evening. Atmosphere clear in the morning, but damp and hazy in

' In a letter from Roger Williams to John Winthrop, dated (4th ser.) vol. IV, p. 229. Perhaps these traditions referred

at Providence, probably June 1638, after referring to the to earthquakes from this same eastern Connecticut centre,

earthquake of that year, the writer continues : " The - Silliinan's Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 338.

younger natiues are ignorant of the like: but the ellder in- ^ Trumbull's History of Connecticut, vol. ii,p. 02.

forme me that this is the 5th within these 4 score yeare, in * Ilamljurg Corresp. nr. 128; Moniteur, 23 Aout 1791,

the land: the first about 3 score & 10 yeare since: the second according to Mallet.

some 3 score & 4 yeare since, the third some 54 yeare since, ^ Tr.ansactions Royal Geological Society (London), 2d

the 4th some 46 since: & they allvvayes observed either vol. v, p. 97, note to Baddeley's Memoir.

plague, or pox, or some other epidemicall disease followed; « Silliman's Journal, loc. cit. Mallet confounds this with

3, 4, or 5 yeare after the Eartlujuake (or Naunaumemoauke) the next.

as they speake." Massachusetts Historical Collections,
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1801.

1805.

the afternoon. It is reported that a shock was felt in Canada in 1796, " a little before

March 6," and some rocks at Niagara Falls were dislodged. Keferstein mentions this, but

the fact seems doubtful.-'

Von HofF mentions a shock felt at Philadelphia, March 17, 1800, and a severe

shock is said to have occurred at the same place November 29 of the same

year.^ On December 25, a severe shock was felt at Newport, Boston, Concord, and else-

where.^ In November, between the evening of the eleventh and morning of the twelfth, a

vibratory shock was felt.* March 1, 1801, an earthquake is reported.^ August 23,

1802, a severe shock, attended with a noise like the rattling of a carriage on jiave-

ment, was felt at Richmond, in Virginia. (Moniteur, 26 Vendemiaire, an 11.) No other

authority has been found, and these letters of occasional correspondents are to be received

with great caution.

August 11, 1805, at seven o'clock in the evening, two slight shocks were felt at

the Haddam locality. Wind southwest in the forenoon, and a thunder storm about

four, P.M. Another was felt on December 30, at six o'clock in the morning. The atmos-

phere was moist.^ At Weston, in Connecticut, a remarkable meteor exploded in Decem-

ber, 1807, and some have referred the concussion produced to an earthquake.'

The Haddam earthquakes were described by the Reverend Mr. Hosnier, of that town,

in a letter to Reverend Mr. Prince, of Boston, dated August 13, 1729. Portions of his

account are here given :
—" As to the earthquakes, I have something considerable and

awful to tell you. Earthquakes have been here, (and nowhere but in this jarecinct, as can

be discovered ; that is, they seem to have their centre, rise and origin among us), as has

been observed for more than thirty years. I have been informed that in this place, before

the English settlements, there were great numbers of Indian inhabitants, and that it was

a place of extraordinary Indian powwows ; or in short, that it was a place where the In-

dians drove a prodigious trade at worshipping the devil."

" Now whether there be anything diabolical in these things, I know not ; but this I

know, that God Almighty is to be seen and trembled at, in what has been often heard

among us. Whether it be fire or air distressed in the subterraneous caverns of the earth,

cannot be known ; for there is no eruption, no explosion perceptible, but by sounds and

tremors, Avhich sometimes are very fearful and dreadful. I have myself heard eight or

ten sovmds successively, and imitating small arms, in the space of five minutes. I have,

I suppose, heard several hundreds of them within twenty years ; some more, some less

terrible. Sometimes we have heard them almost every day, and great numbers of them

in the space of a year. Oftentimes I have observed them to be coming down from the

north, imitating slow thunder, until the sound came near, or right under, and then there

seemed to be a breaking, like the noise of a cannon shot, or severe thunder, which shakes

the houses and all tliat is in them. They have, in a manner, closed since the great earth-

quake. As 1 remember, there have been but two known since that time, and those but

moderate." ^ Dr. Trumbull, in his history from which the above is quoted, writing about

the beginning of the present century, says :
" A worthy gentleman, about six years since,

1 Bibliotlieque Britannique, t. ii, p. 86.

' Hamburg Corn'sjiomleiioe, 1801, nr. 15.

' Moniteur, 24 Vfntose an 9.

* Haiub. CorrusponJ. nr. 25, 1802.

5 Felt's Annals of S.iU-ni, ir. p. 143.

^Silliman's Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 3.'J9.

' Loc. cit. p. 3?>r,.

'Trumbull's History of Connecticut, vol. n, p. 92.
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gave the following account of them." " The awful noises of which Mr. Hosmer gave an

account in his historical minutes, continue to the present time. The effects they produce

are various as the intermediate degrees between the roar of a cannon and the noise of a

pistol. The concussions of the earth, made at the same time, are as much diversified as

the sounds in the air. The shock they give to a dwelling house, is the same as the falling

of loo's on the floor. The smaller shocks produced no emotions of terror or fear in the

minds of the inhabitants. They are spoken of as usual occurrences, and are called

' Moodus noises.' But when they are so violent as to be heard in the adjacent towns,

they are called earthquakes. During my residence here, which has been almost thirty-six

years, I have invariably oltserved, after some of the most violent of these shocks, that an

account has been publislied in the newspapers of a small shock of an earthquake at New

London and Hartford. Nor do I believe, in all that period, there has been an account pub-

lished of an earthquake in Connecticut, which was not far more violent here than in any

other place." Although these noises still continue, as will be seen by the list, yet they are

now infrequent. No explanation of their usually local character has been given, and the

Moodus Hill, or Mount Tom, seems never to have been accurately described by any one

acquainted with volcanic formations. It will be noticed, however, that the geological

structure of this region is much disturbed.

November 9, 1810, at 9'^ 15' P.M., at Exeter, New Hampshire, an earthquake

was felt whicli was accompanied by a very unusual noise. The account given by

Judge Samuel Tenney^ is quite clear and distinct. He was sitting by the fireside when

he heard a " very heavy and singular noise " directly under his feet ; this was immedi-

ately followed by a tremendous report in the atmosphere, which did not, however, shake

the house. " It was instantly succeeded by the sound usually attending an earthquake,"

whatever this may be, " continuing with some little variation of intensity for some forty or

fifty seconds," and the vibrations which were felt at the same time were steady and not

violent. No damage was done, although animals were frightened. The explosion was

heard at Conway, seventy or eighty miles north of Exeter. The shock was most violent

between Haverhill and Portsmouth, and its course was northwest and southeast. It was

felt on the water, and a vessel running into Portsmouth harbor seemed to those on board

to strike bottom. Several persons in different towns who were awake, felt a second shock

towards morning.

The Moniteur newspaper contains^ a letter from Boston, dated November 14, which

states the time at 9" 3' P.M. The shock at Portsmouth lasted one or two minutes; win-

dows were broken. At Kennebunk there were several shocks during twenty seconds. At

Portland the vibration was very slight ; the air was very calm until a moment before the

shock, wdien a violent wind arose suddenly.

The earthquakes which shook the Valley of the Mississippi from December 10, 1811. to

1813, were slightly felt to the east of the Alleghanies, and not at all in New Eugland
;
but

during the continuance of this series another of the local disturbances was felt at East

Haddam, Connecticut. On February 9, 1812, at 9'' A.M., two slight rumblings

were felt. The weather was clear. Jul;/ 5, at 8" A.M., another of the Haddam

shocks. Atmosphere filled with mist and rain.

'Memoirs Ainei-ican Academy, vol. iii, p. 346. ^Janvier 18, 1811.
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Decemher 28, 1813, at 4'' P.M., during wet weather, another rumbUng was

heard at East Haddam.'

September 9, 1816, a severe shock was felt at Montreal, and on the sixteenth of

the same niontli a second shock of less violence than the former lasted thirty sec-

onds. These were hardly felt in central New England.^

October 5, an earthquake is reported. Walls were thrown down at Woburn,

Massjichusetts.^

October 11, 1818, strong shocks were felt along the base of the mountains to

the north of Quebec. (Qu. Watckish Mts.) The windows and furniture of the

houses were shaken.*

About the middle oi November, 1819, a slight shock was felt at Montreal, which

was followed by a tempest in which rain fell of an inky blackness.®

At the end of Febriuiry, 1821, a slight shock was felt at Que1)ec, but not noticed

in New England." In 1823, May 30, the water rose nine feet in Lake Erie ; a

slight shock.

^

July 9, 1824, a severe shock was felt at New Brunswick, accompanied by a noise

like the discharge of cannon.^

October 15, 1826, a violent earthquake was felt at Savannah, in Georgia.

August 6, 1827, at lO*" P.M., a slight shock was felt in Indiana. And on the

twenty-third of tlie same month a shock was felt at New London, Connecticut,

accompanied by a noise like the rolling of a heavy wagon, the noise increasing

for three or four seconds and then decreasing for an equal time.®

August 20, 1828, a light shock was felt in some parts of Canada. February 24,

1828, a violent shock is reported at Washington and Baltimore ; and on March 9,

between lO*" and ll*" P.M., two severe shocks were felt, lasting in aU 30".^"

In January, 1829, at the beginning of the month a slight sliock is i-eported at

Portsmouth, New Hampshire. ^^

July 14, 1831, walls and chimneys were thrown down at Murray Bay, Can-

ada. ^^ The next year a slight shock was felt at Nova Scotia. 183L

The shocks were repeated at Murray Bay in March and April. ^^ 1833.

Ajyril 12, 1837, an earthquake occurred at Hartford, Connecticut, slight, but

enough to jar all loose articles, and swing a pendant lamp. In one house a bell

rang, and some people ran out of their houses, thinking they were about to fall."

On Sunday, Aiujust 9, 1840, an earthquake was distinctly felt in many parts of

Connecticut. At Hartford the people rushed from the churches. But in New

1813.

1816.

1817.

1818.

1819.

1821.

1824.

1827.

1828.

1829.

1837.

1840.

* Siniman's Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 339. ^ Columbus, Dec. 1827, s. 197.

= Joiu-iial des Debats, Janvier 1, 1817. i" Monthly l\Iiigazine, August, 1828, p. 202. December
'Fi-,lt's Annals of Salem, vol. ii, p. 143. 11, 1828, a shock was felt in Georgia.

* An iiales de Chimie et de Physique, t. XII, p. 426. Quart- "Preussische Staatszcitung 1829. nr. C2. Von IlofI,

erly Jmrnal of the Royal Institution, vol. vi, p. 370. Chronik. t. ii, p. 31.5, adds that it occurred in the night.

'//)-./, t. XV, p. 422. Ihid, vol. IX, p. 205. '^ Transactions of the Society of Quebec, vol. II, i)p. SS,

'///.(/, t.XVlll, p. 415. Archives des Decouvcrtes 182'', p. 89, 1831.

190, only repeats the same as preceding reference. " Transactions of the Geological Society (London), vol.

' Ti'ansactions of the Literary and Philosophical Society, v, p. 98, note. Murray Bay is the centre of frequent dis-

New York, vol. ii, p. 1, § 25. turbances.

' Ibid, 1824, p. 213. Annales de Chiinic et de Physique, t.
i' Silliman's Journal, vol. xxxii, p. 339.

XXVii, p. 378.
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Haven it was not at all felt in the churches, and only slightly by a few people in their

own houses. " At North Milford, six miles west of New Haven, it was not perceived. At
Milford, still further west, and at Bridgeport, it was felt and heard distinctly. Hence we
hear of it to the north and northeast as very distinct, nine to twenty-five miles from New
Haven. It was very perceptible in some parts of Massachusetts— not at all in Westfield.

In Worcester County it was severe. In Boston there was nothing of it." Some observers

thought the noise proceeded from east to west, others from northeast to southwest ; and

one who was used to earthquakes, thought that at Chester, in Connecticut, near East Had-

dam, the rumbling continued half a minute, and its course was from northwest to south-

east. At Chester, twenty-five miles east of New Haven, the shock was distinctly noticed.

The sound was compared to the roll of thunder, the rumbling of a carriage, and the roar

of a chimney on fire. The weather was clear, and the sun shining bright. There seems

to be no record of the time of day.^ September 10. A violent shock at Hamilton, Can-

ada, from west to east.

November 11, 1840, a severe shock was felt at Philadelphia, accompanied by a great

and unusually sudden swell in the Delaware. On the fourteenth of the same month,

there was a noise and shock observed in Philadelphia (not New Haven, as Mallet has it),

but the members of the American Philosophical Society could not determine whether it

was caused by an earthquake or a meteor.^

January 25, 1841, several shocks were felt in New York in the morning, lasting

from fifteen to twenty seconds in all, with a direction from west to east.^ During

this year a shock was reported in Canada, but it is very doubtful. A large mass of rock

fell from a cliff, and was probably the origin of the shocks, as in February, 1796, when a

fall of part of the ledge at Niagara Falls caused a tremor which was credited to an earth-

quake.

November 9, 1842, an earthquake at Montreal, Three Rivers, and other parts

of Canada, when " the waters of the St. Lawrence were violently agitated."^

October 26, 1845, a slight shock was felt at New York, and in the western part

of New England.

May 30, 1848, at V^ 30' P.M., a shock was distinctly felt at Newburyport, Salem,

and adjacent towns. July 10, a series of shocks commenced at Deerfield, New
Hampshire, which continued on September 11, iii sunset; October 2%, ai 9''P.M. ; 31, at

night ; December 2. None of these were severe, and as Deerfield is on the line be-

tween Newbury and Montreal, it is remarkable that these tremors were not felt at a

greater distance. They were repeated the next year.

January 8, 1847, about 3'' P.M., a shock at Grafton Harbor, and a remarkable

tide on Lake Ontario. January 11, at ll"" 30' P.M., a shock at Albany, N. Y.

The Journal of Commerce, of January 20, reports a slight shock at Lincolnville and Camden,

Maine. February 2, at Deerfield. On the fourteenth at Meredith Village, New Hampshire,

on the nineteenth at Belfast, Maine, and on the twenty-first at Deerfield. All these were

liglit, and very local. April 1, at 9'' P.M., at Lunington, Maine. June 9, a tide was noticed

at Lake Winnepiseogee, New Hampshire. July 9, in the morning a shock was felt at Glens

' Silliinan's Journal, vol. xxxix (2), p. 335. HartforJ and ' Comptes Kenilus, t. xir, p. 449.

New Haven Congregational Observer, August 2, 1840. ' British Assoeiation Report. Transactions of Sections,

^Silliman's Journal, vol. XL (2), p. 37G. 1S40, p. 20. Moniteur Dec. 5, 1842.
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Falls. August 8, about lO*" A.M., an earthquake was reported at Boston, Dedham, Cape

Cod and Nantucket, but not to the north.

The beginning of this year, January 1 and February 1, shocks are reported in

Nova Scotia ; the first broke the ice on ponds and opened doors, the second

occurred at Yarmouth and Sherburne. It is well known that intense cold, as well as in-

tense heat, causes cracking and subterranean rumbling, and it is necessary to guard

against mistaking the origin of similar results. These shocks should probably be referred

to atmospheric agencies.

May 2.3, a shock was felt at Montreal, followed the next day by a torrent of rain.

September 9, about lO*" P.M., a shock was reported in Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Moniteur of September 29, states that a

slight shock had just been felt in the northern United States, and this is doubtless the one

intended.

JSfuvemher 6, at S^ 15' A.M., a light shock at Grand Island, in the St. Lawrence.

December 11, at S*" A.M., a tremor at Montreal.

February 4, 1849, at Newport, Rhode Island.

February 15, at Springfield, Massachusetts, also in St. Lawrence Co., New York.

October 8, in the afternoon, through Middlesex County, Massachusetts.

July 20, 1850, at Portland, Maine, in the afternoon. 1850.

January 3, 1851, at Waterville, Maine.

January 30, at 5"* P.M., a light shock at St. Andrews, Canada.

January 10, 1852, a shock was noticed at Bedford, Massachusetts, which seems

to have extended westward to the Connecticut River. The time given in the

reports from New Bedford, Providence, Warwick, was C" 40' A.M.

February 11, 5'' 40' A.M., at St. Martins, Canada, a light shock from the west-north-

west. The barometer stood at 29.067 ; the thermometer at 38.5 F.

April 30, in the afternoon, a shock was felt in the Eastern States, but principally at

Washington and Baltimore.

June 30, at Claremont, New Hampshire, and Windsor, Vermont, both on the Connec-

ticut River.

August 1, at Groton, Connecticut.

August 2, about ll*" P.M., at Bathurst, New Brunswick.

August 11, P.M., at Deerfield again.

November 27, ll*" 45' P.M., an explosion and a dull noise or rumbling was heard at

Newburyport, and through the Valley of the Merrimack, at Beverly, Ipswich, Woburn,

Topsfield, Groton, Salem, Danvers and Wareham, Massachusetts, and Portsmouth and

Exeter, New Hampshire. At the latter place, the shock lasted half a minute, and shook

the houses so as to wake people.^

March 12, 1853, between two and three o'clock in the morning, a shock was
noticed at Lowville, New York, which threw down machinery. Its direction was

east to west, or the reverse, as observers did not agree.^ Felt also in Canada.

May 24, at Bytown, Canada.

June 3, two or three shocks at Bridgetown, Nova Scotia.

> Sllliman's Journal (2), vol. XV, p. 140. sSilliman's Journal (2), vol. xvi, p. 294.
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July 17, between S** and 6" A.M., two shocks at Poi'tland, Saco, and other places in

Maine.

Sejjtember 7, 11*" 10' P.M., at New Bedford and Dartmouth, Massachusetts.

February 22-23, 1854, niidniojht a shock and rumblino;, from weat to east, was
1864. u

felt and lieard at Reading, Massachusetts.

October, a shock at Keene, New Hampshire.

December 4, at IC* P.M., a shock at Huntington, Canada.

December 10, 12^ 30' P.M., at Newburyport, Massachusetts, and Exeter and Portsmouth,

New Hampshire.

,„^^ February 8, 1855, in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and New England, a slight
1855. .

o / o
shock. On the nineteenth of the same month a shock in Maine.

May 1, 1856, a slight shock at Ottawa, Canada.

December 28, a slight shock at Ottawa, reported by Dawson.^

1857. In the Upper Province, Canada, in October, slight.

May 10, 1858, at Richmond, Canada.

May 17, P.M., light shock at Richmond. At Sherbrook, about 3'' P.M., the

ground moved feebly, with a sound like distant thunder, apparently from the northwest.

At Melbourne and Compton the animals seemed much alax'med.

June 30, lO*" 45' P.M., at New Haven, the tremor lasted more than a minute, accom-

pinied by a sound like a carriage on a bridge, but more sonorous and prolonged ; from

southwest to northeast. The sky was clear and the air perfectly calm. At Derby the

shock was severer than at New Haven ; the houses were strongly shaken.^

October 8, at "j" 15' P.M., a shock was felt in Avestern New York, principally at Buffalo,

but also in Canada. The northern end of the line of disturbance seems to have been Port

Hope, on Lake Ontario, and the southern, near Warren, Pennsylvania.^ Eastward it did

not pass the Adirondacs, but from its extent into the Montreal region is mentioned in this

list. On the eighth of this month a marked shock was felt at St. Louis, and also in

Illinois.*

1859. A slight shock at Metis, in Canada.^

March 16, 1860, at 9" 30' and at lO*" 15' P.M., Provincetown, Massachusetts,
1 OfSf) ' " 7 7 7

was visited by two shocks. At Dedham the second shock was felt, attended by a

noise like a heavy body falling from the top of a house. It was perceived at Holliston.

October 17, 6*" A.M., an earthquake was felt in Canada, and the northern United States.

A number of observations were made, and the following list, prepared by Professor J. W.
Dawson, of Montreal, gives a tolerably satisfactory view of the region shaken. The

places are arranged in longitudinal order from east to west.®

Bic, G*" A.M. Three shocks at intervals of some seconds, noise continued ten minutes.

Green Island, 6" A.M.

Riviere du Loup, 6"" A.M. A series of shocks lasting nearly five minutes. A schooner off tliis place ex-

perienced a shock resembling that of striking on a sandbank, and the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence were

unusually agitated,

^ CanaiUan Xatur.alist and Geologist, vol. I. Ili'ul, vol. xxv, p. l.TG.

" Silliriian's Journal (2), vol. XXVI, p. 298. 'Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. v, p. 372.

^ Ibid, vol. XXVI, p. 17 7. ^ Ibid, vol. V, p. 364.
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Riviere Quelle, C^ 15' A.M. Very violent, damaging walls and throwing down chimneys, especially in low

grounds. An account appeared anonymously in a Quebec paper, as follows:—

Miviere Quelle, 17 Octobre, 1860.

" Ce m ^tin tnjis fortes secousses de tremblement de terre sont venues jeter la frayeur au milieu de nos pop-

ulations.

"Les batisses situees de chaque cote de notre riviere ont souffert genei'ulement. [Dix-huit chemlnees ont

6te renver.sees.] La croix de notre eglise et le coq sur qui la montait sont a terre ; les ninrs de notre belle

^glise sont lezardes. Les secousses etaient effrayantes ; la premiere, la plus violente, a commence a six

heures et quart, et a dure quatre minutes et quarante secondes, tres violentes durant dix secondes et s'affaib-

lissant grM<luellenient ; la sceousse la plus faible si six heures et vingt minutes, a dure trois a qu.atre secondes,

et la troisieme a commence a six heures et deniie, et n'a dure que deux a trois secondes; mais, comme la pre-

miere, c'etait un choc saccade faisant danser les meubles, decrochant les cadres, les horloges, etc.

" Les secousses ont etc plus faibles sur les hauteurs, que dans les plaines, de sorte que mes batisses se sont

trouvees a I'abri dos accidents.

" Jamais de memoire de nos habitants, nous n'avons eu des coups aussi forts. Je suis demeure devant moa
horloge tout le temps pour m'assurer de sa duree. * * * Un bruit sourd et fort nous a d'ahord averti et ensuite

Bont venus les secousses et les craquements."

Eboulement.s, near Murray B.iy, S"" 36' A.M. Violent. Five other feeble shocks in rapid succession,

another at noon, and another iit 5'' P.M. This is the only place where these latter shocks are mentioned,

but the hour of the first is probably an error.

Bay St. Paul, b^ 50' A.5I. Violent shock ; chimneys fell.

St. Thomas (JMontmagny), B"" A.M. Two shocks.

St. Jcseph de la Beauce ; &" 10' A.M.

Quebec, b^ 50' A.M. Several shocks, not so severe as at Riviere Quelle, but especially marked in the low

grounds.

Leeds, Megantic, 6" 10' to 6'^ 15' A.M.

Richmond, 5" 45' A.M.

Three Rivers, about &" A.M. Shocks felt for two minutes.

Granby, about C A.M.

St. Hyacinthe, S*" 45' A.M. Three shocks continuing more than a minute ; buildings reported damaged.

Maskinonge, 6'' A.JI. Shocks felt for more than a minute. Supposed to be from north to south.

Montreal, 5'' 50' A.M. Two or three ]>erceptible shocks, felt less on the mountain than on lower ground.

St. Martin, Isle Jesus, 5"" 55'. At Dr. Smallwood's observatory, two distinct and smart shocks. The wave

passed from east to west. Barometer 29.9C4 inches, temperature 40..3, wind N. E., cloudy.

Cornwall, 6'> A.M.

Prescott, 5'' 30'.

Belleville, 5'' 30'. One shock. This place is about 9° of longitude west of Bic.

Hamilton, 4" 45' A.M.

In all, or nearly all, of these places the usual rumbling noise preceded the shock, and

gradually decreased as it passed. The shock was felt on the Atlantic coast. At Saco,

Maine, there was a strong shock. This earthquake was felt as far west as Auburn, in New
York, and south to Newark, New Jersey.^ In Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and

Massachusetts, four light shocks were felt from east to west, with a feeble, subterranean

noise.

In March, there were two sliocks in Massachusetts, according to some reports.^

July 12, about 9 P.M., a shock was felt at Montreal, Ottawa, Prescott, Ogdensburg,

Brockville, Saint Andrews and St. Johns, but it was most violent at Ottawa, where it over-

' Silliman's Jouru.il (2), vol. xxx, p. 150. ^ New York Weeklv Iluralil. Marcli i». Bunker Hill Au-

rora.
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turned chimneys. According to Professor Dawson, it was, in several places, preceded by
a dull noise, then a series of light vibrations, which were terminated by a sudden shock.

At Prescott, three shocks were reported.^ At O*" 3' a strong shock was felt at Isle Jesus,

lasting twenty seconds, and apparently coming from the north-north-west.^ This earth-

quake was al>^o felt at Syracuse, New York, where it lasted four seconds, shaking furniture.

The date of this shock has been much confused ; Perrey places the New York shock on the

tenth, and another report gives the eleventh for the disturbance at Isle Jesus. They were

all doubtless to be referred to one.

August 31, at S*" 22' A.M., two shocks Avere felt at Washington, at an interval of about

five seconds, and each lasted six or seven seconds. The direction seemed to be south to

north, and they were felt at Cincinnati, Ohio.

February 2, 1862, about 8'' P.M., a strong shock at Colchester, Connecticut

;

service in the churches was interrupted ; at Lyme it lasted three or four seconds.

This is in the region of which East Haddam is the centre.

February 4, about T"" 3U' A.M., at Saybrook, and other towns in Middlesex County,

Massachusetts, a shock less than that two days before lasted some seconds.

April 20, 1864, between l'^ and 2*" P.M, a shock more violent than that of 1860

w^as felt at Quebec but not noticed at Montreal. Two shocks were felt at Danville

and Father Point. The time at Quebec was probably 1" 10'- l"" 15' P.M., and two dis-

tinct shocks of five or six seconds duration, were noticed. In the Harvey Hill Mines, at a

depth of 180 feet, it was perceptible. At Father Point, another shock at 11^ P.M. is re-

ported.^

October 21, 4*" 10' A.M., four distinct shocks were felt at Montreal. They seemed to

come from the east, and each lasted about ten seconds.

December 18, 1867, 3'' A.M., a shock is reported in New York and Vermont, as

far south as Whitehall, on the boundary of these States ; and in British America,

from Belleville, Canada, to Sackville, New Brunswick. It lasted about twenty-five sec-

onds. At Burlington, Vermont, most of the inhabitants were waked up. At Syracuse, at

S** 10', and the duration estimated at 1' 30"; direction from south to north, stronger at the

commencement than the end. At Ogdensburg, the noise seemed to last two minutes and

the vibrations one minute ; direction west to east ; intensity varying gradually, highest

at either extreme. At Hanmiond, the first shock is said to have occurred at 2^ 50' A.M.,

and was followed by others lighter. At 4" 27' a final shock. At Montreal, at 3" A.M.

The shock extended from Port Hope on the west, to Trois Rivieres on the east.*

[As nearly two years liave elapsed since this p.aper was prepared, it has been thought best to continue the

enumeration of earthquakes in New England up to the time of publication.]

October 22, about 6'' A.M., an earthquake was felt over New England, and the

eastern Province. In Nova Scotia it was noticed at Halifax, Kentville and Annap-

olis. At St. John, New Brunswick, the shock was severe, lasting about 20", and pi'eceded

by a rumbling noise. People were frightened from their houses. At Frederickton, chim-

neys were thrown down and walls cracked. At New Haven, very few noticed it, and it

was even less at Boston.®

' Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. VI, p. 329. * Silliman's .Tournal (5), vol. xi.v, p. 135.

"^ Ibid vol. VII, p. 43. 'Silliman's Journal (2), vol. XLVIII, p. 418.

* Ibid, New Series, vol. I, p. 15G.
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October 20, 1870, at ll*" 25' a distinct vibration was felt from New Brunswick to

Iowa. The duration and direction of the shock have been variously stated, and

illustrate the difficulty of seismic observations, without instruments. By my own obser-

vations, the duration was more than a minute. I was seated at a very solid desk, and

when tlie shock commenced was writing, which became impossible, and on looking at my
watch, I found that the vibration continued sensibly 43", but died away so gradually that

I could not distinguish it from possible jar from passing teams. No noise could be ob-

served. All persons familiar with earthquakes, know the peculiar feeling of direction,

almost indescribable, and very various ; sometimes like a train of cars passing under a

bridge, but so distinct that the noise or vibration comes from a certain direction. In the

present case, the shock, although slight, was sufficient to move a door of my desk that

happened to be open, its plane in a south-south-east direction, through an arc of 4°-6°

repeatedly and rapidly, indicating a course of approximately, north-north-east to south-

south-west. An observer in the same neighborhood thought the oscillation was from

south-south-west to north-north-east, and the duration about 28".

Many persons in Boston felt a slight nausea, while others did not feel the shock at all.

It was felt less on the new-made lands than in the ancient part of the city. In Canada

the eifects were more severe and walls are reported cracked, and chimneys overthrown.

A telegraph operator in Quebec was in the act of enquiring about the earthquake at

Montreal, when it was felt at the latter place.

At Portland, Maine, glass was broken ; the shock was felt more perceptibly on the

wharves. The telegi'aph operator at Bangor reported the shock about 2" before it was

felt at Portland. About three hundred feet of the Ogdensburg Railroad, sixteen miles

from the city, settled ten feet at the time of the earthquake.

At Bath the vibrations seemed east and west, and their dui'ation 15".

At Bowdoin College, Brunswick, a chimney was broken ; the direction seemed north-

east and south-west, and the duration 30"- 40".

Augusta, two shocks were noticed ; the duration was 25".

Lewiston, bricks were thrown from several chimneys, and the shock lasted about 30".

Burlington, Vermont, a distinct shock at ll"" 26' A.M. There were i-egular vibrations

from south to north, lasting in all about 15".

Newburyport, Massachusetts, a slight jar was felt, which was immediately followed by

a heavy rumbling lasting 30", jarring buildings and ringing doorbells. It seemed to pass

off in a south-westerly direction.

At Cambridge, Massachusetts, Professor Winlock, of the Observatory, considered the

direction of the vibrations about 10° north of east, but he judged only from the appear-

ance of the sides of a vessel containing milk.

At Boston, an observer gives the time of the cessation of the shock at ll"" 25' 37'' Cam-

bridge mean time.

At Springfield, three distinct shocks were noticed, of which the last was the severest,

lasting 7"- 8".

At New Haven, Connecticut, and other places, there were two distinct series of vibra-

tions. The shock commenced at ll"" 19' 45" New Haven mean time, or 1' 45" after it

reached Boston, apparently. It lasted ten seconds, and the individual half vibration,

lasted about two-thirds of a second ; after an interval of five seconds there was another
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shock, like the first, of eleven seconds duration. It was thought that the direction was
north-north-east to south-south-Avest. Another report gives the direction as from north-

east to south-west, and the duration 20". Hartford, the shock lasted from 20"- GO", and
the wave apparently moved from north-west to south-east.

At Albany. New York, Professor Hough, of the Dudley Observatory, gives the time at

IP 15', and the duration 1'. A rumbling noise was heard, and a clock pendulum swino--

ing north and south was made to vibrate east and west. Since 9^ A.M. of the previous

day, the barometer had fallen rapidly .7 of an inch. During the shock the mercury in

the registering barometer was violently agitated.

At Cleveland, Ohio, several clocks were stopped, each indicating nearly 11'' 45' A.M.
Slight shocks were felt at Richmond, Virginia, and at Dubuque, Iowa.-*

There were no seismometers in any observatory in New England, and we are again

compelled to infer roughl}^ the direction and force.

It was intended when this enumeration of the New England earthquakes was prepared,

to supplement it by a full discussion of the geological features of the regions where these

have Ijeen most frequent and severe, and also hy a map of such of the so-called trap re-

gions of New England and the adjacent parts of Canada, as present distinct indications of

volcanic origin. Our State Reports have ver}^ frequently been prepared by those who,

witli an admirable knowledge of general geology, have been deficient in the familiarity

with volcanic remains, which only a careful study of both the active and extinct sj'stems

of volcanoes can furnish. It is probable that the very general, and much abused term
" trap " has been given to indurated and obscure aqueous deposits ; certainly, not enough

care has been exercised in distinguishing the various kinds which occur in our well-known

dikes and veins.

Although nearly a century ago attention was called to the phenomena observed at West
River Mountain, on the Connecticut River, in New Hampshire,^ yet no vulcanologist (if

this term may be used), has ever examined the mountain, although, if the reports then

published were correct, masses of slag, rapilli and scoria were abundant, at or near the

crater-like suunnit. Montreal has been called an ancient trachytic cone. Gay Head, on

Martha's Vineyard, and the Moodus Hill, in Connecticut, have had their volcanic nature

affirmed, and denied. And the whole valley of the Connecticut River, seamed with dikes

and dotted with eruptive cones, is unstudied as yet. No doubt exists that volcanic agencies

have been at work here, in comparatively recent times, for the hardened marble of the Ver-

mont l)eds on either side of dikes, show the hot rock Avas an intruder on the limestone

deposits. The dikes in the conglomerate, near Boston, show the same subsequent date for

some of these fomiations.

When Mr. Percival attempted to report on the geology of Connecticut, he was much
impressed with the remarkable and frequent trap ridges and dikes in the centi-e of the

J SilUinan's Journal (2), vol. L, p. 434. tion was acponipanieci by a lovid noise, resembling the

^Meiiinirs American Academy, vol. I (1), p. 312. In Dr. soniid ofa cannon. A hole was founil about six inches in

D\vi>;lU"s Travels, is the following:— "At Hinsdale, on diameter; a pine tree which stood near it, was partially eov-

the Connecticut River, in the State of New Hanipsliire, ered 1)V a black mineral substance, forced out of tlie pass.age,

was an eruption of fire in 17.52, from a volcanic moun- consisting chieily of melted and calcined iron ore, and

tain, called West River Mountain. This miniature erup- strongly resembling the scoria of a blacksmith forge."
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State. He had never seen a volcano, but the curiously radiating ridges, and semi-circular

mounds and depressions, suggested a common origin, and that volcanic.

Our geologists are now prosecuting their examinations into the physical geology of New
England, in a way unknown when most of the State reports were published ; and, although

the purpose with which this paper was commenced has been necessarily abandoned for the

present, yet these most interesting locaUties may be examined by those now in the field,

and useful results expected.

The regions indicated by the earthquakes catalogued, are as follows :
—

1. A region in Canada, somewhat elliptical in form, with the city of Montreal at its

western focus.

2. A region around the mouth of the Merrimack River, in New Hampshire and Massa-

chusetts, and extending to Boston.

3. A region smaller than either of the others, around Ncav Haven, Lyme and East

Haddam.

These are, as will be seen, comparatively independent, although a severe shock may be

simultaneous in all. The trap indications (and the word trap is here used in its popular

signification, to mean any felsp;ithic, igneous rocks, containing much augite and horn-

blende,) are more continuous, and are also widely diffused. Northern Vermont, the Con-

necticut valley, central Connecticut, and eastern Massachusetts, are in some sort distinct,

although not differing so much as to be referred to different ages ; for it seems probable

that the dikes have been formed at intervals in the same locality, and their formation may
be, and doubtless is, now going on from time to time, at various depths below the surface,

and by the high temperature they bring in contact with the cold rock, through which

they break, or into whose cavities they run, produce the tremors and disturbances we call

earthquakes.

TABULAR VIEW OF NEW ENGLAND EARTHQUAKES.

DATE.
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1727

1728

1720

1730

1731

1732

1733

1734

173G

1737

1739
1740

N. S.

1741

Nov. I 2

Nov. 12

Nov. 13

Jan. 3

Jan. 6

Jan. 24

Jan. 28

Jan. 28
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 21

Feb. 29

jNIarcli 1 7

March 19

Warih 19

April 28
Mav 12

:\Iav 1 7

M.iy 22
June G

June 8

June U
Jnly 3

Jnly 23

Jan. 30
]\Iarcli 19

Sept. 8

Sept. 29

Oct. 29

Nov. 14

Nov. 27

Feb. 8

Feb. 8

Feb. 26

April 12
July 28
Aug. 1.5

Nov. 6

Nov. 14

Nov. 25

Dec. 6

Dec. 11

Dec. 12

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

-March 7

May 28

July 5

Aug. 21

Oct. 1

F\l). 7

Sept. 5

Dec. 30
INIarcli 1

Oct. 19

Jan. 16

June 29

Got. 9

Nov. 11-12

Nov. 16

Feb. 2

March 21

Julv 13

Oct. 1

Nov. 12
Nov. 12
Feb. 6

Sept. 9

Dec. 7

Aug. 2

Dec. 14

Jan. IS

Jan. 25

Dec. 6
i

S' 30' P.M.
4" 30 P.M.

9" p.:m.

9" P.M.
9' 30 P.M.
G' 30' A.M.

10" A.M.
l' A.M.
2" P.M.

12" 30 A.;\I.

3' A.:\r.

1" 40' P.M.
9" P.iM.
5" P.M.
9" 40 P.M.
8" P.M.

10" A.M.
3" A.JI.
3" A.M.
9" A.iNI.

2" A.M.

2"

2"

3'

4"

10"

12"

1"

8"

9"

P.M.
30 P.M.
30- (V)
30 P.M.
40' P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
M.
45 A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.

9" A.JI.
8" 20 P.M.

10" 4.5' P.M.
6" 45' P.M.

1 0" 30' FM.
7" P.M.
M.
5" P.M.
9" A.M.
~ A.M.
9" P.M.

11" p.:\i.

7" P..M.

11" A.M.
— A.M.

M.
10" 20' P.M.
3" 15' P.M.

10" 20' A.jM.

M.
G" A.M.
5" 45 P.il.

10" 30' a.:m.
9" 4.5 A.M.
1' 30' A.M
2" A.M.
G" A.M.
4" 1 5 P.M.

10" 20'

11" P.M.
2" 30' A.M.
G" 35' A.M.
4" A.M.
3" 50' P.M.

8" A.M.

Newbury; all slight and attended with noise.

A distinct

Newbury.
shock at Poston.

No noise, but felt at Boston.

No noise, but felt at Boston and Montreal.

Shocks felt at Boston at 4' 30' P.M.

Felt at New York and Boston.

Boston and vicinity.

# * *
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1741
1744

174G
1755

1756

1757
1758
1759
1760

1761

1766

1783
1785
1786
1787
1791

1792

1793

1791

1800

1801

1805

1810
1812

1813
1816

1817

1818
1819
1821

1824
1827

1828
1829
1831

1833

1837
1840

1841

1842
1845
1846

1847

June 13

May 16

June 3

Dec. 23

Feb. 2

Nov. 18

Nov. 18

Nov. 22
Dec. 19

Jan. 2

Nov. 16

Dec. 4

Julv 8

April 24

Feb. 2

Feb. 3

Nov. 9

Feb.

-

March 12

March 16

Nov. 1

Feb. 2

June 14

Ang. 25

Dec. 17

Nov. 29

Jan. 2

Nov. 29

Feb. 25

May 16

May 1 7

May 18

December
Aug. 28

Oct. 24

Jan. 1

1

Julv 6

Mal-ch 6

March 6

Dec. 25

Nov. 11-12

March 1

Aug. 11

Dec. 30
Nov. 9

Feb. 9

July 5

Dec. 28
.Sept. 9

Sept. 16

Oct. 5

Oct. n
November
February
July 9

Aug. 23

Aug. 20
January
July 14

March
A])ril

April 12

Aug. 9

Sept. 10
Jan. 25

Nov. 9

Oct. 26

Mav 30

JulV 10

Sept. 12

Oct. 29

Oct. 31

Dec. 2

Jan. s

Jan. 11

10' 35' A.M.

M.
S'-lC'P.M.
4''ll'35"A31
5' 29'

8" 27' P.M.
10" P.M.

4" A.M.
10' P.M.
2' 15 P.M.
9' 30' P.M.

2' 15' A.M.

8' P.M.

6' 48'
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II. On the Early Stages of Terebratulina septentrionalis (Couthouy.)

By Edward S. Morse.

Bead October 20tll, 1869.

X HERE is hardly a group among the lower animals (if we consider the relatively small

number of species represented by it) that has attracted the attention of so many natural-

ists as the Brachiopoda. The names of Cuvier, Owen, Vogt, Huxley, Hancock, Gratiolet,

Lacaze-Duthiers, Bouchard-Chantereaux, Miiller, Davidson, Carpenter, King, d'Orbigny

and a host of others, are sufficient evidence of the interest felt in a group whose organ-

ization links them so closely with the past.

The desire to interpret through a.knowledge of its living forms the many species which

are now extinct, as well as to ascertain the relations it bears to the other divisions of the

animal kingdom ; the contemplation of a group whose maximum development in genera

and species was attained in the Devonian age, though its representatives are strewn

through the rocks of all ages since the dawn of life upon the globe ; the remarkable fact

that among the earliest forms of organic life known, are genera whose species can hardly

be distinguished from present existing forms, all explain the attractions its study has

afforded alike to Zoologists and Pala?ontologists.

The splendid memoirs upon the Brachiopoda by some of the authors just mentioned,

more particularly those of Albany Hancock,^ Vogt and Gratiolet, offer but little

encouragement to one entering the field with the expectation of gleaning anything new.

While, however, the anatomy and histology of the adult animal of several species has

been carefidly worked up, little or nothing has been done toward elucidating the embryol-

ogy, or the early stages of the class. Fritz Miiller^ has given in a short note a descrip-

tion and two figures of what he considers an early stage of a species of Discina, and

Lacaze-Duthiers'' has made some extremely interesting observations on the embryo of

Thecidium. Aside from these two papers, we know of nothing whatsoever relating either

to the embryology or the early stages of the Brachiopoda. The importance and neces-

sity of some information regarding the embryology of these animals has been urged by

many writers, for it was believed that the relations between them and the Polyzoa, as

urged by Agassiz, Milne Edwards, Huxley, Hancock, Dana and others, would be verified,

when the development of Brachiopoda was known. In this path of inquiry the investi-

gator will find an open field.

For a long time I have Ijeen interested in the relations of the class under consideration,

1 On the organization of the Br;K'hio))o(hi. Philosophical ^ Archiv fur Anatomie Reichart et Du Bois Raymond,

Transactions of the Royal Society, London, 1858, vol. 1860, p. 72.

cxLViii, part 2. ^ Histoire de la Thecidie. Annales des Sciences Nat. 4th

series, tome xv, p. 262.

MKMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. TI.
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and in an early paper entitled " Haemal and Neural regions of Bracliiopoda," ^ and later,

in a paper on the "Classification of MoUusca, based on the princijile of Cephalization,"^

urged the intimate i-elations existing between the Bracliiopoda and Poh-zoa. With

the hopes of learning something aljout the early stages of one of our native species of

Brachiopods, I visited Eastport, Maine, in the early part of June, 1869, and this com-

munication emlnaces a summary of the incomplete observations there made ; incomplete,

as I was unable to secure any data on the embryology of the species. At the outset my
microscope proved altogether inadequate to the work before me, though the minute size of

the objects examined, coupled with the complicated texture of the shell through which

the soft parts had to be oljserved, rendered the work, at the best, laborious and difficult.

In every case, however, the figures given in the accompanying plates are correct tran-

scripts of the drawings made from the animal : in no instance is there given any combina-

tion of several unfinished sketches to make a more intelligible, or perfect whole. This

will explain the absence of detail and completeness in many of the figures presented ; at

the same time it is believed that the outlines will be more valuable from the fact that they

are not schematic or composite.

For a clear exposition of the organization of the Bracliiopoda, I would refer to the

exhaustive memoir of Albany Hancock above referred to, a memoir which justly mer-

ited the honor conferred upon him in the award of the Eoyal medal.

On the early stages of TerehratuUna septentrionalis Couthouy} The specimens npon

which the following examinations were made, were dredged in fifteen fiithoms of water in

the harbor of Eastport, Maine, in the first week of June, 18G9. The species occur in

great numbers, at various depths, and have also been collected at low tide mark, by Dr.

Stimpson and Prof. Verrill. The specimens were found attached to stones brought u^i in

the dredge, and also adhering to the lower valve of adult individuals, generally near the

peduncle. An examination of adult individuals showed that while the ovaries in some

specimens were empty, in others they were fully charged ; in some the ovaries would be

partially empty, in others the ovaries of one side would be nearly empty, while those of

the other side would be quite full. Specimens collected by Prof. Verrill in August, were

found with eggs ; and eggs were also noticed in specimens less than three sixteenths of an

inch in length. The eggs, fig. 1, were generally kidney-shaped, though very irregular

as to form and size ; they were spermaceti white in color, and opaque, though having a

central area, translucent, and apparently depressed. In general outline they suggest the

kidney-shaped eggs of Fredericella. No intermediate stage Avas observed between the

ovarian egg and the stage represented in fig. 2. This form recalled the general propor-

tions of Arcjlojie and 3fegerlia, in being transversely oval, in having the hinge margin

wide and straight, and in tlie presence of a proportionately wide foramen. This stage was

exceedingly minute, and only two individuals were discovered ; they were attached to the

rock, resting on the broad hinge area ; nothing could be traced of the structure, except an

appearance of granular contents, as indicated in the figure ; the shell showed nothing of

^Proceedings Boston Society Natural Histor_y, vol. ix. can N.aturallst, Sept. no., vol. in. 1869. Since reprinted in

1862. American Journal of Science and Arts for Jan., 1870.

^Proceedings Essex Institute, Salem, vol. ix, part 6 The general results were communicated at the IStli An-

1865. Also reprinted in American Journ.il Science and nual Meeting of the American Association for the Advanco-

Arts. vol. XLii, no. 124. 1866. ment of Science, Aug., 18G9.

• A brief resume of this paper was published in the Amer-
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the scale-like structure so characteristic in later stages. Between this stage and the next,

tig. .3, the shell rapidly elongates, wliile the hinge margin remains nearly the same in

width ; this is also shown in the concentric lines of growth seen faintly on the surface,

indicating a rapid increase in the length of the shell, while no corresponding increase

takes place in the widening of the hinge margin. The peduncle is longer than the shell,

having distinct walls apparently enclosing a clear interspace, the end slightly dilating and

forming a pear-shaped adhering disk. The structure of the shell, of which more will be

said in subsequent pages, showed clearly the scale-like structure, with the ca)cal tubules

of the pallial lobes perforating it. The anterior margin of the pallial lobes gave rise to

seven setoe of variable lengths, all of them projecting forward. These setae, in nearly all

instances, were clothed with desmids, and were probably available in attracting sustenance

to the animal ; they resembled in structure the setfe of the adult, as tigured by Hancock,

and the longest of them was as long as the shell. The future position of the calcareous

loop was indicated by a strongly arched process midway the length of the shell, from

which sprang six short and stout cirri, all of them curving towards the mouth, which

occupied the centre of the base from which the cirri sprang. The digestive sac hung

from the mouth, and was twice as long as broad, havina; a stronar constriction in the cen-

tre, forming two chambers, the lowermost one being globular in shape, and having its

walls colored a light reddish-brown, this colored portion evidently indicating hepatic cells.

The cavity next the mouth indicates the stomach, while the lowermost cavity indicates

the future intestine, or cul de sac. The cirri moved frequently, and in various directions,

though generally performing a grasping motion, as if securing some bit of food, imitating

precisely the movement of the cirri in Polyzoa, and this resemblance was more complete

from the fact that the tentacles were densely clothed with cilia (fig. 4), and their move-

ments caused visible currents in the water. The two cavities of the diarestive sac were also

ciliated, and little pellets of food were seen rapidly circulating back and forth from one

cavity to the other. The cavities were alternately dilating and contracting, and assumed

the forms represented in figs. 5, 6 and 7. At this stage the loAver cavity of the digestive

sac was diverted to the larger valve, as represented in fig. 4.

In this stage, and several succeeding stages, the outline of the shell is remarkably like that

of Linrjnhi, and this resemblance is more striking from the proportionately long peduncle.

Tn another stage, numerous irregular shaped calcareous spiculse lined the outer margin

of the cirri, while the future position of the calcareous loop, or crura, was indicated by a

row of irregular shaped spiculns, the correct forms of which are given in fig. 15.

Fig. 16 represents portions of two cirri more highly magnified, in which correct out-

lines are given of the spiculaa. It is to the presence of these calcareous particles that we

must account for a certain rigidity noticed in the texture of the cirri. In these slightly

advanced stages, the peduncle becomes much shorter in proportion to the length of the

shell, though the shell presents the same lingula-like form, diliering, however, from Xin^/H/rt

in the much greater length of the neural valve, which is always perforated and rostrated

from the outset.

In all these stages the peduncle has very slight adhesion to the rock, or whatever sub-

stance it may be attached to, in this respect differing greatly from the adult, Avhich

often requires great force to detach it, frequently leaving the peduncle separated

from the body, and adhering to the rock.
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In figs. 8 and 9 are given side views of the shell at this period. The flatness of the

valves will .be observed, again resein1)ling Lingnla in this resj^ect ; the under valve is

much flatter than the upper one. I was fortunate in observing an individual at this age

in motion. The animal whirled quickly on its peduncle ; when at rest the .shells were

always closed, and rested on the rock ; from this position it turned slowly more than half

way round, raising the body at the same time almost erect ; this movement being com-

pleted, the valves would very slowly open, and the cirri expand as if to perform a

grasping motion ; in no case, however, were they projected beyond the margin of the

valves. The cilia lining the cirri produced gentle currents in the water. In this position,

with the valves widely open and cirri expanded, the animal would remain motionless for

twenty or thirty seconds, and then, with an abrupt closing of the valves, suddenly assume

its first position. These two positions are represented in fig. 10, where the animal is seen

from the side, and in fig. 11, where it is seen from above. The outline marked a repre-

sents the shells closed and at rest, while b represents the shells open ; the line of arrows

indicates the direction of the rotatory movement.

In watching these motions for a long time, one could not help being impressed with the

fact that caution was evidently indicated in the slow and careful movements made in ele-

vating and opening the shell, while the prompt closing of the valves, and the alert man-

ner in which the animal regained its first position seemed to show that food had been

secured, and further caution was unnecessary.

In another stage, fig. 12, the tentacles were seen of various lengths, some of them just

budding from the lophophore. A fold upon each side of the stomach Avas first noticed
;

these folds are the first appearance of the liver. At this time the hepatic folds expand

and contract independently of each other (fig. 14).

In fig. 13 another view of the same individual is given, where the upper portion of the

digestive sac, or that portion which answers to the oesophagus and stomach, is in a con-

tracted state, while the lower portion is widely expanded. A peculiar constriction

appears at times between the two chambers of the digestive sac, which recalls the cardiac

or oesophageal valve, as seen in the Phylactoltematous Polyzoa ; it has no coniform projec-

tion into the stomach, and really appears more distinctly as an aimular dilatation. All

traces of it disappeared during certain expansions and contractions of the gastric walls.

All portions of the sac and the lateral folds were strongly ciliated, and the food, now

gathered into round pellets, and again scattered in granules, was violently impelled back

and forth.

In fig. 4, the cirri are shown, clothed with cilia ; in fig. 12 the cirri are shown plain,

while the cilia are shown lining the digestive sac. In fig. 15 only the calcareous spiculie

are shown ; but in all tliese cases each possesses the characters of the others, which for

clearness are shown singly.

Fig. 17 exhibits the only example where the soft parts are drawn from an alcoholic

specimen. In this example is first seen a set of muscles, rendered visible by their con-

traction in alcoliol, and consequent greater density. They are probably the divaricator

muscles, though somewhat in advance of what their position would be in the adult state.

Owing to the contraction of the digestive sac, its diverticular cavities are sharply de-

fined, and the glol)ular appearance of the lower cavity is marked. In another alcoholic

specimen of the same age, a band, evidently one of the lateral gastro-parietal bands, was
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made out. As this could not be verified in other specimens of the same age, the figure is

not given.

A still more advanced stage is shown in fig. 21. The shell is now becoming propor-

tionately broader, and the cirri increase in number, though still forming a simple circle

around the mouth. The crura have also begun to form.

In fig. 22 a con.siderably more advanced state is shown. The valves have been forcibly

separated, and the smaller one is thrown back. The cirri are more numerous, numbering

thirty-one ; two of them are seen encroaching upon the circular lophophore, and at this

stage the lophophore has begun to assume its hippocrepian character.

The crura (cr) are plainly seen supporting the crown of cirri, and the liver already

shows the first indications of its differentiations into the peculiar ca^cal ramifications which

become so numerous in the adult ; and at this stage is seen the division of each lateral

portion of the liver into a dorsal and ventral lobe ; a lateral lobe is shown in fig. 23.

It will be seen that the liver is divided into a series of caeca, though these are united.

The divaricators (d) are completely foiTaed, and between these two muscles is seen the

lengthened intestine {i), the blind extremity of which is held finnly to the shell by a

membrane, called by Hancock the ventral mesenter}'.

The appearance of the shell at this stage is represented in fig. 26. Radiating ribs, to

the number of fifteen, ornament the shell. It will be seen by this figure, that the setae

correspond in growth and position to the radiating furrows, and this observation is also

made by Hancock in his examination of the adult. A well defined concentric line seems

to indicate the earlier lingula-shaped shell, and though no ribs appear in the earlier stages,

they are defined upon this area afterward, and it would appear from this that the ribs are

formed on the inner surface, and that the seta3 direct and induce the furrow. The lobes

of the liver (?), and the peduncle (j?) and peduncular capsule, are shown in this figure.

In fig. 24 a stage stiU more advanced is given ; the valves are thrown back, disclosing

the stomach and inte.stine suspended from the calcareous loop. The crura (cr) are well

defined, and the ventral mesentery {v7n) is more distinctly seen in this figure. Two

lateral bands are seen holding the stomach in position ; and these appear to be attached

to the crura, though they probably pass by them, and become attached to the ha^nal

valve. These are the lateral gastro-parietal bands fir.st described by Huxley.

The walls of the blind intestine are yet light brownish in color, as in the Phylactola?-

mata, and, as before remarked, are hepatic. A kidney-shaped area is faintly defined on

the neural valve. A portion of this outline indicates the point of attachment of the

perivisceral wall.

In fig. 24a an enlarged view of the digestive sac and adjacent parts of fig. 24 is shown.

The liver in this stage communicates with the stomach by large openings on each side, and

fine granules were seen rapidly circulating to and fro, from the liver to the stomach.

The fit'ces, rolled into a spii'al and pyriform shape, were constiintly in motion by the action

of the cilia lining the stomach. This mass was frequently urged toward the mouth

before it was finally discharged. The passage of the fteces through the mouth was repeat-

edly witnessed ; though after the careful investigations of Huxley, Hancock. Lacaze-

Duthiers and Gratiolet, no further proof is needed of the absence of an anal outlet to the

intestine of this, and allied species.

The experiments of Mr. Hancock, such as bursting the intestines mider a compressor,

MEWOICS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 9
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were performed on many living adult speciiriens, yet in no case was the slightest evidence

of an anal outlet observed.

Fig. 25 represents a stage but slightly advanced from fig. 24. The cirri are more nu-

merous, but still spring from a circular lophophore.

Fig. 27, plate ii, represents a considerably advanced stage, in which the lophophore,

before circular, has rapidly assumed its hippocrepian character ; rapidly,— since forms

nearly of the same size show no marked indications of change, for in one example we
may have a circular lophophore, or one showing but slight indentation, while in another

example, hardly differing in size, we have the lateral processes well advanced in develop-

ment. It is possible that we may have here a feature observed by Fritz Miiller in

the young Discbia described by him ; he mentions the remarkable fact of having re-

peatedly captured free swimming young which had evidently advanced further in their

development than the oldest of those which had already fixed themselves. It will be

noticed that in this stage (fig. 27) the cirri stand erect upon the arms, that is pointing

towards the anterior margin of the shell, and that the arms are not deflected. This

stage of the lophophore vividly recalls the hippocrepian forms among the Polyzoa, such

as PhimafeUa, Cristatella, Lojjhopus and others.

The liver now shows its adult characters in having its ramified caeca separated, and not

adhering by their walls in one mass. In this early condition it resembles the liver of

Thecidium, as described and figured by Lacaze-Duthiers.

Fig. 28 represents a stage where the arms become deflected ; as yet no central process

of the lophophore is developed ; the mouth is very large, and that margin of it not bear-

ing cirri is very pliant in its movements.

In the next stage (fig. 29) the ai'ms are more deflected and make a sharper curve in

their approach together, and the central process of the lophophore is indicated by that

portion forming the base of the inner curve, developing into two prominences. The free

lip is seen in irregular curves, and these changed with every movement of the parts.

Fig. 30 represents a slightly more advanced stage, where the central processes of the

lophophore are more developed. The free lip is here seen thrown broadly back, disclosing

a capacious mouth, within which are seen two blunt projections, though in another view of

the mouth (fig. 31) only one projection was observed. The free lip seemed to perform

all the functions pertaining to the epistome in the higher Polyzoa, and we find it on the

inner bend of the arms, as in the Polyzoa, though not occupying the same homological

position in regard to the flexture of the intestine. It will be noticesd that in all these stages

the cirri are comparatively thick.

In the stage represented by fig. 32, the cirri become more attenuated and increase rap-

idly in number ; the central process is more advanced, though not yet thrown into a

vertical spiral, as in the adult, and the mouth has lost the broad reflected character of

the lip, which it possessed in the earlier stages, though the free lip has yet considerable

pliancy, as seen in figs. 33 and 34, where other views of the same mouth are presented.

For the first time now appears another adult character, in the apparent decrease in the

length of those cirri in the median line of the mouth.

In figs. 35, 36 and 37, difterent aspects of the mouth of an adult individual are shown;

figs. 35 and 36 representing the outline of the mouth alone, while in fig. 37 the cirri

are shown. In these three views the oral tubercle {ot), as it may be called, is strongly
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marked. The same projection is represented in the mouth of Thecidium Mediterraneum,

as figured by Lacaze-Duthiers. A singular lunate groove, running parallel with the free

lip, is indicated in the figures, which may be called the oral groove {og).. It seems more

like a wrinkle caused by the expansion of the free lip, though its limits are well defined

and the furrow is quite deep.

The independent movements of the cirri are shown in fig. 37 ; these are just as pliant

in their movements as in those of the extreme young, and at all times recall the motions

of the cirri in the Polyzoa.

Structure of the Shell. In the younger stages of the shell the peculiar scale-like struc-

ture may be studied to the best advantage. The scales are few in number, but slightly

overlapping, and form a layer quite distinct from the outer layer, which appears to be

homogeneous, save the concentric lines of growth appearing like rows of oblong and flat-

tened nodules. The terminal portions of the pallial cteca within or upon this outer layer,

are brown in color and distinctly granulated. I failed to make out anything satisfactory

regaixling the character of these peculiar parts. In a few doubtful cases I thought I saw

one or two tubules radiating from the terminal ends of .the c«ca, and in fig. 38, a, one

observation is represented. It will be seen b}- this that the tubules radiate from the

largest diameter of the ca^ca, and not from the 25eriphery of the granulated disk, and this

is in accordance ^vith the admirable observations made by King.-' The scales do not

appear to encroach upon the walls of the cteca.

Fig. 38 shows a small fragment of the shell at an early stage
;
portions of five scales

are here seen forming the inner layer of the shell. In the earlier stages, when they are

lai'ge and few in number, the scales are flat ; now and then showing a raised line caused

by the encroachment of two superincumbent scales, between which the under scale is

closely adjusted. This may be seen in fig. 39, and better in fig. 40, where the ends of

the scales are broken, and show in section ; also in fig. 41, where, in a later stage, they

become more numerous; here the terminal ends of five scales are shown in juxtaposition.

In fig. 42 a portion of the anterior margin of one valve is shown. The newly formed

scales are just indicated near the border, beyond which the outer layer projects.

Fig. 43 represents two scales from a stage stiU more advanced ; here the numerous

lines upon the scales indicate their closer aggregation. As the shell increases in age, the

scales become more attenuated, and now the scale is diverted wherever it encounters a

CEecal process, and forms a yoke or loop around it.

In fig. 15, plate i, a few spicule at the base of the cirri mark the commencement of

the calcareous loop. At a later stage the spiculte increase rapidly in number, and finally

anastomose, apjiearing as in fig. 44. The scales composing the base of the crura are

acicular in shape, and run parallel with the crural axis. In adult specimens the scales of

the crural supports resemble acicular crystals, and when boiled in a solution of caustic,

potash, glisten and separate, resembling the fibres of asbestos (fig. 47).

Fig. 46 represents the crural process of one side, taken from a specimen less than an

eighth of an inch in length. It exhibits the first stages of the loop. The acicular scales

are shown at the base, while the remaining portion is made up of scales similar to those

' Prof. W. King, on the Histology of the Test of the Academy, vol. xxiv, pt. xi, 1869.

Class Palliobranchiata. Transactions of the Roval Irish
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composing the shell. From an extremely young specimen I ol>serve(l these same peculiar

acicular scales (fig. 45), and they probably indicate the presence of the crura.

Nothing of a satisfactory nature was made out regarding the structure of the shell in

the earliest stage (fig. 2, plate i), though had the shell possessed the peculiar scale-like

structure and ca-cal perfoi-ations, they would have been visible.

Growth of the Shell. Figs. 18, 19 and 20, plate i, severally show portions of the

haemal valve, neural valve, and the valves connected, from an early lingula-form stage.

In fig. 18, the hinge plate (hp) and the dental socket (ds) are well marked ; in the earlier

stages of their development the crura appear as slight projections. In fig. 19 the promi-

nence of the so-called teeth of the shell (ie) is given.

Fig. 20 represents the valves joined ; the ca?ca are seen perforating the entire margin

of the shell about the foramen, which is very wide and rudimentary.

On plate ii a series of stages are given to show the gradual development of the crura,

and parts surrounding the foramen. The upper line of figures in this series, marked N,

I'epresents the neural or ventral valve, and the lower line of figures, marked ii, represents

the hsemal or dorsal valve. In the youngest of these stages, figs. 48 and 49, a broad gap

in the neural valve indicates the peduncular foramen. It will be seen that the shell is

folded upon each side of the peduncular passage. These folds never meet in this species.

Figs. 50 and 51 show a slightly more advanced stage, the difference being mainly in

the greater prominence of the crura.

In the next stage, figs. 52 and 53, the calcareous loop is well advanced, though not yet

connected by a continuous shelly layer, though at all stages these portions are connected

b}^ a membrane charged with spicule. Figs. 54 and 55 represent similar portions of an

adult shell for comparison. It will be seen that the neural process of the loop becomes

connected, while the hsemal process does not become so connected, though in some speci-

mens it closely approximates. The jieduncular opening becomes more circular, and the

cardinal process [c])), which does not appear iji the earlier stages, is now present.

Figs. 56, 57 and 58 are added, to exhibit the relative outlines of the more prominent

stages in the growth of the shell. Compare, also, fig. 2, plate i, where the shell is as

long as it is broad, and the hinge margin represents the greatest transverse diameter of

the animal. In fig. 56 the shell elongates, Avith the sides nearly parallel, and the

peduncular opening wide and gaping. (The line accompanying the figures represents the

natural size of the shell.) Fig. 57 represents a stage intermediate between the lingula

form and the adult ; the peduncular opening is moi-e contracted, the sides of the shell

are no longer parallel, though the hinge margin has nearly the same outline as in the first

stage. Fig. 58 represents the adult shell. Here the outline assumes entirely different

proportions, being nearly oval, while the hinge margin forms a sharp angle, and the fora-

men is quite circular.

Relations with the Pohjzoa. The general affinities of the Brachiopoda with the Poly-

zoa, as indicated b}^ Milne Edwards, Huxley, Hancock, Agassiz, Hyatt and others, are

admitted by most zoologists.

In the preceding examinations of the early stages of Terehratidinn. we have additional

evidence of their relationshij). In the evolution of the lophophore, from its circular char-

acter, surmounted \)\ a few cirri, to that of the hippocrepian stage, we have suggested,

first, the circular lophophore in the inferior, or GymnolaMuatous Polvzoa, and liually. the
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bilateral lopliophore of the superior, or Phylactolajraatous Polyzoa. The brachial fold, a

delicate membrane bordering the lophophore, immediately within wliich the cirri spring,

as seen in Lingula and Discina, may properly be compared to the calyx in the higher

Polyzoa. Still later the presence of a distinct fold bordering the moutli, very pliant and

active, may be compared as to function and position, with the epistome of the Polyzoa,

though not occui^ying an homological position in regard to flexure of intestine. It would

appear that the membranes suspending the stomach and intestine in the perivisceral cavity,

have some relation to the funiculus in the Polyzoa. In PaJud'iceUa there are two flexible

cords connecting the stomach and the endocyst, called by Allman the anterior and posterior

funiculus, to which are attached respectively the ovary and testis. In Lingula and Dis-

cina we find the reproductive organs attached to ])ands, that connect the stomach and

intestine to the perivisceral wall. In Alcyonella the ovary arises from the endocyst, and

likewise in Terehratulina and allied genera we find the mantle, or endocyst, holding the

reproductive organs.

The early appearance of the divaricator muscles in Terehratulina would justify Mr.

Hyatt in his views, that these muscles represent the retractors of the Polyzoa.^

The combination of the stomach and intestine in their early stages, with the presence

of hepatic cells lining their inner walls, and the presence also of a cardiac valve or con-

striction, all recall similar parts in the higher Polyzoa.

That these relations may be carried farther, there is no reason to doubt. Fritz Miiller

has noted in an early stage of some species of Discina (though from observations I have

made in Lingula ]))fra'midata, the embryoes examined by him are as likely to belong to

this genus, as to Discina) several sets of set^, which project from the body and are capa-

ble of locomotion. F. A. Smitt ^ lias noticed in the development of LepraJia Peachii, a

cluster of six bristles bent at their points, tliat from time to time were drawn in and again

thrust out.

With propriety may also be suggested a certain parallelism between the leading groups

of the Polyzoa and the Brachiopods. We have forms, like Lepralia, attached by one

region of their shell, this shell being calcareous and exhibiting minute punctures, which

have been compared to simUar markings in certain Brachiopods. So among the latter

group do we find forms attached, as in Thecidium, and some species of Productus ; and

generally the articulate Brachiopods might be compared to such forms as Lepralia, while

on the other hand such genera as PedicelUna, with its long, pliant and muscular stalk, or

Loxosoma, with a stalk highly retractile, may be compared to Lingida. The limits or

intentions of this paper will not allow any considerations regarding the relations of the

Brachiopods with the other groups of the animal kingdom. I have elsewhere ^ expressed

my belief that they are true articulates, having nearer affinities with the Vermes ; and in

view of the above relations of the Brachiopods with the Polyzoa, it is interesting to remark

1 A. Hyatt. Observations on Polyzoa, suborder Phylacto- ' The Braehiopoda, a revision of Annelida, American

l.-emata. Proceedings Essex Institute, vols, iv, v. Salem, Journal Science, .July, 1870. Reprinted in Ann.ils and Mag-

Mass, azine of Natural History, London, no. 33, vol. vi, 4th series.

2 Om Hafs-Bryozoernas utveckling ocli fettkroppar. Of-

versigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar.

Stockholm, 1865.
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that Leuckart has for a long time placed the Polyzoa with the Vermes, aud in a new
edition of the " Outlines of Comparative Anatomy," ^ Prof. Carl Gegenbaur removes the

Polyzoa from the MoUusca, and associates them with the Vermes.

ExPLAifATiox OF Plates.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. A few eggs in their natural position, from pallial membrane of an adult individual.

Fig. 2. Earliest stage noticed. This was attaclied to rock, resting upon broad hinge margin.

Fig. 3. Anotlier stage in which the body has rapidly lengthened, and the peduncle is equal in length to

the remaining portion of the animal.

Fig. 4. Stage in which a few cirri are developed with the oesophagus and stomach hanging below.

Figs. 5, 6, 7. OEso])hagus and stomach of last individual, showing different conditions of expansion and

contraction of the parts.

Figs. 8, 9. Partial lateral views of the shell of fig. 3.

Fig. 10. Represents the animal at rest, and in action.

Fig. 11. The same from above; the arrows indicating the direction of rotation.

Fig. 12. A state more advanced, with the liver as a simple hepatic fold on each side of the stomach.

Figs. 13,14. Diffc-reut states of contraction of incipient hepatic folds of fig. 12; and showing cardiac

contraction in fig. 14, c.

Fig. 15. Crown of cirri to show calcareous spiculaa. [For distinctness and to simj^lify the dra\\-ings, the

cilia clothing tlie cirri are only .shown in fig. 4, the simple outline of cirri in fig. 12 and the calcareous spiculaj

in fig. 15. It will be understood, however, that each figure possesses all the characters of the otliers.]

Portions of two cirri highly magnified to show more plainly the form of spicuke.

Alcoholic specimen in whicli divaricator muscles were visible owing to contraction of the parts

This is tlie only figure drawn from a preserved specimen. All the others are from life.

A portion of h^mal valve.

A portion of neural valve.

The same portions before separation.

A slightly more advanced stage, showing crown of cirri.

A still more advanced stage, with haemal valve forcibly thrown open, showing divaricator muscles

witli stomach between. The crown of cirri shows first indications of its bilobed character.

Fig. 23. An hepatic mass from one side ; at this stage showing the first forming of ca;cal folds.

Fig. 24. A stage more advanced ; valves forcibly separated in which all the parts are plainly seen.

Fig. 24, A. A higlily magnified view of the stomach, hep.atic folds, lateral bands, etc., of fig. 24. This

figure shows a faecal mass rolled in a sjiiral form, in the act of being discharged through the mouth. The line

bordering the upper portion of the figure indicates the inferior margin of the crural process.

Fig. 25. The haemal valve with crown of cin-i, etc.

Fig. 26. A view of fig. 22 with the valves closed.

PLATE II.

Fig. 27. A stage considerably more advanced than preceding ones, showing lophophore already bilobed,

the cirri, however, not deflected. The caecal lobules of liver few in number but separated. In fig. 23, plate I,

the lobules are just imlicntod.

Fig. 28. Showing lophophore, with cirri deflected. The stomach and blind intestine hanging below.

Fig. 29. The arms of the lophophore more sharply bent; the central processes first indicated. The highly

flexible lip is here seen in folds.

^ Grundzlige dor Vergleichenden Anatomie. Zweite ungearbeitete Auflage. Leipzig, 1870.

Fis.
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Fig. 30. A stage slightly more advanced than the preceding. The lip is seen thrown back, disclosing the

capacious mouth.

Fig. 31. Another view of the same opening.

Fig. 32. A stage more advanced, in which the lophophore begins to assume the characters of the adult.

The cirri are now more numerous and more attenuated, and the lip is not so widely reflected.

Figs. 33, 34. Showing the mouth of fig. 32 in different states of contraction.

Fics. 35, 36, 37. Views of the mouth of an adult individual, showing oral tubercle, and oral groove.

Fig. 38. Fragment of shell highly magnified, showing scales, tubules and outer layer, with lines of accre-

tion indicated by rows of flattened, bead-like nodules.

Fig. 38, A. Exterior portion of tubule, showing radiating pores.

Fig. 39. Single scale.

Single scale, broken across, and showing ridge in section.

Five scales in position.

Fragment of anterior portion of haemal valve.

Two scales from an adult specimen.

Portion of crural process fi'om early stage.

Acicular scales from early stage.

Right crural process, from early stage.

Acicular scales from base of crural process of adult.

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

Fig. 43.

Fig. 44.

•Fig. 45.

Fig. 46.

Fig. 47.

Figs.

crura.

Figs.

Figs.

size.

48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53. Portions of hoemal and nem-al valves of early stages showing development of

54, 55. Corresponding parts of adult, natural size.

56, 57, 58. Outlines representing different stages from extreme young to adult, fig. 58 being natural

Note.—No means of measurement were at hand when the original studies were made. A liue enclosed by
a circle indicates the entire length of the shell from which the parts were drawn. Where the size is not

indicated, it will be understood that the parts are from equally young stages, unless otherwise described in

the explanation of plates.

Explanation of Letters accompanying the Figures.

m, mouth.

e, epistome.

oe, (Esophagus.

s, stomach.

c, cardia.

i, intestine.

y, feces.

vm, ventral mesentery.

I, liver.

h, hepatic cells.

Off, oral groove.

ot, oral tubercle.

d, divaricator muscles.

lb, lateral gastro-parietal bands.

p, peduncle.

pa, point of attachment of peduncle.

se, setae.

cm, pallial csecum.

t, cirri.

ff,
granules passing to and fro from liver to intes-

tine.

cr, crura.

cl, calcareous loop.

ex, external shell layer, of a chitinous nature.

in, internal shell layer, of calcareous scales.

CCB, pallial cseca.

/tp, hinge plate.

cp, cardinal process.

ds, dental sockets.

Jo, foramen.

te, teeth of shell.

es, calcareous spiculse.

en, notch for pallial caeca.

H, hieinal valve.

N, neural valve.
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III. The Osteology and Myology of Didelphys Virginiana. By Elliott Coues.

With an Appendix on the Brain. By Jeffries Wymak.

Kead October 6th, 1869.

INTRODUCTORY.

k^OME account of the general traits of Didelphys Virginiana, its external form and

covering, and dentition, may properly precede, and serve as an introduction to, the

study of its bones and muscles. Among other articles ujjon its anatomy, physiology,

and zoology, those cited below may be consulted. *

The present memoir is based upon original dissections and preparations, from which

all the descriptions have been taken, except in a few instances where the contrary is

stated ; and all the illustrations were drawn by the writer from the same sources.

The opossum's form is adapted to the execution of numerous and varied movements,

but not fitted for great strength, sustained effort, or rapid progression. The animal is

sluggish, usually moving slowly and deliberately ; its fastest pace is a kind of amble, when
both legs of the same side are simultaneously moved, as is also the case when it is walk-

ing more slowly ; it has not been observed to trot or lope. It is plantigrade, and the

body is usually carried so low as to barely clear the ground. The body is thickset and

clumsily shaped ; the centre of motion is behind the middle, as shown by the general

contour, as well as by the trend of the spines of the vertebrae. Extension of the body,

as a whole, is less conspicuous than flexion, and is not ordinarily exhibited except when
the animal is hanging suspended by the tail ; but the body may be bent double, or rolled

in a ball, with the greatest ease, the fore and hind feet passing by each other at the mid-

dle of the belly, and the nose pointing backward, reaching the root of the tail. The

faculty of bringing the fore-paws and snout into such unusual positions is undoubtedly

in subservience to the necessity of certain vokmtary acts on the part of the female during

and immediately after the act of parturition, such as the removal of the helpless foetus to

the pouch, and subsequent fostering of it. Great power of flexion is also essential to ready

recovery of an ordinary position after suspension by the tail ; as may easily be shown by
holding up one of these animals in this position, when it will be observed to bend the

neck and shoulders strongly forward, reach upward with its fore-paws until it can catch

' Owen. Article Marsupialia: Cyclopedia of Anatomy North America, li, 107, pi. 66. 1851. (Description and

and Physiology, iir. (1841.) Natural History.)

Meigs. American Philosophical Society. April, 184 7. Baird. Mammals of North America, 232. 1857. (De-

(Reprodiiction.) scription, etc. See other authors there quoted, for Zoology,

BACii:\r.A.N. Proceedings Academy N.nturnl Sciences, etc.)

Philadelphia, pp. 40, 46. April, 1848. (Reproduction.) Owen. Anatomy and Physiology of Vertebrates, li, and

AuDunON AND Bachman. Viviparous Quadrupeds of in, passim. (1866-68.)
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hold of the loosely hanging hind feet ; further action of all four extremities carries the

paws to the root of the tail, which is firmly grasped, when the animal climbs up its tail

"hand over hand " until the point of support is laid hold of; after which, by a peculiar

squirming motion of the whole body, the desired attitude is attained. The same power of

flexion is brought largely into play in most scansorial movements. Lateral motion of the

body is also unusually free. The neck is short and thick ; its motion is chiefly that of flex-

ion. The head is of moderate size, appearing in life scarcely separated from the body, reo--

vilarly cone-shaped, with little, if any, constriction at base, tapering gradually to a slender,

elongated muzzle. The nostrils open at the sides of the extremity of the truncated, hoo--

like snout ; the animal is reputed to have excellent olfactory powers, and the supposition

is borne out by the large nasal chambers and sense capsules. The eyes, placed for up on

the sides of the head, are small, Avith rather poorly developed lids
;
presumably in rela-

tion to eminently nocturnal habits. The external ears are extremely large, rounded, thin

and membraneous, mostly naked, suggesting those of certain cheiroptera ; the sense of

hearing must be judged acute, if characters of the pinna afford a criterion. The rictus

is long and ample ; the lips thin and scanty ; the large and numerous teeth are a con-

spicuous feature ; the upper canines protrude beyond the lip, and lie outside the lower

lip Avhen the mouth is closed.

The opossum is pedimanous ; as truly four-handed, perhaps, as many, or any of the

quadrumana. The well-developed clavicles of the fore-limb, and the free coxo-femoral

articulation of the hind one, permit both extremities to be widely separated, each from

its fellow, and render easy the " hugging " movements necessary in climbing. Pronation

and supination of the forearm are perfect ; the wrist joint, besides revolving freely upon

the ulna, is capable of great extension and flexion ; of abduction and adduction in less

degree. The fingers have much the same relative lengths as those of the human hand

;

but there is less difference betAveen them, the little finger especially being comparatively

longer and stouter, and the thumb longer, less divaricating from the axis of the other

digits, and less freely opposable. This condition of the thumb results mainly from the

more nearly perfect parallelism and closer union of its metacarpal bone ; still it is " oppos-

able," in the proper sense, and may easily be brought in contact with the tip of any finger,

or of all together. The five anterior digits are unguiculate ; the claws are non-retractile,

and therefore stout, short, blunt and only moderately curved. The member, as a whole,

is to be reckoned among the more perfect hands afforded by animals lower than man.

Its ambulatorial function is secondary in importance ; it finds its highest and proper use

in climbing, in gathering food, and conveying it to the mouth ; and in conjugal and

maternal offices. The foot is nearly as much of a " hand " as the hand itself; it is

equally fitted for grasping. The hallux, compared with the thumb, is even shorter,

and more inclined from the axis of the other digits, to which it is freely opposable. It

bears no claw ; it is club-shaped, with a rounded extremity ; in place of the claw there is

a well-marked semilunar groove. The other toes are unguiculate ; the claws are like

those of the fingers, but longer, slenderer and more curved ; the first three toes are of

nearly equal lengths, and united by continuous integument beyond the first joints ; the

little toe is much shorter, but relatively, if not absolutely, stouter than the rest. The
general shape of the foot recalls the quadrumanous type. The movements at the ankle

are remarkably free, and seem to be more than simply analogous to those of the wrist. As
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to flexion and extension, the plane of the sole may sweep through an arc of more than

180°, moving from beyond a perpendicular to the axis of the leg, to beyond a parallel

with the latter. The other movements of the foot, by whatever name they may be desig-

nated, amount to this : that the sole may present perpendicularly inward or outward, as

well as horizontally downward, by extent of adduction and abduction ; and the toes may

point either inward, forward, outward, or directly backward, by extreme rotation. The

first two sets of motions result from the ankle joint alone, but the whole limb is con-

cerned in rotation.

The prehensile tail supplies a "fifth hand." This member is from two-thirds to three-

fourths as long as the head and body together ; thick and stout at the base, where there

is no very evident point of distinction from the body ; regularly and very gradually

tapering to an obtuse tip ; nearly circular on a cross-section, but somewhat flattened

underneath, as if by constant pressure. The vertebral articulations and the muscles are

so determined that the tail cannot be bent or curled upward, except near its base, where,

also, lateral flexion is most marked ; when not in use the tail is habitually carried with the

tip curled under, so that it resembles a note of interrogation laid sideways o-. It has

also a peculiar power of being twisted upon its axis, particularly toward the extremity,

and so winding like a cork-screw around slender supports. The prehensile power is so

great that the animal can suspend itself with only an inch or so of the tip of the tail

hooked over a branch. Notwithstanding the general similarity of the long naked tail to

that of a rat, it does not appear to have by its weight any special function of balancing the

body when the animal is moving over uneven surfaces, as a rat's tail is supposed to have
;

its use is strictly limited to prehension ; it chiefly comes into play when the animal is climb-

ing, and more particularly assists it in gathering fruit from the extremity of the branches.

The young attach themselves to the parent's body by the same means.

Most parts of the body are covered with two kinds of fur. The general covering is a

kind of true wool, very fine, short, densely packed, of "kinky " fibre, imbricated and fui^

rowed (scaly-imbricate), and with little or no pigmentary matter. Interspersed through

this fur on most parts of the body are numerous true hairs, much longer, straight, stiffish,

smooth and cylindrical, uncolored at the base, but loaded with coloring matter on the

terminal third or half These hairs are most numerous above, on the sides, and about the

root of the tail ; but they are nowhere thick enough to hide the true fur. Below, and

on the insides of the limbs the fur alone exists. The hair almost fails on the terminal

third of the head ; the extremity of the snout is naked. The fur extends for two inches

or more on the tail ; the hairs project a little further. On the extremities the fur stops

at the bases of the fingers and toes, and sides of the soles and palms ; but the digits are

sparsely hairy. A very fine, soft, short fur clothes the scrotum and lines the marsupium.

The whisker-hairs are stout, stiff, straight and very long, but not numerous.

A few colorless, bristle-like hairs sparsely cover the backs of the fingers and toes, which

are otherwise naked, as are the palms and soles, where the integument is thickened and

variously modified, forming callosities, etc., or changing into horny plates. (Fig. 1, a, an-

conal, and &, palmar, aspect of hand : fig. 2, a, rotular, and 6, plantar, surface of foot

;

nat. size.) Above, the digits are covered with somewhat irregular transverse scutella,

scarcely overlapping, each divided once or twice across. The palms and soles are stud-

ded with small, round, convex tubercles; and the former have six, and the latter five,
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prominent callous pads, arranged and shaped as in the accompanying figures. The fin-

gers and toes have on their under surfaces similar but better developed tubercles, to the

tips, which are enlarged and rounded, and, like the pads, are not tuberculate, but present

fine, curved ridges and depressions of cuticle, like the tips of the human fingers. These
roughened and scabrous surfaces have evidently direct relation to the scansorial nature

Fis. 1, Fig. 1, b. Fig. 2, a. Fis. 2, b.

of the animal; and corresponding modifications occur in the integument of the tail,

which assumes an almost corneous condition by thickening and hardening of the epi-

derm. As far as the hair extends, the skin of the tail is simply tough and dense ; beyond
this, the outer covering becomes harder and divided into small plates. These are oval

or subcircular, or somewhat polygonal, from mutual apposition. Pigment granules ap-

pear in irregular blotches near the base ; the tail is otherwise colorless. A few short,

bristly, colorless hairs, like those upon the digits, lying closely appressed,

are sparsely scattered over the whole tail. At any given point the scales

are largest and flattest above, smallest and most tuberculate underneath

;

tlioir average size diminishes regularly, with the tapering of the tail

;

they are regularly disposed in oblique rows, like the dorsal scales of ser-

pents
; there are about thirty in a circumference ; the obliquity is slight, a

row making an advance of about four scales' length in each

half turn. The reticulation is somewhat imperfectly rejjre-

sented in fig. 3, which shows the side of the tail, of natural

size, at junction of first and second thirds.

Short fur ascends a little way on the back of the ear, but

disappears below the meatus in front. Most of the ear is flat

and "foliaceous"; but toward the base it is much vaulted.

The very thin lobule is of moderate size, full and rounded.

The posterior margin of the j^inna nearly reaches the root of

the lobule, and forms a flap on the inner aspect of the latter.

A crescent-formed protuberance lies just outside the termina-

tion of the anterior margin of the conch, Avhicli latter is lost in

a transverse fold of integument that forms the anterior or ex-
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ternal wall of the meatus, running across to meet a fold of the lobe itself A triangular

fossa is bounded by these two folds and the anterior margin of the ear. (Fig. 4.)

The ear and other naked parts of the body appear to have a low grade of organization,

or at least less vitality than ordinary. Under unfavorable conditions, as when the animal

is closely confined for a length of time, the ears, tail and digits are susceptible of ulcera-

tion, and often I'apidly slough away. The Schneiderian membrane is peculiarly subject to

ha3morrhage ; epistaxis may be brought about, for example, by the passage of a current

of electricity, or by very moderate violence.

The ano-genital orifice, as usually observed, has a puffy, inflated, almost prolapsed ap-

pearance, as if imperfectly guarded by the sphincter : the penis is almost always, however,

withdrawn. The abdominal scrotum is loosely pendulous, almost pedicellate; its livid

bluish color appears through the short fur. It is capaljle, however, of marked contraction
;

and the testicles may be closely drawn up. The pouch may be detected at a very early

age ; but in the vii'gin, though full grown, female, it is never conspicuous, and would es-

cape observation unless sought for ; it appears simply as a slight duplication of the skin,

capable of admitting the tips of two or three fingers. It rapidly increases with use, and

attains a large size, after which, though diminishing somewhat, it never returns to its

original condition. The furry lining, at first colored like the rest of the belly, acquires

during the pouch-gestation a fulvous or reddish hue ; the nipples, at first small, concealed

in folds of the skin that are scarcely perceptible, become very prominent, and are sur-

rounded by a naked aureole. There ai'e thirteen nipples, one central, the rest disposed

in a circle. The lip of the pouch can be brought very near, if not in actual apposition

with, the genital orifice. The transfer of the newly-born young to the pouch has been

shown to be accomplished by the voluntary act of the parent, with lips or paws, probably

the former.

The reproduction of the opossum, for a long time a subject of wild or fanciful specula-

tion, has been satisfactorily determined by the researches of Dr. Bachman and others :

to which, however, it would be out of place to more than allude in the present connection.

The full history is given in the papers of this gentleman, already cited. Among the

many curious beliefs that still pass current with the vulgar upon this subject, may be

mentioned one that ascribes to the opossum, in consequence, doubtless, of the bifurca-

tion of the penis, a coitus with the nostrils of the female ; subsequent sneezing, on her

part, ujDon the teats of the pouch causing the young to grow there.

The opossum is extremely tenacious of life. It is, in fact, rather difficult to kill one

for dissection without mutilation of some part. In consequence of the shape of the parts,

it is not easy to reach and pierce the medulla ; a better way is to open the heart with a

slender bistoury introduced between the ribs. I found poisoning with cyanide of potas-

sium to be the most convenient method, with the additional advantage of affording a

means of studjdng the operation of that very violent poison ; but for rapid effect a larger

quantity is required than would be expected to suffice
;
perhaps fifty times the amount

that would almost instantly kill a pigeon. The most noticeable effects are at first profuse

salivation, then unsteadiness of gait and general tremulousness, succeeded by clonic spasms

alternating with perfect rigidity ; ending with complete relaxation, accompanied by copi-

ous alviue and urinary evacuations. The time required is from five to fifteen minutes,

according to the dose, and strength of the subject.

HEM01B3 nOST. 800. NAT. HIST. VOL. H. 12
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The natural history of this quadruped has been so fully elucidated by Audubon and

Baehman, that little remains to be learned. It is strictly nocturnal, like many, if not

most marsupials. The females, indeed, hardly leave their retreats at all during the two
months of uterine and pouch gestation. As the teeth show, it is omnivorous ; any quad-

rupeds or birds that it can overpower, eggs, reptiles, insects and worms, berries and

fruits of all sorts, form its food ; it will at times eat carrion, half a dozen individuals

having been found at one time feeding on a dead cow. At certain seasons, especially in

the foil, it acquires a deposit of fot, chiefly in the subcutaneous tissue, rivalling in amount
that of a well-fed hog, and when in this condition its flesh is palatable. Particularly when
thus fortified, it may fast a long time without inconvenience

; and under ordinary circum-

stances can survive for three or four weeks without food or water. An individual upon
which I was experimenting passed this length of time with no other food than its own
tail, which it gnawed off and ate during the last few daj^s before it was killed. Accord-

ing to Dr. Baehman it sometimes becomes quite tame ; but all the individuals I kept in

confinement remained to the last as sullen and ferocious as when first cauo-ht. It has no

voice beyond a low growl, and a sort of hiss when provoked ; under the influence of fear

or anger a transparent viscid saliva drops constantly from the mouth. Its personal habits,

in close confinement, are filthy ; the odour, which under the most favorable circum-

stances is not agreeable, becomes very disgusting after a time. To a common observer

it appears dull and uninteresting in confinement, passing the day huddled in a coi-ner,

and the hours of darkness in persistent endeavors to escape. It ordinarily, or at least

for a long while after capture, refuses food by daylight, and resents too familiar approach

by a sinister expression, and the disjilay of a formidable set of teeth. If fortitude under

physical pain, and acceptance of death without dismay, be tests of courage, the opossum

is one of the bravest of beasts ; no amount of torture can draw from it a sign of suffer-

ing. Such endurance, joined with remarkable cunning, enables the animal to feign death

so perfectly that it frequently escapes, and not seldom retaliates upon its persecutors with

an unexpected wound from its sharp teeth. These are well known traits, that have given

to the English language a proverbial expression of peculiar significance.

THE TEETH.

Dental Formula : — Inc. |f| ; can. J-^ ;
prem. |^ ; mol. *~; = | = 50.

As the foregoing formula shows, four kinds of teeth are present, and indicate an omniv-

orous animal of carnivorous propensities. In number the lower teeth only differ from the

upper in being one less on each side, by the absence of one pair of incisors. In size and

shape, however, the upper and under teeth, especially the molars, differ considerably.

The dentition apparently comes nearest to that of Thylacinus cynocephahis, among Didel-

phia, and thus resembles that of the Canidce. (For general comparisons of the teeth with

these of other marsupials, see Owen, Comp. Anat. and Phys. Vert., iii, p. 285 et seq.)

Upper Jaw. The median pair of incisors are longer than the rest, and stand a little

apart from the succeeding ones. The others are in close juxtaposition, though not usually

in actual contact ; and of the same size. All are simple, straight, short, somewhat com-

pressed, with slightly enlarged head, not pointed or edged, but obliquely truncated,
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resulting in a flattened, cutting surface that looks forwai'd and inward. The long axis

of the tooth is almost vertical : the root is unicuspid and rather longer than the exposed

portion. An average incisor, root and all, is a fourth of an inch long.

A considerable interval occurs between the incisors and the canine, for the reception of

the lower canine. The upper canine is of remarkable size ; this formidable weapon is as

large, comparatively, as—even if it does not exceed—the tusk of the Felidce or Canidce.

The Avhole tooth is over an inch in length, in an adult male ; rather more than half its

length protrudes from the socket. In the female, the tusk is both relatively and abso-

lutely smaller. The large root causes a protuberance of the jaw-bone along its course ; the

base is abruptly truncate, with so large a cavity that the rim of the opening is a thin,

sharp edge. The canine is compressed laterally and curves regularly from base to tip in

the arc of a large circle ; so, although the course of the root in the alveolus is obliquely

forward, the point of the tooth is directed downward, and a little backward. In an un-

worn condition, the tooth tapers to an extremely sharp point, which reaches below the

edge of the mandibular alveolus. The opossum's bite is severe, and inflicted mainly by
the four canines, which the animal can easily thrust through stout boot-leather.

The first premolar is^ much smaller than the other two, from which it is separated by a

wide interval. It is inserted immediately behind, in juxtaposition with, the canine, and

almost appears like a basal snag of the latter. It has two very long, slender, parallel

roots, curving slightly backward ; these roots do not join to form the body of the tooth

until fairly outside the socket ; a slight groove is continued downward from their poipt of

union. The exposed portion of the tooth is very small—scarcely half as long ak the

root ; it tapers rapidly to a single sharp point, with no noticeable basal dilation. The
second and third premolars successively enlarge ; the exposed portion correspondingly

preponderates over the rooted part ; the latter is deeply cleft into two prongs as before,

but these are stouter, straighter and divaricating a little from each other. These teeth

are unicuspid, like the first premolar, but heavier, blunter, with a thicker base ; and at

the base of the posterior border a well developed snag is given off. The second premo-

lar touches the third by means of this basal snag : the third is opposed to the first molar

by the same means.

The first three molars are very similar to each other in essential characters, and in-

crease in size from first to third ; the fourth, or wisdom tooth, is smaller than either of

the others, and difierently shaped. It is cut later than the rest ; I find it scarcely pro-

truding from its socket in an animal two-thirds grown. The cutting of all the molars

appears from before backward. The molars are in mutual contact by their external

borders ; the triangular shape of the crown produces a large interval between contiguous

teeth along the inner border. The crown of the first three molars has the shape of a

right-angled triangle, with nearly equal base and perpendicular. The anterior border

proceeds straight inward toward the median line of the mouth ; thence with a rounded

termination obliquely backward and outward to meet the external border. Each of the

three corners of the teeth developes a moderate cusp : the middle of each side rises into

a smaller tubercle (that of the oljlique side being the largest) ; the grinding surface

surrounded by these elevations is irregularly concave. On viewing the molars from the

outside, each appears almost divided into two by a deep notch in the lower border, Avhich

is opposite a similar notch in the upper border, formed by the late confluence of the fangs.
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The molars have three roots:, corresponding to the three corners of the cro^^^^ ; two of

the roots are side by side, and external ; the third stands alone ; all are straight, slender

and nearly parallel ; each prong enters the alveolus by a distinct perforation of the bone.

The last molar has three roots like the others, but these are differently disposed. The
outer one stands alone, and is much larger than the other two, which are placed side by
side, though they still enter the alveolus by separate apertures. The surface of the tooth,

instead of being triangular, represents half an ellipse divided along its major axis ; the

curved border is postei'ior ; the straight one is nearly transverse, like the corresponding

anterior border of the preceding molars. The crown of this tooth presents an elevated rim

and a central depression, divided into two halves by a raised line that traverses the short

diameter. The inner and outer angles of the two parts have slightly developed cusps

;

the middle of the straight border rises in a small point. The surface represented by the

conjoined crowns of all the molars is but little convex in the longitudinal direction ; the

point of greatest convexity is at the penultimate molar, whence the curve sweeps rapidly

up past the last molar, and more gradually up along the anterior ones. The most ^iromi-

nent molar just reaches a line drawn from the tip of the canine to the apex of the paroc-

cipital. The grinding surface of the last molar looks directly downward ; that of the

others is more and more obliquel}^ bevelled from third to first, so that the grinding surface

of the conjoined molars is twisted upon itself. The transverse diameter of the upper

molars contrasts strongly with the narrowness of those of the lower jaw. (For vipper

teeth, see fig. 10 and fig. 11, p. 64.)
^

Lower Jaw. The four incisors on each side repeat the main characteristics of those of

the upper jaw, but the median pair are not noticeably longer than the rest, nor do they

stand apart from the others. These teeth are in close proximity to each other, but not

touching. The chief peculiarity is their great forward and outward inclination ; the an-

terior ones, in fact, are almost horizontal, instead of vertical. When the jaw is closed, the

four teeth are opposed to the interspaces between the four lateral upper incisors, falling

inside the line, and not reaching the median pair of the latter.

The lower canine is smaller than the upper, but still of great size. It is inserted in

juxtaposition with the last incisor, and closes in front of, and inside of the upper canine,

in the wide space that occurs between the latter and the upper incisors. Its root is

longer than the exposed portion, much flattened, and inserted very obliquely in the bone.

The free portion is stout at the base, rapidly tapering to a sharp point, and much curved,

to bring the tooth into the vertical position from its very oblique line of insertion. As a

whole, the tooth is notably twisted upon its axis. It measures, in adult examples, neaily

an inch in length.

The first premolar is situated midway in the wide interval between the canine and the

second premolar. This brings it directly under the upper first premolar, and leaves room
for the apex of the upper canine to descend between it and the lower canine. This tooth

repeats the characters of the corresponding upper one, but is still smaller. The second

is much the largest of the under premolars, but scarcely differs otherwise from the third,

with which it is in contact by a largely develoj^ed basal snag on the posterior border ; a

similar snag upon the third connects the latter with the first molar. These teeth close in

advance of the corresponding upper ones ; so that the second premolar passes by its pos-

terior border along the anterior border of the second upper one ; the latter is wedged
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between the second and third under premolars, its apex resting upon the basal snag of

the former ; the third under premolar is similarly wedged between the second and third

upper ones ; the latter, again, fits in the interspace between the third under premolar and

first molar, with its apex touching the basal snag of the fonner. Each of the premolars

has two long, stout, straight roots, parallel with each other ; they cause a deep sulcus to

appear on both mner and outer aspects of the exposed portion of the tooth, before unit-

ing to form the single, compressed, conical cusp. The anterior border is a little convex

;

the posterior twice concave, as a result of the projection of the basal snag.

The four molars are i-emarkable for possessing but two roots apiece, like the premolars,

instead of three as those of the upper jaw have. In the formation of the crowns, how-

ever, the transition from the premolars is abrupt and decided. The roots are straight,

slender, terete, tapering, diverging but little from each other, following each other in the

line of the axis of the jaw-bone, and are two or three times as long as the exposed por-

tion of the tooth. The contour of the crown corresponds to the absence of a third

(inner) root; it is a narrow rectangle, without angular extension inward. While quite as

long as the upper ones, each for each, the lower molars have not half the breadth of the

latter ; when the two sets are apposed in the closed jaw, a considerable part of the grind-

ing surface of the upper molar lies external to the under series. The molars progres-

sively increase in length, width, heighth and prominence of the several irregularities of

surface, from first to fourth. The antero-external corner of each presents a concave

depression for the reception of the cusp upon the posterior border of the corresponding

upper tooth ; a larger excavation upon the face of the crown, at its back part, similarly

receives the prominent inner corner of an upper molar. Between these two depressions

the outer border of each molar rises to form a prominent conical cusp, attaining the great-

est elevation on the last of the series. Behind the cusp is a smaller one, at the postero-

external angle of the tooth ; the postero-internal corner makes a still less prominent cusp.

The antero-internal angle rises highest of any ; its strong cusp is partially divided in two

by a notch. (For under teeth see figs. 7 and 8, page 62.)

The upper molars have much more of the character of true "grinders" than the lower;

the latter are evidently better fitted for the laceration of animal tissue than for the crush-

ing of vegetable fibre. The crowns of the upper molars chiefly present obtuse rounded

inequalities of surface ; those of the lower show conical sharp-pointed projections.

The whole series of lower teeth is twisted upon itself, and traverses the jaw obliquely,

as shown in fig. 8.

PART I.— THE BONES.

1. The Skull.

The cranium is to be considered imder three different aspects. First, as being a phase

of the mammalian modification of what has been called the vertebrate archetype ;
repre-

senting, as such, four vertebra, the elements of which have been subjected to changes of

relative size and shape, and also, in many instances, to dismemberment or displacement,

and the essential characters of which have been further modified— not to say obscured—
by the addition or intercalation of accessory and appendiculate parts, as well as by the

WKM0IR3 BOST. 80C. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 13
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suppression, or at least the want of distinctness, of certain parts found in those crania

that depart less from the primitive type. Secondly, as being composed of numerous

individual parts or pieces ; that is, of separate bones, suturally joined with contiguous

ones, but not continuous through coossification ; such parts expressing not only the divi-

sion of the skull into four vertebral segments, but also the distinction of the several ele-

ments of each segment, and of its appendages. Thirdly, as a complex whole, resulting

from the coherence or confluence of all these several proximate and ultimate parts ; as

such forming a bony box to contain and protect the brain and organs of the special senses.

From the first view may be learned the ultimate, or true, or de jure morphology of the

skull; from the second, its proximate or apparent, or de facto morphology; from the

third, its teleology, which is the aim and cud of all morpholog3^ Tlie cranium, quoad

four vertebrte, represents or typifies the skull of all vertebrates ; as to its individual

bones, the skull of all mammals ; as a whole, only itself— so far is general morphology

modifiable for sj^ecial teleology.

No two leaves of the forest are precisely alike ; no opossum's skull is an exact dupli-

cate of another's. One skull may be so described that the description will not apply to

any other one ; or in such a way that the terms employed will indicate the skull of any

vertebrate ; and each of the two methods are perfectly truthful. An account of individ-

ual peculiarities only would be tediously pi'ofitless ; a summary of class, ordinal, or fam-

ily points alone, would leave much to be desired ; a description of specific characters is

alone satisfactory, for these mark one entity amidst innumerable forms of animal life.

Specific description of a skull may be more general or special, according as more or fewer

relations are considered. In a general way, the relations of the opossum's skull to the

crania of other vertebrates may be indicated in a description of its four vertebraj ; to

that of other mammals, in a notice of its diflFerent bones ; and to that of other mai'supials,

in its consideration as a whole. It suits my purpose to take up these three lines of de-

scription, and in the order just indicated.

a. Of the skull as four vertehrw [dlarthromeres ^).

V. epenccphalka.—The hiemal arch rests upon the thorax ; the centrum and neural arch

can usually be detached entire from the antecedent vertebra, without disturbing the latter.

The only element that ever coossifies with the antecedent segment is the neural spine,

and this confluence onl}' takes place in aged skulls. The neural spine is rarely consoli-

dated with the neurapophyses ; the latter, though meeting above the foramen magnum to

complete the neural canal without the intervention of the neural spine, remain distinct

from each other, but early unite with the centrum. The parapophysesi even sooner unite

with the neurapophyses ; coossification is completed in specimens that still show traces of

separation between neurapophyses and centrum. In physical characters, the occipital

' " Diarlhroviere.— A word needed to supplant ' vertebra,' segment—zoonule, or somite—of single-ring animals (Articu-

in the sense attached to this last in this paper. 'Vertebrate' hates) is already called arlhromere, of which the proposeil

may be siifTiciently definitive of a back-boned animal, but word is an obvious analogue.' '

—

New York Medical Record,

'vertebra,' at best a meaningless name of certain 'bones,' is Dec, 1S70.

inadequate to express the required idea of a whole segment Although we should of course prefer to employ this term,

of an animal constructed upon the double-ring plan, besides which we recently proposed, as above, yet it is now prac-

being so firmly contracted by custom that the necessary ex- tically impossible to revise the MS. for this purpose,

pansion is undesirable, if not impracticable. The typical
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segment, as a whole, is not more unlike the succeeding one— the atlas— than the latter

is unlike the axis ; or than this last is different from a coccygeal, for instance.

Aside from the displacement of its hcemal arch, its chief modifications relate to its firm

sutural (instead of loose articular) connection with the antecedent vertebra, and to the

expansion of its neural arch to accommodate the epencephalon. Taking away the ex-

panded neural spine, the three remaining elements form an osseous ring very similar in

general appearance to the atlas. It does not appear that the sum total of the modifica-

tions that this vertebra has undergone in becoming a part of the "skull" instead of the

" spine," is greater than that suffered by the contiguous cervical one, which latter is none

the less a " vertebra" for wanting centrum, neural spine and hajmal arch ; and it is cer-

tainly less than that characterizing the last coccygeal,— a bone that has nothing of a

vertebra but a degenerate centrum, fails to perform the essential office of a vei'tebra, and

is only recognized as a vertebra in virtue of its location, being to all purposes, as well as

appearances, the distal phalanx of a digit. Comparison of the two ends of the chain of

vertebral links shows that teleological modification is less obscure in the guise of hyper-

trophy, than under the mask of atrophy ; exaltation of the function of parts may entail

less change than degradation ; the caudal larval vertebra deviates more from the arche-

type than the cranial imago does.

V. mesencephalica. Centrum and neurapophyses coalesce with the same elements of

the antecedent (frontal) segment; the compound bone so formed ("sphenoid") is simpler

than in some mammals, from not including an appendage of the maxillary arch ; for the

pterygoid is a distinct bone, as in birds. The neural spine is large, coincidently with

increase in size of the encephalon, though it is itself surpassed by the frontal spine. It is

developed from two centres, and the lateral moieties so long remain discrete, that they

are so found in the great majority of adult specimens; but they ultimately fuse together;

they never coossify with either frontal, squamosal, or sphenoid ; they reach their proper

neurapophyses. The parietal parapophyses (mastoid) are disconnected with that arch,

coossified with the acoustic capsule, and wedged in between the latter, the occipital neur-

and par-apophyses and the distal element of the appendage of the palato-maxillary arch,

which appendage serves as a strong osseous bridge connecting the hfemapophysis of the

nasal vertebra with the par- neur-apophysis of the ultimate and penultimate cranial seg-

ments, and slightly joins, also, the neural spine of the occipital segment. Besides the

extensive confluences and sutures that the parietal segment presents, it also contains—
i. e., is the site of— the frontal pleurapophysis,— the proximal element of the mandibular

arch (tympanic). This, however, has no osseous connection with the rest of the skuU
;

its relation to the parietal segment is merely one of position. The proper pleurapophysis

of the parietal segment (stylo-hyal) is wanting ; the other elements of the hyoidean arch

'

'The OS hyoides may be conveniently noticed in this con- ported upon the b.isi-hyal, but also touch the thyro-hyals.

nection. The size and general shape are shown in the The basi-hyal is small; as high as wiile; irregularly tive-sided,

accompanying figure (fig. :>). The five or rather sub-quadrate, with a thickened, upright, posterior,

pieces comprising the hyoid are usually lower border between the ends of the greater cornua, spread-

(always?) distinct: 1 have never seen ing obliquely upward and fi^rward into a thin lamina with

them anchylosed. The thyro-hyals arc slightly thickened sides, supporting the lesser cornua, and
elongate, much compressed in an ob- having its sharp, free anterior border somewhat produced by
lique plane, enlarged at either e.xtrem- cartilage. There is no uro- or glosso-hyal; no lytta could be

ity, slightly curved in the continuity. found in the substance of the tongue. The cerato-hyals do

The cerato-hyab are small, flat, triangular nodules remaining not appear to have ever formed two pieces.

cartilaginous for a considerable time. They are mostly sup-
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are only connected with the skull by soft tissues, and are removed from its immediate

vicinity ; the styliform occipital parapophyses appear to perform, as far as muscular at-

tachments are concerned, the office of the hyoidean plcurapophyses.

Y. prose^icephalica. The confluence of the frontal centrum and neurapophyses with

those of the parietal segment, has just been noticed ; these elements are distinct from

their homotypes of the nasal vertebra. The neural spine, at first in lateral halves,

speedily consolidates into one piece, but coossifies with none of the numerous surrounding

parts. It is remarkable for its size, and for taking greater 23art in the formation of the

olfactory chamber, than in the protection of the prosencephalon. Frontal parapophyses

are wanting ; at leiist no post-frontals can be demonstrated, nor is there evidence war-

ranting the assumption that they are included, otherwise than theoretically in the

frontal, or a neighboring, bone. It may however, be surmised, that the su^^er-orbital

protuberances of the frontal bone may represent, teleologically at least, such para-

pophyses ; since they subserve the usual function of Ihniting the orbits posteriorly. The

pleurapophysis is disconnected with the other elements of this vertebra, dislocated, lying

between the last and the penultimate vertebrae, and pressed into the service of the organ

of hearing ; it is a delicate little half-ring, supporting the membrana tympani and ossicula

auditus. As already noted, it has no osseous union with the rest of the skull ; and even

its membranous attachments are of the loosest nature. No trace of separation of htema-

pophysis from haemal spine is usually to be observed ; nor is there any distinction of the

several hff>mapophysial elements that remain distinct in lower classes, and may theoreti-

cally be taken to exist in the present example. The haemal spine is permanently sepa-

rated into halves, as far as osseous symphyseal union is concerned. The frontal htema-

pophysis not only articulates with the distal element of the maxillary appendage, as usual

in mammalia, but also with the proximal element of the same ; and moreover—what is

a rare modification— with the parietal neurapophysis, (squamosal, malar and alisphenoid

thus conniving to form the glenoid cavity) ; it is not connected with its own, or other

pleurapophysis.

V. rhineacephalica. The centrum, j^ermanently distinct from that of the succeeding

vertebra, is an attenuated osseous spiculum, only having solidity behind for articulation

with the presphenoid ; it is in intimate relation throughout with the enormously devel-

oped olfactory sense-capsule. The neurapophysis, if it have any actual existence, is ob-

scure, and not to be satisfiictorily demonstrated in any part of the olfactory capsule ; but

it may be conjectured that the vertical " septvnn nasi" represents coalesced pre-frontals.

The neural spine is permanently bifid, and remains distinct from surrounding bones ; like

its centrum, it has been subjected to longitudinal extension and attenuation, to close in

the upper wall of the conical muzzle. This vertebra has no diapophysis. The pleura-

pophysis forms but little part of the maxillary arch, though still performing its proper

office much more notably than does the same element of the frontal vertebra. As usual,

it is curiously distorted in shape, and closely wedged in between numerous elements not

of its own, but of two succeeding, vertebrte. The development of the nasal ha^mapophy-

sis corresponds with that of the frontal ; it articulates not only with its fellow, its pleura-

pophysis, and its hajmal spine, but also with the neural spines of its own and of the suc-

ceeding vertebra ; it likewise supports, in part, a mucous scale-bone and convolutions of a

sense-capsule ; and besides is connected, through the intermedium of two accessory appen-
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dicular pieces, with the neur- and par-apophysis and neural spine of the parietal, and neu-

ral spine of the occipital, vertebra. So the nasal hajmapophysis connects mediately or

immediately, its own with each of the three other cranial vertebrae ; such extensive con-

nections not only contribute to the strength and fixity of the palato-maxillary arch itself,

but of the whole skull. The haimal spine is permanently double ; it maintains distinctness

from the hremapophysis ; above, the apex of the neural spine is wedged in between its

lateral moieties ; below and anteriorly, these are in mutual apposition, thus closing in the

termination of the neural canal. The " diverging appendage" of the palato-maxillary

arch (pterygoid), a delicate scale-like bone, loosely attached, extends backward under the

centra of the frontal and parietal arches ; it fiills far short of the frontal pleurapophysis,

instead of connecting the latter with the nasal pleurapophysis, as in birds ; nor is it sub-

servient in any way to either the stability or the mobility of cranial segments. The or-

bital dermo-skeletal, and the acoustic and olfactory splancho-skeletal, bones are elsewhere

noticed : the opthalmic sense-capsule is unossified.

h. Of the Several Cranial Bones.

Most of the cranial bones of this low mammal retain their individuality ; a few others

only coossify with age ; several are confluent from an early period of their formation, if

not originally connate. The skull is readily disarticulated, and reducible to a greater

number of pieces than is the case with higher mammals. Nearly all the bones afford in-

structive evidence of their morphological characters. The comparatively few compound
bones result from confluence of but few morphologically distinct elements : there is no

such complex " bone" as, e. gf., the "sphenoid" or " temporal" of anthropotomy. The
mammalian modification of cranial vertebrfc may therefore be studied under advantageous

circumstances.

The skull ordinarily falls into the following pieces, some of which are simple, and others

compound, bones ; the latter are in italics :

—

occipital ; superoccipital ; two petromastoids
;

parietal, either single or double; tympanic (with ossicula auditus attached) ; sphenoid;

vomer with ethmo-turhinal ; frontal, single or double ; two nasals ; two premaxillaries ; two

maxillaries ; two palatals ; two pterygoids ; two malars ; two squamosals ; two lachry-

mals ; and the mandible (qu. italics), in halves. Sometimes the great sagittal crest comes

off the parietals, having only sutural union, and being apparently developed in the fascia

between the temporales. The superoccipital may unite with the parietals in old age.

The interparietal suture is often obliterated ; the interfrontal usually. There are no pre-

or post-frontals, nor stylo-hyals ; unless the vertical plate of the ethmoid represents the

first named. I have not observed an interparietal, or Wormian bones. Ordinarily there

is nothing to indicate that the mandible is formed of articular, angular, splenial, coronal,

and dentary pieces ; but its symphysis is imperfect, being only a synchondrosis, like the

pubic and sacro-iliac.

The following are the commonly observed confluences of originally distinct bones :—Ex-

and par- with basi-occlpital, producing an "os occipitis" the spine of which remains sepa-

rate ; its neurapophyses meet above the foramen, but do not ordinarily coalesce. Basi-,

ali-, pre- and orbito-sphenoid, resulting in an " os sphenoidale" which is not further compli-

cated by coossification with the pterygoids. Mastoid with the otic sense-capsule (petrosal)

forming the " petromastoid" ; the separation of these elements from the squamosal and

tympanicf and the absence of a stylo-hyal, reduces the ordinarily complex " os temporis
"

UUMOIBS B08T. SOC. NAT. H18T. VOL. H. 14
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to almost its simplest expression. Vomer with the olfactory sense-capsule (ethmo-turbi-

nal); but the coosification is not perfect throughout. A spongy bone ("inferior turbinal")

is attached to the inner surface of each maxilla.

The special characters of each of the bones above mentioned are now to be examined.

The basioccipital is only seen as a distinct bone in very young animals, although

traces of separation from the neurapophyses persist during adolescence. Thus I find

the suture, in an animal three-fourths grown, extending from the side obliquely inward

and backward to the condyles, and exhibiting the part taken by the bone in the forma-

tion of the latter (about one third). The precondylar foramen is developed in, or just

to, one side of this suture ; another smaller opening exists a little internal to the last.

The connection of the bone with the petrosal is slight ; the most marked portion of

the foramen lacerum posterius is just in fi-out of the paroccipital. The forward extension

of bone is simply a flattened plate, nearly four-sided, but tapering a little, abutting by a

straight, transverse suture against the body of the sphenoid ; longitudinally ridged under-

neath, smooth and slightly concave above, with an oblique groove alongside each anterior

corner.

The exoccipitals rise from the back part of the body, develop the superior two-thirds

of the condyles, and close over the foramen magnum, where, however, they do not ordina-

rily coalesce ; the line of separation remained in all the skulls examined. They form

a broad arch, whose longitudinal expansion is oblique, perforated on either side, at the

base of the paroccipitals, and notched in the middle of tlie upper border for a de-

scending process of the superoccipital ; sometimes the upper border has a well marked
pi-ominence indicating the point where the superoccipital and mastoid come together.

I have never found the paroccipitals distinct from the exoccipitals. They form pointed

conical processes of moderate length, directed downward, almost parallel with each other,

roughened for muscular attachment. Their bases abut against the petromastoids ; a deep

notch separates them from the condyles.

The superoccipital is rarely, if ever, confluent with the exoccipitals. I have never

seen it thus united. On the other hand, its bony union with the parietals is fre-

quent, and with the "temporal bone," at the junction of the mastoid and squamo-

sal, is sometimes seen. The lambdoidal suture, when not obliterated, is very irregular

in direction, and mostly squamous in character, the outer surface of the superoccipital

being bevelled for some distance. The superoccipital is a tfiangular pyramid, with an

excavated base and sides : the concavity of the former being for the accommodation of

the brain, and of the latter for muscular attachments. The excavations of the sides are

virtually produced by the elevation of the occipital crest, which forms a segment of a

circle from side to side ; and by the beginning of the sagital crest, which runs directly

forward from, and at right angles with, the middle of the transverse crest. The thickness

and solidity of the bone, however, is not entirely owing to these crests.

Confluence of the hasi-, pre-, ali- and orhito-sphenoid takes early place, and, when per-

fected, results in the single complex bone ordinarily called by the collective name " sphe-

noid." I find no traces of separation of these four bones in the youngest specimens

examined. As might be expected from its composite nature, the connections of the

bone are numerous. The contiguous bones are :—behind, the basisphenoid, and more
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laterally, the petrosal and squamosal (which separate it from the mastoid), and sometimes

the malar : on either side, the parietal and frontal : before, the vomer, ethmo-turbinal,

palatine, and pterygoid. There is no actual connection with the tympanic; the mastoid

is still further removed. I have never found it confluent with either of these con-

tiguous bones : its connection Avith the palatines is perhaps most intimate ; with the

pterygoids and petrosals loosest. Its frontal and squamosal sutures are the most exten-

sive ; but that with the parietal is of considerable length, since the squamosal does not lift

the parietal far away from the sphenoidal ala—though it is difficult to say how much of the

spheno-parietal suture is formed by the orbitosphenoid, and how much, if any, represents

the union of the neural spine with its proper neurapophysis, the alisphenoid. The basi-

sphenoid alone unites with the basioccipital : the alisphenoid alone with the petrosal and
squamosal ; the orbitosphenoid with the frontal. Junction with the palatines is through

three of the elements of the sphenoid : the ali-, orbito- and pre-sphenoid ; union with the

former being effected by the " pterapophyses " to be presently noticed : the sphenoidal

relations of the pterygoids are almost wholly brought about by the same means. The
articulation of the sphenoid with the basioccipital and vomer respectively is simple abut>-

ment of the thickened, squarely truncated extremities of these bones ; that of the palar-

tines and pterygoids is the lateral apposition of elongated processes; that with squamosal,

parietal and frontal is the true, squamous suture, most decided in the latter case, where

the orbitosphenoid very extensively overlaps. When the alisphenoid reaches the malar

at all, it is a simple touching of the tip of its slender, lateral, articular process. Junction

with the petrosals is imperfect and irregular.

The compound " sphenoid bone," thus made up and related, presents a stout, flattened

"body," tapering from behind forward, distinguishable from the "wings" by its shape and

solidity, and separated from them by grooves, ridges and foramina, apparent both above

and below. The under surface is smooth ; on either side are seen, from behind forward,

the termination of the foramen lacerum, medium : two foramina looking forward and out-

ward, separated by a slight bony bridge, the posterior opening leading backward by a groove

into the foramen lacerum, and forward into the sella turcica : the antei'ior, which is the

larger, curving inward and communicating with its fellow below the sella : the groove sep-

arating the pterapophyses completes the lateral boundary of the body. Inside, the body

presents a deep hemispherical or hemiellipsoidal excavation, the sella turcica, on either

side of which (but really in the ala of the bone) is the entrance of the foramen rotundum,

now a long canal, that opens just outside the root of the pterapophysis. More anteriorly

the body is bounded on either side by a deep semicylindrical canal, which conducts the

optic nerves out through the foramen lacerum anterius.

The alisphenoidal part of the bone stands away from the body, on nearly the same

horizontal plane, having but little upward inclination ; and supports three very noticeable

processes. The most posterior of these is a moderately large bulla ossea, or conch, in sub-

serviency to the acoustic organ. It is a hemiellipsoid in shape, its convexity looking for-

ward and downward, its large opening directly towards the tympanum. It is small in size

compared with that occurring in some marsupials. Besides its physiological relation to the

organ of hearing, it serves to- complete, internally, the irregular parapet surrounding the

fossa in which the delicate tympanic hangs suspended : the other minarets being the par-

occipital, mastoid and zygomatic process of the squamosal. The petrosal lies along its
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inner side ; its outer side is in relation to the glenoid cavity and condyle of the jaw ; at its

inner base is a large foramen, sometimes, however, only a groove continuous with the

foramen lacerum, from deficiency of the bony trabecule completing its periphery.

Perhaps the most interesting point connected with the sphenoid bone is the share it

takes in the formation of the glenoid cavity, by means of a long, sharp-pointed " artic-

ular " process of the alisphenoid, which runs along the inner and anterior margin of the

glenoid cavity, and usually reaches to the malar. This formation decidedly augments the

transverse diameter of the glenoid, and a considerable part of the mandibular condyle plays

upon the expanded and slightly concave under surface of the sphenoidal process. The

latter, however, lying wholly in the general plane of the joint, does not afford an anterior

wall of abutment for the condyle, like that furnished behind by the downward extension of

the squamosal. The extent of the alisphenoid thus appropriated by the squamosal, per-

haps explains why so much of the sphenoparietal suture is made by the orbital plate of the

bone alone. This structure of the glenoid obtains in many, if not most, marsupials.

Anteriorly the sphenoid sends off on either side a long attenuated pterapophysis, which

diverges from its fellow as it proceeds forward. These slender prongs reach as far for-

ward as the termination of the bony palate ; forming the main connection of the ptery-

goids with the sphenoid, augmenting the connections of the latter with the palatines, and

forming part of the wall that laterally bounds the vestibule of the posterior nares.

Absence of a stylo-hyal, and non-confluence of the petromastoid, leave the " temporal

bone " to be represented by the squamosal alone. There being but a small vacuity in the

cranial wall to be filled by the squamosal, the greater part of this bone is devoted to the

formation of the back part of the great zygoma, and the support of the mandible. The

eygomatic pi'ocess at first stands out at right angles with the squamous portion and then

curves forward, expanded vertically, to effect extensive overlapping suture with the malar.

The root of this process is thickened transversely for the site of the glenoid cavity; it sends

downward a stout process to form the posterior wall of the articulation, and presents

inwardly a rough, irregular projection for the alisphenoidal suture. The squamous part

of the bone takes but small part in the formation of the wall of the encephalon, and

less than appears upon viewing the skull outwardly, in consequence of the extent to

which it overlaps the parietal. The posterior border of the squamosal is somewhat thick-

ened and rises in a prominent ridge, which is the lateral downward continuation of the

semicircular occipital crest. The termination of this crest represents the postero-lat-

eral corner of the skull, in which the mastoid scarcely takes part, being small, and

wedged in between the squamosal and the ex- and par-occipitals ; separating the fonner

from the last two. Above, the squamosal comes in direct relation with the super-occipital.

A prominent ridge from the upper border of the zygomatic pi'ocess connects the latter

with the squamo-occipital crest, and overarches the otocrane. The fossa in which the

parts of the ear lie is represented, in the lateral view, by a wide and deep notch between

the glenoid process, and the termination of the occipital crest. Two large foramina are

situated in the notched part of the squamosal. A well marked groove, extending along

the inner aspect of the back part of the squamosal, is converted into a canal (venous) by-

a corresponding groove in the surfiice of the closely apposed petromastoid.

Confluence of the " mastoid process " with the otic sense-capsule results in the petro-

mastoid, a small, hard, very irregularly shaped bone, firmly wedged in between the
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alisplienoid and basi-occipital before, the squamosal and ex-par-occipital behind, with an

anterior prolongation that just touches the basisphenoid, dividing the fissurte lacerte pos-

teriores et medite from each other. It always remains distinct from the surrounding bones.

When in sifu, but little appears on an outside view ; viewed from within, it is seen to take

a large part in the wall of the brain-case, presenting a smooth, sub-triangular surface, in-

dented with a very deep, conical, cerebellar fossa, below which is the conspicuous opening

of the internal meatus. Most of the superficies presents a very irregular roughened sur-

face, closely appressed to the thickened root of the squamosal, with a venous canal

running across it. The part that Ues external, between squamosal and occipital, is

smoother, being only slightly roughened for muscular attachment. The petrosal part

proper appears, viewed from below, as a small, tapering piece of bone, with a swollen base,

this convexity expressing the dome of the " wMspering gallery" into which the interior

is sculptured. But the description of the internal structure of the bone rather pertains to

an account of the organ of hearing, than to the subject of the present memoir, and must

therefore be omitted.

The tympanic is a delicate little oval ring, incomplete at part of its ch-cumference, like a

horse shoe. It is not bullous, and has no bony attachment with the rest of the skull.

It supports the auditory ossicles, one of wdiich is anchylosed with it. There are no decided

angles or processes ; but a noticeable groove for the membrana tympani, and another

representing the confluence of the ossicle ; the latter adds considerably to the tympanic

half-ring, strengthening the slender, spicula-like prong ; it is applied to the outer

periphery, terminating by a somewhat thickened, rounded extremity ; at the free end bent

abruptly upon itself, in the plane of the tympanum, and extending, as the handle of the

malleus, almost across the space to the back of the ring, as an extremely delicate spicula.

The parietals finally coalesce with each other along the median line ; but in most

specimens the sagittal suture is retained. The contour of the bone is very irregular ; all

the sutures except the sagittal are strictly sc|uanious. The anterior margin overlaps the

frontal bone for a great distance ; the posterior, the super-occipital, but to less extent

;

conversely, the lower border is overlapped by the sphenoidal ala and the squamosal. View-

ing the articulated skull from the outside, the parietal seems only joined below by the

orbito-sphenoidal and squamosal plates ; but, on removal of the latter, the posterior

portion of the margin is seen to effect junction with the alisphenoid itself At least,

such is my impression from consideration of the parts of the sphenoidal ala, most prop-

erly to be regarded as ali- and orbito-sphenoidal ; for the spheno-parietal suture extends

to the base of the sphenoidal process that enters into the mandibular articulation. The
parietal bones are thin— almost diaphanous; internally they exhibit a decided hollowing,

whose concavity is greater than the outside convexity of the bone ; the meningeal vessels

impress well marked grooves along the posterior border of the vitreous table ; the fiilx cere-

bri a single longitudinal one along the median line. The inner table of the bone is of much
less extent than the outer, in consequence of the various extensive squamous sutures of the

latter : there is little diploe between the two ; its texture is coarse, with large interstices.

There were no inter-parietal bones, nor ossa Wormiana, in any of the specimens examined.

Even in young individuals, in which the sagittal suture is perfect, there exists only a

trace of the frontal suture ; and this is speedily obliterated. The confluent frontals,

taken as one bone, present a remarkable shape. Only a small part is devoted to the pro-
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tecfion of the brain; the rest forms the roof of the nasal, and the inner wall of the orbital,

cavities. The point of greatest constriction of the brain-case is in the frontal bone, just in

advance of the overlapping of the border of the parietal. The greatest width of the cranial

part of the bone is much narrower than the nasal part ; its depth is equally as much less.

While the cranial cavity of the bone will barely admit the tip of one's forefinger, the nasal

will contain nearly the whole of the first segment of the thumb ; the former is nearly cylin-

drical ; the latter represents the frustra of two cones placed end to end ; the strait between

the cranial and nasal cavities is perfectly circular. The coronal suture, never obliterated,

may be either directly transverse, or obliquely placed, inclining forward from above down-

ward ; it has no notches, or other notable irregularities along its course. The coronal, and all

the other sutures around the frontal are strictly squamous ; the several bones (parietal, orbi-

to-sphenoid, maxillary, palatal, lachrymal and nasal) all overlap the frontal, except for about

half of the fronto-palatine suture, when the reverse takes place. The outer lower margins

of the bone are very irregular in their course, but in general terms, may be said to be direct

from the lower corner of the coronal suture through part of the palatal, and thence to extend

obliquely upward and forward to the point of greatest anterior extension, between which

point and its fellow there is a very deep notch for the reception of the nasals, usually ex-

tending quite to the supra-orbital protuberance. The anterior part of the surface of the

frontal is perfectly smooth, and nearly flat in every direction ; it is bounded in front by the

naso-frontal, and at the side by the fronto-lachrymal, suture. Behind, it is separated from

the orbital and temporal surfaces by two prominent ridges, which, arising from the supra-

orbital prominence, rapidly approximate as they proceed backward, meeting each other on

the median line, uniting, and running backward as the frontal portion of the sagittal crest.

The part of the frontal forming the temporal fossas is irregularly concave ; the orbital part is

smooth, plane, and vertical; the two are separated by a slight ridge running from the supra-

orbital protuberance to the sphenoid.

The interior of the frontal is perfectly smooth for its cerebral portion, the surface being

only marked with two slight depressions for the rhinencephalon ; the walls of the nasal

chamber, on the other hand, are irregular, and marked in various ways. A strong ridge de-

pends from the median line, marking the junction of the vertical ethmoidal plate, and dividing

the interior into lateral moieties. The superior portion of the surface of each is hol-

lowed for the reception of the upper turbinal convolutions ; the lower portion (inner surface

of orbital plate of frontal) is marked by several (four or five) longitudinal, horizontal lines,

nearly parallel with each other, corresponding with the middle convolutions of the turbinate

bones. There are a few other irregularities, not necessary to particularize, which, like those

just described, relate to the convolutions of the spongy bones.

The nasals remain distinct from each other, and from the surrounding bones with

which they are suturally connected. They are long and narrow, nearly straight, in

mutual apposition along the median line. The anterior half is narrowly linear, the posterior

has a lateral expansion ; so that the fronto- and maxillo-nasal sutures enclose a diamond-

shaped space upon the lower forehead ; the naso-intermaxillary takes the place of the naso-

maxillary suture for the anterior third of the bone. These sutures are squamous, the nasal

overlapping the maxillar}^ and intermaxillary. The superior surface of the nasals is smooth

and nearly plane ; the inferior aspect of the conjoined bones is a half-cylinder. The nasals
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terminate in a point, which falls short of the end of the jaw; "rostral" bones are not

developed.

The ascending ramus of the intermaxillary is wedged in between the nasals and

maxillaries, extending about an inch upon the cheek, overriding the side of the nasal,

and being in turn overlapped by the maxillary. The rami are curved, with the convexity

outward, at first divaricating from each other to increase the calibre of the nasal aper-

ture, and then somewhat approximating, and also each curling upon itself, as the alveolar

borders come to meet on the median line in front. The palatal plate of each bone is

almost divided into two longitudinal parts by an extensive fissure — the incisive foramen—
which nearly reaches the alveolus. This foramen is not completed behind by the intermax-

illary ; it is simply a slit, so far as that bone is concerned. The median moiety of the

palatal plate is an extremely long and attenuated spicula whose extent is not visible from

below in the articulated skull, as the palatal plate of the maxillary overlaps it. The lateral

moiety is much shorter, as well as broader ; it terminates at the anterior border of the

socket of the upper canine. The intermaxillaries are never confluent with each other or

with surrounding bones. Each contains five teeth.

The maxillary is large, and has numerous strong processes. Its surface is smooth

;

the foramen appears just above the first or second premolar, opening upon a slightly

depressed space, in advance of which is the bulging that denotes the insertion of the

great canine. The nasal plate or process curves toward the nasal bone, and unites with

the latter for about half its length, being anteriorly cut off by the intermaxillary ; the poste-

rior prolongation of this plate, in the form of a sharp pointed process, reaches the frontal.

A deep excavation in the border of the bone, just below the process, indicates the seat of

the lachrymal. Posteriorly the bone sends upward a large, stout, zygomatic process, for

union with the malar, in a manner to be more particularly noticed under head of the latter.

The alveolar border is strongly developed, particularly behind ; it narrows anteriorly, and is

deficient at the wide interspace between the first and second premolars. Tlic palatal plate

or process meets its fellow along a perfectly straight median line. Besides being nicked an-

teriorly to perfect the incisive foramen, it is deficient posteriorly, where the palatal plate of

the palatine completes the bony roof of the mouth ; and is, moreover, deeply fissured to form

the posterior elongated vacuity, described below. Both upper and under surfaces of the

palatal plate are nearly smooth ; on the latter, however, a shallow but distinct gi'oove may
be observed running from the posterior fissure to the root of the canine. The posterior bor-

der of the bone, between the malar and palatine, is thick, smooth and concave ; it is con-

tinued as a process just behind the last molar, taking part in the formation of the most

postero-external of the ten openings in the bony palate. The share that the zygomatic

process takes in the formation of the outer wall of the orbit is inconsiderable, though greater

than appears on viewing the bone from the outside. The floor of the orbit— what little

there is of it— is maxillar. The surface of this part of the bone is traversed by a groove,

in which lies the maxillary division of the trigeminus, which is conducted by this means
along the orbital floor into a bony canal, whose outlet is the maxillary foramen. The bone

bears upon the inner surface of its ascending plate, the lower or anterior turbinal bone— a

spongy convoluted mass, of extremely delicate texture, which nearly fills that part of the

nasal chamber not occupied by the ethmo-turbinal. The maxillary is permanently distinct

from all of its surroundings. The alveolus bears eight teeth
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The malar, which is a large, stout hone, forms the greater part of the zygoma. In

general form it is a little arched, a little curved outward, compressed, expanded vertically,

and with extensive, very oblique sutural terminations. The anterior extremity chiefly unites

with the maxilla by overlapping ; but its extreme point is received into a slight pit in the

latter bone, Avhile the extremity of the zygomatic process of the maxilla is firmly wedged

in a similar but larger depression in the malar itself The suture is thus made remarkably

strong. The posterior extremity of the bone is more irregular. A thin, scale-like lamina is

appressed against the inside of the squamosal : the bone then continues, by its stout under

border, to the glenoid cavity—its extremity being cupped to become continuous with the

articulating surface. The lower margin of the shaft of the malar is concave, and presents a

well marked, oblique bevelling for masseteric attachment. The upper margin is straighter,

but is anteriorly cut away a little to afford a slight concavity, which is the lower margin of

the bony rim of the orbit ; and, stiU further forward, is broken by articulation with the

lachrjanal. The obtuse posterior termination of the bone gives a partial wall to the front of

the glenoid cavity.

The palatine, though singularly irregular in contour, and curiously wedged in be-

tween several bones, can always be detached entire from its connections. It is essentially

composed of three plates or processes. The orbital forms a great part of the inner wall of

the cavity of that name, completed by the frontal and lachrymal. It is an excessively thin,

delicate, osseous scale, nearly vertical, with a gently arched upper border, by which it be-

strides, as it were, the contiguous border of the frontal, part over-, part under-lapping. A
large foramen obliquely perforates the middle of tlie base of this upright lamina. An ex-

tremely attenuated sharp-pointed spicula of bone forms a horizontal process directly back-

wards, lying closely appressed upon the inner surface of the spheno-pterapophysis. This

process augments what would otherwise be a slight spheno-palatine articulation. Its base

gives off a narrow flange-like lamina of bone, projecting horizontally inward, serving to

define the entrance to the posterior nares. The palatal process may be taken as the main

body of the bone. This is transversely expanded, and sufficiently thickened to form the

posterior termination of the bony palate. Its posterior margin is especially stout, and di-

rectly transverse, forming an acute angle with the lateral border. The inner border is ap-

posed to its fellow of the opposite side. The anterior border is very irregular. Beside

interlocking by semi-squamous suture with the maxilla, it is further broken and interrupted

by a deep notch—the posterior margin of the largest palatal aperture ; and another, more

posterior and external, similarly encloses, with the maxilla, a second foramen. A large

quadrilateral aperture exists wholly within the palatine, in front, near the median line ; and

there is a very minute perforation close to its posterior margin.

With the exception of the tympanies, and ossicula auditiis, the pterygoids are the

smallest and most delicate of the cranial bones, and their connection with the skull is, if

possible, even looser ; it is almost impossible to preserve them in situ. They are exces-

sively thin and fragile laminas, inserted, by their longest edge, into the slight groove be-

tween the posterior prolongation of the palatines and the sphenoidal pterapophyses, nearly

vertical in position, abutting anteriorly, by their enlarged extremities, against the termi-

nation of the bony palate. The presence of these flimsy little bones would seem to be

merely in obedience to morphological law ; they can subserve little, if any, teleological pur-

pose. I do not comprehend the statement (Owen, Comp. Anat. ii, p. 346) that the ptery-
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goids "repeat the connections they present in birds." In this marsupial, at least, these

bones, so far from having any connection with the tympanies, do not reach half way from

the palatines.

The lachrymal is of large size, and forms a considerable part of the orbital wall. While

its general shape is that of a thin, flattened, triangular scale, it has one stout process,

sticking outward and backward, for articulation with the malar—the point of the process

being thrust into a pit in the upper corner of the latter, like a tooth in its socket. The

part of the bone that forms the rim of the orbit at the anterior canthus of the eye is thick-

ened, and presents a perfectly smooth surface, of a semilunar shape, whose convex border

fits the concavity in the margin of the maxilla. The large opening of the lachrymal duct

appears in the centre of this surface, leading forward into a canal that runs the whole length

of the bone before terminating in the nasal chamber. This foramen appears just outside the

orbital rim—upon the face, rather than in the orbit itself. With the exception of the malar

articulation above described, all the sutures are squamous ; the edge of the bone overlaps

both frontal and palatine, but is overlapped by the maxillary, and this to such an extent,

that only its thickened central portion appears upon the outside. The inner surface forms

part of the lateral wall of the nasal cavity ; it is a little concave, and slightly impressed

with a few irregular ridges and depressions.

The vomer and ethmoid (ethmo-turbinal—olfactory sense-capsule) may be most con-

veniently noticed together, as they form virtually one bone. In superficial extent it is

one of the largest bones of the head ; but it is very light and delicate in texture, the

spongy masses forming by far the greater part. In shape it corresponds, in a general way,

to the cavity of the nasal chamber, being something of a parallelopipedon, but narrowing

supero-inferiorly from behind forward ; similarly wedge-shaped transversely from before

backward, and with a deep excavation at its upper posterior corner ; thus resembling, except

in the latter particular, the frustrum of a double wedge. It consists of a sufficiently strong

vertical median plate (perpendicular ethmoidal lamma= coalesced prefrontals?) straight

edged above and below, nearly vertically truncated anteriorly, and bearing upon either side

the spongy convolutions, and bounded below, as by a horizontal keel, by the long, slender

vomer, which coossifies throughout nearly all its length. The posterior lower corner is the

only point where the bone acquires any decided solidity. At this point the bone runs out

into a knob-like process, with vertical sides, convex base, and slightly concave superior sur-

face ; this process is received in, and exactly fits, the interspace between the anterior mar-

gins of the orbito-sphenoids, thus projecting into the cranial chamber and forming a protu-

berance, just behind the cribriform plate, upon which the rhinencephalon rests ; it also

arches over, and forms the roof of the passage over the presphenoid, converting the

grooves on either side of this bone, by which the optic nerves escape from the cranium, into

canals ; behind, these canals inter-communicate, there being no median septum ; but ante-

riorly they are separated by the articulation of the vomer with the presphenoid. This

process is thus hidden within the cavity of the cranium ; but the knob that is the truncated

base of the vomer, and is borne upon its under surface, appears, upon viewing the outside of

the skull from below, as a smooth bone, lying deep between the spheno-pterapophyses,

abutting against the end of the presphenoid, and in direct forward continuation of the latter

into the nasal cavity, forming the roof of the posterior nares. Further on the bone passes

between, and is concealed by, the palatals—a faintly marked groove on either side of the
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vomerine knob betraying the passage of the optic nerve into the orbit. The cribriform

plate of the ethmoid begins at the anterior base of the inter-orbito-sphenoid process of the

bone, and thence curves upward as it passes forward, in nearly the quadrant of a circle, thus

finally gaining the top of the bone, and almost or quite touching the inside of the frontal.

At its lower part the sieve is flat from side to side ; more anteriorly and superiorly it is

transversely concave. It is pierced with innumerable foramina, of varying size, but all

small, very evenly distributed over its whole surface, with no indication of a median divid-

ing line, except just at the antero-superior extremity, where there is a very small space free

from holes, and also a slight projecting point—obviously a rudimentary crista galli. The
lowermost foramina lead obliquely downward as well as forward ; the upper ones directly

forward ; the different lamina3 of the spongy substance having corresponding direction. It

would be difficult, even were it desirable, to describe the details of the spongy convolutions

:

suffice it to say that they form lai-ge masses on either side of the median plate, correspond-

ing in contour with the latter, and consist of very numerous exceedingly thin laminae,

mostly Ijdng flatwise, and running from behind forward, partitioning each half of the nasal

chamber into numerous small inter-communicating passages, each of which is lined by a

duplicature of the common mucous membrane under which the olfactory nerves ramify.

Upon the posterior and external part of the under surface of each spongy body the laminte

unite to form one continuous thin plate, that directly roofs that part of the nasal passage
;

more anteriorly, and toward the median line, the same surface comes in apposition with the

spongy mass that is attached to the inside of the superior maxillary ; and along this part of

it there is no such coalescence of the extremities of the laminae into one smooth plate ; the

under surface of the maxillary sponge (inferior turbinate bone) continuing forward the roof-

ing of the nasal passage. Not

as in those mammals in which

the ethmoid takes part in the

formation of the orbital wall,

and in consequence develops,

by external coalescence of its

laminae, a smooth surface (" or-

bital plate of ethmoid," e. g., in

man) the lateral surface of the

spongy mass does not present a

continuous osseous plate ; it

shows throughout the edges of

the laminae, penetrating its sub-

stance, and the duplicatures of

the mucous membrane ; and lies

wholly inside the lateral plate

of the frontal, vertical plate of palatal, and orbital plate of lachrymal, which three together

form the inner (mesial) wall of the orbital cavity.

In the mandible (fig. 7, lateral view, left side ; fig. 8, from above) all traces of the sev-

eral bones of which it may have been originally composed, disappear at an early period
;

each lateral moiety was found entire in the youngest specimens examined. At the same

time, the union of the halves always remains a simple synchrondrosis ; and the jaw

Fig. 7.

Tw. 8.
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readily comes apart without maceration. The rami meet at an acute angle (of about 30°)

;

the symphysis is an inch long, very narrow, and almost horizontal ; the coui'se of each

ramus is exflected, so that the two sides lie nearly parallel for this distance. The body of

the bone is twisted upon itself, so that the alveoli, at first perpendicular, lean more and

more outward from behind forward ; the teeth, as a series, thus lie oblique to the long axis

of the jaw ; and while the molars are upright, the premolars slant a little outward, and the

canine and incisors have a successively increasing outward and forward obliquity, (vide figs.

7 and 8). There are twelve teeth on each side. Taking the line of the alveolar border as

the middle longitudinal axis of the mandible, the lower border of the bone represents an

unbroken arc of a circle, from incisor teeth to condyle : the latter is situated much above

the long axis just assumed.

There is no vestige of "an angle of the jaw," as such. The portion of bone that forms

this part in placental carnivores is here inflected as it were, and appears as a sharp ridge, or

plate, extending at right angles with the plane of the coronoid plate into the inter-ramal

space toward its fellow of the opposite side. This ridge ends in a sharp pointed process,

directed backward. The lower border of the jaw presents no noteworthy features until we
reach the beginning of this remarkable process ; there it becomes flattened, and transversely

widened ; a smooth, flat triangular surflice being produced, mostly by the process just

described, but partly, also, by a ridge of bone looking horizontally outward, and contmued

directly up to the condyle. The inner pointed process is separated from the corresponding

side of the condyle by a deep and wide notch. A small and rather irregular groove leads

obliquely from the notch to the outside of the condyle. The articular surface of the latter

is greatly extended in its transverse diameter, and very narrow in the opposite direction.

The coronoid process is enormously developed, seeming to virtually constitute the " ascend-

ing ramus of the jaw." In the articulated skull, it reaches above the superior margin of

the zygoma. Its shape is liable to considerable variation with individuals ; besides which,

its general direction from above downward appears to change with age. In a young animal,

I find that the backward oljliquity is sufficient to carry the apex directly over the con-

dyle ; in adult specimens the coronoid is much more upright, as represented in the cut.

The coronoid is very thin—almost diaphanous ; the anterior border is thickened, and

descends with a slight forward convexity to the main part of the jaw a little behind the last

molar ; the apical and posterior borders are very sharp ; the former is obtusely rounded, the

' latter descends in a nearly straight (but sometimes sinuous or otherwise irregular) line a

little below the level of the condyle, up to which it then curves, forming a well-marked

notch. The inner surface of the coronoid is smooth, and continuous with the general sur-

face of the jaw ; the outer is roughened for muscular attachment, and forms a broad, shallow

fossa, determined by the thickening of the bone along the anterior border of the coronoid

itself, and the external ridge along the under border of jaw, leading up to the condyle.

One would scarcely predicate, from the general contour of the mandible, the great force

that the animal can exert with its teeth ; but the enormous temporal and masseter muscles,

acting upon the greatly expanded coronoid process, more than compensate for the disadvan-

tages that result from the length and straightness of the jaw, and the position of the con-

dyle. The dental nerve and vessels enter the jaw at a large oval foramen situated at the

middle of the base of the internal angular process above described. A similar but smaller
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foramen appears on the outside of the jaw, opposite the interspace between the first and sec-

ond premolars ; a third, still smaller, appears below the molar-premolar interspace.

c. Of the Skull as a Whole.—(Fig. 9, upper, fig. 10, under, and fig. 11, lateral, view).

Having treated of the skull as four modified vertebrae, and of its individual bones, it

only remains for me to describe the whole resulting from the coherence or coalescence of

the numerous parts. The teeth were considered in another connection.

Exclusive of the lower jaw, the general shape of the skull is that of an elongated cone,

contracted at the base, flattened below, bulging at the sides, swollen across the forehead.

There is ndthing of

the pear-shaped con-

tour commonly seen in

the skulls of carnivores,

resulting from the ex-

panded brain-case. The
width of the cranial por-

tion proper is produced

mainly by the wide-

spread zygomata, and

the height by the sagittal crest. In consequence of the small size of the brain, in this as

in other marsupials, the pericephalon forms but a small proportion of the entire skull

—

the greater part of which is appropriated to the formation of the nasal and buccal cavities,

and the parts accessory to the movement of the jaws. The narrowest point of the skuU

(excluding the zyg-

omata) is, in fact,

across the anterior

part of the cranium

Fig. 9.—Skull from above.

Fiij. 10.—Skull from below.

proper, where the

hour-glass contrac-

tion is so great that

the width of the

cranium does not

exceed that of the premaxillaries. The facial part of the skull is almost as long as the

cranial. The greatest width across the zygomata is just half the total length. The height

varies with individ-

uals according to the

development of the

sagittal crest ; in

general it amounts

to about a fourth

of the total length.

The same measure-

ment applies to the

heiffht of the era-
Fig. 11.—Lateral view of the Skull.

nium proper and to the distance from the alveolar border to the fronto-nasal suture—the

depth of the upper jaw thus surpassing that of the brain-case, since fully a fourth of the
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cranial depth is due to the elevated comb of bone. The inter-mastoid distance is less than

the greatest inter-alveolar. The bony palate occupies about three-fifths of the length of

the floor of the skull. The circumference of the constricted part of the cranium scarcely

exceeds that of the muzzle measured just in front of the premolars. These various ad-

measurements display, very instructively, the predominance of the sensoi-y over the ratioci-

native faculties. The swollen and elongated face contrasts strongly with the contracted

brain case. The expanded zygomata and enormous temporal fossaj, bounded by high, sharp

crests, are as suggestive as the massive jaws themselves, with their long tushes. The shape

of the bare skull betrays the cunning and ferocity of the beast, as plainly as these qualities

are expressed by its physiognomy during life.

The base of the skull is semicircular in contour, continuously bounded laterally and

above by the strongly developed occipital (no longer "lambdoidal") crest, the backward

projection of which converts what w'ould otherwise be a plane into a depression, all of which

is roughened for the firm implantation of the nuchal muscles. This space is always trav-

ersed by the very irregular curved line, marking the junction of the par- and ex- with the

super-occipitals and mastoid : and, except, perhaps, in very old skulls, by a second line,

straight, vertical and median, at the junction of the exoccipitals over the foramen magnum.

The latter is broadly oval in shape, widest transversely ; its lower border is on a line with

the straight edge of the base of the skull. The condylar protuberance is considerable ; the

condyles are lateral in position, looking outward, forward, and downward ; superiorly they

are separated by a wide interval, along which the rim of the foramen is thin and sharp ; in-

feriorly the articular surfaces nearly touch each other. A deep notch separates them from

the paroccipitals : the latter are stout, conical processes, projecting straiglit downward, till

their apices reach the plane of the posterior molars. Their bases abut externally against

the mastoid processes—two roughened, irregular prominences that complete the lateral cor-

ners of the semicircle. A small foramen perforates the posterior aspect of the mastoid, high

up, opposite the most posterior root of the zygomatic portion of the squamosal. The con-

dylar canals emerge from under the edge of the articular facets, in the depression between

the latter and the paroccipitals. A minute foramen perforates the basioccipital on either

side a little in advance of the condyles.

The superior aspect of the skull is abruptly bounded posteriorly by the transverse ele-

vated occipital crests ; laterally by the sti'ong, wide-spread, curved and arched zygomata

and perpendicular surface of maxillary and premaxillary bones. The sides of the cranium

proper are depressed, roughened for the attachment of the temporalis and masseter, and

present the hour-glass contraction already mentioned. They are only expanded and

vaulted posteriorly between the roots of the zygomata. The surface is traversed by lines

denoting the fronto-, spheno-, squamo- and occipito-parietal sutures ; the latter is very fre-

quently obliterated with age. The sides of the brain-case meet above, at an angle along

the median line, where one of the distinguishing peculiarities of the opossum's skull is

exhibited. This is the development of an enormous " sagittal " or interparietal crest or

comb, extending unbroken from the crista occipitalis to the middle of the os frontis. The

elevation of this crest increases with age, as usual, and is moreover subject to variation with

individuals ; beside which discrepancies, I think that I observe a difference dependent upon

sex ; the crest in the male being higher and thicker. The lateral moieties of the parietal

portion of the crest usually remain separable, except in very old skulls. Owing to the
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early coalescence of the frontals, this portion of the crest is usually found single. From
the point of subsidence of the crest into the common coronal surface, two ridges diverge

at an acute angle and run forward and outward along the frontal to the superciliary pro-

tuberances, marking the extent of attachment of the temporals to the frontal. The

sagittal comb is thus forked, as it were, anteriorly.

The roof of the nasal cavities appropriates most of the superior surface of the skull

;

occupying all the surface anterior to the supraorbital ridges, and the forks of the parietal

crest. This surface is everywhere smooth ; the most marked irregularity of contour is a

slight concavity on either side in the superior maxillaries, where the lower canine abuts. It

is divided longitudinally for three-fourths of its extent from before backwards by the nasal

suture—the neural spines never coalescing ; there is no inter-frontal suture in adult skulls

;

the other sutures are the irregularly curved and arched naso-maxillary, the fronto-nasal, the

naso-premaxillary, maxillo-premaxillary, and fronto-maxillo-lachrymal. A great part of the

OS lachrymale extends upon the superficies of the face ; the opening of its duct lies outside

the orbit. The only other opening upon the face is the foramen maxillare—situated just

above the interspace between the second and third premolars, and of great size. The

nasal aperture, of large size, is partially roofed over by the pointed projection of the two

nasal bones, and completed at the sides and in front by the produced premaxillaries.

Vast temporal fosste result from the constriction of the brain-case, the great outward

sweep of the zygomata, and the imperfection of the bony orbits. The zygomatic process

of the squamosal may be traced backward to its origin in the mastoid portion of the crista

occipitalis as a prominent bony ridge, overarching the tympanic cavity. As soon as it fairly

leaves the squamous part of the bone, it sends downward the strong process that forms the

back wall of the glenoid, while at the same time its superior margin begins to rise. The

superior margin of the zygoma is thin and sharp ; its upward convexity is due as much to

the expansion of the bone itself, as to the concavity of the opposite margin. The latter

—

the under border—is thickened, and has a well marked, oblique bevelling ; its concavity is

greatest anteriorly, where the malar bends downward to join the large out-standing zygo-

matic process of the maxillary. Posteriorly, the lateral view of the zygoma shows, at the

termination of the malar, a deep excavation—the profile of the glenoid. The side of the

zygoma is traversed by the oblique squamo-malar suture, which is never obliterated. Ante-

riorly, the superior margin of the zygoma is suddenly thickened, and becomes moderately

concave—this portion defining the extent of the orbit. The structure and relations of the

zygomatic arches are clearly displayed in the accompanying figures (9 and 10); these are

such as would lead us to infer the nature of the animal's food, were we dealing with a

placental mammal ; but in the present order their indications are not so reliable.

The very imperfect orbits appear as pai'ts of the temporal fossiB, having no bony wall pos-

teriorly, and being only partially floored by the maxillaries. The contour is indicated exter-

nally by the above-mentioned concavity of the malar, anteriorly by the stout lachrymal,

internally by a very slight superciliary ridge and more decided supraorbital protuberances.

The lachrymal, frontal, and palatine make up the inner walls ; in the formation of which the

last named takes greatest part. This smooth, orbito-nasal septum is distinguished from the

directly continuous temporal fossa by a slight ridge extending obliquely downward and

backward from the supraorbital prominence to the orbitosphenoid, forbidding encroachment

of the temporalis upon the orbit itself The outer wall of the orbit seems to be formed
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chiefly by the malar, on viewing it from the outside ; but the squamous overlapping of the

maxillary invades the inner surface of this wall ; the maxillary has greater share in the pro-

duction of the anterior, elongated, conical portion of the orbital cavity not occupied by the

eyeball. This conical portion is the entrance to the canal whose external aperture is the

maxillary foramen ; and transmits the superior maxillary division of the trigeminus. The
foramen of exit of the nerves that go to the eye are all situated behind the orbital cavity

proper ; the ductus lachrymalis itself is also outside of the orbit. The palatal foramen, how-

ever, is fxirly within the orbit ; it is circular, and of large size.

The glenoid fossa has the peculiar structure that is characteristic of many marsupials,

being formed at the meeting of three bones—alisphenoid, squamosal, and malar. By far the

greater part of it, however, is squamosal. The end of the malar is just nicked to complete

the cavity antero-externally ; a long, slender, horizontal, transverse jirocess of the alisphe-

noid just touches the malar, and so forms the antero-internal border. The shape of the fossa

indicates the nature of the articulation, which is strictly ginglymoid ; there is no convexity

of surface in the glenoid, nor such contour as to provide, however imperfectly, for lateral

motion of the jaw. The fossa is directly transverse, wider than long, plane from side to

side, and very concave antero-posteriorly. The concavity is produced mainly by the wide

descending process of the squamosal, which affords an abutment for the mandible, prevent-

ing retraction. Anteriorly, there is only a trace of such a wall.

The bony palate is of great extent, reaching more than halfway from the incisors to the

foramen magnum. It is carried backward beyond the last molars by the palatal process of

the palatines, terminating with a thick, directly transverse margin, developing on either

side a stout conical process, whence the sides slope obliquely forward and outward to the

last molars. The palate is concave in all directions—most so from side to side, in con-

sequence of the well-developed alveolar processes. It is longitudinally divided into

halves by a straight line, denoting the apposition of each palatal, maxillary and pre-

maxillary with its fellow of the opposite side ; this line is never obliterated by confluence

of these pairs of bones. There are ten palatal openings, symmetrically placed in pairs.

The incisive foramina are two narrowly linear apertures, side by side, close to the median
line, distinguishing the palatal processes of the premaxillaries from their alveolar portions.

The perforations are closed behind by the maxillaries, which, however, take part in their

formation by being nicked for about an eighth of an inch. The maxillary apertures, sit-

uated opposite the three last molars, are of large size (.66-. 75 of an inch, or more, in

length), and narrowly elliptical, or even linear, though their contour is frequently somewhat
irregular. The class of osseous perforations to which the present foramina belong is obnox-

ious to irregularities of size and shape, and consequently can only be defined in loose terms.

Most of the perforation occurs in the maxillaries ; the palatals bound the posterior third or

even half. Immediately behind these openings there are two smaller (but still large) per-

forations in the palatal processes of the palatines, placed close together, and generally pre-

senting a four-sided contour. Externally, and a little behind the latter, the same processes

of bone are again perforated, this time by oval foramina, situated close by the external bor-

der. Finally, there is a minute, circular foramen upon either side, just within the trans-

verse, posterior termination of the palate. Notwithstanding these numerous fissures in the

osseous roof of the mouth, the palate is much more perfect than that of some other marsu-
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pials, as, e.g., the Perameles lagotls, in whicy "the bony roof of the mouth is jjerforated by

a wide oval space extending from the second premohrrs to the penultimate molars, exposing

to view the vomer and convolutions of the inferior spongy bones in the nasal cavity."

The remaining portion of the floor of the skull may be here passed over more rapidly, as

the most of th? points have been already noticed in speaking of the several bones that com-

pose it. Its general contour is that of a lozenge, as far forward as the constricted part,

beyond which it enlarges again. The central smooth tract is crossed by the line of separa-

tion of the basi-occipital and -sphenoid ; rarely, if ever, obliterated. Just in advance of

the most constricted point, a similar, but shorter, transverse fissure indicates the termination

of the sphenoid ; this is more liable to disappear by confluence of the following segment. On
either side of the basi-occipital, the petrosals determine the extent of the oblique fissurse

laceraa. The moderately developed bullte ossete form smooth, convex protuberances just

outside the petrosals ; the entocarotid foramen lies immediately anterior, and a little inter-

nal ; the foramina ovala et rotunda a little further forward ; the optic still more in advance.

The sphenoidal " pterapophj^ses " rise on either side to meet the palatals, partially forming

the side walls of the conduit that leads into the posterior nares. These walls are com-

pleted by the thin, expanded falciform pterygoids, vertically lodged by their very delicate

and attenuated process in a groove in the sphenoid pterapojAyses. The auditory fossae

occupy the postero-external corner of the skull, appearing as deep notches between the

articular processes of the squamosal and the mastoid, limited internally by the petrosals

and sphenoidal bullae. There are two oval foramina, side by side, in the outer part of the

notch
;
just below them, the delicate tympanic ring is seen suspended at the entrance of

the meatus auditorius.

2. The Other Vertebra.

a. Cervical Vertehrce.—(Figs. 12 and 13). The neck-bones (which are seven in num-

ber, as in other marsupials, and nearly all mammals), form a strong compact pile, so closely

locked together that little motion is possible except at either extremity. Fixation of this

portion of the spine is effected both by large overlapping lateral

processes, and by the enormous development of the spines of most

of the vertebrae. Extension bej'ond a right line is only permitted

at the base of the neck ; twisting is mostly, if not Avholly, confined

to the atlas, and only an inconsid-

erable amount of flexion is attain-

able. Five or six of the vertebrae,

indeed, virtually act almost as one

bone, and mobility is sacrificed to

stability. Nearly all the motions

of the neck arise between the first

dorsal and seventh cervical, where
Fig. 12.

Three views of the Atlas.

Fig. 13.

movement is very free, in compen- Si.\ Cerviea'is, lateral view.

1 Owen, Comp. Anat. and Ph>s., ii, p. 346. The au- vertebrates—as an approximation toward the defective condi-

thor considers the vacuities of the bony palate of marsupials tion of this part of the avian skull.

—animals forming the transition from oviparous to placental
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sation for its loss elsewhere. Rotation of the atlas around the odontoid is also very

perfect. Need of fixedness in the cervical portion of the spine results from some of the

habits of the animal, which roots, pig-like, in soft earth and decaying vegetation, in search

of the worms, etc., that form part of its food. The great spinous processes, as well as

the high occipital crest, are required for the attachment of the large muscles by which

such actions are rendered easy. The flexion at either end that the column is capable of,

undoubtedly has reference to the care of the contents of the pouch.

Each of the cervical vertebrae has peculiarities whereby it may be recognized ; though

there is comparatively little difference between the third, fourth and fifth. The following

remarks apply to the conjoined bones as a whole, exclusive of the atlas : The neural

spines together foi'm a massive arch, culminating at the third bone, rapidly descending in

front to the atlas, more gradually sloping behind to the seventh, which has only a rudi-

ment. The middle portion of the arch is the heaviest, widest across, and most closely

locked. The neurapophyses are short, thick, heavy and vertical. At the third vertebra

they do not project laterally beyond the side of the spines, though they become thinner,

longer, more oblique, and spread further apart upon successive vertebrae from before back-

ward. They develop large pre- and post-zygapophyses, with very oblique articular sur-

faces, largely overlapping each other, and firmly intei-locking. These j^rocesses together

form a prominent serrated ridge along the side of the column, separated from the series of

transverse processes by a wide and deep sulcus. The " transverse " processes are of great

size, and remarkably expanded in their longitudinal axis. Their free terminal edges are

placed a little oblique!}', so that the posterior prolongation of each one overlaps the suc-

ceeding, and underlies the preceding, by which means the immobility of the column is aug-

mented. The seventh alone does not present this longitudinal expansion of its transverse

process. The pleurapophyses are confluent throughout the series, producing vertebrarte-

rial foramina. Slight hypapophyses are given off by all the vertebras, appearing as a con-

tinuous ridge along the under side of the centrums, which are otherwise broad and flat

underneath. A transverse section of a centrum is nearly oval ; of the neural canals some-

what horse-shoe-shaped ; or rather stapeform, with its ^ides a little approaching below, and

a slightly convex floor ; highest anteriorly, widest posteriorly. The ordinary relative posi-

tion of the vei'tebrae is that which approximates their spines most closely ; hence the

seventh, whose spine is deficient, surmounts, rather than directly follows, the sixth, guiding

the cord, by a gentle curve, into the dorsal series. Were it not for this, the change in

direction, resulting from the difference in the axes of the neck and back in the animal's

ordinary attitudes would be at an abrupt angle. The entire series of vertebrae, viewed

from the under side, presents a pyramidal figure, whose apex is the odontoid process ; the

bodies of the vertebrae, and their transverse processes gradually narrowing from behind

forward.

The atlas (fig. 12) is notable for the great expansion of the di- and neur-apophyses.

The latter form a broad, heavy arch, over the smooth surface of which the advancing and

overlapping spine of the axis plays freely from side to side. The lateral processes form

two large, thin, flat, subcircular plates, moderately pedicellate, reaching on either side far

beyond the corresponding processes of other vertebrae, and serving as powerful points

d'appui for muscular action. They have no obliquity, in the longitudinal axis, but extend

a little behind the posterior margin of the neurapophyses. The so-called "body"
MEMOIBS B06T, SOO. HAT. HI8T. VOL. II. 18
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a little behind the posterior margin of the neurapophyses. The so-called " body

"

(hypapophysis) of the atlas, unlike that of some marsupials, in which it does not advance

beyond the cartilaginous stage, is completely ossified. The ossification appears to take

place at an early age, as I find the bony ring perfect in a specimen in which the epiphyses

of the long bones are still distinct. The I'ing, unlike the broad neural arch, is slender and

delicate. Within, it is scooped away for the lodgment of the odontoid, which appears

but loosely confined, so far as lateral motion is concerned. The contour of the inside of

the ring and neural arch together is, in a general way, circular ; but on looking through the

aperture, a slight hour-glass contraction is observed, dividing the canal into two parts.

The upper conducts the spinal mari'ow, the odontoid revolves in the lower ; they are of

nearly equal size ; the upper is wider and flatter. The constriction is produced partly by
the little bony eminences that serve for the attachment of the check ligament ; but more

by the inward expansion of the well developed post-zygapophyses. These articular plates

are raised above the general level of the bone, with their sharp, well-defined edges above
;

below they gradually subside into the articular surface for the odontoid process. The con-

dylar articular facets appear as large, well marked depressions. There is no vertebrarterial

foramen ; the vessel merely grooves the bone as it passes by the root of the transverse process.

Anteriorly, the neural arch is perforated on either side by a venous canal, running directly

transverse, and opening on the outer surface into a deep, distinct groove that winds around

the front of the base of the transverse process. Inside the arch, the canal terminates

abruptly at the inner margin of the condylar fiicet, but varies in different specimens
;

sometimes it is little more than a simple perforation, terminating a long groove ; in others,

the greater part of this groove is bridged over by bone. In one individual I observed a

difference between the two sides of the bone. The left presented the groove and sunjDle

perforation ; the right, a long cjinal, whose bony arch was deficient in the middle, disjilay-

ing the vessel after it had been once hidden. This interruption caused the most lateral

part of the canal—that at the root of the transverse process—to simulate the vertebrarte-

rial foramen in everything but position.

The neural spine of the axis is the remarkable part of that bone. It is an enormously

expanded, upright lamina, thicker l)ehind than before, reaching its greatest height pos-

teriorly, where it rises vertically above the line of articulation of the next vertebra, and

thence slopes downward and forward to reach the anterior border of the atlas. This for-

ward projection of the spine lies upon the neural arch of the atlas, riding freely from side

to side. The post-zygapophyses appear as two flaring ovals at the back part of the root

of the spine, though really borne, as usual, upon the neui^apophyses. The pre-zygapoj^hy-

ses seem situated upon the anterior projection of the body of the vertebra ; they are stout,

prominent processes, whose articular facets are well defined by a sharp border, except just

in front where they appear more or less continuous with the articular surface of the odon-

toid process. The latter presents no special peculiarity, being simply a conical knob. The

vertebrarterial canal is perfect. The greatly produced posterior prolongation of the trans-

verse process projects outward, downward and backward ; there is no corresponding ante-

rior prolongation, such as exists in the other cervical vertebrae ; this portion of the process

subsiding into the body of the vertebra just at the termination of the arterial foramen,

which it bounds below.

The third cervical is the opossum's " vertebra prominens "
; the spine here reaches its
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maximum of development in height and width, though wanting the antero-posterior expansion

of that of the axis. It forms a massive, upright, four-sided piUar, slightly expanded at the

top, and slightly grooved from top to bottom on its anterior and posterior sides, for the more

complete interlocking of the contiguous vertebrae. The spine is perfectly vertical, and just

as thick transversely as it is antero-posteriorly. The pre- and post-zygapophyses are alilie

in shape ; their articular faces are in parallel planes, looking in exactly opposite directions.

The' transverse process here first shows an anterior downward and forward prolongation, as

well as a posterior one, beginning the series of lateral overlapping and interlocking that has

been already alluded to. The /oi«'^A vertebra is like the third in all essential particulars,

but may be distinguished by its somewhat shorter spine, with a slight backward inclination

and gi-eater breadth in front than behind. The fftli again repeats the characters of the pre-

ceding, but the spine is much reduced, with a decided backward inclination, and narrower

across than in the longitudinal direction ; but it is still a pillar. The sixth is decidedly

modified in two respects. The spine is a simple, short, pointed process, scarcely half the

height of the preceding. Both zygapophyses are very prominent. The transverse process is

unique in size and shape ; neither that of the vertebra which precedes, nor that which follows,

showing any approach to its peculiarity. This consists in a remarkable expansion downward

and outward, producing a broad, thin, oblique plate of bone, lying within and below the line

of the transverse processes of the other vertebrae. This plate is overlapped by the back-

ward extension of the process of the preceding bone, but does not in turn overlap, or other-

wise restrict the motion of the succeeding vertebra. The part of the process that corres-

ponds to the overlapping portion of the other vertebrae, here stands out, with but slight

backward inclination, appearing as a sharp spine springing from the back part of the root

of the expanded plate, with the vertebrarterial foramen at its base. The seventh would

scarcely be taken for one of the cervical vertebrce, were it not betrayed by the foramen.

The spine is rudimentary, merely a little sharp point of bone, recognized by its position.

The pre-zygapophyses project far forwards. The transverse processes have no overlapping

by longitudinal expansion ; they are slender spicula, projecting straight out sideways, per-

forated at the base. The neural arch is broad, both crossways and longitudinally, and pro-

jects back of the centrum, partly overlapping the arch of the first dorsal ; its edge is nicked

in the middle for the reception of the first dorsal spine. Such are the modifications of the

several cervical vertebrae, resulting in the production, in this part of the spinal column, of

the conditions noticed in speaking of the neck as a whole, and for the purposes there stated.

Dorsal Vertebrce. — (Fig-

14.) As in most marsupials,

the dorsals are thirteen in

number. The transition from

the last cervical to the first

dorsal is abrupt and well

marked. At the opposite ex-

tremity the characters of the

dorsal merge insensibly into

those of the lumbar series.

The general tendency of the conjoined dorsals is to assume the shape of an open S, or

rather italic/, the lower front part of which is completed by the upturned cervical series.

Fig. 11.—Dorsal Vertebrse.
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The back can be greatly hunched up, and the root of the neck brought into line with

the pelvis. The " centre of motion " is at the last three dorsals and first lumbar, as

shown by the verticality of the spines of these vertebrae. The spines of the several

anterior dorsals are much inclined baclcward, in order to allow the abrupt upward curve

of the cervicals in the usual position of the body. Great length of spine is necessary

in these vertebras, to allow of advantageous attachment of the muscles situated in the

concavity of the S. The occasion for the great expansion of the transverse process

of the sixth cervical is seen when the neck-bones are placed in slfu with the dorsals.

This cervical is at the point of greatest convexity of the S; its processes form prominent

points d'apjiui for muscles upon the anterior aspect of the spinal column.

As I have said, the transition from the cervical to the dorsal series of vertebrte is abrupt,

and this occurs, both from the configuration of the two contiguous bones themselves, and
the direction of the two series of bones. The large cervical spinous processes almost dis-

appear with the last of that series, to suddenly reappear upon the first dorsal, but with

different shape. The spine of the first dorsal is a long, slendei-, tapering process, directed

a little obliquely backwai'd ; but in spite of this backward direction, so sharp is the angle

between the neck aiid back, that the spine, in some attitudes, may reach forward so that

its apex almost touches that of the fifth cervical—overreaching the sixth, and more espe-

cially the seventh cervical. The dorsal spines increase in length and obliquity of direc-

tion to the third vertebra, after which they begin to shorten and to stand more upright.

The occasion for their greatly attenuated form is found in the fact that they project into

the cavity of the sigmoid curve that the back here makes, and must therefore be capable

of being packed in less space, else this concavity would not be attainable. Their slender

spinous figure is preserved to the sixth, where they begin to thicken, and have, on this and

two or three succeeding vertebrse, somewhat the massive pillar-like figure of those of the

middle cervicals. They are thickened, widened and shortened on succeeding vertebrae,

until the last has little or nothing to distinguish it from a lumbar spine. In this and in

all other featui'es the last dorsal is so much like the first lumbar that its being costiferous

is almost its sole peculiarity.

The transverse process of the first dorsal is like that of the last cervical, but much
stouter, and bears upon its apex a very distinct facet for the rib. This process grows

shorter with successive vertebrie, and only retains the same general physical character as

far as the eighth, beyond which it begins to be subjected to the modification of fonn that

culminates in the lumbar series. There is a corresponding modification in the vertebral

extremity of the ribs, which no longer articulate witli the spine by their " tubercles "
; in

fact it is hardly possible to recognize "head, neck and tul)ercle," on ribs behind the eighth

pair. As will be seen presently, the transverse processes of the lumbar vertebrae are ex-

panded and mutually overlapping, almost exactly as in the cervical series. Something of

this obliquity and longitudinal expansion is the modification that the transverse processes

of the five posterior dorsals undei-go ; but the development is not sufficient to produce

decided overlapping. Coincidently with this modification of the diapophysial elements,

metapophyses began to be developed, increase in size to the last dorsal, and thence con-

tinue into the lumbar region. The articulations of the anterior dorsal lie directly in the

axis of the spine, the articular facets of the pre-zygapophyses looking upward, and those

of the post-zygapophyses downward. With succeeding vertebrae, obliquity, both in a
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transverse and a longitudinal direction, begins, and increases to the last. With the cessa-

tion of the articular "tubercles" for the ribs, the pre-zygapophyses begin to be sur-

mounted by an elongated, pointed process, which grows less acute, and at the same time

broader and heavier with succeeding vertebrae. The neural arches are low, broad, and

comparatively thin, in the anterior portion of the dorsal series ; they grow higher, longer,

and more massive with each successive vertebra, and the same may be said, in general

terms, of the centrums themselves. The intervertebral foramina are largest anteriorly
;

they progressively decrease in size from before backward, and at the same time gradually

slide from the directly lateral position they occupy at first, more to the front of the col-

umn, so that they look forward as well as outward. The body of the first dorsal has one

full costal facet, the others two demifacets, the rib being implanted on the intervertebral

fibro-cartilage, and only nicking the edge of the bone itself The bodies of the middle

vertebrae are perfectly smooth on their thoracic aspects, and very convex from side to side
;

those at either extremity are slightly ridged by rudimentary hypapopliyses.

Lumbar Vertchrm.—(Fig. 15.) The first lumbar repeats the characters of the last dor-

sal, and there is little modification in the remaining five bones of the series. The fourth

vertebra, counting from before back- ^_____,

ward, is the largest of the set ; the ^—^I^^^^^^^Zl^^^^\
bones diminish in size in both direc- cJllP^^t^w^

tions from this one. The flexibility of

this part of the spine is considerable in

every direction ; the movement of ex-
, . , , 1 J T • 1

,

-^ig- 15.—Lumbar Vertebrae.
tension beyond a right . line is least

;

that of flexion greatest. Few animals, indeed, except man, can make the " small of the

back " concave. The zygapophyses bear nearly vertical articulating facets ; the post- are

locked within the pre-zygapophyses. The two processes are on either side connected by
an acute, longitudinal ridge, which divides the side of the column into a narrow, deep
sulcus above, between itself and the spinous processes, and a rather broad, shallow groove
between itself and the series of transverse processes ; these grooves are filled by the two
divisions of the muscles of the loins. As already hinted, the transverse processes

are greatly expanded lengthwise, in a slightly oblique direction, and mutually overlap

each other like those of the neck. They increase in size and obliquity from first to last.

The spines of the vertebrae are lowest and thickest at the first ; they grow longer, higher,

and thinner to the fifth ; this and the sixth retain the height and thinness of the spine,

but the length diminishes. The bodies of these vertebrae are, upon their ventral aspects,

very convex transversely, and moderately concave lengthwise. The massiveness of the
lumbar vertebrae, and the extent of their several processes, correspond with the great size

and strength of the lumbar muscles, whose power must be sufficient, with the aid of the

abdominal muscles, to enable the animal to flex the body to regain an ordinary position

when suspended by the tail. Origins of caudal muscles, moreover, can be traced past the
sacrum into this region of the spine, in which is their initial force.

Sacral Ferieferce.—(Fig. 16.) If the iliac synchondrosis be held to define the sacrum, this

is composed of two bones ; if serial anchylosis be taken as a guide, there are three sacral

vertebrae. In adult animals, the equivocal bone is firmly united to the one preceding ; but,

at the same time, its physical characters are those of several succeeding coccygeals— as one
MEMOIRS B03T. 80C. NAT. H13T. VOL. II. 19
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Fin 16.—Upper and side views of Sa-
crum anil first Coccygeal.

dried preparation of the pel-

of wliiL-h it may be be.st to consider it. The chief modification of lumbar characters that

the two sacrals undergo is exhibited in their transverse processes, which thicken in every

direction, and become confluent, leaving only a moder-

ately large circular foramen at the base of their line

of union. While the expanded and elongated trans-

verse process of the last lumbar points obliquely down-

ward-forward, and upward-backward, the reverse is the

case with the similarly expanded and oblique, though

thickened, sacral diapophyses. This change is necessary

for coaptation of the osseous surface with the obliquely

placed iliac shaft. The synchondrosial surflice borne

upon the confluent diapophyses is irregular in shape,

somewhat approacliing a narrow semilune. Union with

the ilia is very imperfect • so slight is the force required

to detach the sacrum, that some care is requisite in making
vis. This loose-jointedness is of a part with that at the symphysis menti et pubis, among
many of the cranial bones, the several sternebers, etc. ; and is, in fact, one of the char-

acteristics of the animal's skeleton. The spinous processes of the sacrals remain distinct

from each other ; they have the same shape as those of the last two

lumbars, and incline slightly forward. Zygapophyses are perfectly

developed on both of the bones, but they only subserve movable

articulation with the last lumbar, in consequence of the anchylosis

of the two sacrals, and of the last of these with the first caudal.

The motion of the last lumbar upon the sacrum is c^uite free.

Caudal Vertehroe.—(Fig. 17.) Admitting the above mentioned

questionable vertebra to this series, the tail is composed of twenty-

three bones.-^ The adaptation of these bones to the prehensility of

the member results in some interesting modifications. The first,

as we have seen, is (always?) anchylosed with the sacrum ; the re-

mainder are freely movable, yet most of them— all beyond the

fifth— have a different articulation, in which zygapophyses take no

part. The series of articular surfaces is so arranged that the tail,

when not in use, habitually assumes the shape of a note of interroga-

tion laid horizontally, thus, c^-, as maybe shown by boiling the bones

from which the skin and muscles have been dissected, and allowing

them to dry, suspended in the air by their proximal extremity.

Part of the curling under of the tail in life is, however, due to trac-

tion of the flexor tendons. Near the root of the tail some downward

convexity is possible ; elsewhere, the member cannot be extended

Pig 17 beyond a straight line without forcible bending. Lateral bending is

Coccygeal vertebrfe: A, everywhere more or less free ; and particularly so towards the root

i2tii; D^'istii"
'' ' of the tail; so that when the animal is squatting, the tail can be

1 Owen (Comp. Anat. and Phys., ii, p. 332), says caudal vertebrie varies within wide limits among the differ-

" twenty-two." The same author assigns to another species ent species ; and in the same species a ditTerence of one or

of the genus—D. cancr'wora—thirty-one. In this, therefore, two bones may possibly occur, .as an individual pecuharity.

as in other genera of long-tailed marsupials, the number of ' First unanchylosed one.
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curled around the fore paws. Considerable twisting, or rotation of the vertebrae upon

each other, can be borne without inconvenience. The perfection of the '' fifth hand" is

brought to mind as forcibly by its bones, as by the admirably adapted set of muscles,

the closely packed bundles of tendons, and their dense fascial and cutaneous envelopes.

The first caudal is nearly a repetition of the last sacral, except as to its transverse

processes. These resume the thin, expanded, laminar character of those of the lumbars

;

but increase in lateral projection or length, and are horizontal, not oblique. The spinous

process suffers marked diminution both in height and length ; the pre-zygapophyses are

anchylosed ; the posterior ones, though small, bear perfect articulating facets. The under

surface of the centrum is concave lengthwise.

The next four (second—fifth) caudals are similar to each other, and have the following

characteristics : The spinous process becomes rudimentary with the first of them (second

coccygeal), and disappears with the last (fifth coccygeal). The transverse are broad, long,

thin plates, of a squarish shape, slightly constricted at the base ; they call to mind the

corresponding process of the atlas ; their longitudinal extent or width increases, from

before backward, coincidently with a decrease of lateral projection ; that of the second coc-

cygeal is longest and narrowest. The anterior articular are long, conical, flaring processes,

completely embracing the post-zygapophyses ; both bear perfect facets. The neural arches

are very short, and already have greatly diminished the calibre of the neural canal. The

centrums are long for their breadth ; the disparity increases from before backward with

successive vertebrae, at the same time that their under surfaces become more and more

flattened.

The degradation of the vertebrae, already apparent, is suddenly increased, and becomes

very obvious, by the modification of the sixth caudal, which is the first to decidedly assume

the physical characters that are to characterize the rest. Its transverse process changes to

a thin lamina, running the whole length of the bone, wider anteriorly than behind ; the body

itself of the vertebra appears as if it were merely a longitudinal thickening of this lamina

along the median line. Anterior articulating processes are perfect, as hitherto, in the cau-

dal series ; but post-zygapophyses have become rudimentary, and articulation with the

seventh is effected only by the centrum. The rudimentary neural spine is only indicated

by a thin, low crest along the middle line. Neurapophyses, however, have not entirely sub-

sided, so that this vertebra is still perforate ; but the canal barely admits the passage of a

bristle, and appears not to transmit a continuation of the neural axis. The neural canal of

the fifth terminates at the distal extremity of the bone in a somewhat different manner

from that observed in antecedent vertebrae; the neural arch, leaving the articulating

processes, extending upward, and flaring outward, is separated by a deep fissure from the

centrum along the posterior third of the vertebra, so that the canal has a lateral as well as

a terminal opening. The seventh caudal is impervious, and in other respects completes

the changes that began with the sixth ; and successive ones are no longer, teleologically,

vertebrae, but simply the phalanges of the opossum's fifth hand.

The remaining caudals resemble phalangeal internodes, both in appearance and function.

The next succeeding half dozen are longer, both absolutely and relatively to their width,

than any of the preceding ones ; but they gradually shorten, and more rapidly become

attenuated. The transverse processes appear as a ridge on either side of the seventh—
tenth, suffering constriction at the middle, so that the bones, viewed from above, present an
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hour-glass contraction. On the remiiining vertebrae, these processes are simply little lat-

eral knobs, representing, on the sides of the bones, the rudimentary zygapophyses on top.

From about the seventh or eighth, they take part in tlie articulation. Rudiments of both

articular and transverse processes may be traced to the very last bone ; but they are very
insignificant in size beyond the fifteenth or sixteenth, and articulation is really effected,

beyond the sixth vertebra, by the ends of the centrums themselves.

In this scansorial prehensile-tailed marsupial, as in the saltatorial forms of the orders,

the remarkable feature of " hsemal arches " is found. The use of these singular arches is,

beyond a doubt, the protection of the blood vessels from undue pressure. They only occur

in those species in which locomotion is aided by the tail, as the kangaroo, phalangers and
opossums. In the present species these arches begin between the third and fourth caudals

and continue uninterrupted to the very last. These chevrons are perfect throughout the

series—not presenting the separation of the lateral moieties that occurs with the ter-

minal ones in some other genera. They are V-shaped, and situated directly at the artic-

ulation ; the proximal ones are the largest, in general, and the rest successively diminish

to the last ; but the second one is larger than the first, and the only one that presents a

large hcTmal spine, directed backward. The first half-dozen or so have decided spines in

the direction of the arches ; the rest no more protuberance than necessarily results from

the coalescence of the two crura of the arch. From first to last all are perforate, and
transmit vessels. Beside defending the circulation, they give leverage to the powerful

flexor muscles of the tail. The ingenious device of these hcemal arches affords a beauti-

ful illustration of exceptional development to meet special emergency.

3. The Thorax.

The dorsal vertebrae having been already considered, it only remains to notice, in this

connection, the ribs and sternum (fig. 18).

There are thirteen ribs, six of which join the ster-

num, and three each other, leaving four free. The

pleurapophyses alone are osseous ; the hsemapophy-

ses remain cartilaginous, or at most, had acquired

but little bone-earth (and that only in the upper

ribs) in the oldest individuals I dissected. The first

pleurapophysis is very shorts—less than an inch long

in well grown specimens—owing to the great con-

traction of the apex of the thorax ; very stout,

nearly straight, with a large tubercle, that appears

as the real end of the bone, the neck being short

and slender, set off at nearly a right angle from the

main shaft, and bearing a slightly enlarged head.

The ribs rapidly lengthen {e.g., the third is more

than twice as long as the first) to the sixth, seventh

and eighth, which are about equal to each other, and

longest ; and then more gradually shorten to the

last. Coincidently with increase of length, the

^'a:^S:?^::t:r^:^'^r^. ^^--ve of the shaa becomes greater, as does also the
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twisting of the shaft upon its axis. The curve and twist are hoth greatest at the sixth

—

eighth bones ; whence thej diminish in both directions with successive ribs. The differ-

ence in the direction of the axes of the neck and shaft of a rib decreases from the first

to the last; &nd, paripassu, the distinction between shaft and neck becomes less and less,

till it is scarcely recognizable on the eleventh—thirteenth. The tubercle, very prominent

upon the upper ribs, vanishes before the last is reached. The tubercles do not bear perfect

articulating facets beyond the ninth, the following ribs only jointing with the vertebrae by

their heads ; and the fifth—ninth ribs bear the second focet upon their neck, rather than at

the most prominent point of the tubercle. The intercostal artery only distinctly grooves

three or four of the longest ribs. The sternal extremity of the first rib is a stout knob
;

that of each of the others is flattened and expanded—most so with the longest bones.

The sternum is composed of six pieces, the general shape of which is shown in tJie

accompanying figure. The lowest piece is thin and narrow, almost linear, with a

slightly enlarged base for articulation with the fifth ; it is supi^lemented by an extremely

large, broad, flat, " xiphoid " cartilage, with a rounded free border. The fifth is subquad-

rate, nearly as broad as long, and abruptlj- thicker and stouter than the sixth. The next

three are successively narrowed and elongated ; the fourth and third preserving their

squarish shape, and remaining flattened ; but the second, Avith a depressed lower part, is

rapidly narrowed and compressed above, to fit it to the manubrium. The latter is cruci-

form, being sub-cylindrical below, widening on either side to bear the arms of the cross,

and developing from its outer or under surface a median longitudinal crest, that is further

prolonged above the cross-pieces to form an elongated process. The clavicles are loosely

joined to the apex of this process through the intermedium of oval cartilages ; the heads

of the cross-pieces bear focets for the articulation of the first ribs ; the other ribs articulate

at the sternebral interspaces ; each sterneber bearing at both ends a demi-facet for this

purpose.

4. The Anterior Extremity.

Observations upon the general characteristics of the fore limb will be found elsewhere.

There are forty-four bones in the scapular arch and its appendage, twelve of which are

sesamoid.

Scapula.—{Fig. 19, A,B.) The gen-

eral shape is quadrilateral, with three

corners rounded off, and the fourth pro-

duced to support the glenoid fossa and
coracoid process; the accompanying fig-

ure shows the details of contour. The
posterior edge is thickened for muscular

attachment; the upper and under bor-

ders are thin. The thoracic surface, with-

out concavity, is smooth and slightly

undulating. The outer surface is like-

wise smooth and flat, or with
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Fig. 19.—Scapula, from above and in profile.
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Fig. 20.—Clavicle.

concavity. The neck is short and wide ; above, its margin is concave ; below, straight,

and in direct continuation of the lower border of the bone. The glenoid is an oval,

somewhat elongated above, moderately concave in all directions, looking forward in the

plane of the bone, and obliquely downward. It terminates above as a roughened tubercle,

for attachment of the biceps ; a slight notch separates this prominence from the coracoid.

The latter is only a small knob, scarcely projecting beyond the margin of the glenoid, and
bent obliquely or diagonally from the postero-superior angle to the antero-inferior, and ter-

minating at the neck ; the supra- and infra-spinal fossae are of nearly the same superficial

extent. The spine is perpendicular to the plane of the bone, rises higher and higher as

it advances, and terminates in a large, flat, horizontally expanded, triangular acromion that

projects over the glenoid, and is separated from the latter by a wide and deep notch.

Clavicle.—(Fig. 20.) The collar-bone is small and simple, with a single curvature, flat-

tened, and sHghtly twisted upon its axis. Both extremities are slightly knobbed. Its

acromial connection is very loose, and it has no true articulation

with the sternum, being bound to the latter by long ligaments, in

which a small oval cartilage is obliquely placed ; this cartilage

scarcely being of that sort usually denominated " interarticular."

Humerus.— (Fig- 21.) The humerus is stout, of moderate

length, and with one general curve forward. The most highly developed of its several

well marked ridges, is that forming the outer border of the

bicipital groove ; it is . sharp, extends more than half-way

down the bone, and ends in a large, roughened tubercle for

the deltoid. The groove itself is shallow, from lack of a

well marked inner ridge, except above, where it forms a

decided depression between the inner and outer tuberosities.

The last of these is much the larger of the two, and is con-

tinuous with the deltoid ridge ; but both are well defined.

There is no proper "neck;" the shaft gradually thickens

above as it curves inward to support a large and very convex

head ; the articular surface looks in the usual direction ; its

contour is somewhat triangular, the three corners correspond-

ing to the two tuberosities and a backward prolongation.

The condyles and their ridges differ from each other in size

and shape ; the outer is shorter and broader, runs up with a

sharp border, which abruptly subsides to give place to a

smooth, rounded surface ; but a musculo-spiral groove is

scarcely recognizable ; the inner condyle is longer and narrower, with a straight, oblique,

smooth, thickened border that bridges over the large oval foramen [g). The expanded inter-

condylar space is smooth and flat ; its anterior surface presents a radial depression, but no

decided coronoid fossa; posteriorly there is a well marked olecranoid cavity. The extremities

of the condyles are thick and rough for muscular attachments. The lower extremity of

the bone curves a little forward, and the articular surfaces look in this direction as well as

downward. These present no special peculiarities ; they are continuous with each other

;

both are convex in every direction ; the ulnar reaches lower than the other, and terminates

Fie. 21.—Left Humerus.
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Fig. 22.—Left Ulna and Radius.

abruptly externally, instead of gradually subsiding. Certain minor differences aside, the

resemblance of this bone to the human humerus is striking.

Ulna.—(Fig. 22.) Considerably longer than the radius,

in consequence of the great backward prolongation of the

olecranon and length of the conical lower extremity. The

olecranon lies in the axis of the shaft so that the articular cav-

ity appears cut out from the upper aspect of the latter. Below,

the shaft is nearly straight and cylindrical ; its upper half is

much compressed, the posterior border presenting itself as a

curved ridge ; and the anterior aspect has also a slight ridge

along its middle third, subsiding above into a smooth, oblique,

depressed face, along which the radius lies in pronation. This

space widens internally, and suddenly curves forward to form

the anterior lip of the greater articular cavity ; externally it

expands still more, and runs out into a pointed eminence, form-

ing the floor of the "lesser sigmoid cavity," in which the head

of the radius rests. The two articular cavities are continuous

with each other ; the greater lies very oblique to the axis of

the shaft. The coronoid process is wider and more prominent

than the posterior lip of the facet ; Avhich latter only repre-

sents a small part of the whole olecranon. The pointed, conical

lower end of the bone is received, and rotates, in a cup-shaped

depression, between the cuneiform and pisiform ; the facet for the radial articulation is

obscure. (The outline gives the profile of the sigmoid cavity.)

Radius.—(Fig. 22.) In the supine arm the radius lies very nearly parallel with the
ulna ; and the bones are only separated by a narrow interspace. The head of the bone
presents the usual shallow circular cup for humeral articulation ; continuous internally with
a small convex facet that fits the lesser sigmoid cavity ; rotation of the head, and, conse-

quently, pronation of the arm, being perfect. The shaft is straight as far as the tubercle,

where a gentle outward curvature begins, and thence continues to the lower extremity
enabling the bone to just clear the ulna during pronation. The stout enlarged lower
extremity presents a broad, articular surface, that is prolonged, externally, into a conical

process, like that of the ulna. This eminence overlies the scaphoid ; the rest of the head
articulates with the semilunar. (The dotted line indicates the radius in pronation.)

Carpus.—As in man, there are eight carpal bones, four in the proximal and four in the

distal row ; there are also two sesamoids on the radial side ; the distal one of which articu-

lates so extensively with the trapezium that it might be regarded as a fifth carpal bone
proper of the second row. This sesamoid is wedged in between the trapezium and scaph-
oid

; the proximal sesamoid is much smaller ; it is merely a flattened oval nodule, liga-

mentously connected with the scaphoid and end of the radius.

The scaphoid has a large, flat, oblique flicet for the radius, a cupped one for the semi-
lunar, separated from a smaller, irregular facet for the trapezoid by a sharp process that

extends between the semilunar and trapezoid nearly to the magnum. The relation between
the scaphoid and trapezium is less intimate than that between it and the other bones just
mentioned. The semilunar is a small concavo-convex triangle, with two facets upon its
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convexity for the radius and scaphoid respectively, and one upon its concavity for the spur

of the unciform ; its distal border touches the magnum ; its proximal border the cuneiform.

It is thus in relation with five bones, as in the human hand. The cuneiform is wedged

between the ulna, semilunar, unciform and pisiform ; its ulnar f\icet is large and concave
;

that for the unciform next largest and concavo-convex ; that for the pisiform plane, and

continuous with the ulnar one. It merely touches the semilunar. The ^jisj/brm is the

largest bone of this row, having a produced and knobbed free extremity, and looking, in

fact, like an aborted metacarpal. Of its two facets, the large flat one is for the cuneiform
;

the smaller concave one combines with a similar one on the cuneiform to make a depres-

sion for the ulna. Its knob aftbrds attachment and leverage to the flexor carjn ulnaris,a.nA.

some muscles proper to the hand. The trapezium is very small, and irregularly triangular

;

it bears an oval depression for the head of the first metacarpal, a plano-concave facet for

the trapezoid, and a little smooth surface for the distal sesamoid. It is scarcely to be called

properly articulated with the scaphoid. The trcqjezoid is still smaller; its metacarpal facet

only receives part of the head of the second metacarpal, which reaches the trapezium on one

side, and the os magnum, on the other ; the bone articulates with the magnum, trapezium and

scaphoid, but is excluded by the pointed process of the latter from the semilunar. The Tnag-

num is larger than either of the last two, but nevertheless smaller than the unciform ; the

metacarpal fticet is divided by a sharp, vertical ridge into two parts, one supporting part of

the head of the second metacarpal, and the other the whole of the head of the third meta-

carpal. The bone has an elongated facet for the unciform, a small convexity for the semi-

lunar, and an irregular surfiice for the trapezoid ; it also appears to touch the process of the

scaphoid, and the side of the head of the fourth metacarpal. The unciform is the largest

bone of the wrist, and supports the two outer metacarpals upon one facet, divided by a

barely appreciable ridge ; it is singularly irregular in contour, having a large hooked process

that curves under the base of the fifth metacarpal, and a similar, but smaller and straighter

prolongation between the cuneiform and magnum.

Tliese ten bones together form a much arched wrist, concave in front from side to side,

and correspondingly convex across the anconal aspect. The deep groove along the pal-

mar surface is filled by the flexor tendons. The bones are very closely packed and inter-

locked ; almost the only irregularity of superficies is that caused by the knob of the

pisiform and hook of the unciform. The composition of

the wrist is strikingly like that of man ; the two sesa-

moids aside, there is really little difference to be noted,

although none of the bones have precisely the same shape

and mutual relation. The sinking of the ulna into the

depression common to the cuneiform and pisiform, the

exclusion of the trapezoid from contact with the semilu-

nar, and the size and shape of the unciform and pisiform

are among the chief differences displayed. The unciform

and magnum appear to change places as regards the extent of metacarpal support they fur-

nish, the former having here the largest articulating surface.

Metacarpus.—The five metacarpals are all of different lengths—the middle one being the

longest, the second and fourth successively a little shorter, and the fifth much less than the

fourth, which only slightly exceeds the first—the latter being the shortest. The four

Fig. 23.

Heads of Metacarpals enlarged.
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finger metacarp.als are notable for the enlargement of the heads, as compared with the

bases ; the slenderest point is just beyond the base, whence the bone gradually enlarges to

the clubbed extremity. The thumb metacarpal differs in being larger at the base than at

the head, and in having the constriction nearer the distal extremity. The second—fourth

metacarpals lie as nearly parallel to each other as the difference in the size of their bases

and heads will permit ; these are both in contact, the former by articulation, the latter by

simple apposition. The first, on the contrary, stands away from the others at an open

angle ; and this divergence is indicated as clearly by the articulating fiicet upon the side

of the base of the bone, as by the outward shape of the hand. The facet in question is

small and slightly cupped, and situated in a plane only a little oblique instead of perpen-

dicular to, and directly continuous with, that for the carpal articulation—that is, upon the

top of the head of the bone, rather than upon the side. It fits a little protuberance upon

the corner of the base of the second metacarpal, and has motion in more than one du-ec-

tion, much freer than that enjoyed by the others. The head of the second metacarpal

is divided by a vertical groove into two parts, with rather sharp and somewhat produced

edges, one of which bears the facet for the first metacarpal just noticed ; the other projects

over the base of the third, so that the latter has carpal articulation only by half its head,

the other half being received into a depression in the side of the head of the second. The

head of the fourth, slightly convex and scarcely grooved, is flush with the corresponding

half of the head of the third ; the two are mutually apposed by a small plane facet. The

head of the fifth is again flush with that of the fourth ; it is made somewhat triangular by

a small pointed process on its distal side, separated superiorly by a decided groove from

the rather convex facet by which it articulates with the fourth. All these inequalities of

the heads of the bones as one row correspond, it need hardly be added, to irregularities in

the surface of the contiguous carpal row. The metacarpals are depressed along their shafts,

being wider than thick ; they are straight, or nearly so, but downward production of both

bases and heads render their palmar profile concave ; which arching, together with the con-

cavity of the hand from side to side, produces a decided palmar hollowing. The heads of

all the bones are very convex, wider than deep, and present a slight median vertical ridge

bounded on each side by a corresponding slight groove ; these inequalities are most

marked on the first.

Phalanges.—There is scarcely any difference in the lengths of the second—fourth ; the

claw of the fifth reaches the base of that of the fourth; the claw of the thumb only

reaches to the base of the middle phalanx of the index finger. The fingers have each

three phalanges, whereof the first makes up most of their length, equalling, or exceeding,

the other two and the claw together. The thumb has two ; the proximate one is as long

as the distal one and its claw. The ungual phalanx of each finger and the thumb is sim-

ply a little nodule supporting the claw—the thumb, unlike the great toe, being unguiculate

like the other digits. The other phalanges have the usual configui'ation, and present no

noteworthy peculiarities.

Sesamoids.—There are ten sesamoids in the hand—two small oval nodules placed length-

wise, side by side, beneath the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation of each of the five

digits.
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•5. The Posterior Extremity.

In each half of the pelvic arch and its appendages there are forty-six bones ; they are

arranged as follows :—pelvic, four ; femoral, one ; in the knee, two (counting the rudi-

mentary patella) ; crural, two ; tarsal, eight ; metatarsal, five
;
phalangeal, fourteen ; sesa-

moids of the foot, ten. The eighth tarsal is the ossicle supporting the small cartilaginous

spur. The patella scarcely deserves to be included in the enumeration ; it consists at best

but of specks of ossification
; the other bone of the knee is the fibular fabella, which,

though called sesamoid, is distinctly articulated with the fibula.

Ossa innominata.— (Fig. 24.) Bony union of the ilium, ischium and pubis occurs

late, traces of separation being still distinct in adult specimens. The pubis forms less

of the acetabulum than either of the other two ; the ischium con-

tributes the most. (Fig. 24, outline.) The cotyle is ample, both in

depth and breadth, having a conspicuously raised, sharp, bon}' bor-

der around about three-fourths of its circumference ; the remaining

part of its margin (ischiatic and anterior) is much lower, without a

sharp ridge, rising gradually in front to meet the pubic ridge, sep-

arated posteriorly from the ischiatic ridge by a narrow but deep

groove— the ischiatic ridge terminating abruptly, with almost a

process overhanging this groove. In the recent state this de-

pressed part of the acetabular rim is made up with ligamentous

tissue. In mature individuals there is no distinct articular ossicle,

or "epiphysis of the ilium " like that described by Owen as exist-

ing in the immature Potoroo (Comp. Anat. Vert., ii, p. 357), nor a

second similar ossicle at the ischio-pubic symphysis. The synost-

eosis of the three bones at the acetabulum appears unintei-rupted.

Some irregularity of superficies that is apparent at the ilio-pubic

junction may indicate the existence of such ossicle in specimens

younger than those examined. The floor of the acetabulum is

frequently so thin as to be diaphanous.

The contour of the innominate bone may be best gathered from the figure, which is

drawn in the plane of the expanded ischium. It is spatulate in general shape, with the

long, straight ilium for the handle of the spoon. The ischiatic tuberosity is not produced

much backward of the axis of the ilium, nor notably curved in any direction, though a little

so outward ; it is obtusely rounded, and little more thickened than the main plate of the

bone. The posterior or "ascending" ramus of the ischium inclines a little obliquely inward

toward the acetabulum ; its stout posterior border forming a ridge which mounts l^ehind the

acetabular wall to be continuous with the ilium above ; its outer face is rendered concave, by

the uprising of the cotyloid brim. The lower border of the ischium offers a gentle, un-

broken curve to the pubic symphysis. This border, and the pubic symphysis, are both of

great length ; their union is indicated by a slight prominence, above which the symphysis

mounts in a nearly straight line. On the pubic ramus, just at the symphysis, lies the

smooth, narrowly oval prominence for the articulation of the marsupial bone ; between

this and the cotyle the pubis is slenderer than elsewhere. The obturator foramen is

large, and sub-circular in shape—its chief irregularity of contour being produced by an

Fiff. 24— Ri.'ht half of Pelvis.
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extension upward in front of the acetabulum. The ilium, after expanding to form its part

of the acetabulum, narrows for a little, without decided ridges or borders, and then suddenly

becomes sharply prismatic ; which shape it preserves to its tip. The outer and posterior

faces of the prism are perfectly smooth—the former decidedly concave : the inner (which is

the broadest) is roughened in the usual manner for the sacro-iliac synchondrosis. The

apex of the ilium is sHghtly clubbed, smooth and convex. The shaft is almost perfectly

straight. "With the exception of the sacral portion, the whole internal aspect of the in-

nominate Ijone is smooth, and devoid of decided prominence. The two sides of the pelvis

meet at the pubis, at an angle of less than 90°.

It is only necessary to allude, in this connection, to the great size of the pelvic outlet

that obtains in this, as in other marsupials, compared with the dimensions of the foetus at

term. The disproportion is, however, less than that of some Marsupialia salientia

;

though greater than that which obtains in the Petaurists, where, according to Owen, the

diameter of aperture is six times that of the foetal head. Aside from other pelvic charac-

ters common to the order, (such as length, narrowness and flatness, extreme modification

of ischio-sacral notch, extensive pubic symphysis, etc.) the length and straightness of the

ilia, flatness of the ischia and pubes, and a general deficiency of well-marked angles or

processes, such as an ilio-pubic or a backward, curved extension of the tuber ischii, are

among the most notable points. The mammalian pelvis here finds very simjile expression.

The shape of the pelvis appears to relate mostly to the prehensile function of the tail, and

the arm-like movements of the posterior extremities—to which latter it is peculiarly

adapted.

Ossa marsupialia.—(Fig. 24.) The characteristic adjuncts of the marsupial pelvis here

appear of moderate proportions, being neither very large nor very small, and of simple

form. They are an inch and a quarter or half long, and ordinarily stand a little outward

and forward, diverging from each other, their bases almost in mutual contact. In the

accompanying figure, this oljliquity would cause the bone to be much foreshortened were it

drawn in situ ; it is accordingly dislocated and laid flat in the plane of the rest of the

pelvic wall. The shaft is flattened, smooth, without decided processes, very slightly

curved (the convexity outward), slightly knobbed at the apex, spreading below into a later-

ally expanded foot. The margin of the base is oblique to the axis of the shaft, pro-

longed to meet its fellow at the symphysis pubis, and giving off externally a rounded

knob or claw which lies upon, though not articulating with, the pubic ramus. The articu-

lating facet is flat and narrowly oval^ loosely fitting the tuberosity on the pubis already

noticed. The joint is a simple hinge, permitting only flexion and extension of the bone

upon the pubis ; the amount of motion enjoyed is considerable. The mutual relation of

the planes of the two articulating surfaces is such, that when the bones are drawn toward

the abdomen their apices are approximated ; and conversely.

The marsupial bones do not present any notable differences in the two sexes. In the

male, they are thought to be subservient to the action of the cremaster, but as this muscle

passes across them but little above their bases, the greatest outward inclination that they are

capable of would but slightly affect the course, and consequently the traction, of this mus-

cle. In the female, they must, I think, further the advantageous action upon the pouch of

the muscles of the abdomen, even if they do not actually increase the power of the latter.

Their relation to the proper muscle of the pouch may be more intimate and important.
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They probcably also tend to preserve the shape of the pouch, acting to this effect like the

ribs of the thorax, though in far less degree. But their most important office is believed to

be the increasing of the power or effect of the female cremaster, or " ilio-marsupialis,"

which muscle winds around them as around pulleys on its way from the haunch-bone to the

mammary glands. Still this is only an assumption ; for the strong suctorial power that

the youngest animals have been found to possess, renders it improbable that voluntary mus-
cular effort in compressing the glands on the part of the mother is called for. It seems

highly improbable that they play any part in the act of parturition, as some have sup-

posed. Owen regards them as homologically the hiemapophyses of the last lumbar verte-

bra ; and as teleologically belonging " to the category of the trochlear ossicles, commonly
called sesamoids," being " developed in the tendon of the external oblique which forms the

mesial pillar of the abdominal ring, as the patella is developed in the tendon of the rectus

femorisy

Femur.—(Fig. 25.) The thigh-bone is long—over three inches in length—perfectly

straight, stout, and nearly cylindrical. There is no decided " linea aspera," the posterior

surface of the shaft being, instead, somewhat flattened, and pre-

senting at the junction of its middle and lower thirds a tuberosity

—almost a " process," which is rough for attachment of the adduc-

tor magnus. The shaft is slenderest at its middle, whence it

gradually enlarges to the condyles. These have a backward

extension ; anteriorly, the mesial groove for the rectus tendon is

broad and very shallow^
;
posteriorly, a very deep notch separates

the two articular surfaces. The condyles are of nearly the same

size ; the inner one is the longest, and has the most backward and

inward production ; the outer is shorter and broader, and with a

sharper external border. The lateral aspects of both are promi-

nent, and rough for ligamentous attachments. The inner articular

surface is narrow, and transversely flat or slightly convex ; the

outer is broader, and a little concave in the same direction. The

head of the bone is far to one side of the axis of the shaft, held

obliquely upward and inward at an angle of 45° upon a short,

stout neck. A transverse section of the head and neck together

would be in the same plane as a similar section across the two

condyles—there being no twisting of the head either forward or

backward. The articular surface is almost a hemisphere ; the well-

marked depression for the ligamenhim teres is situated near the inner margin of the hem-

isphere. The constriction of the neck is slight. A slight ridge upon the postero-internal

aspect of the neck soon rises into the sharp, Avell-marked, triangular trochanter minor, and

suddenly subsides. This trochanter is situated upon the back and inner aspect of the shaft,

nearly in the same plane as the latter. A stout ridge crosses the neck behind, running

Fij. 25.—Right Femur.

'In consequence of (or causing?) the imperfection of the

patella. According to Owen, " the intermediate anterior

groove for the patella is well marked in the Perameles,

where the patella is fuUv developed, but is broad and very

shallow in the Phalangers and Dasyures, where the tendon

of the rectus muscle is merely thickened, or ofl'ers a few

irregular specks of ossification ; and the corresponding sur-

face on the Wombat and Koala is almost plane from side to

side; in these marsupials and in the Jlyrmceobius the

patella is wanting." The opossum is another instance of

correspondence between this groove and the patella;

exemplifying a law that perhaps has no exceptions.
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obliquely upward and outward to connect the root of the small trochanter with the apex

of the trochanter major. The latter is remarkably large and strong ; its pointed apex rises

fully as high as the top of the globular head, from which latter it is separated by a deep

sulcus. The roughened surface of the trochanter to which muscles are attached, is of

great extent, broad and obliquely truncated above, below gradually narrowing and losing

itself in the shaft ; but the downward continuation of this trochanteric line may be traced

below the middle of the shaft, and chiefly gives the flattening of the posterior surface of

the bone, already mentioned. Anteriorly, the expansion of bone between the trochanter

and the neck is broad, smooth and nearly plane
;
posteriorly, the corresponding surface is

interrupted by the inter-trochanteric ridge, and a remarkably large and deep "digital

"

fossa. The latter is of a narrowly oval shape, and is excavated to an unusual depth—being

roofed over, as it were, by the backward expansion of the great trochanter.

The hip joint is well adapted to extensive and varied movements of the thigh—rotation,

extension and abduction being specially favored, as usual with scansorial animals. The

amount of motion permitted seems not very much less than that enjoyed by the shoulder

joint, much of the mobility of the latter taking the place of the comparative stability with

which a hip joint is usually endowed. This quasi-quadrumanous animal requires that the

conditions of the proximal articulation of the fore and hind limbs should not be very dis-

similar. At the hip joint we find beginnings of a series of modifications in the hind limb

;

which, constantly augmenting, culminate in the production of a member that is as much an

arm as a leg.

Tibia.—(Fig. 26.) The fibula does not properly enter into the formation of the knee

joint, the head of the tibia alone articulating directly with the femoral condyles. The

articular surfaces present nothing specially noteworthy ; the outer is de-

cidedly the larger, and is a little convex in all directions ; the inner pre-

sents a well-marked concave depression; the two are separated by an

irregular prominence. The outer one presents, besides its femoral facet, a

small, oval, transversely convex, smooth, articular surface, upon its outer

margin, which is received into a corresponding concave facet upon the inner

margin of the fibular head. This arrangement calls at once to mind the

peculiar radio-ulnar articulation ; and, in connection with certain peculiari-

ties in the head of the fibula, to be presently noticed, has been used as an

argument in favor of the homotypy of the ulna with the fibula and of the

radius and with the tibia. But the tibia does not in this case rotate upon

the fibula, but the reverse ; and it is immaterial which bone bears the con-

cave, and which the convex, facet. The " lesser sigmoid flexure " of the

ulna here finds expression in a prominence instead of a depression ; the

concave lateral facet of the fibula is adapted to this prominence, as the

convex lateral articulating surface of the radius fits the depression in the

side of the ulnar head. The anterior tibial tuberosity (the "olecranon of

the leg") is moderately prominent, and gradually subsides into the shaft of Fig. 26

the bone. The latter is much compressed laterally ; but its chief peculiar-

ity is found in its bending along the middle of its course toward the fibula, as well repre-

sented in the cut. A " crest " may be traced along the whole length of the bono ; but,

contrary to the usual rule, it is sharper and more elevated below than above, owing to

Right Tibia

and Fibula.
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the gradual subsidence of the tibial tuberosity. The shaft, as a whole, is slender and weak,

and presents no well defined sulci or ridges, except the crest just mentioned. The distal

extremity enlarges gradually, and is extended into an obtuse conical process that forms

the inner malleolus ; the articular surface is very obliquely placed, irregularly triangular

in contour, and nearly flat—its only concavity resulting from the downward extension of

the malleolar prominence. While this malleolus is sufficiently produced to overlap and

confine the corresponding side of the astragalus, the general configuration of the tibial

articular surface insures great freedom of motion in the ankle joint.

Fibula.—(Fig. 26.) The distal extremity forms a perfect malleolus, as in other mai'-

supials, and presents internally a facet for articulation with the tibia—this facet being

continuous with that for the astragalus. Both the crural bones enter largely into the

formation of the ankle-joint ; and this distribution of the articulation of the astragalus

between two bones, instead of its restriction mainly to one (the fibula), probably pro-

duces a great part of the whole difference in the relative degree of mobility enjoyed by

the cruro-tarsal and radio-carjjal articulations. Still the restriction of motion is not great

;

and the foot enjoys rotatory movements perhaps more than merely analogous to the pro-

nation and supination of the hand. When the foot is strongly extended— and it can be

extended till its longitudinal axis is directly continuous with that of the leg,—its move-

ments of rotation are virtually, if not actually, those of pronation and supination. Did

the tibia take but little less part in the formation of the ankle joint, it would become

merely the pivot upon which the foot, borne upon the fibula, would rotate, and would

exactly conform the conditions of the ankle to those of the wrist. The shaft of the fib-

ula is very slender, almost perfectly cylindrical, and quite straight. The groove for the

passage of the tendons of the peroneal muscles is but slightly marked, and scarcely trace-

able above the malleolus. At the upper end of the middle third the shaft begins to

flatten and expand laterally to support a remarkably enlarged head. This expanded sur-

face is posteriorly flat and smooth. Anteriorly it is transversely concave, and somewhat

roughened for the attachment of the large peronei. The head of the bone is partially

divided into two tuberosities, both irregular in contour. The inner one, which is the

smallest, bears the oblique, concave facet already noticed. To the outer is attached a

large " sesamoid " bone, to be more particularly described in speaking of the knee joint.

The shaft of the filmla is not in contact with that of the tibia in any part of its length
;

both the proximal and distal extremities of the bone have, as we have already seen, loose

articulation with the tibia. The decided inclination of the tibial shaft toward that of the

fibula may relate in some way to the forearm-like movements of the leg ; but it is not

easy to see how these are favoi-ed by this means.

Knee joint.—The general mutual relations of the two boneS|Of the leg are well calcu-

lated to increase mobility at the expense of stability ; carrying out a purpose that began

to be apparent in the structure of the coxo-femoral articulation. The resulting conditions

are the opposite of those presented by the saltatorial marsupial genera, in which the tibia

and fibula are united, or closely coaptated. The structure of the knee joint evidences the

same plan, by allowing of other than strictly ginglymoid movement. Although this artic-

ulation is, as usual, feraoro-tibial only— the fibula having no actual contact Avith the

femur— yet the expanded filjular head, and the presence of the fibular fabella, contribute

in some measure to femoro-fibular relations and movements that correspond to those
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existintr between the humerus and radius. Whether as cause or effect of the shallow

anterior intercondylar groove of the femur, the patella is deficient, as in many other

marsupials that have similarly constructed femoral condyles. In most instances, there is

barely an indication of a patella in a slight, apparently cartilaginous, thickening of the

extensor tendon ; in some there is absolutely no trace of such a bone ; in old subjects, one

or several small specks of ossification, seeming to the touch like gritty particles, may be

demonstrated. In this animal, at least, there is no " olecranon of the leg," detached or

otherwise, unless such process is represented by the " tuberosity of the tibia." The most

noticeable feature of the knee joint is found in the presence of the fabella, developed in

the outer lateral ligaments. This is an osseous nodule of an oval shape, with an enlarged

base, surmounting the most external and posterior corner of the head of the fibula. It

has a real articulation with the latter, a smooth, plane facet, subcircular in outline, being

plainly shown upon the opposed surface of each bone. The presence of this ossicle may

relate in some way to the rotatory movements of the leg ; more obvious purposes sub-

served are strengthening and defending of the joint, and affording part of the attachment

of origin of gastrocnemial and peroneal muscles.

Tai-Hiis.—(Fig. 27.) The seven bones of the tarsus proper conform very closely, in

individual characters and general disposition, to those of the human foot. The locking

of the head of the second metatarsal between the two lateral

cuneiforms obtains. Among the more prominent differences are,

the shape of the articular surface of the astragalus, permitting

freer motion at the ankle ; the shape of the ento-cuneiforni,

producing the divergence and open articulation of the hallux

;

and the presence of the ossicle, attached to the ento-cuneiform,

for the support of the rudimentary spur.

The astrrujahis (fig. 27, a) is depressed, and of an irregularly

triangular shape. The superior articulating surfiice— convex in

every direction— receives the impress of both tibia and fibula. ^

Along- the middle is a slight antero-posterior groove, limited on F'g- 27.—Tarsus and heads of

, , ,. , • T mi • • 1 1 1 p metotarsals, 1 1-2 n.itural size.

either side by a slight ridge. This groove receives the head oi

the tibia, the internal malleolus resting against an oblique articular surfiicc on the inner

side of the groove ; and the external malleolus resting upon a similar, though shorter and

more convex, articular surface on the opposite side of the groove. The planes of these

two lateral articular facets are but few degrees oblique to that of the median one ; instead

of being, as in many mammals, nearly perpendicular. As a whole, the large convex artic-

ular surfice calls to mind that formed by the proximal row of carpal bones ; and allows the

same kind, and nearly the same degree, of motion that exists in the wrist. The posterior

border of the astragalus is nearly straight; the internal one much curved; the antero-

external one deeply excavated. The lengthened outer corner overlies and rests upon the

calcaneum, near the middle of the latter ; the anterior corner also rests in part upon the

same bone, aiid extends to the cuboids, but is mostly received in, and presses upon, the

navicular, transmitting pressure to the cuneiforms. The posterior corner projects freely

backward and dips downward, to complete, -with the os calcis, the groove for the passage of

tendons behind the heel to the sole. The under surface is very irregular ; there is a slight

cupping for reception of a calcaneal protuberance, a decided convexity that fits a corres-
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ponding depression in the os calci.s, and finally a prominent ridge opposing the concavity

of the navicular.

The OS calcis (fig. 27, d) is very large and stout. It projects far back, terminating in a

roughened knob for attachment of the tendo Achillis. Upon the plantar surface a promi-

nent, stout, straight ridge runs along the median line from the posterior extremity. This

ridge, with the help of a process from the astragalus, defines the groove for the digital

flexor tendons, and divides the plantar surface of the bone into two large, smooth faces,

rising obliquely on either side and spreading, or flaring, to support the expanded rotular

aspect of the bone. The latter is very irregular, both in contour and sujjerficies. It pre-

sents a prominent tubercle, which fits a fiicet on the under surface of the astragalus, and,

more internally, a depression corresponding to an elevation on the astragalus. Anteriorly,

the bone articulates with the cuboid alone (not with the navicular), by an oblique

depressed surface.

In general terms the navicular (fig. 27, b) may be called hemispherical; but its contour

is irregular, being moulded by surrounding bones. There is a deep depression behind and

above for the astragalus, and a small, oval facet externally for the cuboid. The three

cuneiforms are supported upon a continuous surface—the facet for the internal one being

most distinct and decidedly convex ; while the whole surface is convex from side to side.

The internal and inferior non-articular surtaces are roughened for the attachment of

ligaments.

The most noticeable feature of the cuboid (fig. 27, e) is the very deep, transverse

groove that lodges the tendon of the peroneus longus. There is a deep pit upon the inner

face of the bone, just in front of the facet for the navicular. The upper surface is nearly

plane. Besides the convexity behind for the articulation with the calcis, the cuboid sends a

sharp process to meet the plantar ridge of this bone. As usual, the bone supports the two

outer metatarsals. The facets are scarcely separated by a ridge ; that for the fourth meta-

tarsal is the longest and most cupped ; the other has a slight process overlying the base of

the fifth metatarsal.

Of the three cuneiforms, the outer (fig. 27,/) and middle (fig. 27, g) deserve the name
" wedge-shaped," being driven in and locked between the cuboid, inner cuneiform, navicu-

lar, and third and second metatarsals. The anterior face of the ecto-cuneiform is not flush,

either with that of the cuboid or of the meso-cuneiform, but projects forward. The meso-

cuneiform is the shortest and smallest of the three ; it and the ecto-cuneiform both bear

simple facets for the corresponding metatarsals.

The ento-cuneiform (fig. 27, c) is different from the other two, being noticeable for the

acute process that assimilates it in physical character to the unciform of the wrist. The

bone is of a very irregular shape, difficult of description, but may be said to have a thick-

ened base, by which it articulates largely Avith the navicular and meso-cuneiform, and

from which a stout, curved process is sent forward to overlie the base of the first metatarsal.

The articulating surface for the latter is narrowly elongate, concavo-convex, Avith a strong

ridge and deep sulcus, reciprocal to inequalities on the head of the metatarsal. The plane

of this facet is turned away from the common plane of the others, its degree of obliquity

expressing the divergence of the great toe from the rest. While the other tarso-metatarsal

articulations are close, allowing little mobility, and that chiefly in one direction, this one is
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almost as free as a metatarso-phalangeal joint, in the line of flexion and extension, and

enjoys, moreover, considerable motion in other directions.

Besides these seven bones, there is an accessory ossicle (fig. 27, h) for the support of

the rudimentary spur. It is a small conoidal bone, with an oval base, by which it is articu-

lated with the inner aspect of the ento-cuneiform. It enjoys little, if any, motion. The

spur is a small, oval, concavo-convex cartilage, lying closely appressed upon the muscle,

over the base of the ball of the great toe, and covered by the common integument. Its

position is indicated in the sole by the most internal of the tegumentary callosities. It is

chiefly interesting as an indication of the well developed spur of one sex of the only lower

mammalian order— the Mouotremata. In the opossum the spur is not characteristic of sex.

Metatarsus.—The metatarsals are nearly straight, but a slight downward projection of

the articular surfaces at either extremity gives some lengthwise concavity underneath,

which, with the lateral convexity, produced by the shape of the extremity of the tarsus,

produces a hollowing of the sole that is filled by the flexor tendons, lumbricales, and inter-

osseous muscles. The second is the longest, the fourth is nearly as long, the third, fifth and

first successively decrease in length ; the last, besides being shortest, is much stouter than

the rest, and depressed, being wider than deep. Its divergence from the others, and pecu-

liar articulation, have already been noticed. The proximal extremity of the fifth is en-

larged, and projects outside the cuboid ; the articular fiicet only occupies a part of it. The

heads of the second, third and fourth are small ; that of the third, in particular, being

scarcely wider than the shaft, though projecting considerably downward. Other minor

differences in the heads of these three metatarsals need not l)e particularized.

Phalanges.—The four lesser toes have each three phalanges, the first of which is long

and slender, surpassing the other two together ; the third is simply a small, compressed,

somewhat falciform ossicle supporting the claw. The hallux has but two phalanges, of

which the last is a small nodule, bearing no claw. This toe terminates in a rounded

clubbed extremity, upon the superior surface of which the place of a claw is indicated by a

curved groove in the integument. The articulations of the phalanges with the metatarsus,

and with each other, offer nothing peculiar.

Sesamoids.—The metatarso-phalangeal articulation of each of the five toes bears two

sesamoids upon its plantar aspect. They are rather large, oval, placed side by side, their

long axes parallel with the axes of the toes. Those of the great toe are embraced by the

tendons of the _^exor hrevis ; the others, by the interossei. Their presence is not invaria-

ble. The sesamoids of the knee joint have been already noticed.

PART II.—THE MUSCLES.

The following account of the muscles is designed to embrace descriptions of all those

belonging to the general system. Most of the proper muscles of particular organs, as, e.g.,

the eye, ear, larynx, heart, etc., and all those of unstriped fibre, are omitted ; such being

regarded as more properly falling in the province of a special treatise on these parts.

Some, however, are noticed in considerable detail
;
particularly the muscles of the peri-

nseum and genital organs.

An arbitrary division of the body into muscular " regions " being not entirely commend-
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able, nor even practically convenient in many cases, a somewhat different, and perhaps more

natural, method of grouping the muscles is followed. It is essentially similar to that lately

proposed in my treatise on the Myology of the Ornlthorhynchus (Proc. Essex Inst., vi,

Mar., 1871, p. 127), although lacking some of the details of the latter, which I was led to

<adopt after the manuscript of the pi-esent memoir had passed out of my hands.

Muscles of the Head.

The general muscular envelope of the head and neck may be most conveniently consid-

ered here, in connection with the muscles proper to the cranium. Other muscles attached

to the skull fall naturally into a different division.

Panniculus carnosus.—The entire head and neck are enveloped in continuous layers of

muscular tissue, of somewhat complicated distribution. Although the platysma myoides,

occipito-frontalis, and some other muscles of anthropotomy, together with some that are not

recognized in man, are included in this general envelope, it may without violence be

described as a single muscle, under the above name, with the following structure and

disposition:

—

A plane of muscular fibres begins over the shoulder and breast, and along the median line

of the back of the neck, directl}' beneath, and intimately adherent by cellular tissue to,

the skin. These fibres are the most superficial of all ; and will be removed with the skin,

if due care be not taken. They proceed forward, those of the side of the neck inclining

toward the middle line of the throat, and there meeting those of the opjiosite side, sur-

round the ear and eye, running a little way upon the former, meet along the median line

of the top of the head, and finally end by insertion along the border of the orbicularis oris.

This plane is continuous over the whole of the surfaces just pointed out ; but its extreme

thinness, even in the most muscular subjects, its intimate adherence to the skin, and the

varying direction of its fibres in different places, render it difficult to trace in its entirety.

Beneath it lie two other planes of fibres, partially distinct, partially blended with each

other and with the foregoing. One of these begins over the upper part of the breast, and

runs straight up the median line of the neck, in apposition, or rather in direct coalescence

with, its fellow of the opposite side, the two together forming a thin band an inch or more

broad. At a point about opposite the angle of the jaws, the muscle widens by an outward

sweep of its fibres ; thence, nearly to the symphysis, the direction of the fibres is trans-

verse. They form a transverse plane, each joined to its fellow along a median longitudinal

raphe lying between the plane first described and the digastrici ; mounting upon the side

of the head, over the masseter, and becoming lost upon the temporal fiiscia. This appears

to be the true platysma.

The third plane of fibres, although properly a cutaneous muscle, has a very distinct

origin, not from the skin. It arises from the ligamentum nuchse, from the occipital crest

to a point opposite the apex of the scapula, just external to the trapezius, which it overlies.

It forms in the neck a broad definite plane of fibres, at first proceeding directly transverse,

and afterward inclining obliquely forward, as it approaches the median line in front. It

loses itself, on the front of the neck, in the general envelope first described. At the back

of the head the anterior border of this muscle first sends a slip up the ear, as will be more
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particularly described presently, and then spreads forward with a nearly longitudinal direc-

tion of its fibres, over the temporal fascia, covering the latter from the parietal crest to the

zygoma, on a line between the ear and eye. Along the median line of the skull it is

loosely connected with its fellow by a fascial expansion, and it seems to constitute an

'"occipito-frontalis." I cannot trace it beyond the frontal crests, while the plane first

described is easily demonstrated to extend quite to the snout.

Auricular muscles.—Three muscles of the ear may be described, besides the superficial

panniculus that suri-ounds the conch, and is subservient to its general movements ; only

one of them, however, is very distinct, or has bony origin. This is a detrahens aurem ; it

is a stout, terete, somewhat flattened band, lying beneath, and entirely distinct from, all

the foregoing layers. It arises from the lower border of the zygoma, just at the anterior

margin of the glenoid fossa
;
proceeds directly upward and spreads a little, after reaching

the conch, upon the back part of the latter. It draws the ear directly downward—what

would be forward were the animal erect—and seems to represent our attrahens.

The plane of fibres that arises from the ligamentum nuchoe, sends, from its anterior mar-

gin, a large, fan-shaped, flattened fasciculus that mounts and spreads over the back part of

the conch. The portion of this fasciculus that lies upon the ear itself is tolerably distinct

;

but in the rest of its extent the muscle is scarcely separable without violence from the

general plane. It draws the conch upward and backward, uniting the offices of attoUens

and retrahens.

The forward motion of the ear is subserved by the transverse plane of fibres that mount
the side of the head from the middle line of the throat ; these having an insertion along the

border of the conch.

Orbicular muscles.—The orbicularis oculi is small and pale, and might readily elude

observation by its intimate connection with the panniculus, beneath which it lies, were it

not for its definite bony attachment in front. The fibres, after encircling the eyelids, con-

verge to a point and are inserted into the lachrymal bone, just anterior to the foramen.

The orbicularis oris lies between the mucous membrane of the lips and the panniculus,

which, as already stated, I'eaches to the edge of the true skin all around the mouth. Upon
carefully lifting it away the orbicularis is exposed, forming a cylindrical band of fibres

around the margins of the lips. These fibres cannot be fiiirly traced around the snout from

one side of the mouth to the other, being lost, both above and below, in the thickened sub-

cutaneous tissue.

Buccinator.—This is, in effect, a backward prolongation of the orbicularis into the cheeks,

between the panniculus and the mucous membrane. There is no crossing of the fibres of

the orbicularis at the corner of the mouth, nor other interlacing with the cheek muscle.

The fibres of the latter form a series of semicircular loops, thrown successively further and

further back from the orbicularis, till the angle of the mouth is reached. This muscle is

much thickened along its periphery, by which it has definite bony attachment to nearly the

whole length of the horizontal ramus and anterior border of the coronary process of the

lower jaw, as well as to the greater part of the alveolar process of the upper jaw.

The two foregoing muscles close and appress the lips and cheeks. They are directly

antagonized by the panniculus, the line of traction of which, and insertion into the lips, are

such that they draw the lips apart, and the angle of the mouth backward, producing the

characteristic expression of the opossum's face—the "risus sardonicus." This "showing of
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the teeth" almost invariably takes place when the animal is irritated ; but the muscles upon
the face itself have but little effect in its production, compared with the action of the

panniculus. I cannot find any muscles upon the lower jaw distinct from the orbicularis

and buccinator, to correspond to the several described in anthropotomy ; nor do I think

that any such exist. There are, however, two very distinct muscles upon the side of the

flice, subserving the movements of the snout and anterior part of the upper lip, which I

shall describe under the names of zygomaticus and levator labii superioris, without feeling

at all sure that these names indicate their homology. It is worthy of note, that while these

"muscles of expression" of the human subject mainly draw the mouth in different direc-

tions, in the present case they move the snout, and only secondarily affect the lips.

Zygomaticus.—This is the principal facial muscle ; of large size, definite origin and

insertions, and of deeper color than the rest, probably in consequence of its constant

action. It lies nearly parallel with the alveolar border of the upper jaw, but still has

some downward inclination as it passes forward. It arises fleshy from the root of the

zygoma, in the slight depression of the malar bone just below the infraorbital ridge, filUng

this depression to the general level. It forms a flattened mass that may be divided almost

to its origin into distinct flisciculi. These fasciculi are from three to six in number ; cor-

responding to as many slender, terete, but strong, tendons. These tendons are as distinct

as, and call to mind, those of a digital flexor. They run forward, embedded in the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissue, as well as in the muscle about to be described, and penetrate to

the skin itself They are directly inserted into the skin of the nostrils at various places

about the side of the snout. Neither the number nor the insertion of these tendons is con-

stant ; frequently only one or two reach the extremity of the muzzle, the rest being

inserted into the skin of the lip just back of the nostrils. It is difficult to describe with

exactness the action of this muscle ; its several disconnected tendons effect the varied and

delicate movements of the extremity of the snout, and of the nostrils themselves, that

may be observed when the animal is sniffing about after food.

Levator labii superioris.—The action of the foregoing is aided and extended to the

greater part of the upper lip, by means of the present muscle. It arises from the side of

the superior maxillary, just below the preceding, a little above the alveolar border, at or

near the articulation of the malar, and passes forward and downward, to be inserted into

the side of the lip and muzzle. It is entirely fleshy. It draws the lip upward and back-

ward, and the nostril directly backward. Its insertion, not precise at best, varies with

individuals ; and its bony origin is likewise variable.

Muscles of the Under Jaw.— The enormous bulk of the muscles that close the jaws

indicates the force with which this action may be performed. These muscles fill the deep

temporal fossa, from the orbit to the occiput, and from the sagittal crest to the zygoma,

rendering the cranial depression convex in all directions ; and also form a bulging mass

both on the inside and outside of the ramus of the jaw. The latter masses are prom-

inently displayed, without dissection, by simply opening the animal's mouth. The external

pterygoid, or rotatory muscle, on the other hand, is very small and feeble, correspondently

to the character of the maxillary articulation, that admits of but slight lateral movement

of the jaws.

3Iasseter.—This muscle not only fornrs a bulging mass upon the jaw-bone, from the

zygoma to the border of the mandible, but fills the space between the coronoid process
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and the zygoma, and extends upon the cranium, beneath the temporal fascia, so far as

to overlie the greater portion of the temporalis. It has extensive origin from the

greater part of the temporal fascia, sometimes as high up as the parietal crest ; from the

stout fibrous band between the malar and supraorbital protuberance that defines the back

part of the orbit, from the lower part of the occipital crest and the squamosal ridge, and

from the whole of the inner surface of the zygoma. This temporal or cranial portion of

the masseter is inserted into the whole of the outer surface of the broad coronoid plate.

The masseteric portion proper, or that hnng below the zygoma, arises not only from

the lower border of the latter (being directly continuous with the above), but also, and

chiefly, by a very stout tendon from the most anterior and lowest part of the malar.

While the former portion is flattened and more or less fan-shaped, its fibres converging

from the broad origin above described, the latter is a thick bulging mass, the general di-

rection of the fibres of which is backward as well as downward. This prominent bundle

overlaps the margin of the jaw, extends to the inner edge, and is inserted into the whole

of the broad, triangular, flat space, meeting the lower border of the internal pterygoid.

It reaches along the jaw, from the anterior margin of the last named muscle, to the inner

hamular process of the mandible. The anterior border of the masseter is blended with

the corresponding part of the temporalis.

TemjwraUs.—On reflecting the masseter, this muscle is seen filling the remainder of

the cranial depression, separated from the foregoing (except along its anterior border) by a

thick, stout aponeurosis, that forms the true tendon of the temporalis, radiating from the

apex of the coronoid much as in the human subject. The periphery of the muscle corres-

ponds to the contour of the temporal fossa ; it takes origin from the occipital, parietal and

frontal crests, and all the subjacent bones ; it is inserted, tendinous, into the top of the cor-

onoid, and fleshy, into the greater part of the inner surface of the same process, which is

thus completely embedded in muscle. The temporal is thinner and weaker than the mas-

seter, as well as of less superficial extent ; but as already stated, the two are completely

blended in some portions, and must always act consentaneously.

Pterygoideus internus.—^Like the foregoing, this muscle is of great size and poAver, well

deserving the name of " internal masseter" (Winslow), sometimes applied to it in anthro-

potomy. Its line of traction is such that it has little or no effect except in direct closure

of the jaws. It forms on the inside of the ramus of the jaw a prominently convex bundle,

corresponding in extent with, and yielding but little in size to, the masseter. It arises

fleshy from the sphenoidal pterapophysis, contiguous part of palatal, and the whole of the

pterygoid, which slender little bone projects downward into and is buried in the fleshy

mass. Enlarging and bulging as it descends, it is inserted fleshy into the inner surface of

the mandibular ramus, from the termination of the temporalis to the margin of the bone,

and along the latter from the hamular process as far as the anterior margin of the masse-

ter. It completely fills the depression between the incurved process and the articular head

of the bone.

Pterygoideus externus.—The disparity in size between this and the preceding muscle is

very striking ; the external pterygoid being, as it were, reduced to its simplest expression.

It is a very small conical, or pyramidal muscle, and is not divisible, as in the human sub-

ject, into two " heads," or parts. It arises fleshy from the alisphenoid, near the median
line of the bone, close by the foramen rotundum, and proceeds, narrowing, almost directly
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outward (a little backward), to be inserted by a very short tendon into the neck of the

mandible, directly underneath the most internal point of the transversely elongated articu-

lar surface. Its action is necessarily very feeble and much restricted.

Muscles of the Neck.

Under this head I shall describe all the muscles of this region, not confined to the cra-

nium, nor attached to the scapular arch, nor forming merely upward prolongations of those

of the back. Without going into unnecessary subdivision of the part into " regions," Ave

may conveniently recognize three groups of muscles :— The anterior cervical, embracing
those muscles not attached to vertebrae; the anterior vertebral, including those lying upon
the front of the column ; and the posterior vertebral, containing those upon the back of the

same. Excluded from the first group, by reason of attachment to the scapular arch, are

the omo-hyoid and cleido-mastoid ; from the second and third, for the same reason, the

three levators of the scapula, the trapezius and the rhomboideus ; and from the same two
groups, as forming the third exception above taken, the cervicalis ascendens, transversalis

and spinalis cervicis, etc. The great similarity of the muscles of all these groups to those

of the human subject will appear from the following descriptions. The part that the par-

occipital plays as a " styloid process " is worthy of note. Among the more notable fea-

tures, as compared with the state of things found in man, are to be observed, the extension

of the platysma myoides into a proper panniculus carnosus, as already described, discre-

tion of sterno-mastoid and cleido-mastoid, peculiar origin of sterno-hyoid and -thyroid,

relation of the latter to thyro-hyoid, expansion of digastricus, etc.

Sterno-mastoideus.—Perfectly distinct from the cleido-mastoid, though with, the same
origin and a parallel and contiguous course. It arises by a short, stout, flat tendon from the

mastoid (sometimes from the extremity of the squamosal), and forms a stout fusiform or te-

rete belly, that comes a little obliquely down the neck, immediately beneath the panniculus,

crossing the omo-hyoid nearly at right angles, to be inserted fleshy, side by side with its

fellow, into the side of the top of the manubrium, and frequently, also, the cartilage inter-

posed between this and the clavicle, in front of, and close beside, the termination of the

cleido-mastoid ; its termination is in contact with the upper corner of the great pectoral.

Digastricus.—This is the first muscle seen between the jaws upon removal of the integu-

ment and panniculus. It is notable for its origin from the paroccipital instead of the mas-

toid, its want of a central tendon, and the expansion of its anterior belly to form a flooring

to the mouth. It is bound down by the common fascia, and so is virtually attached to the

hyoid
; but it is not distinctly drawn to that bone by a fibrous loop. The posterior belly,

stout and terete, curves around the angle of the jaw, just internal to the greater pterygoid

muscle, becomes constricted and suffers partial tendinous intersection, and then spreads

out into a broad, thin plane, that meets its fellow of the opposite side, and completely fills

the interramal space. It is attached to the whole of the inner side of the lower jaw, from

the anterior border of the pterygoid muscle to the symphysis. Besides depressing the jaw,

it thus floors the mouth.

Mylo-hyoldeus.—The proper floor of the mouth lies upon the digastricus— the lingual

vessels running between the two. It has no distinct insertion into the hyoid, being only
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connected with that bone by flxscioe. It is wholly muscular ; its fibres are directly trans-

verse ; it arises from the inside of the alveolar border of the lower jaw, from the border of

the pterygoid to the symphysis, and unites with its fellow along a median raphe.

Genio-hyoideus.—A large flat strip lying in apposition with its fellow along the median

line, arising fleshy from the body of the hyoid, narrowing as it passes forward to be in-

serted by a slight tendon into the symphysis.

Genio-hyo-glossus.—This muscle, with its fellow, forms a thick, vertical, fan-shaped par-

tition between the hyo-glossi. It arises, internal to the preceding, from the inner surface

of the anterior border of the hyoid body. Its lower border, running straight to the sym-

physis, lies upon the foregoing. Its fibres cannot be traced more than half way to the tip

of the tongue ; its upper border becomes lost in the substance of the tongue (lingualis),

and blends with the hyo-glossus.

Hyo-glossus.—A large muscle, forming a great part of the tongue. It arises fleshy

from the lower border and most of the side of the hyoid, forming a broad, oblique plane,

separated from its fellow by the foregoing muscle. Passing into the tongue its fibres can

be traced along the side and under surface, even to the tip. Above and internally, it

first blends with the foregoing, and is afterwards lost in the lingualis. Of the latter, it is

unnecessary to say more than that it forms the fleshy substance of the tongue not

included in the two foregoing muscles, and is without osseous attachments.

" Stylo''-hyoideus—A cylindrical muscle of rather large size, running obliquely forward

and inward from the tip of the paroccipital to the apex of the hyoid cornu. This inser-

tion, however, is only partial ; some fibres are continuous with the constrictor of the

pharynx, and seem to represent the stylo-pharyngeus of anthropotomy. Other muscles

of the palate and pharynx do not fidl within the scope of the present memoir.

Sterno-hyoideus.—A straight cylinder, somewhat flattened, lying along the median line,

upon the sterno-thyroid, in apposition with its fellow. Instead of arising from the top of

the sternum, it takes flesliy origin from the inner surface of the latter, from the body of

the second sterneber, in conjunction Avith the (single) sterno-thyroid. It is inserted on

either side of the median line, into the lower border of the hyoid. It occasionally gives

off, near the middle of its course, a delicate fasciculus that is inserted into the lower

outer angle of the thyroid cartilage.

Sterno-thyroideus.—This pair of muscles presents the peculiarity of arising azygos,

afterwards bifurcating a little above the top of the sternum. The common muscle of origin

takes rise from the body of the second sterneber, on the inner surfirce of the bone,

bounded on either side by the sterno-hyoid, and usually blended with the latter, and ter-

minates in a horse-shoe shaped tendinous constriction, from the sides of which its separate

portions commence. These lie directly upon the trachea, covered by the preceding pair

of muscles, and pass, as flattened bands of moderate width, to be inserted fleshy into the

lower edge of the thyroid, on either side of the median line. A few slender fasciculi are

sometimes sent up to join the hyoid bone. The fibrous constriction is sometimes wanting

;

then the two parts arise by simple forking of the common muscle of origin. The place

of bifurcation is also variable ; but I have always found it above the sternum, and have

not found that the muscle ever arises double.

Thyro-hyoideus.—This is not simply a direct upward prolongation of the preceding,

but perfectly distinct and moreover oblique in direction. It is a short, broad plane,
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entirely fleshy, arising from the lower border of the side of the thj^roid, passing inward

and upward, and inserted into nearly the whole of the lower border of the hyoid.

Besides those that pass to the shoulder, the muscles of the anterior vertebral group

are the three recti of the head, the longus colli and the scaleni.

Rectus capitis anticus major.—This capital prolongation of the longus colli is large

and conspicuous, and tolerably distinct from the cervical portion, to which the latter

name is usually restricted. It arises by attenuated slips from the transverse processes

of all the cervical vertebrte ; these slips lying external to those of the longus colli

proper. They unite, frequently with slight tendinous constrictions, into a stout, some-

what C3dindrical mass, that converges to come into apposition with its fellow over the

atlas, and is inserted fleshy into the greater part of the basioccipital.

Beetles capitis anticus minor.—Smallest of the three recti, and completely hidden by

the overlying major, from which, however, it is perfectly distinct. It arises fleshy from

the whole anterior border of the ring of the atlas, passes directly forward over the

condyle and is inserted fleshy, beside its fellow, into the basioccipital at the border of

the foramen and root of the condyle.

Rectus lateralis.—A small, but perfectly distinct fasciculus, lying external to the last,

separating it from the obliquus superior. It arises from the transverse process of the atlas,

and runs obliquely inward and foi'wai'd to the basioccipital.

Longus colli.—Occupies the front of the vertebral column from the atlas to the fourth

dorsal vertebra, arising by slips from the transverse processes of aU but the first cervical,

and attached to the bodies of the vertebrae as it passes over them. In most of its course

it is in relation to its fellow, mesial, and to the rectus major external. Above, the two

muscles, or halves of the muscle, converge to meet in a point on the median line of the

atlas. The large volume of muscle upon the front of the spinal column and basilar

process has evident relation to such a flexion of the head and body as is necessary, for

example, in attending to the pouch, or regaining foothold after suspension by the tail.

Scaleni.—I have never been able to demonstrate three ; the second one—the medius

—

cannot be found at all, and the first (anticus) is small and blended with the third (posticus);

the latter is large and conspicuous. The S. anticus, when tolerably distinct, arises from the

most lateral points of the transverse processes of two or three lower cervicals, and is

inserted into the first rib, near the middle of the latter, just in front of a shp from the

serratus raagnus. The S. posticus is perfectly distinct as to the thoracic portion. It arises

from the transverse processes of all the cervicals as high up as the origin of the levator

scapulise, separating this from the rectus capitis major. Widening and flattening as it

descends, it passes outward as well as downward, behind the subclavius, to be inserted by

three, broad, flat, fleshy digitations into the posterior borders of the second, third and fourth

ribs, near their middle, just over the corresponding digitations of the serratus, and behmd

the outer border of the thoracic part of the rectus abdominis. It is a direct levator costa-

rum and flexor cervicis. Its cervical origins are sometimes blended with those of the leva-

tor anguli scapulae for a little distance.

The muscles upon the back of the neck are the same as those found on this part of the

human body. The only notable differences lie in their relative size and configuration ; and

even in these respects the discrepancy is not great, except in the instances of the rectus

capitis posticus major, and obliquus capitis inferior, both of which are of great proportional
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size. The trapezius and rhomboideus are described under head of the anterior extremity
;

the cervicalis ascendens, transversalis cervicis, and spinalis and semispinalis cervicis in con-

nection with the muscles of the back, of which they are all merely the upward prolonga-

tions. The remaining muscles are :

—

Splenitis.—Exposed upon removal of the trapezius and rhomboideus. It forms, with its

fellow of the opposite side, an isosceles triangle whose base is the crista occipitis, and per-

pendicular the ligamentuni nuchas. There is no lower portion corresponding to the

"splenius colli," so called ; the muscle terminates below in a sharp, distinct point upon a

spinous process of a vertebra. It has unbroken origin from the ligamentum nuchge, and

by this from the spines of three or four upper dorsal and six lower cervical vertebrae ; forms

a moderately thick plane, with a thickened external border ; widens as it ascends, and is

inserted into the whole of the occipital crest. As the spinal origin of the muscle ends

with the axis, and the median border is not always directed straight forward, nor inserted

exactly on the middle line of the skull, it results that a small, triangular space between

the muscle and its fellow is often, or usually left. In this space the rectus posticus major

and part of the obliquus inferior appear. Otherwise, the splenius overlies and hides the

greater part of the nuchal muscles.

Blventer cervicis.—On reflecting the splenius the following muscles more particularly

come to view :—biventer cervicis, coraplexus and trachelo-mastoideus, counting from the

spine outward, along the whole length of the neck, together with the two largest of the

head-muscles, and the several strips of muscle coming up from the back. The biventer lies

nearest the spinal column, and is ordinarily perfectly distinct fi'om the complexus ; but

liable to be partly or wholly blended with the latter, in which case it forms its medial bor-

der. Its name does not express its physical character ; it has no central tendinous part,

but only a slight constriction, produced by irregular, fibrous laminae, that form partial inter-

sections. It is the longest muscle of the back of the neck ; a sub-cylindrical strip, with

no definite attachments along its course. It arises by slips from the transverse processes

of the fifth, sixth and seventh dorsal vertebrce (but number of slips variable), lies in the

same plane as the complexus, and is inserted fleshy into all that (median) part of the

occipital crest not occupied by the following muscle.

Complexus.—A very large and rather thick plane of fibres separating the foregoing from

the succeeding muscle ; there is nothing specially " complex" in its structure. It arises by

eight to ten long, slender, very distinct, fleshy fjisciculi from the anterior margins of the

bases of the articular processes of the six lower cervical, and two, three or four upper dor-

sal vertebrae. The lower fasciculi are much the longest, and rapidly diminish in length

from below upward ; uniting, without tendinous intersections, to form a single broad plane,

curving over toward the spine, its anterior border in relation to the biventer ;
inserted by a

short, broad, dense, glistening aponeurosis into all, or nearly all, the occipital crest. The

muscle has also an attachment to the margin of the transverse process of the atlas, as it

passes over the latter.

Trachelo-mastoideus.—Overlying the latter to the outer side ; a muscle of considerable

size. It arises by about ten long, slender, distinct, fleshy fasciculi from the articular pro-

cesses of the six lower cervical and three or four upper dorsal vertebrae, close by the ori-

gins of the complexus. These fasciculi soon blend, frequently with a slight tendinous

intersection, into a common plane, rather thin, and narrowing rapidly as it ascends, till it
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comes almost to a point above. Its insertion, by a short, stout, flattened tendon, is ordina-

rily into the extremity of the occipital crest, and therefore into the squamosal ; but some-

times into the mastoid just underneath this point. In most of its course it is in relation

externally with the levator anguli scapulae ; internally it lies upon the complexus.

Rectus capitis posticus major.—Of large size, much surpassing the other rectus, though

in turn surpassed by the obliquus inferior. It is a stout, thick, fleshy band, arising from

the side of the extended curved upper margin of the spinous process of the axis, and cor-

responding part of the third cervical spine, extending outward as it passes forward (but not

so obliquely as the obliquus inferior) to be inserted fleshy into the greater part of the

depressed occipital space—all that portion of the bone between the rectus minor and com-

plexus, from near the median line of the skull to the insertion of the obliquus superior.

Hectiis capitis posticus minor.—Very much smaller
;
perfectly distinct ; a little flattened,

fleshy band, in apposition with its fellow, running straight from atlas to occiput ; arising

from the whole of the posterior border of the atlas-ring, from median line to base of trans-

verse process ; inserted into the occipital dejiression, just below the foregoing muscle.

Obliquus superior.—A small muscle, perfectly straight in its course ; arising from the

tip, anterior border, and most of under surface of the transverse process of the atlas, in

relation in front with the rectus latei'alis ; inserted fleshy into the side of the base of the

occiput, between the extremity of the crest and the root of the paroccipital process.

Obliquus inferior.—As was to have been anticipated, viewing the great size of the axial

spine, and transverse production of the atlas, this muscle is of great extent and power. It

is the only one of the four at the base of the skull that is decidedly oblique to the long

axis of the neck. It arises fleshy from the whole of the expanded side of the axial spine,

and is further prolonged in a point upon the side, near the tip, of the spines of the third,

fourth and fifth cervicals ; fills the deep longitudinal fossa along these vertebrae, passes very

obliquely outward and forward, lying upon the surface of the atlas, between this and the

rectus major, and is inserted into the margin, lower edge of base, and upper surface of

the transverse process of the atlas. Its divarication from its fellow leaves a broad, triangu-

lar space in which the recti majores are seen. This muscle, with the great rectus, might

together be almost mistaken, at first glance, for the complexus itself.

Muscles of the Thorax.

Most of the muscles lying upon the chest proceed to, or come from other parts, and are

considered in other connections. This leaves only the following to be described under this

head:— serratus superior and inferior ; "sterno-costalis ;" triangularis sterni ; intercostales

externi and mterni ; infracostales ; levatores costarum ; and the diaphragm.

Serratus posticus superior.—A muscle of large size, arising by a continuous aponeurotic

lamina from the transverse process of the sixth (seventh?) cervical vei-tebra, and first two

ribs ; and by fleshy digitations from the third—ninth ribs ; inserted into the spinous pro-

cesses of corresponding vertebrae. The direction of the fibres from the spine is obliquely

outward and downward. In its upper portion, fleshy fibres almost reach the spine ; below,

the aponeurosis of attachment grows broader. The last fleshy fiisciculus is very short, and

interdigitates with one from the obliquus abdominis, about two inches from the spine.

Serratus posticus inferior.—The direct downward continuation of the plane of the fore-
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going, but effectually a distinct muscle, by a difference in the direction of its fibres. On

account of the wider intercostal spaces below, the fleshy digitations are much broader than

those of the S. superior. They are four in number, arising from the tenth—thirteenth

rib, interdigitating with the obliquus abdominis. Although they decrease in length from

above downward, the lower one reaches nearest to the spine, in consequence of overbalanc-

ing decrease in the breadth of the aponeurotic attachment. The fibres of this muscle are

directly transverse ; and, while the S. superior lifts the ribs, this draws them directly away

from the median line, and so continues expansion of the chest below.

'^ Sterno-costalis."—There is a small muscle upon the outside of the thorax, regarding

the name and homology of which I am in doubt. It arises by a thin aponeurosis of varying

width, from the second, and sometimes part of the third, sterneber, this aponeurosis lying

between the pectoralis major and rectus abdominis, and closely investing the latter. It

proceeds obliquely forward and outward ; at the external border of the rectus it becomes

fleshy, and proceeds to be inserted fleshy into the first rib, opposite the insertion of the

scalenus anticus. In general characters it recalls the pectoralis minor, and may possibly be

regarded as that muscle, arrested on its way to the coracoid, since the three pectorales

elsewhere described are really only dismemberments of one— the pectoralis major.

Triangularis sterni.—This muscle is of considerable superficial extent, but very thin,

and usually divided into halves along the median line, by an interval corresponding to

the width of the sternebers. Each half arises as a continuous plane along the outer border

of the four lower sternebers (not from the xiphoid), and proceeds obliquely outward and

forward, lying upon the whole of the costal cartilages of the second—sixth ribs.

Intercosfales.—The externi terminate on the "true" ribs at some distance from the ster-

num (in general, along the outer border of the rectus abdominis) ; but on the floating ribs

they reach to the margin of this bone. The upper ones are most oblique and shortest ; the

lower ones are nearly vertical. The interni cover the whole of the inside of the thorax

from spine to sternum. The direction of their fibres decussates wdth that of the preceding

muscles in the usual way.

Infracostales.—At the back of the thorax, near the spine, the internal intercostales run

over two or three contiguous ribs instead of being confined to a single costal interspace.

The plane of these elongated overlapping intercostals is directly continuous ; the inner sur-

face is blended with the successive true intercostals. The width of the series is least

above ; toward the bottom of the thorax it increases ; and similarly the individual infracostals

elongate, widen, and become more distinct.

Levatores costariim.—^A well marked series of little oblique muscles, running from the

apex of a transverse process to the succeeding rib. They arise fleshy, and are inserted

partly tendinous into the rib between the tuberosity and the angle. The lower ones are

longest, as well as largest and most distinct ; some of them have two heads, taking ori-

gin (by the outer head) from the rib above, as well as from the transverse process. Their

collective force in elevating the ribs would be considerable.

Diaphrarjm.—With little modification the description of the human diaphragm would

apply to that of the opossum. The central tendon commonly resembles the trefoil in shape,

but varies with individuals from the trefoil through cordiform to broad reniform. It is equi-

distant from the circumference of the thorax, but the middle leaflet approaches the xiphoid,

and each lateral leaflet the two last ribs. The muscular fibres radiate in all directions from
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the central tendon ; the plane going to the xiphoid in the thinnest, and sometimes almost

divided along the median line by a membranous interval. The lateral fibres terminate

about an inch from the margin of the thorax, by separated flattened fasciculi, one for each

floating rib, interdigitatiug with those of the transversalis abdominis. The digitations

sometimes only fairly blend just before reaching the central tendon ; but there is great in-

dividual difference in this respect, as well as regarding the general thickness and fleshiness

of the muscle. The two crura are of unequal lengths ; the right, besides being longest, is

also stoutest. It ends on the body of the third lumbar ; the left usually between the

second and third ; both are directly continuous below with the anterior vertebral ligament.

The anterior margins of the crura are tendinous ; behind, muscular fibres descend to the in-

sertion of each crus, and are attached to the vertebra just above. The anterior tendinous

border of each crus curves over about an inch above its final insertion, to become continu-

ous with its fellow of the opposite side, overarching and enclosing the aortic opening, the

margin of which is thus, as usual, entirely fibrous. The muscular fibres of the two crura de-

cussate just above the aortic opening, at a slight angle, and then divaricate to surround the

oesophageal aperture. The latter is a fissure, bounded on both sides and below by muscle

;

above, it just reaches the border of the central tendon. Its left margin, representing fibres

that come from the right crus, is thicker than the other, and forms a well marked ridge or

fold. The foramen for the vena cava is situated above and to the right of the oesophageal, in

the central tendon, at the jvmction of the central and dextral leaflets. It is circular, and the

smallest of the three principal openings ; the fibres that form its periphery are thickened

and strengthened ; the most noticeable of these increased fibres is a set that proceeds from

the margin of the opening obliquely to the oesophageal fissure. The " ligamentum arcua-

tum " passes from the posterior margin of each crus to the transverse process of the first

lumbar, and base of the last rib, overarching the spine transversely. It is more or less

directly continuous with the fascia of the transvei'salis abdominis. The psoas parvus and

lumbar muscles pass up a little way behind it. I do not notice any " internal arcuate liga-

ment " well distinguished from the rest of this border of the muscle.

Muscles of the Back.

Of the numerous muscles of the back, those constituting the firet three "layers," as

usually described in anthropotomy, and part of those constituting the fourth and fifth

layers, are described in other connections, to wit : the trapezius, latissimus, rhomboideus

and levator anguli scapulae, with the muscles of the anterior extremity ; the two serrati

postici with the muscles of the thorax ; the sjjlenius, biventer, complexus, trachelo-mastoi-

deus, recti capitis superior and inferior, with the muscles of the posterior vertebral region

of the neck. The general disposition of the muscles that remain to be noticed is much the

same as in man ; the chief differences are found in the lumbar and sacral region, and relate

to the development of large caudal muscles. The following description may suffice to

exhibit the characters of the remaining muscles of the fourth and fifth layers, without

going into tedious and unnecessary detail.

In the loins, that is, from the apex of the ilium to the last rib, there is on either side a

large sub-cylindrical mass of muscle, divisible into five parallel, longitudinal bundles.
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The innermost, or most lateral of these, seems to represent a series of "intertransversa-

les," lying between and upon the large "transverse processes," separating the psoas from

the quadratus lumhorum. It takes origin from the ilium, below and inside the apex, and

proceeds upward to the eleventh— twelfth rib, thus entering the thorax, past the dia-

phragm, and there lying upon the anterior surfaces of the bodies of the vertebrae.

The next three bundles occupy the broad, shallow fossa between the transverse and artic-

ular processes. The largest and most lateral of these is the quadratus lumhorum, begin-

ning at the apex of the ilium, and proceeding to the last rib. It is wholly muscular, and

incompletel}^ divisible into several layers of fasciculi ; and blends above with the sacro-

lumbalis. The latter, and the longissimus dorsi—both to be presently noticed in more

detail—together form the third bundle, and constitute the "erector spina3." The fourth

bundle is the very distinct, terete belly of origin of a caudal extensor, described below.

The fifth bundle occupies the narrow deep fossa between the articular and spinous pro-

cesses, representing a "multifidus spinoe." Below, it runs uninterruptedly into the tail. It

consists of a series of little oblique fascicles, filling the groove, arising fleshy from articular

processes, and inserted tendinous into spinous processes, two or three vertebra3 above. At

the last dorsal its bed becomes very narrow and the muscle is proportionally diminished In

size. It again enlarges, however, and continues upward, with much the same characters,

but intimately blended with the spinales dorsi and colli.

The erector spinse in the lumbar region consists mainly of a sei'ies of flattened tendons

that take origin from the apices of the spinous processes, and blend into a strong fibrous

layer that invests the subjacent muscle, and is continued as a strong fliscia down over the

sacrum. Laterally, and toward the thorax, however, the sacro-lumbalis part becomes a stout

fleshy mass that blends with the quadratus, and is then continued upon and inserted into

the last two or three ribs, at a little distance from the spine.

The upward prolongation of the saci-o-lumbalis—the "musculus accessorius"—is perfectly

distinct from the longissimus. It is a flat, narrow, sub-prismatic strip lying along the outer

border of the latter, just behind the origins of the serrati, an inch or more from the spine.

It consists of a series of slips arising fleshy from the ribs, and inserted tendinous into the

second or third rib above. The several tendons are tolerably distinct, but the muscular

parts are completely blended.

Tliis muscle, properly speaking, ends at the first rib. To its outer side, and partially

blended with it, a slip arises from the third—first rib, and is inserted into the transverse

process of the seventh cervical. This is the "cervicalis ascendens."

The erector spinaj, after disengaging the sacro-lumbalis, continues upward upon the spine,

overlying the multifidus, and more immediately the spinalis, as the longissimus doi'si. The

latter is distinct from the sacro-lumbalis, but inextricably blended with the spinalis. The

longissimus and spinalis together fill the groove between the ribs and the apices of the

spinous processes ; the former nearest the median line, the latter more external. Together

they consist of a series of long, stout, flattened tendons, arising from the apices of the

spinous processes, and continually giving off numerous fleshy slips that are inserted into

the articular and transverse processes of the vertebrae, and angles of the ribs. The two

muscles, hitherto confused, separate opposite the fourth or fifth dorsal—the origin of the

biventer cervicis intervening. The longissimus passes outside the biventer, complexus and

trachelo-mastoideus, separating the latter from the cervicalis ascendens, and continues up
MEMOIRS B09T. 80C. NAT. HIST. Vol.. II. 26
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the neck as the "transversalis cervicis." This forms in the neck, and along the upper part

of the thorax, a tolerably distinct flattened muscle, divided into slips that continue below

as longissimus, and are inserted above into the transverse processes of the third—seventh

cervical vertebrae, by as many separate tendons. It separates the lower part of the trachelo-

mastoid from the upper part of the levator anguli scapulae. The spinalis, likewise running

up the neck, passes inside the biventer and complexus, and terminates in a series of stout,

fleshy slips lying upon the sides of the spinous processes of the vertebrae, and inserted near

then- apices, as high up as the thu'd cervical—where the greater rectus and obliquus capitis

begin.

Muscles of the Tail.

The muscles of this part, as usual in prehensile-tailed animals, are large and numerous,

and especially notable for the extent of their attachments to the pelvis, and sacral and lum-

bar portions of the spine. They form an elongated cone, diminishing rapidly just behind

the pelvis, and thence tapering regularly and very gradually to the tip of the tail. For a

little distance beyond the root of the tail, all the muscles are perfectly distinct, and most of

them are directly continuous ; in the rest of their course, those that extend the entire

length of the tail become more or less blended, diminish in size both by the actual decrease

of the volume of muscle and by the giving out of fasciculi to be inserted by tendons at

various points, and lose continuity in a measure by being firmly attached to the salient

points at the extremity of each vertebra, so that, in effect, they are a succession of short

muscles. Certain tendons, however, run the entire length of the tail without intermediate

insertion ; these are described below.

The structure and disposition of the flexing set of muscles is the same as that of the

extending ; but in bulk, and consequently in power, it greatly preponderates over the lat-

ter. This confers the grasping power of the tail ; while the extent of pelvic and vertebral

attachments of both sets of muscles is sufficient to snpport the weight of the hanging body

without inconvenience. Although the volume of muscle toward the tip of the tail is incon-

siderable, the animal can suspend itself from a suitable object, as a twig, by only wrapping

around it an inch or two of its tail. The large muscles of the base of the tail are in

this case really brought into play by the action of their long tendons. Action of the

flexor muscles is favored and increased by the series of V-shaped bones that serve as so

many points cVappui; and after the spinous, transverse and articular processes cease, the

quadrangular extremities of the vertebrae replace these processes as points of muscular

attachment and action.

Besides the caudal muscles proper, others take oi'igin from the coccygeal vertebrae.

These are:—the posterior part of the glutaeus maximus, the " femoro-coccygeus" (when this

exists as distinct from the latter), the cruro-coccygeus, the pyriformis (if the disputed ver-

tebra be really caudal), and the levator recti. These are all considered in other connections.

On stripping off the thick, squamous, reticulated skin, the tail is seen to be encased in an

uninterrupted sheath of very dense fascia, comparable for thickness and strength with

the ordinary fasciae of the body, much as the fascia lata of the human subject compares

with similar structures in other parts of the body. This fibrous sheath gives off septa

from its under surface that penetrate between, and separate, the different bundles of muscle,
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and is attached to the salient points of all the vertebrae. The series of septa that it forms

between the V-shaped bones, separating the two principal flexing bundles, is the strongest.

The long tendons above referred to lie embedded in this fibrous sheath, and are thus

plaited, as it were, into stout, flattened bands. These bands are four in number, two above,

and two below, on each side of the median line ; the tendons of each are from twelve to

twenty in number, and may be distinctly seen without dissecting, lying close beside each

other, most of them running the whole length of the tail, but some ending by attach-

ment to nearer vertebrae. In general effect, these bands of tendons call to mind the con-

joined tendon of a digital flexor, befoi-e the filaments become separate from the common
bundle. Each tendon arises from a muscular fasciculus in the sacral or pelvic region, as

will be presently noticed. Besides encasing the tail, the fibrous sheath gives origin, by its

under surface, to muscular fasciculi, particularly along the course of the tendon-bands, which

cannot be raised from the subjacent muscle without laceration of the latter.

On either side of the median line, on the superior aspect of the tail, a rather small mul-

tifid muscle occupies the groove between the spinous and articular processes. This is the

backward continuation, unbroken, of the series of slips that fills the same groove in the

lumbar region, and it has precisely the same characters. Fasciculi constantly arise from

successive vertebrae, and blend externally and superiorly into a continuous band. These

slips are, or rather this muscle is, distinct, as far as the sixth—eighth caudal ; there it

virtually ends, partly by insertion by separate tendons into the proximal extremities of

the vertebrae, but chiefly by attachment to the under surflice of the tendon band. The few

fleshy fibres that may be traced nearly to the tip of the tail, on the under surface of this

band, between its successive attachments to the vertebrae, may properly be regarded as

the continuation of this muscle.

The chief extensor muscle of the tail lies next to the preceding, on the outer side of it,

as far as its muscular part extends ; above it, along its tendinous portion. This is the

muscle that forms the bundle of long tendons. It arises high up in the lumbar region,

where it forms a distinct belly lying in the groove between the articular and transverse

processes, covered by the aponeurotic origin of the erector spinae, and behind, or to the

median side of, the quadratus lumborum. In the sacral and upper caudal region it com-

pletely fills the groove—at first between the articular processes and the ilium, subsequently

between the same processes and the transverse. It consists of a large number of fasciculi,

taking fleshy origin from successive vertebrae at the very bottom of the fossa, and each

ending in a long, slender tendon. The course and arrangement of these tendons has

already been noticed. The ftisciculi that form the tendons may all be easily dissected apart

to their very bases, and form in eftect so many small muscles. Most of them become ten-

dinous at nearly the same point—opposite, or a little beyond, the tuberosity of the ischia.

Two or three of the most posterior of them, however, continue fleshy for a greater distance.

To the oiiter side of the foregoing lies another smaller muscle, properly belonging to the

extensor series, but really subservient to the lateral movements of the tail. It represents

the continuation, behind the ilium, of the most lateral or ventral series of the lumbar mus-

cles. It arises fleshy from the transverse processes of the sacrum, and corresponding as-

pect of the ilium, and forms a small, continuous bundle, situated upon the very apices of

the successive transverse processes as long as the latter continue to be developed.
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Well developed interspinals and intertransversals connect these processes as long as

the latter continue of normal size and shape. The first named muscles disappear first.

The foregoing muscles all proceed over the back of the pelvis to the tail, above the

median lateral line of the latter. The remaining muscles constitute the tlexor series
;

these are best displayed by cutting open the symphysis pubis, and wrenching the sides of

the pelvis apart. Three arise from the innominate bone ; another (iiot here described

owing to an accident that destroyed my notes) arises from the face of the sacrum.

Ischlo-coccygeus.—The most lateral of the flexor series. It arises fleshy from the edge

of the ascending ramus of the ischium, just below its junction with the ilium, and spreads

out to form a broad, fan-shaped muscle, that is inserted by separate fasciculi with the trans-

verse processes of the five or six upper caudals—beginning with the one next to that from

which the pyriformis arises. Its anterior border is in relation with the posterior border of

the latter muscle. Its action chiefly subserves the lateral movements of the tail, besides

serving as another attachment of this member of the body.

Pitho-coccygeus.—This is the most anterior fasciculus of the general plane of muscle

that arises from the inner surface of the os innominatum. It takes distinct fleshy origin,

from the horizontal ramus of the pubes, opposite the articulation of the marsupial bone

;

and proceeds as a flat slip inward and backward, along the border of the ilio-coccygeus. It

has partial insertion, by aponeurosis, into the apex of the second V-shaped bone, but is

chiefly directly continuous with the following muscle :

—

Ilio-coccygeus.—Arises fleshy from the iliac bone not far from its middle, and represents

the posterior lateral part of the intra-pelvic muscles that pass to the tail. Narrowing some-

what from its original dimensions, it passes out of the pelvis alongside the preceding, with

which it is partially blended, and continues on the under surface of the tail, close to the

median line. These muscles, and the sacral ones, are of considerable size, and form the

bands of flexor tendons ali'eady noticed.

Muscles of the Abdomen.

The abdominal parietes are formed of five muscles, as in man, besides the quadratus lura-

horum, which was noticed in another connection. The pyramidalis, rudimentary or absent

in the human species, is here highly developed, as in the Monotremes proper ; the external

oblique, and rectus both have extensive thoracic prolongation.

Obliquus externus.—This muscle is of great superficial extent. It arises by ten or

eleven thick fleshy fasciculi, from as many lower ribs, interdigitating with each of the three

serrati, but not with the latissimus dorsi. The external border of the latter overlies the

whole origin of the obliquus. The fleshy digitations begin at the middle of the second

—

third ril), and upon successive ribs approach nearer the spine ; the last one arises at the

junction of the costal cartilage with its rib. From this point, the posterior margin of the

muscle descends straight to the tip of the ilium, and is bound down by a layer of common
intermuscular cellular tissue, hardly to be called an aponeurosis of the obliquus internus

(outer layer of lumbar fascia). From the tip of the ilium to the base of the marsupial

bone the lower border forms a well defined, stout "Poupart's ligament," continuous below

with the general fascia of the thigh ; beneath it, near its middle, the femoral vessels emerge
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with the anterior crural nerves to the outside. The insertion of Poupart's ligament is

rigidly defined ; it is into the inner aspect of the extreme point of the outer prong of the

base of the marsupial bone, just opposite the origin of the pectineus. This narrow, distinct,

glistening tendon forms the outer "pillar of the ring." The "ring" is of large size, and pyr-

iforni or elliptic contour, its broadest part uppermost. About an inch from the insertion of

the tendon, the fibres curve away from its border, overarching the ring, and descending again

on the inner side nearly or quite to the base of the marsupial bone, forming the "mesial

pillar." The contour of the ring is well marked ; an "intercolumnar fascia" closes the open-

ing ; the spermatic cord enters at its lower corner. After forming the mesial pillar, the

aponeurosis is firmly attached to the whole length of the marsupial bone, as it passes over

the outer surface of the latter to proceed to its final insertion into the linea alba and sym-

physis pubis. The muscle is thick and fleshy as far as the outer border of the rectus,

where it becomes aponeurotic, and closely invests the rectus, as far down as the beginning of

the pyramidalis, after which it lies directly upon the latter. In the inguinal region it be-

comes aponeurotic along an imaginary line drawn from the top of the ilium to the top of

the marsupial bone. All but the most superior and anterior of its fibres pass almost di-

rectly downward.

Ohllquus interims.—This muscle is much smaller than the preceding, as well as thinner
;

its superficies equals that of the abdomen alone. It arises fleshy from the greater part of

Poupart's ligament, and from the apex of the ilium, and, by an aponeurosis common to it

and the transversalis, from the lumbar f\xscia. The lower border is fleshy, and stretches

nearly horizontally inward from Poupart's ligament to the upper part of the marsupial bone,

a stout bundle of fibres being inserted into the tip of that bone. The rest of the muscle

passes more and more directly upward, till its posterior part is vertical. Its anterior mar-

gin ends along a " linea semilunaris " by blending its aponeurosis with that of the trans-

versalis. This termination of the fleshy fibres is along a straight, oblique line from the tip

of the marsupial bone to the most dependent point of the tenth rib. From this line inward

no separate aponeuroses for internal oblique and transversalis can be demonstrated ; and

the same is the case with the lumbar aponeurosis back of a line from the tip of the ilium

to the last rib, though it is presumable that two fibrous layers enter into the composition

of these aponeuroses. The costal insertion of the muscle is by three or four fleshy digita-

tions into as many of the lower ribs.

Transversalis.—Except for a small space, as noted below, this muscle is fleshy through-

out. It arises flisciculate from the inner surfaces and costal interspaces of all the floating

ribs, interdigitating with the diaphragm ; the lumbar aponeurosis of origin is formed by
coalescence of two layers enclosing the quadratus; upon which, and upon blending with

the border of the internal oblique, the muscle becomes fleshy. It is attached fleshy to the

top of the ilium; its lower fleshy border is not directly continuous with the cremaster, so

that the latter does not appear, as in some animals, as a direct scrotal prolongation of the

transversalis
; but is separated from the latter, more or less perfectly, by an areolar inter-

val, and may usually be traced to the ilium itself. The transversalis, thickest above, is

everywhere transverse in the direction of its fibres, the uppermost of which overlie the

xiphoid cartilage ; and along the upper two-thirds or three-fourths of its length fleshy fibres

reach the linea alba. There is no splitting of the aponeurosis to get outside the rectus

below ; near the point where the muscle passes outside the rectus in the human subject,
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fleshy fibres cease, and thence downward the muscle is inserted into the linea alba by an

aponeurosis as broad as the rectus is wide, completing, with its fellow of the opposite side,

an oval space. This fascial layer represents the conjoined aponeuroses of transversalis and

internal oblique ; it lies wholly inside the rectus.

Rectus. {"Bechis internus.")—The straight muscle is noteworthy for its extensive thor-

acic prolongation, absence of " lineoe transversae," and situation wholly outside the two
preceding. It is a continuous broad flat strip, running the whole length of the trunk from

apex of thorax to symphysis pubis. It arises fleshy, about half an inch broad, from the

sternal portion of the first rib, and lies along either side of the median line of the body, at

first directly upon the ribs and sternum, where it is separated from its fellow by the origin

of the pectoralis ; and afterward upon the transversalis and internal oblique aponeurosis.

Its thoracic portion is immediately covered, at first by the little " sterno-costalis " (see

supra) and then by the pectoralis ; but the greater part of this portion is directly overlaid

by the external oblique. In the upper half of its abdominal extent, it is also covered by

the same, and intimately adherent thereto ; as well as, mediately, by the third division

of the pectoralis. From the termination of the latter to the symphysis, the pyramidalis

intervenes between the rectus and the external oblique. The rectus is inserted fleshy

into the lower part of the marsupial bone, and the symphysis pubis. Its great size, con-

tinuity of contractile tissue, and especially its thoracic prolongation, render it an unusually

powerful flexor of the body, in obvious relation to the several indications that have already

been pointed out, as requiring fulfilment in the opossum's economy.

Pyramidalis. {"Rectus externus.'")—Of much the same proportions as in the true

Monotremes : similarly developed in both sexes. It is a large triangular plane, wholly

muscular, lying between the body of the rectus and the aponeurosis of the external oblique.

It arises from the symphysis and whole length of the marsupial bone ; the fibres proceed-

ing diagonally upward and inward to be inserted into the linea alba, as high as the origin of

the lowest pectoral. This muscle, acting with its fellow, approximates the marsupial bones,

and appresses them to the abdomen, which action is furthered by the rectus, and opposed

by the three lateral muscles of the abdomen, and also by the pectineus.^

Cremaster (of the male).—The spermatic cord, coming from the abdominal scrotum,

passes over the base of the marsupial bone, enters the ring at the lower part, and at once

divides in three parts. The vas deferens, abruptl}^ changing its course, winds around the

bone just named and passes inward to the base of the bladder, soon joined by the ureter.

The artery and vein take a middle course together, running, generally upon a bed of fat,

only about half way up to the renal vessels, to empty into the aorta and cava (not renal)

vein, on either side. The cremaster, only slightly changing its course, runs outward, par-

allel with the lower border of the transversalis, and is apparently given off from the latter

;

but it is, however, usually traceable in its integrity to the top of the ilium, where it really

takes origin. I doubt that the change in the direction of the cremaster, by passing over

the foot of the marsupial bone, is sufficient to decidedly augment the traction of the

1 The human pyramidalis, small, variable and rudimentary who hazard so absurd a conjecture would do well to look up

or wanting, has been supposed to be present for the purpose their comparative anatomy, and learn that morpliology may

of facilitating "the expulsion of the last few drops of urine." require presence of parts for its own sake.

(See respectable text books of human anatomy.) Writers
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muscle upon the testicle. There is scarcely more deviation from a right line than would

be produced by the passage of the muscle over the brim of the pelvis alone.

Cremaster (of the female : Ilio-marsupialis).—The same muscle in the female, instead of

forming a "round ligament of the uterus," goes to the pouch, and has essentially the same

relations to the mammary glands that the male muscle bears to the testicle. " The

compressor muscle [of the marsupial mammas in general] arises from the ilium between

or near to the lower attachment of the internal oblique and transversalis abdominis ; it

passes out of the abdominal ring, bends round the marsupial bone, expands as it turns

upward and inward behind the pouch to suri-ound partly by carneous, partly by sclerous

fibres, the mammary glands, dividing into as many insertions as there are glands of its

own side. This muscle ( ' ilio-marsupialis ' of Cuvier) is the homotype of the cremaster

of the male ; and the chief function of the ossification of the internal pillar of the ab-

dominal ring (mai'supial bone) is to add the power of the pulley to the compressor of the

mammary gland, and effect the requisite change in the course of the contractile fibres."

(OwEK, Comp. Anat. iii, p. 769.) The change in direction is much greater in this case

than in the instance of the male cremaster, and undoubtedly may have the effect ascribed.

The strong powers of suction that the infant opposum has been shown to have, however,

might be supposed to render such office unnecessary, or at least of only secondary impor-

tance to the function of protruding the nipples from the folds of the integument in which

they are invaginated before coming into use ; but both these actions may be fairly attribu-

table in some measure to this muscle.

3fuscles of the pouch.—The formation of the pouch is essentially the same as that of

the scrotum; the two are evidently homologous parts. Each consists of a duplication or

bagging of loose integument of the abdomen ; in the one case, a loosely pendulous closed

sac is formed by eversion and protrusion of a tegumentary fold from within ; in the other,

a more closely appressod open pouch results from inversion and invagination of a duplication

of skin from without ; in both, the receptacle so formed lodges the most important sexual

glands. Contraction of the scrotum and its contents is effected by the cremaster and the

dartos ; corresponding actions upon the pouch and mammary glands by the ilio-marsupialis,

as has just been seen; but further contractibility than dartoid tissue could afford being

evidently required, special muscles make their appearance. The question of the homology

of these muscles with the contractile scrotal tissue is one on which I am not prepared to

speak ; nor can I give so full an account of the muscles themselves as would be desirable.

My opportunities were very unfavorable, all my female subjects having been virgin, with

the pouch consequently not fully developed. In my dissections I only succeeded in demon-
strating transverse and lengthwise planes of muscular fibre between the layers of integu-

ment, without being able to define them with precision. According to Owen's brief descrip-

tion, (the only one accessible to me at the time of writing), the marsupium " is composed

of a duplicature of integument, of which the external fold is supported by longitudinal

fasciculi of the panniculus carnosus, converging below to be implanted in the s^'mphysis

pubis. The mouth of the sac is closed by a strong cutaneous sphincter muscle." (Op.

cit., p. 770.) This "sphincter" is undoubtedly the transverse fibres I saw, the longi-

tudinal ones just mentioned being those of the general cutaneous muscle.
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Muscles of the Perin^eum.

Although these muscles, properly speaking, belong rather to special organs than to the

general frame-work of the body, and consequently, like the pharyngeal, laryno-eal, and

some others, scarcely fall within the scope of the present memoir, I give them brief notice,

on account of their intrinsic interest. The muscles of the organs of generation, as mio-ht

be expected, offer some unusual conditions, as compared with those of ordinary mammals,
though they are not peculiar to the animal in its own order.

Sphincter ani.—The external sphincter, which surrounds and includes the uro-genital

as well as the anal orifice proper, is rather small and thin, and ver}^ intimately adherent to

the integument around the common opening. It is circular in general outline, but after

embracing the anus extends forward, with a tliscial attachment towards the symphysis, over

the dorsum of the penis, when the latter lies occluded by retraction. It is presumed to aid

or continue the erection of the organ, Avhen the latter is protruded, by compressing the

dorsal veins.

Sphincter cloacce.—Within or above the preceding lies the proper sphincter of the rec-

tum, which appears to represent the " internal sphincter " of anthropotomy, and to be

formed mainly or wholly by an aggregation of the circular fibres of the rectum ; it has no

direct action upon the genital apparatus.

Levator ani.—The muscular floor of the pelvis is well developed. It forms a rather thin,

subcircular plane, corresponding, in a general way, to the contour of the pelvic outlet

;

and embraces the genitalia as well as the rectum. Posteriorly, where the muscle is thickest,

the margin is free, or at least without direct fascial attachment to the caudal vertebrae ; and

the fibres run uninterruptedly from one side to the other. These circular fibres curve for-

ward on either side, and converge over the penis ; the anterior and lateral margins of the

muscle have extensive, though diffuse, fascial attachment to the ischia and pubes—to the

latter more particularly. Large masses of fat usually rest upon the levator, forming pro-

tuberances on either side of the rectum.

Levator recti. {Eecto-coccygeus).—This little muscle appears to compensate for want

of decided attachment of the levator ani to the coccygeal vertebrte behind : it may really

belong to that muscle, but my dissections showed it as distinct. It is a delicate fasciculus,

of considerable length, that arises from the chevron bone of the second or third coccygeal

vertebra, or both, and proceeds forward and downward above the plane of the levator

ani, to the rectum itself, upon which it spreads. It makes direct traction upon the gut,

and must exert considerable force when the tail is fixed, notwithstanding its delicate

proportions.

Levator penis.—This peculiar muscle, the most exceptional of the set acting upon the

organ, as it appears to be characteristic of those marsupials that have a forked glans, and

is not found throughout the order, occurs in a highly developed and curious condition. It

is the most superficial and lateral of the penal muscles, and is immediately exposed upon

removal of the levator ani, above the plane of which it lies, upon the crura, and afterwards,

in its tendinous portion, upon the dorsum, of the penis. The muscular part consists of

opposite halves, each of which takes extreme origin from the ramus of the ischium, and is

also attached to the surfiice of a crus, as it passes over the latter, and forms a spindle-

shaped belly, that mounts the dorsum of the penis, just behind the border of the symphysis
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pubis, and, there becoming tendinous, joins the tendon of its fellow on the median line.

After such unioa of the two muscular parts at nearly right angles with each other, the single

delicate terete tendon so formed runs along the whole length of the dorsum of the penis,

lying in the median line, to the bifurcation of the glans. Thei'e the tendon also forks or

splits in two, and each half runs along the superior margin of the urethral groove of the

glans, nearly to the apex of the latter. The important action of this singular muscle,

although complicated, is evident. In the first place it has an effect very similar to that of

the erector itself, in steadying and straightening, if not actually compressing, the crura.

Next, when the penis is protruded backward, and stiff, the muscle causes the organ to

point forward, by drawing upon it, until its apex swings around in the arc of a circle whose

centre is at the end of the crura. Finally, the terminal splitting of the tendon enables

the muscle to draw the forks of the glans apart, so as to insure the entrance of each into

its own vagina ; while the attachment of the tendons to the margin of the urethral groove

dilates the latter, and facilitates the seminal discharge. The muscle is thus a director as

well as a levator of the penis ; and it is certainly very perfectly adapted to the purpose.

Erector penis.— Each crus is enveloped by a muscular tunic, very similar to those

enfolding the capsules of the Cowperian glands. The erectors have no terminal fixed point

of origin from the ischiatic ramus. The bony attachment of the muscle is by a fascia from

the pubes, near the posterior margin of the symphysis, and distal extremity of the crus

;

the muscle is bulbous, or pear-shaped, as it were, being doubled upon itself by returning to

near its point of origin after thickening and spreading over the crus, and firmly grasping

the latter. It terminates by a stout, laminar tendon, upon the cavernous portion of the

penis, close by the bulb. Its action is simple, direct compression of the crus, in much the

same way as, e. g., the uterus contracts upon its contents.

Retractor penis.— There is a pair of muscles for the special purpose of withdrawing the

penis into the pelvis upon the subsidence of the priapism. These muscles are remarkably

long and slender; being, when extended, some six or eight inches in length, with a width of

only about an eighth of an inch, and a thickness of scarcely one-sixteenth. These atten-

uated slips arise muscular side by side from the anterior surface of the centrum of the last

lumbar, or first sacral, vertebra, and passing along through the pelvis, diverge so as to

pass one on each side of the rectum, to which they are imperfectly adherent by condensed

cellular tissue. Leaving the rectum, and gaining the root of the penis by direct passage

across the slight interval between these two points, they run along the sides of the body of

the latter organ, and are finally attached muscular at the outside of the base of the glans,

and somewhat upon the under surface, nearly opposite the point of bifurcation. Besides

their proper oifice, these muscles have probably some action as reins or stays in guiding or

steadying the penis whilst it is erect.

Accelerator urince.—As the corpus spongiosum, like the corpora cavernosa, has two

crura, or begins as lateral halves, giving rise to separate urethral bulbs, this muscle

likewise consists of two portions, which, however, meet and coalesce on the median line,

beneath the roots of the penis, across which they run in a directly transverse course. The
muscle, though small, is distinct ; the two parts, each embracing and compressing a bulb,

join across the urethra without a tendinous interval.

The thick and tumid prostatic part of the urethra, and also the thin anterior membranous
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tract, are both surrounded by well marked muscular fibre. The pairs of Cowper's glands

are likewise invested, and very strongly, by separate, dense, bulbous muscles, serving for

their compression.

Muscles of the Anterior Extremity.

It may be most natural, at any rate I find it most convenient, to consider under this

head the muscles by which the anterior extremity is connected with the rest of the body,

as well as those that lie wholly upon the mem-
ber itself. Any division of the body into mus-

cular " regions" is purely artificial ; few muscles,

comparatively speaking, lying and acting wholly

within the limits so mapped out.

The anterior extremity is attached to the

body by the sterno-clavicular articulation and

fifteen muscles, distributed as follows :—To the

clavicle two, cleido-mastoid and subclavius ; to

the scapula seven, trapezius, rhomboideus, serra-

tus magnus, levator anguli scapula?, omo-hyoi-

deus, atlanto-acromialis,-^ and atlanto-scapularis ;
^

to the humerus five, pectoralis major, in three

divisions, latissimus dorsi, and dermo-brachialisj

to the ulna one, ej^itrochlearis, a slip from the

latissimus dorsi. These will be described in the

order in which they are enumerated above.

Cleido-mastoideus.— Distinct in its whole

length from the sterno-mastoid, but with a

common origin ; more terete and much smaller. It runs nearly straight downward from the

mastoid to be inserted fleshy at the middle of the clavicle. Its course is oblique to that of

the sterno-mastoid ; its situation is superficial ; it is in relation, externally, with the anterior

border of the slip from the trapezoid.

Suhclavius. — Of considerable size, and perfectly distinct from contiguous fascial or mus-

cular structures ; arises fleshy from the first rib near the sternal extremity, opposite the

outer margin of the thoracic prolongation of the rectus alKlominis, and proceeds obliquely

outward to be inserted fleshy, into the distal extremity, of the clavicle, tip of acromion, and

cleido-acromial ligament. Some of its fibres occasionally blend with those upon the under

surface of the cleido-acromial muscle that lies upon the articulation.

Trapezius.— (Figure 28, c.) This muscle is extremely thin, but of great superficial

area, forming a triangular plane that extends from the occiput to the last dorsal vertebra,

Fig. 28.— Muscles of right shoulder, about three-
fourths natural size, (z, acromion; ^, end of clavicle).

' These names may ho alike unnecessary and unwarr.ant-

able; but, as explained further on, I liave no alternative but

to impose them, not knowing what, if any, names these two

muscles may have already received. The muscle I call " at-

lanto-acromialis " may be the same as that described under

the name '' trachelo-acroniialis," in, e.g., the horse, where it

is said by Owen to arise from the transverse process of the

atlas and four successive vertebra;, and to spread over the

acromial portion of the scapula, and descend as far as the

middle of the humerus ;
but its disposition, in the opossum,

is not strictly correspondent. The other, " atlanto-scapula-

ris," may be morphologically the same muscle ; but it is per-

fectly distinct in the opossum.
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and curves around the shoulder to the middle of the clavicle, thus determining the contour

of the side of the neck, as in man. It arises fleshy, or by a very short aponeurosis in some

places, from the whole of the occipital ci'est, ligamentum nuchae and spines and interspinous

ligaments of all the cervical and dorsal vertebne, overlying the rhomboideus and greater part

of the latissimus. The upper fibres pass downward, outward and forward ; the middle ones

directly forward ; the lower ones obliquely upward and forward ; converging, in this manner,

into a broad, flat tendon, that passes along and is attached to the scapular spine, acromion,

and distal half of the clavicle. The aponeurosis plays freely over the root of the scapular

spine ; elsewhere it is intimately adherent to the fascial investment of the two spinati muscles,

the deltoid and great pectoral. The muscular fibres themselves are not, however, continued

directly into the pectoralis major, as is said to be the case with some marsupials (e. g.,

Perameles lagoils : teste Owen, C. Anat. in., p. 11). The portion of the muscle that is

inserted into the clavicle often, perhaps usually, forms a separate fasciculus that lies along

the anterior cervical border, and is only united to the rest of the muscle near the

side of the occiput. The part that lies over the protuberance of the shoulder is always

extremely thin, and discontinuity of the plane at this point produces this clavicular slip.

Rhomhoideus.—(Fig. 28, d.) Thei-e is no distinction of rhomboideus major and minor;

the single muscle forms a continuous thin plane, overlaid by the trapezius, arising from the

occipital crest and nuchal ligament next to the origin of the trapezius, and from the verte-

bral spines and interspaces as for down as the commencement of the latissimus, which is

at a point just opposite the middle of the trapezius and the extremity of the scapula. It

is inserted into the posterior border of the latter, fleshy, or with a very short aponeurosis,

for nearly an inch. It draws the shoulder lalade backward and upward.

Serratus magnus (fig. 28, e), and Levator anguli scapulce (fig. 28,/).—The very large

triangular plane of fibres that converges to be inserted into the posterior border of the

scapula cannot be separated into two muscles except by arbitrary use of the knife. The

upper fibres elevate, and the lower depress, the extremity of the bone ; the whole acting

together draw the shoulder directly forward upon the thorax. This arrangement, in all

probability, relates to the animal's hugging of objects when climbing. The cervical or ver-

tebral portion of the muscle, which is the levator, arises in slips from the posterior part of

the transverse process of the four or five lower cervical vertebme, more or less blended with

the posterior scalenus. The thoracic or costal portion, which is the serratus, arises from the

first eight or nine ribs, by as many fleshy digitations ; beginning at the middle of the first

rib, curving gradually towards the back-bone on successive ribs from above downward.

The four or five lower slips are most distinct from each other, and interdigitate with the

obliquus abdominis externus ; they pass obliquely upward and backward ; the upper ones

directly backward ; the latter are overlaid by the scalenus as low down as the fourth rib.

Omo-hyoideus.— (Fig- 28, i.) A broad, flat ribbon-muscle, arising fleshy from the side

of the hyoid bone between the genio- and thyro-hyoid, and running downward a little way
upon the sterno-thyroid ; then curving away from the trachea, passing obliquely across the

neck, underneath the sterno- and cleido-mastoid, above and beyond the shoulder to gain the

posterior superior angle of the scapula, where it is inserted by a short, flat tendon, beside

the insertion of the atlanto-scapularis. The extension of this muscle to the further end of

the scapula at once augments its power, and causes it to become virtually a third elevator

of the scapular angle. The omo-hyoid is a single simple band, with one curve in its whole
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length ; it is not bound down and made to change its course by an aponeurotic loop ; nor is

it divided into two bellies by a central rounded tendon. But just where it passes the

sterno-mastoid an imperfect, flat, tendinous intersection may frequently be found.

Besides the levator anguli scapulae proper and the omo-hyoid, which acts as such,

there are two other muscles, that proceed from the atlas to the scapula,—one to each

extremity of the latter—and draw the bone directly upward. Not knowing what names
they may have received, I shall describe them under the following ones :

—
" Atlanto-acromialis."—(Fig. 28, /*.) A stout, flattish ribbon, arising by a slight tendon

from the side of the ring and root of the transverse process of the atlas, passing down-
ward (gradually widening as it descends), and a little obliquely outward, to be inserted

fleshy into the root of the acromion and for half an inch along the under lip of the scap-

ular spine. It lies superficial in the greater part of its extent, being only covered by the

trapezius after passing the sterno- and cleido-mastoid. It pulls the scapula upward and

somewhat forward.

" Atlanto-sccqndaris."—(Fig. 28, 5^.) Similar in general characters to the foregoing;

slenderer, more terete, longer, and with a more oblique line of traction. Its action upon

the scapula is almost identical with that of the omo-hyoid. It ai'ises from the apex and

posterior border of the transverse process of the atlas, and is inserted into the plane surface

at the posterior superior angle of the scapula
;
generally between the edge of this bone and

the insertion of the omo-hyoid ; but the relative insertions of the two vary somewhat.

Teleologically, this muscle is a perfect "levator anguli scapulte "
; but it is not the muscle

so named in anthropotomy ; the latter existing, as we have seen, as the vertebral j^ortion

of the great plane of the serratus.

PecioraUs major.—(Fig. 28, a.) The first part of the pectoral is of only moderate

bulk, although it arises from the whole length of the sternum, from ti]) of manubrium to

xiphoid. It takes origin from the median line of the surface of the bone, and conse-

quently in apposition with its fellow. Its upper corner overlies the insertion of the sterno-

mastoid ; but it has little, if any, origin from the clavicle. It is thinnest at its central

part, where it overlies the second pectoralis,—the latter seeming, as it were, to be developed

at the expense of this part of the major. It has an extensive insertion—into the whole

length of the outer edge of the bicipital groove, as low down as the aj)ex of the deltoid.

The lower free border is much longer than the upper, and is folded smoothly under in an

unusual manner
;
just as the collar of a coat is folded over, without any twisting of the

fibres.' This inflected portion is entirely separated from the rest of the muscle, except, of

course along the line where it is turned under. It is the tendon of this inflected portion

that is chiefly connected with the tendon of the dermo-brachialis elsewhere described.

The upper portion of the muscle is much twisted. Those fibres that lie superficial at the

manubrium do not proceed along the clavicular border of the muscle to the top of the

bicipital groove, but are directed downward, so that their insertion is near the apex of the

deltoid ; while those that lie upon the deep surface opposite the second and third ribs, are

directed upward, soon emerging to the surface, and are inserted into the upper part of the

bicipital groove. The muscle has the usual action and lines of traction.

Pectoralis major, its second division.-.—The second or middle pectoral is the smallest of

the three. It arises for about an inch and a half along the middle of the sternum, wholly

covered by the first division. The fibres converge to produce a fan-shaped muscle that
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is inserted into the greater tuberosity of tlie humerus, and upper part of the outer lip

of the bicipital groove. It abducts and anteducts the humerus, at the same time rotating

the bone inward.

Pedoralis major, its third division.—Of large size, and the longest of the three, though

thin and flat. It arises, in apposition with its fellow, from the linea alba for an inch or two

below the xiphoid, narrowing rather suddenly to become a thin, slender ribbon that pro-

ceeds in a straight line obliquely forward and outward to be inserted, by a narrow, thin

aponeurotic tendon, into the upper part of the outer edge of the bicipital groove close to

the humeral tuberosity. Its insertion and action are nearly the same as those of the

middle pectoral 5 it continues and augments the force of the latter. With its fellow, it

forms a large V across the ventral aspect of the body, lying chiefly upon the thoracic pro-

longation of the rectus, and the scalenus, both of which it crosses obliquely. Its presence

is of a part with the general preponderance of muscles that aid the flexion of the body and

limbs over tliose that extend ; it probably relates to the manipulation of the abdominal

pouch and genitalia, in much the same way that has gained for the latissimus dorsi, in

anthropotomy, the pseudonym of " scalptor ani." ^

Latissimus dorsi.—(Fig. 28, h.) The great muscle of the back extends from the ter-

mination of the rhomboideus to the 3d and 4th lumbar vertebra. The aponeurosis of origin

is narrowest above, where fleshy fibres reach nearly to the median line, and broadest over

the loins ; this tendinous lamina and the fleshy part of the muscle are both very thin.

The upper border of the muscle is directly transverse ; at first in relation with the rhom-

boideus, afterward with the teres. The lower or exterior border is very long ; it proceeds

obliquely forward and outward, presenting the usual twist by means of which it becomes

the upper border of the tendon of insertion. The latter is an inch or more long, but

scarcely a fourth of an inch wide ; it is implanted in the humerus about an inch below, the

head of the bone, on the posterior or inner border of the bicipital groove, alongside, or a

little above, the insertion of the teres.

Dermo-hrachialis . {Panniculus carnosus.)—Tlie large cutaneous body-muscle envel-

opes nearly all the back, side, and belly, with very extensive origin from the skin of the

parts, meeting its fellow along the middle line of the belly, but separated, in most of its

extent, over the back. It is properly a part of the panniculus of the head and neck already

' The pectoral muscle of another (a non-claviculate) mar- anterior fasciculi, and are inserted into the coracoid process,

supial, the Perameles lagolis, is thus described by Owen. thus representing the pectoralis minor. Beneath this latter

(Comp. Anat. and Phys. iii. p. 12): portion of the pectoral, a long and slender muscle passes to

'' The pectoralis major is, as usual in the marsupial and be inserted into the anterior part of the tuberosity of the

many higher quadrupeds, a complicated muscle; it consists humerus; this m.ay likewise be regarded as a dismemberment

of an anterior or superficial and a posterior or deeper por- of the pectoralis major, but it arises from the fascia of the

tion; the anterior portion receives the strip before mentioned rectus abdominis, below the cartilages of the lower ribs."

from the trapezius, there being no clavicle or clavicular The three pectorals of marsupials recall the three of birds,

ossicle interposed in the Perameles; its fibres converge, in- and the suggestion is strengthened by the avian affinities

creasing in thickness as they diminish in breadth, and are that these animals and the Monotremes show. One might

inserted into the anterior and outer part of the strongly de- well be excused for taking the hint, at first blush of the

veloped pectoral ridge. The second and main portion of the question ; but nevertheless it seems fallacious, the balance of

pector.ilis arises from the whole extent of the sternum; its evidence being decidedly the other way. If the three pec-

fibres .are twisted obliquely across e.-ich other as they con- torals are really dismemberments of one, it is more than

verge to be inserted into the inner part of the pectoral ridge; probable that what I have called " sterno-costalis " is really

some of the internal and posterior fibres of this portion of the true pectoralis minor,

the twisted pectoral pass obliquely upward and behind the
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described ; but the latter is more or less distinct. Fibres converge from their radiation

over the skin at large, to form a fan-shaped muscle, no longer adherent to the skin ; the

upper and lower borders of the muscle, after its separation from the skin, are in general

relation, respectively, with the posterior borders of the latissimus and great pectoral. The

muscle has definite insertion into the humerus along the outer border of the bicipital groove,

by a very thin, wide aponeurotic tendon, more or less blended, in different instances, with

the tendons of insertion of the pectorals. It retroducts the humerus, and appresses it to

the side of the body ; otherwise it is an adjuvant of the trunk muscles in curling up the

body, when it takes fixed point of action from the humerus.

Omo-anconeus {Dorso-epitrochlien Duv.).— (Fig. 28, &'.) Two or three inches from

the humerus the latissimus dorsi gives off from its under surface, near its lower border, a

stout, flat, muscular slip, half an inch broad. This passes nearly at a right angle from the

latissimus, along the inner surface of the scapular head of the triceps, past the elbow, to be

inserted, by a definite tendon, into the ulnar olecranon, near the inner humeral condyle
;

and by a thin aponeurotic expansion blends with the general fascia of the forearm. Though

of comparatively small size, this muscle, from its very advantageous line of traction, is a pow-

erful adjuvant of the latissimus in retroducting the arm, and of the triceps in extending the

forearm. The design appears to be increase of power of curling the body, as, e. g., around

limbs of trees, etc. Although here appearing as actually only an offset from the latissimus,

it presents itself as really the homotype of the sartorius of the pelvic extremity. It is the

same as that described by Duvernoy in the Gorilla as " dorso-epitrochlien." There is no

attachment of this muscle by aponeurosis, or otherwise, to the scapula or thorax.

The articulated parts of the scapular arch are joined together by a small muscle devoted

exclusively to this purpose, in addition to the usual joining by the indirect action of the

trapezius and deltoid. From the scapula five muscles act upon the humerus, and three

upon the forearm; from the clavicle none proceed to the arm except part of the deltoid.

The muscles about the shoulder itself have much the same situation, shape and action as

in man ; but there is no teres minor. The coraco-brachialis is extremely small. There is

one (tricipital) extensor cubiti, and three flexors, the biceps being divided and inserted in

an interesting manner.

Cleido-acromialis .— (Fig. 28, n.) A small muscle, distinct from the supraspinatus, and

almost, if not wholly, from the subclavius. It arises, by an aponeurotic tendon that becomes

fused with the fascia over the supraspinatus, from the acromion and proximal half of the

scapular spine ; runs transversely across the top of the shoulder, and along the correspond-

ing half of the clavicle, strengthening and protecting the loose, weak acromio-clavicular

articulation. Sometimes its under surface is somewhat blended with the termination of the

subclavius ; but it cannot be regarded as an extension of that muscle. I do not know what

name it may have already received.

Subscapularis.— The want of convexity of the scapula causes this muscle to be thin and

flat. It arises from the periphery and greater part of the thoracic surface of the bone, and

is broadly inserted into the lesser tuberosity of the humerus, rotating the latter inward, and

thus directly antagonizing the infraspinatus. Its short, thick tendon passes across the

shoulder-joint, between the latter and the coraco-brachialis ; an aponeurosis radiates upon

the thoracic aspect of the muscle, much as in man ; many fleshy fibres take origin from this

fascial investment.
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Supraspinatus. — (Fig- 28, h.) The muscular portion fills the whole fossa to the level

of the spine, and bulges above the upper border of the bone. Much of the insertion into

the top of tlie greater tuberosity is fleshy ; the sliort, thick, tendinous part is in intimate rela-

tion to the joint. The muscle has the usual action.

Infraspinatus.— (Fig. 28, I.) Larger than the preceding, in consequence of the position

of the scapular spine, but with the same general characters. The insertion into the lower

part of the great tuberosity is almost entirely fleshy, and more or less blended with that of

the foregoing. The muscle everts the humerus, directly counteracting the subscapularis.

No teres minor can be demonstrated as distinct from the rest of the fleshy mass filling the

infra-spinal fossa.

Teres major.— (Fig. 28, m.) Arises fleshy from the posterior inferior angle of the scap-

ula, and proceeds along the lower border of the bone, in relation wath the upper border of

the latissimus dorsi. It is a stout, subcylindrical muscle, passing inside the scapular head

of the triceps, to be inserted by a short, thin ribbon-tendon into the inner or posterior edge

of the bicipital groove, a little below and behind (sometimes opposite) the insertion of the

latissimus, with the tendon of which, however, its tendon is not conjoined. It draws the

humerus directly backward, and to a less degree rotates it inward.

Deltoid.— (Fig. 28, s.) Large in superficial extent, but of only moderate thickness.

It is thinnest along its origin and where it passes over the tuberosity of the humerus; thicker

along either border. It arises from nearly the whole of the scapular spine, acromion, acro-

mio-clavicular ligament, and outer part of the clavicle, as far as the insertion of the cleido-

mastoideus, fleshy from the clavicle, l)ut by a very short aponeurosis, more or less blended

with the fasciae over the trapezius and infraspinatus, along the rest of its extent. From this

wide origin fibres converge to a point, to be inserted fleshy into the prominent, roughened

tubercle on the anterior face of the humerus, midway between the extremities of this bone.

It has the usual actions and lines of traction ; its texture is rather coarser than that of

surrounding muscles. It covers the shoulder-joint and upper part of the humerus, and over-

lies, in intimate relation with, the upper part of the great pectoral on the one side, and the

origins of the brachialis anticus and outer humeral and scapular heads of the triceps on the

other. The tendons of the pectorals separate it from the biceps.

Coraco-brachialis. — This muscle, though very small, is not by any means rudimentary.

It is about an inch long, tendon and all, and rather stout for its length. It arises by a

slender tendon from the tip of the coracoid, forms a spindle-shajied belly, lying directly on

the head of the humerus, from which it is separated by the tendon of the subscapularis,

passing across the latter, alongside the coracoid head of the biceps, to be inserted fleshy into

the humerus just at the origin of the inner humeral head of the triceps, of which it appears

almost like a direct upward prolongation. Its action must be very feeble.

Biceps.— (Fig. 28, r.) This muscle is remarkable in several respects. It is "biped,"

rather than bicipital ; the division of the two portions almost makes two distinct muscles
;

one goes to the radius, as usual, the other to the ulna. As a whole, the muscle arises from

the upper margin of the glenoid fossa, the tip of the coracoid, and the intervening notch.

While this tendon of origin is not completely separable into two parts without some lacera-

tion of sclerous fibre, it really consists of two differently shaped portions. But neither of

these parts enters the capsular ligament of the shoulder-joint ; so that it is a question

whether the true glenoid or " long head of the biceps " really exists ; the part that is found,
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though thus incompletely divisible into two portions, may be in fact only the coracoid, or

" short head," which reaches to the margin of the glenoid across the intervening notch, only

in consequence of the small size and sessile condition of the coracoid. That part that goes

to the glenoid is thick and terete ; the rest is thin and flat. An inch or so below the ori-

gin the two parts separate ; these two fleshy bellies do not afterward reunite. The muscle

from the flattened coracoid tendon is the larger of the two, and presents externally the

appearance of a stout fusiform belly ; but internally it is scooped or fluted, as it were,

forming a longitudinal depression in which lies the slenderer, more terete, or spindle-shaped

beUy that comes from the glenoid tendon. The large coracoid muscle suddenly diminishes

in calibre as it dips down between the pronator radii teres and the extensor bundles on the

forearm, and passes to the usual insertion, by a stout rounded tendon, into the tuber radii.

The smaller glenoid part accompanies the other into the cleft between the muscles on the

forearm ; but it is inserted into the base of the coronoid process of the ulna. I have no

idea what useful purpose is subserved by this construction of the chief brachial flexor, but

it may convey a hint as to its morphological relations.^

Brachialis anticus.—(Fig. 28,^.) The "short" flexor of the forearm does not lie entirely

upon the front of the humerus, nor bifurcate above to enclose the apex of the deltoid. It

arises from the outer surface of the bone, especially along the slight elevation that marks

the upward prolongation of the external condylar ridge, passing obliquely around the inser-

tion of the deltoid to gain the front. Fibres take origin from the middle third of the

humerus, part of the upper third, and nearly all the broad intercondylar surfice. The

muscle dips down between the bundles upon the foi-earm, alongside the tendon of the biceps,

to be inserted with the latter into the coronoid process of the ulna.

Triceps.—(Fig. 28, o, outer humeral, and o', scapular, head.) The single cubital ex-

tensor is of great size, and has extensive attachments. It is only incompletely divisible

into three heads ; the scapular head alone is perfectly distinct from the others, but repre-

senting the middle division of the muscle it serves to partially separate the two humeral

portions. This long head arises from the inferior border of the scapula for half an inch or

more beyond the glenoid fossa; its fibres at first pass straight dowoiwards, but afterward

more obliquely, converging to the common great tendinous intersections. The other two

heads, blended together, conjointly take origin from nearly the whole of the posterior

aspect of the bone between the brachialis anticus and teres above, and condylar ridges

below. There are tendinous laminae in the muscular substance, which separate the scapular

from the humeral heads ; but the chief one is that running some distance up the posterior

surface of the muscle, as in man. The inner humeral head is the shortest ; it is inserted,

together with the scapular, into the olecranon itself; the outer head is longer as well as

1 This arr.angement of the biceps, which T have verified by triceps, and deriving some fleshy fibres from the lower and

repeated dissections, differs much from that given by Owen outer third of the humerus. The portion of the biceps aris-

(Comp. Anat, iii, p. 12) as occurring in another marsupial

—

ing by the long bead soon resolves itself into two distinct

the Perameles. This author says: " The bicepx is a powerful penniform muscles; the tendon of the outer one joins that of

muscle, although its short head from the coracoid process is the brachialis, and this conjoined tendon simply bends the

suppressed. The long head has the usual origin and relation forearm, while the inner tendon bends and pronates; the

to the shoulder joint; its tendon is very thick and short. latter, which is a direct, though partial, continuation of the

The fleshy belly joins that of the strong brachialis internus biceps, is inserted into the ordinary tubercle of the radius;

[qu. anticus ?] situated at the e.xternal side of the humerus, whereas the outer tendon is attached to the fore part of the

whence it takes its principal origin from the short deltoid proximal end of the ulna."

ridge, closely connected there with the second portion of the
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larger, and is inserted, moreover, into the outside of the shaft of the ulna for nearly an inch

below the olecranon. Some fibres of the conjoined triceps tendon are continuous with the

slip from the latissimus dorsi, and the fascia of the forearm.

The forearm is very like our own in contour
;
pronation and supination are perfect ; and

almost all the muscles of anthropotomy are present, with much the same relative size, shape,

position and action ; certain of them, however, differ a little in their insertion. No mar-

supial, perhaps, has a more perfect "hand" than the opossum. The fingers are very mobile,

and the thumb perfectly opposable. The most notable muscular absentees are the extensor

secundi internodii pollicis, and the flexor longus poUicis.

In the supine forearm three muscular regions, containing as many sets of muscles, may
be conveniently, if artificially, distinguished. First, the radial, containing the long and

short supinators, and long and short radial wrist exten-

sors ; second, the anterior brachial, containing the round

and square pronators, sublime and profound digital flex-

ors, and long palmar ; third, the posterior brachial, con-

taining the ulnar wrist extensor, common digital extensor,

extensor of little finger, extensor of index and first

pollical internode, and extensor of pollical metacarpal.

Notwithstanding the number and variety of the extensors,

the flexor system, as usual, greatly preponderates in

power.

Supinator longus. — (Fig. 29, g, and fig. 30, a.)

Largest of the four muscles of the region, arising high-

est up on the condylar ridge, and mainly determining the

contour of the parts. A somewhat flattened spindle with

thick fleshy origin, narrowing midway or at the lower

third, to a rounded tendon that passes over the head of

the radius to be inserted into the corresponding side of

the wrist.

Supinator brevis.—There is no large muscle curving

over the upper third of the radius from the humeral con-

dyle and ridge of the ulna, as in man. The homologue

of the short supinator is found in a small, slender fascic-

ulus, about an inch long, that arises from the outer

condyle, or rather from the contiguous part of the joint-

ligament, in intimate relation with the head of the radius,

and lies upon, and is attached to, that bone, as far down
as the insertion of the pronator radii teres. It has a

fascial investment, and is perfectly distinct from the

superincumbent muscles.

Extensor carpi radialis "loiigior."—(Fig. 29, h, and fig. 30, b.) Arises from the ex-

ternal condylar ridge next below, and partly overlapping the S. longus, lying in its

whole length between this and the muscle next described. It bears the same general

characters as the long supinator ; its tendon passes, in company with the tendon of the

Fig. 29.—^Muscles of the right foreariu,

anterior surface; natural size.
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latter, along a groove over the head of the radius, and is inserted into the base of the index

metacarpal.

Extensor carpi radialis hrevior.—(Fig. 29, i, and fig. 30, c.) As long as the preceding

and rather larger, with a stouter, flatter tendon. It arises lower down on the condylar

ridge, and from the condyle itself; it lies alongside the

preceding ; its tendon occupies the same groove in the ra-

dius ; it is inserted into the base of the middle metacarpal.

Pronator radii teres.— (Fig. 29, a.) A large, flat-

tened muscle arising fleshy from the internal condylar

ridge as high up as the foramen ; with no ulnar origin

;

crossing obliquely past the brachial flexors to gain the

radial side, to be inserted by a broad aponeurosis into

the middle third of the radius. The usual action.

Pronator quadratus.—(Fig. 29, c.) Well developed,

with the usual shape, situation and action. It is re-

stricted to the lower part of the arm, instead of extend-

ing it to the elbow, as in some marsupials.

Flexor carpi radicdis.— (Fig. 29, h.) A somewhat

flattened sj^indle, arising from the inner condyle next

below the round pronator, which it separates from the

digital flexors ; its origin is blended with that of the

latter. Its slender, round tendon, nearly or quite as long

as the fleshy part, runs over the head of the radius, to

be inserted into the base of the index metacarpal.

Flexor carjn idnaris.—(Fig. 29, d.) A bi-pinnatifid

muscle, larger than either of the foregoing, and, like the

long supinator, mainly determining the contour of the

part. The posterior vane is larger than the other, and

continues fleshy almost or quite to the insertion ; the

anterior one is only two-thirds as long, so that the stout

tendon occupies part of the anterior border of the muscle.

The muscle arises from the internal condyle, the corres-

ponding face of the olecranon, the vipper half or two-

thirds of the edge of the ulna, and the intermuscular septum between itself and the digital

flexors. Its tendon passes over the head of the ulna to be inserted into the most promi-

nent bone of the carpus on the ulnar side (pisiform), besides giving off fibres that are

continuous with the annular ligament and the general fascia of the parts. The ulnar

nerve runs along the inner surface of the muscle.

Palmaris longus.—(Fig. 29, e.) This is a slender fusiform muscle lying between the

last described and the digital flexors, with both of which it appears intimately blended, but

may be traced as a distinct fasciculus to the condyle. Its long, slender, round tendon

passes a little obliquely outward over the digital flexors, gains the middle of the front of

the wrist and there spreads out into the palmar fascia, being specially attached, on the

radial side, to the cartilaginous spur that lies appressed upon the ball of the thumb, and

correspondingly on the ulnar side, to the pisiform bone. This attachment on the ulnar

Fig. 30.—Muscles of the right forearm,

posterior aspect; natural size.
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side, did not, in any of the specimens examined, show transverse muscular fibres correspond-

ing to the "palmaris brevis" of anthropotomy. The concavity of the wrist is thus arched

over by a fibrous band attached to the most prominent point on the radial and ulnar side.

The tendons of both digital flexors pass underneath this bridge ; being further bound down,

however, by a proper annular ligament.

Flexor digitorum communis suhlimis s. perforatus and Flexor digitorum coinmunis

profundus s. perforans.— (Fig- 29,/.) In the hand the tendons of the two sets of digi-

tal flexors are perfectly distinct, and have precisely the characters of the human perforans

and perforatus. But in the arm the muscular parts are so much blended that they cannot

be separated without rather forcing the dissection ; their connection with the radial and

ulna wrist flexors, on either side, is also intimate. The fleshy portions are therefore most

conveniently to be considered together. The large mass of muscle occupies the whole of

the front of the forearm between the two wrist flexors, with very extensive origin from

both bony and fibrous surroundings. Of the part that chiefly represents the deep flexor,

an inner portion arises from the olecranon and upper two-thirds of the back of the ulna

;

an outer (the most distinct one) from the extremity of the inner condyle of the humerus

;

and a middle, from the upper half of the back of the radius, interosseous membrane and

contiguous surflice of the ulna. The part that represents the superficial flexor arises fi'om

the lowest and back part by the condyle and the contiguous part of the joint ligament.

Imbedded in this fleshy mass lies a slender little spindle of muscle, quite distinct from

the rest. It may be traced entire to its origin from the very edge of the ulnar articulating

surface of the humerus. Its delicate tendon is lost in the common bundle of the con-

joined deep flexor tendons ; at least I did not succeed, after several dissections, in tracing

it to a digit. It seems to be the flexor longus proprius pollicis, arrested on its way to the

thumb. It will be shown below that the tendon of the proper long flexor of the great toe

is similarly attached to the common flexor of the toes.

The tendons of the profound digital flexor are five in number— the thumb being sup-

plied like the other digits. They are not sepai'ated until the muscle has passed the wrist,

being indissolubly bound together into one stout, flattened band, and enjoying no individual

motion. This dense fibrous band cannot be split into five tendons without arbitrary use

of the knife. It fills the concavity of the front of the wrist, where it is bound down by a

very distinct annular ligament, different from the simple bridge formed by the pahnaris

longus, and so long as to be properly called a sheath. After separating on the palm, the

tendons pass to the fingers as stout, flattened bands, and proceed to be inserted into the

base of the ungual phalanges. In the palm, they are bound down by the palmar fascia; as

they pass along the second phalangeal internode each is bound down by a small but very

distinct, stout, transverse fibrous band.

The accessory muscles (lumbricales) of the deep flexor tendons are well developed.

They are four in nmnber, the thumb having none. They arise from the radial side of the

tendons at the point of separation of the latter from each other ; and sometimes further up

on the conjoined tendon. They have some fascial connection with the superficial flexor

tendons. The four little fasciculi are perfectly distinct from each other ; they are inserted

on the radial sides of the bases of the four fingers, or rather into the fibrous sheath that

envelopes the fingers.

The sublime flexor tendons are four in number, the thumb not being supplied ; extremely
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slender and delicate, like silken threads, somewhat liable to be overlooked or destroyed,

unless carefully sought for. In passing the wrist they are confined by the annular liga-

ment, but are not included in the single large tendinous bundle just described. Contrary

to what is the case with the deep flexor tendons, these superficial ones may be easily sep-

arated from each other as high up as the muscular part, or even further. After reaching

the fingers each one splits, as in man, to embrace a deep flexor tendon ; the forked extrem-

ity is inserted into either side of the base of the second digital phalanx. The tendons are

also slightly bound down where they pass the bases of the fingers.

Extensor digitorum communis.—(Fig. 30, d.) Proceeding down the external condyle,

we find the origins of three muscles appertaining to the posterior brachial region, besides

the three of the radial region already described. They are superficial, and pass straight

down the forearm ; the other muscles upon the back of the forearm are deep seated and

oblique in direction. The common digital extensor is the first of tliis superficial set, arising

from the external condyle next below the extensor carpi radialis brevior, and lying be-

tween this muscle and the proper extensor of the little finger. It is incompletely divisible

into two parts ; one for the index and middle, the other for the ring and little fingers ; but

aU four tendons can be separated high up on the arm. The four separate from each other

upon the back of the wrist, and each one proceeds to be inserted into the back of the base

of the ungual phalanx of a finger. As they pass the bases of the fingers all are bound

down by, or rather spread on either side to help form, the fascia of the parts.

Extensor minimi digiti.—(Fig. 30, e.) Perfectly distinct from the foregoing, with which

it agrees in shape, but is rather smaller. It arises next below on the external condyle,

from the extreme anterior point of the latter. Its extremely delicate tendon runs along-

side that of the preceding to the same insertion, and is sometimes virtually, if not actually,

blended with it. Before reaching the finger it frequently gives off a filamentous slip that

joins the extensor tendon of the annularis.

Extensor carpi idnaris

.

—(Fig. 30, /.) Scarcely larger than either of the preceding;

lying superficial along the edge of the ulna, arising from the lowest point of the external

condyle and contiguous part of the joint, and for a short distance from the ulna itself, be-

coming tendinous midway, running along a slight groove in the head of the ulna to be in-

serted into the base of the fifth metacarpal.

Extensor indicis [et pollicis).—(Fig. 30, g.) Proper extensors of the first and of the

second pollical internodes do not exist ; but the extensor of the fore finger has two per-

fectly distinct tendons, one of wdiich goes to the thumb and supplies the place of the

extensor secundi internodii pollicis. The muscle lies deep seated on the shaft of the ulna,

covered by the ulna carpal extensor, and is small and inconspicuous. It has no condylar

origin, arising from the upper half or third of the ulnar crest. Its two long, delicate ten-

dons gain the radial side by passing diagonally across the lower third of the forearm, un-

derneath the digital extensor tendons. One (ib. g") runs along the back of the forefinger

to the base of the ungual phalanx, side by side with the index tendon of the common

extensor, and virtually, if not actually, blended with the latter. The other (ib. g) passes

still more obliquely to gain the thumb along the back of which it runs, to be inserted into

the base of the distal phalanx. This thread-like tendon is the only extensor of the polhcal

internodes.

Extensor ossis metacarjn pollicis.—(Fig. 30, h.) This muscle is of great size, as if to
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compensate for the want of other thumb extensors. It is the most deep seated of all the

extensors, but its tendon speedily becomes the most superficial of any, overlying the ten-

dons of the supinator longus and the two radial wrist extensors in its oblique passage

across them to gain, and be inserted into, the base of the first metacarpal. The muscular

part is pinnatifid, two or three times as long as the tendinous, lying Hat upon the radius and

ulna, and taking extensive origin from both these bones, as well as from the interosseous

septum. On one side fleshy fibres extend nearly to the wrist ; on the other the tendon

runs higher up. The tendon is very stout and flat, and gives off fascial expansions on

either side.

? There is one other muscle upon the forearm that may or may not be con-

sidered as the representative of the anconeus. It is a shoi-t, stout little bundle of fibres that

passes transversely across the inner aspect of the convexity of the elbow, from the inner

condyle to the olecranon, filling up the notch or gap that would otherwise be apparent

between these two salient points. I make it out to be perfectly distinct from any of the

muscular surroundings. Its action must be feeble and very limited.

The remarkable muscular similarity of the opossum's arm to that of man, as indicated

by the muscles just described, is carried out to a surprising extent by the little muscles

proper to the hands. The palm is very fleshy; there is a well developed "ball" upon the

thumb, and a corresponding massa carnea along the ulnar border, in both of which sub-

stantially the same muscles that are found in man may be demonstrated. In addition to

these, and to the lumbricals already noticed, there are two sets of interossei—palmar and

anconal. The fingers are freely movable in all dii-ections, and the palm may be hollowed

from side to side, as well as closed in the ordinary way.

Adductor poUicis. . Adductor minimi digiti.—On stripping off the flexor tendons and

lumbricals, we come upon a broad, thin plane of transverse muscular fibres, resting upon

the palmar interossei, and covering the whole palm. This has a median raphe, along the

whole length of the third metacarpal, from which and from the carpal bone that the latter

articulates with, the muscle takes origin. Passing across the hand, on either side from

the median line, the fibres converge to be inserted into, respectively, the inner side of the

the phalanx of the thumb and of the little finger, forming the two muscles whose names

head this paragraph. They contract the palm from side to side.

Abductor pollicis. Flexor brevis pollicis.—A large flattened mass, forming the chief bulk

of the ball of the thumb, arising from the trapezium, annular ligament, base of metacarpal,

and inner surface of the appressed cartilaginous spur, and inserted into the base of the

first phalanx of the thumb, beside the preceding. A few fixsciculi may be demonstrated as

partially distinct, though with much the same origin and insertion. These represent the

short flexor.

Opponens pollicis.—A small fusiform muscle, perfectly distinct from the preceding, lying

upon the extreme radial border of the hand, in intimate relation with the tendon of the

flexor ossis metacarpi pollicis, along the first metacarpal ; inserted into the outside of the

base of the first pollical phalanx.

Abductor minimi digiti.—Similar to the corresponding muscle of the thumb ; arising

from the pisiform bone, lying along the ulnar side of the fifth metacarpal, and inserted

into the outside of the base of the first phalanx of the little finger. A true flexor brevis

is scai-cely or not demonstrable as distinct.
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Opponens minimi digiti.—Occupying the extreme ulnar margin of the hand, this small

muscle proceeds to the same insertion with the foregoing. It arises from the pisiform bone

and annular ligament.

In the arrangement of these muscles of the lateral digits it is to be noticed, that the

thumb and little finger are each adducted and flexed by a broad plane of fibres proceeding

from the median line of the hand ; that each is abducted and extended by a more external

bulging mass of fibres. The flexores breves may be lost in the inner part of these last

named fibres ; and the opponentes be more or less blended with the outer part of the

same.

Interossei.—The palmar are of large size, lie upon the metacarpals rather than between

them, and are much blended together, forming a fleshy mass that completely fills the con-

cavity of the palm. They seem rather to flex the fingers than to produce lateral move-

ments ; but when the fingers are fully extended, they may aid in spreading them apart.

There are four dorsal interossei perfectly distinct from each other, lying between the bones.

Each is pinnatiform, arises from contiguous sides of two metacarpals, and is inserted into

the radial side of the base of a finger.

[Note. In the long interval between the preparation and publication of this Memoir, we have adopted for the muscles

that act upon the carpus and metacarpus the necessary change in nomenclature proposed by Wilder {these Memoirs, I,

1865, p. 32), by which the so-called "flexors" become extensors, and the so-called ''extensors" become _/?ejora. As the

change cannot now be readily made, the muscles are here presented under their usual names, with this explanation of an

apparent discrepancy between our determinations in the present instance, and those published for Man (N. Y. Medical

Record, July, 1810) and for the Ornithorhynchus (Pruc. Essex Inst., vi, 1871, p. 152), (— see, however, the concluding Part

of this Memoir).]

Muscles of the Posterior Extremity.

The pelvic arch, unlike the scapular, being immovably connected with the body, is pri-

marily acted upon by but few muscles ; and those that pass from the body to the femur are

not many. Those that, though really attached in some way or another to the pelvis, act

not upon, but from it, are all considered in other connections, with the exception of the

psoas parvus, which is most conveniently described here : they are the perineal and abdom-

inal muscles, part of the vertebral series, and two special caudal muscles, the ilio- and

ischio-coccygeus. Two other caudal muscles, acting upon segments of the pelvic append-

age, most properly come under the present head.

In consequence of extreme elongation and narrowness of the haunch bones, their over-

and under-lying muscles have rather unusual configuration. The six small muscles col-

lectively known in anthropotomy as "rotatores femoris," are all present and well developed.

There is a small muscle upon the hip joint not found in man. There is no tensor vaginae

femoris ; no crurscus or subcruroeus can be demonstrated.

Psoas parvus.—(Fig. 31, c.) This muscle is well developed, being nearly as large as,

and much longer than, the psoas magnus. It arises fleshy from the bodies of all the lum-

bar vertebrjB, except the uppermost one, forms a stout conical belly, contracting opposite the

top of the ilium into a slender, flat tendon that is inserted into the horizontal ramus of the

pubes, nearly in front of the acetabulum, at a point just above and outside the articulation

of the marsupial bone. The tendon is dense and shining ; above, it spreads on the ventral

surface of the muscle; below, its edges and insertion are defined with remarkable sharpness.
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Psoas magmis.—(Fig. 31, b, and fig. 32, n.) A stout pyriform muscle, partially pin-

natiform, arisino- fleshy from the sides of the bodies and the transverse processes of two or

three lumbars next above the top of the ilium, and the two sacral vertebrae. It is inserted

by a stout rounded tendon

into the trochanter minor,

blending more or less with

the tendon of the iliacus.

Fleshy fibres continue almost

to the insertion on the pos-

terior aspect of the muscle
;

on the anterior, a tendinous

expansion reaches half way

up.

Iliacus.—(Fig. 32, m, and

fig. 31, a.) A rather nar-

row, elongated and slightly

curved muscle, arising from

the tip and expanded face of

the bone, between the psoas

and glutoeus mimimus ; the

usual insertion, by a flat-

tened tendon, with the pre-

ceding, into the trochanter

minor. Flexion and out-

ward rotation of the thigh,

as usual.

Glutceus maximus.—(Fig. 32, k.) Remarkable for its great superficial extent, and at

the same time for its extreme thinness. Its ordinary character, as a fleshy " mass," is

changed to that of a layer muscle ; its texture is not very appreciably coarser than that

of surrounding muscles ; nor is it divided into bundles by inward prolongations of the fascia

covering it. It forms a wide-spread, thin plane, arising from the tip of the ilium, and by

a broad aponeurosis (the fascia over the caudal extensors) from thence to a point of the

vertebral column opposite the tuberosity of the ischium. Its anterior border is, as it were,

tucked under, and continuous with the glutseus minimus, by complete blending of muscular

fibres. The relation of its posterior border to the femoro-coccygeus is described below.

From such broad origins the muscle converges, fan-shaped, to the trochanter major, passes

over the latter, and is inserted into the ridge on the back of the femur for an inch (and

sometimes much more) below the head of the bone. The line of traction of this muscle

makes it only a feeble extensor of the thigh ; it chiefly abducts and everts.

Glutceus medius.—(The dotted line in fig. 32 shows the extent of the muscle.) This is

the most bulky of the three. It arises fleshy from the dorsum of the ilium (all that part

not occupied by the succeeding), and by aponeurosis from a corresponding extent of the

vertebral column, separating the lateral caudal extensors. It is inserted into the apex of

Fig. 31.—Inner aspect of left leg— thigh flexed, rotated inward and strongly

abducted, so tliat the iliacus and psoas muscles are brought nearly in the same

plane; nearly natural size, x, the os marsupiale.

the great trochanter, between the other two glutaji, by a short, stout, flattened tendon,

flexes, abducts, and inverts the thigh.

It
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Ghctceus minimus.—(Fig. 32, I.) Smallest and most anterior of the three ; the only one

that arises wholly from the ilium. It takes origin from the common tendon at the tip of

the ilium, from the prominent ridge along the anterior border of the bone, and from the

flat expansion of bone inside this ridge near the head of the femur. Its anterior border

meets and blends with that of the glutseus maximus, thus enclosing the medius, and is in

apposition with the iliacus. It has an extensive insertion into the apex of the great tro-

chanter ; its action is much the same as that of the foregoing.

Femoro-coccygeus.—(Fig. 32, h.) In the course of numerous dissections I have found

considerable variation in this muscle—if it really be a distinct one. Sometimes it is

scarcely demonstrable as distinct from the glutseus maximus ; its aponeurosis of caudal

origin being directly continuous with that of the glutaeus ; its fibres lying in precisely the

same plane ; its anterior border scarcely separable from the posterior border of the glutseus

;

its femoral insertion appearing like a direct continuation, along the bone, of the glutseal in-

sertion. In such cases it expends itself upon the femur without reaching the head of the

tibia, or, at most, only a foscial or aponeurotic extension attains the knee. When most

distinct it is separated by a delicate fascia, or a cellular interspace, from the posterior border

of the glutseus ; and near its origin its fibres may not lie quite parallel with, or even may
overlap, those of the glutseus. It then proceeds, with little or no proper attachment to

the femur, to the leg ; its posterior border runs along the upper border of the biceps ; its

crural insertion is by a broad aponeurosis, common to it and to the biceps, into the fascia

over the leg, just below the knee. The muscle is always flat and very thin ; at its origin it

may be an inch or more broad ; it narrows before passing the trochanter, and in the rest of

its extent it is only a third or a fourth of an inch wide. It extends the thigh and flexes

the leg ; secondarily, it subserves somewhat to the lateral motion of the tail. Either this

muscle, or the one below described as "cruro-coccygeus," is the homologue of what is called

the "musculus accessorius a cauda ad tibiam tendens," in the Ornitliorhynchus.

Pyriformis.—This muscle is of comparatively large size, and has the shape that has

given it its name in anthropotomy. It is covered by the glutseus medius, appearing just

under the posterior edge of this, when the maximus is reflected. It arises from the trans-

verse processes of two or three vertebrse, immediately following the synchondrosis, running

obliquely outward and backward across the sciatic notch and body of the ilium, in front of

the origin of the ischio-coccygeus, and across the hip joint, to be inserted into the very

apex of the trochanter major, in intimate relation with the tendon of the glutajus medius,

but distinct from that of the obturator internus.

Quadratus femoris.—Of much the same shape and I'elative size as in man, arising from

the ischium next above the adductor, with a broad, fleshy insertion into the back and lower

part of the trochanter major, and smooth space between this and the trochanter minor. It

extends and everts the thigh.

Obturator externus.—Much larger than the other ; a thick rounded muscle, cori'espond-

ing to the contour of the ischium and pubes, occupying the surface of the bone and fora-

men. It is inserted by a stout, narrow tendon, somewhat terete, into the lower part of the

digital fossa.

Obturator internus.—A thin plane of fibres, rounded in contour, occupying and arising

from the whole inner face of the bone, and obturator membrane. Its tendon, which has

decided traces of the peculiar digitated structure so beautifully shown in our own, curves
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around the border of the ischium, just iu front of the ischio-coccygeus, and, receiving the

gemelli, proceeds to be inserted into the digital fossa.

Gemelli.—The accessory muscles of the foregoing are well developed, lying along either

border of the tendon, distinct from each other above, blended together below. They arise

from the edge of the ischium, and are inserted into the tendon near the insertion of the

latter.

Hio-femoralis.—(Scansorius Traill.) Besides the preceding six little muscles about the

hip joint, there is another and very curious one. It is a small, very slender fasciculus, aris-

ino- from the upper border of the acetabulum alongside the origin of the rectus, running

straight down over the

front of the joint, and

there curving a little in-

ward to gain, and be in-

serted into, the base of

the trochanter minor. It

thus lies in precisely the

position of that anterior

longitudinal ridge, pro-

duced by thickening of

the capsular ligament,

known in human anatomy

as the " ligamentum ilio-

femorale." In the pre-

sent instance this liga-

mentous ridge does not

exist. It is undoubtedly

the same muscle as that

described by Traill in the

Fi<j. 32. — Muscles of the left le};, outside— about four-fifths natural size.
ape, under the name of

Scansorms.

There are four flexors of the thigh and extensors of the leg—the sartorius, rectus, and

two vasti ; and, likewise, four proper extensors of the thigh and flexors of the leg— the

gracilis, semitendinosus, semimembranosus and biceps. To the latter, however, must be

added the femoro-coccygeus, when fully developed ; and also the muscle below described

as the cruro-coccygeus. The last named divides into two distinct slips, with opposite inser-

tions in the leg ; so that there are really seven leg-flexing tendons that come down along

the back of the thigh. The remarkable disposition of these is shown in the accompanying

figures. Great flexing power is insured by their low insertions ; and rotation of the knee

is subserved by their peculiar relation to each other. There are three adductors, which,

however, act chiefly as extensors, and a pectineus, which is really an adductor. The con-

tour and disposition of all the muscles is such that the thigh is very thin from side to side,

and very deep antero-posteriorly. The bulk of muscle upon the back of the thigh pre-

ponderates over that upon the front almost as much as the calf-muscles do over those of

the anterior region of the leg.

Sartorius.—(Fig. 32, a, and fig. 31, d.) A rather slim, flattened ribbon stretched be-

KBMOIRS B08T. 80C. WAT. HIST. VOL. II. 32
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tween the apex of the ilium and the front of the knee, with no relation of contiguity in

its course with any of the other muscles of the thigh. It arises hy an aponeurosis from

the top of the ilium, gradually narrows as it descends, and is inserted aponeurotic into the

top and inner border of the "ligamentum patellae." The peculiar office of the human
tailor-muscle is not fulfilled in the least. The action is that of simple extension of the leg,

and flexion of the thigh.

Rectus.—(Fig. 32, h, and fig. 31, e.) No femoral attachment to represent a cruraeus.

It lies in a bed formed by the vasti ; blending with them is prevented by a fibrous investment

along its whole under surface. It forms a stout, terete, fusiform belly, arising by a short,

stout, flattened tendon from the border of the ilium just above the acetabulum.

Vasti.—(Fig. 32, c, externus; fig. 31,/, internus.) The two are inseparably blended

for their whole length. The outer mass is much the larger, and also longer than the other

;

somewhat fusiform in general shape, but compressed ; arising from the trochanter major,

and outer half of the whole shaft of the bone, as far around as the insertions of the glu-

tseus maximus and adductors, and quite to the condyle. The internus is rather pyriform in

shape, arising from the rest of the shaft, from the neck to the inner condyle.

The conjoined tendon of the vasti and rectus does not embrace a distinct patella ; a little

speck of ossification, or several gritty particles, may, however, be found in old subjects.

In this instance, at least, the tuberosity of the tibia is an olecranon. The tendon is about

a quarter of an inch broad, occupying the groove between the condyles, and proceeding to

the usual insei'tion. On either side it blends with the common capsular ligament, and

aponeuroses of the two upper crural flexors. The homotypy of the rectus and vasti to-

gether with the triceps of the arm, is here even more-^strikingly displayed than in man.

The rectus is the scapular head ; the blended vasti are the similarly conjoined humeral heads.

The sartorius as forcibly calls to mind the epitrochlear slip from the latissimus dorsi.

Gracilis.—(Fig. 32, g, and fig. 31, o, o'.) Largest of the crural flexors, and the most

posterior as well as internal ; a powerful flexor of the leg, and in less degree an adductor

of the whole limb. It arises broad, thin and fleshy, from the whole of the symphysis

pubis, between the articulation of the marsupial bone and the margin of the semimembran-

osus. It lies at first upon the adductors, and afterwards upon the crural flexors. At its

origin it is an inch or more wide ; it narrows very gradually to near the insertion, and is

then suddenly reduced to a narrow, flat tendon, which passes across the inside of the

leg, to be inserted into the crista tibiae at the junction of the middle and upper thirds of

the leg, just below the insertion of the semitendinosus.

Semimemhranosus.—(Fig. 32,/, and fig. 31, I.) The oi'igln of this muscle occupies the

margin of the ischium between that of the preceding and following. But though it thus

arises lowest down of any, it is inserted the highest up on the leg, crossing the semitendino-

sus in its course. It has nothing of the character indicated by its name, being a continu-

ous fleshy belly of large size, prismatic, or almost semilunar in transverse section—the

lower border of the adductor magnus lying in the longitudinal groove thus formed. Its

short, narrow, and very thin tendon is inserted into the prominence on the inner side of

the head of the tibia.

Semitendinosus.—(Fig. 32, e, and fig. 31, m.) Arises by a short, stout tendon in com-

mon with the biceps from the tuber ischii, forming a stout, flattened band that proceeds

straight to the leg, to be inserted into the inside of the shaft of the tibia an inch below the
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joint—-just above the insertion of the gracilis. The fleshy part suddenly contracts into a

narrow, flat tendon, about an inch long. The muscle lies at first along the lower border of

the biceps; and afterwards crosses the semimembranosus diagonally. Near the middle of

its course there is a slight contraction, produced by a partial tendinous intersection ; the

cruro-coccygeus here effects the remarkable inosculation about to be described. In general

characters this muscle most resembles the semimembranosus of anthropotomy.

Cruro-coccygeus.—(Fig. 32, i, i', fig. 31, n.) This singular muscle arises from the trans-

verse process of the third coccygeal vertebra, by a distinctly marked, short, narrow, flat

tendon, and runs, as a flattened fleshy band of moderate size, directly transverse, past the

tuberosity of the ischium, along the posterior border of the semitendinosus, with which it

is in close apposition. It represents the posterior border of the thigh. At the constriction

of the semitendinosus just mentioned, it dips into the substance of the latter, and the fleshy

fibres of the two are completely blended. Separating again almost immediately after this

inosculation, the muscle divides into two slips that diverge from each other, one proceed-

ing to the inner, the other to the outer, side of the leg. The outer fasciculus, on reaching

the leg, ends in a broad, thin aponeurosis, directly continuous with the aponeurotic tendon

of the biceps, and is lost in the general fascia of the leg. The inner slip proceeds to be

inserted near the tendon of the semitendinosus into the shaft of the tibia. Acting from

the tail, this muscle is a flexor of the leg and extensor of the thigh ; the occasion for its

presence may be found in the necessity for an aid to, and increase of the power of the

other muscles of the same set, to enable the animal the more readily to use its hind legs in

regaining an ordinary position when suspended by the tail. Its two insertions appear to

relate to those rotatory movements of the limb that begin at the knee and culminate at the

ankle ; when acting together they antagonize each other, and result in simple flexion.

Biceps.—(Fig. 32, d, d.) The fibular flexor of the leg has none of the characters that

suggested its name in human anatomy. Its " short " or femoral head is wanting j it has

no connection whatever with the femur. It arises from the tuber ischii by a short, stout

tendon, common to the semitendinosus ; it is separated from the femur by the quadratus

femoris and adductor magnus ; the continuation of the femoro-coccygeus separates it from

the vastus externus. Beyond the insertion of the glutseus maximus, the biceps is in inti-

mate relation, by its upper border, with the femoro-coccygeus; the aponeurotic insertion of

the latter into the leg is a part of the expansive tendon of the biceps. Similarly, the

lower border of the biceps is in relation with the cruro-coccygeus, after the latter has inos-

culated with the semitendinosus, and the aponeuroses are completely blended. The biceps

becomes thinner and wider as it proceeds to the leg, almost covering all the other flexors in

the lower part of its course ; and finally expands into a very broad and thin aponeurosis,

which, blended above and below with the similar fibrous expansions of the two coccygeals,

covers the outside of the leg from the knee nearly half way to the ankle. This fibrous

lamina has no direct insertion into the fibula ; it may readily be lifted in its entirety from

this bone, and traced around the leg as far as the crest of the tibia, which is its real final

attachment. It becomes lost, in fact, in the common fascia of the leg, and ligaments of the

knee joint. The diffuse indefinite insertion of the three flexing tendons on the outside of

the leg is in striking contrast to the rigidly determined and exact insertion of the four that

pass to the inner side. The want of two distinct heads of this crural flexor heightens its

similarity to the corresponding muscle of the arm. The resemblance is increased in a
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curious manner by its virtual insertion into the tibia instead of the fibula, just as one part

of the biceps of the arm is inserted into the ulna instead of the radius.

Pectineus.—(Fig. 31, g.) This is the smallest, shortest and uppermost of the adductorial

set. It is a somewhat flattened fusiform muscle, arising by a very short, terete tendon from

the outer border of the base of the marsupial bone, and inserted by a short, thin tendon,

an inch broad, into the posterior aspect of the femur for a corresponding distance below the

trochanter minor. It is a true adductor of the thigh ; acting from the femur it draws the

marsupial bone out from the belly and away from its fellow, antagonizing the pyramidalis.

Sometimes it is double, i. e., may be separated into two perfectly distinct parallel slips, with

common origin, and directly continuous insertion. Its origin may be indicative of analogy,

if not homology, between the marsupial bone and the " linea ilio-pectinea " of man.

Adductor par vies.—(Fig. 31, h.) The shortest of the three, but rather more bulky than

the longus, which it separates from the magnus in one plane, and from the pectineus in

another. It arises fleshy from the symphysis and border of the ramus of the pubis, sepa-

rated from the extreme margin of the bone by the origin of the gracilis and the pubo-

marsupial articulation, occujiies the distance between the marsupial bone and the origin of

the longus, and is overlaid in most of its extent by the pectineus and gracilis. Its

short, thin, flat tendon, nearly an inch wide, is inserted into the femur between the pec-

tineus and the longus. This muscle is the most decidedly adductorial of the three.

Adductor longus.—(Fig. 31, i.) A long, narrow, flat slip, lying in the same plane with

the preceding, with the border of which it is in complete apposition. It arises from the sym-

physis pubis along the space between the origins of the preceding and following muscle, and

is overlaid, in most of its extent, by the broad gracilis. It is inserted fleshy into the back

part of the femur, from the insertion of the pectineus to within an inch of the inner condyle.

Adductor viagnus.—(Fig. 31, h.) Much the largest of the three, forming a complete

fleshy septum between the pubic and ischiatic sets of muscles. It is trapezoidal in outline

;

its lower border is much thickened. It arises from the whole of the lower border of the

pelvis, from the tuberosity of the ischium to the symphysis pubis, along which extent its

origin is overlaid successively by the biceps, semitendinosus, semimembranosus and gracilis.

It is inserted fleshy into the whole length of the femur from a point opposite the trochanter

minor, or just at the insertion of the quadratus, to the origin of the inner gastrocnemius.

It is more of an extensor than adductor of the thigh. It may frequently be partially sep-

arated into two or three flattened bundles. In fact, the three adductors, having a contin-

uous origin and insertion, and parallel contiguous course, appear in some instances to

exchange fasciculi with each other. With exercise of the same care in dissecting in each

instance, I have on several occasions worked out these muscles a little differently. The

longus appears most variable, as it holds an intermediate position. The usual condition is

as above described.

The noteworthy features of the muscles of the leg are numerous and interesting. The

general disposition relates unequivocally to those rotatory movements that are equivalent

to pronation and supination of the member, and to that grasping power of the extremity

that transforms the latter to a true "hand." The muscles display the pedimanous charac-

ter of the beast as clearly as does the nature of the articulation at the knee, ankle, or toe.

There are two gastrocnemii, perfectly distinct from each other, with separate tendons and

different insertions. The soleus is confined to the external gastrocnemius ; it has no proper
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tendon. The plantaris is large ; its tendon forms a third tendo achUlis. There is no popli-

tseus. The long flexor of the toes lies upon the fibular, and the long flexor of the great toe

upon the tibial, side of the leg. The peroneus longus has two insertions ; the peroneus

"tertius" is found as the proper extensor of the little toe. The "short " extensor of the

toes, instead of lying upon the dorsum of the foot, comes down from the leg above, as one

of the peroneal group, whose tendons pass behind the external malleolus ; one fasciculus of

it is left upon the instep, constituting the short extensor of the great toe. In like manner

the "short" ("perforatus ") flexor of the toes extends some distance up the leg upon the

conjoined tendon of the long flexor, from which it takes origin. A curious arrangement of

the flexing muscles of the great toe occurs.

Study of the muscles of the leg is fiicilitated by considering them in four groups : first,

the anterior tibial—those that pass over the instep ; second, the fibular—those that pass

behind the external malleolus ; third, the superficial posterior tibial—those that pass to the

heel ; fourth, the deep posterior tibial—those that pass behind the internal malleolus, or

rather, over the heel, to the foot, including also the inter-

osseus cruris.

Tibialis anticus {"flexor tarsi tibialis").—(Fig. 33, &.)

By far the largest muscle of this region ; the fleshy part

is of a somewhat prismatic shape, and extends along three-

fourths of the leg. It arises from the head and upper

third of the fibular side of the tibia, and intermuscular

septum between itself and the common long digital ex-

tensor. Its stout, flattened tendon crosses the instep, just

in front of the inner malleolus, bound down by the annu-

lar ligament, passes obliquely to the inner side of the

foot, there to be inserted into the internal cuneiform bone

(not base of first metatarsal). It has the usual action.

Extensor proprius poUicis longus. — (Fig. 33, d.)

Deep-seated, and covered by the preceding and following

muscle. A long, slender, fusiform belly, arising from the

upper half of the tibial aspect of the fibula, somewhat

blended with the shoi't digital extensor, changing to a

slender, flattened tendon just above the ankle, passing

beneath the annular ligament, and thence proceeding

very obliquely across the instep to gain the great toe, run

along the latter, and be inserted into the base of the dis-

tal phalanx.

Extensor communis digitorum longus.—(Fig. 33, c.)

A small muscle, overlying the preceding, arising from the

head of the fibula in common with the peroneus brevis.

Its muscular part is only two or three inches long ; it rap-

idly divides mio four parts, representing as many tendons

These pass as one down the leg until they emerge from

beneath the annular ligament, when they diverge to the

four lesser toes, into the base of the ungual phalanges

Fig. 33.—Anterior tibial and fibular view of

the left leg and foot; natural size, a, vas-

tus externus.

AtKiioiaa Boax. boo. hat. hist. vol. ii. 83
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of which they are inserted. The tendon of the middle toe often splits, to give off a slip

to the second toe, which is thus doubly supplied.

E.ctensor communis dlgltorum brevis s. accessorius.—(Fig. 33, k, only the tendons

shown.) As already intimated, this muscle, which in anthropotomy is found upon the dor-

sum of the foot, is here carried up the leg ; only the pollical fiisciculus being left upon the

instep. It belongs to the fibular group. It is a diminutive muscle that arises from the

upper part of the fibula for an inch or so below the head of the bone, more or less blended

with the extensor longus poUicis, and covered by the peronei. In its whole course it lies

close to the fibula, passes behind the external malleolus, and then immediately splits into

three tendons, that pass to the second, third and fourth toes. These tendons are extremely

attenuated, and run very obliquely across the instep, beneath the tendons of the preceding.

Each runs along the fibular side of a toe, to be inserted into the base of the second (middle)

phalanx. As the tendon that goes to the fourth toe passes the fifth metatarsal, it gives off

a delicate slip to the little toe, which then has two extensor tendons besides its own from

the peroneus tertius.

Extensor brevis poUlcls.—(Fig. 33, i.) This detached remnant of the preceding, as it

seems to be, though not lying upon the leg, may be most conveniently noticed in this con-

nection. It is the only muscle upon the dorsum of the foot ; it is devoted exclusively to

the great toe, hut occasionally gives off a little thread-like tendon to the second toe. It is

a diminutive, fleshy fasciculus, lying diagonally across the instep from the external malleo-

lus ; its delicate tendon runs to the base of the distal phalanx of the great toe, alongside

the tendon of the extensor longus pollicis.

Peroneus tertius, s. extensor minimi digiti.—(Fig. 33, /".) While the third peroneus of

anthropotomy is sometimes wanting, and at best is little more than a part of the long com-

mon digital extensor, passing with the latter over the front of the ankle to reach the base

of the fifth metatarsal, it is here found well developed, and in what appears to be its real

character as a member of the fibular group, and the proper extensor of the little toe.

Although small, it is a perfectly distinct muscle, arising from the head of the fibula, over-

laid by the peroneus longus. The fleshy jjart is about an inch long, and forms a flattened

spindle. The very long and exceedingly delicate tendon passes along the fibula, behind

the external malleolus, along the external border of the foot, to be inserted into the base

of the ungual phalanx of the little toe. It has also some attachment to the base of the

little toe, but none to the fifth metatarsal.^

Peroneus secundus s. brevis.—(Fig. 33, e.) Very slender, fusiform, muscular for rather

more than half its length, arising in common with the long digital extensor, distinct from,

'.\natom!sts differ as to the homolojjy of the three muscles inserted into a digital phalanx, the other three blending with

last descrlbeil. If the fasciculus upon the dorsum of the the correspoufling tendons of the lon<; extensor before inser-

foot be recognized as the whole of a rudimentary extensor tion; and that, in the present example of the opossum, the

digitorum communis brevis s. accessorius, the one above de- fasciculus in question does really, at times, if not ordinarily,

scribed under this name should rather be regarded as the send another tendon to the second toe, thus allowing the

peroneus tertius; and the extensor minimi digiti as a dis- inference that sometimes the third and fourth tendons may

tinct m\iscle from the latter. Among other things that seem be developed. Should the muscle be found with these four

to favor this view (independently of the fact that actual tendons, its homology would be plainer. Moreover, even

dislocation of the parts of a morphologically simple muscle the third peroneal of man, despite its metatars;d insertion,

is rare, and therefore improbable in any given seeming in- appears to partake more of the character of a digital exten-

stance), it may be stated that the extensor brevis of man sor, and may bo therefore an undeveloped condition of the

only gives one tendon (that of the great toe) to be actually same muscle that is above described as the short or accessory
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and anterior to, the long peroneal. It lies at first upon the preceding muscle and extensor

of the great toe ; afterwards upon the fibula, alongside the following muscle. Its flattened

tendon passes behind the external malleolus, and thence straight to its insertion at the out-

side of the base of the fifth metatarsal.

Peroneus primus s. longus.—(Fig. 33, rj, g.) The largest and most superficial of the

peroneal group ; a long, flattened spindle, muscular nearly to the ankle. It arises from the

outermost part of the head of the fibula, and for a short distance from the shaft of the bone,

and from the surrounding intermuscular septa. After passing behind the malleolus its short

tendon dips obliquely forward, outward and downward, to gain the side of the foot ; is

there reflected around the cuboid, passes through a deep groove (converted by ligament

into a sheath) in the under surface of the latter, runs obliquely across the sole, along the

bases of the conjoined metatarsals, and is inserted into the outer side of the base of the

first metatarsal. Opposite the base of the fifth metatarsal it gives off a short slip to be

there inserted. It has the usual action, flexing and elevating the

side of the tarsus, in the former respect cooperating with, in the lat-

ter counteracting, the tibialis anticus. The peroneus brevis and

extensor longus pollicis assist, respectively, the peroneus longus and

the tibialis anticus, in the lateral movements of the ankle joint.

These four muscles, and the extensor of the digits, collectively oppose,

by flexing the tarsus, all the remaining muscles of the leg.-"

Gastrocnemius interims.—(Fig. 34, c.) This is entirely distinct

from the external gastrocnemius and soleus, having separate insertion

as well as origin, and no relation in its course except that of con-

tiguity. It has extensive origin by a prismatic, fleshy head from

the internal condyle, and greater part of popliteal space of femur,

across to the outer condyle. About an inch and a half below the

knee it suddenly conti'acts to a stout, flat tendon, which at the lower

third of the leg crosses behind (outside) the tendon of the other

gastrocnemius, to be inserted alongside the latter into the outer and

lower corner of the tuberosity of the os calcis.

Gastrocnemius externus and Soleus.—(Fig. 34, a and h, and fig.

33, h.) The outer muscular belly of the calf is much larger than

the other, and of complex structure, apparently resulting from blend-

ins; with a soleus. Its three parts are disposed thus: A flattened
' .„, Fig. 34.—Left les;, posterior

ovate or split almond-shaped mass arises from the external condyle, view; natural size.

digital extensor. Per contra, however, the human peroneus

tertius may be an arrested extensor minimi digiti.

Again, the extensor of the opossum's little toe may be,

morphologically, a part of the fibular muscle that supplies

the next three toes; the two parts, then, together constitut-

ing the peroneus tertius. This second mode of viewing the

subject leaves us free, as in the first instance, to identify the

slip upon the dorsum of the foot as the whole of the flexor

brevis digitorum, in a rudimentary condition.

With this explanation I allow the above descriptions to

stand just as they were penned at the times of making the

dissections.

1 Prof Owen thus describes the peroneal muscles of Dasy-

urus }nacrurus (op. cit., p. 16): "There are three pcronei:

the external one is inserted into the proximal end of the

fifth metatarsal; the tendon of the middle peroneus crosses

the sole in a groove of the cuboid, like the peroneus longus;

the internal peroneus is an extensor of the outer or fifth toe."

Of these, the first mentioned, or "external" peroneus, is

the one described above as the p. necundu:^ sen brevis; the

next, or " middle" peroneus, is the p. primus seu longus, of

this paper; while the last, or " internal " peroneus is the p.

tertius—according to mv identification.
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at the termination of the vastus, lies upon the soleus, and blends with the latter far above

where the same becomes tendinous ; it is the superior and posterior, or superficial portion.

Just below, and a little to the outer or fibular side, lies another smaller mass, taking origin

exclusively from the surface of the soleus, with which it blends below. The soleus proper

consists of two heads, the most posterior or superficial of which arises from the fibular sesa-

moid fibella and lateral knee joint ligament, and slightly from the external condyle ; the

most deep seated from the head of the fibula, between the peroneus longus and long digital

flexor. The compound muscle, so constituted, forms a great protuberance, deep antero-pos-

teriorly, narrow from side to side ; tapering gradually as it descends, becoming tendinous a

little below the middle of the leg, and then soon crossing inside (in front of) the tendon of

the preceding, to be inserted into the inner lower corner of the tuberosity of the os calcis.

Thus there are two perl'ectly distinct tendones achillis, without counting the plantaris as one.

This muscle has no connection with the tibia. Is it likely that the politteus (no traces of

which as a distinct muscle can be found) is represented by one of the divisions described ?

Plantaris. Tensor fascicB plantaris.—(Fig. 34, d.) Well developed, of large size,

arising from the fibular fabella, distinct from the foregoing. It is a flattened muscle, be-

coming tendinous at the lower third of the leg. Its tendon passes along the inner border

of the inner tendo achillis, lying upon the tendon of the flexor longus digitorum. It begins

to become fiiscial above the heel, passes over the latter just inside of the os calcis, and is

continued along the sole as the plantar fascia.

Flexor communis digitorum longus.—(Fig. 34, g, g, g, its muscular part, and fig. 35, a, its

tendons.) This is the flexor perforans seu profundus, as proved no less by its own physical

characters than by the relation that the short flexor of the toes bears to it. It lies upon

the fibular side of the leg— exchanging places with its flexor longus pollicis, as far as

anthropotomical relations are concerned. It is much the largest of the four muscles con-

stituting the deep layer of the posterior set. It is bipinnatifid, and has a groove along its

inner aspect in which the fibula lies partly embedded. It arises from the head and nearly

all the shaft of the bone, blended somewhat above and on the inner side with the tibialis

posticus. Just above the heel it becomes tendinous; a fibrous e.Kpansion of the tendon runs

up the surf\ice of the muscular part nearly to the head. The tendon—very short and much

flattened—passes the heel in the deep notch between the os calcis and inner malleolus ;
and

just at the middle of the sole disengages four tendons, that at once diverge to the four

lesser toes. The conjoined tendon cannot be subdivided higher up ; it is a single dense

fibrous band. Each tendon lies upon the under surface of a toe, enclosed in a sort of sheath

formed by lateral expansion of the tendon of the musclfe next to be described, at length

perforates the latter, and finally is inserted into the base of the distal phalanx. These ten-

dons are quite stout, and flattened ; each, in passing the continuity of the medial phalanx,

is closely bound down by a distinct, strong, transverse, fibrous band. Before its division

the large common tendon is joined by the tendons of the flexor longus pollicis, and the

flexor brevis pollicis obliquus. The accessory muscles (lumbricales) are described further on.

Flexor digitorum " brevis." Flexor suhlimis s. perforatus.—The homotypy of this

muscle with the corresponding one of the hand, is not only proved by its relations to the

long or profound flexor of the foot, but is further carried out, in a very interesting way, by

the fact that, instead of being confined to the sole, as in anthropotomy, it arises above the

heel, part way up the leg. The occasion for this prolongation of the muscle above the heel

may be of a part with that which determined the similar extension of its antagonist, the
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extensor brevis digitorum, still higher up to the knee. (See, however, foot note on page 130).

Instead of arising from the os calcis and being wholly a plantar muscle, as in man, this short

flexor arises fleshy from, and lies upon, the common tendon of the long flexor, an inch or

more above the heel. At the point in the sole where the long flexor tendon subdivides, this

one also splits, likewise into four tendons, that pass one to each of the four lesser toes.

The fasciculus going to the second toe is more or less distinct from the rest, and lies wholly

or in part upon the tendon of the flexor longus poUicis. These tendons are all excessively

delicate ; those going to the second or third toes are the longest ; fleshy fibres accompany

the tendons to the base of the fourth and fifth toes. Each tendon at the base of a toe

gives off on either side fascial expansions, that bind it to the common sheath of the toe,

and embrace the heavy tendon of the deep or long flexor. Further on, each tendon splits,

embracing again the deep tendon, and proceeds to be inserted into the base of the second

phalanx. The lumbricales appear to belong almost as much to this set of tendons as to the

deep ones.

Flexor longus pollicis.—(Fig. 34, e, and h.) A small flat-

tened, fusiform muscle, arising from the head and outer aspect

of the shaft of the tibia, and the intermuscular septum between

itself and the tibialis posticus. Its long, slender, flattened ten-

don runs along the inner border of the tendon of the latter,

passes in a groove behind the extremity of the tibia, gaining

the sole of the foot, where it lies along the inner border of the

flexor longus digitorum. It does not, however, proceed to the

great toe, but is inserted into the tendons of the flexor longus

digitorum and flexor brevis obliquus pollicis, just where the two

latter become blended together. These three tendons thus fuse

at a common point. Nature seems to have repented of making

this animal's foot so much like a hand, and to have inconti-

nently tied the two flexor tendons of the great toe to the com-

mon tendon of the other toes, so that this opposable digit cannot have other independent

flexion than that afforded by the little muscles upon its ball.

Tibialis posticus {extensor tarsi tibialis).—(Fig. 34,/, and fig. 35, c.) A small muscle

with a short belly, lying deep seated between the foregoing and the long digital flexor. It

arises from the inner part of the head of the fibula, contiguous part of shaft of tibia, and

intermuscular septum betwixt itself and the foregoing muscle. Its tendon, twice as long

as the fleshy part, passes behind the internal malleolus, on the tibial side of the flexor

longus digitorum, to be inserted into the inner side of the scajihoid.

Interosseus cruris. {"Pronator Jibulce quadratics.")^ The interosseous space between

the bones of the leg is occupied, from knee to ankle, by a plane of obliquely transverse

fibres, situated between the two layers of the interosseous membrane. The direction of the

fibres decussates with that of the aponeurotic fibres ; and, particularly on the lower part

of the front of the leg, the aponeurosis is very strong, dense and glistening. Though the

muscle, as a matter of fact, cannot really pronate the limb, its action is in this direction
;

Fig. 35.-

'Prof. Owen (Comparative Anatomy and Physiology, iii, mimis;" and in the same animal he considers the muscle

p. 15) says of this muscle, in the case of Dasi/urus macrurus, that sends flexor tendons to all the toes except the rudi-

that it " may be the homologue of the flexor digitorum com- mental hallux, as the fle.\or longus pollicis.

UEIUOIBS HOST. 60C. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 34
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it subserves the motion of the two bones upon each other, and may be the homotype of

the pronator radii quadratus. The peculiar construction of the gastrocnemii and the rela-

tions of their tendons, has probably something to do in producing, or in aiding in the pro-

duction of, the movements of the tibia and fibula upon each other.

The only muscle upon the dorsum of the foot has been already described. The plantar

muscles are large and numerous, consisting of lumbricales, interossei, and the several spe-

cial muscles of the great and little toes. The flexor brevis digitorum accessorius and trans-

versus pedis, of anthropotomy, are wanting ; the abductor poUicis is scarcely demonstrable

as distinct from the flexor brevis poUicis. There is a calcaneo-metatarsal muscle not found

in man. The chief flexor of the great toe has a curious disposition, of which I have seen

no previous account.

Lumbricales.—(Fig. 35, seen attached to the tendon, ic.) Four in number, all well

developed. The first lies upon the tibial side of the tendon of the second toe ; the others

arise from the bifurcations between the other three tendons ; all have intimate connection

with the tendons of the superficial digital flexor. They form little terete bellies, each with

a long, slender tendon, that runs along the inner side of a toe to the base of the second

phalanx, where it is inserted.

Flexor brevis poUicis.—(Fig. 35, /and g.) This forms the chief ball of the great toe.

It lies upon the first metatarsal, and consists of distinct halves, separated from each

other by the stout tendon of the muscle next described. The two bundles lie parallel

with each other, and are inserted respectively into the inner and outer sides of the base

of the first phalanx. Each one embraces a sesamoid bone. The outer half has extensive

origin from the inner surface of the closely appressed cartilaginous spur. This muscle

might possibly be regarded as two, and the outer part be taken to represent an abductor

s. opponens pollicis. But the action of the two halves is the same—simple flexion.

Flexor brevis poUicis ohliquus.—(Fig. 35, i.) The great toe has another short flexor;

a distinct and very curious muscle, that I shall have to describe under this name, not know-

ing what, if any, name it has already received. It arises by a short, stout, fleshy head

from the whole of the depression on the outer (fibular) aspect of the os calcis. It curves

around the lower border of this bone, between it and the short muscle of the little toe, and

then suddenly contracts to a stout, flattened tendon, that traverses the sole diagonally (par-

allel with the course of the peroneus longus tendon). As it crosses the conjoined tendon of

the flexor longus digitorum, it is firmly attached to the inner (tibial) side of the latter, just at

the point where the flexor longus pollicis is similarly attached ; it is, moreover, inseparably

connected with the last named. Without losing its individuality by the blending of these

tendons with it, it continues on to the first metatarsal, Avhere it lies deeply embedded be-

tween the two parts of the muscle last described. Emerging, it finally passes to be inserted

into the base of the last phalanx of the great toe, of which it is the chief and proper flexor.

As it passes the first phalanx it is bound down by a distinct, stout, transverse band. While

the flexor profundus digitorum of the hand has five tendons, one for each digit, the corres-

ponding muscle of the foot has lost its pollical tendon, unless we can find it in this muscle.

I am inclined to regard it as the displaced pollical fiisciculus of the common long flexor of

the toes. Notwithstanding its peculiar origin and diagonal course, it is inseparably con-

nected with the tendon of the common digital flexor ; and, moreover, the size and general

appearance of its tendon, and particularly its mode of connection with the great toe, are

precisely the same as those of a tendon of the digital flexor. In opposition to this view,
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however, it should he stated that the flexor longus poUicis of the hand is absent, or at least

sends no tendon to the thumb, the fifth thumb tendon of the hand resulting from the con-

fluence of this muscle with the common digital flexor ; and that, as we have seen above, the

flexor longus pollicis of the foot is present as a distinct muscle, only its tendon is arrested

on its way to the great toe, and tied at the end to the tendon of the common flexor. Fur-

thermore, in view of the connection of this oblique tendon with the tendon of the flexor

longus pollicis, the muscle in question might be regarded as an accessory of the latter.

Adductor pollicis.—(Fig. 35, A.) A thin, fan-shaped plane of fibres, lying below the

level of the interossei, stretching between the second and first metatarsals, converging to

be inserted with the inner head of the flexor brevis, into the inner side of the base of the

first phalanx of the great toe.

Flexor hrevis minimi digiti.—(Fig. 35, e, cut off.) A thin, triangular plane of fibres of

considerable superficial extent, its origin stretching across the foot from the cartilage upon
the ball of the great toe to the base and part of the shaft of the fifth metatarsal, and also

attached to the plantar fascia. Insertion at inner side of the base of the first phalanx of

the fifth toe. This muscle may be found incompletely divisible into two parts, the inner

of which would represent an adductor minimi digiti.

Abductor minimi digiti.— (Fig. 35, fZ.) A very distinct muscle, arising by a short,

stout, fleshy belly from the under surface of the tuberosity of the os calcis, running along

the external border of the foot, to be inserted into the outside of the base of the fifth toe.

Galcaneo-metatarsales.—These are two little flexing, or rather abducting, muscles of the

fifth metatarsal itself, arising from the anterior part of the tuberosity of the os calcis, and
passing to the outside of the base of the fifth metatarsal. They fill the deep notch between
these two points, and floor the sheath through which the oblique flexor of the great toe

passes.

Interossei.—The plantar interossei are of great size, forming a thick, soft cushion that

fills the concavity of the sole formed by the curved metatarsals from the bases to the apices

of these bones. That one upon the tibial side of the second toe is perfectly distinct from
the others ; the rest are much blended together. The tendons have the usual lateral inser-

tions into the bases of the toes. They mostly embrace sesamoid bones.

PART III. — ON THE ANTERO-POSTERIOR SYMMETRY, OR LONGITUDINAL
HOMOTYPY, OF THE MUSCLES OF THE LIMBS.

The foregoing account of the opossum's bones and muscles, as little more than a mere
congeries of fiicts and observations, would appear fragmentary and pointless, were not at
least the attempt made to deduce some of those generalizations that belong to the field of
philosophic anatomy. Iri preceding pages certain morphological and teleological questions
have been neither specially sought nor avoided, but treated, when they seemed naturally to

arise in the course of the investigation, with whatever of light the writer's studies have
afforded. Such, notably, have been the considerations touching the morphology of the
skull regarded as a series of vertebrae ; the correspondences of the bones of the fore and
hind limbs

; the general homologies of certain muscles, and, more especially, the teleological
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correlation of the muscular system with the movements and habits of the animal. It is

desired, however, to offer in the present connection, as somewhat of a supplement to

what has preceded, some thoughts upon questions of antero-posterior symmetry which have

forced attention during the writer's dissections.

" If," as a distinguished anatomist has said, " antero-posterior symmetry can be shown to

exist in the bones, then we can feel some confidence that whatever the difficulties at present

may be with regard to the muscles, nerves and vessels, they will sooner or later be over-

come." We believe that antero-posterior symmetry not only can be, but has been, demon-

strated in the bones of the limbs of higher vertebrates, in the sense that, for instance,

makes a humerus and a femur mutually correspondent : — the one a reversed representative

of the other. Few, if any, anatomists to-day deny the main point, however widely they

may differ in the details of their comparisons of fore and hind limbs as symmetrical repeti-

tive parts of the skeleton. And if an arm and a leg are found correspondent as to their

osseous structure, it seems to follow — we had almost said as a matter of course—that cor-

respondence, similar in kind if not in degree, exists in the other tissues and organs, sur-

rounding, nourishing, protecting and acting upon the bony framework. Assuming, then,

without argument, the existence of special osteological homologies in limbs as a demonstrated

fact, we infer similar existence of homology in the muscles, as a logical sequence. But the

difficulty of directly proving such an inference to be true, is very great ; so great, that the

pointing out of muscle for muscle throughout the limbs has not yet been done, and perhaps

never will be. Part passu as we advance from the bare skeleton—the simple framework

of the body—modifications of an ideal type increase in number and degree of complexity.

Teleology may so far overshadow morphology that only glimpses, as it were, of original

unity of plan can be discerned in the obscurity ; or we may even be left in total darkness.

But to the imperfection of our vision, perhaps, rather than to want of the whereupon to

exercise it, may be ascribed our shortcoming in this respect ; and if only one single ray of

light be afforded us, it should encourage us to hope and seek for more. And I believe that

we have at least one clear and steady beacon light to guide us in our search for the special

homologies of the muscles of the limbs. This is found in the extensor muscle of the fore-

arm and leg. The proposition, which appears almost axiomatic, may be thus stated : — If the

humerus and the femur are in any sense correlated and correspondent, then the triceps

extensor cubiti and the triceps extensor cruris are in the same sense correlated and corres-

pondent.

Before any attempt is made to determine muscular homologies, a clear understanding of

the homology of the several bones of the limbs is obviously necessary. Without repeating

the arguments with which anatomists have for so many years defended their conflicting

views with more or less success, it will be sufficient to present, in tabular form, the special

homology of the bones that will be made the basis of the present inquiry into the corres-

ponding relations of the muscles. Professor Wyman's method of viewing the skeleton is

the one followed, except in the case of the coracoid and clavicle, as related to the ischium

and pubis ; in which instances Professor Owen's determination is adopted. The skeleton

18 suspended horizontally, the limbs depending vertically, each segment a little flexed, with

the forearm supine, and the palm downward. In this position the scapular arch may be

considered to point forward, and the pelvic backward ; the arm points backward and the

thigh forward ; the forearm forward and the leg backward ; the hand backward and the
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foot forward ; the palm and sole both resting on the ground. Were another deflected seg-

ment allowed, the fingers would point forward and the toes backward ; thus they are con-

sidered as reversing respectively the directions of the hand and foot. In this position, the

axis of each segment points in an opposite direction, both to the homologous segment and

its own succeeding segment, the salient angles at the flexures point in opposite directions,

as the elbow backward, the knee forward ; the front of the whole of one limb, as of its

sevei-al segments, corresponds to the back of the other, and vice versd : one is the reversed

repetition of the other. The radius and fibula, and the thumb and little toe, are all upon

the outside. We thus have, as homologous bones—

ANTERIOR EXTKEMITT. POSTERIOR EXTREMITY. ANTERIOR EXTREMITY. POSTERIOR EXTREMITY.

Scapula.
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limbs, if some muscles are demonstrably homologous in the same sense that the femur and
humerus are, and many others afford nearly as unequivocal evidence to the same effect ; in

spite of the fact that some have not, as yet, been shown to be thus correlated.

I do not venture to hope that all— indeed, I scarcely think that most— of the special

homologies I shall endeavor to point out will ultimately prove correct ; my range of ob-

servation has been too limited for this. But even faltering and devious advance, in such a

field as this, may be better than a stand-still ; something will be gained if any points are

firmly established ; and even errors themselves may serve some useful purpose when they

shall have been pointed out by better informed or more fortunate observers.

Bearing in mind the position and relations of the skeleton already assumed, it will be

obvious that homologous muscles are to be sought for on opposite, which are homologous,

sides of the limbs ; that is, upon the front of the fore and back of the hind, or upon the

back of the fore and front of the hind, extremities, in the longitudinal direction ; and upon

the same side, that is, upon the outer aspect of the arm and outer aspect of the leg, or

upon the inner aspect of the arm and inner aspect of the leg, in the transverse direction.

There is no known departure from this rule.

Position and relation are of first and last importance in the determination of muscular

homologies, and, in fact, afford the only sure guides. For muscles are so variously and

complexly modified, teleologically, for special purposes, that their function, or the end they

subserve in the movements of a limb, is of all things the least likely to afford correct indi-

cations. Even origin and insertion are not infallible indices ; for the same muscle varies in

these respects within certain limits.

The terms " flexor" and "extensor," as ordinarily used, especially in anthropotomy, are

incorrect in their application to certain muscles of the forearm and hand. Primarily,

flexion is simply bending, and extension merely straightening, of the segment of a limb

with reference to the preceding one ; but in precise anatomical language these expressions

have come to have an arbitrary and special signification. Still recollecting the assumed

position of the limbs as above detailed, in which the axes of all the segments are more or

less oblique to each other, " flexion " is the increasing of this obliquity by lessening the

internal angles at the joints ; and " extension " is the lessening of this obliquity by increas-

ing the internal angles, till they equal 180°, and the several segments are straight with

reference to each other's axes, Avhen further extension at those joints where such motion is

possible reinduces obliquity, but in the contrary direction to that in which " flexion

"

acted. Thus " flexor " muscles will invariably be found upon the back of the scapula,

forearm and hand, and upon the front of the pelvis, leg and foot ; upon the front of the

arm and the back of the thigh ; while conversely, " extensors
'

' lie upon the front of the

scapula, forearm and hand, and upon the back of the pelvis, leg and foot ; upon the back

of the arm and the front of the thigh. Applying this test, the so-called " flexors " upon the

front of the forearm and palmar aspect of the wrist are in reality extensors, and the so-

called " extensors " upon the back of the forearm and dorsum of the wrist are really flexors,

and will be so designated in succeeding paragraphs, although in what has gone before the

ordinary nomenclature has been observed. In reference to the leg and foot the usual inter-

pretiition of flexors and extensors is the correct one ; the same is the case regarding digits.

At the shoulder joint retroduction of the humerus is flexion, and conversely ; on the con-

trary, at the hip joint retroduction of the femur is extension, and conversely. All other
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motions of joints are but combinations of flexion and extension ; adduction and abduction

are only transverse instead of longitudinal flexion and extension ; circumduction comprehends

both, the distal extremity of a segment describing a curved instead of a straight line
;

and even simple rotation, as at shoulder and hip, will be found, when closely examined, to

be similarly reducible.

The direct action of many flexors and extensors upon a succeeding segment is comple-

mented by an indirect action, whereby they become respectively extensors and flexors of a

preceding segment—that one upon which they lie. Such flexors and extensors are those

that take origin from a segment above that upon which they lie, and the second above that

upon which they primarily and directly act. Thus the biceps, arising from the scapula, is a

direct flexor of the forearm, and an indirect extensor of the arm, etc., etc. On the other

hand, those that extend over but two instead of three segments, have no such complemen-

tary action ; thus the brachialis anticus is purely a flexor of the forearm, and if it have any
" reverse action," as when it contracts from its insertion as a fixed point, such operation

still really tends to continued flexion of the forearm, by means of the flexion (retroduction)

of the humerus that is induced. These, and many correlated facts, have been ably eluci-

dated by Professor Wilder, in his paper " On Morphology and Teleology, especially in the

Limbs of Mammalia," and been made the basis of a division of limb-muscles into systems

of "long" and "short" flexors and extensors ; which classification is made to play an im-

portant part in his determination of the special homologies, and beyond a doubt affords

instructive indications in certain obscure cases.

The foregoing appear to be the principal theorems and definitions that will come into use

in the present inquiry.

The scapular arch is loosely appended to the trunk, and enjoys free movement in various

directions. "With the exception of the loose sterno-clavicular articulation, its attachment is

entirely by muscular tissue. The muscles are large, numerous, and varied in form, func-

tion and position ; they are eight in number, viz. : the cleido-mastoid, subclavius,

trapezius, rhomboideus, serratus with levator anguli scapulae, " atlanto-acromialis,"

" atlanto-scapularis " (see page 112), and omo-hyoid. Of these eight, the first named maj^

be morphologically a part of the sterno-mastoid, and the second appears referable, with ob-

vious propriety, to the intercostal series. The omo-hyoid has been conjectured to belong

to the same series, connecting as it does hoemal arches of contiguous cranial vertebrae—the

occipital and parietal. The levator anguli scapulse and serratus, believed by Professor

Wilder in the case of the human subject to be one and the same dismembered muscle, are in

the opossum actually one and the same ; there is no division of their common plane, which

extends unbroken from a long series of dorsal and cervical pleurapophysial elements, by

numerous converging fiiscicles, to the occipital pleurapophysis. It is not, perhaps, going

too far to suggest that these muscles may also be referable to the trunk series. Of the

four muscles remaining after these eliminations, two connect the scapula with the diapophy-

sis of the atlas alone, and two with the occiput and several spines of cervical and dorsal

vertebrae. Thus it is seen that all the muscles of the scapular arch appear to grow out of

the peculiar relations of this haemal arch to its own and other vertebrae. While it would

be premature and unwarrantable to assert that the scapular muscles are highly developed,

differentiated and specialized components of the vertebral or trunk series, it cannot be

denied that there are grounds upon which to base a belief that such may be the case. In
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this event, in spite of their important teleological relations to the fore limb, they would not

form, morphologically speaking, an integral part of the muscles of that member.

Be this as it may, it is certain that there are no muscles in the hind extremity to corres-

pond to these of the fore. Admitting some principle of antero-posterior symmetry, of

however extended or restricted application, this very fact, so far from invalidating such

an admission, rather confirms a belief in the theory. If the scapular arch were firmly

bound in its proper morphological position, as it is in most of the class of fishes, and as the

pelvic is in the present instance, it is a fair logical induction that these muscles would be

greatly reduced in number if they were not to wholly disappear. In view of these consid-

erations it would seem unreasonable to expect, conformably to any law of antero-posterior

symmetry, that the scapular muscles should be repeated in the pelvis.

We may allude, in this connection, to a theory that supposes the morphological repre-

sentation of the scapular muscles in the pelvico-vertebral ligaments. Independently of

what has just been adduced, what is known regarding the transmutation of contractile

muscular, and inelastic fibrous, tissues, is sufficient to hold this presumption in abeyance.

The pelvic arch, unlike the scapular, is immoveably attached to vertebrae, in what is not

known to be other than its true morphological situation. Its mode of union with the spine

may practically be considered the same as that by which most other haemal arches—notably

the costal—are joined. Of the several trunk muscles going to or from the pelvis, only one

gives intimation that it is a muscle of the posterior extremity, properly speaking, and this

intimation is by no means satisfactory. The caudal muscles arising on or in the pelvis are

palpably part and parcel of the vertebral series. The abdominal muscles likewise are as

evidently of the nature of the intercostal series, and only incidentally, as it were, attached

to the pelvis. The exception just alluded to is the psoas parvus, which has definite inser-

tion into the horizontal ramus of the pubis. This muscle I do not attempt to homologize

;

nor, so fiir as I know, has its homology been made out. Its scapular homologue is want-

ing ; did it exist it would naturally be looked for in somewhat the position of the subcla-

vius. It is questionably a proper muscle of the hind limb.

Proceeding now from the hsemal arches themselves to the proximal segment of their

" diverging appendages," we straightway meet with farther difficulty. Six muscles, col-

lectively known as the " rotatores femoris," are found about the hip, proceeding from the

pelvis to the thigh, that have no scapulo-humeral homologues, so far as known. They are

the quadratus, pyriformis, two obturatores, and two gemelli ; the last two of which, how-

ever, are rather accessories of the obturator internns than distinct muscles, leaving really

only four. Of these, one is what Wilder would probably call a " long " muscle, as it ex-

tends beyond the ilium to the vertebral column. These muscles appear to be developed,

teleologically, to meet a special indication, which in the shoulder is fulfilled by the mode

of insertion of muscles homologous with the pelvic glutnei. I do not venture to surmise

what may be the true morphological import and relations of these rotatores, nor to suggest

that they may be glutasal dismemberments, although some features of at least one of them,

the quadratus, might be adduced in favor of such view. The obturatores scarcely afford

me basis for conjecture.

The latissimus has thus far resisted all attempts that have been made to bring it satisfac-

torily into line. It is the ''long" direct flexor of the humerus. The femur has no such

muscle, unless it is found in the psoas magnus ; and to this view of the case there are
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grave objections arising from the position and relations of the latter muscle. At the same

time the psoas is not otherwise satisfactorily accounted for ; at any rate, I cannot regard it

as the "accessor}' short extensor" of the femur, nor see its homologue in the supraspi-

natus, as Professor Wilder has. Unless I misunderstand that writer's use of the terms, the

psoas is the "direct long flexor" of the femur—just the opposite. For the rest, there is

something to give color to the conjecture that the psoas and iliacus form one muscle, inas-

much as they have a common insertion, and similar function.

Few anatomists will be disposed to deny the homology of the subscapularis and iliacus

;

their position being identical, their relations nearly the same ; and both having rotation

as a prominent feature of their action. They both belong, furthermore, to the "short"

flexor set, as "accessories."

There are three large muscles upon the outer surfece of the scapular arch, all partly

overlapping each other, all acting upon the proximal extremity of the humerus. They are,

from before, backward,—deltoid, supraspinatus, infraspinatus. There are likewise three

upon the outside of the pelvic arch, corresponding in position, relation, and virtually in

function ; they are, in reversed direction,—from behind, forward,—ecto-gluttTeus, meso-

glutseus, ento-glutasus. These are readily acceptable as homologous ; in fact, it is not easy

to see how an opposite conclusion may be reached. In the case of the deltoid and ecto-

glutfeus, the correspondence extends to such an unusual degree as to be observable in the

texture of the muscular fascicles. It is difficult to say to what set or sets of muscles

—

whether flexor or extensor, or long or short— these three muscles are morphologically re-

ducible ; the probability is, that they comprehend both. The glutaeus maximus is cer-

tainly both long and short in having sacral and iliac portions ; whUe the action of the

three together, both at shoulder and hip, is so complex—and particularly in the cases of the

spinati and two smaller glutsei—so varied in different animals, that they can hardly be said,

in general terms, to have any specifically determinate mode of operation.

The teres major lies along the posterior border of the scapula, and is the short direct

flexor of the humerus. At the hij) there is a little muscle lying along the corresponding

(anterior) border of the ilium, and morphologically the short direct flexor of the femur
;

although its diminutive size—in fact, its almost rudimentary condition—precludes belief

that it is teleologically of much account. This is the muscle described (p. 125,) as ilio-

femoralis ; but which is undoubtedly the same as that described by Ti'aill, Wilder and

others in certain quadrumana, under the name of " scansorius." This seems to be the

homologue of the teres major.

The teres minor is wanting in the opossum ; were it present I should be at a loss to

account for it. The glutaeus minimus, to which Prof Wilder compares it, has just been

otherwise homologized. It is an inconstant muscle, and it may not be going too far to

inquire whether it be really a morphological integer. The two rhomboidei, and the levator

anguli scapulae and serratus magnus of human anatomy are conclusively parts of each

other, not integers of themselves ; and similarly the teres minor may result from tele-

ological modification of one of the two muscles between which it lies. If it be referable

to the infra-spinatus, as seems likely, judging from its insertion, rather than to the teres

major, the difficulty vanishes ; for it is then correspondent to the glutaeus minimus.

The way has grown smoother as we have advanced, until now, encountering the great

extensor bundles upon the front of the femur and back of the humerus, it is perfectly
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clear. The triceps of the thigh is the triceps of the arm ; it comprehends both long and

short extensoi's of the next segment. The rectus femoris is the scapular head of the

triceps, and is the long direct extensor. The vastus externus and vastus internus are

respectively the outer and inner humeral heads of the triceps, and are the short direct

extensors.

The peculiar office of the human sartorius is but faintly or not at all foreshadowed in

lower mammals. In man a flexor of both thigh and leg, in other mammals, as in the opos-

sum, it appears in its true character as accessory long extensor of the leg and indirect

flexor of the thigh. Its homologue in the anterior extremity is the de facto slip from the

latissimus but de jure distinct muscle, called by Owen omo-anconeus, and by Duvernoy

dorso-epitrochlien.

In the anterior extremity a muscle, ordinarily of moderate size, in this instance ex-

tremely small, proceeds fi'om the hsemapophysis to the shaft of the proximal segment of

the diverging appendage ; it is the coraco-brachialis. Similarly, in the hind limb, a set of

muscles, ordinarily of great size, and in this instance extremely large, proceeds from the

same to the same morphological point ; they are the three adductors—magnus, longus and

brevis ; and there can be little doubt that collectively they are the homologue of the

coraco-brachialis. The tests of position and relation go far toward proving this. It mat-

ters nothing that the one has little size or power, and that the other is large and strong.

This is a purely teleological modification ; and so is, also, the mutual relation of the two,

considered as flexors or extensors ; for the office of these muscles is notoriously variable in

different animals. But it so happens in the opossum, from the shape of the parts, that the

"adductors" are really powerful extensors, and only slightly adductive ; and that what

feeble action the coraco-brachialis has, is also extensive and adductive in about equal parts.

The objection, that here are thi'ee muscles in the thigh to one in the ai-m, has little

morphological import ; but rather, on the contrary, is a good illustration of teleologi-

cal dismemberaient of a muscle—just such a modification as it is in some other cases expe-

dient or necessary to take for granted.

One of the largest muscles or sets of muscles of the anterior extremity has not yet been

accounted for— I aUude to the pectoral. Their identification probably hinges upon our

determination of the relationships of the clavicle and coracoid to the pubis and ischium.

If the clavicle and pubis are the haemal spines, and correspondent, the foregoing

identification of the adductors with the coraco-brachialis is apparently most rational ; both

these muscles coming from hoemapophyses to the shaft of the first segment of the append-

ages ; and there is nothing left to represent the pectorales but the pectineus. This is the

view taken by Prof. Wilder. If, however, the clavicle be homologous with the ischium, as

Prof. Wyman holds, the inference seems just, that the coraco-brachialis is repeated in the

pectineus, and that consequently the pectorales are to be found in the adductors. I pre-

sume there is little or no question that the pectorales and coraco-brachialis are to be looked

for, if at all, in the pectineus and adductors together ; but a more special determination is

rendered difficult by a variety of conditions. In the particular instance of the opossum,

for example, the pectineus is really neither pubic nor ischiatic, but arises from the marsu-

pial bone ; and part of the origins of the adductors is pubic—that of the magnus alone

being essentially ischiatic.

The cubital flexor system, situated upon the front of the arm, consists essentially of an
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outer, radial, "long" flexor, and an inner, ulnar, "short" flexor ; one bending one of the

two parallel hones of the second segment of the arm, the other the other ; they are the

" biceps" (flexor cubiti radialis) and the "brachialis anticus" (flexor cubiti ulnaris). Such

appears to be the fundamental morphological condition of the cubital flexors, stripped

of teleological modification ; which latter, however, may be varied in degree if not in kind.

In the opossum, for instance, the long flexor is bipedal instead of bicipital ; its "long head"

is deficient, or rather absorbed in the short or coi-acoid head, and one of its feet is im-

planted upon the ulna ; but such conditions as these are of obviously little import in a

morphological point of view. Now in the system of crural flexors upon the back of the

thigh, the same general conditions are met with. There is an outer, fibular, "long" flexor,

and an inner, tibial, set of flexors; the latter, however, subjected to a high degree of

modification as compared with the corresponding flexor of the arm. Regarding the "bi-

ceps"—the flexor cruris fibularis— there is no difiiculty; it is recognizable as the homo-

logue of the muscle of the same name in the arm. Its femoral head, when existing, as in

the case of man, etc., appears to be, so to speak, a teleological interpolation ; in the opos-

sum the muscle exists in what appears to be its normal condition ; arising by a single head

from the hoemapophysis to proceed to the outer side of the second segment, without at-

tachment in its course to the first segment, of which it is still, as in other cases, the indi-

rect short extensor. Some very suggestive corroborative evidence of its relationships to

the cubital flexor has been already noticed at p. 127. The case is diflerent with the in-

ternal or tibial flexors ; their homology is not so evident. Aside from the fact that there

are three such muscles instead of one (which of itself, however, would not constitute a

valid objection to their reference to the brachialis anticus), they are not "short" but "long"

flexors ; they ai'ise from the pelvic arch and not from the first segment of its appendage

;

and there is, moreover, in other animals, if not in the opossum, a muscle (the poplitaeus)

which is precisely the internal direct short flexor of the leg, arising from the femur and in-

serted into the tibia, and therefore in a teleological sense at least, the exact representative

of the brachialis anticus, which Prof Wilder considers it to be. But if the gracilis, semi-

tendiuosus and semi-membranosus arose together or individually from the femur instead of

the pelvis, I presume that there would be no hesitation on the part of any in referring them

collectively to the brachialis anticus ; so that their origin may fairly be held as the only

valid objection to such a view of their homology. The observed range of variation of

oi'igin of homologous muscles, however, does not seem to indicate that this is an extreme

case, and other tests, as of position, relation, etc., tend to confirm the view that these

muscles are really homologues of the brachialis anticus ; more especially their unquestion-

able relations to the biceps cruris, the homology of which is so indisputable. If this view

be not correct, it is certain tliat there is no muscle of the arm to which these important

ones of the leg can be referred. I am of opinion, therefore, that the gracilis, semitendino-

sus and semimembranosus are the "short" direct tibial flexors, and consequently the homo-

logues of the brachialis anticus, notwithstanding that the poplitseus appears to be such

homologue.

The poplitteus, when present, could then only be regarded as an accessory flexor. Its

reference to the pronator radii teres, to which it bears some superficial resemblance, could

only be made upon the supposition of the homology of the radius with the tibia—a view

which, it is scarcely necessary to repeat, I can not endorse. It is most probable that no
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homologuc of the pronator teres can be found in the leg ; and the same may be said of the

supinator brevis. These two muscles, antagonistic in their action, appear as highly special-

ized developments, in the face of particular conditions necessary to the function of the

hand, and so far as known, are not developed in the posterior extremity, although they
would be looked for, if anywhere, in such a pedimanous animal as the opossum. The
homologue of the pronator quadratus, however, is present in the interosseus muscle of

the leg ; one having substantially the same position, relation and function.

The supinator longus has been variou-sly interpreted. Its insertion, in the human subject,

into the styloid process of the radius, makes it virtually a humero-cubital muscle ; and

Prof Wilder regards it as an accessory short flexor of the forearm like the other supinator

and the pronator, and finds its homologue in the femoral head of the biceps cruris. With
him, I look upon its supinating action as purely secondary, recognizing only flexion and ex-

tension as the fundamental motions of the limbs ; but I conceive the muscle to belong to

the carpal set, and see in it a long, direct, radial extensor of the wrist (what would be a

"flexor" in ordinary anatomical language), and consequently as only an indirect "short"

flexor of the forearm. For this, as well as for reasons already given, I cannot see the

femoral head of the biceps in this homologue. In the opossum it goes to the wrist, not

to the end of the radius. Bringing the supinator longus into this connection, it results

that we have upon the radial side of the forearm four carpal muscles ; two extensors

—

supinator longus and "flexor" carpi radialis; and two flexors—"extensor" carpi radialis

longior and brevier ; the homologues of which four are to be sought for in fibular, or out-

side muscles actins; on the tarsus.

Noticing the origins and insertions of the long supinator and radial " flexor " (extensor),

we find that the former arises from the outer, and the latter from the inner side or condyle

of the humerus, and that both ai'e inserted at or near the outside bone of the proximal

carpal row—the scaphoid. In the leg there are two large extensor muscles, whereof one

arises from the outer, and the other from the inner, condyle of the femur ; and both pro-

ceed to be inserted by separate tendons into an outer bone of the proximal tai'sal series—
the calcaneum. These two extensor muscles, the gastrocnemii, in the opossum insti'uct-

ively distinct from each other in origin, course and insertion, have precisely the same

relations in the leg that the supinator longus and "flexor " carpi radialis hold in the fore-

arm. If our osteological premises are correct—and there seems no good reason for doubt-

ing this—the gastrocnemius externus is the homologue of the supinator longus, and the

gastrocnemius internus is the homologue of the "flexor" (extensor) cai-pi radialis.

Looking now to the other two of the four radio-carpal muscles, we find that the " ex-

tensor" (flexor) carpi radialis longior and brevior arise together or contiguously from the

outer condyle, lie along the radial side of the fore arm, and are inserted by distinct tendons

into two contiguous parallel metacarpal bones—the second and third, counting from radial

to ulnar side. Similarly, there are in the leg two fibular tarsal muscles, arising, if not from

the outer femoral condyle itself, at least from the corresponding side of the leg, lying along

the fibula, passing behind the external malleolus (= head of the radius) to gain the back

and outer side of the tarsus, and finally proceed to a metatarsal insertion ; they are the

two larger peronei. The insertion of these muscles, however, does not, further than in

being metatarsal, correspond to that of the wrist muscles just mentioned, for instead of

going to contiguous second and third metatarsals, counting from without inward, one stops
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at the first (outer or " fifth " of ordinary anatomical language), and the other is carried

quite across the foot to the fifth (inner or "first"). But this seems to he a result of special

teleological modification, rather than a morphological disparity, and should not weio-h un-

duly against numerous other evidences that the peroneus longus is the homologue of the
" extensor " (flexor) carpi radialis longior, and the peroneus brevis the homoloo-ue of the

"extensor" (flexor) carpi radialis brevior. Position, relation, and even function attest the

correctness of this view. The peronei, like the so-called radial wrist " extensors," are

really and essentially flexors ; and in the ordinary position of the foot, at right angles with

the leg, have actually this action, though when the foot is so strongly extended as to be

brought in a straight line with the leg, they may act as extensors. This difference results

solely from the mode of confinement of the tendons at the malleolus, and is purely teleo-

logical; a similar variance in the action of the radial wrist "extensors" would occur, were
the tendons of the latter slipped around the head of the radius. The view here taken of

these muscles is further supported upon a principle of exclusion, so to speak ; the only

other muscles to which the peronei could be referred being satisfactorily homologized with-

out reference to the peronei.

The inner, or ulnar and tibial, muscles next come to be examined. There are two
such muscles— a flexor and an extensor— in each limb. In the fore, the " extensor

"

(flexor) carpi ulnaris proceeds along the inner side and back of the forearm and wrist,

to the base of the inner (fifth) metacarpal ; it flexes the wrist, or draws it backward. In

the hind, the tibialis anticus (flexor tarsi tibialis, as it has been Avell named), has entirely

correspondent position and relations
;
passing over the inner side of the ankle and instep

to the internal cuneiform bone, at the base of the inner (fifth— "first" of usual languao'e)

metatarsal, it flexes the foot, or draws it forward. Similarly, upon the other side of the

fore limb, the " flexor " (extensor) carpi ulnaris proceeds along the inner side and front of

the wrist, to the pisiform, extending the wrist or drawing it forward ; and in the hind limb

the tibialis posticus (extensor tarsi tibialis) has the same relations and functions, and vir-

tuall}^, if not actually, the same insertion, viz. : the navicular, which is the innermost of the

proximal row, here taking the place of the pisiform, which has no tarsal homoloo-ue.

I find the " peroneus tertius " to be one of the most puzzling muscles of the limbs, and
believe that others have met with similar difficulty in the attempt to determine its homol-

ogy. In the first place, it is not easy to trace it from one animal to another, and so de-

termine its general homology ; for it is an inconstant muscle, wanting in many, if not the

majority, of mammals, and when found it is variable in its position, relation and function.

In man, for instance, the muscle called peroneus tertius is, when present, an insignificant

one, looking like a detachment from the long digital extensor, and pi^oceeding to the base

of the outer metatarsal. In the opossum the muscle I call, and believe to be, peroneus
tertius, is large and important, and the proper long extensor of the little toe ; but I am
not .fully satisfied that this digital extensor is the peroneus tertius (see remarks, foot note,

antea, p. 130). Still this is the best identification I can make; any other involves greater

objections. Thus, for example, if this little toe extensor of the opossum be not the third

peroneus, it is an extra muscle, that has no correspondent in the hand, nor in many other

mammals ; the extensor minimi digit! of the fore limb being quite another thing. Ao-ain,

upon the same supposition, we should be forced to view the muscle I call extensor digito-

rum brevis, as the peroneus tertius, in order to find the latter at all ; a view against which,
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it need not be said, tliere are grave objections. These, and other considerations, lead me to

see a peroneus tertius in this extensor of the little toe ; and I base my search for its homo-

logue in the foi-e limb upon this assumption. I cannot see the grounds of Prof Wilder's

reference of the peroneus tertius to the " extensor " (flexor) carpi radialis brevior, which

seems to be naturally accounted for otherwise as I have just endeavored to show ; and this

view, moreover, necessitates his reference of the peroneus longus to the "flexor " (extensor)

carpi radialis. There seem to be but two muscles upon the back of the hand to which the

peroneus tertius can reasonably be referred ; one is the extensor pollicis et indicis, the

other the extensor metacarpi pollicis. For reasons given below, I identify the former of

these with the extensor brevis digitorum pedis, and am consequently obliged to find the

peroneus tertius in the extensor of the pollical metacarpal. It may be further urged, in

support of this view, that these two muscles belong to corresponding groups, radial and

fibular ; occupy nearly similar positions upon corresponding sides of the hand and foot ; and

operate exclusively upon corresponding digits. Whatever objections may be brought

against this view—and it is not denied that there are such—appear to be over balanced by

evidence in its favor.

The plantaris is obviously homologous with the palmaris longus. A palmaris brevis is

scarcely if at all demonstrable in the opossum ; it probably has no homologue upon

the sole of the foot.

Both fingers and toes are flexed by two sets of muscles, called in the arm "deep" and

"superficial," and in the leg, "long" and "short." The short flexors of the toes, in the

human subject confined to the sole, are in the opossum carried up the leg, and arise from,

and lie upon, the conjoined tendon of the long flexor. The muscular parts of the superfi-

cial and deep flexors of the fingers are much blended. But however the origins and

upper parts of these muscles may vary, in either arm or leg, or both, they preserve with

remarkable constancy certain characteristics at their distal extremities and insertions.

These are :—the tendons of the deep flexor of the fingers, and of the long flexor of the

toes, are large and stout, are accompanied by accessory muscles (lumbricales) and proceed

through the tendons of the other set to be inserted into ungual or distal phalanges ; while

the superficial flexor of the fingers, and the short flexor of the toes, are smaller and slender,

unaccompanied by accessories, and proceed, by splitting, upon either side of the tendons of

the other set, to be inserted into middle, or second phalanges. Such definite indications as

these would seem to go so far toward establishing the homology of the deep with the long?

and of the superficial with the short sets of flexors, that opposing evidence, to be valid,

would have to be of the strongest kind.

While the correspondence of the deep digital flexor system of the hand with that of the

foot is thus obvious and unquestionable, yet on carrying it out in details we meet with in-

dividual correlations as interesting as they are unexpected. For the four-tendoned long

flexor of the toes is not, as would be thought at first glance, the homotype of the four-

tendoned long flexor of the fingers, but of the single long flexor of the thumb, which in

the opossum remains undeveloped ; and similarly, the single long flexor of the great toe in

the opossum, developed as to its muscular part, but abortive as to its tendinous part, is the

homotype of the four-tendoned flexor of the fingers. This proposition is susceptible of

pretty conclusive argument. In the arm the profound digital flexors consist essentially of

a single muscle with five tendons, one for each digit ; and when this is differentiated into
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two, the inner (ulnar) part of the muscle has four of the tendons for the four fingers, and

the outer (radial) part has one tendon for the thumb. Likewise, in the leg, the originally

five-tendoned flexor is differentiated into two muscles, an inner (tibial) muscle with one

tendon for the great toe, and an outer (fibular) muscle with four tendons for the other toes.

Now bearing in mind the relative positions of each of these special dismemberments, and

remembering that our correspondences are to be drawn according to position and relation,

not according to size, number of tendons, etc., it is necessary to conclude that the two

inner (ulnar and tibial) moieties are homologous with each other, and that the two outer

(radial and fibular) moieties are likewise mutually correlated. That is to say, the flexor

longus proprius poUicis of the foot is the homotype of the flexor profundus digitorum of

the hand ; and the flexor longus digitorum of the foot is the homotype of the flexor longus

proprius pollicis of the hand. In the opossum there is no actual long flexor of the thumb,

unless, as is probably the case, the abortive fixsciculus described as lying on the substance

of the common deep flexor be that muscle ; and similarly, the long flexor of the great toe,

though distinct as to its muscular part, really sends no tendon to the toe ; but this con-

stitutes no valid objection whatever.

In further illustration of the homotypy of the long, deep, digital flexors, the reader is

referred to my article (No. viii) in the Medical Record, as above cited, where the curious

special condition that occurs in man is especially treated of These flexors are so notori-

ously inconstant in their amount of development, their number of tendons, and the particu-

lar digits that each serves, that confusion has arisen, which would be happily obviated by a

little more precise nomenclature. Ignoring number of tendons, and the digits they serve,

the following names are proposed : In the arm, flexor digitorum idnaris for the inner mo-

iety, and flexor digitorum radialis for the outer moiety ; in the leg, flexor digitorum

tibialis for the inner moiety, and flexor digitorum Jibidaris for the outer moiety. It is

probable that similar considerations are applicable in special determinations of the superficial

and short flexor systems, if not also the sets of digital extensors ; but at present I am not

prepared to follow up the subject.

Like the flexor, the extensor system consists essentially of two sets of muscles, which

may be denominated the "long" and "short" in both limbs. The former is the more con-

stant and important ; it gives off, on the back of both hand and foot, four tendons, which

supply the four fingers and the four lesser toes, the thumb and great toe wanting tendons,

as in the instance of the flexor set. The same idea of a typical extensor muscle with five

tendons—one to each digit—is more perfectly carried out than in the analogous case of

the flexors. For here we have, not merely teleologically correspondent, but morphologi-

cally homologous muscles liberated on the same (inner) side of the hand and foot ; they

are the extensor proprius minimi digiti of the hand, and the extensor longus proprius polli-

cis of the foot. This identification of these two last named muscles is indisputable, and

is not aifected, apparently, by the question whether they really are dismemberments of

the common extensor.

The extensors of the other set, the "short" or accessory, are more obscure, and their ho-

mologies more diflBcult to determine. In man the short extensor lies wholly upon the dor-

sum of the foot, and supplies the same digits that receive tendons from the long extensor

;

but in the opossum it is carried up the leg, and its tendons descend behind the external

malleolus. In man, we have as the only muscles of the hand to correspond to this of the
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foot, the extensor indicis and extensors of the pollical internodes ; in the opossum, one of

the latter is deficient, and the other joins the extensor indicis, forming an extensor of the

thumb and forefinger together. Whatever may be said upon the opposite, I have no

alternative but to view these combined extensors as homologous with those of the foot just

mentioned.

As will have been gathered from a former part of this memoir, the short palmar muscles

of the thumb and little finger are very similar ; and so also, are those of the great and

little toe. They appear to consist essentially of a short flexor, an adductoi-, and an abduc-

tor in each instance ; either of which, however, may be somewhat modified ; as, for ex-

ample, divided into two more or less distinct portions. The curious, oblique short flexor of

the great toe, elsewhere particularly described, does not appear to belong to the group with

which it is associated, but rather to be a specialized part of the long flexor system. With

this exception, there appears to be little diflficulty in homologizing the short palmar and

plantar muscles. Bearing in mind the morphology of the digits, the short muscles of the

little toe are to be referred to the thenar muscles of the hand, and those of the great toe

to the hypotlienar.

The lumbricales and interossei of hand and foot are obviously homologous. In the case

of the former, identification of the individual tendons of the deep and long flexors deter-

mines them, each for each. Both sets of interossei are as easily determined, individually,

by the correspondences of the digits with which they are in relation.

The following provisional table exhibits the homologies of the muscles of the fore and

hind extremities, according to the identifications that I have endeavored to establish in the

present study. However novel any of the correspondences may appear at first glance, it

is hoped that they may not be hastily set aside, nor condemned without fair regard to the

reasoning by which they have been reached. I should add that Part HE. of the present

memoir is merely an abridgement of an argument, originally penned some years since,

and which in the interim has appeared in the New York Ifedical Record, as above cited,

in its application to the muscles of the human subject ; and that therefore it should be

regarded as simply corroborative of the articles in the Record, and examined in connec-

tion with the latter. Some additional investigations of lilce character were made in a dis-

section of the Ornithorhynchus, and published in the last volume of the Proceedings of the

Essex Institute.
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ANTERIOR EXTKEMITT.

Cleido-mastoideus.

Subclavius.

Omo-hyoideus.

Trapezius.

Rhomboideus.

Atlan to-acromialis.

Atlauto-scapularis.

Levator anguli scapulae.

Sen-atus magnus.

3 a

Latissimus dorsi. ) ,, ,. . „ „ n

r^ y (long, direct ? flexor.)

Subscapularis.

Deltoideus.

Supraspinatus.

Infraspinatus.

Teres major.

Triceps (scapular head).

Trifujis (inner humeral head).

Triceps (outer humeral head).

Orno-anconeus (Dorso-epitrochlearis).

Pectoralis.

Coraco-brachialis.

Biceps (Flexor cubiti radialis).

Brachialis anticus (Flexor cubiti ulnaris).

Pronator radii quadratus.

Pronator radii teres.

Supinator brevis.

Supinator longus (a radial wrist extensor).

Extensor ' carpi radialis.

Flexor ^ caipi radialis longior.

Flexor- carpi radialis brevior.

Flexor^ carpi ulnaris.

Extensor' carpi ulnaris.

Extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis.

Palmaris longus.

Flexor digitorum profundus.

Plexor longus pollicis maniis (here rudimentary).

Flexor digitorum sublimis.

Extensor digitorum communis.

Extensor indicis et pollicis.

Extensor minimi digiti.

Musculi breves jwllicis (thenar).

Musculi breves minimi digiti (hypothenar).

Lumbricales.

Interossei anconei.

Interossei palmares.

' " Flexor " of ordinary language.
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POSTEEIOE EXTEEMITY.

^T' til

Psoas parvus.

Pyriformis.

Quadratus femoris.

Obturator externus.

Obturator internus.

Gemelli.

T^ > (long ? direct flexor.)
Psoas magnus. )

^ ° '

Iliacus.

Glutaeus maximus.

Glutasus medius.

Ghitaeus minimus.

Ilio-femoraUs.

Triceps (rectus femoris).

Triceps (vastus internus).

Triceps (vastus externus).

Sartorius.

Pectinaeus.

Adductores (three).

Biceps (Flexor cruris fibularis).

Gracilis. )

Semitendinosus. V Flexores cruris tibiales.

Semimembranosus.

)

Poplitseus (here wanting).

Interosseus cruris (Pronator fibute quadratus).

?

?

Gastrocnemius externus.

Gastrocnemius internus.

Peroneus longus (Flexor tarsi fibularis longior).

Peroneus brevis (Flexor tarsi filjularis brevior).

Tibialis anticus (Flexor tarsi tibialis).

Tibialis posticus (Extensor tarsi tibialis).

Peroneus tertius.

Plantaris.

Flexor longus pollicis pedis (here abortive).

Flexor digitorum longus.

Flexor digitorum brevis.

Extensor digitorum longus.

Extensor digitorum brevis.

Extensor longus proprius pollicis.

Musculi breves minimi digiti.

Musculi breves pollicis pedis.

Lumbricales.

Interossei rotulares.

Interossei plantares.

2" Extensor" of ordinary language.





Description of the Brain of the Opossum. By Jeffries Wyman, M.D.

The most striking feature of the brain of the opossum, when compared with that of pla-

cental mammals, is the large size of the olfactory lobes, and their position in front of the

cerebral hemispheres, the shortness of these last, the considerable interval between them

and the cerebellum, and the consequent exposure of the optic lobes. When the skull is

viewed as a whole, the cranial portion, which envelopes the brain, is remarkable for its

diminutive size, and in this particular reminds one of the skull of a reptUe.

Three specimens of adult brain which had been hardened in alcohol, and were therefore

somewhat smaller than natural, displaced respectively 4.4, 4.4 and 4.5 cub. cent, of water,

and one of them measured 40 mm. in length and 20 mm. in breadth.

I, upper, II, under, and iii, side view of brain. iv, horizontal section, showing the ventricle of the olfactory lobe,

corpus striatum, hippocampus, and the smaller convolution, also the optic lobes and a part of the cerebellum, v, transverse

section behind the anterior commissure, vi, optic lobes, optic thalami and optic nerve.

A, Olfactory lobes. B, Cerebral lobes, or nates and testes. C, Optic lobes. D, Cerebellum, b, transverse furrow;

d, large internal convolution, or hippocampus; /, optic thalamus and optic nerve; g, corpus striatum; h, bulging of the sur-

face surrounded by well marked furrows.

Olfactory lobes.—Seen from above, these form two egg-shaped masses (figs, i, ii, iii, iv,

A), flattened against each other, somewhat higher than broad, from 9 to 10 mm. long,

from 5 to 6 mm. high, and merging without any very distinct line of separation in the

lower half of the fore part of the cerebral lobes. Beneath they are from 12 to 13 mm.
in length, underlap the cerebral lobes and here as well as on the sides are distinctly circum-

scribed. Each lobe is hollow, and if a cross vertical section is made each ventricle is seen

as a nearly vertical slit inclined slightly outwards. It is largest in the middle of the lobe,

contracts toward either end, but as it approaches the cerebral lobe connects with the ven-

tricle of this, as seen in the horizontal section fig. iv, by an almost capillary opening.
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The ventricle of the olfactory lobes nowhere communicates with the surface as, undoubt-

edly through the fault of the engraver, the figures of Owen seem to indicate.

Cerebral lobes.—The two together are somewhat pear shaped and considerably flattened

vertically. (Figs, i, iv, B.) They sepai'ate from each other behind, leaving a triangular

space in which the 02)tic lobes are partly exposed. The surface is marked with very dis-

tract vascular impressions which branch off from two principal trunks, the smaller one

beginning near the optic chiasma and extending forwards and upwards, and the larger ex-

tending horizontally along nearly the whole length of the side of the lobe.

After the membranes are stripped off two infoldings or convolutions of the cortical sub-

stance are seen. The first (fig. ni) con-esponds in position with the larger vessel referred

to above, and its sulcus is closed by this vessel superficially. Beginning just over the roots

of the olfixctory lobes it extends backwards in a curved line to the hinder part of the

hemispheres. It divides each hemisphere on the surface into an upper and lower portion

the latter as already stated being continuous with the olfactory lobes. The second infold-

ing is quite small and crosses the upper and fore part of each lobe (figs, i, in, b), forms a

crescentic furrow, extends from near the middle line above, on to the sides and ends near

the sulcus just described, but not connecting with it. On either side of the optic chiasma

an oval bulging of the surface is seen (fig. ii, h), having the appearance of a convolution

and surrounded by a deep groove.

If a longitudinal section of the brain is made and the under part of the cerebral hemi-

sphere lifted from its place, two additional infoldings of the surface are brought into view
;

the larger of them, beginning near the optic chiasma and winding around the inner surface

of the hemisphere, is there seen on its vertical portion and ends near the union of the

hemisphere with the olfactory lobe. The second infolding is quite small and is found just

above the hinder part of the preceding. If the thin upper walls of the cerebral hemi-

spheres are removed, two convex foldings, corresponding with the infoldings just described,

will be seen, forming the oblique floor of the ventricle. The smaller and hindermost of

these (fig. iv), though a distinct and constant part, does not appear to have been noticed in

the descriptions of the brain of the opossum, but the larger (d) is known as the hij)po-

campus. This last is of great size and fills nearly the whole cavity of the ventricle, and

may be compared in shape to an ox horn, its point being directed forwards. Behind, it

rests upon the nates and optic thalami, and in front it embraces the corpus striatum (g) in

its hollow.

Commis sieves.—These are represented in the brain of the opossum, chiefly by the corpus

callosum, fornix and anterior commissure. Owen, in his early and most valuable investiga-

tions of the brain of Marsupials and Monotremes, while he recognizes the existence of a

"rudimental commencement of the corpus callosum," in his zoological conclusions and

descriptions, leaves it out of the account as if it were wholly wanting, and assumes that

the absence of it is an especial characteristic by which the Placental and Implacental

Mammals are distinguished from each other, and this view has been largely accepted by

zoologists. Leuret, Blainville, Pappenheim and other continental anatomists have ex-

pressed their dissent to this view, and Mr. Flower, by a series of comparative dissections,

has shown the actual presence but gradual reduction of the corpus callosum in Placental

Mammals, and its still further reduction in Marsupials and Monotremes. Throughout the

whole of both series, this part retains its essential features and is simply reduced in size by
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being shortened from behind forwards so that its hinder edge, instead of being over the

tubercula quadrigemina as in man, is just above the anterior commissure. Owen, however,
maintains that the corpus callosum in ImpUxcentals has a morphological value only and not

a zoological, and is no more the corpus callosum of Placentals than a "bract" is a " leaf."

By a parity of reasoning a Batrachian might be described as destitute of a cerebellum.

When the hemispheres of the opossum are separated from each other, the corpus cal-

losum is brought into view at the fore part of the longitudinal fissure, just above and rest-

ing upon the fore part of the optic thalami, consisting of a transverse, nearly cylindrical

band, somewhat compressed from above downwards, and attached to the inner walls of

the two adjoining hemispheres. It consists of white fibres which enter the substance of

the hemisphere just below the hippocampal sulcus, where the fibres radiate in a flm-shaped

manner, but chiefly backwards, and are spread out over the convex surface of the hippo-

campus and end in the cerebral walls along the angle where these are reflected upwards in

the great longitudinal fissure. The remainder of the fibres are directed forwards and

downwards and w^ere traced to the fore part of the cerebral lobe. It will be seen, therefore,

that the connections established by means of the corpus callosum are quite extensive.

It is in the reduction of the corpus callosum to its diminutive proportions that the brain

of the Marsupials and Monotremes most closely resembles that of the oviparous classes, in

which last no trace of it has thus flir been recognized. In all other respects, however, it

maintains its mammalian features, and shows nothino; deviatino; from these to the same ex-

tent as do the organs of generation, from the usual structure of these parts in ordinary or

placental mammals.

The parts which are supposed to represent the fornix in the opossum, though quite

diminutive, are traced without much difficulty. They consist of two fibrous bands slightly

separated from each other, which at one end are connected with the foremost part of the

optic thalami, thence pass upwards over the " hard" or anterior commissure, resting

closely on its surface and at the same place becoming attached to and apparently inter-

changing fibres with it, and descending in front of it are lost in the cerebral substance adjoin-

ing. Some of the fibres make a nearly complete cu-cuit of the commissure. The portions

of the fornix which lie in front of, and behind, the anterior commissure, correspond with the

so called " pUlars "
; and if we could suppose the corpus callosum gradually enlarged and its

hinder edge pushed backwards carrying the attachment of the fornix with it, these pillars

would be gradually lengthened so as assume the proportions they have in Placental Mam-
mals, those in front being the ones which Huxley calls precommissural.

In the median longitudinal section, the divided great commissure and the corpus cal-

losum ai"e represented by two oval sections, the long axes of which incline towards each

other from opposite directions, and if prolonged would meet in front of them. The section

of the great commissure is nearly twice as large as the other, and has only the pillars of the

fornix interposed between it and the optic thalamus. Its fibres are easily traced, radiating

into the adjoining parts until they are lost in the fore part of the cerebral lobes and the

corpora striata.

The Oi^tic lobes (tubercula, quadrigemina) taken together, form a wedge-shaped mass

inserted between the cerebellum and the optic thalami, and in general resemble the same

parts in the rat. The testes issue vertically from the fourth ventricle, and have on their

hinder face a deep concavity which the middle lobe of the cerebellum fills. Above they

MEMOIRS BOST. BOO. WAT. HIST. VOL. II.
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are divided into two oval masses, become much thicker below, and as they approach the

crura, the lowest part projecting forwards. The 7iates are much smaller, are also divided

into two lobes, have a flattened oval shape, and rest upon the more advanced portion of the

testes to which they seem only appendages.

The optic thalami, nates and testes might be described superficially as a single mass of

cerebral substance divided by grooves into three pairs of lobes, the groove between the

nates becoming suddenly deeper at its foremost point so that its continuation separates the

optic thalami from each other, and thus forms the third ventricle. On each side of the en-

trance to the third ventricle is a raised lip on which the peduncles of the pineal body rest.

The connections of the thalami with the fornix have already been described.

The passage from the third to the fourth ventricle becomes suddenly enlarged, under the

optic lobes, and if a transverse section be made through these it assumes the dimensions of

a ventricle under the testes.

The optic tracts reaching the sides of the optic thalami, spread out in a fan-shaped man-

ner covering the whole surface. A few fibres were traced into the nates and into a small,

flattened, circular body, which occupies the place of a corpus geniculatum.

The Cerebellum consists of a middle lobe which, seen from behind, has nine convolutions,

some of which do not extend beyond its borders ; of two lateral lobes, each with six or

seven convolutions, the upper and lower of which extend across the median line ; and of

the slender appendages on each lateral lobe usually seen in Marsupials, each of which has

three or four minute convolutions. The middle lobe forms a continuous ridge around nearly

the whole circumference of the cerebellum, being interrupted only on its hinder edge over

the fourth ventricle. Besides the sulci seen on the general surface, there are two somewhat

remarkable ones, which can only be seen by examining the anterior or that face of the organ

which is in contact with the vertical portion of the testes. One of these detaches the mid-

dle lobe in front, as far as the base of the cerebellum, from the posterior, middle and

lateral lobes ; the entrance to it is from near the top of the cerebellum, and its direction, as

seen in a longitudinal section, is from above downwards and backwards. A second and

smaller one is seen below this and has a direction parallel to it.



IV. The Development of Limtjlus Polyphemus. By A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D.

Read November 16, 1870.1

X HE earliest information we have regarding the early history of the King Crab, is a

note by Milne Edwards," who examined the "eggs of Limulus containing the yonng ready

to hatch, and found that in this stage of their development, they offered in the anterior

portion of their body a mode of structure but little different from that which exists in the

adult, while the abdominal portion of the body carries but three pairs of appendages, and

the long styliform tail, so remarkable in the adult, does not yet exist ; the form of the

abdominal portion is equally different at this period."

The next observations wei-e made in the years 1869 and 1870, by Rev. Samuel Lockwood,

Ph.D., and communicated by him to the "American Naturalist" (iv, p. 257, 1870).

The more important facts discovered by him are incorporated in this paper. Mr. Lockwood

was unable to make microscopic observations on the egg, and kindly forwarded me from

Raritan Bay, New Jersey, where the animal is more abundant than in New England, nu-

merous specimens of the freshly laid eggs, in the springs of 1870 and 1871 ; and it is to

his ardor and enthusiasm in searching out the " nests " of the King Crab at the favorable

moment, by no means an easy task, that we are indebted for the means of obtaining a quite

complete history of the extraordinary mode of development of this interesting crustacean.

I should also say that it was owing to the earnest solicitation of my friend, Dr. Anton
Dohrn of Jena, that I was first impelled to seek for the eggs of this crustacean, and send

him a series for study. His results, published in the "Jenaische Zeitschrift, 1871," had

not reached me at the time of going to press with this article.

Previous to Mr. Lockwood's discovery of the larva of Limulus, Mr. Alexander Agassiz

had, as he informs me, captured with a net the larva of this species swimming fi-ee on the

surface of the ocean, three miles from the shore of Naushon Island, Buzzard's Bay, and

made a drawing of the specimen, but did not mention the fact in print.

The eggs were laid on the 16th of May. Mr. Lockwood states that the female "spawns

at or near the new and full moon, in the months of May, June and July, embracing the

time of the extra high tides, which depend so greatly on the lunar influence. They come

up at a great high tide, advancing on the bottom until they reach a suitable spot near to,

but within, the extreme line of this great tide. Three definite advantages are in this way
secured. First, the spawning is performed under water, or without undue exposure

;

second, the line of the average high tide is thus selected ; and third, a short exposure to

* Since this paper was offered for publication, I have been Soc. PLilomatique Extr. Proe. verb. 1838, p. 125-12G —I'ln-

able, through a delay in the printing, to mal^e during the stitut, vi. no. 258, 1838, p. 397. I have not been able to

summer of 1871 a new series of observations, so that this see these journals, and take the above account from J. Van der

article has been materially changed since it was originally Hoeven's "Recherches sur I'Histoire Naturelle et I'Anatomie

prepared for publication. des Limules.'' Leyde, 1838.

''Recherches relatives an developpement des Limules in
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the cLiily low tides is thus secured, by which the proper exposure of the spawning spot to

the development-accelerating heat of the direct rays of the sun is obtained." "The female

excavates a depression iathe sand, drops her spawn into it, upon which the male emits the

fecundating fluid, and the nest is at once deserted, the parents returning seaward with the

retreating tide. By the action of the water the eggs are immediately covered up with

sand ; though if the wind be unpropitious, large numbers are often washed up and cast in

windrows on the beach, and soon devoured by the many hungry beings of bird, fish, and

mollusca kind that always abound." In the harbor of Beaufort, North Carolina, in com-

pany with Dr. Elliott Coues, I have observed the Liniulus in pairs buried in the sand at

about half tide, and in digging down invariably found the male above the female. On
opening the female, ripe eggs were found in several instances during the middle of May.

The freshly laid eggs measure .07 of an inch in diameter, and are green. While most
of them are spherical, others are oblong and a little flattened. In the ovary they are of

various hues of green and pink, just previous to oviposition. while the small, immature ones

are white. The yolk is dense, homogeneous and sticky, the whole mass on being squeezed

out not separating into single cells, which float off in the water of the glass, as in most Crus-

tacea. The yolk granules are very small and not easily seen, unless the egg is crushed. The
chorion is quite opake, very tough and dense. When ruptured, the torn edges show that it

is composed of five or six irregular layers, varying in thickness, of a structureless memlsrane.

The spermatozoa (PI. iii, fig. 1,) are broad, oval, sometimes contracted before the anterior

end, and posteriorly suddenly terminating in a filament about four times as long as the

body of tlie cell. The seminal fluid is thin, whitish, and oozes out of the two papilloe situ-

ated on the under side of the first pair of abdominal feet. The vas deferens may be

traced for over an inch towards the middle of the cephalothorax, but I have not farther

traced it, nor has Van der Hoeven,^ who has made the most careful dissection of Liraulus

that has yet been published.

The ovaries, opening by two oviducts ending in two external papillae situated on the

under side of the first pair of abdominal feet, have been described by Van der Hoeven, but

more fully by Gegenbaur.- The oviducts pass directly upwards to the roof of the carapace,

the ovaries spreading over the entire dome of the carapace just above the liver, the subdi-

visions or tubes of the ovaries extending to the extreme anterior edge of the carapace, and

also passing back into the abdomen. The ovarian tubes are much alike, eggs of all stages

of growth, from those but little larger than the original epithelial cells, to others just ready

to pass into the oviduct, being intermingled along the tube. The ripe eggs of a large

female would nearly fill a half pint vessel. Just previous to oviposition the oviducts

are crowded with eggs, which can be squeezed out on slight pressure. On examining a

male removed from its mate, I found that at the same time the seminal fluid of the male

flows from the papilke on the slightest pressure. There is probably no union of the sexes,

the male ejecting his milt while burrowing in the sand attached to his partner by his claws.

Formation of the Egr/. The smaller ovarian tubes consist of irregular layei-s of epithe-

lial cells (PI. Ill, fig. 2, a) irregular in form, though when crowded becoming more or less

polyhedi'al, and provided with a distinct nucleus. Away from the edge of the tube the

' Recherches sur I'llistoirc Natiu-ullc et rAnatomie des Beriicksichtiguiig der Gewebe. Abhandlungen der Nat.

I.imules. Par J. Van der Hoeven. Leyde, 1838. Gesellschaft zu Halle, Bd. 4, 1858, p. 229.

'^ Anatomische Untersuckung eines Limulus, rait besondere
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cells become indefinite in form, tlie nuclei disappear, and a stroma is formed, probably from

the breaking down of these cells. From these epithelial cells arise the eggs (fig. 2), which

thus originate from what cannot be optically separated from true epithelial cells, as ob-

served by Gegenbaur. But along some of the tubes runs a sort of fold or ruffle, consisting

of clear, non-nucleated cells (unless the nuclei were concealed Ijy the overlapping cells),

which project out from the edge of the fold (fig. 2, b). These also are apparently des-

tined to become transformed into germinative vesicles, and subsequently eggs. They are

elongated, crowded together, clear, pellucid, with a few molecules at the base of the cell.

They pass gradually into the ordinary epithelial cells, whicli are smaller than those about

the base of the fully formed cell-egg (fig. 2), and are entirely filled with molecules. Near

these cells (fig. 2, b) were larger ones (fig. 2, c) easily detached from the stroma, spheri-

cal, and filled with molecules, but with a clear nucleolus. On becoming larger the nucleo-

lus is filled with molecules, as at fig. 2, d, which are much darker than the molecules in

the other part of the cell. Up to this time the contents of the cell-egg consist of proto-

plasm alone. The stage represented by fig. 2 is signalized by the formation of a layer of-

protoplasm (fig. 2,|j?) around the germinative vesicle, and afterwards by the appearance of

the fat or yolk granules, or deutoplasm. Less perfectly formed yolk granules are seen in the

nucleus of the cell-egg. In another cell-egg farther advanced (fig. 3), the nucleus is more

distinct, that portion of the wall of the egg situated within the pedicel being more readily

seen than before. (Its distinctness in fig. 2 is exaggerated in the plate.) The molecules

of the nucleolus are glistening or refractive bodies, and form a clearly defined, central mass,

leaving the periphery clear.

The' yolk granules are still clearer in other specimens (fig. 4), and in still others the cell-

egg becomes more easily detached, and the yolk granules have increased in size, until, as in

fig. 5, one or two are seen to be as large as the germinative vesicle. After this, the princi-

pal changes in the egg are the multiplication of the yolk granules, and the thickening of the

egg membrane itself to form the thick, dense chorion. No yolk skin was observed, neither

any niicropyle. ^

Formation of the Blastoderm. The eggs received during the second season had been

laid several days, at least three or four, and the mode of formation of the blastoderm

could not be seen. In endeavoring, therefore, to artificially impregnate the eggs of Limulus,

the following appearance was observed. Six hours after the operation the surface of the

yolk was seen to be covered with little balls of yolk cells projecting out, with deep spaces

between them ; the masses of cells being round, and not crowding on each other. I could

not see whether these masses enclosed nuclei, owing to the opacity of the yolk. In

twenty hours after the operation, the eggs, under a power of thirty diameters, were seen to

be smooth again, and the surface covered with a layer of very indistinct pale cells (fig. 6,

I Gegenb.aur remarks that he detected no yolk-skin (dotter- In the eggs loosened from their pedicels the scar thus

haut) ; and besides the cuticida of the egg-cell itself, in the egg formed appears Uke a micropylar opening. But in ripe eggs

in the stage observed by him at least, no special membrane this opening becomes closed before the egg is laid. His ob-

traceable to a cellular membrane was observed, so that here servations were made on what he regarded Limulus molucca-

occurs a case where cells at an earlier stage are provided nus, though it came from the Antilles, and he thinks it could

with a membrane (such as covers the epithelial cells of the not be L. Pohjphemus. I am not aware, however, that any

tubes of the ovary), which afterwards disappeai-s (through other species than L. Pob/phcmus inli.ibits the AVest Indies,

resorption?) and then goes back to a lower stage of develop- I have found it frequently at Key AVest, Florida, and find

ment. Indeed the cell undergoing this transformation ac- that it does not differ from specimens from Beaufort, N. C,

qi;ires a new significance ; it becomes an egg. Massachusetts, and Maine.
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slightly enlarged) with small nuclei, dark in color, being seen with reflected light. They
were round, or irregularly hexagonal when crowded together (fig. 6, a, enlarged 130 diam-

eters). The interspaces were dark, of the same color as the nuclei, and appeared as if

forming a fine net work covering the egg. They were difficult to detect, owing to the great

opacity of the egg, but could be seen under a strong reflected light. In two days after

the fertilization of the eggs, this layer of nucleated cells disappeared.

The surface of the yolk then became covered with rounded masses, becoming somewhat

hexagonal when crowded, and made up of yolk granules. This balled appearance was ob-

served a few days earlier in many of the eggs received from Mr. Lockwood, and can be

easily seen with the naked eye. These balls soon disappeared and the surface of the egg be-

came smooth again, and then the eggs presented the appearance noticed in the egg re-

ceived from New Jersey, described below and figured on PI. in, fig. 6, h, and 7. After a few

days the surfiice of the yolk became again as seen in the naturally impregnated eggs just

before the appearance of the germ, the transparent cells of the blastoderm being readily

seen with a ToUes triplet.

While writing in my notes the preceding paragraph, an egg in which the blastodermic cells

were distinctly developed, appearing like Claparede's^ figure 1 (my fig. 6), went through

under my eyes the following change alluded to above. The original blastoderm cells disap-

peared from view, and the surface of the yolk was suddenly covered with white masses of

different shapes, but more or less angular. They seemed in the space of a few minutes

(not more than five or ten) to start out into view and suddenly become very distinct.

They were shining white, were easily seen with the naked eye, and were very irregular in

size, some masses being ten times as large as others. The surface of the yolk was now
roughened. The masses were made up of cells filled with granules. It seemed (though I

may be hereafter corrected in this opinion) as if these balls were due to a rapid multiplica-

tion of blastodermic cells, resulting from the subdivision of the primitive cells of the blas-

toderm (fig. 6).

The artificially impregnated eggs did not develope farther, and remained in this state

from the 8th of June until the end of Jiily without materially changing. It will be desir-

able to repeat these observations and test their accuracy and I simply here place on

record what I saw at that time, subject to farther correction. But the egg covered with

the layer of pale nucleated cells, presented very much the same appearance as the blasto-

derm cells of the spiders as figured by Claparede ^ and what I observed in the eggs of

Pholcus, which Mr. J. H. Emerton, then engaged in studying the embryology of our spi-

ders, had the kindness to show me at the time of writing out these notes. They also ac-

cord with the blastodermic cells of Gammarus jluviatilis, in their earliest development, as

figured by Prof. E. Van Beneden, ^ and another species doubtfully referred to this last form

by Profs. Van Beneden and Bessels.* The formation of the blastoderm, then, if my observa-

tions are correct, exactly accords with that of the Arachnida, and the fresh water species

1 Recherches sur revolution des Araignees, etc. ' Memoiie sur la Formation du Blastoderrae chez les Am-
'^ Rechorclies sur I'fivolution des Araignees, 1862. PI. 1, phipodes, les Lerneens et les Copepodes, par Dr. Edouard

figs. 1, 58, 59, 60. Van Beneden et Dr. Emil Bessels. Mem. Couronnes etMem.

'Recherches sur la Composition et la Signification de des Savants Etrangers, Acad. Roy. des Sciences, etc., de

I'CEuf. Mem. Couronne, Acad. Roy. de Belgique, Tom. 34, Belgique. Tom. 34, 1870. PI. 2, figs. 16, 17.

1870, PI. 10, figs. 1-4.
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of Gammarus ; the yolk, as in these animals and all the insects, not undergoing segmen-

tation.

The next changes in the eggs (observed May 27th, the day the eggs were received from New
Jersey,) were not apparently of much consequence as regards the blastoderm, or formation of

the germ, so far as I could ascertain. The peripheral yolk granules became collected into

irregular white flake-like masses, varying greatly in size, and giving a rough outline to the

yolk. Hundreds of these eggs presented the appearance indicated by fig. 6 b. The whit-

ish flakes after awhile unite together as seen in fig. 7, and at the lower left side a laro-e

white mass is seen, formed by the union of these flakes. They thus unite together and dis-

appear, the lumps flattening down, the contour of the yolk being again nearly as regular as

before, while the yolk fills out the egg, the space between the chorion and yolk being

greatly diminished. Usually one or several of these balls of yolk granules remain on the

surface of the yolk, and may be seen after the germ appears, as at fig. 14, x. They
become finally detached from the yolk and situated between the blastoderm skin and the

chorion. In certain eggs they looked like rudiments of limbs, which I took them to be last

year,^ when the batch of eggs received from Mr. Lockwood had nearly all passed thi-ough

this stage and the germ had developed.

The eggs after the flattening down and disappearance of the white spots, remain without

farther perceptible change about a week before the germ or primitive disk appears so as to

be visible. During this time the blastodermic skin ("amnion") is formed. The surface of

the yolk is covered with irregularly hexagonal cells (fig. 8 a). In outline (fig. 8, profile

of fig. 8 a,) they are seen to be spherical and filled with granules. They may be easily

seen by reflected light with a triplet, and form a distinct layer resting immediately on
the yolk. I could detect no nucleus in them.

Notwithstanding the apparent absence of nuclei I believe that these cells may be

compared with the blastoderm cells of insects, as I have observed them in the Hymenop-
tera {Nematus ventricosus), the Coleoptera [Attelabus rhois), and the Diptera (Pulex

felis), and as they have been previously observed in the Hymenoptera, Diptera, Coleop-

tera, Hemiptera, and Neuroptera (Libellulidae), and Scorpions by various embryologists,

especially Weissman, Metznikow, Melnikow, Brandt, and Ganin. The blastodermic skin, or

" protoderm," of Limulus, as will be seen fixrther on, is moulted essentially in the same
manner as in the scorpions and the hexapodous insects, and in all respects, both in its

structure and function, it seems homologous with the protoderm of the class of insects so far

as the orders have been observed.^ Indeed Prof. E. Van Beneden remarks the "first

^ The statement In the report of my remarks before the '^Dohrn says (Humphrey's Jour. Anat. and Phys., 1867)

Association, and in the abstract printed in the Proceedings that "the 'amnion' of Scorpio is nothing but the carapace of

of the American Association, 1871, p. 247, that "one or two Zoea. So the amnion of insects is nothing but the carapace of

eggs were observed in process of segmentation" is entirely Zoea." Having as I think demonstrated tliat the "amnion"

erroneous. The specimens were addled. So also must the of Limulus is in all respects homologous with the "amnion"
statement that at first one pair, and afterwards three pairs of of insects, (and as we shall see farther on that it protects the

limbs appear, be cancelled. The six pairs of limbs as reprc- embryo of Limulus while in the zoea condition), how it can be

ented in fig. 12, appear all at once. I was misled by the homologous with the zoea carapace I am at a loss to see.

peculiar arrangement of the whitish masses on the surface of So far as regards the amnion of insects and Crustacea, the

the yolk. The inspection of a large number (several hun- two classes of articulates are parallel, it being present in

dreds) of eggs in an earlier stage than in those observed in both, and one class can hardly be considered in this respect

1870 has enabled me to correct these errors. as descendants of the other.
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embryonic phenomena (t. e., the formation of the blastoderm) of Asellus as well as Crangou,

are entirely like those which have been observed in the Aphides by Metznikow, in the

Arachnids by Claparede, in the fresh water Gammari and in a great number of the Arthro-

pods," and we may now add in Limulus.

The protoderm (" amnion," "parietal membrane" of Brandt) as Bessels aptly terms it,

is not moulted until after the primitive disk and the rudiments of the six pairs of cephalic

limbs appear. In about a week after the protoderm appears, the primitive disk (fig. 10, ^m,)

is formed, as easily seen, by a local multiplication of the blastoderm cells on one side of

the egg. (Fig. 9 represents a portion of the primitive disk consisting of protodermic

cells resting on the yolk.) The protoderm or peripheral layer of these blastoderm cells

(which form a thin bed enveloping the yolk, as I could easily trace the thin layer around

the whole circumference of the egg ^) begins to peel off at the depression or re-entering

angle between the end of the abdomen and the yolk mass (figs. 12 a, 12 b, a). It grad-

ually loosens as the rudimentary limbs become longer, and as they increase in length the

protoderm peels off still more, leaving a clear space between it and the embryo, as seen in

fig- 13.

The protoderm, then, in Limulus, though not moulted until after the formation of the

primitive disk (the equivalent of the primitive band in Crustacea and insects) is a simple

sac, and exactly homologous with the protoderm of insects. Though I could detect no

nuclei in the protodermic cells, it will be remembered that they were easily seen in the

primitive blastodermic cells (fig. 6, 6 a). This protoderm is evidently homologous Avith

the protoderm of A2nis longicaudatus Leconte, observed in alcoholic specimens. In this

genus the chorion is thick, structureless, wdth irregular laminae as in Limulus. The

protoderm in eggs in which the germ has not yet appeared, though the yolk has some-

what contracted, presents exactly the appearance in outline as in Limulus (fig. 9, p), the

cells being in profile spherical and projecting out in the same manner. In a vertical view

they are rounded, more or less angular when crowded ; in some cases with a nucleus, and

in others not, so that the disappearance of tlie nucleus in the protodermic cells of Limu-

lus is not apparently of great importance.

The protoderm of more advanced eggs just before the chorion splits, as seen in fig. 11

(11 a, profile view), becomes tough and dense. On a vertical view it is seen to be composed

of irregular liexngonal cells, which are sometimes five-sided, and rarely four-sided

;

scarcely any two cells being alike (fig. 11). The walls of the cells are double, and are

either strongly waved, or each side (sometimes but two or three) has from three to five

long, slender projections, with the ends sometimes knobbed, directed inwards. The cells

are usually packed closely together, but are occasionally separated by quite a wide inter-

space.

Having shown Ihe homology of this protoderm in Limulus with that of the insects, let us

examine its relation with the blastodermic skin moulted in other Crustacea. And here I

may remark that the admira])le and exhaustive papers on the embryology of the Crustacea

1 E. Van Beneden shows in the eggs of Aselhis that the dorsal side of the egg. But this opinion should be aban-

blastodermio cells entirely surround the egg. The dorsal doned. In all, the blastoderm extends over the wliole sur-

cells by their flatness and extreme delicacy are easily over- face of the egg before the appearance of the rudiments of

looked; and from this reason it was thought for a long time the appendages. Kecherches sur I'Embryogenie des Crus-

thatthe Arthropods in general, and especially the Crustacea, taces. Bulletins de I'Acad. Roy. Belgique, xxviii, 18C9.

were deprived of a blastoderm on what is destined to be the
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by Prof. E. Van Beneden, have by their clear views, based on a profound study of the

earliest embryonic changes, afforded me the greatest aid in these studies. He has shown

that in Sacculina, one of the Rhizocephala ; in the Copepoda (Anchorella and Lerneopoda)
;

in Gammarus, Asellus, Caprella, Nebalia and Crangon, and in the Acarina (the ''deutovum"

of Claparede), "the blastodermic cells secrete a first cuticular membrane." This "blasto-

dermic cuticle" is secreted just after the blastodermic cells appear, at the time when the

egg contains a protoplasmic mass charged with nutritive elements, which hold in suspension

some cellular nuclei. In reality it is formed of a certain number of embryonic cellules

recognizable by their nuclei, but not so by their contents. " It is at this moment that there

is formed around the vitelline mass a very fine anhystic {anhyste) membrane, which is in our

opinion a primitive {premier) embryonic moult ; it is probably secreted by these primitive

cells, and represents in some degree a first embryonic moult." This is not, as Claparede

thought, the homologue of the "larval membrane" of Ligia and Mysis. Van Beneden is

quite positive that this latter membrane no more than the nauplian skin, present in the

eggs of all Crustacea, has nothing in common with the amnion of insects. And in this I

would fully agree, on the evidence he presents, with the Belgian embryologist. I could not

detect any such membrane in Limulus ; the embryonic cellular membrane (protoderm)

moulted (and not secreted) after the primitive disk has been formed, is directly homologous

with the "amnion" of insects and the scorpions (it has not been observed in the spiders).

So far as I am aware Apus ^ is the only other crustacean in which a protoderm like that

of Limulus is formed. Dohrn^ remarks that cells are visible in the "amnion" of Oniscidne

and Idotea. It is not comparable with the nauplian or larval skin, as it is composed of

distinct cells and is entirely circular, with no lateral diverticula surrounding the appendages.

Why should this layer of blastodermic cells be thus thrown off and serve as a tough, dense

protection to the embryo, even late in embryonic life, serving, instead of the chorion which

splits apart and falls off, as a temporary egg shell ; while in most other Crustacea, the

blastoderm cells are absorbed ? I think the reason is a biological one, and that the presence

of this membrane is not of particular taxonomic importance. The eggs of Limulus are

laid loose in the sand and remain there or are washed about by the waves during a month or

six weeks, and possibly over a whole season. As the embryo increases in size, the tough,

dense, inelastic chorion splits asunder rather than stretches, the dilatable protoderm enlarges,

becomes dense and acts as a vicarious chorion. Zaddach^ has described the same bursting

of the chorion and the presence of what he calls a delicate internal membrane, which is in

fact a protoderm, in Apus cancriformis.

n know of nothing in the eggs of any other crustacean ex- tlie embryo. Zaddach {Be Apodis cancriformis Analome et

cept Apus, comparable to this pecuhar, inner egg membrane. Historia Evolutionis, pi. iv, figs. 1, 2, 3), represents the

In the eggs taken from the ovisac of Apus longicaudatus Le- splitting of the chorion, and the embryo remaining in the

conte, and before the embryo has begun to develop, there is inner, tender and pellucid membrane.

a similar membrane. It is very thin, free from, but lying -Morphology of the Arthropoda, Humphrey's Journ.

next to, the structureless chorion. It consists of a single Anat. and Phys., 18G7.

layer of irregular cells, varying in size, and often with a dis- ^De Apodis cancriformis, etc., pi. iv, fig. 3. Zaddach calls

tinct nucleus. In a profile view of the uninjured eggs these this " membrana interna," remarking that it exists in the

cells are seen to be rounded and project out as in the inner ovary, and is afterwards accommodated to the body of the

egg-membrane of Limulus. As in Limulus, it does not as- embryo. He does not notice its cellular structure. That

sist in building up the embryo, and as in that genus, it is this membrane is the same as the internal membrane formed

evidently a protective membrane, and brought into requisi- in the ovary seems to us very doubtful, as we have endeav-

tion at the time of the splitting and falling off of the chorion, ored to show that it is like the amnion of Limulus.

to take its place, while it increases in size with the gi'owth of
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The freshly hatched young of Artemia, and probably all the Branchiopods, is at first sur-

rounded by what Joly describes as a "membrane mince transparente." This seems homolo-

gous with the amnion of Isosoma, which I have noticed in the Memoirs of the Peabody

Academy of Science, 1870. That was structureless, and it should be determined how far

these amnion cells are absorbed in certain arthropods, as they seem to be in Crustacea gen-

erally, so far as our present knowledge extends.

Formation of the embryo. Between one and two weeks after the eggs are laid the

primitive disk appears, bearing six pairs of appendages. Supposing that the germ ap-

peared first as a simple, pale spot, and that the appendages appeared successively in pairs

as in Astacus Jluviatilis, Palcemon adspersus, and EripJiia spinifrons (observed by

Rathke), I watched eagerly for two seasons, and examined at least over a thousand eggs,

endeavoring to detect a primitive disk, without traces of appendages ; but, probably owing

to the opacity of the egg, with no success ; though a few eggs the first season presented

certain appearances which led me to suppose them to be the germ, some with one, others with

three pairs of limbs. (See p. 159, note.^) The earliest appearance of the primitive band, or

disk, is indicated by figs. 10 and 12. At this period the protozonites are faintly indicated,

each bearing a pair of appendages forming flattened bands, which appear as if pressed down

into the yolk, while the abdomen is indicated by a thickening of the posterior third of the

oval disk, being paler than the rest of the body. The median line of the body is also seen

at the same time. The germ is regularly oval, one-half as wide as the egg, and about two-

thirds as long. Around the edge is a pale areola, destined to be the lower edge of the

carapace ; it is most distinct along the middle, merging imperceptibly into the anterior and

posterior end of the disk. It is a thin ridge, due to a local heaping up of cells. The six

pairs of appendages, at first forming simple bands, gradually increase in size towards the

last pair. The first pair are much smaller than the other five and are situated considerably

behind the mouth, which is very distinct. The abdomen is separated by a slight inter-

space from the preceding protozonite, while the areola merges imperceptibly into the abdo-

men. There are no traces of abdominal appendages.

At this time the disk is very flat, scarcely rising above the surface, and in profile is indi-

cated by fig. 10. It is evidently due to the multiplication and heaping up on one side of

the egg of the blastodermic cells, the layer forming the disk thinning out and surrounding

the rest of the egg, as I could easily follow it around the entire circumference of the egg.

Fig. 9 represents a portion of the disk, showing the layers of blastodermic cells (the outer

layer of which is destined to split off and form the protoderm) resting on the yolk. The

primitive disk in Limulus arises just as in Crustacea generally, as I have seen it in Lupa,

Hippa, Idotea, and as described by other observers in other Crustacea ; the great apparent

differences in Limulus being probably at least due to the small size of the yolk granules,

and consequent opacity of the egg, and to the small size and large number of the blasto-

dermic cells, a circumstance of minor importance. Indeed the general features of the

formation of the primitive band, of the protozonites, and the appendages of Limulus, ac-

cord not only with those of other Crustacea, but also strikingly with the Arachnida, and

in only a less degree with the Insecta.

When the embryo is three days older (fig. 12 upper and lower figures from the same

egg, 12 a, 12 h,) it is seen more distinctly, the disk becoming slightly thicker, especially

in the abdominal portion. The blastoderm is thickest over the end of the abdomen.
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thinning out over the space between the sixth protozonite and the base of the abdomen,

and again becoming thinner over the anterior end of the head. It does not follow the con-

tour of the body, but passes straight over the limbs. Moreover, there are indications that

the superficial layer of the cells composing the blastoderm is peeling off, for at the suture

between the end of the abdomen and the yolk, there is a sUght rent (fig. 12 b, a) between

the embryo and the skin, and this increases with the age of the embryo, peeling off from

behind forwards. The appendages become more prominent, and in a day or two more ap-

pear as distinct tubercles. As the limbs grow longer they gradually push away the proto-

derm, the body of the embryo meanwhile becoming larger and outgrowing the blastoder-

mic skin, as seen in fig. 13, where the embryo is a conspicuous raised disk, and the limbs

form slender finger-shaped tubercles, with au external muscular layer, and within filled

with yolk granules.

Fig. 15 shows the embryonic disk still thicker, while the yolk is more distinctly walled

in by the tergal extension of the body walls. I am disposed to compare the embryo at

this age, with the free swimming nauplius condition of other En-

tomostraca, especially of the Copepoda, though I am aware that

the differences are very great, and that this opinion may not be

shared by other observers. The adjoining cuts of the young of

Branchipus (a) and Apus (&) give a fair idea of a nauplius of the

Phyllopods, just after leaving the egg. The oval body, with the

abdomen not yet differentiated, and bearing no limbs ; the

(usually) three pairs of limbs, representing the first and second

antennae and mandibles of the adult, together with the single eye,

are the distinguishing characters of the nauplius stage. How
does our Limulus embryo compare with this? There are six pairs

of appendages, all arising from the head, and there are no ab-

dominal ones ; the abdomen is not yet separated from the body,

though there are faint indications of a separation of what is to be the abdomen, from the

anterior part of the body. Though there are in nauplius usually three pairs of appendages,

yet not uncommonly there are but two (being probably the first and second antennae).

Nordman^ figures the nauplius of several parasitic Copepoda which hatched with but two
pairs ; i. e., Achtheres percarum, Lernceocera cyprinacea, Tracheliastes p)olycolp)us ; while

in Ergasihis Sieholdii, belonging to another family of Siphonostomous Copepoda, the

larva is provided with three pairs of appendages, as in the larva3 of all the free swimming
Copepoda, and the Cirripedia. Ascending to the Cladocera we find that Dohrn ^ has figured

the nauplius stage of the embryo of Daphnia with three pairs of appendages, and it is in some
respects farther developed than the embryo of Limulus, in having at the same time a rudi-

mentary upper and under lip. In the Phyllopoda the larva of Lbnnadia Hermcmniis Rgured

by Lereboullet ^; there are but two pairs of appendages, which finally become the first and

second antennae, and an enormous labrum is developed. The larva of Artemia salina * and

' Micrographische Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte der

wirbellosen Thiere. Heft 2, 1832.

''Untersiichungen Uber Ban uml Entwickelmig iler Arthro-

poden. Hfft 1, Taf. 1, fig. 8, 1870.

* Observations sur la Generation et le Developi ement de la

Limnadia Hermann! Ann. des Sc. Nat. 5"" Ser. Tom. 5,

186fi, pi. 12, figs. 1, 2.

* Joly, Histoire d' Artemia salina, etc., Ann. des Sc. Nat.

2d series, Tom. 30, pi. 7, figs. 4, 5, 6.
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Branchipus, and probably all the Branchiopodaj, have three pairs of limbs, which become

the two pairs of antennse and mandibles of the adult. Zuddach-' figures the larva of

Apus cancriformis as having but two pairs of appendages, which finally become the two

pairs of antennce of the adult. The nauplius stage of Nebalia, according to Metznikow's

figures, as in that of Limulus, is passed within the egg ; it has three pairs of limbs, and

rudiments of the abdomen appear. It appears, then, that the number of nauplian appendages

in the Entomostraca is inconstant, and though the embryo of Limulus has so great a num-

ber as six pairs, they are all cephalic and therefore homologous in their regional position to

those of nauplius-like larvae. No eye spots can be detected to compare with the single eye

of most nauplii, but no eye is developed in Daphnia, according to Dohrn's observations,

and indeed the only organ of vision, the compound eye, is developed late in embryonic

life ; neither is there in Leptodora according to P. E. Miiller. The nauplian stage of

Nebalia is eyeless.

We feel justified, then, in regarding this stage of Limulus as representing, though im-

perfectly, the nauplius condition of the Entomostraca. Thus Limulus may possibly trace its

ancestry back to an ancestral nauplius-like being ; and as the number of limbs may have

been increased in the progress of development of the Limulus form, we can readily imagine

that the ancestral forms at the time when they were hatched as nauplii and not as sub-

zoese, had no more than perhaps three pairs of limbs, their growth in the egg being then

greatly accelerated to allow of their hatching in the nauplius stage, in contradistinction to

their present retardation in the egg until the form of the adult subzoeal Limulus is attained.

The suhzoea stage. The next stage of the embryo is signalized by the appearance of

the two basal pairs of abdominal appendages (fig. 16, ah), with an accompanying enlarge-

ment of the abdomen. The arthromeres are also indicated beyond the areola, the sutures

extending upwards but not reaching the dorsal side of the egg. These changes occur some

time before the splitting apart of the chorion. The abdomen having grown a little longer

(the embryo now being about three-fourths the length of the yolk), two oblique, pale bands,

being local thickenings of the germ, can be detected on each side of the median line of the

body, and just behind the last pair of limbs. The cephalic feet have meanwhile increased in

length and are folded upon themselves.

At a still later stage the embi-yo, observed June 21st, covers more than one-half of that

portion of the yolk in sight, and there are faint indications of the four median sutures on

the tergal surface of the yolk, showing that the yolk is surrounded by the subzoeal skin.

The areola is still well marked. The limbs are longer, but no joints have appeared, and

the rudiments of the foliaceous abdominal legs have become more apparent. In the same

egg, observed the next day, June 22d (fig. 17), the whole body has grown much wider, and

especially the abdomen. The sutures between the segments are much deeper and broader,

the legs have become three-jointed, two sutures appearing. The end of the abdomen is

broad and there are but two arthromeres, exclusive of the terminal one. In a side view

(fig. 17 a) the increased size of the limbs is shown and the larger size of the basal abdomi-

nal arthromere, or rudimentary gill-foot, as compared with the second one. The embryo

now revolves within the protoderm, which has somewhat increased in size, leaving a

greater space than before between it and the embryo, for its rotatory movements.

^ De Apodis cancriformis, etc. PI. 4, fig. 3.
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Two days after (June 24th), the same egg appeared as in fig. 20. This stage may be

known by the differentiation of the abdomen, and the appearance of a third pair of abdomi-

nal limbs, together with the origin of the claws. The compound eyes also appear as two

white dots on the third segment of the cephalothorax. The ocelli appear still later and are

situated on the mandibulary, or first segment. It is thus proved that the eyes are not in

Limulus developed on distinct segments. The nine abdominal arthromeres, or rings, have

appeared, no more being added during after life; there are six well marked cephalothoracic

segments. The whole body of the embryo is spherical, being as thick through as it is

broad. The tergal side of the abdomen is about one third thicker than the pleuro-ventral,

the surface of the latter being very convex. The segments of the abdomen gradually in-

crease in size, the ninth, or rudiment of the spine, being scarcely longer than broad, and

those next to it being very much curved, so that towards the outer margin they are almost

parallel with the median line of the body. The inner claw is developed as a tubercle on

the inner side and at a considerable distance from the tip of the limb, in after life gradually

becoming as large as its fellow. The rudiments of the flagrum or outer division of the

fifth pair of maxillipeds, are also prominent, beginning as tubercles. At this stage the

chorion bursts open, the protoderm increases greatly in size, and a corresponding amount
of sea water is absorbed, in which the embryo freely floats. The two halves of the chorion

are held together by a slight hinge, and some separate from the egg. The dorsal vessel is

now distinct, appearing as a pale streak extending from the front edge of the cephalo-

thorax to near the end of the abdomen, and situated in the median depression of the body.

In another egg (fig. 19, 19 a) observed July 4th, but which was not quite so advanced as

the stage just described, the chorion not having yet split apart, the six cephalothoracic and

nine abdominal segments are well seen, the sutures forming deep depressions in the yolk,

which is pale green as before, and lobulated just within the integument. The bases of the

limbs are nearer together, and the line between the cephalothorax and abdomen may be

distinctly seen, the posterior edge of the former projecting out sensibly beyond the sides of

the abdomen.

June 27th, in the egg under observation June 22d-24th, the two basal pairs of abdominal

feet have become more prominent, being thinner and more lamelliform, the tln'rd pair being

still minute.

On the succeeding day, June 28th, the curved hamulate form of the flagrum (fig. 21.y)

is apparent, and the lower edge of the cephalothorax is thickened and incurved. The ru-

dimentary lieart is more distinct than before. At this stage the embryo moults its skin.

It is gradually slied, the specimen under observation requiring several days for the opera-

tion, a period considerably longer than in a state of freedom probably, when the water is

better aerated ; two days after it was first observed, the skin had been drawn off the cepha-

lothorax and remained attached to the abdomen. It was so thin that it was simply pulled off

from before backwards, not exuviated as in the larva. It begins to be shed, as other specimens

showed me, at a little earlier period, before the claws begin to be developed, as represented

in fig. 18 a, z indicating the skin partially peeled off. It may then be seen floating about

in the protodermic fluid, entangled in the limbs of the embryo. This skin cannot be com-

pared with the "larval skin" of the Isopods, as I have observed it in a species of Ligia at

Key \yest, and in pJcera coinosa of the shores of New England, and as described by Fitz
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Miiller (Fiir Darwin) in Ligia and other genera of Isopods, and by Prof. E. Van Beneden,^

who has given the most careful description of it in Asellus, describing its origin. It is to

be borne in mind that the larval skin of the Isopods is a sac, as Miiller says "quite destitute

of appendages," which sarrounds the body of the embryo until it is ready to hatch. E.

Van Beneden remarks of this simple envelope in the Isopods, that "Fitz Miiller has demon-

strated the analogy which exists between the larval membrane of Ligia ^ and the nauplian

skin of the embryo of Mysis," ^ (a low decapod, " the near relationship of which with the

shrimps and prawns has recently again been generally recognized," as Miiller remarks).

" Both are the homologues of this membrane that the nauplii of the loAver Crustacea

secrete at their surface." Van Beneden then shows that of the two embryonal

membranes or skins, the first moult is a blastodermic moult, the second a nauplian, which

also corresponds to the larval membrane of Ligia, but differs in having appended to it the

rudiments of the first and second pairs of antenna}.

This larval membrane of Limulus cannot be a nauplius skin,* because it is shed when the

embryo has attained to its true subzoeal state ; and the membrane instead of being a simple,

rounded sac as in Ligia, or with the appendages [i.e., the two pairs of antennae) as in Asel-

lus, or with these and the mandibles, as in Mysis, is provided with the full number of

appendages, and is thrown off like an ordinary moulted skin, and does not serve as a pro-

tective membrane. The embryo has simply outgrown its old skin and cast it off, just as it

moults from time to time after hatching. This embryonal moult is simply the first of a se-

ries of larval moults, and at the time of this first moult the larva has taken on its essen-

tial zoea-shape, with its abdomen differentiated from the head, and its two pairs of eyes,

simple and compound, and full complement of feet.

Having at first, though with many misgivings, considered this moult a nauplian one, I am
led to consider it as rather analogous to the third moult described by E. Van Beneden, in

his beautiful memoir on Asellus. He shows that certain Anchorellne and some Lerneopods

after undergoing a blastodermic moult, accomplish a second (a nauplian moult), which is

formed "when the embryo is provided with three pairs of appendages characteristic of the

form of nauplius." This corresponds, he thinks, to the larval skin of Ligia and the nauplius

skin of Mysis. "In this second cuticle, the embryo continues to develop, and we see appear

a series of six pairs of appendages in the AnchorellEB, and five pairs in the Lerneopods.

The embryo attains the cyclopean form, which is, in our opinion, morphologically identical

with the form of zoea. It then secretes at its surfixce a third skin, which is the cyclopean or

zoean skin ; and the young Anchorella, as the young Lerneopod, comes into the world

iRecberclies sur rEmbryogeiiie des Crustaces.— 1. Ob- ° " Tlie )-oiing animal inigbt be called a nauplius; but

servations sur le Developpement de 1'Asellus aquaticus. essentially there is nothing but a rough copy of a nauplius

Bulletins de I'Academie Royale des Sciences, etc., de Bel- skin, almost like a new egg-membrane, within which the

gique. 2°' Ser. Tom. xxviii, 1869, p. 54. Mysis is developed." 1. c. p. 65.

2 "As in Mysis also, a larval membrane is first of all ^ At the time an abstract of this paper was presented to

formed, within which Ligia is developed. In Mysis this first the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

larval skin maybe compared to a nauplius; in Ligia, it appears I called this a nauplius skin, but with much doubt at the

like a maggot quite destitute of appendages, but produced into time. It is evident, however, that Limulus passes through a

a long simple tail. The egg-membrane is retained longer nauplius state, at a time previous to possessing its full com-

than in Mysis ; it bursts only when the limbs of the young plement of legs, during a period between that indicated by

Lio-ia are already partially developed in their full number. figs. 15 and 16; though it does not shed a skin at this

The dorsal surface of the Ligia is united to the larval skin a period,

little behind the head." FUr Darwin, English Trans, p. 69.
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under this form. The embryo of these Lerneans then passes successively through the phases

of blastoderm, of nauplius and of cyclops, and at each of these states, it secretes at its

surfiice a cuticular membrane ; it undergoes successively a blastodermic moult, a nauplian

moult, and a cyclopean moult."

It is probably with this cyclopean skin that the moulted skin of Limulus is homologous.

But I should venture to differ from M. Van Beneden in considering that any Copepod

with simple eyes and no distinct abdomen and head, such as Cyclops and others, sheds a

zoea skin, as I would limit the term zoea to the larvae of the Decapoda,_and such Branchi-

opoda as possess in the larval state a pair of compound eyes, in addition to simple ones, and

that have more than three pairs of feet, such as most nauplii have, and furthermore possess

an abdomen more or less differentiated from the head, or, when it exists, cephalothoi'ax.

Examples of such zoese among the Branchiopoda are the later larval condition of the Bran-

chiopodidae, Nebaliadae, and the larvoe of Limulus and the Trilobites.

A little farther on in its development the body, from being spherical, flattens and

grows wider, the sides of the cephalothorax extending out, while the abdomen is folded

upon the body. Still later, July 1st, the trilobitic shape (figs. 24, 24 a, side view ; 24 h,

ventral view) is assumed, just previous to hatching. The trilobate character of the tergal

surface of the body is very marked, the cardiac, or median region of the body being con-

siderably raised above the sides, and on the abdomen the sutures do not run continuously

across the tergum, but are interi'upted at the edge of the cardiac region, thus making the

latter more distinct. The sutures between the segments are sinuate, as in the Trilobites, and

the eighth segment is parallel to the median line of the body, as well as the ninth, which

forms the rudimentary spine. The outer edge of each segment is convex, the convexity

greatest on the hinder portion of the edge, as in the Trilobites. The lateral region on the

cephalothorax is limited by the slight ridge on which the ocelli and compound eyes are situ-

ated, which may be called the opthalmic ridge. The green yolk is still lobulated along the

edge with six lobes on the lateral region, indicating the six cephalothoracic segments. The

sternal portion of the abdomen is now flattened, having been absorbed, so that on a side

view it cannot be seen, nor even the abdominal legs. These last are at first a little less

than one-half their size in the fully formed embryo (fig. 24), and the median sinus between

each leg is greater in the first pair than in the second. The rudimentary feet in the first,

or basal pair, form a minute tubercle (fig. 22) on the inner edge of each gill-bearer.

Those of the second pair are much larger, being long, slender, nonarticulated px'ocesses di-

rected obliquely outwards. The maxillipeds are much as in the larva, the coxal joint

having a stout spine directed inwards ; but it is not until after several moults that the

numerous spines which form the masticating surface appear. The claws are acute and

long. Fig. 23, a, b, represents the terminal joints of two of the anterior maxillipeds, and

23, d, the terminal joints of the fifth pair, the six spatulate spines on the penultimate joint

of the adult being now simple spines, and the terminal forceps being quite complete. Just

behind the last pair of maxillipeds are a pair of oval, rather flat, tubercles ; their bases are

united on the median line of the body, thence diverging outwards. These tubercles do not

appear much before this period in the life of the embryo. They have no connection with

the last pair of maxillipeds, nor can they be, as Savigny supposed, the rudiments of a

seventh pair of legs, otherwise they would have appeared earlier in embryonic life. It will

be seen by reference to figures 24 b, and 25 a, that they close up the posterior end of the
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sternal groove. In adult life, they are moveable at their bases and armed on their inner

side with powerful spines, like those on the maxillipeds ; hence they serve two purposes,

namely, of completing the circumoral cavity, in which the food is retained by the spines

of the surrounding walls, and of directly aiding in triturating the food and preparing

it for deglutition. Savigny has considered it as functionally a sort of inferior lip. It

apparently corresponds to the postoral plate or epistoma of Hall (metastoma of Huxley),

of the Eurypteridse, where it forms a solid, heai't-shaped, oval plate ; its position seems

nearly identical, though set farther fi-om and partially covering the base of the last pair of

feet. Its great development and unpaired form seem correlated to the diiference in the

form and functions of these feet as compared with those of Limulus. Woodward says of

the metastoma that "it no doubt represents the labium, and serves more effectually to en-

close the posterior part of the buccal orifice, being found exterior to the outside edges of the

ectognaths or maxillipedes." Latreille has applied the term epistoma to the clypeus of

insects, and as this postoral plate is in no way homologous to the labium or second maxillae

of insects, the term metastoma applied by Huxley is very appropriate.

The ocelli are situated in an earlier period of this stage than that represented by fig. 24, on

the under side of the head just in advance of tlie mandibles, and are at this time white and

irregular in shape, being a little longer than broad. A little later they appear on each

angle of the front edge of the cephalothorax ; the edge being afterwards expanded and ex-

tended, so that as in fig. 24 they are placed a little way in from the edge. The eyes also

are at first rounded white tubercles, becoming in more advanced specimens black along

the front edge. The protoderm measures at this period, .13 of an inch in diameter. Of
the eggs laid in the middle of May one was hatched June 30th, the majority came out of the

egg about the 14th of July, and the remainder kept hatching until the last of September,

in my jars. In the succeeding summer (July, 1871) the hatching jar, in which the water

had remained unchanged since the previous October, and with no weeds to oxygenate the

water, contained several embryos in eggs laid during the preceding year, in different though

advanced stages of development, and also several larvae hatched during 1870, though in a

torpid state, due probably to the little air in the water. I much doubt whether the

eggs of any other living crustacean would show as much vitality. It should also be

noticed that these eggs had not probably grown during the winter, but remained as

it were in a state of suspended animation from October to July, a period of nine

months. These facts confirm the remarkable observations of Rev. Dr. Lockwood on

tlie wonderful vitality of the eggs of Limulus. He remarks, " at the close of the warm
season last year [1869], my jars must have contained not less than two hundred young

Limuli. We have already said that so soon as hatched, the young burrow like the adult

;

hence the rareness of an opportunity to witness the casting of the skin. Hoping to con-

tinue ray observations upon the growth of my interesting family the ensuing year, the jars

were carefully put away. Little regard, however, was paid to temperature, which, on

several occasions, went down to the freezing point. On the 3d of May, 1870, I emptied

the jars to see how my charge was getting on, when lo, not one of the last years' hatching

was alive ! but wonderful to say, at least a dozen little fellows, all hatched this spring, and

all alive, had taken their place. With these were also at least thirty eggs, in different,

but all in advanced stages of incubation. In some of them, the young could be plainly

seen revolving. The fact is, these eggs had been at the bottom of the hatching jar, and
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never had any contact with the sunlight. At once, not without some misgivings as to

the result, the proper provision was made to complete the incubation, namely, new sea

water, clean sand, the eggs put on top and all set in a favorable place. With an ordinary

hand lens the progress of incubation could be observed daily. At half past four o'clock on
the afternoon of May 11th, before my eyes, a new-born baby Limulus left the egg. Just

think of it—these eggs are within two weeks only of being a year old ! And then how re-

markable are these facts also; these eggs were incubated last summer! Hence there has

been not only a remarkable retardation of development, but also an actual arrest of the

same for seven or eight months without sacrificing life."

The larva state. The larvse, as we shall call the young before they have undergone
then- first moult, are very lively, walking over the jar and burrowing in the sand at the

bottom and occasionally swimming to the top, or skimming obliquely over the bottom by
vigorous strokes of their abdominal feet. Mr. Alex. Agassiz informs me that he once

captured a specimen swimming on the surface three miles from shore. This fact indicates

that this species owes its wide range from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico and the West
Indies, to the swimming habits of the larvse. The principal differences from the embryo
just before leaving the egg are these—the abdomen is larger in proportion to the cephalo-

thorax, it being a little broader and longer ; the sinuate sutures defining the segments of

the abdomen are nearly obsolete ; the lobes of the liver do not reach so near the edge of

the carapace, and the edge is fringed with hairs ; these differences being very slight.

The cephalothorax is about one-half as long as wide, each half being a quadrant of a

circle. The integument is pale horn color and very transparent, while the liver and car-

diac region of the abdomen are pea green ; minute granules are scattered over the integu-

ment. The edge of the carapace is fringed with fine, slender hairs, thirty-six on each side

;

they are wanting in a short space on the median line of the carapace, and at the posterior

angle, and on the hinder edge. They do not arise from the extreme edge, but from little

sockets placed on the upper side of the edge. They project upwards and forwards and hence

lie back on the carapace when the animal is burrowing. Just within this hair-bearing

edge is a solid space, or line, its inner edge being the wall of the general cavity of the

body, the blood circulating next to it. The edge of the carapace along its posterior half

is minutely toothed ; there being about five saw-like teeth between the hairs, the teeth

pointing backwards. The "frontal doublure" or triangular area in front of the mandibles is

not seen from above, but beneath is quite small compared with the same part in the adult.

The ophthalmic ridge (so named since the eyes and ocelli are situated upon it, and as

it separates the cardio-ophthalmic region from the lateral region of the carapace) is distinct,

but still much slighter than later in the larval stage, and without the teeth overhanging the

eyes (though there is a swelling instead), and also without the median tooth on the posterior

edge of the cephalothorax ; this appears, however, before the animal moults. The eyes are

oval, and placed obliquely, the posterior end being directed inwards ; the anterior three-fifths

of the surface is black, the pigment cells are continued in front of the eye along the ridge,

forming a faint black line. The ocelli are two round black dots separated by a space twice

their diameter in width. In a transverse section, the cardiac region is very prominent, con-

vex, carinated, and, with the high cardio-ophthalmic region and rapidly sloping edge, re-

sembles strilvingly the glabella of a trilobite. The cardiac region of the abdomen is convex

and carinated, and retains the sutures between the segments much more distinctly than the

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 43
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sides, and the green yolk mass beneath, not entirely absorbed, is also deeply subdivided and

lobate on the edges. The edge of each segment is toothed, the basal tooth being the

largest, the succeeding serrations being fine, and with a moveable spine inserted on the

hind edge of the tooth, and projecting beyond it. Between these teeth are three or four

(the number varies) very minute short hau-s. It is .13 of an inch in length and .11 of an

inch in breadth.

The legs are much as in the adult, the coxal spines, with the exception of one or two,

not being developed until after several moults. The fifth maxilliped (fig. 23, c) has six

spines on the penultimate joint, which have not yet assumed their spatulate form, but the

terminal forceps is much as in adult life. The first pair of gill-bearing abdominal legs

(fig. 26, a) are now much longer than before, with a long, dense fringe of fine hairs. Each

leg is semi-ovate in form, with no appendages, and with a suture at the basal tliird extend-

ing two-thirds of the distance from the outer edge to the inner, where it forks, enclosing a

triangular area, covered with a few hairs, increasing in length towards the inner edge of

the leg where it is coalesced with its fellow, having been separated in embryonic life. The

two legs are united to form one piece, dividing on the outer third. The second pair reach

a little beyond the edge of the basal pair, and resemble those of the embryo, beai'ing a dis-

tmct jointed limb. Fig. 25, h, represents the lai'va in a front view ; 25, c, in a back view,

with the abdomen bent with the cephalothorax ; and 25, d, a profile of the body when ex-

tended, for the sake of comparing it with similar positions of the Trilobites.

The young after the first moult. The larva moults its skin during the last week in July,

about the 25th of the month, or about three weeks after hatching. The principal changes

are the possession of a short abdominal spine, the origin of a fourth pair of abdominal

legs and the appearance of additional joints to the basal ones, and the smaller, but more

numerous lobes of the liver, which do not reach so near the edge of the carapace as in the

larva, or as in the adult when a foot in length.

The eyes are as in the larva, partially black. The abdomen now more nearly resembles

that of the adult ; the acute side of the basal segment forms a revolute spine, and the suc-

ceeding teeth are much larger than in the larva. The spines are minute and slender and

scarcely extend beyond the teeth, though so much larger in proportion in the adult. The

terminal spine is inserted in a deep lobe, or sinus ; in the eighth ring the lateral spine on

each side reaching to its middle. It is broadly ensiform, being subacute and about three

times as long as broad ; it is thin, hollowed out beneath, the convexity being angular. The

base of the spine is situated at quite a distance from the edge of the abdomen, embracing

the anus which opens in it.

The fourth pair of abdominal legs are small, and concealed under the basal ones. The

first pair differ from those in the larva in being longer in proportion to their width, and in

having an additional joint at the base, the suture extending about half way in to the inner

edge. The two limbs are united more closely than before, dividing much nearer their ex-

tremities. The second pair are now three-jointed, each leg with a slender, two-jointed, free

tarsal termination, and a lobe just external to it. There are five lamellge to the gills, at-

tached to the basal joint. The fringe of hairs is much shorter than on the basal pair.

It is .25 of an inch in length. The circulation of the blood (PI. v, fig. 27) can be

observed much better after the young Limulus has moulted its integument once, the body

being more transparent than before. The heart, already described by Van der Hoeven,
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is a long fusiform tube (as seen in the living animal), lying immediately over the alimentary

canal, and rather shorter than the latter. It beats ninety times a minute, after the first

moult. The anterior end is rounded (the origin of the main artery not being in view),

with a slight constriction just behind, while the posterior end gradually diminishes in width,

ending at a little distance in front of the anus. There are seven pairs of venous openings

guarded by valves, the venous openings being vertical slits, alternating slightly, one open-

ing a little in advance of the one opposite. Those in the cephalothorax are larger than the

abdominal ones, gaping wider. There is a wider interval between the second thoracic and

the first abdominal pairs of venous openings than between the others. I could not detect

the pericardium, but could see the blood globules moving to and fro in the pericardial cav-

ity. Straus Durckheim,^ Van der Hoeven,^ and Owen,^ describe six arteries, three of which

are sent off from the head, and three from the posterior end of the heart. I am not aware

that they have noticed an additional pair thrown off from near the middle of the heart, and

just in front of the hinder end of the cephalothorax. My attention was called to them by
a steadily flowing stream of blood discs flowing away from the heart, at right angles to it.

No venous openings in the heart could be seen at this place. In the figure (PI. v, fig. 27),

the course of the arteries is represented by feathei'ed arrows ; the venous currents by sim-

ple arrows. Authors describe the anterior end of the heart as terminating in an aortic

trunk, Avhich throws off three arteries ; a median one towards the ocelli, and a lateral

pair of larger ones which curve down under the oesophagus. I could not see the walls of

any of the arteries, and indeed the arterial blood seemed to flow in channels exactly like

the venous sinuses, as in the arteries which pass around the margin of the carapace the

blood discs were seen to pass by irregular cui-rents towards the front edge of the margin.

The anterior aorta could not be detected in the young Limulus, but on each side of the end

of the heart the blood could be seen rushing out and in, and with a general course down-

wards, beneath the oesophagus, while a current of blood flowed on each side of the stomach

and oesophagus, and thence went out at a considerable angle to the edge of the carapace,

where it divided, sending a branch around under the ocelli, and another along the outer

edge of the cephalic shield, and again subdivided opposite the second pair of cardiac

valves, one current following the edge of the cephalothorax, and the other going in towards

the heart. The marginal artery continues around the edge of the abdomen, the current of

blood turning upon itself before reaching the caudal spine, and flowing towards the heart.

The abdominal arteries, represented by powerful currents of blood issuing from between

the two last pair of cardiac valves, are directed obliquely outwards and backwards. The

caudal aorta sends a current nearly to the tip of the spine, the venous sinuses returning it

along the sides. The simple arrows mark the course of the returning currents, which flow

from all parts of the body towards the valves.

In the legs a current passes towards the claws along the inner side, and back by the

outer side ; the main current crosses over to the base of the larger claw, sends a small

^Considerations generates sur rAnatomie comparee des the Invertebrate Animals. London, 1843. (I might add that

Animaux articules. Strasbourg, 1828. the observations here recorded were made on the living an-

^Recherehes sur I'Histoire Naturelle et TAnatomie des imal, without the aid of dissection, and do not intend to

Limules. Lej-den, 1838. give the entire anatomy of the circulatory system, hut that

Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of of those parts only that may be seen from a dorsal view.)
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stream, with an occasional disc, into the base of the inner and smaller claw ; in the larger

claw the current passes around a sort of septum, and returns along the outer side.

The liver arises from two branches, emptying into the alimentary canal near the two

anterior pairs of cardiac valves ; the anterior branch subdividing into about six main lobes,

their lobides all ending at an equal distance from the margin of the cephalothorax ; the

posterior branch sends one simide lobe into the abdomen, situated next, and extending

nearly to the end of the heart ; the other lobe is distributed to the posterior part of the

cephalothorax. The alimentary canal terminates near the base of the spine ; anteriorly it

forms a bulb-like swelling. The stomach moves back and forth as the oesophagus is pro-

truded in and out. The lobes of the liver are slenderer and more numerous than in the

larva.

After a second moult of the integument, which occurred Aug. 15—30, the young Limu-

lus is .40 of an inch in length. On the 1st of July a specimen was brought me which was

a little over an inch and a quarter long. I think it must have been hatched the previous

summer, and that it was consequently about a year old ; showing its slow rate of growth.

We are again obliged to turn to Mr. Lockwood's valuable article for information relative

to the number of moults Limulus undergoes. He says "the exuviation of the King Crab

is performed several times during the first year, and at very short intervals. How many I

do not know, as that must vary according to the time of hatching. But I think the young

produced in the latter part of June will accomplish five or six moults before the cold

weather comes." He thinks an individual an inch long is a year old; this is my own

conjecture. He also states that in February, during unusually warm weather, an adult

female was taken in Raritan Bay, N. J., which had recently cast its skin, as "its shell was

still quite soft."

Regarding the time of sexual maturity, and the period when the external sexual charac-

ters appear, we must depend for our information on the researches of Mr. Lockwood. He
thinks that the time of puberty cannot come before the third or fourth year, and considers

that the latter figure may prove the minimum. It is not until this period is reached that

" the male undergoes its last metamorphosis." It then moults, and the anterior claws

assume the peculiar shape of that sex.

Comparison with the development of other Branchiopoda. In comparing the embryol-

ogy of Limulus with that of other Branchiopoda, we are met by an exceptional mode of

formation of the germ
;
just as among the Decapoda, the development of Astacus, and

three or four other species of crabs, and among the Amphipoda the development of the

fresh water Gmnmarus fluviatilis and p)ulex of Europe, is an exception to the general law

of development in those groups. So that it is difficult to make a comparison of the mode

of formation of the germ of Limulus with that of Daphnia, and other Cladocera, and the

Phyllopod genera, Apus and Branchipus. We have extended investigations by Zaddach,^

Leydig,^ Lubbock,^ P. F. Muller* and Anton Dohrn,^ on the embryology of Daphnia, to

1 Untersuchungen iiber die Entwicklung und den Bau der ' Philosophical Transactions, London, 1857.

Gliederthiere. 1 Heft. Die Entwicklung des Phryganiden- * Danmarks Cladocera, in Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, Kjo-

Eies, 1854, p. 96, where he describes the development of the benhavn, 1868.

limbs in Daphnia sima, not describing the earliest changes in ^ Untersucbiingon iiber Bau und Entwicklung dcr Arthro-

the ego-. poden, Siebold und Kolliker's Zeitschrift fur naturwissen-

2 Naturgeschichte der Daphniden, 18G0. schaftliche Zoologie, 1870.
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rely upon, regarding the egg and embryonal membranes, and the formation of the blasto-

derm. Dohrn describes the egg of Daphnia as being transparent, with a peripheral primi-

tive layer (Keimschicht) surroimding the yolk, and a chorion. The primitive band
entirely surrounds the yolk, and the rudiments of the limbs arise as in other Crustacea.

The mode of formation of the primitive band in Limulus was not observed, but I beheve
that I have given facts sufficient to show that it forms the thickened portion of a layer of

cells which surrounds the whole yolk. At the earliest period observed, it was, however
confined to a small portion of the ventral surface of the egg, forming a local thickenino-

of the blastoderm, resulting (as Claparede has clearly shown in the eggs of the spiders,^

Pholcus, Clubione and Lycosa, where the germ forms a broad band on the ventral surface

of the yolk), from a multiplication of the blastodermic cells, which are much smaller than

elsewhere. This primitive band, according to Rathke's researches, becomes still more local

and circumscribed than in the spiders and scorpions, in E)-iphla sjnnifrons, Palaimon ad-

spersus, Crangon maculosus^ and Astacus fluviatilis ,^ and he calls it the " primitive disc"

{Keimscheibe). In the eggs of all other Crustacea whose development has been studied,

the priiuitive band surrounds the whole yolk long before the limbs bud out. and is not gath-

ered into a .small, ventral disc. Now all the above named ametabolous Decapoda and Amphi-
poda undergo no metamorphosis after leaving the egg, neither do the spiders and scorpions,

while the metamorphosis of Limulus is very slight. The question naturally arises whether
there is any connection between this origin of the embryo fi-om a primitive disc, so excep-

tional a case in Crustacea, and the equally exceptional ametabolous growth of the same
species of Crustacea ?

While the Cladocera (Daphnia and others) escape from the egg with their full number of

limbs, and with the general form of the adult ; the larvae of Apus (see p. 163, the youno-

after the first moult) and Branchipus leave the egg in the nauplius stage, comparable with
the larvi:e of the Copepoda and, in a less degree, with those of the Cirripedia, and afterwards

pass through a well marked metamorphosis. Fritz Miiller * also states that the Phyllopoda
" have to undergo a metamorphosis. It seems to be more marked, however, in the genus
Nehalia, which Mecznikow says ' passes through the nauplius and zoea stages, which, in

the Decapoda, occur partly (in Pe?ioe?<s) in the free state.' Therefore I regard Nebalia as

a Phyllopodiform Decapod.®

"

The Phyllopoda also, without exception, so far as our knowledge extends, bear their eggs
about with them until the young are hatched. The eggs of the Cladocera are borne
in special cavities, or "brood-holes," while they are carried about in the Phyllopoda some-
what after the manner of the Copepoda, or are placed in ovisacs appended to the base

of the abdomen. The eggs are fertilized fi-om the union of the two sexes. Limulus
is an exception to this rule, the ova being deposited loose in the sand of the sea shore

between tide marks, where they are probably fertilized by the spermatozoa of the males
floating free in the water, and are left by the females to the mercy of the wind and waves.
Though the embryo of Limulus is hatched with the cephalothorax and abdomen, and with

1 Recherches sur I'fivolution des Araigne'es. 1862. Utrecht. * Fur Darwin. Leipzic, 1864, p. 56. English Translation,
2 H. Rathke Zur Morphologie. Reistbcmerkungen aus London, 1869, p. 83.

Taurien. 1837. 6 Quoted by Muller. Fur Darwin.
* Rathke. Untersuchungen ueber die Bildung und Ent-

wickelung des Flusskrebses. 1829.
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Fig. 28.— Nauplius of Penjeus.

its full number of legs, we should not be justified in calling it a nauplius, or, on the other

hand, a zoea, in the full sense of the word, and for its singular form I would use the pro-

visional term suhzoea. The larval form is, like

that of the Trilobites, a remarkably exceptional

one, and corresponds with its mode of life ; for, as

we have seen above, it immediately after hatching

creeps over the surface of the sand or mud, or

burrows deep after its food. Swimming is an

exceptional act, as I have found by watching

them day after day for three months in succession.

Hence their mode of life does not demand a nau-

plian, or complete zoea form.

Among other exceptional features in the egg is

the remarkably tough chorion, and the protoderm,

with its cells retained, and even enlarged, which,

so far as I am aware, is an exception to the eggs

of other Crustacea, and of insects; as also its

enormous increase in size during the growth of the embryo. It is well known that the eggs

of many insects and Crustacea do increase, and even double in size ; but this is generally

attended by a change in form of the embryo, which from being round becomes ovate ; no in-

stance, however, is known to me among the Arthropoda where the amnion increases four or

five times in size, as that of Limulus does, and where, at the same time, the membrane is

perfectly spherical.

Homologies of the Merostomata. Regarding the number of segments in the body of

Pterygotus, Mr. H. Woodward^ remarks :
" In describing the divisions of the body in Pterygo-

tus Anglicus, we have spoken of the head and the body, avoiding the terms ' thoracic ' and

' abdominal somites ' as much as possible. On reference to the restored figure at plate viii,

fig. 1, it will be seen that there is evidence, according to the paired appendages, of seven

somites having coalesced to form the cephalic division. Assuming that all the segments

united to form the head are represented by pairs of appendages, we have then a true ceph-

alon ; the seven succeeding free somites are thoracic, the abdomen being represented by

five somites and a telson, or terminal joint. But assuming the antennules to be wanting

[according to Huxley's opinion], we must conclude the head to represent eight coalesced

segments, that is to say, seven cephalic and one thoracic, the latter bearing the ' opercu-

lum,' or thoracic plate. In this case only the first six anterior somites will be counted as

thoracic, the posterior six will be reckoned as abdominal, and the ' telson ' will make up the

twenty-one segments. The likeness which Pterygotus offers to Limulus is very much

strengthened by this latter view. As we proceed to the illustration of the other genera

belonging to this order, we shall be still more strongly impressed with the many points of

close resemblance which they will be found to exhibit."

Having observed that the ocelli of Limulus are developed on the first segment of the

head, which is to be regarded as the first antennary segment, and that the compound eyes

are developed on the tergal side of the third, or mandibulary segment, I have been led to

1 Monograph of the Fossil Merostomata of Great Britain. Memoirs of the Palaeontographical Society. London, 1866.
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consider that the eyes of Arthropoda ^ generally are not developed upon a separate seg-

ment. I have also endeavored to show ^ that in the Insects the compound eyes are devel-

oped in the first or antennary segment.

Examining the embryology of other Branchiopoda, we find that the Cladocera (Daph-
nia, according to Dohrn's researches,^ and Leptodora),* and the Phyllopoda (Limnadia)/

have the eyes developed on the same segment, as also Apus ; this may be plainly seen by
reference to Zaddach's figures.*' In Artemia salina' they arise as in Apus, on the first anten-

nal ring, and afterwards become pedunculated. In Nebalia the figures of Mecznikow show
that the eyes are developed on the cephalic plates, as in the Libellulidaj, which form the

tergite of the first antennary ring. In the Decapoda, Dohrn (1. c.) has shown that their

position is the same, as shown in the embryo of Cuma Goodsiri.

As seen also in the zoese of the higher Decapoda, these organs arise on the first antennary

ring. Dohrn's figures of Praniza maxillaris show the same position of the eyes, and this

seems to hold good for all the Tetradecapoda, a view which Rathke's ^ figures of Bopyrus
and Ligia confirm. From this evidence we seem justified in considering that the first seg-

ment of the head in Arthropoda is antennal. We must, then (assuming, unless future discover-

ies reveal an additional pair, that there are but five segments in the head of the Emypterida,

each bearing a pair of appendages^), regard the region bearing these members and two pairs

of eyes, simple and compound, as a cephalothorax comparable with that of Limulus, the

thoracic segments being potential; but with one segment less, that bearing the first pair

of maxillipedes. This difi'erence in the number of segments composing this region we
would not consider as of much consequence, in a group (Branchiopoda) in which the num-
ber of body segments is so inconstant. Mr. Woodward's '"'eighth cephalic segment,"

bearing the "operculum," or "thoracic plate," and which he himself regards as the homo-

logue of the first pair of lamellate feet in Limulus, is, in our view, beyond question the

first segment of the abdomen of the Eurypterida3. This is succeeded by twelve segments,

counting the telson (as what we now know of the embryology of Limulus gives us a right

to do) as one. Thus, from the facts which Mr. Woodward aifords us, we make eighteen in-

stead of twenty-one segments, four of his segments being hypothetical.^" Turning now to

Professor Hall's restoration of Eurypterus (Palaeontology of New York, vol. lu, 1859), and

counting the number of segments in the cephalothorax and abdomen (which I was careful

not to do before writing the preceding sentence, in order to test the correctness of my own
observations), I find five segments in the cephalothorax, bearing the same number of ap-

pendages, and thirteen well defined segments in the abdomen, making eighteen in all, the

'The term Arthropoda is used simply for convenience, as 'De Apodis cancriformis, etc. 1831.

I am disposed to regard the division of Articulata into Ar- ' Histoire d'Artemia salina, etc. Annales dcs Sc. Nat.

thropoda and Worms (Vermes) as a somewhat artificial one. Ser. 2"* , Vol. iii, pp. 225, 840.

2 Embryological studies on Diplax, Perithemis, and the « Zur Morphologic. Reisebemerkungen aus Taurien. 1837.

Thysanurous genus Isotoma. Memoirs Peabody Academy ' Huxley's theory, that the antennules, or first antennae of

of Science, Salem, 1871, p. 21. Pterj-gotus are aborted, appears to me from the reasons sug-

' Untersuehungen ueber B.au und Entwickelung der Arthro- gested above to be scarcely tenable, having no apparent

poden. Leipzic, 1870. foundation in the structure of the Branchiopods.

* See Bidrag til Cladocerernes Forplantnings-historie. '" I can make but two segments out of Mr. Woodward's
Ved P. E. Miiller. Schiiidte's Naturh. Tidsskrift. 18G8, vii, vill, ix, (see his plate Vlil,) i. e., the first and second ab-

p. 295. dominal plates, being his "operculum" and the gill-bearing

' Observations sur la Generation et le Developpement de segment almost concealed by it.

la Limnadia Ilermanni. Par M. Lereboullet, Annales des

Sc. Nat., Ser. 5°", vol. v, p. 283. 1866.
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same as in Ptorygotus. The line between Mr. Woodward's thorax and abdomen of the

Eurypteridse seems to me to be a purely imaginary one. So also in Limulus has Mr. Wood-
ward drawn an imaginary line across the abdomen. (See Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, London,

Feb., 186.', pi. H., fig. 1.) But that I may not seem to do injustice to his views, I quote

his account of the homologies of Limulus below.^

So fai', then, as the external form of this region of the body is concerned, with its ap-

pendages, it forms in Limulus a true head, consisting of six segments, each bearing a pair

of limbs, the antennary segment on the tergal surface a pair of simple eyes, and the third

or mandibular segment a pair of compound eyes. On examining the arrangement of the

viscera, however, we find that this head contains organs that in other Branchiopoda

and in the Malacostraca ^ are lodged in the thoracic region. We may consider the thorax

in Limulus as potential, so far as regards the presence of external segments, but real when
we regard the disposition of the internal organs, so that we may feel justified in applying

the convenient term cephalothorax to the anterior division of the body, just as we woidd

call the same region in the zoea a cephalothorax, before the thoracic segments are devel-

oped. By a reference to fig. 27, on plate v, we see that this cephalothorax contains the

stomach, and a considerable portion of the intestine, and the liver, which opens into the

intestine near the middle of the cephalothorax, sending but a single pair of biliary tubes

* " In Limulus the head is composed of a broad buckler,

having the larval and compound eyes upon its superior or

convex surface, and the mouth, surrounded by six pairs of

chelate appendages, placed beneath the head-shield. The

first pair of appendages is placed in front of, and the four

succeeding paii-s are posterior to, the mouth. These latter

are furnished with spinous gnathites, the most posterior pair

serving as maxillce. Next follows the operculum, or thoracic

plate, which is attached to the posterior margin of the head,

and bears upon its inner and upper surface the reproductive

organs or ovaries The anterior portion here

spoken of as the head has always been regarded as repre-

senting the cephalothor.ix, and the posterior portion as the

abdomen." [Savigny and Milne Eilwards, (though in Todd's

Cyclopsedia, art. Crustacea, p. 772, Expl. fig. 411, he calls the

base of the abdomen thorax,) and Van derHoeven, together

with several other authors, down to the present time, have

regarded the anterior division of the body as the head, and

the posterior as the abdomen. On the other hand, Latreille,

in his last work in the second edition of the Ecgne Animal,

says, in a foot note, vol. i, 1829, p. 187: ''Les deux pieds an-

terieurs pourraient representer les mandibules des decapodes;

les quatre suivants, leurs machoires, et les dix derniers, leurs

pieds-machoires; ceux du second bouclier repondraient aux

pieds thoraciques"; while Professor Dana's views (Crustacea,

Exp. Exp., 18.52) as to the homologies of Limulus, are as

follows: "In Limulus the body consists of three segments,

and they may be compared to the segments in Caligus. The

anterior segment bears six pairs of members ; the ^7-s( appears

to correspond to the second pair of antennie (or third nor-

mal segment), the second, (Jiird, fourth,Jifth and sixth, to the

mandibles and the four following pairs of members (or the

fourth to the eighth normal segments inclusive). In the

Caligus the last pair here referred to is natatory, and the

carapax is divided just anterior to it, instead of posterior.

The second segment of the body, which we consider a? a

continuation of the cephalothorax, and not abdominal, bears

six pairs of foliaceous organs, analogous to the foliaceous ap-

pendages of the posterior part of the thorax in certain Cali-

gid.e. in some of which one or two pairs of legs are com-

bined into a hard, thin plate, like an apron. These six pairs

make up exactly the normal number of cephalothorax seg-

ments,

—

fourieen The abdomen, according to

this view, is confined to the last or third segment." He re-

marks in another place, Amer. Journ. Sc., vol. xxxvi, Nov.

1863, p. 34G, "The joint across the carapax of the Limulus

corresponds in position to a suture or imperfect articulation

in the carapax of the Caligi, etc."] "Tliis latter," continues

Mr. Woodward, "I propose to call the thorax (in part), and

to give my reasons for doing so as we proceed

If the head in Limulus be composed of the cephalothorax,

and the posterior portion be the abdomen, then it follows

that the opercular plate is thoracic, and the succeeding

branchial plates are abdominal, thus difi'ering widely from

the fossil forms, in which the head is simply the head, with

one thoracic segment added to it, bearing the opercular plate;

the branchiae are thoracic, and the abdomen is entirely desti-

tute of appendages. Let it be granted, however, that the

head in Limulus represents the entire cephalothorax, and

the posterior portion the abdomen; if specimens can be

shown having a 'post-abdominal' series of segments, I think it

will be conceded by all carcinologists that in Limulus the

abdomen is rudimentary, as is the case in Cyclops, Daphnia,

Lerna»a, etc., and in the Brachyurous Decapods."

' The terms Malacostraca and Entomostraca we only use

for convenience, believing them to bo usefiil but artificial

categories ; as we see the Decapoda graduating through the

Phyllopodous Nebalia, etc., into the Branchiopoda, and the

latter (through the Cladocera) into the Ostracodes, Cope-

poda, and more remotely into the Cirripedia.
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into the abdomen. The anterioi- half of the dorsal vessel, with two pairs of arteries and

two pairs of valvular openings, is situated in this cephalothorax. Lastly, the genital open-

ings in both sexes are situated on the first pair of abdominal lamellate appendages, the

testes and ovaries lying wholly in the cephalothorax ; the ovaries, when distended with

eggs, filling up the front of the cephalothoracic shield.

The posterior region of the body, which is evidently the abdomen, consists of nine seg-

ments, the long spine-like telson forming the ninth, as plainly seen in the embryo. As an

important argument that this portion is a true abdomen, we have seen that the increase in

the number of body-segments occurs in this region ; the new segments, and the new ap-

pendages joined to them, are interpolated between the third segment (that bearing the third

pair of lamellate feet) and the telson. We have before called attention to the fact that in

the worms, the Myriapoda (lulus), and in the hexapodous insects, the increase in the num-

ber of segments of the body usually takes place between the penultimate and last seg-

ments, and this is probably the rule in nearly all the Articulates. (The Trilobites, according

to Barrande's researches, apparently form an exception, the thoracic segments being added

between the head and the pygidium, the latter apparently consisting of several segments

;

but this mode of increase may be due to the peculiar metamorphosis of these Crustacea,

the larva being born with the abdomen formed much as in adult life, and the thoracic seg-

ments being added at subsequent moults. It should also be borne in mind that the

zoeae of the Decapoda also add five thoracic segments at the time of the first moult.) The

abdominal cavity of. Limulus is comparatively small, this region being very thin, and,

except the termination of the doi'sal vessel and intestine, being mainly filled with the

muscles attached to the lamellate feet. The feet are truly branchiopodous, combining the

function of respiration with that of swimming, as in the Phyllopoda.

There are, then, in Limulus no thoracic feet, comparal:)le with those of the Decapoda and

the Tetradecapoda, and the thoracic region (as much of it as exists) is merged with the

head, in fact never becoming differentiated from the head proper. Thus we have in Limu-

lus a crustacean with the body divided into two regions; a cephalothorax (the thorax being

potential, when viewed externally, with no appendages or segments to indicate its existence)

and a nine-jointed abdomen.

This disposition of the body segments is paralleled by the structure of the zoea or larva

of the Decapoda.

Turning now to the opinions of different authors as to the affinity of the Eurypteridae to

Limulus, and also to the Trilobites, given in Hall's Palaeontology of New York, ra, and

Woodward's bibliography in his admirable monograph of the Merostomata, we find that

W. Martin, in 1809, " gave a figure and short description of a Limulus crustacean from the

coal measures, which he included with the Trilobita." Li 1825, Dr. J. E. DeKay described

and figured the first American species known [Eiirypterxis remipes), and referred it to the

class Crustacea, and to the order Branchiopoda, so that to him belongs the credit of first cor-

rectly estimating the true aflSnities of this animal. In 1844, Professor Agassiz remarked

of Pterygotus :
" I am rather inclined to believe that this singular animal will become the

type of a fiimily intermediate between the Trilobites and the Entomostracans, in which,

perhaps, the Eurypteri and the Eidothece will some day be included." In 1846, Burmeister

" makes the Eitrypteridoi the first family of the tribe PalceadcB.'" In 1851, Dr. Ferdinand

MEMomS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 45
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Roemer " suggested the affinity of Eurypterus with Limulus
;
pointing out, however, the

great difFerence in the feet, etc.

In 1849, and again in 1854, McCoy united the Limulidse with the Eurypteridse in the

tribe Poecilopoda of the order Entomostraca. In 1856, Huxley compared Himantopte-

rus (Pterygotus) to the zoese of the Decapods, remarking that " The nearest approach to

Himantopterus which couhl be constructed out of the elements afforded by existing Crus-

tacea, would he produced by superinducing, upon the general form of a Cumoid Crustacean,

such a modification of the appendages as we find among the zoeaform Macruran larvee." In

1857, in his '' Lectures on Natural History," he remarks again :
" I conceive, therefore,

that the Eurypterida must form a group by themselves, which are best understood by com-

bining together organic peculiarities, at present found only in the Copepoda, the Xipho-

sura, the DiastyUdce, and the larvoe of Podophthalmia."

In 1859, Prof James Hall, in the " Palaeontology of New York, in," " containing," ac-

cording to Mr. Salter, "the fullest material for the illustration of this genus" (Eurypterus),

discussed more fully than any one else had done the close relation of Eurypterus to Limulus,

having shown satisfactorily the homologies of the " anomalous plates and processes ^ about

the position of which Prof Huxley and myself [Salter] were compelled to guess," i.e., that

they are homologous with the first pair of abdominal swimming respiratory feet of Limulus.

"All this was as satisfactorily made out by" a Russian naturalist, Nieszkowski [in the same

year]. "We [Salter] had also arrived at the same conclusion before Nieszkowski's admira-

ble paper had reached us."

Professor Hall remarks that he is not prepared to agree with Huxley in the opinion that

this form and Pterygotus are related to Cuma and Mysis, and then says, "As my examina-

tions have progressed, and the parts now shown have gradually been brought out in their

true relations by the study of a large number of specimens, many structural analogies

with Limulus have been observed. At the same time, both in the form of the feet and in

the jointed body, the great dissimilarity with Limulus is apparent ; but I am not prepared

to maintain that these external differences are of ordinal importance." He then adds in a

foot note that Mr. Morris, in his " Catalogue of British Fossils," has arranged the Euryp-

teridse, including Eurypterus and Pterygotus, as a family following Limulidte, under the

same order. He then cites Professor Agassiz's opinion after an inspection of his speci-

mens, as follows :
" This preeminent naturalist has given his opinion most unequivocally

that the Eurypteri are closely related to Limulus, belonging even to the same order. He
regards the antennal system as entirely absent. The organs of locomotion all belong to

the cephalic region ; and while externally they perform the functions of feet, they are at

their bases organs of manducation. The central organ, indicated as a locomotive append-

age, and attached to the lower side of the first segment. Professor Agassiz regards as

similar to the appendage attached to the membranaceous feet behind the swimming feet of

Limulus, and instead of being double, as anchylosed, as in young Limulus. Since my
comparisons, during investigations of these fossils, had been made almost entirely with

Limulus, I am prepared to appreciate these views of Professor Agassiz."

1 Mr. Woodward, following Prof. Huxley, calls this the terus to Limulus, and decides, it seems to us, beyond any

"thoracic plate, or operculum"; in reality it is the first pair reasonable doubt, that the two forms should be placed in

of abdominal lamellate feet, and Hall's discovery is of the the same group, whether we call it suborder or order,

highest value in thus establishing the close affinity of Euryp-
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Hall's direct homology (Palaeontology, N. Y., iii, pp. 298, 299) of the first pair of ab-

dominal feet of Eurypterus with those of Limulus, also his discovery of the ocelli and the

true number of joints in the fifth pair of feet of Eurypterus (thus demonstrating more

fully than ever before the close affinity of these two groups, at first sight so unlike), and

Huxley's comparison of Eurypterus to the zoea of the Decapoda, are perhaps the two most

brilliant discoveries we have to record in the history of our knowledge of the Merostomata,

since the original discovery of the true affinities of Eurypterus by DeKay in 1825.

But while Professor Huxley has made such an apt comparison of Pterygotus to a zoea,

he seems to have adopted certain taxonomic views directly contrary to Prof. Hall's, and

which seem tons quite untenable. Mr. Woodward ^ quotes him as saying in 1859 ("On
the Anatomy and Affinities of the Genus Pterygotus, Memoirs of the Geological Survey of

Great Britain, Monograph I"), "The Poeciloptera [i. e., Limulidse] are, I believe, the only

Crustacea which possess antennary organs like those of Pterygotus, and, like them, have

the gnathites converted into locomotive organs, want the appendages to the sixth abdom-

inal somite, and present on some parts of the body a remotely similar sculpture. In this

order, however, we find but a small labrum, a rudimentary metastoma, a very differently

constructed body, and a larger number of appendages, both thoi'acic and abdominal

—

characters which effectually preclude the association of the extinct Crustacea uuder dis-

cussion with this type." He adds in a foot note^ " If the abdominal somites of the carbo-

niferous Bellinui'us, etc., were really free, they would present a certain approximation to

the Pterj'-gotus. Indeed, the evidence that these carboniferous Crustacea wei^e true Poeci-

lopoda is, to my mind, any thing but conclusive." That such an acute mind as Profes-

sor Huxley's could separate (if we understand him aright) Bellinurus from Limulus seems

strange. The characters he enumerates as distinguishing the Poecilopoda from other

Crustacea are, without an exception, of secondary importance. Apus has one pair of

limbs serving at the base as chewing organs (gnathites, according to Huxley), and at the

extremity as locomotive organs. The size of the labrum, or hypostoma, varies greatly in

the Branchiopoda, and especially the Phyllopoda. The body is very differently constructed

in different genera of the Phyllopoda, and the number of " appendages, both thoracic and

abdominal," varies indefinitely in the Branchiopoda.

Woodward, in his splendid "Monograph of the fossil Merostomata (1866)," adopts "the
advanced ideas of Agassiz, McCoy, Hall, Huxley, Salter and others," and shows the close

relationship of the Eurypterida? to the Limulidae, placing them as suborders [Eurypterida

Huxley, and Xiphosura Grouovan) of the order Merostomata of Dana. To his work we
are mostly indebted for a full summary of our present knowledge of the fossil Merostomata,

and I have made frequent use of it in the preparation of this paper.

The Rev. Dr. Lockwood, "American Naturalist," iv, p. 269, compares certain features in

the larval stage of Limulus, with Pterygotus and Eurypterus.

The larva of Limulus zoiiivform. Fritz Miiller, in his suggestive work "Fiir Dar-

win," thus enumerates the most important peculiarities which distinguish the zoea, or larva,

from the adult decapodous animal : "The middle body, with its appendages, those five pairs

of feet to which these animals owe their name of Decapoda, is either entirely wanting, or

scarcely indicated. The abdomen and tail are destitute of appendages, and the latter con-

^
" On some Points in the Structure of llie Xiphosura, rida>." (From t!ie Quarterly Jourual of" the Geological Soci-

having reference to their Relationship with the Eurypte- ety, Feb., 18G7, p. 28.)
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sists of a single piece. ^ The mandibles, as in the Insecta,have no palpi. The maxillipedes,

of which the third pair is often still wanting, are not yet brought into the service of the

mouth, but appear in the form of biramose natatory feet. Branchiae are wanting, or when

their first rudiments may be detected as small verruci-

form prominences, these are dense cell-masses, through

which the blood does not yet flow, and which, therefore,

liave nothing to do with respiration. Fig. 29, (from Miil-

lor) is an example of a zoea, being the "yovmg zoea"

of Penaeus. As in the zoea, the body of the larval

Limulus consists of a head and abdomen, the thoracic

segments not being at this or at any subsequent stage

developed ; for in the zoea before the first moult, the

thorax is potential, the rudiments of five thoracic seg-

ments being seen just behind the postei'ior pair of decid-

uous maxillipedes. The head is comparable to the

ceijhalic shield of Apus ; like it, bearing a pair of simple

and compound eyes, but greatly differing from it in being

united with the body along the lower edge, instead of

being free, as in the Phyllopoda. In the zoea stage of

Decapoda, however, the eyes are not at first pedunculated,

but sunken in the carapace. The six appendages of Lim-

ulus are cephalic, the first two pairs being probably the

homologues of the first and second pair of antenmc" of

the zoea of Decapoda, and tlie Phyllopoda (Apodida3 and Branchipodidse), Avhile the third

pair probably represent the mandibles, the fourth pair the first maxillae, and the last two

pairs the maxillipedes (perhaps the fifth pan- represent the second maxillae of Apus, and

consequently the sixth pair alone represent the maxillipedes).'' It should be noticed

that these appendages are all situated in front of the metastoma, which in Limulus has

been homologized with the languette or '-labium " of the Decapoda, by Milne Edwards.*

^ I have found an exception to this in the zoea of Alpheus

minus Say, observed in January at Key West, Florida, in

which, before it is hatched, there are five pairs of short bira-

mose abdominal feet. The absence of abdominal appendages

is not, tlicrefore, an essential character.

2 At first I was disposed to consider the first pair of ap-

pendiiges of Limulus as mandibles, regarding the antennfe as

wanting. (See ''American Naturalist," iv., Feb., 1871, p.

754.) Fabricius (1783) called them mandililes, considering

Limulus as wanting antenniE. Savigny (1816) regarded Lim-

ulus as %vanting, not only the two pairs of antenna, but also

the four succeeding pairs of limbs. He calls the first pair of

actual appendages '•mandibules succedanees," and compares

them with the third pair of maxillipedes of Apus. Van der

Hoeven (1838) calls them feet, while Latreille at first (Hist.

Nat. des Crust. Ins., 18) followed Fabricius in regarding them

as mandibles, and afterwards, as Van der Hoeven states, he

doubtfully considered them as antenna>, in the first edition of

the "Eegne Animal." But in his "Families Naturelles" (1825)

and the second edition of the "Regno Animal," (1829) he

considers them as representing the antennae of other Crus-

tacea, though usually in referring to them he calls them feel

(pattes).

^ I find that Mr. Woodward has applied the same terms to

the appendages (see his work on the British Fossil Merosto-

mata). The fact that all the appendages of the nauplius of

the Cirripedia are situated in front of this prolabium, and that

its position is identical with that of Limulus, is another proof

that the ambulatory appendages of Limulus should be all

considered as cephalic.

•"Latreille (Regne Animal, 2d Edition, 1829) remarks of

this double organ, " Les deux pieces situees dans I'entre-deux

de CCS pattes, que M. Savigny considere comme une languette

ne me paraissent ctre que deux lobes inaxillaires de ces or-

ganes, mais detaches an libres." p. 186. But we have shown

that this metastoma arises as two tubercles long after the

last pair of cephalothoracic feet are developed, being en-

tirely disconnected from, and forming no part of them. Tliis

ortran seems to be homologous with the immense bifid organ

of the nau]>lii of certain Cirripedia (especially Tctraclita,

as figured by Fritz MuUer), which nearly equals the abdomi-

nal spine in size.
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In the freshly hatched zoea the body is divided into two regions : the cephalothorax (but

at first, as in Limulus, with no trace of thoracic segments or thoracic appendages, the two

pairs of large feet being deciduous maxillipedes, the thorax not being yet differentiated),

and a five to seven-jointed abdomen. The size of the cephalothorax, as compared with the

abdomen, varies greatly, as is well known, in the different forms of zoeoe, some forms resemb-

ling Eurypterus in the small cephalothorax. After the first moult five pairs of rudimentary-

thoracic limbs arise at the junction of the cephalothorax with the abdomen. We feel justi-

fied, then, in considering the larva of Limulus as a zoea.

But while we have endeavored to show that the young of Limulus is essentially zoese-

form, we would not overlook the great diflFerences between the two forms, seen especially in

the elongated body, the form of the cephalothoracic limbs, and the presence and peculiar form

of the abdominal appendages of the decapodous zoea. The two pairs of antennaj (though

they are locomotive in function) of zoea, are in Limulus replaced by ambulatory feet, ending

in claws ; and the two pairs of biramose deciduous maxillipedes of the zoea are replaced by

feet identical in form with those in front. That there are a greater number of cephalothoracic

and abdominal appendages respectively in the zoea of Limulus than that of the Decapoda

is not of primary importance. When we examine the less essential characters of Limulus

we find, on comparison with certain forms of zoete, (such as Fritz Miiller's figure of the zoea

of a PenyDus, Fiir Darwin, fig. 32) with its large carapace and small abdomen, also Milne

Edward's figure of Erichthus aculeutus, with its large carapace and short, broad aljdomen,

with five pairs of swimming feet, many points of resemblance. The spines on the carapace

of Limulus are also comparable with those of certain zoea^.

The Merostomata zoemform. As our Limulus at birth only essentially differs from the

adult by having three instead of six pairs of abdominal feet, and no caudal spine (though

existing in a rudimentary state), the question resolves itself into a comparison of the adult

Limulus with the young of the Decapoda. In some respects there is a certain likeness be-

tween the higher Branchiopoda (the Phyllopoda especially) and the zoea of a Decapod.

This consists in the fact that all the limbs between the mouth and the abdomen, or genital

openings, are but slightly differentiated—in short, they are all maxillipedes, and there is an

absence of the five pairs of special locomotive limbs, to which the 3'onng Decapoda owe their

name, appended to a thoracic region (pereion), which distinguishes the zoea, as Miiller well

says. In Branchipus, Apus and Nebalia, with their two pairs of anteimse, we have the

nearest approach to a zoea. The Phyllopoda have hi- or tri-ramose abdominal appendages,

and while no zoea has been hitherto known to possess them, the zoea of Alplieus minus Say

has five well developed pairs. The telson, as in the Merostomata and certain Phyllopoda

(Apus and Limnadia) "consists of a single piece." Prof. Huxley^ has compared Pterygotus

(Himantopterus) to the Stomapoda and zoea forms.

While the likeness of Limulus to a zoea may seem very remote, we would call attention

to certain peculiar decapodous larvae, discovered and figured by Dr. A. Dohrn, which bear

a certain resemblance to the king crab. Such are the " zoea of a Pen8eus(?)" represented

at fig. 54, pi. xxx, of Siebold and Kolliker's Zeitschriffc fiir Wissens. Zoologie " (Bd. 21, Heft.

^ "The nearest approach to Himantopterus which could bu the appendages as we find among the zoefeform Macruran

constructed out of the elements afforded by existing Cms- larva;." Observations on the Structure and Affinities of Hi-

tacea, then, would be produced by superinducing upon the mantopterus, Quarterly Journal Geological Society of Lon-

general form of a Cumoid crustacean such a modification of don, xii., 1856, p. 37.
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3, 1871), and the "unknown larva," p. 62. But when we compare the Eurypterida with

the normal larvae of Decapods, there is a general likeness, which, as Huxley has clearly

pointed out, is of peculiar significance. This is seen in the small cephalothorax, with the

compound eyes sunken in the head, as in some zoe?e, aud the long, narrow, equally-jointed

abdomen, with its spine-like or spatulate telson. Here we have, if we are not mistaken,

prophetic forms, which peopled the palteozoic seas, and announced the coming of a higher

type of crustacean life. The gigantic Eurypterida are to the Decapoda of the present

times what the Pythonomorpha and Ichthyosauria and Plesiosauria are to their modern rep-

resentatives ; and wdiether or not the Decapoda be the direct lineal descendants of the

Eurypteridiie, they are, at least when in the early stages of growth, heirs of some of their

peculiar features, though they may claim a distinct line of descent from the ancestors of a

hypothetical nauplius, with new and higher characters superadded.

Comparison of Limulus with the Trilohites. Let us now compare the larva of Limulus

with those of the Trilobites. Barrande, in his great work on the Silurian Fauna of Bo-

hemia,^ has been the first to describe the recently hatched larvae of certain Trilobites, at least

before the young had moulted, and has presented us with an array of facts, that are of the

greatest use in our comparison.

A glance at our figures 12 and 32, will at once suggest the form of the Trilobites, as also

of the Xiphosurian genera Bellinurus, Prestwichia, and Euproops, (see cuts 30, 31, Prest-

wichia rotundatiis, Prestw.,

Euproops Dance, Meek and

Worthen^) from the Carbonif-

erous formation. The latter

are evidently forms which may
be compared with the larva of

Limulus, from the prominence

of the cardiac lobe, the dis-

tinctness of the abdominal seg-

ments, and the short spine,

while the form of the carapace

is stiU more trilobitic in the

posterior prolongations of the

outer edge. These forms are

alluded to here as indicating in Carboniferous times the existence of intermediate types

between the Merostomata and Trilobites.

The resemblance of the ripe embryo, and in a less degree, the larva of Limulus, to the Tri-

lobites is seen in the very distinct trilobate character of the body— the cardiac lobe being

very prominent,—and in the distinct segments of the abdomen. The resemblance is com-

pleted by the absence of the caudal spine of the adult Limulus. In comparing the larval

forms of Limulus with those of the Trilobites, as described and figured by Bari'ande, we are

struck by the close correspondence between them. We have endeavored to show that the

larva of Limulus is to be compared with the zoea of the Malacostraca. We should not intro-

' Systeme Silurien du Centre fie la Boheme. Par Joachim ^ I am indebted to the Illinois Geological Sin-vey, through

Barrande. 1'" Partie. Recherehes Paleontologiques. Vol. Professor Worthen, for the use of these cuts.

1. Crustaces ; Trilobites. 1852.

Fig. 30. Ficf. 31.
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duce the subject here, had not an eminent carcinologist, Mr. Spence Bate, remarked that

"the young of Trilohites are of the nauplius form."^ We would contend that while the

larva of Limulus probably passes through a nauplius form early in the life of the embryo, at

a little later period it appears with its cephalothorax divided into distinct segments bearing

the full number of limbs, and with a nine-jointed abdomen, bearing three pairs of limbs and

ending in a broad expansion. It remains in the egg state some time, and is hatched with-

out undergoing the complicated metamorphoses of the Phyllopoda, and other Crustacea

born with a true nauplius form, such as is presented by that of Penseus.

Compare with our figure of the recently hatched Limulus (pi. iv, fig. 13, 13 a, 13 6, 13 c,

13 d, and 32), Barrande's larva of Trhmchus ornatus Sternb. (fig. 33, and natural size ; en-

larged from Barrande's figure for the sake of easier comparison). One will see at a glance

Q
/0^,

Firr 32. Fi<r. 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

that the young Trilobite, born without any "thoracic" segments, and with the cephalo-

thorax articulated with the abdomen, closely resembles the young Limulus. In both, as in

no other young Crustacea, the body, especially the cephalothorax, is trilobitic. In Limulus

no new segments are added after birth ; in the Trilobites the numerous thoracic segments

are added during successive moults, as Barrande's beautiful plates so clearly show. The

Trilobites thus pass through a well marked metamorphosis, though by no means so re-

markable as that of the Decapodous Crustacea and the Phyllopoda. Again, the resemblance

is seen in the larval Agnostus nudus Beyr. (fig. 35, also enlarged ; and natural size ; the

left hand figure represents the adult), where the body consists, as in Trinucleus, of the

cephalothorax and abdomen (pygidium), the two thoracic segments being added at a subse-

quent moult. Agnostus bibuUatus Barr., A. rex Barr., and A. integer Beyr., have simi-

lar larval forms.

In the larva of Sao hirsufa Barr. (fig. 34, natural size, and enlarged from Barrande's

figui-e) neither the "thorax" nor abdomen are differentiated, and the body is orl)icular,

but with the cardiac region well developed, and with indications of segments which are

in the next moult abdominal in their position, indicating that the larva of this Trilobite

was not much unlike those of the others enumerated above. We feel justified, then,

in considering the larval Trilobite as a subzoea, and would suggest that at this period

it was perhaps provided with cephalothoracic appendages, while broad lamellate, swim-

ming and respiratory feet were very prol^ably attached to the pygidium.

Judging from Barrande's descriptions of the eggs of the Trilobites, they must have

1 See Facts for Darwin, p. 9G.
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resembled those of Limulus, and like them have been surrounded by a tough, thick chorion,

as Barrande supposes must have been the case. He states that these eggs occurred in the

form of black spherules, some two-thirds, and others four or six millimetres in diameter,^

mingled in the same beds with fragments of Trilobites. After giving in detail his reasons

for suj^posing them to be eggs, he says, " as regards their size, the spheroids in question

could have been the eggs of Trilobites, because the smaller ones have exactly the same

diameter as the first age of Sao hirsuta, namely : two-thirds of a mm. The greater diam-

eter of the other spheroids (two to five mm.) is in accordance with the size of the Trilobites

among which they have been found, as Acidaspis Verneuill and Clieirurus Qiienstedti."

As regards the close resemblances between the adult Limulus and Trilobites, the facts

presented by Mr. Billings^ have enabled that able palaeontologist to make the comparison

between the forms of the two grou2DS a very close one. His discovery of a specimen of

Asaphus ptlatycephalus preserved on the under side, so as to present indications of what he,

with some reserve, considers as eight pairs of five-jointed legs, instead of the hypothetical

phyllopodous feet of Burmeister and other authors, if it should be confirmed, at once places

them in the closest relation with the Merostomata.

The specimen here alluded to was submitted to the members of the Geological Society

of London, and Mr. H. Woodward pronounced in favor of Mr. Billings's views. On the

other hand. Prof. J. D. Dana, to whom Mr. Billings also sent the specimen for inspection,

concludes (Amer. Jonrn. Sc, May, 1871, p. 320) with Messrs. Verrill and Smith, that the

" organs are not legs, but the semi-calcified arches in the membrane of the ventral surface

to which the foliaceous appendages, or legs, were attached. Just such arches exist in the

' The eggs of Limulus are a little less than two millimetres the space between the two lobes of the hypostoma, where

in diameter. we must suppose the mouth to be situated, backwards along

the median line to the pygidium. This corresponds in posi-

^Mr. Billings thus describes the specimen which good for- tion to the sternum of the ordinary Crustacea. The legs are

tune had placed in such good hands, and of which he read a arranged in eight pairs, the bases of each pair being situated

short notice before the Natural History Society of Montreal, exactly under one of the eight segments of the thorax, and

in 1864. at the sides of the sternal groove.

"This specimen was collected in the Trenton Limestone, "The legs of the first pair are better preserved than the

at the City of Ottawa, about ten years ago. When discov- others. They curve forwards, and can be traced to a point

ered it was lying flat upon a thin slab of limestone, and well nearly under the outer edge of the eye, or rather between

preserved with the exception of the eyes, which seem to the eye and the outside of the head. The other seven pairs

have been forced inwards by pressure fi-om above. It was follow at the average distance of two and a half lines from

also divided into two pieces by a fissure wliich extended each other. Tlie eiglit pairs thus occupy about twenty lines

diagonally across, from the first segment of the thorax on of the length of the ventral surface. This is exactly the

the left side to the fifth segment on the right. length of the thorax, measured on the upper side. This

"It remained in the Museum for several years without at- trilobite has always eight segments in the thorax, and there

tracting particular attention, until one day, observing that is thus on the under side one pair of appendages to each

the part in front of the fissure was somewhat loosely segment. Although some of them are very imperfect, and

attached, I removed it, and was surprised at finding, on the the portions that remain are somewhat displaced, with a

under side, not only the hypostoma in place but also what little study of the specimen it can be seen that they all

appeared to be some of the legs of the animal. As the part curve forwards, and are thus, most probably, ambulatory

beliind the fissure was more firmly attached to the stone, I rather than natatory legs.

had it cut across just behind the eighth segment by the lap- "There appear to be several joints in each of those appcnd-

idary of the Survey. Tlie remainder of the thorax was then ages, but the exact number cannot be made out. On the

easily split off. The pygidium came off with difficulty, and lefl side, the first four legs show very clearly that there are

in two pieces. All the pieces were then fastened together, at least two, one at five lines from the side of the groove,

and we thus obtained two specimens, one of which shows the and another about three lines further out. The position of

under side of the trilobite and the other its impression on each of these is indicated by a small protuberance (PI. I,

the stone. fig. 1, n). On the right side the preserved portions of the

"On the under side a broad, shallow groove extends fi-om legs are longer, and thus indicate a greater number of articu-
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ventral surface of the abdomen of the Macrura, and to them the abdominal appendages are

articvdated. This conclusion is sustained by the observation that in one part of the venter

three consecutive parallel arches are distinctly connected by the intervening outer mem-
brane of the venter, showing that the arches were plainly in the membrane, as only a

calcified portion of it, and were not members moving free above it." Mr. H. Woodward
(Geological Magazine, July, 1871, p. 289), in endeavoring to show that the semicalcified

arches " are truly legs, reproduces Billings's figure of the Asaphus, and also figures the

under side of iVe^j/irq/j.s Norveglcus to compare it with," and concludes that the appendages

of the Trilobites " were attached along either side of a median line, and that the lateral

extremities were free." He also thinks that if the ap^jendages of Trilobites were soft

foliaceous gill-feet, " then the presence of strong sternal arches would have been needless

;

on the other hand, if we accept Burmeister's decision, that such hardened sternal arches

must accompany horny or calcareous feet, then it follows as a matter of course that — ac-

cepting Prof. Dana's interpretation— Asaphus must have had such hard appendages, which

the very presence of semicalcified arches in the ventral integument proves to have existed."

Though disposed to regard these processes figured by Mr. Billings as feet, still the proof

is unsatisfectory ; but reasoning on general grounds from the structure of the rest of the

body, the heavy, thickened, dorsal side of the body, the rounded front of the head, and

the form of the pygidium, the Trilobites probably had habits similar to those of Limulus,

and consequently they must have had ambulatory feet, rather than phyllopodal feet, at

tached to the middle segments of the body. And 1 find that Dr. Dohrn entertains the

same view. In his suggestive " Geschichte des Krebsstammes" (Jenaischen Zeitschrift,

lations, although they cannot be distinctly seen. I think

that each leg consisted of at least four or five segments.

"On the pygidium there are three small ovate tubercles,

arranged in a line, that seem to be organic (fig. 1, rf), and, if

they are so, they are, perhaps, the processes to which respir-

atory feet were attached.

"The length of the specimen is four and a half inches,

and the width two and a half. On a side view the height of

the head just behind the eyes is nine lines, and at the

middle of the thorax about seven lines. The depth of the

internal cavity at the back part of the head is seven lines,

and .at the last segment of the thorax four lines. Tlie plane

in which the legs are situated is, therefore, not so low down

as the extremities of the pleura?. The visceral cavity is

thus about one-third less than the whole bulk of the animal.

"The above is all that I desire to say at present concerning

this remarkable specimen."

Mr. Billings then proceeds to homologize the other parts

with Limulus. He says :

—

" Tlie evidence afforded by the specimen above described,

and others of which I have made sections, proves that in tlie

genus Asaphus the under side was not flat, but somewhat

concave. In the head, on each side of the mouth, there was

a cavity like that which occurs in the existing king crab

—

Limulus Poh/phemus. The position of these cavities is at C,

C, in PI. I, fig. 1. Tliey are partially filled up in the speci-

men, but I have ascertained their depth to be about five lines

in another indiviilual of the same size. Tlie ends of the

pleura? projected downw.ards a short distance below the level

of the sternum. The pygidium was also concave at the
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sides, with a portion along the middle, holding the intestine,

convex. Tliis structure can be seen, in part, by examining

the slab fl'om which the specimen above noticed was split.

Portions of the lower margins of the head and tail, and the

extremities of some of the pleurs, remain sticking in the

stone. It can also be proved by polished sections through

the head and tail of any well preserved specimen. Such

sections usually show that a portion of the crust, called the

' doublure,' by Barrande, aU round the margin, is folded

under and reflected upwards, ending in a free thin edge.

(PI. I, figs. 2, 3, 4.) The pleura? have also a doublure, which

extends upwards, nearly half way to the median lobe of the

body. In consequence of this structure the extremities of the

pleuriE are hollow, exactly like those of a lobster.

"In Limulus a similar doublure occurs, and we can see

there that it is continuous with the thin membraneous crust

which covers the under side of the body, and bears the

limbs. Between the sternum of Limulus, with its load of

ponderous legs, and the doublure, there is no connection all

round except this fragile membrane. In consequence of

this structure it often comes away with all its appendages,

leaving notliing of the animal except its huge carapace,

pygidium and telson. Specimens of this great crab in tliis

condition .are common in museums.

"In the genus Asaphus, and, no doubt in all other trilobites,

the doublure is, as in these imperfect specimens of Limulus,

only the remains of the integument whicli covered the under

side and supported the sternum. These two genera, how-

ever, differ widely in other respects."
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Bd. 6, Heft. 1, p. 131, 1870) he remarks : "The external structure teaches us before all,

that we need seek for no swimmers in the Trilobites. Their body is broad and flat, very

generally they are broadest before, at the head, a fact also certainly adverse to a rapid for-

ward movement. We have already seen that a limitation of the power of swimming to the

pleon (abdomen) decreases the longitudinal extension of the body; in the Trilobites the pleon,

on the other hand, becomes a powerful, ponderous anal shield, the so-called pygidium, which

either consists of numerous segments united together, or we find a whole series of smaller

rings, but which do not in the least differ from the preceding segments of the middle

body. It is also to be considered that the Trilobites chiefly lived at the bottom of the sea.

Therefore they needed extremities by means of which they could walk. These extremi-

ties could not have been soft and yielding, since the Trilobites were truly heavy organisms.

According to my opinion, we must conceive their extremities to have been lilie those of

Limulus, but not longer than the carapace, or we should have detected traces of them.

These extremities, as locomotive organs, were attached only to the cephalic shield— the

rings of the body [posteriorly] carried most truly flat, leaf-like appendages, on whose inner

side again, as in Limulus, numerous thin leaves formed the gills. I cannot consider that

the Trilobites possessed extremities lilve the Phyllopods now living — with the power that

they possess of rolling up their bodies, it seems the better opinion to compare their gills

and the extremities carrying them to the gills of the existing Limulus." In considering

the fact that no specimens of Trilobites have revealed any limbs from a dorsal view, it

should be remembered that in none of the fossil Bellinuri, and even the Mesozoic Limuli,

are there any indications of limbs projecting beyond the carapace ; in death they are

gathered up beneath the body, and those of the Trilobites, if they existed, probably were

not long enough, as Dohrn says, to reach to the edge of the body when extended.

In view of the conflict of opinions as to the nature of the limbs of the Trilobites, it is to

be hoped that the matter will not be suffered to rest here by palaeontologists, even if the

most unique and valuable specimens have to be sacrificed in making the requisite ob-

servations.

Adding to the homologies set forth by Mr. Billings, the trilobate character of the body in

the young Limulus, the position and structure of the compound eyes, and the probability

that, as Billings suggests, the abdomen of the Trilobites carried several pairs of phyllopodous

or gill-like swimming feet, and we feel warranted from these, and the fact of their similar-

ity in the larval forms, in placing the Merostomata and Trilobites near together in the sub-

class of Branchiopoda.

Through Barrande we learn that Beyrich has discovered the alimentary canal of Trinii-

cleus Golclfussi Barr. The former states, " several specimens of our collections have also

shown to us this canal which can be followed from the middle of the glabella up to the

extremity of the axis, towards the posterior border of the pygidium. M. Beyrich has well

observed that the canal in question is not found immediately under the test, but in the

interior of the median lobe, of which it seemed to have formed the axis."

The internal organization and the habits of Limulus throw much light on the proba-

ble anatomy and habits of the Trilobites. The correspondence in the cardiac region of

the two groups shows that their hearts and circulation were similar. The position of the

eyes shows that the Trilobites probably had long and slender optic nerves, and indicates

a general similarity in the nervous system. The genital organs of the Trilobites were
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probably very similar to those of Limulns, as they could not have united sexually, and

the eggs were probably laid in the sand or mud, and impregnated by the sperm cells of

the male, floating free in the water. As previously stated, the female Limulus burrows

beneath the sand or mud and leaves her eggs loose in the burrow, covered by a few inches

of sand, etc. This is an exception to the usual mode of oviposition in the Crustacea. The

only other exceptions known to us are the land crabs (Gecarcinus) of the West Indies,

which go to the sea and leave their eggs in the water, and then go back to the land, and

Squilla, which deposits her spawn in shoal water passages in the foi-m of thin, round, yel-

low plates, according to Miiller, but he adds that she remains by them aiding their devel-

opment by driving a stream of water through the hole for her own respiration.

The muscular system of the Trilobites must have been highly organized, as in Limulus,

as, like the latter, they probably lived by burrowing in the mud and sand, using the shovel-

like expanse of the head in digging in the shallow palseozoic waters after worms and

stationary soft-bodied invertebrates, so that we may be warranted in supposing that the

alimentary canal was constructed on the type of that of Limulus, with its large, powerful

gizzaixl and immense liver.

From these considerations, and the fact that the eggs have been found loose in the beds

associated with remains of the animals themselves, we should suppose that the Trilobites

lived in shallow water and near the shore, as Limulus does at the present day. Barrande

supposed that they lived in deep water and swam on the surface of the sea, but the solid

integument and flattened broad body would seem to have been sufficient to indicate that

they frequented the bottom. Bm-meister was probably more correct in supposing that

they lived in shallow water.

Classification of the Branchiopoda. In his celebrated work on the "Organization of the

Trilobites," Burmeister sagaciously concludes "that tlie Trilobites were a peculiar flimily of

Crustacea, nearly allied to the existing Phyllopoda, approaching this latter family most

nearly in its genus Branchipus, and forming a link connecting the Phyllopoda vnth. the

Poecilopoda," but on account of the " varying numerical proportion of their thoracic rings,"

he thinks the relation is one of analogy and not of affinity, and that the Trilobites are

equivalent to all the Entomostraca [Aspidostraca). With the ideas in the sentence

quoted, our own review of the structure of the living Branchiopoda and the embryology

of Limulus, and a comparison with the Trilobites, lead us to fully coincide ; but we would

go farther and include the Merostomata with the Branchiopoda, as together forming a

division, (perhaps a subclass, equivalent to the Decapoda). Burmeister has demonstrated

very clearly the close homology of the head of the Trilobites with that of the Phyllopoda,

especially the structure and relations of the hypostoma and the frontal "doublure." The

parts corresponding to the jaws and first pair of antenniform maxillipedes of the Phyllo-

pods, are not preserved in the Trilobites. I would venture to predict from the structure

of Limulus that we shall look in vain for antennre in the Trilobites, i. e., any articulated

organs of sense arising in front of the mouth ; while it is not improbable that a pair of

antenniform maxillipedes, such as those of Apus, existed, together with pairs of jaws, like

those of Branchipus and Apus, or ambulatory appendages, formed at the base like jaws, as

in Limulus, on each side of the mouth.

The presence of a pair of maxillipedes was suggested by the observations of Mr. H.
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Woodward/ who has " discovered upon the eroded upper surface of one of these, not only

the hypostoma exposed to view, but also three pairs of appendages, and what he believes

to be the palpus of one of the maxillae."

Glaus, in his " Grundziige der Zoologie," 1868, thus characterizes the order Poecilopoda:

" Crustacea with a thick-shelled, arched cephalothorax, flat, shield-like abdomen, and a

moveable caudal spine. Gills on the abdominal feet." This definition, now that we have

indications that the Trilobites probal>ly had thoracic ambulatory feet, and, in all probability,

leaf-like appendages on the abdomen (pygidium), will apply about as well to Trilobites as

to Limuli. We would suggest that while the differences between the two groups are very

marked, that they are yet probably only ordinal, and that the two groups fall naturally

into the subclass Branchiopoda,^ which Glaus (who considers it as an order) characterizes

thus :
" Grustacea of elongated, often clearly articulated bodies, for the most part with

shield-shaped, cloak-like, or a bivalve duplication of the integument, with at least four pairs

of leaf-like, foliaceous, swimming feet." This definition does not exclude the Merostomata,

and probably, barring the number of pairs of abdominal feet, includes the Trilobites. The

orders may be arranged thus in the ascending order :
—

1st order. GLADOGERA. " Small, compressed Branchiopoda [' Phyllopoda ' Glaus],

with non-articulated bodies, mostly with a bivalved shell and free head extended forward,

with large oar-like antennae (ruderarme), and four to six pairs of swimming feet. A single

family, Daphniadce. (Sida, Daphnia, Polyphemus, etc.)" (Glaus.) No metamorphosis,

young resembling the adults.

2d order. MEROSTOMATA. Gigantic Branchiopoda, with the head covered by a large

or medium sized shield, antennae forming ambulatory limbs ; four to six ambulatory, usually

forcipated maxillipedes ; abdomen with not over six pairs of lamellate swimming feet,

most of which bear gills ; and ending either in a caudal spine, or flattened telson. A pair

of compound and a pair of simple eyes.

Suborder 1. Xiphosura. Body trilobate in the young (Limulus), and often in the

adult. Cephalic shield very large, convex, semicircular, bearing (when known) six pairs

of forcipated. ambulatory, simple, cephalic appendages, of which the five posterior pairs are

provided with coxal spines for chewing the food ; a true hypostoma. Metastoma forming

two separate tubercles. Abdomen 8-9 jointed, with segments more or less distinct, the

terminal one forming a large spine. A shght metamorphosis ; the young resembling the

adult. Eggs not borne about by the parent during incubation. Three ? families. 1. Limu-

lidaj (Euproops, Prestwichia, Bellinurus, Limulus). Cyclus " is perhaps the type of a second

family ; and the two genera, Exapinurus and Pseudoniscus, possibly, are types of a third

family.

^ "Note on the Palpus and other Appendages of Asaphus (1. c, p. 5, footnote) Crustacea, I think we are wan-anted in

from the Trenton limestone, in the British Museum." By regarding it as a member of the Xiphosura. He gives de-

Henry Woodward, Proceedings of the Geological Society scriptions and figures of nine species, of which Cijclus Hark-

of London, May 11. Reported in Nature for June 2, 1870. j?es,«' Woodward, and C. /oiiesmnus Woodward (fig. 36,6,

2 Claus uses the term Phyllopoda for the order, but Branch- dorsal aspect of carapace ; a, side view of the same
;
both mag-

iopoda of Lamarck (1801) seems to have the priority, accord- nified four times), are fair examples. The body is hem-

ing to Agassiz's Nomenclator Zoologicus. ispherical, and afibrds no indication of a distinct abdomen',

8 From the evidence presented by Mr. H. Woodward the margin of the body may be compared with the margin of

(Contributions to British Fossil Crustacea, Geol. Mag., Dec, the phield of Limulus. We can also detect the median

1870, VII, p. 1) as to the structure and aflinities of tliis most "cardiac" lobe of "Woodward lower down the lateral, and

interesting and singular genus of Carboniferous and Permian below the marginal lobe, corresponding to the three lobes of
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Suborder 2. Etjrypterida. Cephalic shield small, flattened, subquadrate. Abdomen
elongated, 12-13 jointed, ending in a spatulate telson, or stout spine. Antennas partially

ambulatory and simple, or large and chelate ; hind pair of cephalic appendages paddle-like.

Metastoma forming a broad plate. Family 1. Eurtjpteridce (Pterygotus, Slimonia, Stylo-

neurus, Eurypterus), and family ? 2. probably including Bunodes and Hemiaspis.

3d order. Teilobita {Paleades Dalraan). Body with a thick, dense integument, vari-

ously ornamented with tubercles and spines ; distinctly trilobate ; more specialized than in

the Merostomata, being divided into a true head consisting of six segments, covered by a

broad, cephalic shield ; with 2-26 distinct thoracic segments (probably bearing ambulatory

feet), and several (greatest number 28) coalesced abdominal segments, forming a solid

pygidium, sometimes ending in a spine, and probably carrying three or more pairs of

swimming, respiratory feet.^ Metamorphosis slight. The young subzoeseform ; being

the body of the larva of Limulus and the adult trilobites.

la Cyclus Harknessi the body is deeply furrowed vertically,

Fig. 35.

while in C. Jonesianus the posterior two-thirds of the body is

smooth, divided by the cardiac ridge into two elytra-like

areas, while anteriorly the surface of the shield is divided

into from six (in some species) to eight (in C. Jonesianus)

lobes. The margin of the body ends behind in some species

in a short, small, subacute point. There are no indications

of limbs, and very doubtfully of eyes.

Such is a brief description of these problematical remains,

in regard to which Mr. Woodward says, in 1S68, "We must

differ from M. de Konink in referring this form to the Trilo-

bites. If truly an adult, it must be placed near to Apus,

with the other shield-bearing Phyllopods; if a larval form, it

may have been the early stage of Prestwiehia, or some other

Limuloid of the coal-measures. Nor do we think it in the

least probable that the shield of Cyclus radialis was flexible

or contractile, its original segments being completely sol-

dered together into one piece;" and in 1870 he adds that

firom the recent investigations of Dr. Lockwood and myself,

" these forms may indeed be the larval stages of Prestwiehia,

Belinurus, etc., the antetypes in Carboniferous times of the

modern king crab." Were it not for the large size of these

fossils, some (C. Harknessi) measuring five lines in length,

thre'e and one-half lines in breadth, and three lines in height,

we sh(juld be disposed to agree with Mr. Woodward; but

from what is known of the size and form of the freshly

hatched larvje of Limulus and the Trilobites, I should infer

that they were either the larvae of some unknown genus

of LimuUda;, or adult, but embryonic, forms. The larvae

of Bellinurus and its allies, Prestwiehia and Euprobps,

were, in all probability, closely allied in their form and

size at the time of hatching to the larva of Limulus. But

on comparing the deep, hemispherical form of Cyclus, with

the surface of the body deeply lobed over a more or less

extent, with the embryo of Limulus before it is hatched

(pi. IV, fig. 18, 18 a), we find a striking simil.irity. In-

deed we seem to be dealing with a distinct, embryonic

type of Limulidae. In Cyclus we have, in a late larval

or possibly adult condition, that state of Limulus in which

the body is deeply hemispherical, and the abdomen has just

been differentiated from the rest of the body, while the

deep, transverse lobes of the yolk are not yet absorbed,

as seen in pi. iv, fig. 18, 18a, in the embryo of Limulus;

the cardiac or median lobe being as distinctly marked in

Cyclus as in the embryo of Limulus.

We may regard Cyclus as a subzoea, but in its spheri-

cal form much nearer the nauplius state than any other

Merostomata, having apparently just passed it to enter the

early subzoeal stage assumed by Limulus at a comparatively

early period in embryonic life. We appear to have, there-

fore, in Cyclus, whether it should prove to be a larval form,

or an adult, a long step backward towards the ancestral

nauplius form of the Merostomata. Cyclus, it should be

borne in mind, appeared during the Carboniferous period,

and affords some slight indication that the Merostomatous

type was developed at a considerably later period than the

Trilobites, as analogous forms among the Trilobites (Agnos-

tus) appear to me to conform much more to the type of the

larvffi of other Trilobites than does Cyclus to the larva of

Limulus.

1 It will be seen by this arrangement that the Trilobites

are not regarded as in any way related to the Isopoda, as

has been suggested by the earlier writers, Professor Dana, and
more recently by Mr. Woodward, the general resemblance be-

ing one of analogy. Woodward remarks in the Geological

Magazine, July, 1871, p. 291, " In a note upon this specimen

(Billings' Asaphus), communicated to the Geological Society,

and published at the same time, I ventured to sugo-est that

the eviilence put forward by Mr. BiUings tended to place the

Trilobites near to, if not in, the Isopoda Normalia; and

that we might fairly expect to find that the Trilobita rep-

resented a more generalized type of structure than the

modern Isopods." Passing by certain direct homologies of the

adult Trilobites with the Phyllopoda and Merostomata, we
might add that the form of the larva is totally unlike that

of the young in the Isopoda.

UEU01K3 BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II.
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hatched either with none, or one or two thoracic segments. Eggs probably deposited loose

in sand or mud. Seventeen femilies, with very nunaerous genera and species.

4th order. Phyllopoda. Body with 10-64 distinct segments, naked, or partly sur-

rounded by a flat, shield-shaped or compressed shell, with from ten to sixty pairs of leaf-

like swimming feet, provided with well developed gills. Metamorphosis complete
;
young

of the nauplius or zoea form. Family 1. EstheriadcB (Limnadia, Estheria, Limnetis).

2. Apusidm (Apus, Lepidurus). 3. Nehaliadce^ (Hymenocaris, Peltocaris, Ceratiocaris,

Dictyocaris, Dithyrocaris, Argus, Nebalia). 4. Branck'qyodidm (Branchipus, Branchinecta,

Streptocephalus, Chu'ocephalus, Artemia). It is not improbable that these four so-called

families represent suborders.

We have previously indicated the close relationship of the Merostomata, both in their

adult and (as flxr as can be judged from the development of a single genus) larval stages,

with the Trilobites. To show still farther the close relation existing between the two

groups, I place their characters in opposing columns.

Meeostomata.

Body l.irge and massive, consisting of a head often

forming a broad cephalic shield, and abdomen indis-

tinctly or distinctly trilobate.

Frontal doublure well marked.

Compound eyes many facetted ; simple eyes.

Hypostoma small, or large, squarish.

Five to six pairs of cephalic appendages, acting both

as jaws and legs.

No thoracic segments.

Trelobita.

Body large and massive, consisting of a head, form-

ing a broad cephalic shield ; thorax, and abdomen dis-

tinctly trilobate.

Frontal doublure well marked.

Compoimd eyes many facetted; simple eyes wanting.

Hypostoma large, squarish.

?

Thoracic segments developed at, and after, the first

moult of larva.

Abdomen with segments partially free or coalesced,

ending occasionally (Encrinurus, Dalmania) in a spine,

or flattened telson (Lichas).

?

Larva when hatched, in some genera differing from

parent in wanting thoracic segments.

Abdomen with segments free or coalesced, forming

a broad shield ending in a spatulate or spine-like

telson.

Broad lamellate, respiratory, abdominal feet.

Larva, when hatched, like the parent, consisting of

head and abdomen only.

It appears from the above review that the only fundamental characters separating the two

groups, is the addition in the TrUobites, at or after the first moult, of thoracic segments.

We should in this connection bear in mind that in the Phyllopoda the number of body seg-

ments is constantly varying in different genera, as it is among the Trilobites and Merosto-

mata themselves. The close relationship of the two groups is farther shown by the recent

discovery of some remarkable problematical forms by which the Merostomata and Trilobites

are apparently linked together. These forms are Hemiaspis (Woodward ),^ Pseudoniscus

(Nieszkowski),^ Exapinurus (Niesz.), and Bunodes (Eichwald).

iThe late Mr. Salter (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xix,

p. 87) has been the first to recognize the close relationship

of the fossil genera enumerated above, with the modern

Nebalia. It had also occurred to the writer previous to

meeting with Mr. Salter's article, that Ceratiocaris was a

gigantic Ncbaliad. He says, " I have had occasion to study

a large series of Silurian Crustacea, which have, in their

turn, furnished the data whereby to connect this old Phyl-

lopod (speaking of Peltocaris) with the modern Nebalia and

Apus." We are not convinced that there is any real genetic

connection between Apus and these fossil Nebahads,' but

Mr. Salter's remarks are highly suggestive.

2 On some Points in the Structure of the Xiphosura, hav-

ing reference to their relationship with the Eurypteridoe.

By H. Woodward. (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, Feb., 1867.)

' Zusiitze zur Monographic der Trilobitcn der Ostsee-

provinzen, nebst der Beschreibung einiger neuen obersilu-

rischen Crustaceen. Dorpat, 1860.
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Of these, Pseudoniscus and Exapinurus seemed nearest allied to Bellinurus, though Mr.

Woodward refers them without hesitation to the Eurypterida, while they seem to me to form

types of a division intermediate between the Limulidoe and the Eurypteridse. As to the

genera Hemiaspis and Bunodes, they present a remarkable resemblance, whether of analogy

or affinity I would hardly venture to say, with the Trilobites, and even possibly indicate a

group intermediate between the Eurypteridte and the Trilobites. In both genera the body
is distinctly trilobed, thus (Hemiaspis especially) resembling Bellinurus, (the body of the

true Eurypteridse being smooth). Bunodes, as represented by Nieszkowski, bears a remark-

able resemblance to Asaphus and Blsenus, in the broad, flat head (though no eyes are

present), the five segments between the head and abdomen, and in the form of the latter.

In their most essential characters, i.e., the broad, cejAalic shield, the form of the frontal

doublure, the large metastoma (of the Eurypteridae) the compound eyes, and in a less

degree the form of the abdomen in some genera, the Merostomata are more closely approxi-

mated to the Trilobites than to the Phyllopoda. Add to this the almost identical form of

the animals when hatched, and the probability that the mode of development of the

embryo of the Trilobites accorded in its main features with that of Limulus, the type of an

important group of Merostomata, I feel as if we were almost justified in placing the two
groups as subdivisions of an order of the subclass Branchiopoda, and perhaps equivalent to

(as much so as natural groups are) the Phyllopoda and Cladocera.

It may seem to naturalists as if it were forcing the Trilobites and Merostomata into an

unnatural aUiance with the Phyllopoda, but they agree (at least the Merostomata) in having

broad, lamellate giU-bearing feet and a more or less developed cephalic shield bearing

compound eyes ; the Eurypteridse with their small head parallelizing the Branchipodidae

in their want of a broad cephalic shield. Then the two groups may be represented thus :

Cladocera and Phyllopoda. Merostomata and Trilobites.

Geological Succession and probable Ancestry of the Branchiopoda. The following

table may serve to give a rude idea of the relations of the principal groups of the Ento-

mostraca, and their appearance in geological history, so far as the extremely scanty data

we possess will allow, while the diagram may also serve as a genealogical tree, showing the

probable origin of the main divisions of the lower Crustacea.

As is well known, the Trilobites are met with in comparative abundance in the lowest

fossiliferous beds of the Silurian period, and they are the most ancient of Crustaceans, so

far as their remains give evidence. The genera Conocephalites, Dicellocepbalus, Paradoxides

and Agnostus, besides other forms, appear in the Potsdam sandstone or equivalent primor-

dial rocks of this and other countries. The type disappeared during the Carboniferous

period, the genera Phillipsia (one species is Permian), Griffithides and Brachymetopus, being

the sole representatives of the type which prevailed so extensively during the Silurian.
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Lawrentian,

Archlcarls.

Simultaneously with the appearance of the larva-like Agnostus, and the more highly-

organized Paradoxides, etc., we find in the Lingula figures the remains of a species of

jj
Nebaliadse, the Hymenocaris vermi-

? ^ . Cauda. Mr. J. W. Salter ^ who was

the first author to draw attention to

the close relation of the fossil genera

Hymenocaris, Ceratiocaris, Peltocaris,

Dictyocaris, etc., to Nebalia, has given

us a series of sketches showing graphi-

cally the geological succession of this

group and the Estheriadte. Hymen-
ocaris, which Salter regards as " the

more generalized " type, lived during

the primordial period; Peltocaris, and

Discinocaris (Woodward) characterize

the Lower Silurian pei'iod ; Ceratiocaris the Upper ; Dictyocaris the Upper Silurian and

Lowest Devonian; Dithyrocaris and Argus the Carboniferous. No Mesozoic member of

the family has yet been discovered, but as there are several species of Nebalia now
living in our seas, it is reasonable to suppose that the type has existed in an unbroken

succession from primordial times until now. The Palaeozoic species were gigantic in size,

some being about a foot or more (the carapace of Dithyrocaris pholadomya Salter, being

seven inches long) in length, whUe our recent Nebalia is less than an inch in length.

The Potsdam sandstone also contains the remains of a third grand division of Entomos-

traca, the Ostracoda; remains of Leperditia having been found in Canada, as well as the

Lower Silurian of Europe.

No fossil Copepoda have yet been discovered, but we should scarcely wonder at this,

owing to their soft bodies. Gerstaecker (Bronn's '•'Classen und Ordnungen der Thierreichs"

)

suggests that the Lernseans might have infested Paleozoic fish, and on general grounds we
shoidd think that they probably extended as far back as the primordial zone, inasmuch as

highly developed Trilobites and Ostracodes appear there. Another argument is the

interesting discovery made in 1865, by Mr. Woodward, of the Cirripede, Turrilepas

Wrightii, from the Wenlock Limestone and Dudley Shale of the upper Silurian formation.

Previous to this, accoi'ding to Woodward, "the oldest known Cirripede was the Pollicipes

Mhceticus from the Rhoetic beds of Somersetshire"; while the type is not uncommon in the

Cretaceous, and has flourished from that period to the present.

Of the Merostomata the oldest group is the Eurypterida ; the Xiphosura not dating

beyond the Lower Carboniferous. The Eurypterids have not been found below the Upper

Silurian (Lower Helderberg in America), and the aberrant forms Hemiaspis, Bunodes,

Pseudoniscus and Exapinurus are Upper Silurian forms.

Among the Xiphosura, Cyclus, the lowest form, is found in the Carboniferous, and ranges,

according to Woodward, as far up as the Permian. In the same period occur Bellinurus,

Prestwichia and Euproops, being in this country found in the lower part of the true coal

measures, and found associated in the same beds with Ceratiocaris, Eurypterus (Anthra-

conectes) and certain Isopoda and Macrurous Decapoda (Anthrapalseraon). The genus

*0n Peltocaris, a new genus of Silurian Crustacea. Quart. Journ. Geol. Society, London, vol. xix. 1863, p. 87.
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Limulus first appears in the Jurassic, and the species differ but slightly firom those now
living.

The more typical Phyllopoda made their appearance during the Triassic period. The
lowest group, however, the Estheriadse, appeared during the Devonian, a species referred

to Estheria being found in that formation in Europe. The Cladocera are not known to

have existed previous to the Tertiary period, and it was not until recently (1862) that Von
Hayden discovered the ephippium of a Daphnia in the Rheinish brown coal (Gerstaecker

in Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen, etc.) said by Lyell to be of Eocene age. It should

be noticed, however, that the fossil belongs next to Sida, the most highly organized genus

of the group, and as it is not unlikely that such pelagic forms as Evadne may have existed

in the Mesozoic seas, if not earlier, I have ventured to run the point of the wedge into

the Carboniferous period.^

The Ajjusidte date back to the early part of the Mesozoic, a Triassic species of Apus
having been found in Europe, according to Mr. Salter.

The soft bodied and most specialized group of Phyllopoda, the Branchipodidse, have not

been found fossil ; and though the conjecture that they are purely Quaternary, or at least

Pliocene forms, may be well founded, it would seem as if the question as to their geological

age would never be settled, unless impressions of their delicate bodies be preserved in

fine grained Tertiary shales.

Our diagram may also be taken as expressing in an exceedingly crude manner the sup-

posed genealogy of the Entoniostraca, and the approximate periods when the types of the

orders, so far as we know them, were differentiated from the extinct hypothetical prototype

or ancestral form. Accepting the theory of evolution as a rational method of accounting

for the creation of the species and higher groups of animals, and the fact first brought out

by Fritz Midler, that the Crustacea as a rule pass through, either in the egg or larval condi-

tion, a nauplius state, and hence that all Crustacea have probably descended from a nauplius-

like ancestor, I believe that an attempt, however unsuccessful and apparently fatuitous,

to trace, from the few facts we now know, the probable ancestry of the different types of

the Crustacea, is logical and legitimate. At any rate the works of Fritz Muller, Anton

Dohrn, E. Haeckel and E. Van Beneden, are evidences that mere attempts at a geneal-

ogy of the Crustacea have greatly advanced their study, and opened us new fields of

research especially in their embryology and anatomy.

Fritz Miiller has indicated, and so far as the nature of the case and our present knoAvl-

edge extends, demonstrated, that the majoi'ity of the decapodous Crustacea are born at

first as zoe£5e ; while one of the lowest genera, Penseus, is born as a nauplius, comparable with

the young of the Copepoda, Cirripedia, and certain Phyllopoda. Since the young of the

lowest Crustacea are born as nauplii, which are comparable with the nauplius of the Deca-

poda, and since many intermediate typical Crustacea have young of the same form, or pass

through a nauplius stage in embryonic life, it seems a reasonable theory of Midler's that

the ancestor of all the Crustacea was of the nauplius type.

Miiller, however, passed over any consideration of the Trilobites and Merostomata ; and

were these and the group Nebaliadse disregarded, there would be no marked exceptions to

1 Since the above was in type, I find in Giebel and ccra, Lyncites ornatus, fi-om the Carboniferous rocks of Saar-

Siewert's Zeitschrift (1870, vol. i, p. 524) a notice of tlie brucken I

discovery by Friedrich Goldenberg, of a species of Clado-
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his beautiful theory that the young of all Crustacea are at first nauplii of some form, and

that the ancestral form was a nauplius.^ But on inspection of the diagram, it will be seen

that we have highly organized Trilobites and Nebaliadee existing in the beds of the

primordial zone, the lowest platform of life, where the oldest remains of animals higher

than the Eozobn are found ; while the Merostomata (Eurypterus) suddenly appear in the

Middle Silurian, the individuals found indicating as high an organization as the Devonian
forms, and we have no hint of any lower forms like them in the rocks below. Thus so far

as the facts known at the time of writing may be relied upon, crustacean life exhibiting

three very distinct types of structure appeared suddenly upon the surface of the globe.

We find no foi'ms peculiarly embryonic (and by embryonic I mean forms resembling the

embryos of other animals) among them. Associated with the highly organized Paradox-

ides, with its numerous thoracic segments, indicating a long series of moults and probably

many years of growth after passing through the larval condition, we find the truly larva-

like Agnostus, differing only from its own larva by the addition, according to Barrande, of

two thoracic segments acquired evidently by one or two subsequent moults. Indeed we
have, it would seem, no clue to the hypothetical, primitive, nauplius form. Thus we have

in the Trilobites, Merostomata and Nebaliadse, important exceptions to the mode of devel-

opment of the individual and of the order in other Crustacea, as we here have Arthropoda

which have already acquired a habit of metamorphosis, the embryo maturing into the larva

before hatching. We have here, then, an apparent contradiction ( 1 ) to the law, in the broadest

sense true, that the oldest animals are lower than those now living; (2) to the supposition

that the Crustacea may all be traced to a nauplius form, and (3) to the theory that the

type has been evolved by secondary laws of creation from an ancestral form, rather than

called into existence by a sudden, special, creative act.

In point of fact, however, there are certain exceptions to the first two apparent contra-

dictions, wliich may be briefly indicated. First, among the Trilobites Agnostus is the

lowest form known, and approaches nearest the larvte of other Trilobites. But neither

this genus nor any other larval forms are known to exist above the Lower SUurian. Sec-

ondly, among the Branchiopoda (in the extended sense used by us) the lowest forms are

often among the largest, though this is a rule which must be used with caution. The

Nebaliadse, as remarked above, were gigantic in size in Paleozoic times compared with the

living species, and the species of the primordial zone are unquestionabl}' lower than the

living species.

Turning to the Merostomata, we find the Middle and Upper Silurian forms, Eurypterus

and Pterygotus, to have attained in some species the almost incredible length of seven feet.

These are mature forms in distinctions fi-om larval forms, the species closely resembling the

most highly organized species of the Devonian and Cai'boniferous age. The latest species

(of Lower Carboniferous age) appear to be, so far as known (see Meek and Worthen's

Anthraconectes, nearly a foot in length probably), of much more moderate size. The

earliest Xiphosura, Bellinurus and allies (and possibly Cyclus), were much smaller than

their more highly developed modern representative, the king crab, which sometimes

'
" I have not mentioned the Pycnogonidse, because I do Barrande of the development of the latter. According to

not regard them as Crustacea; nor the Xiphosura and Tril- Mr. Spence Bate, 'the young of Trilobites are of the

obites, because, having never investigated them myself, I nauplius-form,'" p. 96. It should be borne in mind that

knew too little about them, and especially because I am " Fiir Darwin" was written by the author while living at

unacquainted with the details of the explanations given by Desterro Island, on the coast of Brazil.
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attains to a length of nearly three feet ; the Carboniferous types were small and essentially

larval, while Cyclus was on the whole emljryonic in appearance. Thus the lowest mem-
bers of one group may he the largest, and in a closely allied group, the lowest types be the

smallest. In the Decapoda, the largest crabs are found in the highest families, Avhile the

lowest Anomoura are the smallest, the lobster many times exceeding Alpheus and Penseus.

The lowest Copepoda are the smallest, the Argulus being gigantic compared with the lower

forms. So Evadne, etc., the lowest Cladocera, are the smallest, Sida and Daphnia greatly

exceeding the former in size.

In reply to the second objection, i. e., that the young of the three oldest groups of

Branchiopoda (Trilobites, Nebaliadoe and Merostoraata) present no relation to a nauplius-like

form, I have endeavored to show that the Limulus passes through a nauplius condition soon

after the primitive disc appears. The growth of the embryo is at this period remarkably

accelerated, and the transitory nauplius state is rapidly effaced, somewhat as Dohrn has

shown to be the case in the Decapoda. The third objection falls to the ground if my
opinion that the germ at first represents the nauplius condition should be proved. Limulus

and the Merostomata as a group, do not, then, offer so remarkable an exception to the other

Crustacea as would at first appear, and it should be remembered that the Trilobites in all

probability were developed in the same manner as Limulus.

The dotted lines in the diagram indicate the probable line of development of the

Entomostracous Crustacea. We have to assume from the facts stated above, the existence

of an Archicaris,^ a hypothetical animal, resembling a larval Copepod, with a rounded,

ovate body, not differentiated into head, thorax and abdomen, and with one or two pairs of

swimming appendages representing the most anterior cephalic limbs of the Copepoda.

This animal we assume to have existed at some time previous to the Silurian age, perhaps

towards the close of the Lawrentian period. At certain intervals between the appearance

of this Archicaris and the larval Silurian Agnostus, must have appeared a few interme-

diate forms of family, or perhaps subordinal, rank, whose offspring partook of the Agnostus

form. The transition fi-om a somewhat spherical germ to a flattened Agnostus, may, on the

other hand, have occurred, say, in a few thousand generations ; the transition from a

spherical germ to a flattened larval form, with a distinct head and abdomen, in geological

time, being exactly paralleled by the mode of evolution of the individual Limulus from a

spherical, nauplius-like germ, as seen in PI. iii, fig. 13. to a more or less flattened, hemi-

spherical subzoean embryo, such as is represented in fig. 19, of PI. iv. We shall have to as-

sume, then, the existence of a second main ancestral form uniting the Trilobites and also the

Xiphosura (and probably the whole order Merostomata) with the Archicaris. Now
Cyclus is the most embryonic of the Merostomata we are acquainted with. The link

may have been related in form to this genus, and hence I would propose the term Proto-

cycliis for this hypothetical animal, which must if at all have flourished in the Lawren-

tian period. In the diagram this Protocyclus may be located at the junction of the dotted

lines leading from the Trilobites and Merostomata to the Archicaris. These Lawrentian

forms were in all probability not free swimming types like the nauplian young of the

Crustacea now living, but very likely crawled over the bottom, in the mud, respiring through

their skin like the modern nauplius. They probably adhered to a burrowing life, like the

^ See Haeckel's Natiirliche Schopfungsgescbichte, 1870, p. 488.
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king crabs of to-day, and thus dispensed with the use of functional antennfe ; these organs

morphologically such, retaining the locomotive functions as in existing nauplii. A step higher

and we liave the Protocyclus, with short, ambulatory, cephalic limbs, the front part of the

body adapted still better than before for burrowing in the fine sand and mud, no antennse

being developed, while under the abdomen, the integument of the body having meanwhile

become harder, may have grown rudimentaiy, gill-bearing phyllopodous feet, like those of

the embryonic Limulus. With the gradually flattening form of the body, and small, swim-

ming feet, the Protocyclus may have adopted, at times, a more roving life, and thus the type

became widely distributed. In some such mode as this we should expect that a burrowing

Archicaris gradually assumed the Cyclus and Agnostus forms. On the other hand, the

ancestral Eurypterus must have swam more freely than the Protocyclus, since the append-

ages in this type representing the antenuEe are not only ambulatory organs, but also well

adapted for seizing and biting ; while the body lengthens out and the respiratory feet are

moved forwards from the telson, in unison wdth the requirements of more or less rapidly

moving predatory Crustaceans, as these forms undoubtedly must have been.

The Nebaliadse are the most aberrant group of true Phyllopoda we have to deal with.

Metznikow, who has studied their embryology, concludes, as Miiller states, that Nebalia,

during its embryonal life, passes through the nauplius and zoea stages, which in the Deca-

poda occur partly (in Penaeus) in the free state. " Therefore I regard Nebalia as a phyllo-

podifovm Decapod." While I would not regard Nebalia with its eight pairs of well

developed thoracic phylliform feet, with the peculiar phyllopodous carapace adhering to the

head alone, as a Decapod, yet as remarked long ago by Milne Edwards, "Elles semblent, a

plusieurs egards, etablir le passage entre les Mysis et les Apus." The zoeal forms that

we see in the Phyllopoda and Eurypterida culminate in the embryonic zoea of Nebalia.

On glancing at the diagram it will be seen that the Nebaliadse hold the centre, and pre-

sent an almost unbroken succession of forms from the lowest Silurian to the present day.

The true zoeal forms began with them. Their Lawrentian, nauplian ancestors must have

been free swimming forms, and in accordance with this habit, have by a continued roving

and more or less predatory life retained their sense organs or antennsB comparatively

unaltered, while after a series of nauplian moults, resulting in a fixed habit of metamor-

phosis, swimming respiratory feet were developed near the head, while the rudder-like

abdomen terminated in a bifid or trifid telson, and two pairs of small abdominal feet were

gradually developed. Thus we have comparatively highly organized metabolous Arthropoda

at the dawn of the Silurian age ; and if there is any truth in a development hypothesis, we

have the strongest reasons for supposing that they were preceded by simpler ametabolous

forms in an age anterior to the deposition of the lowest Silurian fossiliferous rocks, per-

haps the Huronian and even the upper Lawrentian period. ^

At any rate the earliest known Crustacea appear in highly developed forms representing

four (if we include the Merostomata) important groups of Entomostraca, and one, the most

I'VVliile in the Insects, as Fritz Miiller has indicated, the while those with an incomplete metamorphosis (Trilobites, Me-

ametabolous insects were the older, and the "complete meta- rostomata, and Nebaliadse) are the earliest Branchiopoda.

morphosis" of the Coleoptera, Diptera, etc., a subsequently And we have every reason to believe that the Copepoda and

acquired one; so also in the Crustacea those Branchiopoda Ostracoda, etc., the former with a slight, and the latter with

with the most complete metamorphosis, such a^ Estheriadoe, scarcely any metamorphosis at all, were the earliest of all the

Branchiopodidas, and ApusidiE, are the most recent forms, Cri;stacea ; the primeval nauplius being a low Copepod.
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comprehensive or synthetic type of all, the Nebaliadse, presenting certain features found

only in the Decapoda. It seems impossible to my mind that at the dawn of Silurian life

these well marked groups were due entirely to the extinction of multitudes of connecting

links, such as Mr. Darwin assumes to have been evolved on the principle of natural selec-

tion, with the subordinate agency of sexual selection and mimicry, etc. The groups are

almost as clearly marked as in the present time, and such a theory seems to me inadequate

to account for the rise of such distinct forms, appai'ently simultaneous in their appearance

at the beginning of the Silurian. The forms are remarkably isolated and present every ap-

pearance of having been in a degree suddenly produced ; by this I mean that the Archicaris

may have evolved the Protocyclus after thousands rather than millions of generations, and

that the young differed from the parents in a more or less marked degree, the changes

being perhaps superinduced in the em))ryo by change of habits and temperature, and depth of

water experienced by the adult. I am strongly inclined to believe that the great differences

in the egg, the development of the primitive disk, the singular amnion and the almost ametab-

olous young of Liraulus, so unlike other Crustacea, are possibly due to the eggs being laid by
the parents in the sand or mud between tides ; this being an exception to all other Crustacea so

far as I am aware, unless we except Squilla and Gecarcinus, which also lay their eggs in the

sea, but in what manner we are not fully informed. To withstand the action of the waves,

the alternations of heat and cold, the chances of being even left for weeks and perhaps

months on dry land, before an extra high tide can bear them back into the water, the yolk

cells must be small find exceedingly numerous, so as to make the egg contents unusually

compact, as they are in Limulus. So also must the chorion be dense and thick and remark-

ably unyielding, as we find to be actually the case in the King Crab. Then again, when the

embryo increases in size, instead of the young hatching as in other Crustacea, it is in the

present instance retained within the egg by a vicarious chorion, i. e. the remarkable amnion,

with its toughness and enormous cells, so unique in the Arthropoda.

Finally, we find that all these characteristics, so unmistakeably correlated with the preca-

rious life of the egg, seem to tend to prolong the life of the embryo within the egg, until the

young Limulus is hatched in the form of the adult, the metamorphosis being of the slightest

possible character. It is evident that the retention of the embryo within the egg, has

taken place in order that the embryo may pass through the nauplian and subzoeal condi-

tions to attain the larval form so like the adult ; or in other words the metamorphoses aie

undergone within the egg instead of after leaving it. That the differences in the egg of

Limulus from those of most other Crustacea are due to physical causes, and induced by
them rather than correlated with them, is shown in the summer and winter eggs of the

Cladocera, the long period of winter causing the eggs which are laid in the autumn to have

an extra protection. The eggs of the Estheriadae and of Apus and the Branchipodidse

which fall into the bottom of pools which dry up, are also covered by a dense chorion to

protect the germ from sudden alternations of heat and cold and wet and dryness ; and in

Apus, though the development of the young is accelerated, and the metamorphoses are

extra-ovular, we have the amnion acting as a vicarious chorion. On the other hand, the

eggs of Nebalia, retained beneath the body until the young are hatched, are soft, with

large yolk cells, and a thin, transparent chorion. Here again, in conditions always remain-

ing the same, the young is born a zoea, closely resembling the parent, the metamorphoses

being intra-ovular. These divergences in the habits and mode either of oviposition or non-
MEMOme BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 50
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oviposition of the ova, I conceive to have been comparatively suddenly induced. It should

be remembered that at the present day we find great differences between the eggs and

mode of formation of the blastoderm in the eggs of the fresh water Gammarus and their

congeners previously alluded to. I conceive these differences to be due perhaps to sudden

changes of temperature in fresh water pools, to the difference in the density of fresh and

salt water, and the liability of fresh water pools to dry up, combined with less apparent

causes. We have indicated that Limulus develops from a primitive disc, like that of the

fresh water Astacus fluviatilis, whose mode of development is so unlike that of the marine

allied forms. In a more remarkable degree are sudden divergences shown in the species of

Eriphia, Crangon and Palsemon, whose development has been studied by Rathke (see p. 162).

In these cases the primitive band is more circumscribed, the germ starts differently and

.

the metamorphosis is passed within the egg, instead of after hatching ; while, as is well known,

the other species of these genera are developed in the normal mode, the young being

hatched and passing through a series of complicated metamorphoses. Again, in the Gecar-

cinus we have one species which, according to Professor Westwood, undergoes no metamor-

phosis, the embryo being developed, as his figures indicate, as in Astacus and the other spe-

cies above noticed. A remarkable exception to the ordinary laws of oviposition occurs in

the salamanders. While most of our salamanders lay their eggs in the water, and the

young live in the same element, Mr. F. W. Putnam ^ has found the eggs and young of Ple-

thodon erythronohim under the moss and bark of decayed trees in the woods late in Au-

gust. A number of young had just hatched, as they retained their gills, which dropped

off about three days after hatching. Professor Baird (Tailed Batrachia of North America)

had also previously stated that the eggs of this species are "deposited in packets under

damp stones."

Divergences from the normal mode of development of the group occurring at the present

day, are strong indications that the differences in the structure of the three groups of Crus-

taceans of the primordial zone were induced with comparative suddenness. Thus the accel-

erated and metabolous growth of the Nebaliadae point to a deeply seated law of growth per-

haps best expressed by the terms " acceleration and retardation of development," first pro-

posed by Prof Cope. And just as in the growth of the individual, the adult form is attained

by cell growth and the acceleration of growth in one part, and retardation in adjoining re-

gions, and sexual forms are determined by the unequal development of the primitive cells of

the generative organs in two different individuals, and just as the individual undergoes both

during and after embryonic life, a series of changes we call metamorphoses, which are simply

"expression points" in the life of the individual,—so we find a parallel series of similar causes

and effects in the evolution of the species, genera, orders, and higher groups of organized

beings. Prof Hyatt has shown (1866) that the development of the order is parallelled by

that of the individual in the Cephalopoda. It is therefore to the laws of ordinary growth, of

the production of the sexes, of metamorphosis and of parthenogenesis, that we must go for

an explanation of the laws of evolution. It should be borne in mind that though we see

individuals produced before our eyes and behold sexual differences and reproduction by

parthenogenesis, we do not yet know the causes that produce these effects. And so be-

cause we do not actually behold species and genera created by natural laws, it does not

1 Proceedings Boston See. Nat. Hist., 1862, ix, p. 1 73.
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follow that there are not causes in operation that result in the evolution of specific and

higher categories among organized beings.

The appearance however, of the three highly developed types of Crustacea, in the prim-

ordial period, indicates quite plainly that these and probably all the orders and perhaps

suborders of this class had an independent origin, and have not diverged one from another

at different periods. If the Nebaliadse are a simple family of Phyllopoda, then we have

the case of a family form starting in the lowest zone of the Silurian and surviving until

the present day in undiminished vigor, and indeed in a rather more highly organized form

than at the start. K the Decapoda were not derived from some Silurian ancestor which

drew its origin independently from some Lawrentian nauplius, I do not see from our present

facts how they could have branched off from the Silurian Nebaliadre, as we have no inter-

mediate types ; but speculation is useless where further discoveries may any day reveal

connecting links. But according to our present knowledge the Decapoda and Tetra-

decapoda probably arose independently of the Branchiopoda, and the types became fixed

late in the Silurian. For these reasons I am unable to agree with the opinion of Dr. A.

Dohrn ^ that the "Decapoda, Stomatopoda, Edriopthalma, as well as the Cladocera, Ostra-

coda, Copepoda and Cirripedia have arisen from the Ply'llopoda." This is denying a common
nauplius ancestral form for the Crustacea. Moreover, Dr. Dohrn seems to have overlooked

the fact that well developed Ostracoda (Leperditia and Primitia, represented by eight spe-

cies), so far as the valves of the carapace indicate, flourished in the lowest Silurian zone

both in Europe and America, and the probabilities are that they had companions of their

own order at least. For this reason, if no other, we would also question whether as Dohrn
claims, the Ostracoda are degraded, retrograde Ph^dlopoda.

Since this article has been in the hands of the printer I have received (Jan. 16, 1872)

from Dr. A. Dohrn his essay "Zur Erabryologie und Morphologic des Limulus Polyphemus"
(Jenaischen Zeitschrift, Band vi. Heft. 4) ; with the few exceptions noticed below I am
greatly pleased to find both Dr. Lockwood's and my own conclusions in the main confirmed

by this able investigator. Dr. Dohrn concludes that "Limulus is nearest related to the

Gigantostraca ; both appear to be related to the Trilobites, though this relationship cannot

be established in all the details. The morphological and genealogical relations of these

three families to the Crustacea are not such as to be surely determined, perhaps they will

remain always doubtful. That they are related to the Arachnida we are not as the matter

now stands in a position to allow. So it only remains for us to put these three groups

under a common name, for which I might adopt Haeckel's expression 'Gigantostraca' and let

them take their place in the system with (neben) the Crustacea." Whether I have gone

too far in enlarging the old group Branchiopoda to include the Merostomata and Trilobita,

I leave to zoologists to decide. I think that since embryology throws an uncertain light

upon the subject, the question will have to be decided by a study of the young and adult

stages ; and from the fact that Limulus and the Eurypterida have branchial feet, comparable

with those of the Phyllopoda (the fact that the lamellae on the second pair in Limulus are

arranged like the leaves of a book, while in Pterygotus they are arranged side by side like

the teeth of a rake, to which Dr. Dohrn compares them, shows that the number and char-

^Geschichte des Krebsstammes, nach embryologischen, etc. JenaischeZeitscbrift, Bd. vi, Heft, i, 1870.
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acter of these gill-like divisions of the feet vary so as to be only a family or generic

character), while the frontal doublure and hypostoma of the Trilobites are directly homolo-

gous with those of Apus, I judge that the two groups belong here if anywhere among
the Crustacea. As to the points of disagreement, Dr. Dohru remarks on p. 609, "Only one

error which might possibly cause confusion, must I here notice. Dr. Packard considers

what I have above described as the exochorion, to be the true chorion ; and what I regard

as the chorion, he calls at one time inner egg-membrane, then amnion, and finally the

homologue of the 'larval skin' of German embryologists."

I may say that at first I was, with Dr. Dohrn, disposed to regard the structureless cho-

rion as an exochorion, but after careful and repeated observations on the ovarian eggs, and

those that had begun to develop, I found that the egg was surrounded at the time of ovi-

position by but a single membrane, viz., the chorion; and that it was formed in the ovary in

the normal manner by being evidently secreted by the epithelial cells of the ovarian tubes,

as I could see them partially surrounding the partly formed eggs. After the examination

of hundreds of eggs freshly laid I failed to find any other membrane until just at the time

of the formation of the primitive disc. The observations and drawings I have presented

in this article, prove, I think, that Dr. Dohrn's "chorion" is the first blastodermic moult; as

I have observed, unless greatly mistaken, the membrane splitting off from the primitive

band. How successful I have been in homologizing this blastodermic moult with the

"amnion insectorum," i. e., of the hexapoda and the scorpions, I leave to the judgment of

embryologists. I might add that Gegenbaur (1. c.,p. 249) notices the transformation of the

cuticula into the egg membrane, but does not desciibe any other membrane in the egg.

Secondly, Dr. Dohrn errs in saying that I have homologized this amnion with the

"larval skin." Indeed I have not mentioned them even on the same page (see American

Naturalist, iv, October, 1870, pp. 500, 501, and Proceedings of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, published in August, 1871). What I then wrongly called

a nauplius skin, doubtfully referring it to the "larval skin" of German embryologists, I call

in this final article subzoeal skin, and the homologue of Van Beneden's "cyclopian skin."

On p. 582, Dr. Dohrn states that in the earliest stage he could observe, there were

visible the rudiments of only five pairs of appendages. I might say that I have examined

hundreds (I believe over a thousand) living eggs, as well as those that had been hardened

in spirits, in order to ascertain whether the germ fii'st appears with less than six pairs of

legs, but without success.

Dr. Dohrn does not regard the earliest condition of the embryo of Limulus as a nauplius.

I may say that in regarding the earliest stage of Limulus as a nauplius, which I have

done with some reservation, I was led to do so partly on theoretical grounds, on the principles

advanced by Dr. Dohrn himself in his able works on the embryology of Crustacea. If the

earliest stage of Daphnia (see his Untersuchungen fiber Ban und Entwicklung der Anthro-

poden, p. 56, pi. i, fig. 8), or Scyllarus and Palinurus (Zur Entwicklungs-geschichte der

Panzerkrebse, pi. xvi, figs. 3, 4) represented truly the nauplius stage, then it occurred to

me that the corresponding embryonic stage of Limulus represented a nauplius condition.

The greater number of limbs in the germ of Limulus seemed to me of slight consequence.

In either case the comparison with the nauplius of the Copepoda, or even of PeuiBus, is in

a degree hypothetical ; and many zoologists will probably regard the likeness as of little

significance unless strongly biassed by evolutional views
;
just as the comparison of the
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earlier stages of embryonic mammalia with the fishes and reptiles is to some minds very

significant, while to others differently constituted it is of little importance.

To give completeness to this article T might cite Professor Huxley's latest expression of

his views as to the affinities of the Xiphosura. Dohrn quotes him as saying in the

"Academy" (Nov. 13, 1869, p. 42) "I imagine that the Copepoda represent the hypothetical

Archseocarida most closely. Apus and Sapphirina indicate the relations of these Archse-

ocarida with the Trilobita, and the Eurypterida connect the Trilobita and the Copepoda

with the Xiphosura. But the Xiphosura have such close morphological relations with the

Arachnida, and especially with the oldest known Arachnidan, Scorpio, that I cannot doubt

the existence of a genetic connection between the two groups."

Finally Prof E. Van Beneden (on the Systematic Position of the King Crabs and Trilo-

bites, Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1872, copied from Comptes Eendus de la Soc.

Entom. Belg., Oct. 14, 1871) after referring to Strauss-Durckheim's opinion that the Gna-

thopoda (Limulus) should form a separate order of the class Ai'achnida, remarks as

follows : "The Limuli are not Crustacea ; they have nothing in common with the Phyllo-

poda ; and their embryonic development presents the greatest analogy with that of the

Scorpions and other Arachnida, from which they cannot be separated The

Trilobites, as well as the Eurypterida and the Poecilopoda, must be sep-

arated from the class Crustacea, and form, with the Scorpionida and the

other Arachnida, a distinct branch, the origin of which has still to be

ascertained."

Still later than Prof. Van Beneden's paper appears (as reported in "Na-

ture" for Jan. 17, 25, 1872) a paper " On the Anatomy of Limulus Poly-

phemus" by Prof. R. Owen, in which he adopts the view held by Prof.

Dana, that the telson of Limulus represents tlie abdomen ; hence "the vei'y

fact of the late appearance of tliis terminal division was decisive against

any real representative resemblance of the embryo Limulus to the Trilo-

bites." He also believes that there is "neither a nauplius stage nor a

trilobite stage" in the embiyo of Limulus ; though he considers Limulus a

Crustacean.

On a deformed caudal spine of Limulus. The accompanying figure

represents, reduced one-half, a spine of a specimen of L. Polyphemus

which I found in company with Dr. E. Cones, at Fort Macon, North Caro-

lina. The specimen was twice the size represented by the cut, and was

bifurcate at the extremity in the manner shown by the figure. I am
inclined to believe that this deformity is very rare.

Fig. 36.
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Explanation of Plates III-V.

Fig. 1. Spermatozoa of Limulus Polyphemus, magnified about 400 diameters.

Fig. 2. Cell-egg of Limulus attached to the ovarian tube; n, nucleolus, or Purkinjean vesicle; pi, layer of

])roto]ilasm surrounding the nucleus. 2a, epithelial cells lining the ovarian tube, X 210 diameters. 2&, a fold

or ruffle of the tube consisting of epithelial cells destined to become eggs, X 210 diameters. 26, 2c, earliest form

of the cell-egg, with the nucleus. 2d, the same a httle larger; all X 130 diams.

Fig. 3. A cell-egg attached to the ovary, X 130 diams.

Fig. 4. An older cell-egg, with yolk cells developing, X 130. (The nucleus should appear lighter than the

rest of the egg).

Fig. 5. A still older egg with one or two yolk cells nearly as large as the nucleus, w, X 130 diams.

Fig. 6. A portion of the suiface of the freshly impregnated egg, showing the blastodermic cells, X 30

diams. 6a, the same, X 130 diams. 6J, An egg after the primitive cells h.ave disappeared, X 30 diams.

Fig. 7. The same as 66, a little farther advanced, x — diams.

Fig. 8. Profile, and 8a vertical view of the blastodermic cells before the amnion is moulted, X 130 diams.

Fig. 9. Amnion {p) not yet moulted; cA, chorion; y, yolk cells; X 130 diams.

Fig. 10. The primitive disc (j^m), the curves indicating the protozoonites
; y, yolk; ch, chorion ; X 50 diams.

Fig. 11. Cells of the amnion after the chorion has split apart, X 400 diams. 11a, profile view of the same

less magnified.

Fig. 1"2. Upper figure pai-tial profile, lower figm-e front view of the embryo as it first appears ; m, mouth.

12a, the embryo farther advanced than in fig. 10, and showing at a the amnion beginning to split oif; seen

more distinctly at 125, the rest being seen at a.

Fig. 13. The embryo farther advanced, with the finger-shaped rudimentary limbs. The dotted portion

represents the amnion.

Fig. 14, 14a and 15. The same in a little earlier stage than Fig. 13
;
pni, amnion ; x, j'olk masses detached

before the formation of the blastodermic skin. These and 13 represent the naupliiis stage.

Fig. 16. The beginning of the subzoean stage, signalized by the appearance of the two pairs of abdominal

appendages (aJ), and the appearance of the protozoonites on the back of the embryo.

Fig. 17, front, 17a, profile view of the embryo farther advanced, with the indications of a third pair of

abdominal appendages.

Fig. 18, 18a. The same still farther advanced, showing at z the skin peeUng ofi", being the first subzoeal

moult.

Fig. 19, 19a. The abdomen is now difierentiated from the head, with the segments well marked ; the five

lobes of the liver indicating the five posterior ceplialic segments.

Fig. 20. Posterior view of an older individual, showing the abdominal segments, and the three pairs of

gills and the dorsal vessel.

Fig. 21. Another view, with the abdominal segments left out, but showing the flagrum {/) and the lower

edge of the carapace.

Fig. 22. Rudimentary gills, divided each into two lobes ; the gills are shown in a later stage in fig. 24b.

Fig. 23. The middle and posterior feet ; d, sixth pair.

Fig. 24, 24a, 245. Different views of the embryo just before hatching, sho^ving the trilobitic stage of the

young. 24c, a middle leg.

Fig. 25, 25a, 255, 25c. Different views of the freshly hatched young ; c, cardiac lobe, o, opthalmic ridge.

Fig. 26. Second pair of abilominal appendages of the larva, bearing the gills. 26a, outer or first pair

of abdominal appendages; 265, the same, at an earlier stage.

Fig. 27. Larva after the first moult, having acquired the rudimentary spine, also showing the circulation as

seen in the living larva ; the feathered arrows indicate the arteries, and the arrows with a simple shaft the

course of the venous currents ; i, intestine. The lobules of the liver are seen in the head and sending two
lobes into the abdomen alongside of the mtestine.

Note. Figs. 16, 19, 19a, 24, 24a, 245, 24c, 25, 25a, 255, 25c, -Ibd, were drawn by Mr. J. H. Emerton. The

observations were made with a Tolles' triplet and Zentmayer's Hospital microscope, with his inch and a half

and 4-10 objectives.
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V. Description of the Whale {Balmnoj^tera musculus Auct.) in the possession

OF the Society : with remarks on the classification of Fin Whales. By Thomas

DWIGHT, Jr., M.D.

Read May 17, 1871.

xVs a minute description of the skeleton of the most common sj^ecies of Fin Whale may

at first sight appear superfluous, it is desirable to state at once the purpose of this

paper.

The classification of the Finners is in the greatest confusion, which is increased by the

tendency of many zoologists to form new genera and species, ignoring the fact that the

number of well described specimens is not sufficient to warrant much generalization.

The task undertaken is to add one to the list of thoroughly described skeletons, and to

endeavor to show that the range of purely individual variations is greater than is gener-

ally admitted.

The whale was a female, 48 feet long. The skeleton, just short of 45 feet (the curve

being represented and the intervertebral cartilages suppressed), is now hanging in the

large hall of the Society's Museum. Having no account which I know to be authentic of

the capture of the animal, I copy a part of the commonly accepted one, from the Boston

Daily Advertiser of Monday, October 17, 1870.

"A whale about sixty feet long was captured off Gloucester, on Saturday;, and was

towed up to this city yesterday, where it can be seen at Litchfield's wharf. We under-

stand that the whale was first seen floating on the surface of the water by some fishermen,

who supposed that it was dead. They went to it and succeeded in fastening a hawser to

its jaws, when it began to ' come to ' and soon gave unmistakable signs of life, thrashing

round so that the boats were upset and the hawser parted. They, however, continued their

attacks upon him, and after the third attempt they succeeded in putting a period to his

existence, and a tow line round his jaw, which held As far as had been ascer-

tained, he had received no injuries before being seen by the fishermen, and it is supposed

that its torpid condition was owing to sickness."

It was exhibited, according to this announcement, for about ten days, when the proprie-

tor, Mr. H. T. Litchfield, having removed the blubber, presented the carcase to the Boston

Society of Natural History. The flukes of the tail were cut off shortly after the capture,

and the whalebone fell a sacrifice to the popular enthusiasm. While the whale was on

exhibition and its destination still in doubt, Mr. J. A. Allen, of the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology, examined it and took many very accurate measurements. Mr. J. H. Blake,

of the same institution, made the drawings which appear in plate vii, and woodcuts 1 and 2.

All these were very handsomely given me by Mr. Allen, when the whale came into the

possession of this Society. The carcase, by this time exceedingly offensive, was towed to

an island in the harbor and dissected under the superintendence of Professor Hyatt, Mr.

Sanborn and myself. As I was unable to be absent for a long time from the city, hj far
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the greater part of the work was done by these gentlemen, to whose ceaseless vigilance we

owe the perfection of the skeleton. Decomposition being far advanced, the accommoda-

tions on the island barely comfortable for the season, and communication with the main

Fig. 1 — Dorsal Fin. Fig. 2.— Flipper.

land irregular, all ideas of making a study of the muscles and viscera were abandoned, and

all the care concentrated on the bones. (In this paper, to avoid too much repetition, I shall

occasionally allude to this as the Boston Whale, it being the only large whale in the city

proper, and the only specimen of this species that is likely to be here).

External Ajjpearance. The following measurements and description are Mr. Allen's.

/(. in.

"Totallenglh . 48

Gircurafevence of the bead at the eye 23 8

Distance from the eye to the end of the upper jaw 9 8

" " angle of the mouth to the end of lower jaw .... 11 1

" " eye to the blow-holes ......... 36
" " " " auricular opening 2 3

« « « " base of the fore limb 4 11

« " end of the upper jaw to base of fore limb .... 14 7

« " dorsal fin to the fork of the tail 11 5

« « anus to the fork of the tail 14 8

" between anus and vulva 13
« " « umbilicus 6 8

" from the umbilicus to the fork of the tail 20 11

Length of the fore limb 54
Greatest width of the same 14
Length of the dorsal fin (measured along the anterior edge) .... 12
Breadth of the dorsal fin at base 2 7

" " tail two feet in front of the flukes 3

" « flukes at the base 2 7

" " tail just in front of the flukes 2 6

Distance from the median line of the back to the insertion of the fore limb . . 5 4

Distance between each flipper and the blow-holes 4 8

Length of the mammarial fissure 11
Length of the eye (entire length) 4.5

Breadth of the eye 1.83

Length of the eye ball 2

Breadth of the eye ball 1.75

Length of the blow-holes 6

Greatest diameter of each fissure 1.5

Distance apart posteriorly 6.5

Distance apart anteriorly 5
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"The body is greatly compressed towards the tail, its vertical diameter two feet in front

of the flukes being fully twice the transverse diameter at the same point. The greatest

number of plicoe on each side of the median line was about twenty-eight. The color above

was nearly uniform, slaty black, rather gradually shading off to white on the sides, with

anteriorly several oblique, kregular, alternating bands of whitish and dusky. Below,

entirely white, except the furrows formed by the plicfe, which were of the color of tlie

dorsal surface. After the animal became distended with gases so as to open the furrows

between the plicae, the ventral surface presented the appearance of alternatmg narrow,

longitudinal black and white stripes."

The whalebone, as already intimated, was quite destroyed by the public, hardly a single

plate was left intact. No measurements have been made. Towards the end of the jaw it

was white, or perhaps it would be better described as of a very light straw color
;
proceed-

ing backward dark stripes became more and more numerous until ultimately, it was of a

uniform dark slate color.

The Skeleton.

This is undoubtedly by far the best specimen of any large whale in America. It is but

just short of theoretical perfection. The inferior epiphysis of one ulna was lost during

preparation, and there are but sixteen chevron bones, of which some are imperfect. There

is no evidence whatever that any others were overlooked or lost subsequently, though

such an accident is of course possible. The whale had nearly reached the end of the young

stage ; the processes are well developed, but all the epiphyses of the fore limb became

detached, and all those of the vertebrpe except of the fifth caudal and one or two of those

nearest the very end of the tail.

The Head.

During the process of preparation the following bones became loosened and were de-

tached : the supramaxillaries, the premaxillaries, the nasals, the jugals, and the lachry-

mals. Moreover the conjoined petrous and tympanic bones of the right side have been

removed ; they have not been returned to the skull, but mounted as a separate specimen

of the anatomy of the internal ear.

As the following table will show, the proportions of the head correspond very fiirly with

those given by Mr. Flower, of different heads of the P. antiquorum (Proc. Zoo. Soc, 1864,

p. 411) and with those of the RosherviUe whale. (P. Z. S., 1865, p. 216.)

DIMENSIONS OF HEAD (m INCHES).
in.

Length of skull in straigbt line •
. 144

Breadth of condyles in straight Une 11.75

" " " following curve 13.25

" " cxoccipitals 44

" " squamosals (greatest breadth of skull) 67

Length of supra-occipital (along curve, just avoiding median spine) .... 29

" " orbital process of frontal (along lower sm-face from palatal) ... 27

Breadth of " « at base 26

" " " « at outer end 16

MEMOIRS BOST. 800. NAT. HIST. VOL. n. 62
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in.

Length of nasals (in median line, upper surface) 6

Breadth of the two nasals at posterior end 3.75

" « « « anterior « 9.5

Length of beak 100
" " maxillary (l)y estimate) 112

Breadth of maxillaries across orbital process (following curve) 71

" " beak at base 50.5

" " " one quarter of length from base 3G.5

" " maxillary at same point 12.75

" " premaxillary at same point 5.25

" " beak at middle 28
" " maxillary at same point 9

" " premaxillary at same point 4.25

" " beak at three-quarters length fi-om base 19
" " maxillary at same point 4
" " premaxillary at same point 4

Length of lower jaw in sti-aight line 137.5

Height at coronoid process 17.375

" " middle 10

Amount of curve 15.5

The proportion of the breadth of the skull to the length is a little more than 46.5 per cent., and that of the

beak to the length a little less then 19.5 per cent.

Occipital Bone.— The various portions are completely coossified. The Basioccipital is

pretty smooth and laterally concave. There is no indication of the point where it joins the

basisphenoid. Its greatest breadth is 16 1-2 inches. The condyles, which are separated

below merely by a slight groove, diverge as they ascend, so that at the point where they

cease to bound the foramen magnum they are four inches apart. The length of a condyle

along the curve is 13 inches, the greatest breadth 5 3-4 inches. The Exoccipitals, (PI.

VI, fig. 2 a), extend backward and outward, joining the squamous in a deep depression in

which the posterior portion of the petrous bone lies. There is a rough tuberosity at

about the middle of the posterior border of the exoccipital. The supraoccipital is elon-

gated, which is one of the characteristics of B. musculus. The distance from the foramen

magnum to the apex of this bone (avoiding the crest on the dorsum) is 28 1-2 inches.

About eight inches above the foramen magnum a median longitudinal ridge appears, which

reaches nearly to the superior angle. At a few inches from its origin it is very promi-

nent; above, it gradually subsides. On either side, at about the middle of the lateral

edge, over the highest point of the parietals, the bone bulges upward into a greater promi-

nence (PI. VI, fig. 1 a) than that of the occipital protuberance. A low, but distinct ridge

crosses the middle of the bone transversely through the protuberance, but does not reach the

edges. A long swelling (PI. vi, fig. 1 b) moreover, passes upward and outward, describing a

•curved course from the condyles. It is wortliy of note that this part of the occipital bone

is marked by very uncommon prominences, particularly for so young an individual.

The Squamous Bone. — This bone may be divided into two parts, viz., an inferior oi

articular portion (PL vi, fig. 2 b), and a superior or temporal one. The former is, in the main,

horizontal, and serves for the articulation of the lower jaw, the latter is, in the main, ver-

tical, forming part of the wall of the temporal fossa.

The articular j^ortion, viewed from below, has the form of an expanded concave plate
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springing from a comparatively narrow base. It joins the exoccipital above tbe petrous

bone, as already described ; its internal edge is then free, till it meets the pterygoid, where

it turns at a right angle and ascends, helping to form the external opening of the canal

leading from the foramen ovale. The posterior border consists internally of a prominent

ridge, which forms the posterior margin of a deep groove anterior to that for the petrous.

Further out this groove passes into the upper surface as a large mass projects below it.

The anterior border of the articular portion is a smooth vertical plate ; towards the outer

part of the lower edge there is a tuberosity. The external border is thick and curved. A
straight line between its ends measures. 27 1-2 inches, one following the superior convexity

41 inches. The superior surface is convex, marked towards its posterior end by several

prominences ; internally it is overlapped by the supra-occipital. The curve described is

greater than I have seen figured in the B. musculus and is more like that of the B.

rosfrata.

The temjyoral i^ortion passes forward from the anterior side of the articular portion.

The superior edge is at first covered by the supra-occipital, but its anterior half is separated

from it by a thin plate of the parietal. The anterior border of this portion presents two

semilunar edges ; the upper joins the parietal, the lower the alisphenoid, and the common
angle projects between these bones. A very peculiar appearance must now be mentioned;

a portion of this bone is in part cut off from the rest by sutures as definite as those separat-

ing distinct bones. A suture begins a little below the points of union of the two semilunar

edges and runs upward and backward, parallel with the lower horn of the sujjerior half-

moon for about 6 inches, where, forming an acute angle with its previous course, it turns di-

rectly downward and ends suddenly in a foramen before reaching the lower border. Ex-

cept in some trifling details this appearance is the same on the two sides.

The Periotlc (or Petrous) Bone (PI. vi, fig. 2 c).—As this bone has been removed fi-om

one side of the skull for the purpose of studjdng the internal ear, its minute description will

be given in that connection, and it will here be sufficient to allude to its relations with the

surrounding bones.

Tlie bulla is very pi'ominent ; its long diameter is directed forward and a little outward

The convex aspect faces outward and downward, and the edge of the carina bounds the fo-

ramen lacerum posterius. The posterior portion is seen pointing outward and backward,

tightly wedged in between the squamous and exoccipital. The lower part of the anterior

or pyramidal portion is seen as it enters a cavity between the squamous and pterygoid. A
little of the labyrinthic portion is also seen in the depths of the fossa.

The AUs2)henoid (PL vi, fig. 2 rZ).— As much of this bone as is visilde from the outside

may be divided into three parts, viz., an inferior horizontal portion on the base of the skull,

an external one in the temporal fossa, and a pterygoid portion springing in part from each

of the others. The inferior portion is about 12 inches long, articulating internally with the

vomer. Anteriorly it is overlapped by the palatal, tiU at the middle of its outer border it

bends down to form the internal pterygoid plate ; behind, this the border is free. The

external portion of the bone is situated in the deepest part of the temporal fossa. It is

bounded behind by the squamosal, above and in front by the parietal and the small inter-

posed scale of the basisphenoid. The surfoce is here concave, but below, as it grows nar-

rower, it becomes convex and makes a bold turn downward and inward forming the ex-

ternal pterygoid plate, which is in contact with the palatal bone anteriorly. The base of
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the internal pterygoid plate is separated from the inferior portion of the bone by a longi-

tudinal groove. The jjlates meet anteriorly at an acute angle under cover of the palatal.

They enclose a deep cavity -which is bounded below by the hamular process, 4 1-2 inches

in length and pointing backward and outward. It assists to form a deep notch with the

posterior edge of the external plate. The length of the pterygoid process from the outer

opening of the foramen ovale is 8 1-2 inches.

The Parietal. — The surface is concave and forms the greater part of the temporal

fossa. The superior border is convex upward and outward. Beginning to follow its course

from behind, it is first seen between the squamous and the supra-occiptal ; at the upper

end of the latter it sends a triangular portion inward between it and the frontal (PI. vi, fig.

1 c), which it then begins to overlap. The anterior edge passes backward and downward,

turning round the root of the orbital plate. The posterior inferior border is convex and

articulates above with the squamous, and lower down with the alisphenoid, from which it

is in part separated by the basisphenoid.

The Basisphenoid.— As there is no suture between this bone and the basioccipital, and

as the neighboring parts, with the exception of one petrosal, have been quite undisturbed,

no description of it would be possible were it not for a small piece visible in the temporal

fossa. This piece has been identified as a portion of the basisphenoid from information de-

rived from the works of other observers, for it would be impossible to name it from the

little that is seen on the unopened skull. It is about 4 1-2 inches long ; its greatest width

Ls 3-4 inch. It is placed nearly horizontally. The posterior end is pretty solid, but the

anterior thin and scale -like, and pointing a little downward. It is between the alisphenoid

below and the parietal above. In the B. rostrata^ it appears also to touch the squamous,

but in this specimen it is separated from it by about three inches. It is remarkably sym-

metrical on the two sides.

The Frontal.— The bones of the two sides are distinct. The portion nearest the me-

dian line is in front of the supra-occipital and of an internal prolongation of the parietal.

This part extends forward and outward into a number of delicate laminoe, most of which in-

terdigitate with those of the frontal process of the superior maxilla, but a few internal ones

with those of the intermaxilla. A V-shaped cavity in the median line is formed by the two

frontals, with a little ridge in the middle for the nasals. Below this the frontal is bounded

by the ethmoid, and on the side overlapped by the parietal. The superior border continues

free till it reaches the anterior internal angle of the orbital plate, which is hidden by the

superior maxillary. This border is 18 inches long. The surface which it bounds is at first

vertical, but soon becomes hoi'izontal, forming the supra-orbital plate (PI. vi, fig. 1 and 2 e).

This plate is irregularly quadrilateral. The posterior edge bounding the temporal fossa in

front is 22 1-4 inches long, reckoning from the parietal. It is thick, and marked liy two

semilunar depressions, of which the internal is much the larger and very rough. The anterior

border is of about the same length, and very thin except at its outer end ; it fits more or

less accurately into a groove on the upper surface of the maxilla. These two borders con-

verge decidedly, as is characteristic of the B. miiscidus ; the anterior is by far the most

oblique. The breadth at the base is from 25 to 26 inches ; at the outer edge of the plate

it is about 16 inches. This end is very thick ; it is marked behind by a tuberosity where

'Carte and Macalister, Trans. Royal Soc, 18G7, p. 201.
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it overhangs tlie squamous, and in front by a smaller one which articulates with the lachry-

mal. The under side is concave, forming the roof of the orbit. The distance in a straight

line between its prominent extremities is 9 inches. The concavity is soon increased into a

groove which runs into a canal reiDresenting the continuation of the optic foramen (PI. vi,

fig. 2/). This forms a prominent ridge along the posterior border of the inferior aspect of

the orbital plate. The greater part of the remainder of this surface of the plate is hid-

den by the superior maxillary. There is a depression towards the base.

The Ethmoid.— This bone is not easily studied owing to its position, and has in this case

suffered a good deal on account of its softness. It probably was never very distinct from

the rostral cartilage. There is now to be seen an irregular crumbling bone, filling the pos-

terior end of the cavity between the plates of the vomer. A plate passes upward from

either side to meet its fellow in the middle, on the under surface of the frontal. This may
perhaps be considered the orbital surface, though it is very deeply placed. In the B. ros-

trata (loc. cit.) it is said to reach as fiir back as the pterygoid bone ; in this case it does

not approach it. At the junction of these plates the bone spreads out laterally for a short

distance, supporting the frontal.

The Vomer (PI. vi, fig. If, fig. 2 g).— The vomer consists of a horizontal portion fit-

ting on to the base of the skull, and of two plates forming the rostrum. The former portion

rests on the basispheuoid, and curves downward on either side to meet the internal edge of

the pterygoids. It is most expanded at the posterior end, measuring 10 1-2 inches in a

straight line between the angles. It begins to contract almost at once, but expands in

front of the pterygoids to meet the palatals ; still more anteriorly it bends upward and joins

the frontals. A little more than an inch in front of the posterior edge a median ridge

begins to appear, which soon becomes prominent, and sweeps boldly downward to form the

beginning of the rostrum. Towards the end of its course it turns suddenly backward, so

that the spine of the rostrum overhangs its posterior edge. The entire length of the

vomer is 10 feet 1 inch, that of the spine of the rostrum 9 feet. The two plates meet at

first at a very acute angle, which becomes more obtuse towards the apex. The greatest

depth of the bone is in the neighborhood of the anterior end of the palatals, where it

amounts to 13 inches. The superior edges of the plates, at first tliiu, become thick in the

nasal region where they articulate with the superior maxiUaries, but become anteriorly very

thin and scale-like.

Palatal Bone (PL vi, fig. 2 A).— This bone consists of a thin plate lying on the outer

side of the vomer. The posterior end is the most solid part and articulates with the anterior

edge of the pterygoid; it reaches superiorly into the angle between that bone and the

frontal, and then expands on the under surface of the latter. From the lower end of the

pterygoid the border passes inward to meet the projecting spine at the beginning of the

rostrum of the vomer. The remainder of the lower border measures nearly 26 inches. On
reaching the supramaxillary the border turns upward and passes into the superior one by a

rounded angle. The anterior part of the superior border is marked by a deep groove for

the maxilla. Near the posterior superior angle there is also a slight groove passing down-

ward and backward with an elevation below it.

Superior Maxilla (PL vi, fig. 1 cj, fig. 2 i). — This is best considered as a p^Tamid with

a superior, an internal, an inferior surface and a hollowed base for its posterior attachment.

The greatest length is 9 feet, to which about 2 inches may be added owing to injury of the

JIEMOIRS BOST. 80C. NAT. HI8T. VOL. II. 63
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point. The siqoerior surface is convex both longitudinally and laterally. It is bounded

behind by a curved ridge, concave backward, which connects the nasal and zygomatic pro-

cesses, and which overhangs the anterior internal angle of the orbital plate. The nasal

process is the continuation of the internal part of this surface. It begins so gradually that

the length cannot be given ; at its posterior end it is 5 inches broad. Below its smooth

upper surface it consists of a number of very delicate plates to articulate with others from

the frontal. The zygomatic process is directed outward, downward and backward. The

outer border runs in a straight line to the tip, but the internal is concave towards its poste-

rior end, so as to increase the breadth of the nasal opening. This upper surface is marked by

seven foramina on the left bone, and twelve on the right ; the latter, however, are smaller.

They present no regularity except in opening forward and outward, and in being confined

to less than the posterior half of the bone.

The internal surface is nearly at right angles with the superior, and is also triangular.

Posteriorly it runs into the nasal process ; below and in front of which it forms part of the

wall of the nasal cavity, in which it begins to bear a prominent longitudinal ridge which

overlaps the lateral plate of the vomer, and is soon included between that and the inter-

maxillary. The lower part of the posterior border shows a curve corresponding to the an-

terior convexity of the palate bone. The inferior surface may be said to be concave in all

directions; it is marked by some twenty-four foramina and grooves; though very irregu-

lar these may be divided into two classes, the first consists chiefly of grooves running

forward along the median or vertical part of this surface, the second forms part of a circle

of foramina, pointing towards the periphery of the bone. They are in places arranged in a

double row, one opening just internal to the other. The internal posterior angle is free,

hanging under the orbital plate of the frontal, and a little external to the palatal ; the pos-

terior edge is irregular in outline
;
just before reaching the outer angle it presents a small

concavity with which the jugal articulates very accurately. The concave hase, quite hidden

when the bone is in place, does not require a minute description, its chief peculiarity con-

sists in the large foramina communicating for the most part with one another, by w'hich

the canals begin which convey the nerves and vessels to the various openings already

mentioned.

The Intermaxillary (PL vi, fig. 1 h, fig. 2^).— Greatest length 8 feet 11 inches, with

about one inch to restore. For about the anterior three-fourths of its length it presents

three surfaces and three borders. The superior is smooth and of denser structure than the

others ; it forms a continuous surface with the superior maxillary; the external surface is

in apposition with that bone and is in no way peculiar. The internal and inferior is con-

cave. At about two-thirds of the length of the bone from before, the edges cease to be

sharply defined, and the bone becomes thin and twisted upon itself in such a manner that

the superior surface becomes the internal, forming the outer wall of the nasal cavity. At

its extremity the bone ends in a few vertical scaly plates, which interdigitate with others

from the frontal.

TJie Nasal (PI. vi, fig. 1 I).— This is a wedge-shaped bone with a concave base and a

blunted edge. The thin end which is directed backwards is rough to articulate with the

frontal. The internal surface, which is in apposition with that of the other bone, is smooth,

but marked by some curved lines naming downward and forward. The outer surfoce is

received into a depression chiefly in the frontal, but in part in the intermaxillary. Its
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upper and lower borders converge. It ends in two prolongations, of which the superior

rests on the intermaxillary hone, and the inferior, which is longer, reaches almost to the

maxillary— very possibly quite to it in the fresh state. The anterior surface is concave

from side to side, being inclosed by the median and lateral prominences. It becomes

narrow as it turns on to the upper surflice, and passes to the outside of a median triangular

elevation. The under surface is smooth and bounded anteriorly by an oblique line run-

ning forward and inward. When the two nasals are in position they form a prominent

spine in the median line.

The greatest height (i. e., vertical length) taken near the posterior end is 10 1-2 inches.

The other dimensions can be found in the table of measurements.

The Malar (PL vi, fig. 2 h).— This is a thin bone; broad in front, narrow behind

;

concave above, convex below. The lower surflxce is marked near its anterior end by a wavy
ridge which articulates with the posterior border of the superior maxillary. On front of

this ridge the malar is thinner and overlaps the adjoining bone. The upper surface bears

at its anterior extremity a depression for union with the lachrymal. The outer edge is thick
;

the inner thin. Towards the front of the outer border there is a deep notch, the con-

tinuation of a gi'oove on the upper surface. The greatest length of the bone is 9 3-4 inches;

It ends behind in a spine 3-4 inch long, pointing directly inward.

The Lachrymal (PI. vi, fig. 2 I) is in shape an oblique parallelogram with rounded angles,

placed transversely between the frontal and the outer angle of the superior maxUla. It

helps to form the orbit anteriorly. Only a very small portion projects outwards. The

inferior surface presents a depression for articulation with the malar.

Hie Mandible. — The lower jaw is very solid and heavy. It is strongly curved, the

greatest convexity being rather behind the middle. The head, which forms the posterior

end of the bone, is of ovoid shape, with the long diameter running downward and outward.

It is separated from the body by a groove running outward and a little downward on the

hinder aspect. The neck is constricted laterally, but the sides retain their convex form.

It is marked below by a rough line, above by a sharp ridge which runs forward and turn-

ing downward forms the edge of the roof of the dental canal, overhanging the entrance.

The coronoid process extends upward and outward and ends in a blunt knob. Its posterior

border is nearly vertical, its anterior is very oblique, and gradually subsiding forms the

superior division between the outer and inner surfaces. The body decreases in size very

gradually ; the outer surface is convex, the inner nearly plane, except near the anterior end

where its upper portion overhangs the inferior, forming a groove. The opening of the den-

tal canal is situated a little behind a line dropped from the posterior border of the coronoid.

A groove containing many small foramina runs along the upper part of the internal surface,

just inside of the bounding line. Several larger foramina are placed in a row on the upper

part of the convex outer surface. These latter are eight in number on the left side, and

eleven on the right.

Hyoid.— The basihyal with the coossified tliyro-hyals presents the appearance character-

istic of the species. The body is nearly flat, and the thyro-hyals, at first very solid, taper

towards the end and are bent strongly upward. The anterior cornua which surmount the

body are nearly two inches long, and but about half an inch apart. There is a median

notch on the posterior border of the body with a slight tuberosity on either side. Its supe-

rior surface is deeply grooved in the middle. The antero-posterior diameter of the body in
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the median line is 4 3-4 inches. In a straight line between the ends the bone is 24 1-2

inches broad ; following the convexity 31 inches. The circumference of the thyro-hyal at

its extremity is 7 inches, and midway between this point and the centre of the bone

11 1-4 inches.

The Stylo ILjal.—This is 15 inches long in a straight line, and 16 inches following the

convexity. It is compressed above and below, except at the very inner end where the

vertical diameter is the greatest. The outer end is but 1 inch thick.D

Vertebra.

The vertebral formula is 7 cervical, 15 dorsal, 15 lumbar, 26 caudal. As the cervical

vertebrae are always described as of particular importance for classification in spite of the

considerable variations which they exhibit, it is advisable to describe each one separately,

so that accurate comparisons can be drawn between corresponding bones in different skel-

etons. The vertebrae of the other regions will be considered in a different manner.

Atlas.— This bone, like that of the Rosherville specimen described by Mr. Murie (P. Z.

S., 1865, p. 217), resembles Gray's figure of the atlas of the P. Dugnidii rather more

closely than that of the P. antiquorum in the thickness and obtuseness of the transverse

processes, the greater length of the neural spine and the greater interval between the in-

ferior ends of the anterior ai'ticular surfaces. The anterior aspect is formed by the articu-

lar surfiices and the transverse processes. The greatest length of the articular surfices is

10 1-4 inches, the greatest breadth 5 1-4 inches ; they are deeply concave and surrounded

by a slight groove, separating them from the outer aspects of the bone. The superior ex-

tremities of these cavities are 5 inches apart ; the inferior 3-4 inch. The opening

between them is 7 1-4 inches long ; it becomes constricted about the middle, the superior

half forming the continuation of the spinal canal, the inferior being closed by the body of

the axis.

The posterior surface presents the same general outline, but the two articular surfaces

are united into one by an isthmus 1 1-2 inches in breadth, across the inferior part of the bone.

They do not form the lateral boundaries of the canal, but are separated from it by about 1

inch of smooth bone. The arch is marked above by a longitudinal spine in the median line

with a prominence at either end. The anterior border is sharp, but presents a tubercle at

the point of union with the articular surfaces, which forms the roof of a canal opening

directly external to it (PL vi, fig. 4 a). The lower edge of the arch is thick and presents a

smooth surfice (PI. \i, fig. 4 h) on each side of the median line for articulation with corres-

ponding ones on the arch of the axis in serial homology with the z^-gapophyses. There is a

slight prominence projecting backward in the median line. The tranverse process has a

broad vertical base from which it gradually tapers. Towards its point it is twisted upon

itself so that the anterior surface of the base becomes the inferior near the apex, and the

posterior in like manner becomes the superior. On the superior aspect of the bone the

tranverse process springs from a prominent tubercle (PL vi, fig. 3 a, fig. 4 c) on the posterior

border. Nutrient foramina enter the bone on the front and back of the base of the trans-

verse process.

Axis.— The Boston whale, unlike the Rosherville one, resembles in this point the draw-

ing of the P. Duguidii and not that of the P. antiquorum ; Gray's drawing of the former
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would almost answer for this case were it not for the greater depression which the Boston

whale presents in the inferior surfece, and for a slight difference in the external border of

the lateral portions. The anterior surface has an articular portion of the usual shape cor-

responding to that on the posterior side of the atlas. The odontoid process (PI. vi, fig. 5 a),

is about 1-2 inch in height, and presents a depression in its summit like the crater of a vol-

cano. The posterior surface has a deep vertical depression in the middle, which is con-

tinued into a notch in the upper and lower sides. The two halves of the body share in the

inchnation of the transverse processes ; these are broad masses enclosing a large foramen

5 1-2 inches on the left side, 4 1-8 inches on the right, which shows of how little value

such features are for classification. The parapophysis, which forms the inferior boundary, is

broader and stouter than the diapophysis, which forms the upper. The transverse processes

are directed backward, as shown in fig. 7. Two tuberosities forward inclining, of which

the internal is the larger, separated by a slight groove, are seen on the superior edge of the

diapophysis over the foramen (PI. vi, fig. 5 6). The spinal canal has a breadth of 5 1-8 inches

to a height of 4 1-2. The arch presents a slight ridge in the median line, and a promi-

nence on either side projecting forward and upward ; that on the right is the larger. On
the anterior aspect of each of these prominences is a smooth plate (PI. vi, fig. 5 c), the real

zygapophysis ; the posterior ones (PL vi, fig. 6 a) are on the outer sides of the arch.

The other cervical vertebrte show the usual amount of individual variation when com-

pared with descriptions and figures. The rings formed by the transverse processes are

complete in the 4th or 5th, and very nearly in the 3d. In the latter the interval is of only

about 1-4 inch on the right side ; on the left it cannot be accurately determined, as a small

piece has been broken off. In the 6th the inferior processes are very small, that of the

left side, however, being more than twice as large as its feUow. They exist in the 7th only

as shght ridges. After this description of the first two and slight sketch of the remaining

cervical vertebrae, it appears well to study in connection with the following table of meas-

urements the modifications which each element of a vertebra undergoes in the entu'e

column, and to compare them with those in other specimens.

Vertebra.
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Vertebra;.
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Fijr. 3. — 3d Cervical Vertebra.

has a slight central depression on its posterior extremity. This depression becomes more

marked in the succeeding ones, and after the 16th a siuiilar one is seen on the anterior

extremity. The 23d is convex posteriorly, and the three remaining are too evidently irregu-

lar to deserve description. The 3d cervical presents a depression in the upper and lower

border, which is marked by a

prominence in the median line,

that below being double, but

single in those following. In

the 4th the depressions are

very slight, and in the 5th are

wanting. The superior median

prominence continues through-

out the cervicals, though grad-

ually decreasing ; the inferior

becomes more marked, and in

and after the 4th dorsal is very

striking, showing a prominent longitudinal ridge. In the 5th, 6th, and 7th it gradually

disappears, but returns in the loth, and increases till it attains its greatest development at

about the middle of the lumbar region. In the 15th lumbar it shows signs of bifurcation

towards the posterior end. In the 1st caudal these prominences become marked for the

attachment of the chevron bones, and we now have two lines with a median depression

between them. In the 4th caudal lesser prominences appear at the anterior end. The

depression continues to grow deeper, and as the bodies become shorter the elevations on

the ends of these lines are naturally brought nearer together, till in the 13th they unite,

forming a ridge perforated by a foramen corresponding to the previously existing notch

In the 15th the bone has become so much modified that there is merely a single protu-

berance on either side of the

foramina which enter the in-

ferior surflice of the bone, and

presently this disappears en-

tirely. The superior surface of

the body forming the floor of

the spinal canal loses, as al-

ready stated, the central ridge

with the first dorsal vertebra??

and after that is marked by a

concavity in its centre, its ante-

erior and posterior borders re-

maining straight. This concavity is most marked about the middle of the dorsal region.

The proportions of the bodies can be seen by reference to the table. At first they are

broad and thin in the cervical, but later the height and length increase, till in the anterior

caudal region the three diameters are not very different. In the 14th caudal the height for

the first time surpasses the breadth. In the 15th dorsal the length approaches to within 1-4

of an inch of the height, but as the latter then increases the discrepancy continues till we

reach the 23d caudal. These proportions agree very well with those to be deduced from

Fig. 4.— 4th Cervical Vertebra.
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Fi" 5th Cervical Vertebra.

Mr. Murie's table in the case of the Rosherville whale. I do not remember any account

of the aortic impression in the whale ; in this one, however, it is very striking. As the

inferior surfaces of the body are more or less concave with prominent borders, it is in the

outline of the epiphyses that this depression is most evident. The 10th dorsal vertebra

is the first in which it is distinct,

though there is a suspicion of it

in the 8th and 9th. It becomes

more developed in the 11th, 12th,

and 13th, after which in the 14th

and 15th it quite destroys the

symmetry of the bone, forming a

depression along the left side of

the body. It is less marked in

the 1st lumbar and barely per-

ceptible in the 2d, after which

there is no trace of it.

The foramina being in a great degree dependent upon modifications of the processes, will

be considered separately, as will be also the last few vertebrae.

Spinous Processes.— These processes are represented by mere ridges in the cervical

vertebrae, except the 7th, where there is a decided elevation. In the 3d dorsal it is very

much larger and broader than in the 2d, and the 4th presents even a greater increase.

After this the difference is less. In the 8th dorsal a slight backward inclination is manifest,

which increases with the height (reckoning with the latter that of the body of the ver-

tebra), till both reach their maximum in the 12th and loth lumbar. Beyond this point

the height rapidly decreases, though a considerable inclination persists. The 14th caudal

is the last vertebra which can be said to have a spinous process. The processes are more

or less rounded at the top, and the

measurements in the 7th column of

the table are taken just below the

termination, so as in most cases to

give the greatest breadth (antero-

posteriorly). In the 5th dorsal a

posteriorly projecting spine arises

from the base of the process, enter-

ing the space between the met-

apophyses of the following vertebrae.

This is at first double, being in serial

continuation with the posterior zygapophysis. The bifurcation grows less marked, and ceases

near the end of the lumbars ; the spine persists till we reach the 5th caudal, attaining its

greatest size towards the posterior end of the lumbar division. To compare this table with

Mr. Murie's, it is found that the height of the entire vertebra is with us greatest in the

12th lumbar, though about the same in several adjacent vertebra, while in his table the

1st caudal springs into sudden preeminence. As to the breadth toward the point of the

process it is greatest with us in the 10th lumbar, with him in the 6th lumbar.

Transverse Processes {Diapophyses). — The inferior transverse processes (parapophyses)

Fig. 6. — 6tli Cervical Vertebra.
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in the cervical region liave already been sufficiently mentioned. The great lateral masses
of the axis incline strongly backward, particularly towards the upper surface. The pro-

cesses of the 3d and 4th cervicals have the same inclination to a lesser degree ; those of

the 5th are about straight, and those of the 6th and 7th incUne forward so that the ex-

tremities of the transverse processes from the 2d to the 7th cervical very nearly touch one

another. All these pro-

cesses, except the 7th,

are exceedingly thin, and

that of the 3d dorsal is

the first in which the

thickness is greater than

the height ; all the sub-

sequent ones are thin and Fi^. 7 _ ^t^ Cervical Vertebra.

compressed from above

downward. The thin superior edges of the cervical transverse processes present each a

small, rough elevation {B in woodcuts,) at some distance from the body, which are serially

homologous, with a similar projection from the axis. In the 2d and 3d cervicals the trans-

verse processes spring almost entirely from the pedicles, but in the following vertebrae they

arise more and more from the bodies. In the first six dorsals the origin is very extensive,

for though they really arise from the bodies, the line forming the posterior superior border

runs up into the arch. In the 7th dorsal this line disappears and they continue to arise

successivel}^ lower. In the 5th caudal they arise from a point a little below the centre of

the body ; in sorne of the subsequent ones perhaps a little higher, though not above the

centre.

With regard to shape and direction the first five dorsals incline forward like the latter cer-

vical vertebra ; a few are then about straight, after which a slight backward tendency

appears. In the 5th dorsal

an angle appears in the an-

terior border and the part

external to this is directed

backward ; this persists

throughout the dorsals, and

reappears from the 9th lum-

bar to the 4th caudal. The

general backward inclination

ends with the anterior lum-

bars, and after a few vertebrte a forward one is substituted which continues to the end.

In the 8th caudal the base becomes long and perforated, and persists so till the 14th, with

which the transverse process ceases to exist. The greatest distance between the extremi-

ties of the transverse processes of a vertebra occurs in the 2d lumbar, with Mr. Murie in

the 4th. The ends of these processes are hollowed in the dorsal region for the tubercles

of the ribs. The depression in the first two is at the end, but subsequent ones are hol-

lowed below. The fossa is very deep in the 4th, 5th, and 6th, bounded anteriorly by an

oblique ridge which ends internally in a sharp point. The posterior fossae are less and less

Fig. 8.— 6tb Dorsal Vertebra.
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marked, and leave the under side of the bone to get on to the posterior corner of the end

of the transverse process.

Articulating Processes [Zygrqwiohyses). [A in woodcuts.)— These are found in the

cervical and more or less plainly in the first five dorsal vertebrae. In the 3d cervical the

anterior zygapophysis is an oval, smooth surface placed on the outer end of the arch by

the origin of the diapophysis, having its long diameter transverse. In the succeeding

vertebrae it gradually changes its position so that the long diameter points forward

and outward. The surface begins to face inward with the first dorsal. In the 4th, this

surfiice is on the inner side of the metapophyses facing directly inward. In the

5th, it is largely perceptible. The posterior zygapophyses, more or less convex, follow the

variations of the anterior ones, though of course in an inverted direction. Those of the

anterior vertebrae face backward, those of the posterior outward. They of course get

nearer together. It is important to observe that the series of the zygapophyses is contin-

ued on to the anterior side of the arch of the axis and to the postei'ior side of the arch of

the atlas. The surfaces on the latter almost meet in the median line. The zygapophyses

are clearly continued towards the tail, as the projections at the base of the spinous process

already mentioned.

The metapophyses (C in cut) are first seen unmistakably in the second dorsal, where

a slender pointed process projects forward on either side from the base of the transverse

process, a little external

to the zygapophysis. In

the first dorsal we must

hold that this process

does not exist, or that it

is represented by a small

protuberance on the up-

per edge of the trans-

verse process which is

the last of a series al-

ready mentioned in the

cervical vertebrae, be-

ginning very promi-

nently on the axis. I

shall not attempt to de-

cide whether these are

to be considered metapophyses, but simply suggest the question. In the 3d dorsal

the metapophyses are thicker and continuous with the outer side of the articular sur-

faces. Those of the two sides now rapidly become closer together, and instead of

springing from the base of the transverse process, they soon spring from the base of the

spinous, and they appear as two vertical, quadrilateral plates parallel to one another.

With the 6th lumbar, the vertical anterior edge begins to be cut away below, and this in-

creasing, they appear nearly triangular. Among the last few lumbars, these plates cease

to be parallel, each bending a little outward ; this change increases rapidly and in the 6th

caudal they are expanded and nearly horizontal. After this they rapidly decrease in size,

appearing only as knobs projecting upward and outward, and with the 15th they disappear.

Fis;. 9.— 6th Lumbar Vertebra.
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Foramina.— The nutritive foramina of the atlas have been noticed. The principal seats

of these foramina in the majority of vertebrae are towards the ends of the body, near the

root of the transverse processes, and on the upper and lower surfaces of the body near

the middle. In the dorsal region the superior foramina are usually two, symmetrically

placed side by side, and this arrangement continues with occasional variations. On the

lower surface a similar arrangement begins to prevail towards the posterior end of the lum-

bar region. In the 7th caudal, the anterior edge of the transverse process presents a deep

notch ; in the 8tb its base is broad and perforated by a foramen which continues until all

trace of a transverse process is lost in the 14th, after that, one or more foramina in a cor-

responding position are visible entering the bone, till the last two or three are reached. In

the 13th and 14th caudal, the projections at the ends of the vertebra for the chevron

bones become united into ridges with a central perforation. Subsequently two proportion-

ally large foramina appeal' side by side, entering the bone, and persist till the last three.

It is very probable, reasoning from analogy, that the perforations of the transverse pro-

cesses are for vessels, because after these processes have ceased to exist I have found that

a wire passed into one of the inferior foramina emerges through the lateral one and if it

be then thrust in again can l)e brought out above. The inferior foramina continue close

together, those above become more or less separated ; but the communication -n-ith slight

variations continues the same.

The Spinal Canal.— The vertical and transverse diameters of this canal are about equal

in the first two vertebra? ; in the remaining cervical the transverse greatly exceeds the other.

In the 2d and 3d dorsal the height of

the canal increases considerably, and in

the 5th, the two diameters are about

equal. Shortly afterwards the vertical

prevails and the next change is the

shortening of the transverse. The last

dorsal presents a canal having the form

of an isosceles triangle, which continues

about the same through the lumbar re-

gion. Towards the beginning of the

caudal region it becomes smaller, in

the 15th it is barely pervious, and in the 16th does not exist.

From this description and a study of the table, the shape of any given vertebra may be

pretty accurately deduced, but some further account of the latter part of the caudal region

may be convenient. The 15th caudal is a transition from the vertebrae bearing processes

to those bearing none. It is the last showing any sign of a spinal canal, which here is so

small that one end will not admit the little finger. It is covered by a bridge of bone which

shows no signs of a spinous process or of metapophyses. The transverse processes had dis-

appeared in a previous vertebra. The inferior processes for the chevron bones are two mere

swellings without the perforation shown in the 13th and 14th. The 16th is about round,

without any striking characteristic. The 17th looks rather square and the succeeding ones

are decidedly so ; they have two foramina close together, on the lower side and two above

at some distance apart. The 24th and 25th show a want of regularity and of anything

characteristic. The 26th (PL vi, fig. 8), the last, tapers towards its posterior end, which

FijT. 10.— 6th Caudal Vertebra.
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bears a small projecting epipliysis which gives a peculiar finish to the spinal column. The

adjacent epiphyses of this vertebra and the preceding one, are grown into one plate about

3-8 of an inch thick, which is nearly smooth on its posterior aspect, but on its anterior pre-

sents a central spine which fits into a depression in the 25th.

The Chevron Bones.

These constitute the only part of the skeleton which is not in a satisfactory condition.

At the time of the dissection they were so soft that some were cut completely in two by

the workmen before they were thought of. There are parts of sixteen bones, but one

lateral half of the first and last are wanting, and some others are more or less mutilated so

that the correctness of the arrangement which has been adopted is not quite certain. The

two sides of the 1st, 15th and 16th had not yet united. The 1st is a thin plate slightly

convex on its outer side with an articular surface on the upper end ; the inferior end

is drawn out backward. The articular surface of the 2d and 3d is also single, after

which this surface is divided into two by a transverse ridge till the 11th. The bases

become wider transversely in proportion to the size of the bones as we pass backward.

The plate foi'ming the arch is constricted at the upper part in the anterior ones (except

the first), but becomes broad after the first few. The lower end projects both forward and

backward, chiefly in the latter direction. I have not been able to find any regular propor-

tion between the size and the position of these bones.

The following table shows the greatest vertical and longitudinal (from before backward)

diameters in inches.

Number of Bone.
|

1
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second and third. The first rib is flat and broad, the tubercle turns downward, presents a

small articular surface and sends inward a slight prominence representing the head and

neck. The angle is marked by an elevation which bends forward; the space between it

and the tubercle is convex in front and concave behind, which is the case also in the

succeeding ribs. The second rib has on the tubercle a narrow articular surface 4 1-2

inches long. The neck is slender, 4 1-2 inches long and terminates in a small knob for

the head. The angle bears a prominence which, unlike that of the first rib, bends back-

ward. The third rib is longer, but the head and neck measure only 3 inches. The angle is

more prominent. The neck of the fourth rib is indicated by a very slight prominence.

In the subsequent ribs there is no sign of it. The fifth and sixth resemble each other very

closely. The latter is the longer one, and the angular prominence is less well marked. There

is but a very slight downward projection from the articular tubercle. The succeeding ribs

present a similar gi-adual change ; the prominence at the angle is less and less, so as to be

hardly perceptible in the 12th. The ribs become narrower and the articulating surface

shorter and broader, so that the extremity of each of the four ribs preceding the last is al-

most globular ; in the fifteenth, however, it is oblong. This I'ib is flat, compressed above

and below, and extending directly outward from the vertebral column for 7 or 8 inches,

when, becoming narrower, it turns upon itself and points backward and downward, with an

external and an internal surface. It has, properly speaking, no angle. The eleventh and

twelth ribs present a small prominence on the posterior superior border, apparently for

muscular attachment.

The following table gives the greatest length of each rib along the convexity, the dis-

tance between the ends in a straight line ; and, to show the amount of curvature, the great-

est distance from a straight line to the inner surface of the bone. (The measurements are

in inches.)

1| ^ 10
I

11
I

12
I

1.3
I

14 15

Gre.itest length.

Length in n straight

Amount of curve.

41 64 70.75

33.537.5 47.5

8 12.2514.25

74.5 173.25

52.7556
14.2516

75 j74.25,71.5 ,67.75

57.25:58.25,54.75:53

16 16.25il5.75|l4.5

63.25

51.5

13.25

59.5 53.5 48
49.25 40.25,44

11.5 8.75 5.25

46
43.5

5.25

47.5

45.5

6.25

On comparing the heads and necks of the first four ribs with the woodcuts of those of the

Ro.sherville skeleton, it is plain that those of this whale are much more developed. The

third, though less developed than the second, is as much so as the second of the Rosher-

ville.

The ribs of the right side. — The first five offer no peculiarity. The tubercle of the

sixth is rather heavier than that of the other side, and the tuberosity at the angle very

much so. A little external to the angle a rough prominence about 8 inches long projects

boldly from the upper part of the rib, giving very strongly the appearance of a repaned

fracture ; the continuity of the inferior edge, however, is perfect. The seventh bears a

corresponding, but less marked prominence. The tubercle of this rib is very rough and ir-

regular, as if by the efiects of inflammation. It is of double thickness, owing to the projec-

tion of an irregular mass from its posterior aspect. The tubercles of the eighth and ninth

have similar malformations, but in a less and decreasing degree. The shafts are regular.

The succeeding ribs are normal, till the fifteenth, which is a fine specimen of an ununited

fracture. The proximal fragment, 14 inches long, corresponds with a like extent of the rib

of the opposite side, except in being on a smaller scale and in running gradually to a point.

MEMOIRS. B09T. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 56
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The second piece, 33 1-2 inches in length, begins above by a sharp extremity, which is

considerably bent upon the rest of the bone and points inward. As it grows broader a

a small spine appears on either side, after which the bone gradually assumes a normal ap-

pearance. These fragments were firmly united by ligamentous structures. The ends ex-

hibit the signs of atrophy rather than any attempt towards reparation.

The Sternum. Plate vi, fig. 10.

This bone is very porous and has suffered some injuries, particularly in the upper and

outer part of the right side. It resembles very closely the sternum of the whale in Alex-

andra Park, figured by Mr. Flower [Proe. Zool. Soc, 1864, p. 393] ; but the posterior pro-

cess is not so long. The only peculiarity of the bone in this specimen is its asymmetry.

The inferior surface is, as usual, convex laterally and concave antero-posteriorly. The

posterior projection is curved very much to the right, and, to increase the distortion, the

lateral projection of the right side bends a little downward and that of the left a little up-

ward. The former of these lateral processes appears to have been originally shorter than

the other, but it is impossible to say accurately how much is wanting.

Greatest length in a straight line 1'2.75 in. "> Without any
" breadth " " 15.75 " ) restoration.

Aj^terior Extremity.

Scapula. — This bone agrees very closely with the one figured by Gervais and Van
Beneden, except that the outer surface appears more plane.

MEASUHEMENTS.

Length of superior border (following curve) . . . . ' . . . . 42.37 in.

" in stniiglit line from the posturior superior to anterior superior angle . . 34.75 "

Greatest height from about middle of glenoid cavity 20.62 "

Length of anterior border to origin of coracoid (in straight line) .... 15.62 "

" posterior border to back of glenoid cavity 16.75 "

Circumference of neck 23.62 "

Length of glenoid cavity to root of coracoid 9 "

Breadth « " 6 "

Length of coracoid along superior border (about) 4.75 "

Breadth at base 3.5 "

« at point (about) 2.75 "

Length of acromion along inferior border ......... 8.5 "

" " " " superior " 5.5 "

Breadth at point 4.25 "

The superior border is pretty regularly curved, except that towards the last fourth it in-

•clines rather suddenly downward. The external surface is regular and very slightly concave
;

there is, however, one slight vertical prominence a little in front of its middle, and also a

pretty well marked spine running into the acromion, which is thin and bent a little inward

at the superior anterior angle. There is a tolerably well marked supraspinous fossa. The

anterior edge is sharp ; the posterior, particularly near its lower end, thick and rounded.

The inner surface has eight slight ridges diverging from tlie glenoid fossa ; the anterior,

however, does not reach it. Mr. Murie gives the same number.

The glenoid fossa is irregularly oval and very rough, with projecting edges ; it is con-

tinued anteriorly into the coracoid process, which is short, solid, and bent inward.
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Humerus.— This is a very heavy and solid bone, presenting a broad shaft, a globular

head and a tuberosity. On its outer surface the shaft is roughened, except toward the up-
per and posterior part. A little above the middle there is a considerable depression. The
inner aspect presents nothing noteworthj'. The posterior side is concave ; the anterior is

straight. The inferior surface is articular for the radius and ulna. It consists of two parts

which meet a little back of the middle in a transverse ridge. The posterior portion, which
is for the ulna, does not end on the inferior surface of the humerus, but passes up on to its

hinder sur&ce. If the bone be held vertically the globular head (PL vi, fig. 11 a) pro-

jects upward, outward and a little backward. On the inner superior aspect it presents a

large depression, from the front of which an ill-defined groove runs downward and outward,

corresponding to the "anatomical neck" of human anatomy. From the front of this groove

a large and rough tuberosity projects forward and slightly inward. (PI. vi, fig. 11 6.)

MEASUREMENTS.

Length 14.62 in.

Breadth through head and tuberosity . ......... 9.25 "

" " about middle of shaft 6.75 "
" " lower end 8.25 "

Thickness through middle of shaft 4.25 "

Radius.— This bone consists of little besides the shaft. Its anterior border is very

slightly convex ; the posterior rather more than correspondingly concave. The posterior

border is thickened at the two ends where it joins the ulna. The anterior border ends

above in a small prominence directed forward. On the posterior border there is a large nu-

trient foramen directed upward.

It should be remarked that the inferior epiphyses which were detached from the radii

and ulniie were very largely cartilaginous, and as only the ossified parts have been retained

and replaced, the bones lose something in length.

MEASUREMENTS.

Length 23.37 in.

Breadth at upper end 6. "
" about middle 4.37 "
" lower end 5.87 "

Thickness at about middle 2.25 "

Ulna. — This is a much more delicate bone than the radius. The edges are more
curved— the posterior most of all. The anterior edge expands very much in the upper

third of the bone. The superior epiphysis forms the articular plate for the inferior surface

of the humerus. The olecranon projects backward fi'oni about the upper fifth of the bone,

and reaches upward so as to fit on to the humerus behind ; this part, however, is rough,

unlike the rest of the joint. The posterior border of the olecranon is convex ; its lower

portion very rough. The ulna is expanded at the lower end, where the outer surfixce is

very smooth.

Length (exclusive of olecranon) • . . . . 22.62 in.

Length of projecting part of olecranon o "

Breadth at upper end through olecranon 6.75 "

" " about middle 2.87 "

" " lower end 5.12 "

Thickness at about middle 2 "

Length of olecranon (following curve) 8.75 "

" " " (in straight line) 7.37 '•
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3fanus. — That the number and j)osition of the smaller bones of the flipper might be ac-

curately determined, I placed the undissected left flipper (after it had been separated from

the radius and ulna) upon a large sheet of coarse paper, and traced its outline. I then be-

gan to remove the skin from one side, and having determined the positions of the bones,

traced each of the larger ones upon the paper with slight notes of the peculiarities. The

change in the bones by maceration, scraping, etc., has, of course, greatly altered their out-

lines ; but I have been able to identify all the bones of the carpus with great certainty, and

though some of the smaller phalanges may have been transposed, yet this (the left) flipper,

as now mounted with the bones at the proper distances, may, I think, for aU practical pur-

poses be considered absolutely correct. There are six carpal bones, counting one small one

on the ulnar side, which is supposed to represent the pisiform bone. The four digits, count-

ing from the radial side, contain respectively five, seven, five and three bones. Before dis-

section the radial edge of tlie flipper was thick and rounded, while the ulnar was sharp and

thin. The thickest part of the skeleton is through the middle finger (which is much nearer

the radial than the ulnar border), and the bones become thinner as they recede from this

line, but much more so as they approach the ulnar edge. The bones of the carpus are

arranged in two rows ; the proximal consists of the radiale, intermedium and ulnare, with

the small pisiform beyond. The distal row consists of two ; the trapezoid and the unciform

(according to the views of Mr. Flower), situated respectively in front of the intervals on

either side of the intermedium. Each bone presents two smooth sides which are free ; the

others being rough for the surrounding cartilage. In the radiale and pisiform alone the two

smooth surfaces meet in a rounded border, which lies close to the edge of the limb. The

bones of the first row decrease regularly in size from the radial to the ulnar side. The

trapezoid is the thickest bone in the carpus, and the unciform the one presenting the great-

est extent of surface.

The bones next in order should perhaps be called the metacarpals ; but, except in size,

they are in no way different from the phalanges. I observed nothing like an epiphysis. The

metacarpals of the index and little finger somewhat overlap the carpal bones of the second

row. Those of the two intermediate fingers rest upon the trapezoid and unciform respect-

ively. The bases of the metacarpals are thicker than the distal ends. The phalanges of

the index differ from all other bones in the hand by a tendency to be slender and cylindri-

cal, while the others are flat and broad.

The flipper of the right side was not dissected with as much care as had been given to

the left, which is very much to be regretted, for an additional phalanx was found, and it

was not observed whence it came. After studying carefully the appearance of the flipper,

and comparing the accounts of the various skeletons in which the number of phalanges has

been given, I have decided to place the extra bone on the digit next to the little finger.

Thus the formula of the right flipper, l)eginning at the radial border, will be 5, 7, 6, 3.

It is interesting to notice that all the carpals and almost all the metacarpals and pha-

langes of the two sides were so like their respective fellows that, with the exception of

a very few of the smallest, the position of any bone of the right flipper could be determined

by a glance at the left.
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Fig. 11.

Pelvic Bones.

Fig. 11, in text, and PLate vi, fig. 14 (inverted).

One pelvic bone (the left) was removed without being noticed from the body during dis-

section. When we perceived that the proper place had been passed a long search was

made among the pieces of Hesh which had been cut off, and the bone at last found. I was

so fortunate as to find the bone

of the right side in its original

position. The rudimentary fe-

mur was found on each side.

The pelvic bone is thin and

triangular. The outer surface

is slightly concave ; the inner

slightly convex. The processes

are thicker than the body, par-

ticularly the anterior, which is

the longest and is flattened

below. The inferior border is

slightly concave, pretty sharp

in the middle, but thick and

flat towards the ends. The superior process is broader than the others, but is not much
thicker than the body of the bone. The anterior superior border is interrupted by a small

notch in the bone of the right side ; but that of the left does not show any trace of an in-

dentation.

The greatest length of the bone of the left side is 8 1-2 inches ; of that of the right side

9 inches. The greatest vertical depth is 3 inches on the left and 3 1-2 inches on the right

side.

The rudimentary femora were chiefly cartilaginous ; but each contained a semi-ossi-

fied nucleus. An error in the dissection made their position a matter of some doubt.

They were probably situated in front of the position in which they are drawn.

Organ of Hearin'G.

The auditory apparatus was not studied in the fresh state ; the description therefore

refers only to the bones. This specimen differs from those of the B. rostrata by the

firmness with which the petrous and tympanic bones were fixed in the skull. Drs.

Carte and Macalister state that the connection was slight, and that the part in ques-

tion was removed without much difficulty. In this case, on the other hand, the posterior

portion was so much overlapped by the squamous and exoccipital bones, that a large

piece of the former had to be removed to free it, as well as a scaly plate belonging to

the pterygoid, which covered the anterior portion. The right ear was the only one ex-

amined. It presents the usual solidity, weighing three pounds, and is divided into the

tympanic bulla and into the anterior, posterior and labyrinthic portions of the petrous

bone proper.

The Tympanic Bulla presents no peculiarities which appear specific ; it resembles the

drawing of that bone from the B. rostrata quite as much as those from the B. muscnhis.

MEMOIRS. BO>T. SOC. NAT. H!eT. VOL. II. 57
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The longest diameter is 5 inches. The external and inferior surface has five convolutions

converging upward ; the anterior and posterior of these are the continuations of a longitu-

dinal rough ridge about 3-4 of an inch broad, which divides this surface from the upper one,

which is smooth and rolled into the cavity of the bone. The anterior external convolution

runs upward and backward to the point of union with the anterior portion of the petrous

bone. The second and third, though at first separated by a deep fissure, become somewhat

fused together ; the former is continued into the malleus ; the latter into a bold prominence

forming the anterior boundary of an opening, which, on the authority of other writers, I

consider the meatus externus. The fourth convolution bounds this notch behind, and the

fifth terminates on the posterior end of the bone, a little below the point at which the pos-

terior portion joins it.

The anterior and posterior portions unite with the bulla at their respective ends ; the laby-

rinthic. situated at the junction of the two former, is united with the tj'mpanic by the

chain of ossicles, which may be appropriately considered now.

Tlie Malleus.— The absence of the membrana tympani at the time of the examination

is much to be regretted, as it causes the loss not only of any observations on its position?

but also of any on the homologies of the malleus. This bone is coossified with the bulla by

a process presenting a deep groove antei'iorly, which I am inclined to consider the proces-

sus longus. The remainder of the bone consists of two prominences tolerably well sepa-

rated by a groove ; tlje posterior and larger one is the head ; it presents two articular sur-

faces, which meet at an acute angle ; the larger one of these is about vertical, looking back-

ward and inward ; the smaller is convex and its general position is horizontal. The anterior

prominence represents the manubrium ; a small tubercle on its outer side closes the groove

dividing it from the head, and may be considered the homologue of the processus brevis.

On its inner side is a horizontal ridge, possibly for the insertion of the tensor tympani.

Near its base the manubrium is pierced by a minute canal.

The Incus has the general outline of a cone with a bent apex. The bone projects back-

ward and inward. The base is formed by two unequal articular fixcets, which fit perfectly

with those of the hammer. The short process is a mere tubercle on the posterior aspect.

The long process is bent upward, and ends in a small oval articulating surface for the

stapes, separated from the upper side of the bone by a well marked groove.

The Stapes is placed rather obliquely, the long diameter of the plate running forward

and inward ; it presents for description a head, two crura and a base. The head has no defi-

nite boundaries ; there is an oval articular surface on its extremity surrounded by a

groove. On the anterior aspect, just before the origin of the crus, there is a rough eleva-

tion for the insertion of the stapedius. The posterior crus is the larger and the straighter

;

the anterior being slightly curved inward. The base is oval to fill the fenestra ovalis, and

is broadest near the anterior end. On the outer aspect the crura diverge so as to leave the

entrance to a comparatively large passage between them, which is, however, nearly closed

by a plate of bone on the inner aspect.

The Petrous Portion.— The posterior division is 12 inches long, constricted at its

origin, but broad and expanded towards its extremity. It lies in a groove between

the squamosal and the exoccipital. Its inferior surface is the only one which presents any

points for description. Towards its anterior end it is marked by a deep groove, which at

one point is almost made into a canal by a plate projecting from its inner side, and which
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runs into the bone at the junction of the anterior and middle divisions. It is the continua-

tion of the aqueductus Fallopii. Beside this one is quite a minute groove apparently for a

small vessel or nerve.

The anterior portion is a three-sided pyramid pointing nearly straight forward. The in-

ner side is rough ; the others tolerably smooth. There is a considerable prominence near

the base on the outer aspect.

The middle or labyrinthic division is the most important, as it contains the vestibule,

the cochlea and the semicircular canals. It is conical in shape, the apex being perforated

by two foramina of equal size— about one-half inch in diameter— the aqueductus Fallopii

anteriorly and the internal auditory meatus posteriorly. In this respect it is very different

from that of the B. rostrata, as described by Drs. Carte and Macalister. The aqueductus

perforates the bone, and changing its course, reappears at the base of the labyrinthic portion

and is continuous with the groove in the posterior division. A small canal opens on the an-

terior aspect of the labyrinthic part. It is found to open into the aqueduct, and is probably

for the passage of the chorda tympani. Towards the posterior edge of the upper surface

there is a deep funnel-like depression, which, as far as I can ascertain, has no opening at its

lower end. Directly internal to this, guarded at its orifice by a bony spine, is the aqueduc-

tus cochleae, which opens mto the scala tympani a little inside the fenestra rotunda. I

have found nothing to represent the aqueductus vestibuli. The fenestra ovalis is situated

in the depths of the cavity of the tympanum, and is surrounded by a raised wall. The
fenestra rotunda is, as is usual in Cetacea, considerably removed from the ovalis, being

posterior and external to it.

The cochlea was chiselled out by removing with great labor a part of the internal aspect

of the bone. It consists of nearly 2 1-3 turns, which is more than I have found described

for any whale— the B. rostrata having two turns, according to Carte and Macalister, and
2 13-360, according to Hyrtl. AVith regard to position, the modiolus appears to point

very nearly downward when the bone is in place. The scala tympani, as usual in Mam-
malia, is at first larger than the scala vestibuli, and then smaller. Where the preparation

has been slightly broken it is easy to see the spiral canal formed by a cavity in the lamina

spiralis described by Hyrtl as peculiar to Cetacea. There is no trace of a lamina spiralis

secondaria. The bone was exceedingly brittle and the preparation very difficult, so that

the semi-cu-cular canals were quite destroyed— the only description I can offer of them is

that they were very minute.

Classification.

From this description there can be no doubt that this is a specimen of the Physalus an-

ticjuornm of Gray, or the BaJanoptera musculus of authors and most recently of Van Ben-
eden. The classification of the latter has been chosen as the most "conservative," and the

one allowing the greatest scope to individual variation. Whether the Darwinian hypothe-

sis be accepted or not, the opinions of Mr. Darwin on individual differences and on the

formation of species and varieties are entitled to the greatest respect, and the following

quotations from the second chapter in his '-Origin of Species" are very much to the point

:

''These individual differences generally affect what naturalists consider unimportant parts
;

but I could show, by a long catalogue of facts, that parts which must be called important,
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whether viewed under a physiological or classificatoiy point of view, sometimes vary in the

individuals of the same species. lam convinced that the most experienced naturalist would

be surprised at the number of cases of variability, even in important parts of structure

which he could collect on good authority, as I have collected during a course of years."

"Wide-ranging, much-diflfused and common species vary most." "Species of the larger

genera" (that is, those having the greater number of species) "in each country vary more

frequently than the species of the smaller genera." Now, according to Prof Van Bene-

deu, all the tinners are included in one genus—Bcdcenoptera, which is spread throughout

the seas, and comprises several species. The B. miiscuhis is probably the largest species

in point of numbers, and likewise the most widely spread, and consequently the one present-

ing the greatest variations. Distinctions based on the bifurcation of the first rib have been

shown by Van Beneden, and subsequently more in detail by Mr. Turner ^ to be of very lit-

tle value.

It now remains to show how much variation exists by comparing the Boston skeleton

and several others one with another. Before dissection the chief peculiarity was the thick-

ness of the body in proportion to its length ; this may partly have been due to distention

;

but the cranium was very uncommonly large, forming a fourth of the length in the flesh, and

naturally more in the skeleton. Mr. Flower's drawing in the Proc. Zool. Soc, 1869, repre-

sents not only a more slender animal, but one with a more solid and projecting lower jaw.

The drawings and measurements of the so-called P. Duguidii represent a very narrow body

and beak ; the flippers are rather longer in proportion. Slight differences in the position

of the anterior limb and the dorsal fin are to be found by comparing the measurements of

several individuals, but nothing worthy of particular notice.

On comparing the upper aspect of the skull (PL vi, fig. 1) with that in Van Beneden and

Gervais' " Osteographie," with that in " Recent Memoirs on the Cetacea " by Eschricht,

Reinhardt and Lilljeborg (Ray Society, 1866, PI. iii, fig. 3), with that of Eschricht's

Nordhval and the Rorqual de la Mediterranee in Cuvier's Ossemens Fossiles, I find that

though in several points resembling each, in others it differs from all ; it is perhaps most

like the last mentioned.

The diversity of the proportions of the breadth of the skull and of the beak to the

length of the skull, the latter being taken as one hundred, is very well shown iu Mr.

Flower's table, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1864, p. 399. In the following table I reproduce his cases

of the P. antiquorum, adding to them those of the animal taken at INIargate, and described

by him Proc. Zool. Soc, 1869, three from Lilljeborg's Scandinavian Cetacea and the Boston

Whale, calculating the proportions in the same manner, but omitting fractions.

PKOPOETION TO LENGTH OF HEAD.

Specimen.

Antweip.

Louv.ain.

Alex.inclra Park.

Roshei'ville Gardens.

(Young) Leyden.

(Young) Mus. R. Coll. Surg.

Breadth
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This table is, of course, open to objection on the score of perfect accuracy ; but it shows

clearly that if drawings of all these were placed together, that the diversity of shape would

be very striking. In some cases both skull and beak exceed the average breadth ; in

others both fall short of it, and again, in others sometimes one part, sometimes the other is

out of proportion.

The nasals in the Boston whale are very short in proportion to their width, and perhaps

are rather smaller than usual. The shape of the supra-occipital is different in all the plates

lately referred to ; in this specimen, however, it has the narrowness above and the breadth

below, which Van Beneden considers a specific character. The supra-orbital plates are

remarkable, inasmuch as the inner border is decidedly shorter than usual, thus making the

anterior edge less oblique.

The variation in the degree of ossification of the rings of the cervical vertebrae is so gener-

ally admitted as to require no comment, unless it be that the non-union in the third is re-

markal)le. The cervical vertebrse are interesting, as in connection with those other speci-

mens they are fatal to the validity of one of the characteristics of the species P. Duguidii,

The atlas and axis resemble respectively Gray's figures for the P. Duguidii rather than those

of the P. antiquorum. Mr. Murie states that the atlas of the Rosherville Whale approaches

that of the former, but the axis that of the latter.

Mr. Heddle, in his paper on the Laman and Copinshay whales,^ subsequently the P. Du-

guidii, states that in them the transverse processes fall somewhat from the plane of the body,

while in the P. antiquorum they rise ; a little study shows, however, that the difference is

usually by no means so great as represented in his diagrams. The fifth cervical of the

Rosherville Whale is more like that of the P. Duguidii ; the same bone in the Boston is

more like that of the P. antiquorum, Imt its body is larger in proportion.

The most i-emarkable point about the vertebral column of this specimen is that it is

formed of sixty-three vertebrce, which is one more than has ever been described in this

species.

The anterior ribs present a curious variation in being more developed than in the Rosh-

erville whale, although the latter was fully adult.

When the large number of points in which this whale is peculiar is considered,

it cannot be denied that bolder feats in classification have been attempted than would

be requisite to found a new species on this specimen. Such a course, however, would be

quite unjustifiable. It is to be particularly noticed that these variations do not point in

any one direction ; that if in certain aspects this specimen approaches a certain other, yet

in others equally important, it may resemble a third which is quite unlike the second, and

in still other respects be different from both. A slight study of the writings of the eminent

observers so often quoted will be sufficient to show that the same is true, to a greater or

less extent, of perhaps every well described specimen of the species.

In the course of time a greater subdivision will perhaps be warranted, but the best no-

menclature is one broad enough to be strengthened and not destroyed by progress.

Before concluding I would express my sense of the kindness of my friend H. G. Curtis,

Esq., who made the drawings for all the figures in Plate vi, and all those in the text, except

1 and 2, by Mr. Blake, and 10 and 11.

'Proceedings Zoological Society, London, 1856, p. 187.
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Explanation of Plates.

PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Superior aspect of skull ; a and h mark certain prominences on tbe supra-occipital mentioned in

the text ; c, edge of parietal ; d, frontal ; e, orbital plate
; /, vomer

; g, superior maxilla ; A, intermaxilla ; i,

nasal.

Fic^ 2. Inferior aspect of skull ; a, cxoccipital ; &, articular portion of squamosal; c, periotic ; f/, alisphe-

noid ; e, orbital plate
; /, groove fi-om optic foramen

; g, vomer ; A, palatal ; j, superior maxilla
; J, intermax-

illa ; Ic, molar ; I, lachrymal.

Fig. 3. Anterior aspect of Atlas; a, tubercle at origin of transverse process.

Fig. 4. Superior aspect of Atlas ; a, tubercle at end of articular surface ; 5, true atticular surface ; c, same

as in fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Anterior aspect of Axis ; a, odontoid ; h, points to tuberosities on diapophyses ; c, true articular

process.

Fig. 6. Posterior aspect of Axis; a, zygapopbysis.

Fig. 7. Lateral " "

Fig. 8. Last (63d) Vertebra. Natural size.

Fig. 9. First rib.

Fig. 10. Anterior surface of Sternum.

Fig. 11. Humerus.

Fig. 12. Radius.

Fig. IB. Ulna.

Fig. 14. Left Pelvic Bone (drawn inverted).

PLATE VU.

Fig. 1. Dorsal aspect of Whale.

Fig. 2. Ventral « " "

Fig. 3. Lateral " « "

Fig. 4. Blowholes.

Fig. 5. Eye.
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VI. On the Caebomfeeous Mteiapods peeseeved in the Sigillaeian Stumps of

Nova Scotia. By Samuel H. Scuddee.

j^MONG the most cimous and interesting results of Dr. J. W. Dawson's researches in the

ancient fauna and flora of Nova Scotia is his discovery, in the carboniferous strata at the

"Joggins" mine, of erect sigillarian stumps, whose cavities enclosed, with the debris of

those ancient times, the reHcs of a famia otherwise quite mikno^va. The land-sheUs and

gaUy-woi'ms— than which none are known of older date— with fragments of hexapod

insects, which had nom-ished the reptiles of that period and are now preserved in their

coprohtes, indicate, from their natiu'e and comparative abmidance, a fauna of considerable

magnitude ; three stumps alone. Dr. Dawson- informs me, have jaelded the articulate re-

mains which I have examined.-^ The gally-worms occm* mostly in fragments of from three

or fom' to about sixty segments ; but also in smaller bits, enclosed ha the masses of reptilian

coprohtes ; hexapod insects scarcely appear except in the coprolites, and although they

unquestionably belong to Orthoptera and Neuroptera (of small size), they are in general

too fi'agmentary to justify one in predicating anything of then" generic affinities.

In this paper attention is directed to the Mjrriapoda alone. These were originally re-

ferred by Dr. Dawson to a single species and described under the name of Xylohius sigil-

lari(£.^ Greatly to my surprise, I found, on examining them, that they represented not

only several species, but two genera of gaUy-worms. Urged by the doubts both of Dr.

Dawson and myself, I subjected the specimens to repeated and most minute inspection, but

foimd my previous opinion confirmed at every step.

The condensed description, originally given by Dr. Dawson, is as follows :
—

" Body crustaceous, elongate, articulate, when recent cylindrical or nearly so, rolling

sph'aUy. Feet small, numerous; segments thirty or more; anterior segments smooth,

posterior, with transverse wrinkles, giving a furrowed appearance. In some specimens

traces of a series of lateral pores or stigmata. Labrum ? quadrilateral, divided by notches

or joints into three portions. Mandibles two-jointed, last joint ovate and pointed. Eyes

ten or more on each side." Quart. Joiu-n. Geol. Soc. London, xvi., p. 272.

In stating that the anterior segments were smooth, while the posterior were provided

with " transverse wrinldes," Dr. Dawson seems to have drawn his conclusions from a com-

1 The opportunity of studying them I owe to his kindness, (same as previous) ; Acad. Geo!., Suppl., 33, 34, 36, fig. 45

'^ For -prayious writings on" Xyloblua sigillarice" see : (A. xi/lohioules) ; ibid., 2d ed., 385, 3S6, fig. 151, (fig. 1516

Dawson, J. W. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. Lond., xvi, A. xylolioides; fig. 151c X. slgillarice).

268-273, figs. 4-9 (figs. 5,6,8, A.xyhbhides ; fig. d,X.sigU- Woodward, H. Trans. Geol. Soc; Glasg.,n, 235-237, pi.

larice) ; ibid., xvill, 6 ; ibid., xxii, 116 ; Air Breathers of iii, figs. 11-13 (figs. 11, 11a, 13, 13a, X. Woodwardi; fig. 12a,

the Coal Period, 62-64, 67, pi. tI, figs. 57-61 (figs. 57, 61, A.xylohioides).

A. xylobloides ; fig. 59, X. Dawxoni ; fig. 60, A', sigillarke)
;

Scudder, S. H. Dawson'a Acad. Geol., 2d ed., 495-496;

Can. Nat. and Geol., viii, 280, 283, pi. vi, figs. 57-61 Geol. Mag., v, 216.

•/
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parison of specimens in wliich the anterior segments only were preserved, with others

which he considered posterior segments ; but every specimen I have seen either is or is not

smooth throughout tlie whole length of the fragment, and there are quite a number of

fragments in which more than half the body is preserved ; this distinction is the one upon

which I would base my division of these millipedes into two genera. In one (for which

the name of Xylobius may be retained, since it comprises the larger number both of spe-

cies and of specimens) the segments composing the body are broken up by longitud-

inal sutures into little quadrangular plates, of varying form and proportion, which,

for want of a better name, I have designated below as frusira, and which, to the best

of my knowledge, are wanting in any li^nng Myriapoda.^ In the other, which may
be called Ai'chiulus, the segments are apparently composed mainly of one unbroken

piece, as in recent myriapods. Other distinctions between these groups will doubtless

be found ; but the imperfect preservation of the fossils— not one of them approach-

ing completeness— forbids their present discovery. In the meantime it does not seem

mrreasonable to consider this featm-e alone in the structm-e of the segments of sufficient

importance to separate the groups generically.

Of the genus Xylohius four species may be distinguished among the remains from Nova

Scotia. For the species best represented both in nimibers and in the character of the

specimens, I have retained the original name apphed by Dr. Dawson.

Xylobius sigillariae Daws.

There are no large fragments of this myriapod and but few that throw any hght upon

the form of the terminal portions of the body ; the specimens are usually more or less

coiled, and the largest, Avhich is 28 ™"- in length, is curved in the form of a semi-circle.

1 Mr. Edward Burgess lias called my attention to a myriapod, succeed each other in regular lines from one end of the

Spiroslrephon lactarius (Say) Brandt, which presents a some- body to the other, and thus form strong longitudinal ridges

what similar appearance ; the segments in this peculiar which follow those of the first segment. The ridge formed

chilognath bear frequent, longitudinal ridges, very elevated by the median dorsal carina is slightly pronounced; on

and strongly compressed, the altitude of every other one each side of it are two stronger ones ; the second lateral

being double that of the intermediate; the segments are carina projects more strongly than the others, and arises on

divided by these ridges into quadrilateral sections of much each side of a strong, black, cylindical tubercle, which is

the same proportions as the frustra of Xylobius sir/il- truncated at its summit, where the foramen repugnatorium

laricB Daws. ; but since these sections are perfectly con- opens, and followed behind by another smaller sharp tu-

tinuous (undivided by any sutures) they can bear no struc- bercle, obliquely docked at the edge; below this series of

tural affinity or homology with the frustra of Xylobius. tubercles, there are five or six other rows, diminishing grad-

Another instance may be seen in Trachyjulus ceylanicus ually in size toward the base of the legs." Humbert further

Pet. from Ceylon, specimens of which Professor Humbert states that, in this sculpturing of the segments, Trachyjulus

has kindly given me an opportunity of examining, and which greatly resembles Glypftiulus granulatus Gerv. from Mauritius.

are thus described by him (Essai sur les Myriapodes de Markings similar to the sutures dividing the frustra are

Ceylan, pp. 43-46, pi. iii, figs. 18, 18a-18/i); "Each found in all lulids in the lines of growth on the lower borders

segment is divided into three successive regions ; the front of the sides of the segments; but these invariably become

one, formed by the articular portion (prozonite), fits into indistinct, and finally invisible at a short distance from the

the preceding segment and is regular and smooth ; behind lower border of the segment, and, moreover, never traverse

it is an annidar region marked by numerous projecting the segment in a straight line, but in a curve across the

longitudinal lines ; finally the hinder part of the segment lower anterior angle, or in hues parallel to such a curve
;

is prominent and furnished with strong longitudinal carina:, they are also closely approximate, while the division lines

each formed of two- sharp spinous tubercles, placed one of the frustra are at comparatively wide intervals— alto-

tehind the other and united at their base. These carina gether too wide to be mistaken for these lines of increment.
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The body is cylindrical, of uniform width throughout the principal part and tapering a

little at either end ; none of the specimens, however, are sufficiently well preserved to as-

certain in what degree or over how great an extent the body tapers ; one specimen, which

shows the posterior three or four segments quite clearly, tapers from 1.95 "" to 1.5 ""•

in breadth in a distance of 1.125 """; another fragment occurring in the middle of the

body is 18 °™" in length and of uniform breadth throughout. It is of course impossible

to determine of how many segments the body was composed, but the largest fragments

number twenty-seven and thirty segments, respectively, and the body was probably fm'-

nished with at least forty or fifty ; the breadth of the body varies from 2.25 ""• to

3.5 "", and generally averages about 2.75 ™™-
; at the posterior extremity, however, it

measm-es only 1.15 """ The segments of the body are a httle convex, and measm'e fi'om

.7 °™' to more than 1 ™"- m length, averaging .87 "^', the length bemg to the breadth

as 1 to 3.441. The surface is smooth, and both the anterior and posterior borders appear to

be shghtly incrassated.

The fi'ustra are quadrangular in shape, extend regularly across the segments and are

always more than twice, and often more than thrice, as long as broad ; in segments which

measure from .7 ™"- to 1.05 """ in length, the frustra vary in length from .2125 """• to

.45 °""-, and average .29 '°™-, the breadth being to their length (on an average) as

1 to 3.043 ; they are so arranged down the sides of the segments that the upper edge of

each is always a httle higher than the lower edge of the next frustrum above ; except in

partaldng of the convexity of the segment, they are flat.

A single specimen seems to show a slight circular depression in the centre of one of the

frustra, which occurs about half way up the sides of the segment ; it resembles and is

found in the place of the lateral pores.-^ There are two pairs of legs to each segment

;

they arise in close proximity, and apparently not from the middle of the segment, but

from the middle of its anterior half (possibly its posterior half— which, cannot be deter-

mined fi-om tlie imperfect nature of the fi'agments) ; they are very long and slender and

of nearly equal breadth throughout, tapering at the tip ; they vary, probably in different

parts of the body, from .6 °™- to 1.45 "™- in length,^ and the largest are .075 """ broad:

they are apparently composed of five joints ; of these the terminal is the longest ; the first

and second are equal and next in length, and the foiu'th is the smallest of all.^

Xylobius similis sp. nov.

The form of this animal does not seem to differ much fi'om that of X. sigillarice Daws.

In one or two specimens, which show some of the terminal segments, the extremities are

a little smaller than the middle of the body, the diameter diminishmg near the head, in a

distance of about 11 """-, from 5.5 """• to 4 '""•
; the Mnder end tapers from 3.5 '"",

at a distance of 3 °™'- fi'om the extremity, to 2.75 °™- at the extremity itself. The

number of seg-ments on the fragments vary fr'om twenty-seven to at least forty, and in

one specimen apparently to sixty, whUe in none of them are all the segments preserved.

^Foramina repugnatoria o{ ^a.ga.. ^This statement concerning the joints is doubtful, being

^The length of the legs in this and all subsequent measure- based on a single instance, not clearly defined.

ments, refers to the distance to which they extend beyond

the crushed body.

ICEMOIBS BOST. BOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 55
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The specimens vary in length from 18 ""• to 38 """, and in breadth 1.5 """• in mi-

nute, probably "young, specimens to 5.5 "" in very large ones; usually they are about

3.5 ™™' broad. The segments are a httle more convex than in IK. sigillarice Daws., and

(with one exception, where the segments vary from .165 ™"- to .175 °"°- in length,

and the body is only 1.5 °"°- broad) vary in length from .55 ""• to 1.3 °™-, where

the body ranges from 2.5"'"- to 5.5 °™' in breadth ; the average length of the segment

to its breadth is as 1 : 5.574. The segments are ordinarily smooth, but sometimes appear

to be coarsely, u-regularly and very faintly scabrous ; they are but shghtly, if at all, in-

crassated at the anterior and posterior margms.

The frustra are quadrangidar in shape, cross the segments regularly and are generally a

little less than twice as long as broad ; except in the case of the small specimen already al-

luded to (where they are .087 '^- in breadth), they vary from .275 """ to .75 '"'" in

breadth ; in segments, the lengths of which vary from .55 "™' to 1.3 °™- the frustra

average .55 °"°- in breadth, and the breadth is to the length as 1 : 1.9. As in X. sigillarice

Daws., they are flat, except as they partake of the convexity of the segments, and then-

upper edges are slightly prominent.

Besides the cross lines upon the segments, indicating the division of the frustra, finer,

fainter, parallel and more frequent impressed lines are occasionally seen ; some which were

measured were .0125 ™'°' broad, and on an average 1 "™- apart. In one specimen I

found a whitish substance, which appears to be the altered chitinous coat of the animal,

and in this were alternating elevations and depressions crossing the segment, at distances

varying from .1 ™™' to .175 °™' apart; they are in direct coutmuation of the fine lines

mentioned above, which at this point vary similarly in distance ; they differ, however, in

that the first mentioned lines are sharply defined furrows, separated by broad plane sur-

faces, while these are duU grooves between alternating slopes of elevation ; in the latter

also, the lines of depression are deepened and broadened at regular intervals, giving the

whole field a maculate, pitted appearance, apparently found in other chitinous spots, which

bear no trace of the lines ; it may be noticed that these various sculpturings usuaUy occur

on segments near the head and on the lower half of the body.

I have not foinid any trace of foramina, nor are any legs visible, with the exception, in

a single instance, of what seems to be a basal joint ; it is .175 """• broad, or much
larger than in X. sigillarim Daws. In one specimen, in exactly the place where the eyes

should be, an aggregation of minute tubercles may be seen, arranged in five parallel rows,

each row containing from two to five tubercles ; very probably these are only accidental

roughnesses on the stone.

Xylobius fractus sp. nov.

I have seen but three fragments of this gaUy-worm, and my knowledge of its structure

is correspondingly limited ; only one fragment shows Avhat may be an anterior or a poste-

rior end, or both, and it is so imperfectly preserved that one cannot be sure whether

the lessening breadth of the extremities is real or accidental. The largest specimen—
and this is parted in such a way that it may have belonged to two individuals— is slightly

•curved in position, 25 °""' long, and composed of forty-five rings, the longer portion

counting twenty-eight ; another fragment, 7 ™"' in length, is composed of sixteen seg-
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ments. The body ordinarily varies from 3.5°^™- to 3.75°"°- in breadtli, but is sometimes

so much distorted as to be only 2.25 """• broad. The segments are still more convex

than in X. similis Scudd., exceedingly short, and vary in length from .425 "" to

.675 °"°', averagmg about .58 °™- only ; in other words, the average length of the segments

to their breadth is as 1 : 5.617 ; the surface does not present any noticeable irregularities,

and neither the anterior nor posterior margins appear to be thickened.

The frustra are quadrangular in shape, cross the segments regularly and are very nearly

square, save at the lower portion of the sides of the body, where they become almost

twice as long as broad ; they vary in breadth from .275 """ to .5 "™' averaging .42 "^^

;

their average breadth is to their length as 1 : 1.353 ; except in so far as they partake of

the convexity of the segments, the frustra are flat, but the upper edge of each is very

slightly raised above the surflice of the contiguous frustrum. The fine lines which were

noticed in X. similis Scudd., are also found in this species (probably they are common to

all), and occur invariably on the lower half of the body only ; in distance apart they vary

from .038 mm. to .1 °™-, being usually about .075 """•. In one individual, where only one

or two segments are preserved, a slight depression, probably a lateral pore, may be seen

iir the centre of one of the middle frustra of each segment. Only one specimen, and that

a very small fragment, preserves any sign of legs ; they seem to agree in general Avith

those of the species previously described, but the different joints cannot be distinguished

;

there are apparently two pairs to each segment ; they are 2 °™- in length, and near the

base measure from .0625 ""• to .0875 in breadth.

Xylobius Dawsoni sp. nov.

The only representatives of this species before me are two admirably preserved single

segments and a crushed mass of contiguous segments, all from the middle of the body

;

even in the latter case, there are not enough segments to show the form of the body
;

the parts preserved measure 23.5 ™°- in length, are comjjosed of about twenty-five

segments, and are of uniform breadth throughout, measuring in this direction 3.5
°™-

The segments are quite pecuhar, and, if we except then- being broken uito frustra,

resemble very closely those of the single species of the genus Archiuhcs, described further

on. The portion of the segment lying, in repose, beneath the adjoining anterior segment

(I say anterior by assumption, for the remains themselves do not prove anything), is flat,

or nearly so— perhaps sUghtly concave ; while the exposed portion is first (anteriorly)

strongly and abruptly convex, making a narrow prominent ridge across the bod}^, and

occupying a Uttle more than one-fourth of the length of the exposed portion of the seg-

ment, and then regularly and broadly, but rather deeply, concave along the remainder of

the segment. The segments are longer than in the other species, varying from 1.15 °"°'

to 1.65 °"°- in length, and averaging 1.5 ""'•3 but the portion concealed by the over-

lappmg of the contiguous segment, .4 mm. in length, is not given in the measurements of

the previously mentioned species, and for comparison with them, must be subtracted ; this

leaves the average length of the exposed portion 1.1 '^•, and the average length of the

segment to its breadth as 1 : 3.4. The exposed sm-face of the segments is provided with a

veiy faint, minute and indistinct punctulation ; and also with fine, indistinct lines of scdp-

ture, .25 ""• apart, running parallel to each other and to the anterior and posterior borders

of the segment.
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The frustra are not regularly quadrangular, as in all the previous species, but the lines

of division in crossmg the segments curve slightly, and divaricate a little as they pass

from the anterior border. If these frustra could slide over each other, as the specimens

seem to show, the animal could coil itself more readily and completely than the other

species of this genus ; the frustra vary in breadth, increasing, in general, in one direction,

but whether upwards or downwards, the nature of the remains does not permit us to

judge ; in the two separate segments they varied thus : first (visible onl}^ in one) .35
°"°-

by .9 °"°;^ second, .35 "^^ to .675 """•, by 1.05 °™- to 1.25 ""; thu-d, .5 "™- to .875 ""-,

by 1.1 °™- to 1.25 '°'°-; foiu-th, .575 "°'- to .7 ""-, by 1.25 """
; fifth, .5°"°- to .925 '°°'-,

by 1.3 '°'"- to 1.5 ""-J sixth, .675 '"" to .9 °""-, by 1.25 °^- to 1.55 ""•; average .59 """•

to .815 '"", by 1.14 "^"- to 1.36 '"'"•, or .7025 '°°'- by 1.25 ^. Both edges of the ex-

posed portions of the frustra are raised— that which seems to be the upper one

to a considerable degree ; so that, besides partakmg of the varyiug contour of the

segment, the frustra are slightly and oppositely concave ; the lines dividing the frus-

tra rim through the concealed, as weU as through the exposed portion of the segment,

but, in the former case, they do not have their edges raised, and the fines of separa-

tion are straight, less distmct, and run at right angles to the anterior border of the

segments. The concealed portion of the segment is also provided with fine impressed

lines crossing it at right angles to the anterior border of the segment; they are

placed at an average distance of .075 "™' apart, but every other one is more deeply

impressed and conspicuous. Although some of the specimens are remarkably preserved,

I have been unable to detect any trace of lateral pores, and no legs can be seen on any

of the fragments. The well preserved single segments are probably fi-om the region

near the head where lateral pores do not occur.

The genus Archiuhis has but a single representative among these sigillarian rehcs

;

in general appearance it resembles the last mentioned siDecies, and may be called

Archiulus xylobioides gen. et sp. nor.

As this species includes some of the best preserved and most completely coiled speci-

mens among the fossUs, nearly every part of the body can be seen in a more or less

perfect manner. Excepting at the two ends, the body must have been of nearly

uniform width throughout ; at about the seventh segment it begins to taper anteriorly,

at first gradually, afterwards qmte rapidly, so that the segments adjoinmg the head

are scarcely more than half the width of those m the middle of the body ; the head

itself appears to be well roimded, and to have no ridge or crest; apparently the body

tapers neither so rapidly nor considerably at the posterior end, although the fragments

of this part are less perfectly preserved. None of the fossils exliibit all the segments

of the body, but vary in length fi?om 7 """ to 26.5 "™-, and m the number of

segments from nine to thirty-three
;

probably fuU grown individuals had as many as

forty or forty-five segments. The middle of the body varies from 2.5 °™- to 4.5
'""'

in breadth, averaging 3.4 °^°'-
; in one instance, at a distance of 15 """ from the head,

* The shorter measm-ement is the breadth of the frus- are given, the first in every case refers to the same speci-

trum, the longer its length ; when two sets of measurements mens.
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it measured 4.25 ""^, aud at a distance of 7.5 """•, 3.25 """•; at 5 °"°- from the head it

measured 2.5°™' (the average breadth at this point is 2.375"'"), and next the head

1.62 °"-. One specimen, closely coiled, the body of which at its widest part was 2.75 "™-

in breadth, measured 4.625 "" across the coU. Beneath, there is a faintly impressed hne
along the middle of the body, on either side of which the lines of divisions of the seg-

ments are inclined a little posteriorly. The segments are shaped much as in X. Dawsoni
Scudd., but are not broken up into frustra ; the anterior ridge is more prominent, and oc-

cupies a greater extent of each segment in the anterior part of the body, and especially in

the first seven segments, than in the posterior part ; aud when the body is coiled, the

hinder edges of the segments project strongly above the adjouiing ring, much as it is rep-

resented in some of Dr. Dawson's illustrations ; other fragments show that the lower

edges of the segments were well rounded posteriorly ; the segments are proportionally a

Httle longer close to the head than in the middle of the body ; in general they vary in

length from .8 """• to 1.5 °™-, averaging 1.28 """• (but one segment, near the head, in a

small specimen, measured only .475 °™-), while the breadth varies from 1.62 ""• to 4.5 °"°-

;

the average length of the segment to the breadth is as 1 : 3.05; the ridge occupies from

one-fifth (in the middle of the body) to nearly nine-twentieths (near the head) of the en-

tire length of the segment. In some specimens, which seem to be a httle worn, the sur-

face is perfectly smooth, but in others the altered integument is apparently marked with

broad, shallow, circular, tessellated pittings, the centres of which are .0875 ™^ apart

;

there are fine, jjaraUel, longitudinal hues on the segments, varying from .04 """ to .2
™™-

apart ; those on the under surface, or on the lower portion of the sides of the segments,

seem to be in closest proximity, but the lines on the upper surface are sometimes not more
than .875 ""• apart.

The foramina repugnatoria are more distiuctly preserved in some specimens of this spe-

cies than ia any of the other fragments of fossil myriapods which I have examined ; they

occur from the seventh segment backward (I could not determine how far, but at least to

the seventeenth segment), and are placed in the middle of the sides of the segments

;

they are oblong oval in shape, with their longer diameters vertical ; the mean of their di-

ameters averages .2 °™-. A specimen of the under surface seems to show that the legs are

inserted close together, one a httle outside the other ; together they are placed in the

middle of the anterior half of the segment, and about midway between the ventral line

and the outer edge ; they vary in length according to their position on the body; on the

fiifth segment, where they commence, they are from 1.35 °""- to 1.8 °™' long, while at the

middle of the body they measure from 1.75 "'"• to 2 ""'• long ; at the base they average

less than .1 """ broad.

I cannot determine whether the animal had any eyes, but the tubercles delineated by
Dr. Dawson cannot be considered as such, for an examination of his original specimen

shows, as his illustration itself indicates, that these tubercles are placed in the segment

behind that which shoidd bear the eyes ; and, moreover, similar tubercles may be seen on

other segments, and indeed on other parts of the stone where there are no organic re-

mains ; in another spot, close to the base of the antennte, and exactly where Newport rep-

resents the eye of the immature lulus, two or three minute tubercles, .0167 "" in diame-

ter, are situated close together at the upper edge of an abrupt pit in the stone, which— if

these are parts of the eye— has engulfed the rest ; these are the only possible indica-
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tions of eyes wMcli I have been able to find. There are, however, two fragments of anten-

nae ; one is broken and parted, and siniply indicates that the original was probably at least

.9 ™™' long, and in one place .2 ™"- broad ; the other is comparatively well preserved, and

shows thnt the fossil myriapod preserved in its maturity the simple form of antenna, now
characteristic of adolescence ; it seems to be 1.3 ""• long, and is composed of fom^ joints,

forming two parts somewhat similar in ajipearance ; the first and second joints together

have an oblong oval, well rounded outline, and rim in a nearly straight direction ; whUe the

third and fourth have a somewhat similar outline, but are a httle curved, lunate or reni-

form ; that is, the first and second are connate (or at least in no degree moniliform), as are

also the third and fourth, while a deep constriction nearly divides the second and third ; the

exact shape of the first cannot be determined, but it appears to be a little larger at the apex

than at the base, and about as long as its extreme width ; ' the second is docked squarely

at the base, and is of equal width for a short distance, when it tapers gradually to a well

rounded apex, where it imites with the thu'd ; it is .4 ™"- long, .3 ™™- broad at the

base, and .1625 ""• broad at the tip ; the third, which forms almost the whole of the outer

half of the antenna mentioned above, is .6 ™™' long, and .375 ""• in extreme breadth ; it is

broadest in the middle, and tapers toward ' either end, being .15 """ broad, where the mi-

nute apical joint is connate with it ; the fourth, or apical joint, is but .1 ™™' in length, only

servuig to round off the tip of the antenna ; were it not for the deep constriction at the

middle of the antenna, this organ would closely resemble the representations of the young
lulus given by Newport ; the surface of the whole antenna seems to be marked with very

minute, irregular, raised points, not crowded together.

I ought here to speak of the remains referred doubtfully by Dawson to a labrum ; they

are situated next to the head, but are equal to it in size, and seem to be three or four

connected segments of the abdomen of some orthopterous or neuropterous insect ; their

whole length is 2.15 '"°'-, and they vary from 1.1 °™- to 1.45 "''"• in breadth.

Mr. Henry Woodward, of the British Museum, in an article printed in the Transactions

of the Geological Society of Glasgow,^ has announced the first discovery in Great Britain

of a species of Xylohius ; having examined specunens from Kihnaurs, Ayrshhe, and from

Cooper's Bridge, aaear Huddersfield, he states that he does not " think the specimens of

this fossil entitle us to consider it as specifically distinct from that discovered by Dr. Daw-
son, although a comparison of the figures may convey that impression." The illustrations

of the Enghsh specimens given by Mr. Woodward differ so greatly from each other, that

one would ahnost feel justified in beheving they belonged to two distinct species ; I would

hardly hazard such an opinion without a comparison of the specimens themselves, yet I

cannot believe that they belonged to any species I have had before me, unless the illustra-

tions greatly misrepresent the comparative length and breadth of the segments ; in these

drawings the segments are half as long as broad ; in the Acadian species they vary from a

proportion of 1 to 3.05 to that of 1 to 5.574. I am convinced, both from this and from sim-

ilar differences, that the British species— if there be only one— must be distinct from any

of the American ones, and I therefore propose for it the name of Xylohius WoodwarcK.

That the Enghsh specimens belong to Xylohius, and not to Archiuliis, is probable, for

1 There may be more than one joint at this place, although 2 YqI. u^ pt, i;;, pp. 934-248.

one only can be seen.
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Mr. Woodward states that " the segments are marked by alternate ridges and furrows, and

the surface presents a somewhat rugose appearance, very different from the smooth and

shining articuh of the recent lulus," and again, " this shows the segments to have been

ornamented with transverse, finely undulating lines." If the cross Hues given in one of

Mr. Woodward's figm'es are correctly rendered, and represent the frustra into which the

segment is broken, we have an additional feature distinguishing the species, for these frustra

are far longer and narrower than those of X. sigillarice Daws., the most extreme of the

American species in this particular; the engraver has of coxu'se rendered the legs inac-

curately in making the tips furcate, since in all myriapods they are furnished with only a

simple claw; the length of the legs is another point of distinction, if we are to judge from

the plate, but as the description of these parts is so greatly at variance with the figures,^

we will only draw attention to the necessity of examining this point more carefidly. The
British specimens seem to be much more perfect than any I have seen.

It seems fairly deducible from the above detailed descriptions, that these fossil myriapods

compose a family of chilognaths, closely alHed to the lulidte, but distinct from any now
living, and to which the name of Archiulidce may be applied. They may be characterized

as having a cylindrical (or subcyhndrical ?) body of uniform size throughout the principal

portion, but tapering, at either extremity, to about half the dimensions of the central

portions of the body; they are composed of a large number of segments, not differing

greatly in character from those of lulidte, and furnished with lateral pores of a large size

from the seventh segment posteriorly ; the legs are attached in double pairs to the anterior

half of each segment posterior to the foin-th, and are not known to be present on segments

anterior to these ; the head is destitute of eyes, or, if furnished with them, the oceUar

tubercles are few in nmnber, and rather distant from each other ; the antennae are com-

posed of fom- (?) joints, very sunple in structure. The genus Xylohms may be defined

as an Archiulid, in which the segments— with the exception of those composing the

head and anal plates— are broken by sutures into fragments which may be termed frustra,

which run anteriorly and posteriorly across the segment; the segments themselves are

either slightly and regularly convex, or ridged anteriorly. The genus Archkdus closely

resembles Xi/lobius, but the segments are not bi'oken into frustra, and, in the single species

known, are prominently ridged on the anterior borders of the segment; the antennas are

divided into two nearly equal halves by a deep constriction between the second and third

joints.

'Tlie figure represents the legs as nearly twice as long as " two lines across the widest, anfl one line across the narrow-

the width of the body, but the author states that the body is est segment," and that the legs are " one line in length."





Vn. Note additionxelle au Memoire de M. W.-T. Brigham, intitule: "Volcanic

MixiFESTATiONS IN New Exgland (1638-1870)." Par M. Albert Lancaster,

attache au Secretariat cle I'Academie royale des sciences de Belgique.

J-iA Society d'histoire natui'elle de Boston a public, dans le volume ii de ses Memoires, un

travaU de M. William T. Brigham, sur les treml^lements de tei're et autres phenomenes

seismiques observes dans la Nouvelle-Angleterre dejjuis 1638 jusqu'en 1870.

Pour ce qui concerne les manifestations volcaniques enregistrees dans les siecles an-

terieurs au notre, le memoire de M. Brigham renferme, je pense, tout ce que Ton pouvait

esperer recueilhr ; il mentionne m§me quelques faits qui avaient echappe §, notre savant

ami, M. Alexis Perrey, lorsque celui-ci fit paraitre, en 1850, son Memoire sur les tremble-

ments de terre aux Etats-Unis et dans le Canada.

Par contre, certaines lacunes,— en petit nombre il est vrai— existent, dans le travail de

M. Brigham, quant aux notes relatives au siecle actuel. Elles concernent principalement

la periode de 1840 h 1870, la plus r^cente par consequent, mais aussi ceUe sur laquelle les

renseignements sont le plus nombreux.

Grace aux releves seismiques annuels que public M. A. Perrey depuis j^lus d'un quart de

siecle,^ et aux recherches que j'ai faites dans jilusieurs recueils scientifiques des Etats-

Unis,^ je crois etre a m^me de combler ici,— en partie du moins,— ces lacunes, et d'ajouter,

par ce fait, quelques documents de plus aux materiaux deja nombreux reunis par M. Brig-

ham.

J'ose esperer que la note suivante sera de quelque utilite, aujourd'hui surtout que I'etude

de la seismologie prend chaque jour plus de developpements et merite toute notre atten-

tion par les resultats int^ressants et curieux qu'on pent en attendre.

Jum. Le 4 (nouveau style), vers 11 h. du soir, a Newbury, tremblement accom-

pagne d'un bi'uit fort et long.

Septemhre. Dans le courant du mois, a Newbury et a Rowley, secousse de tremblement

de terre accompagnee d'un bruit semblable au tonnerre.

' Les releves pour les annees de 1843 k 1852 ont paru dans I'Uuiver.'^ite de New-York, les Monthly Reports du Departe-

les Memoires de I'Academie de Dijon ; ceux de 1853 a 1855 ment de I'Agriculture a Washington et TAmerican Journal,

dans les Bulletins de 1'Academic de Belgif[ue, et de 185G i J'ai puise aussi plusieurs renseignements dans Ic recuei! que

18C9 dans les Memoires in -8^ de la meme Academic. public M. Plieninger, sous le litre de, Jaliresbericht iiber die

2 Jc citerai principalement les Reports des Regents de AVitterungs-Verhiiltnisse in Wurttemberg.
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Decemhre. Pendant la derniere quinzaine du mois (n. st.), plusieurs secousses

a Newbury.

Aoflt. Le 15, au village de St. Andrew (Bas-Canada), secousse accompagnee
d'une forte explosion.

Decemhre. Le 23,

Lin bruit souterrain.

liars. Le 14, secousses sur divers points de I'Etat de Vermont.

Decemhre. Le 23, vers 4 h. du soir, a Woodhouse (Canada), secousse precedee

d'un bruit souterrain.

1 843
Noverahre. Le 10, tremblement de terre au Canada.

(Sans date mensuelle.) A Montreal (Canada), tremblement signale sans details
1844. '

.

par M. J.-W. Dawson, dans son memoire sur le tremblement du 17 octobre 1860.

Novemhre. Dans le courant du mois, vine secousse a Lebanon (N.-H.). Elle a

occasionne le glissement d'une portion considerable de coUines avec les maisons et

les arbres qui ^taient dessus, mais sans changer leur position relative.

Aoiit. Le 25, a 5 li. du matin, tremblement de terre aux Etats-Unis. On I'a

ressenti pres de Portland (Maine), dans le Massachusetts et dansle New-Hampshire.

A Boston, la secousse s'etendit a 20 Ueues dans les environs et fut accompagnee d'un

bruit semblable & un tonnerre lointain.

Novembre. Le 12, a, 7 h. 40 m. du soir, secousse a Deerfield (N.-H.).

Janvier. Le 14, a Rice-Lake (Canada oriental), tremblement accompagne de la

rupture de la glace, dont les fragmeiits s'amoncelerent les uns sur les autres.

Dans le courant du mois, treinblement a Bangor (Maine).

{Sans date mensuelle.) A Montreal (Canada), tremblement signale sans details par M.

Dawson.

Le tremblement de terre signale par M. Brigham a la date du 9 septembre, est

renseigne, dans le 62" Annual Report of the Regents of the University of New
York, comme ayant eu lieu le 8 septembre. Pour le reste, les details sont absolument les

memes.

Octohre. Le 11, a 9 h. 30 m. du soir, tremblement a Deerfield (New-Hampshire)

;

1851. . .

atmosphere parfaitement calme, temperature: 75° P.
;
pluie le lendemain.

Decemhre. Le 25, quelques minutes avant 8 h. du matin, a Bridport (Vermont), secousse

de quelques secondes.

Decemhre. Le 15, a 4 h. du soir, a Carlton (comte d'Orleans, New-York), une
1852.

secousse.

Mars. Le 13, 5 h. du matin, a Ste. Catherine, Niagara, secousse.

Le meme jour, a la meme heure, a Grimsby, Jordan, Thorold, Fells, Queenston,

Fort Mississangua et dans tout le Canada, quatre secousses.

Juin. Le 17 et le 20, Ji Portland (Maine), deux tremblements.

Juillet. Le 20, dans I'apres-midi, a Portland (Maine), tremblement.

Aout. Le 17, a New-Bedford (Massachusetts), tremblement.

Novemhre. Le 21, a Antrim (N.-H.), violent tremblement.

Novemhre. Le 28, a Antrim encore, nouveau tremblement de terre violent.

Janvier. Le 24, 7 h. du matin, et le 27, a la meme heure, a Palmer (partie

occidentale du Massachusetts), deux secousses, avec bruit sourd {loud noise) tres

distinct.
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Ociohre. La gecousse mentionnee par M. Briglaam comme ayant eu lieu pendant ce

mois a Keeue (New-Hampshire), a ete ressentie le 24, a 10 h. du soir. EUe fit osciller sen-

siblement les maisons.

Janvier. Le 13, 5 h. 40 m. du matin, a St. Martin (lie Jesus, Bas-Canada), 9

miUes a I'O. de Montreal, legere secousse.

Janvier. Le 16, vers 6 h. du soir, a Hanover, "White Mountains, Walpole, Portsmouth

(New-Hampshire), Bradford, Newburyport, St. Johnsbury (Vermont), Bridgeton, Portland,

Bethel, Hiram et le long de Long Pond (Maine), violente secousse. On indique aussi 7 h.

20 m. pour les localites du Maine.

Janvier. Le 17, a Mount Vernon et a Freej)ort, secousse.

Janvier. Le 19, 11 h. du matin et 8 h. 30 m. du soir, a Portland (Maine), secousse.

Janvier. Le 23, 3 h. du soir, a. Newburyport (Massachusetts), tremblement.

Fevrier. Le 4, dans le Maine et le Nouveau-Brunswick, une forte secousse.

Fevrier. Le 6, un pen avant minuit, dans les Etats de New-York et de Massachusetts,

deux secousses accompagnees d'un bruit fort. A Kinderhook et a Stuyvesant Falls le sol

s'est fendu en plusieurs endroits sur une largeur de deux a trois pouces. A Saugerties,

(comte d'Ulster, N.-Y.), et a Springfield (Massachusetts), on a entendu de fortes explosions.

Fevrier. Le 8 eut lieu un tremblement sur lequel M. Brigham a deja donne quelqucs

details ; en voici de nouveaux :

Fevrier. Le 8, 5 h. 30 m. du matin, a Eastport, Bangor et Waterville (Maine),

une secousse ; 6 h. 45 m. du matin, a St. John's (N.-B.), Fredericton, Halifax, Dart-

mouth, Windsor, Chatham, Sussex-Vale, Bath^n-st, Miramichi, Truro, Pictou et dans d'autres

localites du Nouveau-Brunswick et de la Nouvelle-Ecosse, une secousse qui paratt s'etre

etendue jusqu'a File de Prince Edward, et qui a ete accompagnee d'un bruit plus ou moins

violent, suivant les localites.

Elle a brise des fenetres. Une personne qui se trouvait pres d'une riviere gelee dit que

les ondulations, tres-fortes, imprimerent leurs mouvements a la glace.

Avril. Le 18, mouvement extraordinaire des eaux au lac Ontario. Le meme pheno-

mene se presenta aux lacs Seneca, Huron, Cayuga et Skaneateles.

Mai. Le 29, 5 h. du matin, a Coos (New-Hampshire), violente secousse avec detonation

semblable au tonnerre.

Juin. Sous le titre de : Volcanic phenomena in Nova Scotia, on lit dans The New York
Tribune, du 21 :

" Un correspondant de The St. Johns News dit c|ue la population des envi-

rons de Digby (Nouvelle-Ecosse) est dans une grande emotion a cause des commotions

terrestres qui ont eu lieu dans le S. E. des Granville Mountains. Le jour du tremblement

de terre qui a eu heu il y a quelques mois, la montagne, fortement ebranlee, s'est ouverte

et a lance beaucoup de fum^e le reste du jour. Tout etait reste calme jusqu'au nouveau
tremblement qui s'est fait sentir il y a une quinzaine de jours ; il s'est forme im nou-

veau gouflfre dans la montagne et les secousses ont continue ensuite ; la montagne a lance

de la fumee, de la poussiere et des pierres. Le phenomene continue encore, sans que

personne ose en approcher."

Decemhre. Le 17, vers. 2 h. du soir. a French Mountain, (comte de Warren, N.-Y.) et

aux environs, forte secousse ; dans un jjuits, a 30 pieds de profondeur, des ouvriers I'ont

vivement ressentie. Dix ou quinze minutes plus tard, nouvelle secousse legere.
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Mars. Le 12, vers 10 h. du soir, a Madison (Connecticut), et dans les villes

voisines, secousse d'environ 30 secondes de duree, suivie d'un bruit semblable

a un tonnerre lointain. Beau temps
;
pas de degats.

Juin. Le 4, pendant un orage, I'eau du lac Ontario s'est elevee soudainement de trois

pieds, pour baisser ijresque aussitot. Le meme mouvement s'est produit a plusieurs

reprises, en causant quelques avaries aux navires qui se trouvaient sur le lac.

Jidn. Le 30, a 10 h. 45 m. du soir, tremblement de terre dans le Connecticut.

Octobre. Le tremblement signale par M. Brigliam a la date du 8 octobre 1858,

doit etre reporte au 23 octobre 1857. L'American Journal, que M. Brigham cite en note,

indique, sans qu'il y ait a s'y meprendre, que le phenomene a eu lieu a la seconde de ces

deux dates et non a la premiere (Volume xxyi, pp. 177-182).

Decemhre. Le 28, dans le Maine, tremblement de terre.

1858. Juin. Le 27, a New-Haven, ti'emblement leger.

3fars. Le vendredi (1 ou 8?), dans le Massachusetts, deux secousses mention-

n^es sans date precise dans le New York Weekly Herald, du samedi 9 mars :
" Le

Bunker Hill Aurora dit que deux secousses de tremblement de terre ont ete observees dans

cetteville (Charlestown, Mass.), vendredi, peu de temps avant le tonnerre et les eclairs."

Dans le meme numero de ce journal on lit aussi :
" Le Newark (N.-J.) Mercury dit que

deux secousses distinctes ont ete ressenties dans cette ville, mardi vers midi. A Orange les

portes ont ete secouees ainsi qu'a Patterson, a Belleville et dans d'autres localites voisines.

Bloomfield les cloches ont sonne."

Les dernieres secousses sont ^videmment du mardi, 5 mars.

Ociohre. Dans le courant du mois, une legere secousse a I'lle Jesus (Canada oriental)

Extrait du Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, tome vii, page 43.

liars. Le 1'^'', a Augusta (Maine), legeres secousses de quelques secondes de
1868. ,

duree.

Avril. Le 9, entre 8 et 9 h. du matin, h Vienna (Ontario), ime legere secousse

du N. au S. et de vingt secondes de duree.

DScembre. Tout a la fin du mois, une secousse \aolente a St. Paid Ba}^, 40 milles an-

dessous de Quebec (Canada). Extrait du Richmond Enquirer du l'^"' Janvier 1870.

Fevrier. Le 8, a Richmond et dans le voismage, sur la cote du Maine, une se-
1870.

' ° '
'

cousse.

Octobre. Le 23, 6 h. 30 m. du matin, a Sjjringfield, une secousse legere.

En tenant compte des faits consignes dans la note qui precede et des nombreux renseigne-

ments que nous fournit le memoire de M. Brigham, nous arrivons h former le tableau

suivant, par anuses et par mois, des tremblements do terre ressentis dans la Nouvelle-

Angleterre, de 1638 a 1870.
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Annies.'

1638
1642
1653
1658
1660
1662
1663
1665
1668
1669
1670
1706
1720
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1736
1737
1739
1740
1741
1744
1746
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1766
1783
1785
1786
1787
1791
1792
1793
1794
1800
1801
1805
1810
1812
1813
1816
1817
1818
1819
1821
1824
1827
1828
1829
1831

F^vrier Mars Avril Mai Juin Juillet
Septem-

bre
Octobre

Novem-
bre

10

2
2

bre

Sans
date

raens'Ie
Total

1

1

1

1

1

12
22
7

11

7
3
2
5

5

3
2
2
2
8

1

3

3

1

1

1

2

4
4
1

1

1

1

4
2
o

^ Tnutos les dates du tableau recapitulatif de M. Brigbam e'crites dans le vieux style, ont ^te ramenees au nouveau style

dans le present tableau.
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total pai' mois, nous remarquons anssitot qu'il existe deux maxima et deux minima tres-

prononces, ^gaux deux a deux a une unit^ pres ; les uns tombent en fevrier et novembre,

les autres en avril et septembre ; ils sont entre eux comme 3.6 : 1.

En faisant la repartition d'apres les mois d'liiver et ceux d'ete, nous obtenons

:

Mois d'hiver (oct., nov., dec, janv., fev., mars) 178

Mois d'ete (avril, mai,jiiiu,jiiill., aoftt, sept.) 86

Sans indication de mois 8

Nous sommes ici en presence d'un resultat tres-remarquable, c'est-a-dire la preponder-

ance considerable de I'hiver sur Fete : les nombres sont comme 2.1 : 1.' D'apres I'in-

sjDection de I'ensemble des documents publics par M. Perrey sur les tremblements de terre,

ce rapport serait le plus eleve de tons ceux que Ton a reconnus jusqu'a ce jour pour n'im-

porte quelle region physique ; si nous lui comparons celui obtenu pour le Perou, la Colom-

bie et le bassin de I'Amazone, qui est de 0.94 : 1 seulement, nous serous frappes de la

difference tres-prononcee existant entre ces deux rapports. Pour I'Europe et I'Asie

boreales, la proportion est respectivement de 1.5 : 1 et 1.3 : 1 ;
pour I'Angleterre enfin,

eUe est de 1.3 : 1. Nous ne nous appesantirons pas davantage sur la singularite du

rapport que nous venous de signaler ; nous nous bornons a la faire ressortir.

Nous reunirons, en dernier ben, les chiiFres de cliaque saison ; ils se presentent comme
suit:

Hiver 87

Priutem|iti 43

Ete 4.3

Automne 91

La concordance de ces nombres merite aussi de fixer I'attention : le printemps et I'et^

offrent des resultats completement identiques, tandis que I'liiver et I'automne ne dif-

ferent que de 4 unites.

Nous terminerons les quelques observations qui precedent, en fixisant remarquer que nos

connaissances sur la constitution geologique de la Nouvelle-Angleterre ne sont pas encore

assez avancees, actuellement, pour permettre de donner des a present une explication plu?

ou moins satisfaisante des resultats curieux que nous venons de citer brievement ; mais il

est a esperer, ainsi que le disait M. Brigbam en terminant son memoire, que I'etude entre-

prise recemment par les geologues officiels des Etats-Unis pour arriver a connaitre exacte-

ment le sol ameriqain, jetteront bientOt une lumiere toute nouveUe sm- le sujet qui nous oc-

cupe ; c'est alors surtout que Ton reconnaitra I'utilite exceptionelle des nombreux materiaux

reunis avec taut de jieine par MM. Perrey et Brigbam, et que Ton sentira toute la necessite

d'avoir des observateurs babiles et exerces, recueillant avec soin, sur cliaque manifestation

volcanique qui se presente, les moindres donnees qui pourraient etre profitables a la seis-

mologie.

Bruxelles, ce 21 decembre 1872.

^ M. Perrey avait dejk signale ce fait dans son IMeinoire cite plus haut.





Vm. Embryology of Terebratulina. By Edward S. Morse.

With the great impulse given to the study of Zoology through the labors of Charles

Darwin, renewed effort has been made to work up the embryology of those forms which

have rendered so Httle satisfaction from the study of their mature characters, and thus

through the lal)ors of European naturalists new light has been thrown upon the develop-

mental history of Sagitta, Amphioxus, the Tunicates, and many other aberrant groups.

And now Avhile the embryology of nearly every prominent group has been more or less

studied, and important relations revealed that would have otherwise been obscured, little

or nothing has been done to throw any light on the embryology of the Brachiopods, a

class represented by thousands of species in past times, and one of which we have the

earliest records in the rocks.

This dark portion in the history of the Brachiopods seems all the more strange when we

recall the many beautiful monographs of various genera of Brachiopods pubUshed since

Cuvier's famous memoir, in the year 1802, on Lingula, and when it is remembered that a

hundred and more species still exist in the seas at present. What httle has been accom-

pUshed in this field, however, has shed great light on the natural affinities of the class, and

it may be well briefly to recall what has already been done in order to make this portion of

their history more complete.

To Oscar Schmidt is due the credit of giving the first figure of a larval Brachiopod. In

the " Zeitschrift fiir ges. Naturwissenschaften," 1854, p. 325, he gives a description of

the embryo of some species of Terebratula collected in the North Sea. Accompanying

this description a simple figure was given. In this the embryo shows a deep constric-

tion in tlie centre, the free or cephalic portion being wider than the posterior half, which

"s abruptly truncate at the end, and he infers, and rightly too, that at this end the embryo

ecomes attached. I add a Inief translation of his description.

The embryos of the Norwegian Terebratula observed by me differ remarkably from the embryo Lingula

as described by Owen. They resemble a Eunstrum composed of unequal halves; the round end seems to be

the anterior. The somewhat narrower hinder portion extends into two projections. In none of the ovaries

examined by me— for in these were the embryos found— had the develo])ment gone farther. In the per-

fect ignorance in which we now are with regard to the development of Terebratula, every small contribution

towards clearing up this question is acceptable.^

1 The allusion to the embryo Lingula of Owen has refer- ova. In one ei:g he suggests the rudiments of a pechmcle.

ence to Prof. Owen's memoir on the Anatomy of Terehratii- The egg, as it escapes from the ovary by dehiscence, often

Una, forming the introduction to Davidson's British Fossil presents the appearance figured by him, from the thin mem-

Bracliiopoda, published by the Palffiontolographical Society, brane still adhering to the egg afler its rupture, and conse-

London. On Plate i. of the Introduction, Owen figures five quent separation, from the cluster.

en-"-s of Limjida analina, wliich he supposes are impregnated
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To Lacaze-Duthiers, however, is due the credit of first presentmg several stages iu the

embrj-ology of a Brachiopod. In a memoir ^ upon the curious form Thecidium, from the

Mediterranean, he figures the egg, as well as several subsequent stages in the early history

of the embryo. These were found in a pouch attached to the cirri and contained within

the palUal cavity. The emljryo is first divided into two transverse segments, then into

three, and finally into four segments. In one embryo he found two red ocidar jioiuts

upon the cephalic ring, in another four red eye spots occurred.

Li one figure he represents the rings contracted upon each other, as will be seen to be

the case with the embryo of Terebratulina. As before, I shall give the reader a condensed

translation of the paper.

The youngest egg studied had ah-eady a somewhat pyrifonn and elongated sliape. The most striking fact

was the size of tlie cells composing it, and which themselves enclosed a great quantity of gi'anules of rela-

tively very large size. The cells no doubt were the result of segmentation, and the granules must have

appeared during the first movements of embryonic activity, for the vitellus had only very minute grarules.

In the next stage frequently seen after the preceding, and which I have observed in the same lot of young,

the embryo divided into two lobes, the larger being always attached to the suspensory filament. In the

embryo so divided by a circular furrow, per]iendicular to tlie longer axis, tlie mass has a yellow tint, and is

no longer composed of large cells, but is filled with yellow granulations much finer, and enclosed in smaller

cells. In the smaller lobe a clearer space is seen, where the cells are filled with nearly colorless granules. On
each side of the larger lobe also, and very near the transverse furrow, are two transparent spaces smaller than

the preceding, but similar in other respects.

The larger lobe, attached, as stated, to the suspensory filament, is the anterior ; the faces cannot yet be dis-

tinguished ; but later it is possible to recognize the superior or inferior aspect.

The development, therefore, commences by the appearance of the two lobes, one the anterior, with two

white spots, and the other with a single clear spot; later other spots with less coloring matter appear. Thus

there appears near the point of attachment, on each side of the peduncle, a clear white spot, then the two

lateral, spots above referred to, grow longer and obliquely extend towards the centre of the lobe.

Between these two last spots, on the line of separation between the lobes, the colored granules accumulate

and form these lobules, the median later extending toward the posterior lobe.

The posterior lobe Itself does not increase in proportion to the rest of the embryonic mass, but the trans-

parent spot begins to show what it will later become. It extends towards the place where the lobules com-

mence, then it becomes depressed iu the middle, and will form, in fact, a re.al depression. There is still a gap

between this and the succeeding stage to be described. The two white lateral bands, near the separation of

the lobes, are traces of the formation of a new lobe, for the anterior lobe divides into two by a transverse

furrow, and these two anterior lobes always remain relatively very large, the posterior changing but little.

At the time when this division takes place, toward the point of attachment where two other little clear

spots have been seen, a lobule rises, which forms the countei-part of the little primitive posterior lobe. Thus

the embryo is composed of four portions, two large iu the middle and two smaller at the ends.

If the embryo is examined on all sides, it is soon seen that the two poles of the ovoid embi-yo are bent

towards each other on one side, as if the two anterior lobes were curved over towards the two posterior.

The concave face may be considered as the inferior, and the convex, the dorsal aspect.

The insertion of the susi)ensory peduncle is on the dorsal side of the anterior extremity, on the back of the

little anterior lobule, not far from the edge of the second lobe. This peduncle is cellular, and composed of

very distinct elements, and easy to recognize. The embryo is, therefore, suspended by the back of the head.

The inferior side of the anterior lobule is flat and somewhat quadrilateral in the most developed embryo seen

;

near the middle is a sort of oval longitudinal slit, which appears to be the mouth, although I have never seen

particles of coloring matter, which I have put into the surrounding liquid, penetrate this opening, but indeed

the embi-yos are still too young to feed.

1 Annalcs des Sci. X.it., 4' Serie, Vol. xv., p. 317.
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Oil the inferior side nlso of the lobule, somewhat deeply seated in the tissues, appear some red dots sym-

metrically placed on each siile. These spots I believe to be ej'e spots ; they are sometimes four in number, and

sometimes only two. The presence of these spots and of the slit, lead me to consider this extremity as

anterior.

Tlie second, or large, anterior lobe is swollen behind, and nearly flat beneath. Its posterior edges run ob-

liquely backward to form a very obtuse angle, hardly closed on the ventral side of the large posterior lobe,

extending towards the angle made by the posterior lobule, which seems to be hollowed out with a wide

depression.

The embryos, when the peduncle is broken, swim and whirl round by means of the cilia clothing the lobes.

The anterior extremity moves forward always. The. embryos are very contractile, so that, often on meetincr

an obstacle the longitudinal diameter becomes shorter than the transverse, the two extremities contracting

towards each other. The cilia then stop and seem to disappear.

It has not been jjossible to carry the observations farther.

To sum up, then, on the inferior aspect one of the most advanced embryos shows four eye dots, as well as

a distribution of the yellow material in the midst of the large anterior lobe, which reminds one much of the

origin of the liver in the Acephala or Gasteropoda, and it is probable that the alimentary tract is hollowed out

in the middle of these yellow granules, so that the secretory lobules of the liver of the adult Thecidium are

foreshadowed in these series of little packets.

In the early summer of 1872 I was fortunate in tracing the embryology of Terebratu-

lina so for as to carry the embryo to a form with three Avell marked and deeply constricted

segments, and saw enough at that time to convince me that the embrj'o became attached by
its caudal segment. These meagre results were pubhshed in Silliman's Journal.''

Some interesting features, however, had been brought to light in studying the early

stages of certain Brachiopoda, the most important of which were presented by Fritz

Miiller in a note pubhshed m Eeichert und Du Bois-Rej^nond's Arcliiv, 1860, p. 72, and

a subsequent note in Wiegiuann's Archiv, 1861, p. 53. These notes referred to the early

stages of a form supposed to be Discina, collected at Santa Catharina, Brazil. I suljjoin

the notices which were pubhshed in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 3d series.

Vol. VI., p. 310.

'' Dr. F. Mailer has sent from Brazil the description of a larva belonging undoubtedly to a Bracliiopod,

which is the more interesting, as the Brachiopoda are the only Mollnsca regarding the development of which

we have no infoiTnation.

" Tlie larva in question is a small, perfectly orbicular, bivalve Mollusk. The two valves are similar, but un-

equal in size, the dorsal valve being the largest. At the place of the hinge a small oval plate is placed trans-

versely between the two valves of the shell. The mantle is gaping all round. Five pairs of very stiff setie,

of which one is much stronger than the others, and curved backwards, project at the periphery. They ori<'>'i-

nate in the mantle of the ventral half; at least tliis is the case with four of them. A series of finer sette

S])ring from the circumference of the mantle of the dorsal valve, an<l curve down upon tlie outside of the

ventral valve. The animal, as well as the shell, would be divided into two symmetrical halves by a plane

drawn veitically through the middle of the hinge. The body, which is furnished with an alimentary canal,

two auditory capsules, and two eyes, fills the posterior half of the space between the valves. The anterior

half is oecui)ied by four pair of cylindrical arms, between which a rounded knob is situated. Behind the

knob the month is perceptilile.

"These four pair of arms are supported upon a common peduncle, at the extremity of which, therefore, tlie

mouth is placed. The arras are covered with a very well developed ciliary coat, by the agency of which the

little animal swims. The reproductive and circulatory organs are wanting.

"During natation the mouth is always directed forwards, which is in favor of the generally received opinion

1 Am. Jour. Science and Arts, iv., 1S72, 2G2.
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as to the anterior and posterior regions in the Brachiopo<la. It is, in fact, now evident that tlie Brachiopods

are depressed auimal.s, lia\ing an autei'ior or venti-al, and a posterior or dorsal ^'alve. MM. Agassiz and
Vogt are therefore wrong in regarding them as compressed animals like the Lamellibranchiate Mollusks ; that

is to say, as animals having a right and left valve.

"The larva, moreover, can not only swim, but also creep. This latter mode of progression is effected by a

sort of rotation of the ventral valve alternating to the right and left. In this movement the animal pushes

by supporting itself principally upon the strongest of the bristles above mentioned."

In Wiegmann'.s Archiv, Dr. Miiller communicates additional observations on the larval

Discina, a notice of which follows from the Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

3d Series, Vol. viii., p. 505.

"In the Annals for October, 18G0, p. 310, we g.ave a short abstract of a description of the larva of a Brachio-

pod observed by Dr. F. Miiller at Santa Catharina, on the coast of Brazil ; he now adds some further details

from repeated observations in the summers of 1859 and 1860. The larva appears to occur late in the sum-

mer, from February to April.

" When the little animals are placed in good-sized vessels with pure sea-water, they soon ascend slowly ; the

slightly gaping shells stand perpendicularly, the hinge-margin downward ; close to the anterior m.argin the

eight arms spread out horizontally like rays, with their tips slightly bent downwards ; and the roundish knob
situated between the uppermost pair projects beyond the plane of the .arras. In this posture they move
slowly about near the sui'face. When strongly shaken, or sometimes without any perceptible reason, they

retract the arms and close the shells, which then slowly turn over ami sink to the bottom with the free mar-

gin downwards. If the arms be again protruded, the hinge-margin also again turns downwards.
" The duration of this state never exceeded five to six days, and in general the larvK adhered to the bottom

or sides of the vessel in a still shorter time. When they adhered to the sides, the mouth was always directed

downwards ; tlie ventral shell was strongly drawn forward until its anterior margin reached or passed that of

the dorsal shell ; the transversely ov.al plate, previously concealed within the shells (the peduncle), was pro-

truded, app.arently twisting around the notclied hinder margin of the ventral shell, so that its anterior margin

became posterior. For a day or more the animal remains contracted and quiet; then, the shells being

slightly opened, the arms are half extended, and strike inwards, one or more at a time, just as in the marine

Bryozoa. In a few days new bristles appear at the anterior margin, in the space left between the more deli-

cate setae of the dorsal shell. In a week the author counted twenty of these, mostly belonging to the dorsal

shell. The longest were 0.8 mill, in length, straight, colorless, 0.006 mill, in thickness at the base, terminat-

ing in a fine point, unjointed and distantly feathered with fine lateral setae 0.02 mill, in length. The principal

change in the soft parts consisted in the retrogression of the organs of sense. The eyes had become broken up

into groups of about ten black points ; the previously sphericid auditory vescicles were shrunken into longish

Bics, closely suiTOumling the otoliths. In somewhat older animals there was no trace of the organs of sense,

although they had not lost their sensibility to light.

"One of the larvic lived for a month after its adhesion ; but from the lapse of a day Ijefore its death was

noticed, the soft pails liad become greatly decomposed. Tlie older bristles of tlie free larvas appeared to be

still present, as also the plumose bristles of the anterior margin. Besides these, there were on each side, about

in the middle between the median line and the origin of the great bristles of the fourth pair, straight, smooth

bristles, 0.2 mill, in length, projecting obliquely backward, little thicker th.an the strong posterior seta3, but

with a much stronger outline.

" It is remarkable tliat in two years the author has repeatedly captured free-swimming larvae which Iiad

evidently advanced further in their development than the oldest of those which had already fixed themselves.

They VfdYQ all destitute of the transversely oval plate, and of every trace of organs of sense ; the plumose

setffi of the anterior margin were also wanting, as were, more or less entirely, the older bristles. Of the

more delicate bent bri>tles, some were usually still present, and these appeared to be unabbreviated, so that

the missing ones had jirobably been lost by shedding. The stronger bristles, on the contrary, are gradually

absorbed at the base; at least this is the case with the fourth pair; these were repeatedly met with of about

half their proper lengtli ; the stalk, with its fusiform dilatations, hail disa]ipcai-ed, while the apex remained

readily recogu'ziible by its peculiar curvature and deuticulation. In a still older aiiiiiial aliout a fifth of the

length was still present, so that it no longer extended beyond the margin of the shell. This anim.al (the

oldest exiniined by the author) had lost all the older seta3, except the small residue. On the other hand, the

two straight, smooth bristles, which in the oldest attached animals scarcely began to protrude from the shell,
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had attained a length of double the diameter of the shell, and being inserted into thick muscular slieaths

were strongly and vapidly moved by the animal, sometimes spread' out horizontally, sometimes again crossed

backwards.

' During this complete change of the setiE the soft parts bad umlergone no essential alterations. The
roundish stomach, reaching from, the front to the middle of the longitudinal diameter, still showed the two

dark spots of the young larva;, which remind one of the similar spots in the larvoe of some Bryozoa. From
the back of the stomach spi-ang the intestine, which bends under the margin of the stomach to the right, and

then forwards, terminating about the middle of its right side. The oesophagus goes from the front of the

stomach straight forward half way to the front of the shell, and then bends downward, so that the mouth lies

close to the stomach. The arms, especially the two middle pair, had become longer and slenderer, and the

knob between the antei-ior pair had diminished in size. No vessels or pulsating heart were recognized. —
Wiegmann's Archiv, p. 53, 18G1.

"

In the year 1869 I communicated to the American Association for the Advancement of

Science the results of a study of the early stages of TerehratuVuia septentrlonalls, made at

Ea,stport, Me., in the early part of that year. This was afterward published in the Memoirs

of the Boston Society of Natural History, accompanied by two plates.

In this memoir I showed the incipient cirri, seven or eight in number, and the gradual

development of the complicated arms, the unfolding of the hepatic coeca from two folds

upon the walls of the digestive cavity, the character of the shell structure, etc. And these

two papers comprised all that has yet been done as to the early stages of the class.

A wide gap, however, has existed between the free swimming Annelidan larva clothed

with cilia and the attached form reveahng its Brachiopodan character in the j^resence of a

dorsal and ventral plate, and the presence of cirri. After repeated visits to Eastport, al-

most solely for this purpose, I have at last succeeded in closing this gap, and in this paper I

hope to make plain the history of the development of the dorsal and ventral areas, the

peduncular attachment, and the relations the different parts of the mature animal bear to

the embryonic segments, as well as to present some new features in the early stages of

the species.

For two seasons I have found Terebratulina spawning at Eastport during the last of May
and the early part of June. It is probable that they spawn through the season, since I

have found them depositing eggs in April. At my request Mr. Rathbun made several

observations during the summer, to ascertain how long the species continues to ovulate, and

he informs me that on the onl}^ dates he collected them, namely, June 26, July 12 and

Aug. 29, they were freely discharging their eggs. It is best, however, to study them as

early in the season as possible, as the water in which the eggs develope must be kept at a

low temperature, and this essential condition can be most easily accomplished at Eastport

in May, where the temperature at that time ranges from forty to sixty degrees Fahrenheit.

The manner in which I secured the eggs for study was simple enough. Several shalloAv

glass dishes were prepared by painting the bottoms black. Having dredged a lot of speci-

mens, I arranged them in a circle around the edges of the dish, with their anterior ends

pointing toward the centre of the dish. By arranging the specimens in this manner the

difference in the sexes becomes at once apparent.

The eggs are discharged from the anterior margm and drop just lie^^ond the pallial mem-
brane, hancrine: in clusters from the setce, and coverino; the bottom of the dish in the imme-

diate vicinity of the animal, presenting the appearance of a white powder, though with a

simple lens the individual eggs are plainly seen. They are opaque and spermaceti white in

MEMOlIlb BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. 11
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color. In the course of a few hours they become clothed with cilia, and while many

of them slowly move away, some remain and perish, or, at least, show no sign of devel-

opment. These are probably not fertilized.

The sexes are separate, and the spermatozoa are discharged by the males in the same

way that the eggs are discharged by the female, but whether the eggs are fertilized after

they have left the parent, or before, I was not able to determine, as different lots of eggs

behaved differently after their escape. In some cases the eggs did not appear to be locomo-

tive until two or three days after their discharge, while in other cases they became active

on the day of their discharge.

Great care must be taken to change the w^ater every day, since the water soon becomes

vitiated, and Paramrecia rapidly develope and appear to feed upon the embryos. The tem-

perature of the water must be kept as near as possible to that from which they were

taken. In drawing and replacing the water a glass syphon was found the best, as in this

way the emijryos were not disturbed, though some skill was required during the active

natatory condition of the embryos, to prevent them from leaving the dish also.

The development of the embryo presents a series of well defined stages, and I shall

consider each stage in turn. In the first stage the embryo becomes widened at one end.

The segments are barely indicated, the posterior end is the widest, the anterior portion is

ornamented with a conspicuous tuft of long ciha, so peculiar to the emliryos of many

worms. The embryo is also clothed with vibratile cilia, and in this condition slowly

moves along the bottom of the dish without rising from it, or remains quiet. In the sec-

ond weU marked stage the embryo is divided into tw^o prominent segments, these expand

and contract upon each other slightly, and the cephalic segment has the power of partially

bending from side to side. In this stage the embryo is most active, swunming rapidly m
every direction and turning abruptly about. The oesophagus also becomes dimly defined.

In the thnd stage the peduncular segment is developed and projects from the posterior

portion of wliat can now he called the thoracic segment. At this stage the embryo either

remains immovable upon the bottom of the dish or slowly moves aljout. In two cases deli-

cately barbed setse to the number of thirty-five projected directly backward from the pedun-

cular segment. In the fourth stage the embryo becomes attached by means of its peduncular

segment. The emlnyo is still clothed wdth cilia, though the long pencil of cilia has disap-

peared. The head is closely drawn to the thoracic segment, which becomes wider m trans-

verse diameter, so as nearly to hide the peduncle. In the fifth stage the thoracic ring

commences to fold, or turn upward upon opposite surfaces of its circumference, so as to

gradually enclose the head ; one fold being made slightly in advance of the other represents

the larger or ventral valve. In this stage appear clusters of barbed and deciduous seta3

npon the anterior margin, and in a later portion of this stage the first hardened areas of

the dorsal and ventral plates make their appearance, and the cirri appear as blunted papil-

la3 about the mouth. In the sixth stage the shell becomes rounded, the peculiar scaled

structure makes its appearance, and the formation of tulxdes perforating the shell, and per-

manent sette takes place.

In another memoir I hope to present the characters of the genitalia of the Brachio-

poda. I Avill state here, however, that the eggs not only fill the large pallial sinuses, but

hang in clusters from the genital band ; from these parts they escape by dehiscence, and

float freely in the perivisceral cavity. The anterior perivisceral wall is sufficiently trans-
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parent to allow one to watcli the eggs as they are gradually drawn to the infundibiiliform

orifices of the oviducts, aud to secure them as they escape by the external orifice of the

oviduct. In parting the shells for this purpose great care must be taken not to open them
too far, as the parietal wall wUl rupture, and from this opening the pei'ivisceral fluid and

eggs wUl escape. The eggs are not uniform either in shape or size, though a distinct gran-

ulated membrane, the ovishell, is formed while the egg is contained in the perivisceral cav-

ity. Segmentation is next seen, first as a few indentations upon the periphery of the egg,

until finally the whole egg presents a mass of cells, as sho-svn in Fig. 11. The egg next as-

sumes an oval shape, becomes cUiated, and in several eggs at this stage a dim opening ex-

tending to the centre midway between the opposite poles of the egg was seen— whether

this was the micropyle or the scar from which the egg escaped from the ovisac I could not

determine
;
gradually the egg becomes mdened at one end, which is to be the base, or pos-

terior pole of the embrj-o. A long pencil of cilia sprmgs from the smaller anterior end, so

characteristic of the Annelid embryo.

First Stage. From some of my dra-\vings it would seem as if the peduncular ring con-

sisted of the primary posterior pole of the egg, the thoracic ring widening and enclosing

it. At all events the thoracic ring forms the widest portion of the embr3-o, directty in

front of which a second fold makes its appearance. Whether this is an indication of another

ring I could not make out ; later, however, it merges into the base of what is to be the

cephalic ring, and the deep constriction that is soon to follow occurs between this fold and

the thoracic ring. An end view shows the thoracic ruag slightly flattened Avhile the cephalic

ring preserves its circidar outlme. In this condition the embryo swims slowly aljout. This

ends the first stage.

Second Stage. In this stage, and one that seemed of the longest duration, a matter of

three or four days, the eml:)ryo is quite elongated, and is divided by a deep, transverse line

into two unequal halves, the head segment being the smallest. At this stage it is the

most active, no longer moving slowly along the bottom of the dish, or remainmg motion-

less, but ceaseles.sly swimming in a rapid manner back and forth through the water, and

abruptly turning about ; the segments expanding and contracting upon each other, and

the head bending from side to side, the thoracic segment often being transversely wrinkled

by this bendmg. A peculiarity of the embryo at this stage consists in the various external

outlines assumed by the embryo, presenting also different proportions, as shown in Figs. 18,

19, 20 and 21, drawn from the same embryo. The first definite trace of internal structure

now occurs in the formation of the alimentary tract, appearing as a long, narrow tract run-

ning from the thoracic to the cephalic ring, closed posteriorly, but blending with the cell

contents of the cephalic segment. A clear intersj)ace is also seen at the anterior jDortion

of the thoracic ring. What appeared to be an opening in the posterior end of the embryo

was seen in some cases.

During all these stages, from the egg upward, great difficulty arises in making out any

feature of internal structure, owing not only to the minute size of the objects, but to their

opacity, and what little has been made out has in most cases been done hy slightly

compressing the embryo.

During this active swimming stage in some embryos is seen a structure that appears to

be the incipient peduncular segment. In Plate viii.. Fig. 25, and Plate ix.. Fig. 78, a rounded

process is seen protruding from the thoracic segment, the walls of which extend as far as
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the division between the two segments. The ahmentary tract is seen here, its anterior por-

tion blending with the cell contents of the cephalic ring, while posteriorly it hangs in the

cavity supposed to be the incipient peduncular segment. AVhether this is the proper inter-

pretation I cannot say, and the difficulty arises from the fact that in some emljrj'os farther

advanced this structure does not appear. Thus in Fig. 83, Plate ix., an embryo is shown ia

which no sign of the peduncle appears, and yet it seems in advance of the one just

described, in showmg the widening of the thoracic ring, one side of which shows a bulging

which represents the future ventral fold. An irregidar cavity is thus left by the bulging

of the external wall, and in this cavity at a later stage I have seen the circulation of

minute granules. Within this cavity is another cavity bordered by thick walls which hang

from the suture dividing the two segments. The ahmentary tract is seen suspended between

the two segments, and showing a faint connection with this cavity. The cephalic segment

shows no change m its granular contents save the presence of the ahmentary tract.

The parts surrounding this tract are continually contracting in a spasmodic way, though no

trace of a muscular band could be detected. The interpretation of these cavities has per-

plexed me exceedingly. The most reasona1>le supposition is that the outside cavity in the

thoracic ring marked |j?. represents the cavity from which the paUial sinuses are to arise ; in

this cavity I observed the circulation of minute granules, as before stated. The cavity

withm surrounded by thick walls is the peduncular cavity, and a faint interspace running

from the upper part of this cavity to the base of the digestive tract appears to be the open-

ing up of the peduucidar cavity mto the cejihalic segment, a cavity in which the stomach is

afterwards to be suspended, and this may be called the perivisceral ca\dty. In Lingula and

Discina the peduncular and perivisceral cavities are in open communication. In Discina the

large azygos opening is very apparent. Future study will undoubtedly modify the inter-

pretation of these cavities, and possibly show it to be altogether wrong.

In the hundreds of embryos examined, a few only were of sufficient transparency to re^

veal any structure within, and from this stage onward, the difficulty in this respect increases,

as the embryo becomes more opaque, and with the after formation of the dorsal and ventral

plates, combined with their minute size, render the study of their internal structure almost

hopeless. Plate ix., Fig. 86, represents the peduncular portion just ready to protrude.

Third Stage. In this stage the peduncular segment has made its appearance as a

rounded knob, varying in size in different embryos. Soon after the appearance of the

peduncle, granules are seen gathering about its end, apparently adhering to the mucus

secreted by it. Soon afterward adhesion takes place, the embryo remaining fixed when the

water is disturbed, though even before the embryo becomes attached, the bulging of the

thoracic ring becomes more conspicuous, leaving a clear cavity within. The walls of this

bulging portion present a number of highly refractive granules scattered evenly over its

surface. This portion first loses its cilia (Plate ix.. Fig. 87) just before attachment; the

embryo becomes sluggish, or at least, in most cases, ceases to swim actively. In two cases

a cluster of delicately barbed setre, to the number of thirty-five, Avas seen to project

directly backward from the posterior end (Plate ix., Fig. 79). That these were very tran-

sient is evident from the fact that they were only oljserved in two cases out of three hun-

dred and fifty-two different embryos examined. The head continues to move freely, and

shows a slight fold at its base. As the head contracts, the thoracic ring widens ; this is shown

in Plate i., Figs. 42, 43, where the same is sketched with the segments extended and
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contracted. In many embryos the thoracic ring presents an indentation on one side, as if

the ring were a band partially nniting at this place. The peduncle gradually widens at the

end into a sucking disk, and at this time the emljryo becomes permanently attached.

Fourth Stage. The embryo now settles down upon its base of attachment, the tho-

racic segment widening and flattening, and appearing pressed to its point of support, so as

to conceal the jjeduncle. The head is closely pressed to the thoracic segment, the clear

space within having disappeared, and tlie head only appearing ciliated. And now com-

mences the most important portion of the developmental history, in which, for the first

time, Ave l^ecome acquainted with the development of the dorsal and ventral plates.

Fifth Stage. The thoracic segment commences to fold upon both sides of the head, and

these are the dorsal and ventral folds. Gradually the head is enclosed by the folds. In this

portion of their history I was peculiarly fortunate in securing hundreds of examples just

after they had become attached to adult Terebratulina. These I studied in their natural

positions. In some cases the Terebratulina had been torn from Mytilus, to which they had

been attached. The peduncular disk brought away a layer of the black epidermis of the

Mytilus, and to this surface many embryos conveniently became attached, and agamst this

black background the pure white embryo showed to the best advantage. At intervals the

Terebratulina would twirl its peduncle, thus presenting the embryos in different positions, all

of which I instantly sketched. I have a great many drawings at every stage of this

interesting growth, some of which are given on Plate viii., Figs. 47 to 77, inclusive.

One fold grows more rapidly than the other, and I infer that this is to be the larger or

ventral plate. The head appears to be gradually engulfed, as it were, though for a long

time protruding beyond the dorsal and ventral folds. The folds also present for a long

time a thickened and rounded border. The inner edge of what I suppose to be the dorsal

valve, shows a distinct notch in the median line in some (Plate viir.. Fig. Go). As the dor-

sal and ventral folds develop, the embryo becomes elevated upon the peduncular stalk, and

the attachment becomes so firm that a forcible stream of water falling upon them does not

detach them, indeed a point of a needle, or a stiff camel's hair pencil, was found necessary

for the purpose, and in the removal, the parts were so soft as to break down in most cases.

The mouth also makes its appearance at this time, the head for a long time occupying the

area enclosed by the two folds. As soon as the embryo rises upon its peduncle it drops

partially over to one side, the ventral or larger area being uppermost.

The hinge margin is broad and sliglitly rounded when looked at from above ; a side view,

however, presents a wide and flattened area, as is shown in some species of Spirifer, and

the embryo for a long time assumes the position that the Spirifer must have assumed. The

dorsal and ventral folds close up on the sides, and their edges become sharper ; the future

lateral openings of the shell gradually extend to the base. From above, the thorax is wider

than long. Starting from a broad base it widens gradually to the anterior margin, which is

nearly straight, to which it joins by a short curve. A heart-shaped corneous shell is foinned

even at this early stage, for in several cases I met Avith it where the softer portions had

been removed by Paramsecia. (See Plate viii.. Fig. 68.)

Before the folds have closed over the head, four bundles of setoe appear ; one bundle

containing from seven to nine setas springing from Avhere the folds unite laterally. These

stand out at nearly right angles to the longitudinal axis. The other bundles containing

from two to fom' setiB, spring from a point midway between the first bundles and the
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median line anterior. Thus the embryo possesses from twenty to twenty-five setae spring-

ing from the anterior margin. The larger and lateral bundles of setaj are the first to make

their appearance. They are nearly as long as the entire length of the emljryo, and are deli-

cately barbed and deciduous. Upon pressure of the embryo they readily separate from

their base of attachment. The dorsal valve is flattened, while the ventral valve is rounded,

as before remarked. The first evidence of hardened plates appears in the later stages of

these forms, for upon crushing the embryo in the hve cage a number of angular fractures

appear. (Plate ii.. Figs. 89 and 91.)

Fig. 85, Plate ii., presents a view of an advanced stage, in which the relative position

and character of the deciduous setae are shown.

Fig. 81, just above, represents the same embryo as it appeared when slightly crushed.

The manner in which the contents burst out from the shell still held by the membrane, as

in a sac, the fracture of the shell and the detached setae, are all instructive. Besides the

minute granules wliich make up the substance of the embryo, larger cells, to the number

of twenty-five or more, are seen scattered through the mass. In a shghtly advanced

stage. Fig. 90, Plate ii., the mouth shows on each side a rounded papilla, the first

appearance of the cirri. The mouth is prominent, and flush with the anterior borders of

the pallial membrane ; this is also shown in Fig. 82.

Fig. 91 represents the appearance of Fig. 90 crushed. Here the incipient cirri show as

two prominences, one upon each side of the mouth. The shell fracture is also more appar-

ent. As the embryo advances in growth the outline changes, having at first a ti-ansversely

semicircular outline with the posterior margin straight, as in Leptaena. It gradually elongates,

and commences to widen its anterior margin, as in Fig. 93 ; it becomes well rounded as in

Fig. 88, and at this time is seen a difference in the length of the dorsal and ventral plate,

and for the first time appear concentric lines of growth. The deciduous seta?, at this stage,

separate at the slightest handUng of the embryo, and as in every case the figures on the

plates are exact fac-similes of my original drawings, the setae are not shown in Fig. 88,

as they dropped off in removing the specimen to the live box. A stage of the same age,

or slightly later, is shown in Fig. 94, and this stage unmediately precedes the formation

of the scaled structure of the shell. Its outline is quite unlil^e any adult Brachiopod

Ivnown. It is longer than broad. The posterior margin is quite broad and rounded. The

anterior margin is twice the breadth of the hinder margin, semicircular, and abruptly

rounded where it meets the lateral margins, which are incurved. The larger bundles of

seta3 project at the point where the anterior curved margin joins the lateral margin. (See

Fig. 94.) A distinct triangular area is seen within, which represents the head, below which

the digestive tract is faintly indicated.

Sixth Stage. The embryo has now discarded its deciduous setae, and for the first time

the permanent setfe make their appearance, as well as the peculiar scaled structure of

the calcareous shell, and with these new features that of the peculiar tubules perforating

the shell must be added.

Fig. 96 represents a somewhat more advanced stage than Fig. 94. The form is now

bluntly oval, its posterior margin prominent and bluntly roiuided. In general contour it

recalls Siphonotreta, placed in the family Discinida? by Davidson, a genus not occui'ring

above the Silurian. Seven prominent set£e longer than the shell now spring and diverge

from the anterior margin. These are not barljcd. The shell now plamly shows its scaled
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structure, and withiu is seen four cirri, below wliich the digestive cavity occurs. The tubules

first formed are three in numljer, of large size, and are arranged in a triangular figure, the

two forming the base of the triangle occurring midway between the front and hinder por-

tions of the head, the other tubule being near the anterior margin.

The tubules, or pores first formed, present some new and interesting features. In every

case exaiiiined, the first that make their appearance are three in numljer, and are mvariably

arranged so as to form a triangle as shown in Figures 95, 96 and 105. They are also much

larger than those subsequently formed. They are oval in shape, and within their borders a

circular, granulated plug of a reddish yellow color is seen, between which and the outer

border of the tubule a clear space is visible. From twelve to fourteen hairs of various

lengths, some of them three times as long as the diameter of the pore, spring from the

margin of the granulated disk, and radiate in every direction. That these are veritable

hairs and not minute tubules in the shell, or any internal markings, I proved in a very sim-

ple manner. First I made an exceedingly careful drawmg of the tubule, showing exactly

the position of each hair, and then brushing the pores slightly with a delicate camel's hair

pencil I again made a careful drawing of the same pores, using the same objective, i Wales.

The hairs were found in every case to have changed positions, being bent in dMerent direc-

tions. Fig. 100, a, represents a drawing of the tubule before brushing, though in this the

hairs were bent in handhng the specimen, and Fig. 100, b, represents the same pore after

brushing. Next summer I hope to study this peculiar structiu-e of -the tubule with higher

powers. The tubules subsequently formed are much smaller in size, showing, however, the

same hairs in less number radiating from them.

Whether there is any relation between these veritable hairs and the radiating hues sur-

rounding the tubules, as described by Queckett and Carpenter, and regarded by them at one

time as representing ciha, I cannot say. In this connection, however, it is interesting to

recall other views on the subject.^ It is more probable that the tubules are simply organs

of general sensibility. In the test of Crustacea similar tulmles occur, which penetrate to

the vascular layer beneath, and are regarded as endowing the test with a general sensi-

bihty.^ The subsequent tubules appear to make their appearance in a certain symmetrical

order as shown in Fig. 105, one occurring on each side of the peduncle. In Fig. 102 a dis-

tinct area is seen, from the anterior surface of which the cirri spring, and from the borders

of which the scaled structure of the calcareous shell commences to form This area has the

same outhne as the stage represented in Fig. 94. The cirri present coarse ciUa as long as

the diameter of the cirrus ; the cavity within is large, on the outer border of which a few

• irregular granules are arranged in a single line. See Fig. 101, representing a cirrus from

stage 102.

This brings the development of Terebratulina up to its " Early Stages," already de-

scribed by mfi in these Memoirs.^

By comparing the early conditions of the embryo Terebratidina with that of Thecidium,

described by Lacaze-Duthiers, a certain resemblance is observed, so far as the division of

1 See an interesting paper of Prof. King on the structure Hairs of Crustacea, Philosopliical Transactions, Vol. cxlviii,

of the tuijulcs in the test of Bracliiopoda, in tlie jSIemoirs of p. 805.

the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. xxiv, p. 439. ^ M .rse. Early Stages of Terebratulina. Mem. B. S.

2 See De Morgan on the Structure an 1 Functions of the N. II., Vol. ii., p 2J.
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tlie body into segments, and their power of contracting upon each other is concerned^

though the conditions under ^\•hich they develop will be found to be entirely unlike. The

egg of Terebratulina is discarded freely into the water to undergo its development, and

possibly its fertilization outside the parent, while the embryo Thecidium is held attached

within the pallial cavity, and separates only after it has undergone changes in advance of

those found in the embryo Terebratulhia after it has become permanently attached.

The presence of eye spots in the embryo Thecidium is another important difference, for

though I examined hundreds of the Terebratulina embryos, yet in no instance were the

traces of eye spots detected. On comparing the early stages of Terebratulina with that of

Discina, we are at once struck by the marked differences between the two ; Terebratulina

becoming permanently attached by its peduncular segment long before a trace of the pecu-

liar dorsal and ventral plates makes its appearance, or even before any definite structure

shows within, while Discina swims freely in the water sometime after the dorsal and ven-

tral plates, cirri, mouth, oesophagus and stomach, have made their appearance.

The long and protrusible oesophagus and head, bearing a crown of eight cii'ri, or tenta-

cles, in Discina, as described by Dr. Miiller, is unlike anything of the kind o1)served in

Terebratulina. Their barbed and deciduous setce, however, present similar featui'es to those

of the embryo Terebratulina.

The embryology of Lingula (which I hope soon to have the opportunity of studying on

the coast of North Carolina) will undoubtedly afford stages similar to those observed in Dis-

cina. I have already studied, in the transparent jilates of Lbigida p7/7'cmiidafa, the charac-

ter of the nucleus, and find it perfectly orbicular with a margin finely notched, and in cer-

tain fossil Lingulse I have observed the same orbicular nucleus. With the other characters,

in common between Lingula and Discina, we should expect to find similar features revealed

in their embryology.

In considering the various degrees of persistence of embrj-onic features in the few forms

we are thus far acquamted with, we are struck with the great difference in this respect be-

tween Discina on the one hand, and Terebratuhna on the other. Thus, in Discina, attach-

ment takes place sometime after adult characters make their appearance, the peduncle at

first extending directly backward, as in Lingula. In Lingula, as I have heretofore ob-

served, attachment never takes place, at least in L. 2'>yramidata, the creature living loose in

the sand ; and this feature will probably be found characteristic of other Lingular when
they shall have been carefully observed.

Thus we see in later geological forms, attachment taking place earlier in devclojjmental

history than in those of earlier geological times. Similarly in earlier geological times we
find forms in which the dorsal and ventral jilates are chitinous, and, as I have observed in

Lingida pyramidata, of such transparency that the circulating fluid could be easily seen

coursing through the sinuses of the pallial membranes, and in this latter species containing

so little earthy matter that when dry they become twisted out of all shape, and even roll

up hke a leaf. With these facts it requires no hazardous supposition to conceive the pri-

mordial Brachiopods devoid of the dorsal and ventral plates, or furnished only with a semi-

lunar membrane on the head, as in that curious annelid Umbellis3dlis, described by Sars,

and of a form that presented the annelidan characters less disguised by features that have

heretofore prevented a right conception of their affinities.

As to the relations of the Brachiopods with the Polyzoa, some features of similarity are
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seen between the embryo Bracliiopod and the free embryo of Pedicellina, described by Van

Beneden/ though the development of parts within a coenoecium, and the formation of stat-

oblasts are features quite unlike the Brachiopod. A roundabout relation might possibly be

insisted upon through the Rotifera, in their winter ova.

After this paper had been made up into pages, Mr. Alex. Agassiz called my attention to

the fact that Prof. John ^'FCrady had published in the Proceedings of the Elliott Society of

Natural History of Charleston, S. C, a notice of a larval Brachiopod.

After a fruitless search among the hbraries of Boston for a perfect set of the Proceedmgs

of this Society, I learned that within a week Mr. M'^Crady had made his home in Cambridge,

having recently become connected with the Museum of Comparative Zoology. From him

I learned that the original description and drawing was presented before the Elliott Society,

at its meeting June 15th, 1860, but, owing to the war, had never been published by the

Society. In the destruction of Columbia, S. C, by Sherman's Army, Prof. M-^Crady not

only lost his valuable library, but all of his scientific records, drawings and notes. After this

irreparable loss, he drew up from memory a description of this Brachiopodan larva, and

now generously allows me to make free use of this valuable manuscript, which contains the

first and only observations on a larval Lingula ever made.

The creature in question was found by him either late in the fall of 1859, or in the

spring of 1860, he cannot now remember which. It was found off Sullivan's Island

in Charleston Harbor. The following is quoted from his manuscript.

" 1st. The larva is a free swimming animal.

" 2d. Its means of locomotion are large vibratile ciUa, clothing the cirri of the arms,

precisely as in Bryozoa.

" 3d. It was provided with a bivalve semi-transparent horny shell, recalling the shell of

Lingula, but with no trace of a foot stalk." (Mr. M<^Crady adds in pencil that the form of

the shell was flattened, and more ventricose than that of adult Lingula.)

" 4th. In motion the valves were opened just enough to allow free play to the ciliated

cirri of the arms, which {i. e., the cirri) was thrust out beyond the shell rim.

" 5th. The arms were never extended beyond the shell rim, but just within and along

their margin.

" 6th. The opacity of the body was such, that added to the cloudy semi-transparency of

the horny shell, it was unpossible to make out other details.

" 7th. When the larva ceased swimming, the arms and then- cirri were retracted, the

valves closed, and the animal sank to the bottom."

By comparing the above description with that of Dr. Fritz Mailer's description, given in

the first part of this memoir, the closest similarity will be observed between them in their

general appearance, their mode of swimming, and even to the manner in wliich, when at

rest, they close their shells and sink to the Isottom of the vessel in which they are confined.

Mr. M'^Crady assures me he has never seen Mliller's description of the larval Discina.

It is interesting; to remark that nearlv at the same time, these two naturalists should make

the first observations ever made on the embryology of the Brachiopods, if we except the

very brief notice of Oscar Schmidt.

1 Hist. Nat. du genre Pedicellina. Mem. Acad. Royal de Belgique. Tome xix.
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The expression of mine which occui's above, that the embryology of Lmgula when
known would agree with that of Discina, was in type long before I became aware of JVIr.

M'^Crady's discovery.

The absence of setiB in the embryo, with the opacity of the valves, is an evidence that it

was considerably advanced, for Miiller described some of the larva observed by him as hav-

ing lost the larger bristles.

In closing this brief memoir I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Richard Eathbun, who
accompanied me to East23ort, and who assisted me in securing materials for study.

To Mr. Edward Burgess I am again under many obUgations during the preparation of

the paper.

My thanks are also due to Mr. Chas. A. Wallier, who has with great fidelity and patience

reproduced accurately my drawings upon steel.

EXPLANATIOX OF PlATES.

PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1. A cluster of eggs from the genital band.

Fig. 2. A single egg encased in its capsule.

Figs. 3, 4, 5. Eggs from the perivisceral cavity immediately after their escape from the palliJ sinuses.

Fig. 6. Highly magnified portion of the eggshell.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10 11. Eggs in various stages of segmentation.

Fig. 12. First ciliated stage.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. Successive stages of transverse division of embryo, showing long tuft of cilia at

cephalic extremity.

Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21. From a single embryo, shomug various outlines assumed while swimming.

Figs. 22, 23, 24. Different views of another embryo.

Figs. 25, 26, 27. Different embryos showing first appearance of caudal or peduncular segment.

Figs. 28 to 36. Different embryos at the stage when the caudal segment becomes conspicuous.

Figs. 29, 30. Representing the same embryo contracted and expanded.

Figs. 37, 38, 39, 40, 41. Embryos just attaching themselves by their caudal segment.

Figs. 42, 43. Drawn from the same embryo : the first showing the embryo stretched to its utmost, the sec-

ond the same contracted. (These motions would often follow each other rapidly.)

Figs. 44, 45. Embryos showing first appearance of ventral? area by the bulging of the thoracic ring.

Figs. 46 to 53. Embiyos in various stages showing widening of thoracic ring, and its gradual growth

toward enclosing the cephalic ring.

Figs. 54 to 61. Successive stages of the embryo showing formation of dorsal and ventral areas by the

folding and growth of the thoracic ring. In Fig. 61 the head is still seen projecting from the dorsal and ven-

tral folds of the thoracic ring.

Figs. 62 to 77. Succeeding stages of embryos drawn in various positions. The deciduous setae appear in

these stages.

Fig. 68. Dorsal and ventral plates of embryo, the contents having been removed by Paramascia.

Note. The cilia constantly clothing the embryo have been puqsosely omitted except in a few cases, to

save trouble in engraving. On the first appearance of the dorsal and ventral folds of the thoracic ring; the

cilia disappear from that region. Figs. 18 to 77 were drawn with a T*y
objective of Smith and Beck; the

embryos measure about the ^J^ inch in diameter.
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PLATE IX.

The figures of embryos npon this plate as follows : 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93
and 94 were drawn with a Wales J inch ; a few of them are shown less magnified on Plate VIII.

Fig. 78. Free swimming embryo showing first trace of alimentary tract and peduncular segment.

Fig. 79. Free swimming embryo showing deciduous setse projecting behind. This feature was only
observed in two instances.

Fig. 80. Showing widening of thoracic segment, depression of cephalic segment, and first attachment of

caud.al segment.

Fig. 81. Appearance of embryo Fig. 85 after having been crushed. The embryo shell, apparently corneous,

is split at the peduncul.ar end. The membrane representing the head and cephalic wall is bulged out, with
ruptures from which the celkdar contents of the body are escaping, and the deciduous setoe are separated from
their base of support.

Fig. 82. First stage in which the mouth makes its appearance, and dorsal and ventral plates become dis-

tinctly marked.

Fig. 88. Earliest stage in which definite internal structure was found. The peduncular segment character-

ized by thick walls is seen hanging in the thoracic or pallial cavity.

Fig. 84. Highly magnified drawing of deciduous setas showing their barbed character.

Fig. 85. Showing arrangement of deciduous setae, and contour of embryonic shell.

Fig. 86. Another stage similar to that shown in Fig. 83.

Fig. 87. Showing first bulging of thoracic ring and clear interspace within. This region is characterized

by large granules marking its wall, and in first losing its ciliary lining. The bulging probably indicates the

region of the larger or ventral valve.

Fig. 88. A stage slightly advanced from Fig. 85, showing change in outline, the anterior margin strongly

ciliated. The deciduous setre were easily dislodged at this stage, and were often lost in examination.

Fig. 89. A portion of shell of Fig. 88 crushed, showing by its fracture a harder consistency.

Fig. 90. Stage showing for the first time a primary cirrus or tentacle upon each side of its head.

Fig. 91. The same crushed, showing fracture of shell, and parts forced out by pressure.

Fig. 92. Stage similar to Fig. 85.

Fig. 93. A slightly advanced stage from Fig. 92, showing widening of anterior margin.

Fig. 94. A stage slightly advanced from the preceding, with a definite structure showing in the anterior

portion of shell.

Fig. 95. Adult characters now assumed, permanent setre now showing, and pallial coeca present.

Fig. 96. The youngest stage met with in which adult characters were present. The permanent setae,

seven in number, project from the anterior margin. The peculiar scaled structure of the shell is just appear-

ing, and the primary pallial cceea are present. Within, the rounded stomach, and four tentacles are shown.

Fig. 97. Head, tentacles and stomach from an advanced stage. Figured particularly to show contour of

parts about the head.

Fig. 98. A stage consiilerably advanced from Fig. 96, showing subsequent widening of the anterior por-

tion of the dorsal and ventral plates.

Fig. 99. A setigerous follicle with its seta.

Fig. 100. a. b. One of the primary pallial coeca, showing appearance of fringing hairs, a. Showing the

position of hairs before being disturbed by a brush, and b, the same after having been brushed with a delicate

camel's hair pencil. These are from Fig. 105.

, Fig. 101. A tentacle, or cirrus from Fig. 102, showing cavity within, and arrangement of calcareous parti-

cles, and relative size of cilia clothing it.

Fig. 102. A considerably advanced stage drawn to show relations of embryonic area, which is shaded.

This portion corresponds to stage shown in Fig. 94.

Figs. 103, 104. Showing .appearance of fringing hairs bordering pallial ececa.

Fig. 105. Advanced stage to show relative position and size of primary cffica and the first appearance of

COBca upon that portion bordering peduncul.ar opening.

In my Memoir on the Early Stages of Terebratulina, published by the Society, I take up the develop-

mental history of Terebratulina from the stage rej^resented in Fig. 105.
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EXPLAN'ATIOX OF LETTEIIS ACCOMPANYING THE FIGURES.

ni, mouth.

ce, cesophagus.

s, stomach.

t, tentacles or cim.

a, alimentary tract.

pi, pallial cavity.

pv, perivisceral cavity.

pc, peduncular cavity.

c, cephalic segment.

th, thoracic segment,

p, peduncular or caudal segment.

h, head.

ap, anterior parietal wall and head.

e, area of embryonic shell.

/, fold of larger, or ventral area.

pr, primary coeca.

ds, deciduous setae.

es, embryonic shell.

X, foreign particles adhering to peduncle.
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IX. The Birds of Western and Northwestern Mexico, based upon Collections

MADE BY Col. a. J. Grayson, Capt. J. X^ntus and Ferd. Bischoff, now in

the Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, at Washington, D.C. By Geo.

N. Lawrence.

± HE subjoined catalogue is the result of an examination of several collections of birds,

made in Western and Northwestern Mexico within the past few years, and sent to the

Smithsonian Institution for determination.

The largest and most valuable were made by Col. Grayson, principally in the vicinity of

Mazatlan, where he resided, from which place, however, he diverged in several directions

;

the large number of species obtained by him give evidence of his great perseverance and

devotion to the cause he had espoused. The next in importance are the collections of Capt.

Xantus, made farther to the south, in the regions of Colima and Manzanilla. Mr. Bischoff

collected only near Mazatlan. A few specimens were sent by Dr. Palmer from Guyamas,

in the southern part of Sonora. There are no specimens from north of this last point, the

extreme northwestern portion of Mexico is, in fact, a " terra incognita," zoologically

speaking.

All these collections were submitted to me, for the purpose of giving a catalogue of them,

by the officers of the Smithsonian Institution, who at the • same time kindly placed in my
hands the various notes and journals of Col. Grayson, together with very full biographies

by him of many species of birds, from which I was authorized to make such extracts as I

thought would add to the interest of the catalogue.

These biographies are exceedingly graphic and of groat value, as they elucidate the

economy of many species, of which comparatively but little was heretofore known ; they

show him to have been an indefatigable and close observer of the habits of birds. As a

field naturalist he should take rank with Audubon. The biographies, although of great

interest, are too extended to be copied at length, as the limit of this paper admits only of

partial extracts. They are accompanied by one hundred and fifty plates of Mexican birds, of

life size, faitlifuUy drawn and colored. It was the intention of Col. Grayson to prepare full

histories of aU the species of birds of Western Mexico, together with characteristic draw-

ings, for the purpose of ijublication at some future time, but unfortunately the completion

of this design was prevented by his untimely death.

Although the list of species is quite large for a local fiuna. Col. Grayson expected to add

many to it, as he wrote in April, 1869, just prior to his unfortunate visit to the Isabel

Islands, as follows :
" But the field is not yet exhausted ; before the end of this year I hope

to be al^le to add many more species, especially from the region of the Sierra Madres

Mountains in these latitudes, and which I have not yet explored."

MEMOIRS BOST. BOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 67
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There are no notes or observations from any collector, except from Col. Grayson, all of

which are enclosed in quotation marks.

Fam. TuEDiD^.

1. Turdus ustulatus Nutt.
" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 276.

Tres Marias, Jan., 1865, Grayson.

"I found this blnl quite abundant on the Tres Marias Islands when I was tliere in the months of J.anuary,

Februai-}', and April. It was very shy and timid ; this fact alone led me to believe that it was a winter visitant

to this locality— a stranger.

" Since I made its discovery in this remote locality, I find that Prof. Baird, in his description of the above-

named species (Rev. of Atn. Birds, p. 18), states as follows :
' This species hitherto has not been noted as

found outside the limits of \Yashington Territory and northern Oregon, nor as for east .as the Rocky Moun-
tains— the most eastern point being Cliiloweyuck, (.July 3, 1859, Dr. Kennerly), where it was found breeding

very abundantly.'

"The important fact that it selects the Tres Marias Islands for its winter migr.ations, and is nowhere found

on the main-land in this vicinity, is of extraordinary interest."

2. Turdus grayi Bp.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 276.

Tej^ic, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"At times during the winter months it is .abundant in the Tres Marias. Frequently met with in the tierras

calientes of the main-land; I found it breeding near Tepio in the month of jMay. It is gregarious and semi-

migratorius. There are many points of similitude in this species and our T. migratorius, especially in its

habits, but the colors in the plumage are very distinct. It is a Mexican species and found in various localities

of this region."

3. Turdus fittvirostris Sw.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 276.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"Is also abundant on the Marias as well as the main-land, and may be found in either locality throughout

the year. It is an inhabitant of the woods, gregarious and semi-migratorius
;
}>assing from one part of the

country to another in quest of the diflerent kinds of berries, which are its chief subsistence. The resemblance

between this and oui' common robin of the AtLintic States is quite appreciable."

This species appears to be peculiar to Avestern Mexico. It seems to be rare in European

collections, as Messrs. Sclater and Salvin state (P. Z. S., 1870, p. 550) that a specimen

from Mexico submitted to them by Mr. Boucard, was the first to come under their notice

in collections from that coimtry. Numerous specimens are in Col. Grayson's collection

from the Tres Marias and Mazatlan. It abounds also in the vicinity of Tehuantepec,

whence Prof. Suinichrast has sent many very fine examples.

4. MeJanotis ccerulescens (Sw.).
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 275.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" Very .abundant in the Islands of the ]\Iarias, .and one of the most interesting songsters of that locality,

where it is very docile, inhabiting the thick woods. Upon the main-land, in the vicinity of Mazatlan, it is

not so common, and is very shy."
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5. Harporliynclius curmrostris (Sw.).

Tepic, Grayson ; Mazatlan, Xantiis, Bischoff.

"A common resident in this locality and the high central plains to the city of Mexico."

6. Ilarporhynchus graysoni Baird.
" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 298.

Island of Socorro, Grayson.

" Like all birds of the genus, this is a charming songster ; I found it to be quite tame, seeming to be fond

of our company, and while in the lonely solitudes of its home we were cheered both by night and by day
with its sweet melody."

7. Mimus polyglottus (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 277.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Not common in the Tres Marias, but resident there. It is identical with specimens from the main-land,

whence it doubtless found its way to the islands."

Fam. Saxicolid^.

8. Sialia mexicana Sw.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

Fam. Stlviid^.

9. Polioptila ccerulea (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Bischoff ; Tonila, Xantus.

10. Polio2)tiIa nigriceps Baird.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

"Found in the low brushy woods .at all seasons."

Fam. Teoglodytid^.

11. Rhodinocichla rosea (Less.).

« « Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Sierra Madre, Xantus.

" I have not been .able to discover this bird in any other locality than the thickly wooded district bordering

the Eio Mazatlan ; here it seems to remain throughout the year, concealing itself in the densest brush, where

its voluptuous and melodious notes are often heard when the bird would be invisible."

The proper family affinity of this remarkable species is not yet definitely settled. Dr.

Finsch, 1. c, has it under DendrocolaptidjB, and Mr. Gray in his " Hand List of Birds " places

it among the Turdidte. Col. Grayson states that its habits are very similar to those of the

Thrushes. Possibly it should occupy an independent position between the Thrushes and

Wrens ; its great vocal powers would seem to exclude it from Dendrocolaptidte.

12. Campylorliynchus humilis Scl.

Mazatlan, Bell ; Cohma, Xantus.
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13. Catherpes mexicanus (Sw.).

Tejjic, Guadalajara, Grayson.

"Usually met with in the interior, inhabiting the ruins and houses of towns and cities. Not found at Mazat-

lan or in any jiart of the coast region."

14. ThryothoruH fellx Scl.

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 278.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" The woods of the Trcs Marias Islands are well supplied with songsters, in which the ever cheerful and

happy song of the wren is often heard to mingle at all hours of the day. Like nearly aU the birds of these

islands, it is very docile, almost suffering itself to be trodden upon, when it is busily occupied in searching

among the dry leaves on the ground for its insect prey, indeed most of tlie specimens procured I killed

with a long switch, as I did the Hummers. It seemed to be constantly occupied in searching for insects,

occasionally mounting some low branch, often two together, each vjing with the other in their melodious

rajiture, for a few moments at a time, when they would again resume their vocation."

15. Thryotliorus sinaloa Baird.

Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" This little wren is common from Sinoloa to Tehuantepec. Its nest is generally built in the drooping

branches of a thorn tree, thus giving the abode of the young some protection against the innumerable ants

and other insects that would othcrmse infest it. Most of its congeners build their nests in hollow logs,

among roots of trees, etc. The nest is partly suspended from the branches and built of fine grass. The
eggs are usually five in number, and marked with small specks of a brownish color."

16. Thryothonis bewickii, var. leucogaster Gould.

Guadalajara, Grayson.

" I found this wren along the stone fences and hedges near Guadalajara, but have not seen it near the

Pacific coast. It is iloubtless a constant resident in many localities in the high central plains."

17. Troglodytes insular Is Baird.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 299.

Island of Socorro, Grayson.

" This diminutive species is very abundant and well distributed over the island. As in other members of

this family its attire is modest and unpretending, but its song may be heard throughout the day, either among
tlie trees or brush covered rocks that crop out every^A'here. I never tired watching them climbing about

over old logs, or the trunks of standing trees, creeper like, and often turning up the leaves on the ground at

our feet in search of food. In the midst of all this busy occupation for subsistence it frequently stops and

mounts a Itranch or twig to pour firth its cheerful little song, which is of considerable volume for a bird so

small."

18. Cisiofhorus palustris var. pahidicola Baird.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

Fam. MoTACiLLiD^.

19. Antlius liidoolcianus (Gin.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common during; winter months."
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Fam. Stlvicolid^.

20. Seiurus auricapillus (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" I have met with this species only during the winter months, from November to April. It inhabits the

tliickest woods, and is very shy and solitary, as well as silent."

21. Semrtcs ludoviciamis (Aud.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" This little bird is usually found about stagnant pools, or solitary brooks. It appears to me to be the same
species which I years ago noticed about the swamps and river side in Louisiana. It is not common in this

locality."

22. MniotUta varia (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

"I found this bird in the Sierra Madres in December, and also in the Coast Range in January and April,

Not common. Its habits are much like the Nuthatches— inhabiting the older woods."

23. Parula insularis Lawr.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., pp. 278, 300.

Island of Socorro, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Abundant upon the Tres Marias Islands, and a constant resident ; also upon the Island of Socorro, two
hundred and fifty miles west-south-west of the Tres Marias. I have never met with it upon the main-land.

" It is remarkable that this bird should be found upon the widely separated islands above stated, and not

upon the main-land adjacent to the Marias."

24. Geotlilypis trichas (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

"A common species from October until the latter part of June. They migrate to the high central jslains to

breed. I have seen it in the month of July in the vicinity of Tepic."

25. Geotlilypis p)oliocephala Baird.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

26. GeotTdypis p)h'iladelpliia, var. macgilivrayi (Aud.).

Mazatlan, Graj^son.

" I have met with this species in October, December, April and September, but have not seen it during the

summer months."

27. Dendrc&ca auduboni (Towns.).

Tepic, Grayson ; Mazatlan, Bisclioff ; Tonila, Jalisco, Xantus.

" Common, and widely distributed in the winter months; arrives in December and departs in April."

28. Dendrceca cestlva (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. DIST. VOL. n. 68
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29. Dendrceca vieilloti Cass.

Sylvicola vieilloti Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Mazatlan, Guadalajara, Grayson.

"A summer visitant, and doubtless comes from Central America, as it is known in Costa Rica, north of

wliicli locality Prof. Baird states that it has not previously been recorded. From the month of Ajsril until

September it is often met with, inhabiting the mangrove evergi-eens in this locality."

30. Dendro&ca dominica (Linn.).

Tepic, Grayson ; Colinia, Coaliuyana, Xantus.

" Shot in the vicinity of Tepic in the month of December, 1865, not common, and I believe a winter visi-

tant."

31. Myiodioctes pusilliis (Wils.).

Guadalajara, Tepic, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" Common in some localities during the winter months. I found it near Guadalajara in May."

32. Basileuterus ritfifrons (Sw.).

Sierra Madre, Grayson.

" Procured in the Sierra Madre in the month of April."

33. Euthhjiyis lachrymosa (Bp.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Unlike the true Flycatchers it does not remain quiet a moment, but is constantly hopping about over old

logs, on the ground, in the brush and low branches of trees, its tail spread ; whilst thus in search of insects

not unlike Granatellus. It is not a common species in this locality, and I have only met with it in the dark

woods near Mazatlan River. All the specimens were procured in the winter months."

34. Setophaga picta Sw.

Sierra Madre, Grayson.

" This is a beautiful species, and has all the peculiarities in its habits of the "Warblers. It is always very

busy, actively hopping among the branches in search of insects, at the same time uttering a chirping note.

The tail, which is ample and gently graduated, is often spread just enough to show distinctly the broad white

tips of the outer feathers, contrasting beautifully with the decided black of the rest of the tail. Not
abundant."

35. Setophaga miniata Sw.

Sierra Madre, Grayson.

" This is a rare species ; I have only seen two or three individuals high up in the mountains. Its habits are

like the true Flycatchers, waiting quietly on its perch for passing insects."

36. Granatellus francesccB Baird.
" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 278.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

" This beautiful little species adorns the woods of the Tres Marias Islands, to which it appears to be

peculiar."

37. Granatellus vcnustus Dubus.

Colima, Xantus.
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Fam. HiRUNDiNiD^.

38. Progne snhis (Linn.).

Guadalajara, Tepic, Cirajson.

"I found it breeding in Tepie, in tlie month of May, also in Guadalajara; they were nesting under the

eaves of the houses, or in the water spouts. It is seldom seen in the locality of Mazatlan, and then only

accidental and migratory, flying very high."

39. Hirundo horreoriim Barton.

Guadalajara, Tepic, Grayson.

"Very abundant in Tepic, where they breed in May and June under the roofs of houses, in the corridors;

also found in Guadalajara. Only accidental on the seacoast in September and October, apparently migrating."

40. Tachycineta hicolor Vieill.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Specimen shot in September, not common."

41. Tachycineta albillnea Lawr.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This handsome little swallow is common at Mazatlan, where it is a constant resident, one among the few

swallows that is not migratory. At all seasons of the year its twitter may be heard about the eaves of the

tile houses or the spacious corridors of the peculiarly constructed Moorish Mexican haciendas. We often see

it skimming along the streets, at times almost touching the pavement in its pursuit of flies. Its customary

haunts are near or about large towns or haciendas, and rarely have I seen it far from some human habitation.

In April it commences to form its nest, usually beneath the eaves of houses or in holes in the wall, often in the

hollow tubes for conveying the water fi'om the flat roofs of the buildings. They are very sociable in their

habits, and may often be seen in considerable numbers perched upon the roofs of the houses."

42. Petrocheliclon hmifrons Say.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

"I found this species breeding in the banks of the Mazatlan River in May; it appears to be a summer vis-

itant, as I have not observed it in the winter months."

In Col. Grayson's list of swallows he has the name of " Bank Swallow," but there are no

specimens by which to determine the species referred to ; it may be either Cotyle riparia,

Stelgidopteryx sei'ripennis or S. fidvipennis, neither are there any notes to elucidate the

question. C. riparia has been obtained at Tehuantepec, by Prof. Sumichrast, but neither

of the others.

Fam. ViREONiD^.

43. Icferia virens var. lonr/icauda Lawr.
" lonrjicaudata Fiusch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 331.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

" Common in brushy localities from October to April."
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44. Vireosylvia Jlavoviridis Cassin.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rosario, Xantus.

" Not a common species in tlie locality of Mazatlan, usually met vrith in the mangrove swamps ; specimens

were shot by me in April and June. I have found them more abundant among the evergi-eens on Holder-

ness Island. None are seen after August, migrating probably to Central America after breeding."

45. Vireo solitarius (Wils.).

Mazatlan, Gravson.

"This S23ecies was shot in April near Mazatlan; I have only seen one specimen."

46. Vireo jyJumheus Coues.

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

47. Vireo atricajyillus Woodhouse.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

48. Vireo ochraceus Salvin.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

49. Vireo hi/jwchryseus Scl.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 281.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

Fam. Laniid^.

50. Collurio ludovicianus var. excichitoroides Sw.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" Common from October to April, probably migrates to the high central plains in summer."

Mr. J. A. Allen (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Cambridge, ii., p. 270) considers- the "so-called

C. excubitoroides " not to be specifically distinct from C. ludovicianus.

Messrs. Dresser and Sharpe (Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1870, p. 595) express them-

selves as being similarly convinced by an examination of " thoroughly typical L. exciihito-

roides and L. ludovicianus." They state in addition that :
— " In the British Museum,

there is a specimen sent to this country by Prof Baird, under the name of Lanius elegans,

from Mexico. This bird was kindly shown to us by Mr. G. R. Gray ; and we were glad to

see it, as it confirms our opinion that the Lanius elegans of the American authors is

nothing more than L. ludovicianus."

I was told by Prof. Baird that the specimen of Lanius sent to the British Museum labelled

L. elegans must have been so named inadvertently by some of the employes of the Smith-

sonian Institution, as the only specimen he supposed to be that species, is in the Museum of

the Philadelphia Acad, of Sciences. On a re-examination of that specimen, he came to the

conclusion that it was a local race of Collurio ludovicianus, and in his forthcoming work on

the Birds of North America, has described it under the name of C. rohustus.

Under the species Lanius lahfora, Messrs. Dresser and Sharpe, 1. c, p. 598, say, " We
have the advantage of possessing in this countr}^ the type specimen of Lanius elegans of

Swainson, which is preserved in the national collection. On a close examination this Ijird
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seems to be nothing more or less tliau Lanius lahtora, to which species we have accordingly

referred it. Whether the identical specimen described really came from the fur conutries

as stated, can only be determined by further investigation in the locality whence the type

specimen is said to have come ; and this question will, doubtless, be set at rest some day by

the American ornithologists. It seems possible to us that the shi'ike in question may have

come from some other locality altogether, or it may be a straggler from Northern Siberia

into Northwestern America."

Lanius lahtora was first described from the East Indies, but appears to have a wide

range, being found to the west in Northern Africa and to the north as far as Siberia.

Whether introduced into the United States fauna erroneously or really obtained in the fur

countries, is a question of much interest, which may possibly be settled by the investigations

now in progress in Alaska, by Messrs. DaU and Elliott.

Fam. Ampelid^.

51. Ptilogonis cinereus Sw.

Sierra Madre near Colima, Xantus.

62. Myiadestes obscurus Lafr.

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 277.

Tonila, Jalisco, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" The Hilgaro, as the Mexicans call it, is their nightingale ; next to the mocking bird it is the favorite

caged songster in that land where birds of every hue and song are found, and where the sweetest singers are

sought for and caged to enliven the monotonous hours of some fair senorita of ' La casa bianco,' or ' La casa

grande.'

" The notes of this bird, when once heard, can never be mistaken for those of any other; they are peculiar

and approach nearer to the tunes of a musical box than perhaps do those of any other known species. I have

listened for hours to its exceedingly varied notes, both in the woods and when caged, and never became
weary of its strange, but melodious song.

" This species inhabits the mountainous regions where the woods are the largest and most dense. I have

never met with one in the low lands. At a place called the 'Barranca,' between Tepic and Guadalajara, I

found them quite common but very shy. Its food consists mainly of insects and berries, but in cages it is fed

upon 'masa', Indian corn made into dough and strongly seasoned with Chili peppers; various kinds of fi-uit

are also given it."

Fam. Tanagrid^.

53. Miphonia affinis (Less.).

Mazatlan, Bischoff ; Sierra Madre, Xantus.

54. Pyranga cestiva var. cooperi Ridgeway.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 338.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This species makes its appearance here during the winter months. I have seen it late in the spring, but

not in the summer. Not common."

UEUOntS BOST. soc. NAT. HIST. VOL. H.
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55. Pyranga hidentata Sw.
" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 281.

" " Finscb, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 338.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

"It Is quite evident that all the species of birds found inliabiting an ishuid in the ocean, in which they are

constant residents or peculiar to the locality, necessarily become more numerous owing to their restricted

territory, than those found upon the continent. Nearly all the species that are local to Socorro and the

Islands of the Tres Marias, I found to be abundant. This Pyranga is no exception to the rule; it is a com-

mon and handsome species, and I have not met with it at any other place than the Marias. Of its further

geograjjlucal distribution I am not informed ; when I discovered it I was strongly impressed that it was an

undescribed s])ecies, and peculiar to the Tres Marias. Specimens sent to Prof Baird for determination

however, do not make good these facts; I received from him its scientific name, but no further intelligence

regarding it."

As is well known, Col. Grayson erred in supposing this species to be peculiar to tbe Tres

Marias. It is given by Sclater from Jalapa and Yolcan de Fuego, Guatemala ; it is also

found abundantly in Costa Rica ; none are in Prof. Siunicbrast's large collection from

SoutlLwestern Mexico.

56. Pyranga he2'>atica Sw.

Sierra Madre, Grayson.

"I discovered this species to be quite frequent in the Sierra Madre Mountains, on their western slope

between Mazatlan and Durango in December, but I have never met with it in the tierras calientes proper.

It seems to be a mouutain species."

57. Saltator i^^umhiceps Baird, Ann. L3'c., N. Y., viii., p. 477.

Mazatlan, Tej)ic, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" This finch Inhabits the forests and breeds In the spring months, during which time It is in fine song ; it

does not migrate and is a common species In the vicinity of Mazatlan, San Bias and Tepic. The nest is

slightly made of small dry twigs and lined with fibrous roots ; the eggs are from three to five, of a pale blue

color with delicate black hieroglyphic marks on the large end."

There are two spechnens in Col. Grayson's collection marked Saltator francescce, as

possibly being a distinct species. On examination, I have concluded that they are the

young of >S'. j^^umbicejis, although quite diftoreut in color; much the same variation occurs

in the adult and young stages of plumage of Saltator grandis, the 3'oung of which is 5

icterophrys Lafr.

The two specimens under consideration are olive green above, as are also the wings and

edges of the primaries ; ua one the under plumage and superciliaiy stripe are yellow ; in

the other the superciliary stripe and chin are white, the under plmnage less yellow, more

tawny, and the fore part of the crown plumljcous ; this last, therefore, has in part assumed

the adidt dress of S. j^lu'nMcejJS, in which there are no green or yellow colors.

Fam. Fringillid^e.

58. Pheuctlcus chrysopeplus (Mg-)-
" " Finscb, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 339.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff ; Rio de la Ameria, Xantus.

"It is rather common in the vicinity of Mazatlan, where its cheerful and voluminous song Is often heard in

the woods. It does not migrate."
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This species, found only in Western Mexico, has until recently been considered the same as

the South American P. chrysorjaster. Dr. Finsch, 1. c, gives a full account of the different

stages of plumage of this species, and by comparison with the descriptions and figures

given by Lesson, and Jardine and Selby of P. chrysogaster, points out their distinguish-

ing characters. He says,— " The Mexican variety is unquestionably that described by
Vigors, which cannot be united with P. clirysogaster Less., as has hitherto been supposed.

Specimens from Peru or Venezuela, which alone can decide that point, are imfortunately not

at my command at present."

I have a male specimen of P. chrysogaster in perfect plumage, from Ecuador, the differ-

ence between which and P. chrysopeplus is very striking, especially in regard to size, the

yellow coloring of the Mexican bird is much deeper, the sinuated portion of the outer

primaries is bordered with white, while in P. chrysogaster the ends of the primaries are

wholly black, and the quills of the latter are of a deeper black ; in the other white mark-

ings on the wings, and those of the tail, the two species are much alike ; the inner webs of

the outer three tail feathers are largely white at their ends in each, Li P. chrysogaster

there is a broad black band across the back, the lores and lower eye-lids are black, the occi-

put and hind neck are somewhat intermixed with black, and the sides under the wings are

sparingly and faintl}' marked with blackish bars ; the back of P. chrysojjejilus has a few

of the feathers marked with black, but the plumage of the lores, the hind neck and under

the wings is immaculate.

The two measure as follows :
—

P. chrysopeplus. Length (fresh), 10 m. ; wing, 5 ; tail, 4| ; tarsus, 1^ ; bill, high at

base, I ; wide at base, -^|.

P. chrysogaster. Length (skin), 7^ ia. ; wing, i^; tail, 3^; tarsus, -if; bill, high at

base, ^^ ; wide at base, ^\.

59. Hedymeles ludovicianus (Linn.).

Plams of Cohma, Xantus.

60. Hedymeles melanocephalus (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" Specimens shot near Rio Mazatlan in Febniaiy, and near Guadalajara in May."

61. Cardinalis virginianus var. igneus Baird.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 281.

Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 339.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

The Tres Marias and Mazatlan form proves to be C. igneus Baird. I had no specimen

at the time of preparing the Tres Marias hst, but took the name as given in Col. Grayson's

notes.

62. Cardinalis virginianus var. carneus Less.

Sierra Madre, Xantus.

63. Pyrrhuloxia simiata (Bp.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Specimens shot in February and April, not common."
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64. Guiraca cceridea (Linn.).

Coccoborus cceruleus Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 339.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" The Blue Grosbeak appears here from October to April ; I procured specimens, however, in the locality of

Tepic in the month of June. Tepic is in the tierra templada, and the climate is cooler than the Mazatlan

region. It is my opinion that the birds migrate to the high central plains of Mexico to breed."

65. Guiraca jmreUhia (Licht.).

Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

66. Spermophila torqueola Bp.
" airicejjs Baird, Ann. Lye. N. Y., viii., p. 479.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Plains of Colima, Creston, Xantus ; Tepic, Grayson.

"Our present bird, though diminutive in size and of a subdued, modest and becoming dress, possesses those

qualities of cheerfulness and a delicately sweet little song, which always render it attractive and interesting.

They are constant residents in the State of Sinaloa, near the coast, and in the vicinity of Tepic they are

quite numerous. I also saw them in Tehuantepec.

" They do not associate in flocks, but often in pairs, sometimes a few may be seen in the same locality. I

always found them inhabiting the openiugs, in which there is an abundance of low bushes, weeds and gi'ass,

the small seeds furnishing their principal means of subsistence.

" In the months of April, May and June the males are in full song. The nest is placed in a low bush, and''

compactly formed of fine roots, with but little lining; the eggs, five in number, are nearly white or very pale

blue. Two broods are raised in a season and perhaps more, as I have found young birds just able to fly in

October."

Mr. Sclater (Ibis, 1871, p. 6) decides that S. atriceps Baird, is S. torqueola Bp., in im-

mature plumage.

67. Volatinia jacarina (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Mazatlan River, Mts. of Colima, Xantus.

"Common from the latter part of June to September, inhabits clearings with low brushwood and rank

weeds; the male, during the breeding season, may be seen making frequent short flights or jumps from its

perch on the top of a weed or bush, always returning to the same spot."

68. Cyanospiza ciris (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"A winter visitant to this locality; specimens shot in February."

69. Cyanosjnza amcena (Say).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

70. Cyanosjnza versicolor (Bp.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This beautiful little finch is <]uite a eominnn species about the vicinity of Mazatlan, where it is a constant

resident; I also found it at Tepic in the State of Jalisco. It appears to represent, on the Pacific slope, its

more brilliantly plumnged ally of the Southern Atlantic States, the Nonpareil (C. «>»«), which is only a

winter visitor to this region. It has a sweet little song, which it often warbles in the morning and evening

from the top of some bush or weed in hearing of its modestly attired mate. The plumage of the adult male

is very jiretty, the rich reddish-purple j)redominating upon the ujiper and lower parts, whilst the rumjj is con-
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Bpicuous with a lustrous purplish-blue or lilac. The female, on the contrary, wears a plain brown dress, and

were it not for her gorgeously attired spouse, would scarcely be recognized from some common little brown
sparrow."

71. Cyanosinza leclancheri (Lafr.).

Sierra Madre, Rio de la Ameria, Xantus.

72. Eusjnza americana (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This handsome wood sparrow is not common in this locality; only two specimens have been procured,

male and female, which were shot in the month of August by my friend Mr. Brewington. They were found
in the woods near Mazatlan, and appear to be arboreal in their habits."

73. Zonoirichia leucophrys var. gambelii (Nutt.)

Mazatlan, Grayson.

74. Airnophila melanotis Lawr.

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

75. llelosjriza lincolni (And.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Very common in the coast region in the winter months, and in the locality of Tepic at all seasons.

76. Peucca cestivalis var. hotteri Scl.

CoturnicuJus mexicamis Lawr., Ann. Lye. N. Y., viii., p. 474.

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

77. CoturnicuJus passerinus (Wils.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A winter visitant; not abundant."

78. Emhernarjra chlorura (Avid.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" A winter visitant, specimens shot from December to April, numerous in some localities. Its notes have a

faint resemblance to those of the Towee finch ; it passes much of its time among the weeds in old fields and
in brushy places, feeding upon various kinds of seeds; I have seen it feeding upon the seeds of the silk

cotton."

79. PipUo fuscus var. crissalis Vigors.

Guadalajara, Grayson.

" This species I found quite abundant about Tepic, and in many places on the road to Guadalajara on the

high central plains. I have not met with it nearer the sea-coast than Topic, where it appears to be a constant

resident."

80. Pipilo erythropthalmus var. carmani Lawr.
" " " Ann. Lye. N. Y., x., p. 7.

" « " Proe. Bost. Soc. of N.H., XIV., p. 299.

Island of Socorro, Grayson.

"I found this finch to be very abundant upon the Island and remarkably tame. It was by observing the

habits of this bird that water— a small spring percolating beneath the boulders and loose rocks near the
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tidal mark— was discovered; but for this incident we might have suffered gi-eatly, long before the necessary

article could have been found by us, as any one would have taken it to be sea-water which flows and ebbs to

it, had we not seen our little friend in the act of drinking. No other water was discovered, although it

doubtless exists in other places on the Island."

81. Pyrgisoma rubricatum Cab.
" xantusii Baird, Ann. Lye. N. Y., viii., jj. 480.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"Not an abundant species, although not an uncommon one in this locality. Inhabits chiefly the woods;

resident all the year. I found it also in Tcpic and San Bias regions."

82. Cho)idestes grammaca (Say).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" Arrives in September and departs in Aj^ril ; common."

83. Cariwdacus frontalis (Say).

Guadalajara, Grayson.

"I foimd this species in the city of Durango in February, in Guadalajara in May, and in Tejaic in Decem-
ber, May and June. It breeds in these localities ; it does not visit the coast region."

84. Chrysomitris psaltria var. mexicana Sw.

" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., siv, p. 282.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

Fam. Alaxjdid^.

85. Oiocoris alpestris var. chrysolcema (Wagl.).
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 341.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

Fam. IcTERiD^.

86. Cassiculus melanicterus (Bp.).

" « Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 363.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff ; Topic, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Rio de Coahuana,

Xantus.

" An abundant and common species and a constant resident ; it is well distributed throughout the woods

of the tierra caliente. They associate in flocks of from ten to thirty. Their long pensile nests are sometimes

three or four feet in length. I found it equally abundant in Tehuantepcc, but none in the Tres Marias

Islands.

"It does not migrate except from one part of the forest to another. The Long-tailed Jay {Colacitta

collwi) fi-equently accompanies them in their perambulations through the woods in quest of their insect prey,

or various kinds of fruit upon which they subsist.

"Among the many curious objects which meet the eye of the traveller in the tropical regions of Western

Mexico, are the long pendant nests he sees swaying in the breeze, attached to a small twig and frequently

overhanging the path he is travelling. These are the nests of the Double-crested Oriole. Beneath the wide-

spreading branches of the mimosa, acacia, higucro, or any large tree that affords an ample shade, may often

be seen as many as half a dozen of these firmly woven structures, suspended in the air and moved by the

slightest breeze. Tlie material of which they are composed is generally a very long, coarse and tough grass,
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selected with great care as to its elasticity and strength ; sometimes narrow strips of the palm-leaf, and

again I have seen some that were constructed of a slender and pliant kind of creeper, and, near the villages,

twine an<l thread are sometimes mixed with grass. Any long and slender substance of a tough nature is

selected by this ingenious weaver, to make secure its domieil against tlie storms of the Troj)ics. They are

often a yard in length, with the entrance near the top, which is rather small and nearly closed when the bird

is inside, and at the bottom of her pocket-shaped nest. A truly wonderful ingenuity is exhibited in the

mechanism of these bird 'homes.' Apparently they seem to be loosely put together, admitting tlie air to i>ass

freely through them, not unlike a net hammock; but any attempt to pull one of them apart, or detach it from

the twig to which it is bound, is not easily accomplished without the aid of a knife.

" The building of this structure is performed by the female alone ; the male only keeping watch whilst she

is engaged inside, or accompanying her in searching for building material. The eggs of this species, usually

five in number, are longer iu shape than those of the other members of the Oriole family ; their markings,

however, are similar, the ground color being a pale blue, ^\•ith numerous brownish-black spots and zigzag

marks, some of which resemble letters and hieroglyphics written with a bad pen."

87. Icterus spurius var. qffinis Lawr.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantiis.

" Appears to be a winter visitant to this locality, although I procured both male and female in the latter

part of August, 18G5, possibly the early comers. It is not very common at any season."

88. Icterus cucullatus (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" I have noticed but two examples of this species, both of which I procured, shot from the same tree ; they

were feeding upon the fruit of the wild fig {Ficus americanus), in company with other orioles {I. jmstulatus).

They are rare in this locaUty and new to me."

89. Icterus ivagleri Scl.

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 338.

Tepic, Guadalajara, Grayson.

" In the large and beautiful garden and orchard attached to the spinning factory of Barron and Forbes in

Tepic, I first met with this rare and pretty species. Tliis lovely retreat is called Jauja, and is indeed just

what its name implies, a garden of Paradise. It is situated on the banks of a clear running stream, tliat pro-

pels the machinery of the factory, a large enclosure to itself, with the limpid waters sweeping around more
than one-half its length.

"Everything that art and taste could suggest has here been exhibited in the admirable distribution of

nearly every kind of tropical fruit trees, as well as some of the northern ones ; orange groves and mango,
with their dark evergreen foliage, forming the most delightftil and shady bowers, perfumed with the fragrance

of innumerable native as well as exotic flowers, plantains, coffee,— really a wilderness of plants, kejit in

elegant order, among which gravelly walks lead in every directioti ; all of which appears as an oasis amid
the thorny and scrubby brush peculiar to the surrounding country. A fit spot to attract the various species of

birds for many miles around.

"In Jauja, where everything is conducted in a quiet and systematic manner, birds are never molested, but
seem to form a part of the richly ornamented grounds in whicli they love to dwell; and iu this genial clime,

wliere frost and snows are unknown, they have no desire to leave it. Here they rear their young, and their

voices are heard in their varied songs, every month in the year. My first visit to this sjjot was in the month
of May (the commencement of the breeding season), when all the birds were in their finest song and feather.

Such a busy scene, and such a medley of song, I have seldom witnessed. It seemed as though all the vocal-

ists of the forest and field had collected here for a grand concert, a kind of national congress of musicians or

May-day festival, each endeavoring to outvie his neighbor.

"This was the only locality in the vicinity of Tepic in which I fouml this oriole. I saw them feeding upon
the ripe coflee berries, aud probing the ripest oranges with their sharp bills and sucking the juice. There
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were only a few of them, iiml I lielieve tliey seldom left the garden. Subsequently I procured specimens in a

garden near Guadalajara, and saw some in cages in the City of IMexico. I have never met with it in the for-

est of the Western Coast region, and consider it comparatively rather a rare species in Western Mexico."

90. Icterus pustulatus (Wagl.).

Tej)ic, Grayson ; Mazatlan, Xantus, Bisclioif ; Plains of Colima, Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

" Of the numerous species of orioles inhabiting the Tropics, this one is the most familiar about the locality

of MazAtlan, and indeed all of Western Mexico. I found it as far south as Tehuantepec, Guadalajara, Tejjic,

and other places, where I always met with it as a well-known and common species. Its long pensile nest, its

sprightly little song, and more especially the gay plumage of a fully adult male, renders it a consjsicuous bird

among the feathered songsters of its native woods.

"The nests are generally suspended fi'om a tough, slender branch or recumbent twig of the acacia tree,

protected from the intense rays of the sun by the beautiful canopy of its fringed foliaged branches. Such a

tree as the tamarind acacia is often selected, and one or two nests are sometimes seen swaying in the breeze,

beneath the generous shade of this perennial beauty of the forest. The nest is composed of the thread-like or

elastic fibres of the maguey plant. I have seen some in which cotton thread and twine were component parts

of its elastic and firm structure. The nests are of various lengths, conformable to the materials at hand for

the intricate formation of the warp necessary for the weaving of this unique and airy abode, in which to rear

their little family. The inside bottom is lined with the downy substance of the tree cotton, intermixed with

a few feathers. In one nest I found an entire skein of yellow silk, which it had doubtless picked up where

some village brunette had dropped it.

"The eggs are generally five in number, rather long, of a pale blue gi'ouud, with numerous hieroglyphic

scratches confluent arounil the larger end."

91. Icterus graysoni Cass.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., siv, p. 280.

" Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 336.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

" This fine species I found to be quite abundant upon the Three Marias, where it appears to be local and

peculiar."

92. Ilolothriis jJecoris var. obscurus (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

"The remarkable and apparently unnatural habits of this species, in pi-eparing no nest in which to rear

their young, but selecting those of other birds, distributing an egg in each, leaving it to be hatched and the

nestling to be reared by foster parents, is well kno-mi to ornithcjlogists, as well as to the scrutinizing observer

of nature, whose wonders are revealed to him in many strange forms.

"The birds whose nests are selected in which to deposit its egg are usually smaller than itself In the vicin-

ity of Mazatlan, the beautiful and basket-shaped nest of Vireosyluia flavoviridis seems to be the one pre-

ferred. This Vireo is a summer visitant from the regions of Central America ; soon after their arrival they

commence their nidification, which is in May and the early part of June. The nest is generally placed pen-

dant between two branches, usually low down. I have found this species quite abundant on a small, thickly

wooded peninsula near the soa-shore, but a short distance from the city of Mazatlan. Here I have seen the

female Cow-bird stealthily seeking an opportunity to drop its egg in the nest of the Vireo. She at length

finds this opportunity in the absence of the true owners of the nest, but not before one egg at least has been

laid does she deposit hers by its side, otherwise the Vireo would abandon it. The intruder's egg is first

hatched, and the others a" little after. The larger size and greater strength of the foundling absorbs

all the attention of the poor dupe of a dame, and she proves a very aftectionate and assiduous nurse to the

uncouth stranger.

"The Cow-bird is very numerous in the region of Mazatlan and Tejiic, and in fact pretty generally dis-

tributed over Mexico. About Mazatlan they are seen in large flocks, often in company with the larger species

of this genus, M. ceneus."
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93. 3folothrus ceneus (Wagl.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Manzanilla Bay, Mts. of Colima, Xantus.

"We now come to a larger species of Molothrns or Cow-bird, whose habits, though less known than the

preceding smaller species, are, however, very similar so far as my own observation is concerned. That this spe-

cies also deposits its eggs in the nests of other birds, I have not the least doubt ; indeed, I am fully convinced
fi-om the facts which have presented themselves to me when I have been assiduously watching their move-
ments during the breeding season.

"On the 19th of May, 1868, whilst hunting in the woods near Mazatlan, I discovered a nest of the Bull-

head Fly-catcher {Pitangtis clerbianus), which is a common species in this region, and builds a laro-e nest,

dome-shaped, the entrance being on the side. Whilst I was quietly looking at the nest (which was about
forty feet from the ground), I observeil a female Red-eyed Cow-bird among the branches of the same tree

looking very melancholy. Suddenly she darted towards the nest, upon the side of which she perched, and
immediately attempted to enter, but the vigilance of the fly-catcher was too acute, and observing the intrusion

upon her sacred domieil, quickly attacked the Cow-bird and drove her instantly away. I soon after s.aw the

same bird examining the nest of the Mazatlan Oriole {Ictenis pustulatus), but as there had been no egg yet
laid in the nest, it did not seem to suit her, and she soon disappeared in the intricacies of the forests, leaving

me strongly impressed as to her intentions.

"The exceedingly thorny nature of the woods in this country renders the close observation of the nests ot

birds very difficult, almost impracticable.

"The Red-ej'ed Cow-bird is a very common species in North-western Mexico; it may be seen frequenting

the villages and towns in flocks, associating with the Crackles and smaller Cow-birds. They are Generally

distributed throughout Mexico. I shot a young male in San Bias which had attracted my attention by its

having what I supposed a snow-white crest, but on being examined it proved to be a piece of white cloth

stitched in the scalp, and trimmed to represent the comb of a cock ; it had doubtless been done when the bird

was very young by some of the natives, as the wounds of the operation were entirely healed."

94. Agelaius phceniceus (J-ivan..).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

95. Agelaius guhernator (Wagl.).

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

"Abundant in the vicinity of Tepic, inhabiting the fresh water marshes, also in similar localities near
Mazatlan; resident."

96. Xanthocejjhalus ictei'ocephahis (Bp.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

97. Sturnella magna var. neglecta (And.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A constant resident from Mazatlan to the high central plains near Guadalajara."

98. Scolecophagus cyanocephalus (Wagl.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

99. Quiscalus major Vieill.

Manzanilla Bay, Plains of Colima, Xantus.

100. Quiscalus major var. macrourus Sw.
Guadalajara, Grayson.

"I procured specimens of this large species only in the vicinity of Guadalajara, and I thought I saw it in
San Bias on the sea coast. I have not met with it in the locality of Mazatlan."
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101. Qulscalus major xnr. palustris (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"I was not aw;ire until I saw Mr. Cassin's desciiptioii (Proc. AcaJ. Nat. Sci., Phil., 18GG, p. 411) that two
species existed in tlie M.izatlan region. I always sii|)poije(l those with brownish tliiyhs {Q. jmlustris) to be
young birds in immature plumage. I have examined a good many, and all with brown thighs ajtpeared to

me to be young birds of the year, and the adult birds answering to the description of Q. tetiuirostris, having
the thiglis blue-black like the rest of the under parts, without a shade of brown. Mr. Cassin, however, is

doubtless correct, and Mr. Swainson's discovery of the same bird in the valley of Mexico, and describing it as

a distinct species, is a strong support to Mr. Cassin's conclusion. I shall endeavor, however, to throw as much
light as possible upon the subject, by a more careful observation in future, in order that the facts may be
entirely set at rest in my mind.

" It is a ' close shave ' in determining some of these nearly allied species. Q. major and our present bird,

Q. pnlustris, are vei-y much alike, as well as Q. teniiirostris, all inhabiting the lower countiies. A still larger

Boat-tailed Grackle {Q. macrourus Sw.) is quite common near Guadalajara, living most of the time in the

irrigated gardens and orchards, where I found them breeding among the orange trees.

" Q. palustris is very common in the coast region of Mazatlan, where it is seen in flocks frequenting the

marshes on the Esteros, in search of small crabs and water insects. Many of them, liowever, take up their

abode in the towns and villages, and become very docile ; they are there attracted by the grains of waste

maize, and the refuse crumbs and meats thrown from the dwellings. In the town of San Bias they are so

numerous and domestic as to be a nuisance, often entering the houses and carrying off whatever kind of pro-

vision they can find, meat as well as grain. At the hotel where I was stopping in that town, it was necessary

to keep a servant watching the table, whilst the meals were being prepared, to keep them from demolishing

the tortillas and beans. In the city of Mazatlan, about twenty congregate in front of my window to receive

tlieir daily bread, a few crumbs of which 1 throw to them every morning.

"They always build tlieir nests in communities, selecting a grove of ordinary sized trees, usually near some

fresh water lagoon, and sometimes in the trees that ornament the dwellings of the natives. The nests are

placed in the topmost branches, and are composed of coarse grass and roots externally, and plastereil inside

with cow-dung or nuul. The eggs are usually live, of a pale blue color, with numerous zigzag marks of black."

Pi'obaljly Col. Grayson's first conclusion was right in considering the birds found at

Mazatlan with blue thiglis and with brown ones, as diflerent ages of the same species, viz.,

Q. palustris. Unfortunately the promised further investigation was prevented by his pre-

mature death. It is therefore desirable that specimens of the Quiscalus with blue-black

thighs, from the vicinity of Mazatlan, should be examined, that its true position may be

ascertained ; three male specimens of Q. jialusirls in the collection have their thighs dark

brown.

Col. Grayson erroneously quotes Mr. Cassin as stating that Q. tenuirostrls has the thighs

blue-black, and as being found at Mazatlan. Mr. Cassin gives no special locality, only

" from Mexico," and does not give the color of the tibia. However, Swainson says, " in-

habits the marshes adjoining Mexico." And on an examination of Q. tenuirostrls in the

Philadelphia Academy, 1 found the thighs to be of an ochreous brown, much hghter than

those of Q. palustris, \\hicli are of a very dark brown ; its occurrence at Mazatlan, per-

haps, may be considered to be doubtful.

The brown thighs, therefore, will not answer as a distinguishing character for Q. jialus-

tris, the fact of Q. tenuirostris also having them brown, seems to have escaped the observa-

tion of Mr. Cassin.

Mr. Cassin has strangely erred in giving the feet of Q. tenuirostris as black, instead of

which the tarsi and toes are of a clear brownish-red, and the claws brown ; the tarsi, toes

and claws of Q. palustris are black, but these Mr. C;i:sin has not noticed.
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I have no doubt that the two species are rightly determined by Mr. Cassin, for m gen-

eral coloration and in form they are as descriljed by Mr. Swaiuson and Ijy himself. The

bill of Q. 2J(tIns(rls is shorter, and very much wider at the base than in Q. tenuirost7'is, the

latter species is somewhat larger in all its measurements.

Fam. CoRViD^.

102. Corvus corax var. carnivorus Bartram.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Not common, but occasionally met with at any season."

103. Corvus mexicanus Schl.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus.

" So for as I am acquainted with this species it appears to be confined in its geographical distribution to the

northwestern parts of Mexico, bordering the sea coast. In Tehuantcpec I did not see it, nor have I met with

it anywhere in the interior far from the sea. It is quite common at San Bias and Santiago River, and I am
inclined to believe that its geograjjhical range rests principally within the limits of these regions.

"It breeds in San Bias, forming its nest in the tall cocoanut palms that grow in the town, and I also found

some breeding similarly in the suliurbs of Mazatlan ; but it is more nuraeroiis on the Mazatlan River; there I

discovered its nest in the thorny mimosa trees. The nest is composed of small sticks and grass, much like

that of the common crow ; the eggs too are much like those of that species, but smaller.

"This is the smallest crow yet discovered upon our Continent, and is decidedly the handsomest. It is itn-

possiblc to convey to the reader, either by pen or pencil, the glossy satin-like appearance of its plumage ; in

some lights exhibiting the most delicate and beautiful shades of purple, violet and bronzy reflections, so

smooth, compact and soft is it, that the light trembles and scintillates from its surface as from polished steel.

Its form is compact, and its general appearance much like the common crow, as well as its habits, though the

present species is a little more arborial, feeding upon the various kinds of fruit which it finds in the trees of

the tropical forests. Like the common crow, however, it often descends to the ground in search of insects

and their larva, which it hunts for by turning up bits of wood, and in the newly ploughed fields ; but it may
be more frequently seen upon the seashore at low tide, near the mouth of the Esteros, searching for the small

crabs, snails and other shell-fish that abound in such localities.

"In the fell and winter months they congregate in large flocks, visiting the fields of luilian corn first rip-

ened, in which they do considerable damage ; but unlike the American crow, he is not i)ersecuted to death

for this bit of roguery. The natives seldom molest them. They sometimes visit the sand bars of the river in

large flocks, for the purj>ose of bathing. The voice of this crow is something like that of the common species,

but less harsh, indeed some of its notes are quite musical."

104. Cyanocitta beecheyi (Vig.).

Ci/anocorax beecheyi Finsch, Abh. uat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 333.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischofl'; Tres Marias, Xantus.

"This, I believe, is the largest of the true jays, nearly as largo as the small crow found in the same locality,

and which the male very much resembles about the head. The colors are very rich and decided, all the under

parts, head and nock, of a jetty-black, the back, wings and tail being of a beautiful blue, with a purplish

wash ; the bill of the female is yellow, that of the male black ; the feet of both being yellow, armed with

sharp strong claws, nearly as powerful in their grip as those of some small hawks; no difference in the colors

of the male and female, except in the bill and eyes.

"There is nothing it will not [lilfer and carry off, if able to do so, when it visits the huts and ranclios of the

natives, and hen's eggs he is particularly fond of; he never fails to rob every bird's nest of its eggs, provi<led

the parents are not successful in driving him off, but in these thieving exploits he is very shy and quiet, gen-

erally succeeding in evading the weaker parent birds, who do all in their power to drive the heartless invader

away from their dear treasures.
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"The geographical distribution of tliis jay is less extensive than the TJiTnca (C.coUiei); I did not meet
with it in Telmantepec, and I think it more abundant in Sinaloa, or Northwestern Mexico than it is farther

south. I have generally met with it among the low scrubby forests of the poorer lands of Sinaloa, to which

it seems to be more jiartial than the rank woods in some parts of the country. Its food consists of grubs,

beetles, and various kinds of insects ; also many kinds of fruit ; it is also very fond of meat ; corn when to be

had he is very partial to, and holding the grain between his claws, he divides it with great dexterity by ham-

mering it with his strong bill. Iris of the male yellow, that of the female gray."

lu Xantus' collection I find specimens of this species obtained on tlie Tres Marias

Islands, which I was not aware of when I gave a list of the birds found there.

105. Cissolopha sanblasianus (Lafr.).

Plains of Colima, Manzanilla Bay, Los Trochas, Xantus.

106. Calocitta colUei (Vig.).

" " Finsch, Abb. nat. Yer. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 334.

" elerjans " " " " " p. 335.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, Bischoff.

"All the Jay family are more or less addicted to mimicry, gesticulation, and a great propensity to thieving,

robbing evei-y bird's nest of its eggs, or even its young, if not driven off by the owner. The Urraca is an

adept in all these accomplishments, if not superior to his congeners in cunning and intelligence.

"After the month of September the Urracas in funilies of seven or eight will almost invariably be found in

company with the small flocks of Double-crested Oiioles ( Cassiculus tnclanicterus), with whom they continue

all the winter until the breeding season arrives. They follow the orioles through all their perigrinations in

the wooils, in order to share a part of the various beetles, grasshoppers and other insects, and their larvae

which the more active orioles are better fitteil to uncover from their hiding places in the bark and leaves of

trees. They thus pass the time hunting amicably together, the orioles seeming to be satisfied with their

society, and at the same time the ever vigilant Urracas, being on the alert, give timely warning of danger.

" The UiTaca Jay builds its nest in May; it is composed of rough thorny sticks, and lined with moss or

fibres of roots and grass ; it is about as large as that of a magpie, and like that bird, a great deal of caution is

observed in locating it in some inaccessible thorny tree.

"Of the numerous species of jays, the Urraca excels all in size and showy appearance, his elegant form, his

splendid iilumage of glossy blue upon the upper parts, whilst his under dress is a pure white; his very long

and graduated tail, the two central feathers of which in some individuals measure two feet; the ample re-

curved crest of black feathers tipped with blue, surmounting a well-shaped head, the jetty plumage of his

neck and throat, forming a crescent upon his white breast, like an escutcheon — all of which gives to our hero

a truly regal and princely air, beautifully harmonizing with tlie tropical forest in which he lives.

"It is a habitant of Western .Mexico, generally met with in the thick and voluptuous forest of the tierra

calienie, near tlie Pacific coast. It is seldom seen to the eastward of the summit of the Cordilleras. Its

geographical range being from Sinaloa, Mexico, to Central America; in all this region it is common, though an

interesting bird to the traveller or native, and generally elicits a full share of admiration as he appears con-

spicuous among the numerous gaudy tenants of his native woods. Often have I p.aused upon the road to

watch his eccentricities, his dodges, his taunts and jeers, of which he is unsjjaring to the stranger. They
will then follow the traveller for half a mile or more, until their curiosity seems to be satisfied, when suddenly,

with the greatest seeming contempt, they will fly off with their wings and tail spread to their fullest extent,

uttering a loud squally note, seeming to say— Adios Gringo!

"The adult has the crest of the head black, the feathers forming it often tipped with blue, and sometimes

entirely black. A young male now before me has all the feathers forming the crest distinctly tipped with

white. In the young or iiiiniature birds the black of the cliin and throat is replaced by a dirty white, with a

mixture of black, edged with a black crescent-shaped band dividing it from the pure white of the rest of the

under parts.

"There is no perceptible diHerence in the sexes."
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In the different collections there are seventeen specimens, all purporting to be this spe-

cies ; nine of them are fully adult ; in these the long central crest feathers are black, with

their ends just tinged with blue ; six of the others have the crest feathers ending with

white ; one of these specimens is younger, it has the chin black, the throat bluish-white,

surrounded with black; this seems to be the stage of plumage on which Dr. Finsch, I. c,

founded his new species, C elegans. The other two are nearly adult, and in fine plumage,

the ends of the crest feathers blue, just tipped with bluish-white. It appears therefore

that the long crest feathers are tipped with white in the younger birds, and that this color

is gradually replaced by blue in the adult. The markings, also, on the ends of the shorter

crest feathers diifer in the various si^ecimens, showing a transition from white to blue.

There app^'s to be some irregularity in acquiring the fully mature plumage ; in some the

throat is entirely black, while the crest feathers are still tipped with white ; in others the

white has entirely disappeared from the crest feathers, and the throat feathers have their

ends bluish-Avhite, retaining on that part the plumage of the immature bird.

Mr. Salvin suggests that the difference of plumage between C. colliei and the C. elegans

of Dr. Finsch, may be sexual. But, as stated by Col. Grayson, the sexes do not difler in

plumage ; this is also shown by the examples, there being old and young of both sexes in

which the plumage is the same.

I much fear that the species of my friend Dr. Finsch cannot be sustained, and had he the

same evidence before him that I have, he would doubtless come to the same conclusion.

107. Calocitta formosa (Sw.).

Manzanilla Bay, Eio de la Ameria, Xantus.

108. Xanthoiira luxuosa (Less.).

Sierra Madre, Xantus.

Fam. Dendrocolaptid^.

109. Dendrornis menfalis Baird.
" Ann. Lye, N. Y., viii., p. 481.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, Bischofl'; Tepic, Xantus.

Fam. Tyrannic^.

110. Attlla ciwiamomeus Lawr.
" " Ann. Lye, N. Y., x., p. 8.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Not a common species, found in this locality the entire year, inhabits the thick woods ; I also found it in

the State of Jalisco, near Tepic. It feeds upon the various kinds of wasps and bees ; the stout and numerous
rictal bristles are well arranged to protect it from their sting. Tlie singular form of the bill is a distinguishing

feature in this species; it has the appearance of being slightly curved upwards to near the tip, which is bent

downwards in a very acute point, the culmen very prominent, the under mandible curved upwards, commis-
sure nearly straight, bill notched at point."

111. Sai/oniis nigricans (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.
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112. Camptostoma imberbe Scl.

Mazatlan, San Bias, Grayson.

" Shot near San Bias, in the hitter part of June ; found in the vicinity of Mazatlan. Not common, but

appears to be resident."

113. Elainea placens Scl.

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 279.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

" Resident in all localities of the Tres Marias Islands."

114. Myiozetetes texensis (Giraud).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Tepic, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Tonila, Xantus.

"Like the Bull-headed Flycatcher (Piian^ws derbianits), this also builds a dome-shaped nest, and very

large for the size of the bird. The nest is composed of materials similar to the larger kind. It is a little sin-

gular that of the numerous flycatchers, these are the only known species that construct their nests in this

peculiar form.

" The Red-crowned Flycatcher is not an uncommon species in the region of Mazatlan, where it may be met

with in the sparsely wooded districts, in which there are scattering large trees and stunted thorny underwood,

near some fresh water stream or lagoon.

" The notes are shrill and clear, with but little variation, and wlien uttering them it has a peculiar manner

of stretching its neck and casting its head from side to side, whilst its tail is in active motion. The males

have frequent combats during the love or breeding season, and they sometimes fall to the ground clinched

together in these furious paroxysms of rage
;
jealousy seems to be the prime cause of these assault and bat-

tery cases, and the victor is rewarded by winning the object of contention. Although it builds its nest in the

same tree with other birds, yet it will not be on such intimate terms with its own species. It sits ujion its

perch waiting for the passing winged insects of its choice, which it pursues with a rapid flight, the wings

making a rustling noise, when in the act of darting on its prey."

115. Pitanrjus dei'hianus (Kaup.).

Smirophagus derbianus Finscli, Abh. nat. Ver. zu. Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BiscliofF; Plains of Colima, Xantns.

"This is a common and abundant species, inhabiting the western and northwestern parts of Mexico. I

found it equally as common in Tehuantepec as in the region of Muzatlan, where its loud shrill notes of hii>-

se-dee, hip-se-dee, may be heard .at all seasons of the year, but more particularly during the breeding season,

when it is excessively garrulous. It is more frequently met with in the neighborhood of fresh water streams

and lagoons, and I have often observed them dart into the water after w.ater insects and minnows that were

swimming near the surface, not unlike the kingfisher; but they usually pursue and capture on the wing the

larger kinds of Coleoptera and Neuroptera, swallowing its prey entire after first beating it a few times against

its perch. They are usually in pairs, b\it T have also seen as many as twenty about a stagnant pool, w.atching

its turbid water for insects and small fish, for which they seem to have a great partiality.

" The nest of this species is very large, and its construction differs from all the Tyrannidse of which I have

any knowledge, except M. texensis. It is dome-shaped or covered, with the entrance on the side, whilst the

other species build a nest saucer-shaped. The nest of the Bull-headed Flycatcher is usually placed in the

forks of the branches of very thorny trees, twenty-five or thirty feet from the ground ; it is composed of very

coarse material of either straw or lichens, sometimes of both ; the lining, however, is of firmer and more

elastic fibres. Other birds sometimes make their nests in the same or nearest tree ; such as J/ texensis, O.

melanictems and I. pustulatus.

" The eggs of this flycatcher are usually five in number ; they are of moderate size, rather lengthened, of a

light cream color, with a small reddish speck ; the shell is delicate and easily broken."
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116. Myiodynastes htieiventris Bp.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Mts. of Coliraa, Xantus.

"Not a common species; inhabits tlie tall trees of the woods. I have only met with it in the months of

May and June, at which time they were nesting. I have also found it near Tepic, in the State of Jalisco, in

the month of May. As I have not met with a single bird of this species during the winter months, I am led

to the conclusion that they migrate southward after the breeding season is over."

117. Pi/rocephalus ruhineus var. mexicamis Scl.

" mexicanus Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 330.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"Abounds in "Western Mexico, throughout a greater portion of which it is a constant resident. I found it

along the entire route from Tepic to the City of Mexico. Its favorite resort is along the borders of small

streams or stagnant pools, where it perches upon some low dry branch, from whence it darts upon the skim-

ming water flies and Hymenopterous insects that resort to such localities. It seldom perches upon a high

tree, and is never met with in tlie thick forests. They are very abundant in the vicinity of Tepic, where I

found several of their nests in May and June. The nests were always over the water of a lagoon, or the

river of Tepic, generally in the fork of a small thorny bush without leaves, and densely covered with gray

lichens or moss ; so nearly does it resemble the lichens among which it is placed as to render its detection

difficult, were it not for the birds themselves, who exhibit great uneasiness when their nest is approached.

The eggs are five in number, very delicate, of a cream color, with purplish-brown spots."

118. 3I(trephorus 2:)ha'ocercus Scl.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff.

119. Empidonnx fiavh^entris var. difficilis Baird.

difficUls Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 279.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Gi'ayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" Found in the vicinity of Mazatlan, quite common ; also at Tepic and the Tres Marias Islands. All the

specimens procured by me were in the winter and spring months. I am not certain that it remains through-

out the summer."

120. Empidonax traiUll var. pusillus (Sw. and Eich.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

121. Contopus virens var. rlcJiardsoni (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

122. Contopus j^ei'linax Cab. et Hein.

Tepic, Mazatlan River, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"This flycatcher is found here at all seasons, and at Tepic."

123. 3fyiarclms mexicanus (Kaup.), [cooperi Baird).

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 278.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" This large flycatcher I found in the vicinity of Guadalajara, Tepic, and quite common in the ticrra call-

cnCe; also a few specimens procured in the Tres Marias Islands.

" I discovered the nest in a hollow stump about five feet from the ground ; the hole was vertical, and at
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the bottom, about a foot fi-om the top, was the nest, composed of hair, wool, and the castings of a snake; tne

hole was just large enough to admit my hand to extract the eggs, five in number, which are of a cream color,

with numerous reddish-brown splashes."

124. 3fj/iarchus lawrencii (Giraud).
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 279.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" Common and resident in the Marias ; found also on the main-land in this locality, but not so numerous."

125. Myiarchus cinerascens Lawr.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Inhabits the woodland districts; common all the year."

126. Tyrannus melancholicus var. satrapa Cab. et Heine.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

"This is one of the most common flycntchers in Northwestern Mexico, and is pretty well distributed

throughout .all of the interior. They inhabit the open country usually in pairs, and are constant residents of

the locality to which they have become attached, seldom migr.ating to any great distance. They are very

pugnacious during the breeding season, attacking and pursuing every bird, particularly the crows and hawks

that come in the neighborhood of their nests. It performs some beautiful evolutions in the air when in pur-

suit of the various winged insects upon which it preys."

127. Tyrannus melancholicus var. couchii Baird.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

128. Tyrannus vociferans Sw.

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

129. Tyrannus verticaUs Say.

Tepic, Grayson ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

130. Tyrannus crassirostris Sw.

Megarhynckus crassirostris Finsch, Abli. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Rio Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This large and handsome flycatcher is a h.abitant of Western Mexico, .and perhaps its geographical range

extends further south. Unlike most of the flycatchers, it invariably perches upon the topmost branches of

the tallest trees, always preferring a withered branch or leafless tree, where its vision is unobstructed whilst

calmly waiting for its prey to jjass, which consists of the larger beetles, and other winged insects. When one

of them passes within range of its keen vision, it immediately gives pursuit, and if successful in capturing it

will return to its perch, and after beating its prize on the branch until dead, or stunned, swallows it entire.

When sitting upon its lofty perch quietly surveying the scene around, it has a proud and kingly .appearance,

seeming to disdain to turn his head toward the lower brushwood, where his smaller congeners are pursuing

their more humble avocation in darting at, and snapping up, the smaller winged insects. They are generally

found in pairs, and build their nests upon a horizontal branch of very large and tall trees, where they are in-

accessible to the naturalist. During the breeding season they are very tyr.annical, attacking with ferocity

every bird, hawk, crow or vulture, that should happen to approach too near their domicil."
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Fam. CoTlNGlD^.

131. Tityra personata Jard. and Selb.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Sierra Madre, Xantus.

" Generally seen in very lofty trees, either in small flocks, but more usually solitary, or in pairs. It feeds on

various kinds of fruit, as also insects which I have seen it dart after, like the flycatchers. I have found it in

this locality in the months of November, February, April and June. It doubtless breeds in the mountainous

regions of this latitude. It has no song, the voice being rather harsh."

132. Hadrostomus aglalce var. affinis Elliot.

" " " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 279.

Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Not numerous upon the islands, usually met with in the thick woods. Not found upon the main-land in

the locality of Mazatlan."

133. Hadrostomus albiventris Lawr.
" " Ann. Lye, N. Y., viii., p. 475.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoif ; Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" I have only seen one bird of this species, a male shot in February."

Fam. MoMOTiD^.

134. Momohis mexicanus Sw.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, Bischoff j Plains of Colima, Xantus.

" This curious bird inhabits the darkest woods of the tierra caliente. It breeds in tlio ground like the king-

fishers; the eggs are three to four, clear white, and elliptical in shape. A constant resident in this locality, and

quite common in Tehuantepec. It subsists chiefly upon insects."

Fam. Alcedinid^.

135. Ceryle alcyon (Linn.).

" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Common at all seasons."

136. Ceryle torquata (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This species preeminently exceeds all others of its genus in size ; one bird at a little distance off, when seen

in its usual haunts, would be apt to be taken for the common Belted Kingfisher, its habits and general ap-

pearance being simil.ar; but upon a near investigation we find a bird of much larger size, the colors and mark-

ings of some parts of its plumage difierent, its notes, too, are less clamorous and more feeble.

"I have seen the largest kingfisher only near the sea coast, in the vicinity of Mazatlan River, but not on

that stream. They seem to prefer the stagnant pools and lagoons, whose waters are murky and densely

shaded with overhanging trees; here upon some dried branch it sits quietly watching the opaque water for

whatever finny creature may make its appearance upon the surface, when if not too large, it instantly darts or

plunges headlong upon it ; after securing the prey in its powerful bill, it bears it to the perch, and beating it

a few times upon the perch swallows it entire. Small fishes constitute almost its principal food, but fi-ogs and

small water re])tiles are often struck and devoured by it. Tliis species does not seem to be so wary as its near

congener, the Belted. I have approached it quite near, in order to observe its habits, and it appeared to be
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very little concerned at my presence. In examining the stomach of one shot by me, I found it crammed
with the small fry peculiar to muddy pools, among which was a mud catfish of considerable size. It doubtless

breeds in holes scratched in sand cliffs, like the other members of this family, but I have never encountered
the nest."

137. Ceryle amazona (Lath.).

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 328.

Mazatlan, Grajsou ; Tupila River, Xantus.

"This handsome species is not common, but I have found it about the Rio Mazatlan at nearly all seasons.

It appears to be a constant resident."

138. Ceryle americana var. cahinisi (Tsch.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus; Tepic, Grayson; Plains of Colima, Tupila River, Xantus.

" This handsome little species usually inhabits the small fresh water streams, especially those of the moun-
tains, and sometimes the estuaries on the sea coast. In the region of Tepic it is quite common, and I saw it

in several localities from that point on the road to Guadalajara. It is a constant resident."

Fam. Trogootd^.

139. Trocjon ambigims Gould.
" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xtv., p. 272.

" Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 326.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"This richly plumaged bii-d is a habitant of the warmer regions of Mexico, from Sinaloa to Central Amer-
ica, on the west side. It is to be met with only in the dark forests of the tierra callente. It breeds in the

hollows of trees like the parrots; incubates in June and July."

This species has been in some cases mistaken for T. mexicamis ; although much alike in

general coloring, they may be readily separated by the colors and distinctive markings of

the tail.

T. ambiguus has the central tail feathers coppery-red, with a rather broad terminal black

bar ; the outer feathers are brownish-black at their bases, with their ends white, the inter-

mediate portion of these feathers is white, marked on both webs with very narrow irregu-

lar freckled lines of black, or as expressed by Pi'ince Bonaparte, " nigro vermictiJatis."

In T. m.exlcanus the central tail feathers are bluish-green, ending narrowly with black

;

the lateral feathers are black ending with white, but the white color of the ends not evenly

defined, as in T. ambigims ; the outer webs are very regulaily barred with white, and the

margin of the inner webs marked with white indentations.

T. mexicanus is probably peculiar to Eastern Mexico ; my specimen came from Jalapa.

It is accurately figured by Swainson (Zool. Ills., 2d series, pi. 82).

140. Trogon citreolus Gould.

" Finsch, Abh. nat. Yer. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 327.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Well distributed throughout the forests uf tlic tierra callente of this region. I found it also in Tehuante-

pec. Native, and does not migrate."
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This has been confonnded with T. inelanoceplialus from Eastern Mexico and Honduras,

but they may easily be distinguished from each other by the extent of white in the hxteral

tail feathers ; in T. melanocephalus, the white occupies about an inch of the end of each

of the outer three feathers, and is evenly separated from the black of the rest of the

feather ; whereas the exposed portion of the outer lateral feather in T. ciireolus is entirely

white, the next nearly so, and the third featlier irregularly white at the end. Numerous
specimens are in Prof. Sumichrast's collection from Tehuantepec.

Fam. Caprimulgid^.

141. Chordeiies iexensis Lawr.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This I have founil to be a common species in Western Mexico, particularly in the vicinity of San Bias and

Mazatlan. I also found it in Tehuantepec. Like all the birds of this genus, it rests quietly during the day

npon the ground, or some old moss-covered log, darkly shaded, and in the most gloomy and secluded jjarts of

the forest. They will suffer themselves to be almost trodden upon .at times before taking wing, .and were they

to remain quiet they could scarcely be perceived, so nearly are they of the color of the withered leaves or

the mossy log on which they rest.

" Its flight is easy and graceful, at times skimming low to the earth, and at others soaring to a great height

whilst in pursuit of nocturnal insects, upon which it chiefly subsists ; they usually make their appearance a

little after sunset in considerable numbers.

" The egg is deposited on the withered leaves without the least appearance of a nest, in some retired spot

in the woods ; there are sometimes two eggs, but usually one, of a cream color."

142. Nyctidromus alhicollis (Gm.).

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 273.

Mazatlan, Plains of Cohma, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

Fam. Ctpselid^.

. There are no specimens of this Family in any of the collections from Western Mexico,

but on Col. Grayson's list there are the English names of three species, viz.—
Chimney Swift, Black SAviffc, Largest Swift.

In the absence of specimens these cannot be identified.

Fam. Trochilidje.

143. Thahirania lucice Lawr.

" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Tres Marias Islands, Grayson.

144. Florisuga mellivora (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Tres Marias, Xantus.

145. Ccdothorax lucifer (Sw.).

Trochilus " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 329.

Sierra Madre, Grayson ; ex Finsch.

Dr. Finsch has this species in his list of some birds obtained from Col. Grayson's collec-
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tion. There are no specimens in any of the collections from "Western Mexico received bj

the Smithsonian, nor do I notice any humming bii'd referred to by Col. Grayson that can

be this species.

liG. Petasophora ihalassina (Sw.).

« « Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Tres Marias, Xantus.

147. Heliomaster leocadicB (Bourc).

Mazatlan, Gi-ayson.

148. Cyanomia quadricolor (Vieill.).

Mazatlan, Guadalajara, Grayson.

" Summer visitant ; very rare ; shot in July."

149. Cymiomia guatemalensis Gould.

« « Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Tres Marias, Xantus.

150. Pyrrhophcena graysoni Lawr.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 283.

Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Tliis large and handsome species is abundant and peculiar to the Islands of the Tres Marias."

151. Pyrrhoplimna cinnamomea (Less.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A common species in the entire Pacific slope of Mexico ; it is a constant resident. This resembles the

Tres Marias Islands species (f. graysoni), but is much smaller, and is not found upon the Marias.

"The nest of this species is beautifully formed like a small cup, attached to a very slender branch or twig;

the materials of which it is comj)osed are the down of plants, woven and cemented together with the silken

threads of caterpillars' or spiders' webs, and the whole of the outside covered with the most delicate lichens.

I procured the nest in August ; it contained three eggs."

152. Circe latirostris (Sw.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 282.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"This species is common in the tierra caliente to Tehuaiitepec, and abundant in the Tres Marias Islands."

153. Chlorostilhon insularis Lawr.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Tres Marias, Grayson.

Fam. CucuLiD^.

154. Crotophaga snJcirosiris (Sw.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, BischofF; Tepic, Grayson; Plains of Cohma, Xantus.

" This is a common species in this locality, and throughout western tierra caliente. They associate in small

flocks of eight or ten, and are fond of jiicking the ticks oft' the cattle. It does not migrate. The nest is
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usually built in a thorny tree or bnsli, at a moderate heiglit, and composed of thorns and dried twigs exte-

riorly, and lined with fibrous roots; the eggs are usually five, the outside of the shell is rough and white, the

inside is gi-een."

155. Playa ridibiindus (Gm.), (mexicanus Sw.).

Pyrrhcoccyx mexicanus Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 356.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, BischofF; Tupila River, Plains of Colima, Xantus.

156. 3Iorococcyx eythrojyygia (Less.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

157. Coccyzus americanus (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A summer visitant; makes its appearance in June, and disappears about the middle of September. Usu-
ally inhabits the mangrove swamps in this locality, where it breeds."

158. Geococcyx mexicanus (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus.

" This remarkable bird, which the Mexicans call 'Churea, or Correa del Caniino' (Road-runner), so called

from the habit it sometimes has of running along a path or road— seldom fails to attract the attention of the

traveller by its solitary and peculiar habits, and often, too, in the moimtainous regions and desert countries,

where no other living creature is to be seen. Although met with in such localities, it is, however, not en-

tu-ely confined to them, as it is an equal habitant of some portions of the thinly wooded parts of the tierra

caliente of the West, where the trees are scrubby and the country open, as the barren and rocky great central

plains of Mexico. It seems to prefer a hilly country but scantily supplied with vegetation, where the numer-
ous species of Cacti form impenetrable thorny thickets. Here the Road-runner wanders in solitude, subsist-

ing upon grasshoppers, mice, lizards, etc.

"It is most usually met with upon the ground, and as soon as it discovers the presence of danger, or the

intruder, instantly runs ofi" with remarkable fleetness to the nearest thicket or hill, where it generally escapes

from its pursuers, either by concealment, or a short flight from one hill to anotlier. If a tree with low

branches be convenient it will spring into that, and soon reaching the top will fly off to the distance of an

hundred yards or more ; it appears to rise from the level ground with much difficulty. It is very quick in its

motions, active and vigilant ; indeed its fleetness enables it to elude its pursuers, although one may be

mounted on a good horse, or a dog may be in the train ; but this is only for a short distance, as it could soon

be run down by the horse or dog, were not some convenient thicket or hill near, from which to take its flight

from the latter, or conceal itself among the branches of the former."

Fam. PiciD^.

159. Campephilus guatemalensis (Hartl.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio de la Ameria, Xantus.

" This fine species is common in the larger forests, and a constant resident."

160. Dryocojnis scapularis (Vig.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Plains of Colima, Tupila River, Xantus.

"Common, and well distributed in the tieiTa calieyite; a constant resident."

3XSU0IRS BOST. SOC. NAT. niST. VOL. 11. 74
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161. Picus scalaris var. graysoni Baird.

" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiY., p. 273.

" lucasanus Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 354.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" I found this species abundant in the Islands of the Tres Marias, where it is a constant resident. It there

bores its nest in the tall and soft flower stem of the maguey plant. It is also common upon the main-land in

this locality. It subsists entirely upon insects."

Prof. Baird considers the bird from Mazatlan and the Tres Marias to be a variety of P.

scalaris, to which he has assigned the name given above ; it more resembles the typical

P. scalaris than it does P. lucasanus, to which Dr. Finsch refers it. P. lucasanus is also

a race of P. scalaris, but with longer wings, bUl, and tail. The characteristics of the dif-

ferent varieties of P. scalaris will be pointed out by Prof Baird in his new work on the

Birds of North America, soon to be published.

162. Sjjhyrajncus varius (Linn.).

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

163. 3felaner2:)es formicivorus (Sw.).

Tonila, Jalisco, Xantus.

164. Centurus elegans (Sw.).

" " Fin.sch, Abli. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. -3')6.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common visitant; also in Guadalajara, Tepic and Sonora.

" This handsome woodpecker is one of the most common species inhabiting the region of Mazatlan, and is

noted for boring its nest in the Giant Cactus ( Cereiis giganteus), which, with wonderful persever.ance and labor,

amid the innumerable sharp spines of this singular plant, it picks out a hole projecting downwards, sufficiently

ample for its nest. The inner wood of this cactus is very tough and fibrous, and it really seems astonishing

that the bird is at all able to penetrate to the depth at which it generally forms its nest. The entrance is

just sufficient to admit one at a time, but gradually widening as it descends to the depth of six or eight

inches, where the eggs are deposited on the bare wood. Both male and female work at the nest until finished.

They also feed upon the fi-uit of this plant, wliich, when ripe, is the most beautiful carmine red.

" Tlie nest once made is used for some years after, if not too much distorted by the growth of the plant.

This woodpecker, however, does not confine itself exclusively to the cactus for making its nest ; the smooth

tnink of the palm is also a favorite; sometimes as many as two or three nests may be seen in the stem of one

palm, and frequently the tree is ultimately destroyed from this cause in a singular manner. The small seeds

of the Wild Fig {Ficus americanus) are deposited in the woodpecker's nest, either by bird or bat, which the

moisture of the rainy season causes to germinate, and the peculiarly rapid growth of this tree, soon after

germinating, sends to the ground a tendril, which takes root in the moist earth, and in a few years the slender

palm is entirely enveloped in the powerful embraces of this giant of the woods. I have often seen the singu-

lar vegetable phenomenon of the crown of the palm projecting from the body and above the wide spreading

branches of the wild fig, thus having the appearance of one trunk and two diffi;rent heads.

" The eggs are generally three in number, and of a transparent white."

165. Centurus %iro2Vjgialis Baird.

Mazatlan, Guadalajara, Tepic, Grayson.

"To be met with at all seasons of the year in some localities, not abundant. It bores its nest in decayed

trees, and sometimes in the stem of the palm."
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Fam. PsiTTACiD^.

166. Slttace militaris (Linn.).

" " Fiuscli, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 352.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This magnificent sj)ecies inhabits tlio western part of Mexico; found only in that belt of land known as

the ' tierras calientes' which lies between the seacoast and the Coidilleias chain. Here it niigi-ates from one

locality to another in quest of food suited to its taste, but never crossing the pi-incipal chain to the eastward.

I h.ave found it, however, very far up the mountidns, at an altitude of three or four thous.md feet, when such

aliments as they were partial to being in season drew them from the lowlands to the mountains. It may be

found at all seasons of the year near the seacoast, fi-om Mazatlan southward to Acajiulco, but they are more

particularly abundant in the region of Rio Mazatlan, where they find plenty of subsistence in the great forest

here abounding.

" The Guacamayo is so called by the natives from the fact that it never descends to the ground but once

during the year, and that is in the month of May ; hence the name literally translated means ' May Giiaca.'

They alight upon the ground at this season of the year in search of a certain kind of hard nut, of which they

are very fond, and no longer find in the trees which bear it. The tree of this nut the Mexicans call 'Ava,' a

species of ' Nux Vomica
' ; both the milky sap of the tree, as well as the fruit, are deadly poison to any other

animal but this parrot. The natives use the sap for stunning fish. The tree grows near the borders of rivers,

or in rich alluvial valleys, to a large size. The wood is white and tough, the outer bark armed with short and

Bharp spines; the leaf is broad and ovate; the pod that contains the fruit is spherical, and about twelve

inches in cireuiiiference, divided into sixteen sections, in each of which is the button-shaped kernel. The
shell is exceedingly hard, but the enormous bill and powerful jaws of the Guacamayo enables it to split each

one of the sections with apparent ease. From the time this nut commences to ripen in December until it

disappears about the beginning of spring, it forms the principal article of subsistence for this macaw. It also

feeds upon the small cocoanut, or nuts of the 'Royal Palm,' which are also very hard, but not proof against

the strong bill of this parrot. The weight of the Ava ball, when green, exceeds a pound, yet I h.ave seen

with surprise these parrots after gnawing off the tough stem, handle it in their huge claws without incon-

venience, and even fly a short distance with it in tlieir be.aks. It also feeds upon various species of Ac.icia

beans, together with other kinds of wild fruit ; the corn fields are sometimes visited by it.

"The Guacamayo is gregarious, except during the breeding season, but continue in ])airs throughout the

year. When migrating to some distimce they pass at a great height, flying in pairs, uttering their discordant

and harsh cries. They congregate foi' many miles around to some chosen spot to roost, which they continue

to visit for many mouths, roosting upon the toj)m(ist branches of the tallest trees.

"They breed in the holes of trees, usually in the Iliguera, or Wild Fig, which is the largest tree of these

forests, depositing their eggs upon the bare wood ; the eggs are wdiite, two in number, and a little less than

those of the common hen ; their breeding season commences in April, and both male and female perform the

duties of incubation."

167. Conurus holochlorus var. hrevijies Baird.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 298.

Socorro Island, Grayson.

"Upon stepping on the shore of this island for the first time, I felt as one always feels when entering upon

a strange laml, where man has but seldoni made his footprints, and where all was silent, but the melodies of

the little songsters that gazed with wonder into my eyes. This feeling of inteiest or cariosity was the more

augmented as I entered a grove of green trees that sheltered numbers of the handsome green parrots that

climVted among their branches, or sat near the ground on some low twigs, caressing each other, looking at me
with silent astonishment, without appearing to have the least sense of fear at my pi-esence. I was the first

human being in all probability they had ever beheld; how little they suspected that man, the destroyer, now
stood before them, with the death dealing instrument on his shoulder. \Vith a tender solicitude for their un-

sophisticated tameness, I felt a conscientious delicacy in shooting one, even for a specimen ; but when I

remembered that I came for the purpose of making ornithological collections, anil tliat a few of them were
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required for the advancement of the science, as well as a new addition to the drawings in my portfolio, I no

longer hesitated, but selecting the most adult and distant one from me, fired and killed it. The report of my

gun awakened the entire grove from its dreamy spell. The greatest tumult ensued ; they were terror stricken,

but they knew not the cause ; one of their number lay weltering upon the ground in the agonies of the last

Btruo-o-le for life. Around this they gathered, unmindful of luy presence, perching upon the low brush over

it, and even upon the ground, when suddenly their chattering, whistling voices ceased, and they all seemed to

gaze with mute amazement, doubtless for the first time, on the strange mystery of death.

"I soon found that I did not require my fowling-piece to procure specimens; they were so remarkably

tame as to be easily taken with a running noose fixed on the end of a rod. Three cages were filled by the

boys, but were unfortunately left, owing to our sudden and unexpected departure from the island. I, how-

ever, brought away a sufficient number of skins."

168. Comims petzii (Halm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Plains of Colima, Manzanilla Bay, Rio de Coahuyana,

Xantus.

"This species is common and resident."

169. Ckrysotis kvaillantii Gray.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 271.

Tres Marias, Grayson ; Tupila River, Rio de Coahuyana, Xantus.

" It is only within very recent years that one of the Tres Marias Islands has become partially inhabited by

the cutters of Cedra, and as recently as 1865, when I visited these islands for the first time, I found these

birds so tame and unsuspecting at the ajiproacb of a human being, as to be easily taken by simply putting a

running noose of twine upon the end of a slender pole, and slipping it gently over the head wliile they are

busy feeding among the low branches, or quietly sitting upon a limb of a tree. Many of the parrots are cap-

tured by the woodcutters and sold to the vessels touching there for a cargo of timber. They are also carried

to Tcpif, San Bias, Mazatlan, and other points on the coast, and sold at from one to five dollars. Upon a

subsequent visit to these islands, in 1867, on my return from Socorro Island, I found that their numbers liad

diminished considerably, and they had become so shy as to be difficult to approach ; they had learned the arts

and tricks of man, and kept him at a respectful distance.

" I saw nests of this parrot, all in the hollows of large trees, one only of which I was able to reach ; this

was in a large smooth bark tree, known here as 'Palo Prieto '; the eggs (two in number) lay upon the bare

rotten wood, which had been a little scooped out, forming a slight indentation. The eggs are a clear white, a

good deal larger than those of a tame pigeon, and of an elliptical form."

170. Chrysotis alhifrons (Sparrm.).

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 352.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF.

"This lovely species inhabits the warmer regions of Western INIexico, and is closely allied to the Red-fronted

Parrot; although it is smaller, and its plumage more brilliant, yet its natural habits are so nearly similar that

the description of one would answer for tlie other. They are found in the same localities, and subsist upon

the same kind of food. But the flocks keep separate, never assimilating with its near congener. They .are,

however, not so numerous as the red-fronted species. It is easily domesticated when taken young, and can be

taught to utter words very clearly. It is a great favorite with the natives."

171. Chrysotis jinschii G. R. Gray.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Xantus, Bischoff; Rio de la Ameria, Colima, Xantus.

"The Red-fronted Parrot is distintrnisbeil Vty a rather prominent forehead of peach red or dark carmine, the

feathers composing it are short and bristly ; tlie bill nearly white or pale yellow, and the tongue black. It is
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a liandsome and well known species in western Mexico, inhabiting the region of tierrus calientes, or western

slope of the Cordilleras, more aljundant near the seacoast than the mountainous regions, and its geographical

distribution extends from southern Sonora to Tehuantcpec, and perhaps farther south. They are gregai'ious,

assembling in large flocks, and are more numerous in the region of Mazatlau than any other portion of the

country that I have visited. The forests in some localities, pai'ticularly where some kinds of fruit are in sea-

son, appear at times to be alive with them, only in the morning and evening, however, when they are seeking

for their favorite food ; they are then flying hither and thither through the woods, or perching and climbing

among the branches that contain the fruit they are in search of, keeping up at the same time an incessant

din of chattering, and this, mingled with the loud and harsli screams of the large green macaws, pro-

duces a very discordant and disagreeable forest music. They often visit the cornfields or milpas in great

numbers, about the time the gi'een corn or maize commences to mature, committing great depredations, and

often destroying the small milpas of the natives unless they are guarded.

" If taken from their nest before they are fledged, they may be taught to pronounce some words very dis-

tinctly, as well as sing and whistle tunes. Their season for incubation commences in the latter part of March,

or early part of April, at which time they quietly divide oflT into pairs and seek a hollow in some large tree,

where they deposit their eggs without any more nest than the bare rotten wood, which is generally smoothed

off a little by the birds, both of which perform an equal part in the task of incubation ; the eggs, two in

number, are a clear white ; the young are fed by the parents for some time after they are able to fly. The pair

from the same nest generally remain together through life. By an extraordinary provision of nature, it is

seldom (if ever) that the young are of the same sex, but always male and female.

" It is the presumption of many that parrots do not drink water in their wild state, but this is a mistake
;

they have their watering places, which is on some secluded brook overhung with trees, where they go about

the hour of ten or eleven, a.m., to drink, and often bathe also."

172. Psittacula cyanopyga De Souance.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 271.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 353.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoflf ; Tres Marias, Grayson ; Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

" The smallest of parrots, and quite abundant in the region of Mazatlan and the Tres Marias Islands ; they

associate in considerable flocks ; their flight is much like a flock of common rice birds ; resident."

Fam. STKIGIDiE.

173. Speofyto cimicularia var. hypocjcea (Bp.).

Athene CMiiicularia Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 270.

Tres Marias, Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Found usually along the open sea beach ,at night in search of small crabs, vipon which it chiefly subsists in

the Marias ; also met with upon the main-land in this locality."

174. 3Iicrathene whitneyi (Cooper).

" Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 300.

Socorro Island, Grayson.

" Three specimens of this least of all owls were captured on the island. They were always found among
the branches of the evergreen low trees. It seems to feed entirely upon the small land crabs, which are

abundant near the sea."

175. Glcmcidium ferrugineum (Max.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A common species in this locality, and resident."

UEHOIRS BOST. SOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 75
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176. Gkmcidhan infuscaium var. gnoma Wagl.

Mazatlan, Gi^ayson ; Colima, Xautus.

177. Syrnmm vlrcjahim Cass.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

178. Strix flammea vix\\ prailncola Bp.

" 2Jratiiicola Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 270.

Tres Marias, Grayson ; Colima, Ameria River, Xantus.

"This species is common all over Mexico ; I tliscovered a nest in the hollow of a tree on the Rio Mazatlan."

Fam. Falconid^.

179. CircKS cyaneus var. Jmdsonms (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

180. Accipiter fuscus (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This well-known and widely distributed species is very common in Western Mexico, where I have found

them in all seasons of the year, and in ditferent stages of iilumage. One day I witnessed an act of this hawk

which goes far to illustrate its habits of perseverance in hunting out the game it may be in quest of; a brood

of half grown chickens was attacked by it, one of which had t.aken shelter beneath the- bottom rail of a

fence ; there was barely room between the rail and the ground to admit the fowl ; the little hawk, after perch-

in"- for a few moments on the top of the fence, lit upon the ground, and actually reached its slender claws

under the rail, dragged the unfortunate chicken from its hiding jjlace, carried it off a hundred yards

to the bottom of a dry creek, where I fulloweil it up and recovered the chicken, with whicli he was unable to

rise above the bank of the creek. Field mice also constitute a part of its subsistence, but to quails and

young chickens he seems to give a decided prefeience. I have never been able to find the nest of this hawk,

though I am well convinced it breeds in this region."

181. Accipiter cooperi Bp.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Like the Sharp-shinned Hawk, and one or two others of a closely allied species, it has the habit of flying

very swiftly near the ground when hunting for its prey, as if to come upon it suddenly without being seen

;

when thus upon its tour of rapine, the birds lay close under cover, well knowing the brave and desperate

spirit of this keen little hawk. At last he surprises a flock of quail, his fiivorite game; onward he dashes

among them; the aftrighted birds are so confused and panic-stricken, as scarcely to know which course to flee;

they scramble in every direction, but the reckless hunter in an instant has selected one, and furiously dashes

headlong amidst the brambles and grass in which the unfortunate game endeavors to make its escape, but too

late— the crying and plaintive notes of the poor quail are heard ; he has seized it in his powerful and sharp

claws, and immediately bears it oft^ flying near the ground, until he finds some secluded spot beneath a canopy

of bushes and vines, where either upon a prostrate log or on the ground, it devours its prey at leisure.

"I have found this hawk not uucominon in the locality of Mazatlan during the winter months."

182. Asturina plagiata (Liclit.).

" " Finscli, Abh. nat. Ver. zn Bremen, 1S70, p. 325.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"I have met with tliis liawk in all of Western Mexico wherever my rambles have led me, fi-om Tehuantepec

to Sinaloa. It is rather sluggish in its habits, sitting for hours upon the limb of some decayed tree iu appar-

ent listlessness, permitting you to approach very near without moving from his perch, then flying but a short
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distance before again alighting. Although its flight is vigorous anil quick, anrl the feet and claws sharp and

strong, yet its prey consists of the more humble and weaker creatures of the wood and field, such as lizards,

small snakes, field mice, etc. These are indeed his staff of life. But in the general breeding season of birds,

when the young are not fully fledged, and are just beginning to try their tender wings from the parent nest,

it is then it finds opportunities to change its usual diet of lizards ami snakes, to the more tender young birds

of any species that may come in his way. He often visits the poultry of the natives and carries off young

chickens ; will follow the Chachalaca (or wild tree chicken) and her young brood through the densest woods,

in his skulking way, until an opportunity offers to pounce upon one of them, thus keeping the mother con-

stantly on the alert ; she will defend her brood with great courage when he makes the attack, but he is often

too quick for her vigilance, and carries off one at a time from day to day, until her precious chicks are mostly

all devoured by the sly manoeuvering of this hawk. The nest is generally placed in the branch of some very

thorny acacia, and inaccessible in consequence of the thorns ; it seems to be composed of dry twigs, grass and

moss; incubation takes place as early as February and March."

183. Micrastur semitorcfiatus (Vieill.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Among the great variety of hawks to be met with in a single day's excursion in the locality of Mazatlan,

none are so easily recognized as this peculiar and interesting species. I have only found it in the heavy for-

ests, or the immediate vicinity of a thickly wooded country, where its slender form and lengthened tail

attracts our attention as it swiftly glides through the tangled woods, with that remarkable ease which we

have often noticed in the Sharp-shinned Hawk {A. fuscus). It appears to be strictly arboreal in its habits, and

possessed of wonderful activity, either in springing from branch to branch without opening its wings, or rap-

idly darting through the intricacies of the brush with apparently but little difliculty. I have seldom seen one

of these hawks in an open country, and have never seen one flying higher than the tree tops, where they are

met with. Its wings are rather short, and its flight is performed by rapidly repeated strokes, only for a short

distance at a time. It preys upon various species of wood birds, which it captures by darting upon them on

the ground or in the bushes; but the Chachalaca is its fovorite game; this is a gallinaceous bird, or wild

chicken, about the size of, or lighter than, the common hen, and is entirely arboreal, seldom running upon

the gi'ouml, but is able by its peculiarly formed feet to cling to, or spring raiiidly through, the thickest

branches with great agility ; but this hawk follows it with equal facility, until an ojiportunity offers to strike

its prey, then both come to the ground together, the hawk being the lighter bird. I witnessed a scene of this

kind that took place when I was endeavoring to get a shot at a Chachalaca, as it was jumping about the very

thick branches of an acacia, overgrown with lianes; it appeared to be in great distress, uttering its harsh notes

of alarm, and sprearling its fan-shaped tail ; suddenly I saw one of these hawks pounce upon it, when with

harsh screams of terror au'l pain the Chachalaca dragged his captor to the ground, where they struggled for a

few moments, but the unfortunate bird was soon overcome. The struggling and screams of the Chachalaca

created a great commotion among the denizens of the woods ; far and near were heard the harsh cries of other

members of its famil}^, and the Urraca Magpie, with streaming tail and ludicrous gesticulations, as well as the

Blue-back Jay, and other birds in the neighborhood, gathered around to witness the scene of raj)ino ; suddenly

appeared in the midst of this clamor a larger hawk {Buteo harrisi And.), which rushed at once up(jn the caj)-

tor of the Chachalaca; unable to withstand so heavy a charge, he was compelled to give uj) his honestly cap-

tured prey to a superior force, thus proving the old adage that ' might is right.' The slender but compact

figure of our present subject was now seen perched upon a neighboring bough, scrutinizing with a vicious eye,

the moi-e poweiful but less active bird of prey, as he vainly attempted to bear off the lifeless fonn of the

Chachalaca; but there was one yet mightier than he, I observed it for a few moments, then shot it, as also

the Long-tailed Hawk, thiis securing all three.

" They build their nest of dry twigs and moss, which is placed in a very tall tree, but below the higher

braiH-Iics; the only nest I have seen w.as inaccessible, therefore I regret that I am unable to describe the eggs."

184. Geranospha (jrac'iUs var. nlgcr (Dubus).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Among the great variety of the family of this region, this one seems to be the most delicately and feebly

formed as well as the rarest. I have never been able to procure but two specimens, which I found near fi'esh
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water ponds in the low groumls near the Rio Mazatlan. One shot in Febrnary had just captured a large water

fi-og; the otlier was shot near the same locahty in Ajiril. In the stomach of each I found partly digested the

remains of frogs, and in one a small water snake. It is of a sluggish nature, sitting for hours upon the limb

of a tree in apparent listlessness."

185. Ilerpetotheres cachinnans (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This remarkable species is only to be met with in the thick forests of the warmer regions, its geographical

range extending very probably into Central and South America. I found it equally as common in the locality

of Tehuantepec as that of Mazatlan ; northward its range stops in the densely wooded districts of the west-

ern and southern parts of Sonora. It is one of the most peculiar and easily identified hawks of this region,

not only from its well-defined markings, its large and broadly crested head, but its well known scream of

Guaco (pronounced icaco), which is often rejieated for an hour or so at a time, either late in the evening, or

early in the morning. When heard at twilight amid the solemn and eternal woods of these latitudes, a feel-

ing of melancholy is produced upon the weary traveller, far from his native land, as he threads some dark and

intricate path, crowded on all sides with impenetrable undergrowth, and overhung with the arched branches

of trees of immense size and strange forms. This hawk is often found in pairs, and the answer to each other's

call makes, at times, a singular medley of talking and laughing together. It is seldom seen in an open coun-

try, or soaring at any great height. Its flight is a quick successive movement of the wings, passing through

the woods, or across an opening with vajiiil ease. It subsists almost entirely upon reptiles and rodents, which

its stout claws are well adapted for holding, and its rough scaly legs are armored against tlieir bites. It some-

times, however, preys upon birds."

186. Falco j^eregrinus var. anatum Bp.
" " " n'ujriceps Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 268.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"In the vicinity of Mazatlan I have, at different times, observed the American Peregrine, some of which I

shot and preserved. A pair of these falcons have bred in a cliff on an island near Mazatlan, called Venado

(deer) island; I discovered the eyry in the early part of April, 1862, in company with Lt. Remington, of the

British navy. We were in search of the eggs of a certain species of tern, but could find no others than those

of the Brown Pelican (P.fuscus), the nests of which were quite numerous; whilst tlius occupied, we observed

a pair of Peregrines flying around, and sometimes darting into a cavity in the cliff far above our heads ; we

attempted every means to reach the nest, but found it inaccessible. Before leaving the spot, we saw one of

them enter the cavity with a bird in its claws, from which we came to the conclusion that the nest contained

young. The food of the Peregrine Falcon is principally birds of all kinds, but it shows a decided partiality tor

the smaller species of ducks, pigeons and the like. It seldom strikes its prey upon the ground, and should a

bird enter cover when being pursued, it immediately passes on in search of other objects of its fancy."

187. HijpotriorcMs columharius (Linn.).

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 269.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Graj'son.

" I have found this species quite common in Western Mexico, as far west as the Islands of the Tres ]\[arias,

off the coast some seventy or eighty miles. I have shot it in the vicinity of Mazatlan. also Tepic, where it is

frequently to be met with. I observed one of these hawks whilst in Tejilc, perched daily upon the top

branches of a tree that grew upon the plaza, being near my window where I was making some drawings, and

could see all its movements. It seemed to subsist entirely upon the small Cow-pen Blackbinls, which are very

numerous about the streets and vacant lots of Tepic. As soon as it captured its victim it immediately re-

turned to this same tree, where it was devoured at leisure. I have known it to capture three of these birds

from eight o'clock to twelve, m. It remained, and continued its usual avocations in the same locality nearly

the whole time I remained in Tepic, from November to January."
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188. HyiJotriorcMs femoralis (Temm.).

Falco femoralis Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 362.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This handsome little hawk may be recognized when at some distance ofi; while upon the wing, by its

lengthened and fan-like tail. I found it not uncommon in the vicinity of Mazatlan and San Bias, where I

have shot and preserved specimens in the winter months, and with many opportunities of observing its habits.

It seems to prefer a sparsely wooded country, where there are scattered trees and low bushes. In its habits I

am reminded at times of the Sharp-shinned Hawk (^4. fuscus) in its stealthy nianner of hunting for its prey
beneath the thick foliage of the \\-oods, flying near the ground, or perching in secluded places, from whence it

watclied, cat-like, for quails, ground doves, etc. It, howe\er, may be seen at other times, f:Jcon-like, boldly

pursuing its prey in the open country, and the smaller species of ducks, as well as pigeons, plovers and sand-

pipers, are attacked and captured on the wing by this swift flying little falcon. I am not aware that it breeds

in this locality, not having seen one during the season of nidificatiou."

189. Hijpotriorchis rufigularis (Daud.).
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiy, p. 2G9.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" We should see this species in its ethereal element to become enraptured witli its graceful movements, and
the wonderful rapidity of its flight. I have seen seven or eight at difierent times in the locality of Mazatlan,

and it was a long time before I was able to procure a specimen. Wiiilst hunting in the vicinity of San Bias,

in an old clearing, I saw one of these hawks dart at and seize a little ground dove, when it was endeavoiing
to make its escape by flight ; this dove is a swift flyer, but the little peregiiue came up with it so suddenly as

to make it appear almost stationary; indeed it passed over my head like an arrow just sj^rung from a bow
;

after striking its prey it ascended to the top of one of the tall dead trees in the clearing, to make his morning

repast. Again I was disappointed in not securing this hawk. I at last succeeded in shooting one near the

Rio Mazatlan in the month of February, 1867. I regret I am unable to describe its nest and eggs, never hav-

ing seen the eyry of this rare little falcon."

190. Tinnunculiis sparoerius (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 269.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Unlike the true falcons, it feeds almost exclusively upon insects, such as grasshoppers, beetles, slugs, etc.,

sometimes, but rarely, it captures a field mouse or sparrow. It is very seldom seen in the woods, but is always

to be met with in an open grassy country, or an old field, perched upon a stake or dry shrub, where it watches

patiently from day to day for the objects upon which it preys. It may be frequently seen balancing itself in

the air for a few moments, at a moderate height, and then suddenly darting to the grounrl for a grasshopper.

The SpaiTow Hawk lays its eggs in the hollow of some tree, but more frequently in a liole which the larger

species of woodpeckers have made so laboriously for their own nest. The eggs, sometimes five in number,

are of a pale buS" color with numerous specks, or blotches of reddish brown ; they are a little larger than

those of the domestic pigeon; the male assists in the duties of incubation, and during this season is particu-

larly attentive to the female. I have known this hawk on several occasions to roost in deserted houses, where

beneath the roofs of such it found shelter from the inclemency of the weather."

191. Buteo horenJls var. cahtriis Cass.

" ''
, " montanus Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 301.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"A common species in the Marias, also found in the vicinity of Mazatlan. Resident in these localities."
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192. Buteo horealls var. costaricensis Eidg.

" " " montanus Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 301.

Socorro Island, Grayson.

193. Buteo nigricollis Lath.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" No locality that I have ever visited in my researches for tlic objects pertaining to ornithology equals that

where the Mazatlan River forms an expansive valley near the seacoast, for the great numbers and varieties of

hawks there met witli. They seem to assemble in this fovorite spot fi'om far and near, and almost all the

known species are i-cpresented here dining the dry season. This may be accounted for fi-om the fact that this

extensive region is diversified with rudely cultivated farms, old fields overgrown with brambles and weeds,

impenetrable thorny woods and forests of large trees, interspersed here and there with stagnant lagoons and

lakes, through the centre of which wiml the clear waters of the Rio Mazatlan. Here abounds animal life in

great abundance ; the old neglected fields overgi-own with matted vegetation harbor innumerable field-mice

and other rodents ; here various species of lizards and snakes dart through the thickets when scared from

their sunny beds. The lagoons furnish otlier reptiles ; swarms of ducks and various kinds of water-fowl re-

sort to their slimy waters ; the woods are enlivened with great numbers of birds, all of which furnish to the

different species of hawks their favorite prej^.

" The remarkable species which heads this article I discovered in this locality ; it is entirely new to me, and

I have not yet seen it mentioned in any vohime at my command ; the specimen has been sent to the National

Institution at Washington for identification. The flight of this hawk seems rather heavy, resemblhig some-

what the common Fish Hawk, the wings ajipearing very broad, and the tail remarkably short. Upon exam-

ining the contents of the stomach after skinning it, I found only the remains of fish, one of which had been

but freshly devoured ; it was a species of perch found in the lagoons and rivers of this region."

194. Buieo alhonotatus Gray.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Not common, resident. It flies easily and gracefully, sometimes at a great height. I have seen it fre-

quently balance itself in the air when in search of its pi'cy, which it appeared to be watching for in the grass

or weeds, where such rodents as it preys upon inhabit. I have sometimes, when it was sailing around, taken

it for the Turkey Vulture, its fliglit and perigrinations in tlic air, as well as its color, at a distance, so much

resembling that common bird."

195. Craxirex unicinctus var. harrisii (And.).

Morphnus tmicinctus Finsch, Abli. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 363.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Jalisco, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

"A common species at aU seasons, in every locality."

196. Uruhitincja zomtra (Shaw).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"This fine species is not a very common one ; it is resident in the interior parts of the tierras calientes, and

does not inhabit the vicinity of the esteros and seacoast as V. anthracina does."

197. Uruhitinga aiithracina (Licht.).

Mazatlan, San Bias, Grayson.

"Common at all seasons; usually fnind about the esteros and marshes near the seacoast, subsisting chiefly

upon land crabs."
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198. Pcmdion halicetus var. caroUnensis (Gm.).
" caroUnensis Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 268.

Colima, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" I discovered the nest on a rock adjacent to the shore of the northern Mai'ias Island, with young in it, and

another nest in a cactus ; it is quite common about Ma/.athui."

199. Polyhorus tharus var. audiibonii Cass.

" cmchibonii Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 268.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" In general appearance this resembles some of the Larger hawks, and although it subsists principally on

dead animals and other oifal, it, however, docs sometimes capture young or disabled birds, lizards, snakes and

land crabs. It generally carries off its prey in the beak, but I have also frequently seen it using the claws for

that purpose, as the hawks do. It walks with facility ou the ground, and may often be met in the thick

woods walking about in search of reptiles, etc., with as much ease as an ambulatory fowl.

"It is sluggish in its habits, and rather docile, frequenting the vicinity of towns and ranches, often in com-

pany with the Black Vulture, with whom it perforins no inconsiderable part as a scavenger.

" I found the Caracara quite abundant on the Tres Marias Islands ; in the vicinity of Mazatlan it is a very

common species, and, in fact, all ]iarts of Western Mexico that I have visited. After gorging themselves

with offal they sit perched for hours upon a branch of a tree, or the tliorny tip of a cactus, bringing to mind

the supposition that this may be the celebrated eagle of the Montezinuas, now the escutcheon of the Mexican

banner.

" The nest of the C.ar.acara is generally placed on trees, and sometimes said to be on rocky cliffs. One

which I discovered, and had a fliir opportunity of examining, was built on the huge branches of the giant

cactus, about fifteen or twenty feet from the ground. The nest was large and loosely built of course dry twigs,

and lined with grass and leaves ; it contained three eggs, whicli were nearly ready to be hatched ; they were

about the size of a domestic hen's egg; tlie ground color a dirty white with numerous large blotches of red-

dish-brown and small irregular spots, more continent around the larger end."

Fani. VuLTUKIDiE.

200. Sarcoramphiis pcqjci (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Three specimens of this species were captured in the mountains near Ac.aponetti, about eighty miles

southeast of Mazatbn ; the only place it seems in whicli they have been discovered in Northwestern Mexico.

The three individuals were captured in this locality through tlie ingenuity of an old native Indian. One

died (fortunately for me) afler reaching Mazatlan ; it was a good specimen, and a female."

201. Cathartes aura (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. IL, xiv., p. 267.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

" This is very numerous in Western Mexico, and I found it as far south as Tehuantepec, and in the Tres

Marias. They seem to be constantly engaged upon the mission for which a wise dispensation of Providence

has intended them, that of passing in large circles at a moderate height, seeking out and devouring the pu-

trid bodies of animals, offal, an^l other filth, which would breed a pestilence were it not for such agencies as

the Turkey Buzzard and its coadjutors."

202. Cathartes atratus (Bartram).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"It may be met with in all Mexico, but is more common in the tierras calientes. They are gregarious at

all seasons of the year, associnting in considerable flocks, and when one of their number discovers a dead car-
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casf?, the others soon follo\r, when they foil to -n-ork devouring it with sucli greediness and jiell mell confusion,

as to appear like a blaek disorderly mass of wings and tails, making at the same time a hoarse blowing noise;

often at this interesting moment, when they are the least watchful, a dog or coyote will bound in among the

pile, scattering them in every direction ; most of them will settle on the ground near by, wliilst others will

sail around, waiting patiently until the dog is satisfied, when they again commence on the carcass, and if not

molested will gorge themselves to such a degree that many of the flock are unable to rise from the ground.

They will frequently attack young lambs and pigs, biting off their ears and tails; I have seen a whole litter

of pigs mutilated in this way; this is the only complaint ever made against this useful scavenger. They are

very numerous about Mazatlan, and to a new comer present a strange scene by their exceeding tameness;

they line the beach at times, feeding upon the ofial there found. They may be seen sitting upon the houses

and fences sunning themselves, in rows, looking very lazy indeed, but they are the scavengers, and are per-

mitted to do just as they please. On the outer points of the port of Mazatlan, is a high peaked island near

the shore, partially overgrown with low scrubby trees and cactus, called the Crcston. For years the Black

Vultures have made this their roosting place in company with the Gray Pelican, perching upon the low brush,

and even upon the rocks, in great numbers."

Fam. CoLTBiBiD^.

203. Cohcmha fasciata Say.

" Mountains," Grayson.

204. Cohcmha flavirostris (Wagl.).
" " Proc. Best. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 274.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson ; Sierra Madre, Xantus.

" This fine species in some localities of Western Mexico is quite abundant, particularly in the region of

Mazatlan River. It frequents the larger forests, and feeds upon various kinds of bemes, acorns, and the

tender buds of some trees. It is partially gregarious, but is often seen solitary and in pairs. Small flocks of

from twenty to fifty migrate from one part of the country to another in search of its favorite food. I have

found it at a considerable height on the western slope of the Sierras Madres, feeding upon acorns, that are

there in abundance in some seasons. The flesh of this pigeon is tough, and sometimes bitter to the taste,

caused by the bitter acorn, and also by an astringent kind of berry, upon which they may be subsisting at

the time. As a game bird it is inferior to most of our pigeons for the table, but being a large and handsome

bird it is sure to attract the .attention of the gunner. They are not easily approached, however, being very

shy, and without the strictest caution the hunter would not be able to fill his bag with this game in a long

day's tramp."

205. Zenaidura carolinensis (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common throughout Mexico, more so on the high central plains."

206. Zenaidura graysoni Baird.

Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 299.

Socorro Island, Grayson.

"During our sojourn upon the island we saw and captured several of these doves, they were always alone

and silent, with a melancholy look, as if lost. Two of them came separately to our camp, both of which we
secured after watching their habits awhile. They were remarkably tame, appearing to be unconscious of

danger, walking about on the ground picking up crumbs of bread."
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207. Chcemepelia pallescens Baird.

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 300.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Socorro, Grayson.

" In Western Mexico, and particularly the Mazatlan region, it is more abundant than in any other locality,

frequenting the brushy and grassy districts, especially old fields, where the rank weeds furnish them with

the small seeds upon which they feed. Their flight is strong and rapid, and when first started from cover

their wings produce a whirring sound, almost equal to the quail. They do not associate in flocks, but are

found scattered singly or in pairs ; in like manner they migrate from one place to another, more frequently

solitary. The flesh constitutes a delicate raorceau for the breakfast table, as it is white and juicy, but they are

seldom shot for this purpose, being too small for the waste of ammunition, or the trouble of preparing

them for the table."

208. Scardafella inca (Less.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"I found this little species also in Guadalajara and Tepic; it is distributed throughout Western Mexico

generally, and a constant resident."

209. Melopelia leucoptera (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Xantus.

"Among the varieties of doves which I have found inhabiting Western Mexico and its islands, the White-

wing Dove is one of the most common and numerous. Occasionally they may be seen in considerable flocks

visiting the cornfields, for the purpose of picking up grains of corn, for which it shows a decided partiality,

although its chief means of subsistence consists of small seeds and berries. The white of the wing, as well

as its size, renders it conspicuous game, and a kind that can always be readily found by the hunter in the

woods or fields, and easily procured. They are distributed over the greater part of Western Mexico, espec-

ially the tierra caliente region. I found it very abundant in Tehuante]>ec, and it is doubtless found much
farther southward ; northward it extends into Sonora. The cooing of this dove is loud, and considerably

varied; it is not so plaintive as that of most of the genus. Their nests are formed of small dry twigs, loosely

put together on the horizontal branches of trees, at a moderate height from the ground, usually in an exposed

and careless manner. The male assists in incubation, and they rear two or three broods in a season, but this

is not common. They are sometimes domesticated by the natives, and become very tame and familiar ; but

if their wings are suflTered to grow, they soon Avander oflT and mix with the wild ones."

210. Leptoptila alhifrons Bp.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 274.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"This 'ground dove,' as its name indicates, is usually met with upon the ground in search of its food, or

sometimes resting upon low branches, or old logs, and always in the thickest woods, out of which they are

seldom seen. It walks and runs with gre.at facility upon the ground, whilst its flight is always low amidst

the bushes or underbrush, ,as if to conceal itself, and not long continued, usually alighting upon the ground

beneath a massive canopy of underbrush, where it continues to walk or run to elude pursuit, or search for its

food. When suddenly started from its retreat, the wings whir, accompanied by a whistling sound, very simi-

lar to that of the wood-cock. Its habits are solitary, never congregating into flocks, and only during the

breeding season do we ever find a pair together. Differing from all our American doves, it deposits its eggs

upon the ground, forming scarcely any nest ; the eggs are two, and white ; the young soon follow the mother,

before being able to fly, like some of the gallinaceous birds."
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Fam. Pexelopid^.

211. Penelope purpiirascens Wagl.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Toiiila, Xantus.

"This fine bird is entirely arboreal in its habits, an<l it is only to be met with in the large forests of the

wanner regions of Mexico. Its flesh is white, and nearly as good as that of the turkey."

212. Ortalida jJoUocephala Wagl.

Tupila River, Xantus.

213. Ortalida wagleri Gray.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Iris dark brown, feet gray, bare space around eye reddish-blue, gills red. Length, 261 in.; wing, 10; tail,

12 ; t.arsi, 3.

"This is the only species found in the locality of IMazatlan of the genus Ortalida. It is well distributed

throughout the woods of the tierra caliente, from Sonora as far south as about the region of Colima ; beyond

that it is replaced by a closely allied species, which is very abundant in Tehuantepec, western side ; neither

of the species ever cross the Cordilleras to the eastern slope, so for as my observation Is concerned."

Fam. Meleagrid^.

214. Meleagris gallopavo Linn.

Sierras Madres, Grayson.

" In the Sierras Madres, but does not approach the coast region."

Fam. Perdicid^.

215. Cyrtonyx massena (Less.).

Ortyx massena Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 357

Guadalajara, Sierra Madre, Grayson.

"This remarkable species inhabits the mountainous regions of Mexico; I found it quite plentiful near

Guadalajara, and they are brought in great numbers to the market in the city of Mexico, from tlie mountains

in the interior. I have seen a few pairs in some of the western spurs of the Sierras Madres, between this and

Durango."

216. Ortyx graysoni Lawr.

Guadalajara, Grayson.

"I discovered this partridge in flocks at a ranche near Guadalajara; it inhabited the open grassy country, in

which were clusters of small trees and thickets of brambles and cacti. There were several flocks met with in

this vicinity, and no where else, in one of which there was an albino. This ranclio is about ten leagues north-

west of Guadalajara city, situated in a valley of considerable extent, through which a small stream of water

flows, and ap])eared to be their favorite resort. Upon the sides of the surrounding hills I saw none, but found

the Massena Partridge."

217. Calllpepla elegans (Less.).

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 357.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"An abundant and handsome species in this locality. I also found it in the State of Jalisco and Colima,

but not as far south as Tehuantepec."
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218. Callipepla squamata (Vigors).

Durango, Grayson.

219. Philortyx fasciattis Gould.

Plains of Colima, Xantus.

220. Lophortyx gambelii Nutt.

Sonora, Grayson.

" Not found in the locality of Mazatlan, but abundant in parts of Sonora."

Fam. TiNAMiD^.

221. Nothocercus sallcei Bp.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" The present species inhabits the dark forests of the western tierra caliente ; it is solitary in its h.ibits, and

is confined principally to walking upon the ground, feeding on various kinds of seeds, berries and insects.

During the season for incubation, which is in M;iy and June, their long peculiar whistle can be heard for some

distance ; at such times an expert hunter, by imitating their notes, may easily call them to him ; in this way I

procured most of those shot by me. Their flesh is white and excellent, more tender and juicy than that of

the quail."

Fam. CHAEADEim^.

222. jEgialitis vociferus (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Very common."

223. ^gialitis semipalmatus (Bp.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 285.

Mazatlan, Tres Marias, Grayson.

"An occasional visitant upon the shores of thg Marias, also upon the main-land. Specimens shot in Jan-

uary and October."

224. jEgialitis wilsonius (Ord.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

225. uEgialitis nlvosus Cass.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

226. Squatarola helvetica Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Not common in this region. Specimen shot in October."

227. Aphriza virgata (Lath.).

Colima, Xantus.
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Fam. R^MATOPODiD^.

228. Hcematopus palliatus Temm.
Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 284.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff; Isabella Island, Tres Marias, Grayson; Rio Zacatula,

Xantus.

" Frequently met with in pairs ujjon the shores of the Tres Marias at all seasons, also upon the main-land,

sometimes in flocks ; it breeds in this locality."

229. Strepsilas interpres (Linn.).

Eio Zacatula, Xantus.

Fam. Recurvirostrid^.

230. Recurvirostra americana (Gm.).

Rio de Coahuana, Xantus ; Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Winter visitor ; not common."

231. Himantopus nigricollis (Vieill.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio de Coahuana, Xantus.

" Makes its appearance in October, and remains until April ; abundant."

Fam. ScoLOPACiD^.

232. Gallinago wilsonii Temm.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; CoUma, Xantus.

« Arrives in December, and is distributed in small numbers throughout the country, but not in sufficient

numbers to make it worthy the sportman's attention ; disappears in May."

233. Macrorhamphus scolopaceus (Say).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

« Not abundant ; makes its appearance in October, and remains but a short time."

234. Actodromas minutilla (VieUI.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff; Mazanilla Bay, Xantus.

" Common."

235. Calidris arenaria Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A wandering species, sometimes found in flocks on the beach in September, October, and in the winter

months, but not a constant resident."

236. Limosa fedoa Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Col. Abert.

" Common in the winter months until late in the spring ; a few remain throughout the summer."
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237. Syrtvphemia sernipalmata (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF.

"A common species the entire year.

238. Gamhetta melanoleuca (Gm.).

Colima, Xantus.

239. Gamhetta jlavipes (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Not abundant ; met with during the winter months."

240. Rhyacophilus solitarius (Wils.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common."

241. Tringoides macularius (Linn.).

Colima, Xantns.

242. Numenius longirostris Wils.

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 363.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

243. Numenius hudsonictis Lath.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 363.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio Zacatula, Xantus.

Fam. Tantalid^.

244. Ibis alba Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

245. Ibis guarauna Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson; Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

"Numerous, and common at all seasons."

246. Tantalus loculator Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Abundant at all seasons."

Fam. Plataleid^.

247. Platalea ajaja Linn.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 358.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common throughout the summer months ; less so during the winter months, although it may often be

met with in small numbers."
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Fam. Cancromidje

248. Cancroma cochlearia Linn.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 358.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common throughout the year ia some peculiar localities."

Fam. Aedeib^.

249. Ardea herodias Linn.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 285.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Common throughout the entire year."

250. Herodias erjretta (Gm.).
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 285.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Rio de Coahuana, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

" Common the entire ye.ar."

251. Garzetta candidissima (Gm.).
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., p. 285.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff ; Rio de Coahuana, Colima, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Grayson.

252. Uemieijretta leucoprymna (Licht.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofFj Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

"Very common, and resident."

253. Demiegretta tufa (Bodd.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Not an abundant species in this locality, but resident at all seasons."

254. Florida cceriilea (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

255. Ardetta exilis (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Not common ; specimen shot in September. I have also seen it near San Bias in November."

256. Butorides virescens (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Colima, Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

" Common at all seasons."

257. Botaurus minor (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"I h.ave shot individuals of this species in the months of October, December and March ; I am not certain

of its being a summer resident as well."
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258. Tigrisoraa cabanisi Heine.

Botaurus " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 357.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This fine species may be met with at all seasons about the lagoons."

259. Nyctiardea ncevia (Bodd.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio de Coahuana, Xantus.

" Resident, but not abundant."

260. Nyctherodius violaceiis (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., pp. 285, 301.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischofF; Rio de Coahuana, Xantus ; Tres Marias, Socorro, Grayson.

" Quite numerous and resident ; it appears to be widely distributed throughout Mexico. It feeds chiefly

upon small fish, water reptiles and crabs, for which it hunts in the night. I have, however, seen the young of

the year seeking for food during the day, but the habits of the species are mainly nocturnal, and very much
resemble those of the common Night Heron ; it is perhaps a little less solitary, as I have often found them
associating in small communities."

Fam. Gruid^.

261. Gnis canadensis Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Make their appearance in this locality as early as the month of September, in considerable numbers, but
disappear before the end of March."

Fam. Rallid^.

262. Rallus virginianus linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Arrives in the latter part of October, disappears in the spring ; not abundant."

263. Rallus elegans Aud.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

264. Aramides axillaris Lawr.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"The Mangrove Rail, as its name indicates, inhabits, we may say, almost exclusively the darkest recesses of

the mangrove swamps, that skirt the numerous esteros, putting out from the seacoast in tropical regions.

These small arms of the sea sometimes extend far inland, and often end in lakes ; they are invariably fringed

with the mangrove, and the iinTnoiise numbers of their roots form impenetrable brakes that defy the entrance

into their gloomy shades, either to the hunter or his dog.

"The first bird of this species that I was able to procure I shot in December, 1866, near San Bias. I was

coming down from Los Chillos in a canoe paddled by an Indian lad; it was a little after sunrise, and we
were quietly 'hugging' the dense mangrove forest that lined the narrow estero on either side, whilst other

large trees over-arched the stream in many places. I was on the lookout, with my gun ready, for whatever

bird might present itself suitable for my collection ; I suddenly beheld so:nething running along upon the

muddy shore ; beneath the shadow of the mangroves it ever and anon stopped for a moment, and went through

certain curious evolutions of jerking up its short tail. I fired and killed it, but being very near, the specimen
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was much injured ; it proved to be very interesting as a bird hitherto unknown to me. Doubtless it will

prove to be a new species in the ornithology of the country.

"Another specimen, a fine adult male, was shot by my son in April, 1867, in the mangroves that border the

estero near Mazatlan ; it is now in my cabinet. I examined the stomachs of both birds, in which I found

small crabs and diminutive mollusca only. During the months of April and May I have, when encamped

near the mangroves, heard this bird's chattering or cackling notes at diflerent hours of the night. I had fre-

quently heard them long before I was able to see one, and that only in the silent hours of a moonlight night.

It is a constant resident of Western Mexico, and does not appear to migrate."

I was much surprised to find tliis species from a locality so far north, and where it is

stated to be resident. Mr. Sclater (P. Z. S., 1868, p. 449) records a specimen from Belize,

Honduras.

From its habits it would appear to be seldom obtained, Col. Grayson procuring but two,

and considering it an undescribed species ; the specimen from Mazatlan does not differ from

the type which came from Venezuela.

265. Porzana Carolina (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A few seen, and specimens procured in March, 1868 ; found in marsh grass at Mazatlan."

266. Porphyrio martinica (Linn.).

Rio de Coahuana, Xantus.

267. Gallinula galeata Licht.

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

" Common in the winter months, arrives in November in considerable numbers. I found it breeding near

Tepic, in a lagoon, in which were several pairs, together with grebes and some other water-fowl ; this was in

May and June."

268. Fulica americana Gm.
Colima, Xantus ; Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Very abundant from October to May. A few breed here in summer."

Fam. Parrid^.

269. Parra gymnostoma Wagl.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 363.

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Manzanilla Bay, Zacatula River, Rio de Coahuana, Xantus.

"Quite abundant in all lagoons where water plants cover the surface of the water, upon which they walk.

A constant resident, and well distril)utcd throughout the tierra caliente.

"I found the nest of this bird about the middle of June, in a lagoon near Tepic; it was placed upon the

prostrate branch of a tree, just touching tlic water, in rather an exposed position, as there seemed to be no

attempt at concealment. The nest is large and well formed, of coarse grass and water-moss, deep and

rounded; the eggs, three in number, were fresh, of an oval form, with reddish blotches at the larger end, the

Fhell very thin."
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Fam. Anatid^.

270. Anser gambelii Hartl.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" From the month of September until February in considerable flocks ; appear to migrate up and down the

southern gulf shores."

271. Bernicla canadensis var. occidentalis Baird.

Durango, Grayson.

" I met with this species in flocks, on the I'oad to Durango, between tlie Sierra Madre mountains and the

city of Durango, in the montlis of February and March. But I have never seen or heard of one west of the

Cordilleras in this locality."

272. Dendrocycjna ftdva (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"There are two species of this remarkable genus found in Western Mexico, considerably resembling each

oilier ill their general appearance, as well as in their natural habits. They .are both natives of the Tropics,

and are quite abmnlant in Western Mexico, as far north as Sonora. Our present species being the most nu-

niei'ous ill this locality, I will fiist treat of.

"At the conclusion of the rainy season, or the month of October, they make their appearance in the vicinity

of Maz:itlan, San Bias, and soutliward, in large flocks ; inhabiting the fresh water ponds and lakes in the coast

region, or tierra caliente, during the entire winter, or dry months, subsisting ])rincii)ally upon the seeds of

grass and weeds, and often at night visiting the corn-fields for grain. During these months I h.ave found them

in the shallow grass-grown ponds in very large numbers, affording excellent sport to the hunter, and a deli-

cious game for the table ; their flesh is white, juicy, and feeding upon grain and seed, is free from the strong

or rank flavor of most other ducks ; they are rather heavy or bulky, and usually fat. They are more easy to

a]iproach than our northern species; I liave shot as many as fifteen with the two discharges of my double-

barrel. When only winged tliey are almost sure to make their escape, which their long and stout legs enables

them to do, running and springing with extraordinary .agility, and ultimately eluding ]iursuit by dodging into

the grass, or nearest thicket ; if the water is deep they dive, and as they rise to breatiie, having only the head

above water, and that concealed among the water plants, they are soon abandoned by the hnntei-.

"Althougli its geograpliical range is confined within the limits of the Tropics, yet this si)ecies has its seasons

of periodical migrations from one part of the country to the other ; during the month of April their well-

known and peculiar whistle may be heard nightly as they are passing over Mazatlan in ai)parently large flocks,

going northward. At first this phenomenon puzzled me not a little, as I well knew that they are not often

found for north of the Tropics, except an occasional str.aggler. But I was at length enlightened as to their

point of destination ; by frequent enquiiies of the natives, I was satisfied that tliey went no farther north

than the Mayo and Yaqui Rivers, in Sonora, and the adjacent lakes and lagoons, where tliey breed. Some,

however, remain and breed in the State of Sinaloa, and the adjoining localities. I found young broods near

San Bias that were unable yet to fly as late as the inontli of November. They doubtless rear two or more

broods during the season. I never have been able to discover their nest, nur liave I been s.atisfied as to

whether they nest in hollow trees, as its near ally does, or whether it forms a nest on tiie ground among the

grass, which latter su]iiiosition, I have been infinaned by the natives, is the case; the natives also tell me they

lay.teii to fifteen pure white eggs. It inhabits the region near the seacoast, lint is never met with in the sea,

and very seldom in the estero or salt water lagoons, being entirely a fresh water duck."

273. Dendrocygna autumnalls (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bisclioff".

"The habits of this sjiecies are no much like its preceding near ally (D./iiliyi) as to leave but little room

for any addition.)! reniaiks. It is, however, more nocturnal in pursuit of subsistence, visiting the dry corn-
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fields during the night in groat numbers, and committing considerable depredations upon the ripe corn; I

have also met with them in the night time walking along the road, far from any water, picking up the grains

of corn that had been dropped by the packers.

"It is more abundant in the vicinity of Mazatlan in the latter part of the dry season than its congener, but

in the months of April and May they migrate during the night towards Sonora; many of them, however,

remain and breed in tliis locality during the summer, as I have shot them in every month in the year. They

breed in the hollows of large trees, and lay from twelve to fifteen eggs ; the young are lowered to the ground

one at a time in the mouth of the mother ; after all are safely landed she then cautiously leads her young

brood to the nearest water.

"This duck perches with facility on the branches of trees, and when in the corn-fields, upon the stalks, in

order to reach the ears of corn. Large flocks of them spend the day on the bank of some secluded lagoon,

densely bordered with woods or water-flags, also sitting among the branches of trees, not often feeding or

stirring about during the day. When upon the wing they constantly utter their peculiar whistle of Pe-che-

che-ne, from which they have received their name from tlie natives. (The other species is called Durado.) I

have noticed that this species seldom lights iu deep water, always preferring the shallow edges, or the ground;

the cause of this may be from the fear of the numerous alligators that usually infest the lagoons.

" When taken young, or the eggs hatched under the common barn-yard hen, they become very domestic

without being confined ; they are very watchful during the night, and, like tlie goose, give the alarm by their

shrill whistle when any strange animal or person comes about the house. A lady of my acquaintance pos-

sessed a pair which she said were as good as the best watch dog ; I also had a pair which were equally as

vigilant, and very docile."

274. Anns boschas Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Not abundant, and only met with in winter months."

275. Anas ohscura Gm.

Tepic, Grayson.

" I sliot many of this species near Tepic, but have not seen one in the vicinity of Mazatlan. They doubt-

less breed in the locality of Tepic, as I found them there in the month of June in pairs."

276. Dafila acuta (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Cpahuana, Xantus.

" Common throughout this region in winter months only."

277. Nettion carolinensis (Gm.).

Mazatlan, Grayson,

"Abundant from November to March."

278. Querquedula discors (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A common species in this locality ; a few remain throughout the summer."

279. Querqxiedula cyanoptera Vig.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A rather common species during the winter and spring months, but never abundant."

280. Spatula clypeata (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Guayamas, Dr. Palmer.

" Very common from November to May."
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281. Chaulelasmus streperus (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"Abundant from November until late in spring."

282. 3£areea americana (Gra.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This species is abundant from November until late in the spring."

283. Aix sponsa (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Col. Abert.

284. Cairina moschata (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio Zacatula, Xantus.

"The wild Muscovy Duck is quite common in this locality throughout the year; breeds and perches in
trees."

285. Aytha valUsneria (Wils.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Not uncommon during the winter months."

286. Aytlia americana Eyton.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

287. Bucejihala americana (B^i.)

Mazatlan, Grayson.

» Common in the winter months."

In his notes Col. Grayson gives B. harrovii as found at Mazatlan, but not common

;

there is no specimen of it in his collection, and as it is strictly a northern species, I think it
probable there was an error in its identification.

288. FuUx marila (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Found in the winter months."

289. FuUx affinls Eyton.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

290. FuUx collurh (Don.).

Mazatlan, Grayson ; Rio de Coahuana, Xantus.

291. Erlsmatura ritblda (Wils.).

Mazatlan, Tepic, Grayson.

"But seldom seen in tlie vicinity of Mazatlnn."
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292. Erismatura dominica (Linn.).

Tepic, Grayson.

" I found this duck, or several pairs, about fifty in all, that frequented a small lake or lagoon near the city

of Tepic in Jalisco, as late as the month of June. They were evidently desirous of breeding in that locality

;

the females shot by me showed enlarged ovaries. I have not met with this duck in the neighborhood of

Mazatlan."

Fam. Pelecanid^.

293. Pelecanus fuscus Linn.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 302.

Mazatlan, Grayson, BischoflT; Socorro, Grayson.

" Very abundant at all seasons."

294. Pelecanus erythrorhynchus Gm.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Occasionally seen in large flocks on Rio Mazatlan, but not resident ; they do not remain long in this local

ity ; seen in winter months."

Fam. SULID^.

295. Sula cyanops Simdevall.

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 302.

Socorro, Grayson.

296. Sula piscator (Linn.).

" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv, p. 302.

Mazatlan, Bischoff ; Isabella Island, Grayson.

" This species breeds upon the gi-ound near the sea beach, the nest containing usually two eggs, or young.

The voice of the female is harsh, while that of the male is a shrill whistle. I never saw the male feeding the

young, although he assists in incubation, and taking care of the young in the absence of the female. I found

them in great numbers breeding upon the Island of Isabella, and in the latter part of April the nests con-

tained nearly all young, or eggs ready to be hatched. One, and sometimes two, eggs in a nest, of a gi-eenish

white, and rough on the outside ; inside of shell pale green. The nests were on the lower surface of the

island, near the sea, many on the sea beach ; the young are fed by inserting the bill down the old one's throat."

Fam. Tachypetid^.

297. Tachyjjefes aquilus Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff.

" Breeds upon the Island of Isabella in large numbers ; eggs, one in each nest, pure white, nearly the size

of a goose egg."

Fam. Graculidje.

298 Graculus mexicamis Brandt.

Mazatlan, Grayson, Bischoff.

" Common at all seasons."
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Fam. Plotid^.

299. Plotus anhinga Linn.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 362.

Mazatlan, Bischoff; Rio Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common in the fresh water lagoons, Mazatlan River and Rio Santiago ; numerous in the small river of

Tepic, and Lake Chapula, near Guadalajara. In this region it is a constant resident, and builds its nest in

trees, near, or over, fresh water-lagoons or streams."

Fam. Pn^TnoRNiD^E.

300. Phceton cethereiis Linn.
" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 362.

Coast of Michoacan, Xantus.

" Usually found for out at sea and in tlie Gulf of California. Breeds on the Island of Isabel, near San
Bias."

Fam. Labid^.

301. Lams delawarensis Ord.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Common in winter months only."

302. Chro'icocej>halus atrlcilla Linn.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

303. Chroicocejjhalus franhUnii (Swains.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Specimens procured in December ; a few others were seen in that month, but it is not common in this

locality."

304. Chroicocejjhahis Philadelphia (Orel.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

"A few individuals were seen, and specimens procured, in a fresh-water lagoon near the sea-shore, March
27th, 1868. I have not seen one since."

305. Blasipus heermanni (Cass.).

Mazatlan, Isabella Island, Grayson.

"Not common, specimens shot on the sea beach near Mazatlan, in February and March; a winter visitant."

306. Sterna galericulata Licht.

" " Finsch, Abh. nat. Ver. zu Bremen, 1870, p. 359.

Mazatlan, Isabella Island, Grayson.

" Common througliout the winter months, and until the latter part of March, when they congregate on the

beaches in large numbers, and in a short time disappear from this locality for their breeding grounds."
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307. Sterna maxima Bodd.

Mazatlan, Bischoff ; Isabella Island, Grayson ; Guayamas, Dr. Palmer.

A few of this species are seen in the summer mouths, but like S. elegans, they congregate into flocks in

March, and soon depart for their breeding places."

308. Sterna forsteri Nutt.

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" This species is quite abundant along the shores and esteros from October until April."

309. Sterna superciliaris Vieill.

Manzanilla, Xantus.

310. Haliplana fuliginosa var. crissalis Baird.
" " Proc. Bost. Soc. of N. H., xiv., pp. 285, 301.

Tres Marias, Socorro, Grayson.

311. Hydrochelidon Jissipes (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Grayson.

" Makes its appearance in this locality in September and October ; remains all the winter months."

312. Anous stolidus (Linn.).

Isabella Island, Grayson.

" I found this species breeding in communities on the north end of the island, upon shelving rocks, beneath

the overhanging cliffs, like mud swallows. There were a great many of them in tliis one particular locality,

and when fired at they came down in swarms over the canoe, and circled around like swallows. The nests

were placed close together, but inaccessible. I, however, managed to procure one egg ; it is white, with scat-

tering brownish blotches, more numerous on the larger end, and is oval in shape. I believe but one egg is

found in each nest."

313. HhjnchojJS nigra Linn.

San Bias, Grayson ; Zacatula River, Xantus.

"I have observed this species during the summer months, especially near San Bias. It is not numerous,

and partly nocturnal."

Fam. Procellarid^.

There are no specimens of this family in any of the collections from Western Mexico

;

but two are named in Col. Grayson's list, viz. :

" Stormy Petrel (White rum]))."

" Dusky Petrel — very common."

Their determination can only be arrived at by examples.

Fam. CoLYjiBiD.E.

One species of this family is on Col. Grayson's list, from the Island of Isabella, viz.

:

" Guillemot." There being no specimen it cannot be determined.
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Fam. PoDiciPiD^.

314. Podilymhiis podiceps (Linn.).

Manzanilla Bay, Xantus.

"A -winter visitant, but not abundant."

315. Podiceps auritus var. californicus Heerm.
Guyamas, Dr. Palmer.

316. Sylheocyclus dominicus (Linn.).

Mazatlan, Gi-ayson.

«An abundant and common species in all fresh water ponds of this locality and Tepic, the entire year."





X. Preliminary Report on the Recent Changes of Level on the Coast of

Maine : vAth reference to their origin and relation to other similar changes}

By N. S. Siialer.

introduction.

X OR many years there have J^een frequent reports of changes in the level of rocks and

shoals on the coast of Maine. Generally these accounts have been of an untrustworthy

nature, inasmuch as they seemed framed in palliation of some blunder of seamanship. A
vessel being cast away in some well-known waters, it was natural enough for her captain to

claim that the rock was not there before ; or that the dejjth of water had greatly dimin-

ished Avithin recent times. Every sailor who had excused his own blunders in this fashion,

was naturally inclined to foster the opinion that the rocks were growing nearer the surface

year by year, and without any intended deception one can easily imagine that in time a

decided conviction might thus be reached. Experience in other regions has shown, how-

ever, that a prevailing opinion of this kind is apt to have some foundation. For some

centuries the popular belief of the inhabitants of the Scandinavian coast concerning the

changes of level of the shore, received no scientific examination ; when, however, these

questions were approached in a determinate fashion, it soon was made evident that the

popular opinion was smgularly correct, both as regards the extent and character of the

movement. The following considerations, and the facts upon which they are based, result

from a tolerably careful study of the record of changes along the New England coast, and

from several years of summer labor.

Before giving a detailed account of the facts observable on the coast of Maine, it will be

well to consider the general nature of the changes of level which have been observed in

neighboring countries. I shall therefore give a brief resume of the facts concerning eleva-

tions and depressions of shore lines in the north Atlantic section of our own continent, and

those of the opposite continent of Europe. From the time that geology began to exist as

a science, it has been a well-accepted fact that the surface of the diy land has been con-

tinually changing its level with reference to the sea. It is, however, among the later inves-

tigations that we begin to find anything like a careful study of the last, and therefore the

most easily determinable, changes which our continents have vmdergone. Although by no

means complete, these investigations enable us to assert, with a precision-which can rarely

be obtained in the science, that a groat movement of elevation has taken place throughout

the whole northern section of the Atlantic coast line, in the most recent times. The

quantity of the vertical movement varies greatly in different places ; it seems, however, to

be quite certain that the elevation is generally greater as we advance towards the north.

1 Published by permission of the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast Survey.
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On our own coast it varies from a few feet, in the neighborhood of New York City, to one

thousand or more on the coast of Labrador, and two or three times this amount on the

Gi'eenland coast. On the European shore this movement has not yet been proved to

increase with the same regularity as we pass to the northward. Something of the kind,

however, is distinctly traceable, though the local character of the phenomena is much more
decided than in America. For instance, there is some proof of a depression of over a

thousand feet in Wales, though northern France shows only slight evidences of very recent

submergence. It will be necessary to refer to this local character of the movement in

Europe, when we come to consider the cause of the submergence which took jjlace about

the time of the glacial period ; for our present purpose it is only necessaiy to urge that the

whole coast line of the northern Atlantic, with local exce^jtions, (which we shall see are not

diflicult to explain), is marked by indications which show that it is just recovering from a

period of great depression. At many points the evidence is pretty clear that this move-
ment of elevation is still in progress. It is evident, therefore, that the general character

of the changes which have taken place in the iuunediate past in the northern Atlantic,

quite harmonizes with the supposition that there is still some change in progress along the

coast of North America. At least it may Ije worth while to give the suljject a careful

study. In the following section will be found the results of a journey along the coast of

Maine, made with the especial intention of observing the evidence of change Avhich might

be found there, while the closing section of this Memoir will be given to the considera-

tion of the phj'sical causes of the changes of level of shore lines, with sj^ecial reference

to the great changes which ushered in the present geological period.

ox THE PHEJsOlIEXA OF ELEVATIONS' OF THE COAST OF JrAINE.

Of the three possible conditions of any coast line, elevation, stability, and depression, the

former gives by far the clearest evidence of its action. Depression can only be shown by
level marks observed at long intervals, or by the existence of a contour of surtace of

determined aerial origin beneath the surface of the water. Stability can be shown only Ijy

the obscure indications made by the long continued action of water at its point of contact

with the land ; extensive submerged tables of rock lying just at the height where the cut-

ting action of the water Avould have left them, afford the best evidence of this condition.

Elevation, however, is shown, whenever the circumstances are favorable, in a very remark-

able manner. The following natural indications of this movement may be taken as valu-

able in the order in which they are named, the most trustworthy being given first.

1. The reuiaius of marine animals lying emljedded in stratified deposits above the level

of high tide mark.

2. The existence of extensive stratified deposits of sand, gravel or mud, at points where

fresh water lakes could have had nothing to do with their formation.

3. The existence of a topography not explicable on any other supposition than marine

action above the level of hiii-h tides.

The first of these proofs cannot be reasonably expected to occur on all shores which have

been recently elevated. Even at the present time a good deal of the shore sand and

gravels making along our coast are quite wanting in animal remains ; and in the glacial
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period, and the changes which immediately followed it, during which times the great

depression of our shores occurred, the ph^-sical influences must have been very much
against the existence of animal life in any abundance. We shall therefore have to rely, in

the main, upon the evidence which can be obtained from the non-fossiliferous gravels and

sands of the coast.

The third sort of evidence of elevation which the shore line can ffive us, thoush not

without its value in the problem before us, we shall find to hold but a subordinate place.

We shall see that the duration of the suljsidence on the coast of Maine was not a-reat

enough to admit of a great amount of marine work, or at least that part of the time of

submergence during which the shore was bare of ice, and exposed to the wear of the sea,

was not long enough to permit any great amount of erosion. How slight it was luay be

inferred by tlie fact that along nearly the whole shore the glacial scratches, which

were certainly formed before the gravel beds were laid down in the stratified form which

so clearly evinces the action of the seas, are still unworn, down to the water's edge.

This feature of the persistence of the glacial scratches, even to the margin of the sea, is

not by any means peculiar to the coast of Maine ; it is clearly seen at Newport, Rhode
Island, where the scratches, which seem to have had no protection against the action of

the weather, retain an admirable clearness, showing, beyond a doubt, tliat even in por-

tions exposed to the full brunt of the storms, the erosion was not enough to take even

a small fraction of an inch from the stone. Along the coast of Massachusetts we have

the same feature distinctly shown at various points. On Cape Ann, one of the most

exposed promontories of our stormy northern coast, the evidence is very clear.

Taking then the beds of stratified drift as the only acceptable and abundant evidence of

depression, we must look at the question of the origin of these beds, and the possibility of

their Ijeing formed by other agents than those which are at work in the sea. Some slight

amount of stratification is certainly not inconsistent with the action of ice in the form of

extensive sheets, especially when we consider that the plainest mark of the ice woi'k would

be that left by the water derived from the melting of the glacial mass, as the conditions

changed to those which are now in action. But wlien the stratified drift is distributed in

extensive sheets of approximately horizontal materials along the shore, all doubt of marine

action may fairly 1)e put aside.

The following account of an examination of the coast gives only those results which

have an important bearing on the question in hand ; many of the details which did not seem

important to the conclusions have been omitted. In order to reduce the work Avithin the

hmits of the time at my disposal, the study of the coast was taken up on the west shore of

Penobscot Bay, and continued along the main land to the eastward, as far as Machias,

Eastport, and Calais. On account of the greater range of height along this part of the

coast, the opportunities for tracing the history of a change of level are decidedly better

than on the coast from Portland to the Penoljscot. In order to acquaint the reader with

the general character of the phenomena to the southward of Maine, I shall take up the

sketch of the shore at Boston, Mass.

The neighborhood of Boston, like the whole countrj' to the southward as far as New
York, is characterized by having a vast accumulation of drift materials disposed in four

distinct formations, each indicating a separate stage of the changes of the glacial j^eriod,

viz. :
—
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1. Massive drift lying in patches which show themselves to be fragments of a Ijed of

great thickness, left hy the old ice sheet as it melted awa}^ This drift is at the base of the

detrital accumulation, and is quite without traces of stratification in its most chai'acteristic

sections. A large part of the pebbles are scored by glacial scratches.

2. Terrace beds of glacial materials rudely distributed by water ; the scratches gener-

ally worn away from the surface of the pebbles ; the whole indicating one or more paiises

in the re-elevation of the country after the passage of the glacial ice.

3. A secondary glacial series indicating a recurrence of local glaciation after the partial

re-elevation of the country. These secondary glaciers about Boston occupied only the

larger stream beds, being traceable in the Charles, the M_ystic, and the Neponset Vallej's.

4. The rearranged beds lying within a few feet of the present level, which indicate a

long continued rest of the sea at or near its present place. At this level the life-bearing

beds come again into prominence.

5. The extensive mud beds and marshes always colored by, and generally in the main

composed of, the remains of animals and jjlants.

There is good reason to beheve that the shore line at Boston has stood at a level some

feet above its present position. Near Lynn, on the shore inside of Nahant, is a forest bed

lying some feet below high-water mark, covered indeed save at the lowest w^ater. In exca-

vations made near Cambridge, coniferous trees have been found with their i-oots in place, at

a foot or more beneath low-tide mark. This recent subsidence is ajiparently arrested, if it

has not been partly overcome, by a movement in the contrary direction. All the evidence

derived from the changes of the coast since the beginning of the historical period, clearly

point to this conclusion.

As we go northward from Boston, as fur as the Merrimac, we find essentiallj' the same

features as about Massachusetts Bay. The area of tiible drift which 1 take to indicate a

period of submergence, increases as we go to the northw^ard. The altitude to which this

attains seems to become greater Avith the increase of area. The depths of the fiord

depressions become continually greater ; streams of small size occupy larger cuttings than

in the country about Boston. Along a part of this stretch of shore extends a narrow

island. This striji of land seems entirely composed of drift materials, and appears to be

made up of the partly rearranged materials of an ancient moraine laid down during the

secondary glacial period, indicated in the neighborhood of Boston by the beds marked No.

3 in the preceding list. The Merrimac would naturally have been the seat of great local

glaciation during this time of renewed ice action. Draining a much larger and higher

region than the Charles anil the Neponset, we should naturally expect the moraine phe-

nomena arising from this secondary ice action to be much greater here than about the

mouth of the lesser streams. No evidence has yet been adduced concerning the latest and

most limited movements of the shore line at the mouth of the Merrimac. All that can at

present be determined is that the depression at the close of the glacial period was greater

at this point than near Boston, and that the secondary glaciation which came after the res-

toration of the shore to very near its present level, AS'as more extensive than at points forty

miles further south.

From the mouth of the Merrrimac to Portland, the increase of the (able drift is a very

marked feature in the ph3^siognomy of the shore section. 1 have seen none of it below fifty

feet in height ; its stratification remains, however, as indistinct as about Boston. At Port-
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land we have distinct evidence to show that the depression at the close of the glacial period

amounted to over one hundred and fifty feet, while at Boston there is good reason to

believe that it did not exceed half this amount. Along Avith the evidences of greater subsi-

dence there are other facts which go to show a longer continuance of the depression. The

area of the brick clays and other deposits which show the gradual silting action which must

have taken palace when the sea was separating the mud from the gravels of the drift is

much greater in this section than in Massachusetts. Following up the valley of the I'iver

towards Lewiston, these clays and stratified sands are seen in an abundant development.

All along the section from Portland northward, sections answering in general character to

that shown in Fig. 1, abound. These sections unquestionably indicate something like the

following histoiy. The massive drift, the

remains of which are still seen in the

lower part of the section, retaining the lut^^^zttz

shape in which it was dropped at the '^^ zr^in .—g

melting of the ice sheet, has first been 'Z^T-Znir.^^ ~iz
worn away by the action of the marine -

„-—^-^ ^ ^ C'p^^ry

currents, and afterwards covered by the --—->^^ r^i °'^^^J2? O'^r^Q _
finer materials torn away from some —'c? "^ <j c> •o c^ 3<^ O Q C^"^~^

other part of the drift sheet. The im- Pm, j.

lavs.perfect stratification of the upper part of ''• Stratified cla

,, ,.
, ,1 •! ,1 J ;i ^- Maj?ive drill with antjular boulders quite unstratified.

these sections suggests the idea that the

force which swejDt the materials to their present place was of paroxysmal violence. I have

treated the question of the origin of these table drifts in a report on the surface geology of

the region about Massachusetts Bay, and shall not therefore repeat the matter here ; the

conclusion to which we seemed compelled was that the elevation of the land was likely

enough of great suddenness, after the fashion of observed changes on the South American

coast, and that to the sweep of the receding sea, aided, it may be, by a succession of earth-

quake ocean waves, we owe the rapid accumulation of these curious table drifts. The

materials swept away from the coast of South America by the great waves which have

swept against the shore during the last one hundred years must he in a manner very sun-

Uar to the masses we have in these rudely stratified drifts.

In crossing from the vallej' of the Kenuebeck to that of the Penoljscot, we rise at the

level of from two to three hundred feet into the region of the ordinary upland drift, such

as covers a large part of Massachusetts. This depo.sit does not, in any regard, diifer from

that foimd further south, unless it may be in the greater size of the fragments which some-

times are found in the mass. I am tempted to believe, from the great variety of the

materials found together, that on the whole the transportation from great distances is much
more common here than in Massachusetts.

On the Penobscot Bay the quantity of drift material, and its disposition, difiers somewhat

from what we find on the Kenuebeck. The mass of the detrital matter seems greater, and

the amount of silt beds much less than near Portland. At Belflist, where the drift is seen

to considerable advantage, the following points are observed. The 2)i'iuci2)al channel of the

bay, and the minor streams which fall into it, are both quite free from evidences of the

local secondary glaciatiou, such as we found in the vallejs of the streams near Boston.

The reason for this is easily found without supposing that the secondaiy glaciers were want-
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ing here. In the neighborhood of Boston these local glaciers left their moraines at a few

feet above the sea level. When they retreated from this position they wasted rapidlj^,

leaving no distinct moraines in the upper part of the river basins. It is true that about

Mount Wachusett, at heights of over seven hundred feet above the sea, these ice. marks are

found again, but the changes required to carry the ice in the valleys back from the sea to

heights of near one thousand feet must have taken place with great rapidity, so that no

moraines were left. During the return of the ice the glaciers would have pushed their

moraines far bej'ond the shore line on this part of our coast, so that they would have soon

been wasted away by the sea. None of the elevations near here give favorable points for

observation concerning the later stages of the ice retreat. Among the Camden Hills, how-

ever, I found several traces of local glaciation, going to show that the ice lingered there as

it did on the flanks of Wachusett, only at a somewhat lower level ; the point of arrest in

the former locality seeming to be ahont two hundred feet lower than in the Massachusetts

Hills. This is explained by the more northerly position of this region.

The drift at Belfast lies in a nearly unbroken slope, extending from a point about two

hundred and fifty feet above the water down to near the tide mark. There can be little

doubt that the sheet of drift was once of quite uniform thickness over the floor of the Bay

and surrounding country. The action of the sea during the time of depression at the close

of the glacial period, leveled off" the surface and partially stratified the materials. The

work of rearrangement of a glacial mass by water action, can only go on at the period of

contact of sea and land. Under the influence of the strong tides which sweep the shore,

pebljles as large as walnuts can be carried for great distances down descending slopes, but

larger masses cannot be moved except Ijy the agency of the waves. The work began at

the point of greatest depression, when the sea line was about two hundred and fifty feet

higher than at present, and has been continued step Ijy step as the sea retreated down the

long slope. Naturally the action of the weather has done something to obliterate the suc-

cessive stages of this great movement of the sea, but enough remains to enable us to make

some important general conclusions concerning the way in which the change came about.

In the first place it is to he noticed that there are nothing like distinct terraces on this drift

slope, which would justify us in supposing that the elevation took place very steadily and

rapidly without the long pauses which would be required to make terrace marks strong

enough to endure. The amount of aerial erosion which has acted upon this partly ar-

ranged drift, is seemingly about equal at all levels from the base to the summit of the slope.

Without attaching very much importance to this sort of evidence, it may fairly entitle us

to suspect that the time occupied in the change which carried the sea through a vertical

movement of two hundred and fifty feet was relatively very short indeed. It is quite clear

that the time required to cut the scarp which marks the present shore has never been

given to the work of terrace making at any point between the point of greatest depression

and the present shore line.

As I shall discuss the general relations l^etween the glacial action and the hydrography

of the State of Maine in another part of this report, it will not he necessary at this point

to give any study to the form of the great basin of Penobscot Bay. I therefore pass at

once to the east side of the Bay.

In the neighborhood of Castine, and along the shore to the southward, the deposit of

drift is much thinner than in the neighborhood of Belfast. This is clearly due to the dif-
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ference in the character of the underlying rock which is mucli less easily riven hy the ice

action than the rock on the east side of the Bay. This sliore therefore wants the distinct

inclined plane of detritus, which we have described as occurring on the western side.

Tlie Megobben Reach offers us a carious case of a continuous valley l^'ing in a position

where its formation cannot well be accounted for by the excavating character of ice action.

From certain indications derived from the form of the " roches moutonees" in this reach of

water, I was somewhat inclmed to think that a part of the great stream which poured from

the Penobscot Bay during the glacial period, was turned from its more southei-n course to

pass through this valley. From the general character of the valley, however, I am now
inclined to consider it as marking the jjlace of a great east and west ftiult line, which has

been developed b}' the ice action. Along its whole shore the drift lies in thin masses, being

much less developed than in the country to the west of the Penobscot. The reason for

tills is likely to be found in the hard nature of the rock lying to the north. Moreover, the

transporting power as affecting the distance whence the detritus could have been derived

would liave been greater in the valley region of the Penobscot than on this shore where

the gathei'ing together of ice streams did not occur.

At Sedgwick there occurs a considerable indentation in the shore to the northward,

marking the point where the harder syenitic is replaced by a soft serpentinous rock, in

which the pebble-armed ice managed to make a .deeper cut. The barren hills at this point

and to the eastward as far as the village of Brookline, are denuded of all the small drift,

nothing of the glacial debris being left except the larger boulders. This stri^jping, which I

am compelled to refer to the action of the sea during the period of depression, extends from

near the water line to at least two hundred and fifty feet above the sea. Many of the

heaps of boulders are wedged together as if they had been strongly beaten by wave action.

A part of the deep waters which surround Mount Desert lie between Brookline and that

Island ; the small islands which dot its sm'flice have but little drift upon them, and this in

no way characteristic. The insular masses which lie to the southward of Megobben Reach

were not visited by me on account of severe weather, which rendered it difficult to pass

the intervening waters. So far as seen they had the same cliaracter as the rocks to the

eastward, there being comparatively little drift on their faces. Re2)ort has recently come

to me of the discovery on Deer Isle, at the height of about two hundred feet above the

sea, of a mass of marine shells of the same age as the beds at Portland.

On the Island of Mount Desert the evidences of great subsidence during the glacial

period are few and inconspicuous. The reason for this is probaljly to be found in the fact

that owing to the great height of the hills the secondary glaciation was quite strong and

long continited, and resulted in sweeping away to the seaward the product of the erosion

during the principal ice time. The re-elevation of the island was ^jrobably complete, or

nearly so, before the ice ceased to pour from the hills into the sea. It is only close to high

water mark, say within twenty or thirty feet or so, that there are any distinct signs of

stratification in the glacial material. The evidence of the existence of extensive local

glaciers is very perfect. The niunerous valleys leading from the hills have all more or less

distinct moraine heaps along their course. The valley of Great Pond is dammed to the

southward by a moraine mass, having a height of about one hundred feet above the water.

I have mdustriously searched the flanks of the Mount Desert hUls for any trace of terraces,

but have failed to find them even in their most obscure form.
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East of Mount Desert the shore, as seen from the sea, presents essentially the same con-

ditions of erratic phenomena. The coating of drift is quite thin, and seeiiis to be alto-

gether of the secondary glacial time. At Milbridge the detrital sheet is again rather

thicker, but in character and origin does not differ particularly from that at Mt. Desert,

except that there are some signs of a table of detritus at the height of about one hundred

feet above the water. Most of the small rocky isles which make up the outer fringe of

the fiord zone, between Milbridge and Machiasport, are bare of drift, or nearly so, showing

the action of ocean waves for at least one hundred feet above the present level of the sea.

The character of the drift remains unchanged along this part of the coast. The remains of

the original glacial action, or that produced by the first stage of the glacial jjeriod, are rare,

if indeed they exist at all. Most of the drift material seems to have been reworked during

the second coming of the ice, when the glaciation, though insufficient to produce a great wear

ujjon the rocks, or to accumulate much detritus, yet served to efface or render illegible the

record made lay the far greater ice time which preceded it. Between Machiasport and East-

port the drift materials were narrowly examined ; they seem to Ijelong altogether to the

second stage of the ice action. The only peculiar features observable are connected with

some thin beds of brick clays, Avhich seem to mark the persistence of the subsidence after

the passage of the ice from the coast in its retreat. The country back of this section of

the coast has comparatively little height, so it is not improbable that the ice was less

strongly lu'ged to the seaward at this pomt than in the region to the westward. This may
have caused the ice to disappear here sometime before it did on the other parts of the

coast.

The intensity of the ice action, which had evidently suffered some abatement in the

section between Machiasport and Eastport, as is shown by the disappearance of the fiord

character in this part of the shore, is again augmented in the immediate vicinity of the

latter point. The harbor of Eastport, though a typical specimen of fiord structure, is

almost destitute of glacial waste. Area for area it has not the tenth part of the detritus

we find in Boston Harljor, though the proportionate erosion has been more than as great.

The channels between the islands are far deeper than those found in Massachusetts Bay,

indicating a cutting agent much more active. Here, too, the ice, having kept its place

upon the rocks for some time after the re-elevation of the shore, there is little evidence of

recent elevation. Some few faintly indicated terraces lying at a height of ten or fifteen feet

above the sea, seem to sho^v that the last ten feet of the lift ma}' have been effected after

the re-elevation of the shore. All the drift material appears to have been derived from the

immediate neighborhood of the shore line ; there is none which we are required to refer to

points far in the interior. Here, as elsewhere, it must not be hastily inferred that the glacial

period did not effect the transportation of materials from great distances. We must recon-

cile the facts as we find them, with what we may observe at other points where distant

transportation is most unequivocally proven.^ This can best be done by supposing that the

secondary glaciation swept away the del^ris left by the first, and allowed only the product

of its relatively feeble erosion to attest the presence of glacial conditions.

From Eastport northward, there is a gradual change in the character of the drift material

which is hard to explain. The beds of gravel nearly disap^Dcar, and in their place come

1 In the Ohio Valley, as far south as 38° N. L., we have tired miles north of that point by the agency of ice.

materials which have come from a rejrion at least six Lun-
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considerable deposits of clay, extending to rather over one hundred feet above the low

water mark. The stratification of the clay is quite evident, and affords the most unques-

tionable proof of subsidence. It is obviously difficult to reconcile the ideas of a coast

covered with ice about Eastport, but l)econiing more and more freed as we pass to the

northward towards Calais. Such irregularities seem, however, to exist in the region where

similar con<litions continue to the present day, as upon the shores of Greenland and Spitz-

bergen ; the ice attaining the sea at parts of the shore, and leaving great stretches quite

uncovered. There is something in the arrangement of the interior country along this shore

which may have affected the peculiar distribution of the ice. The considerable chain of

lakes lying to the north of Eastport marks a valley which develops on that part of the shore,

and may have guided a great mass of ice from the interior to the coast, in such a fashion as

to sweep the shore from Machias to Eastport, while leavhig the west coast of Passama-

quoddy Bay quite inicovered, and free to receive the sediment of the sea during the time

of depression.

Near Calais there are some, though rather fliint, traces of local moraines. It is highly

probable that during the closing stages of the ice time this valley, from Calais north, had its

local glacier. For some miles above Calais the clays keep their place in the river valley,

but of their development in this direction I have no information. From Calais to McAdam
Junction, and thence to Bangor, the view of the drift phenomena was hastily gained from

the railway train. The following observations on the distribution of the erratic materials

along this route may not be without value.

The underlying rock in the section between Calais and McAdam, has been planed down
until there are only slight reliefs derived from the bed rock. The amount of ice action

indicated in this section seems greater than that of any part of the coast of Maine, and is

owing to the fact that the materials composing the Ijed rock are of far more imiform hard-

ness. It is probable that the vast accumulations of the St. Lawrence basin, which have forced

their way in part to the east and southeast, forming with their deljris the great masses of the

Banks of Newfoundland, did not give complete relief to this ice sheet ; a part found its way
over the low barrier at the head of the Bay of Fundy, and swept its shores with a stronger

ice stream than that which worked on the coast of Maine. The secondary ice period was

sufficiently strong in this section to give us moraine matter almost as al)undant as the great

ice time in Massachusetts. For the first ten miles from the sea there are extensive clay

beds. After that we come upon ordinary boulder drift. The distribution of this deljris is

quite unlike that in the regions to the southward. Over the whole surface is a rather thin

sheet of pebbles, somewhat affected by water action at various points ; strongly marked

moraines, extending in an east and west direction, show the action of the reti-eating ice.

This structure is best seen near Barlow's Mills, where the ridges seem quite contintious,

having a height of about fifty feet, a horizontal section of three hundred feet or more.

The intervals between several of these ridges was not over some hun<lreds of yards.

From McAdam to the Saint Croix, the surface slopes gently downward, with only slight

indications of local moraines. The valley of the St. Croix has a singular want of bounda-

ries. At the point where the railroad ci'osses there is scarcely a trace of containing walls.

The stream evidently has a fair amoimt of cutting power, and has been at work since an

early geological time, so that we must suppose that it has Ijeen able to excavate the usual

amoimt of matei-ial in forming its valle}'. We can best account for the present want of
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relief by supposing that the glacial erosion has destroyed the relief which the flowing water

had made. From the St. Croix to the Penobscot, there is little variety in the drift marks

;

at Mattawamkeag the country is level, with a rather thin coating of drift, most confusedly

arrano-ed, there being nothing like distinct moraines at the head of the last named stream.

The valley is scarcely better defined than that of the St. Croix. In the table country of

Kentucky or Tennessee, where the rivers have about the same cutting power as here, the

channel section would be several times as deep. This feature of excavation increases as we

follow the Penobscot to the southward, and with the deepened valley comes a greater dis-

tinctness in the oi'dcr of the glacial debris. Near Mattawamkeag it is difficult to recognize

anything like distinct moraines, but when we get within thirty miles of Bangor these

remains become more and more distinct. Close to the latter town these terminal heaps are

very well marked. The fact seems to be that the retreating glacier had no local organiza-

tion in the upper part of the valley, while its independence was marked about Bangor. As

seen at a glance, the section north of Bangor presents no evidences of having been below

the level of the sea at the close of the glacial period. As in the localities previously dis-

cussed, this is to be accounted for on the supposition that the ice retained its place in suffi-

cient thickness to bar the access of the sea during the period of great submergence.

In recapitulation of the evidence afforded by the detrital beds of this section of the

Atlantic sea board, we have the following points which are worthy of notice.

1

.

The depression of the land at the close of the first division of the glacial period, a

depression which seemed to increase in amount as we went from the southern to the more

northern regions.

2. The return of the ice in the shape of a set of local glaciers which covered the shore

at Mt. Desert, and along most of the territory, at least as far as New Brunswick, persisting

until the final re-elevation of the land to near its present level.

From the inspection of the coast of Maine alone it is not possible for us to form any sat-

isfactory judgment as to the time which has elapsed since the passage of this secondary ice

sheet. The evidence obtained on other parts of the coast of the North Atlantic, and

among the mountains of Europe, points to the conclusion, which is very general in its way,

that a period of at least ten thousand years must have elapsed since this great change

took place. This point will be seen to have an important bearing on the matter of the

re-elevation of the shore, when this comes to be considered in the final section of this

report.

THE EXCxVVATION OF THE ICE TIME.

In reports on the glacial history of Narragansett and Massachusetts Bays,^ I have con-

sidered somewhat in detail the action of an ice sheet working over a surface of irregular

hardness. I shall not repeat here the matter discussed in those papers, but only recapitu-

late briefly the general conclusions which are necessary for our present inquiry. The

following propositions I regard as established.

1. That the fiord zone results from the irregular wearuig of the rock surface traversed

by the glacial sheet ; the whole of the surflxce within the glacial tract wherever the difier-

1 The report on Massachusetts Bav is not yet pubh^^he^l.
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ences in harrlness are great, lias been marked by the peculiar corrugation which, when
made apparent by the level of the sea. as on the coast line, comes into peculiar prominence.

2. The wearing has been determined by the following additional circumstances.

(A.) The velocity of the stream. (B.) Its depth. (C.) The angle of declivity, and (D.)

the arming of the ice sheet at its bottom with pebbles of sufficient hardness to have a

strong cutting power.

3. As an adjunct to the ice action,— the subglacial streams ; these doubtless existed then,

as they now exist in Gi'eenland, and must have coiiperated in many cases with considerable

effect in the formation of the deeper cuts of the ice.

4. There is an important conclusion, a corollary to the preceding propositions, that the

deeper any cut becomes through the action of glacial movement the more rapid the wear.

The accumulation of the ice in the valleys tends to relieve the weight acting upon the hill

tops, and thus magnifies the erosion on the low grounds at the expense of the wear of the

higher surfaces. Thus it is seen that while ice in some of its conditions of action is indeed

a planing agent, it is not strictly correct to regard it as necessarily or even generally an

agent which acts against existing reliefs.

So far as I have been able to see, the excavations which cut up the shore of Maine pre-

sent no difficulties which demand especial explanation. All the great fiord-cut shores of

the world are excavated in highly metamorphosed materials. It is a flict, that metamor-

phosed rocks, especially the series which is affiliated with granite, vary far more in compo-

sition than any of the unchanged sedimentary beds. In most cases this great variety of

structure depends upon the action of the penetrated waters charged under varied conditions

of heat and pressure with the chemical agents of change. Fissures which gave passage to

these streams have naturall}' had their borders far more completely changed than the other

parts of the mass. Other agents have cooperated to localize the characters of our meta-

morphosed rocks, making them as unlike in their horizontal sections as our unchanged

rocks are uniform in this direction. Chief among these is the contorting action to which

they have been subjected, which by bringing different beds to the surface in their narrow

areas, has powerfidl}- contri])uted to the diversification of the hardness of the surface.

The evidences of great excavation along the coast of Maine are invariably associated

with either of the two following circumstances, the previous existence of great drainage

channels, obviously determined as regards position and direction Ijy running water, or the

presence of great obstacles which have, by partly diverting the ice stream, concentrated its

wear in narrower limits. The truth of the first of these propositions is evident to any one

who will take the principal rivers of Maine, examine their drainage basins, and observe their

dependence on features which could only have had a value with reference to the action of

fluid water. If the direction of the river systems had been in any way determined by the

ice action, they would have been very differently arranged from what they are now. It is

evident that they are the work of water acting in its fluid form, .and that the action of ice

has been limited to a certain amount of Ijroadening and deepening the chaiuiels it already

found in existence.

The exceptions to this general rule are found in those cases where the presence of an

obstacle of great height has interfered with, or where the diflerence in hardness of the

materials flowed over has greatly modified, the cutting action of the ice. At Mount Desert,

for example, we have a great mass of high land extending in a general northeast and
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southwest direction, opposing the trend of the ice current which came from the north by

west in a very dii*ect fashion. It will be seen, however, that the tendency has been to

deflect the lower part of the ice stream to the southwest, a part, however, passing around

to the east of the chain of hills, and a part pouring through the deep valleys of Somes'

Sound and Great Pond. The result of this deflecting action has been to deepen the chan-

nel on the west of Mount Desert nntil it is by far the most profound of all the iiords on

the coast of Maine. By the less considerable ice stream wdiich was turned into F'renchman

Bay, that great though relatively shallower excavation was formed.

Wherever the ice moving over a plane surface is arrested b}^ any such partially sur-

mountable obstacle as the hills of Mount Desert, the result of the effort to mount the

barrier is an increase of wear at the l^ase, at the point where the change of direction is

brought about. To this action we doubtless owe the fact that all the elevated points along

this coast are separated from the main land by strips of deep Avater. It may also be noticed

on the main land that mountain masses, which have interposed as barriers to the movement

of the ice, have had the region to the north of their bases much more cut away than the

southern segment. Many of these barriers have extensive lakes to the immediate north.

This is conspicuously the case in Wachusett, Mass., and is seen in many other jjoints in

New England. Even in those cases where the map shows no lake basin, it will often be

found that extensive swamp areas mark the position of lake basins which have been filled

up since the glacial period. By this filling wp more than two-thirds of the area of lake

surface existing in southern New England at the close of the glacial period has been

destroyed.

The peninsula of Nova Scotia probably turned the ice current which came down the

St. Lawrence, so that it sent a good part of its stream over the low col at the head of the

Bay of Fundy. This stream would have tended greatly to increase the excavation of that

singular arm of the sea, and may perhaps, in part at least, account for the prodigious depth

of the central abyss recently discovered there by the explorers of the United States Coast

Survey.

This is hardly the place in which to undertake any inquiry into the physical histor}- of

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. We may, however, call attention to the fact that this great

basin is in all essential aspects comparable to the Great Lakes which lie at the upper part of

tlie valley, and must be explained in the same manner. Being at once at the end of a

great river system and on the sea board, it must have been swept b^^ a far stronger ice

stream than the upper and more interior basins. If, as it seems most reasonable to believe,

the great lakes, from Superior to Ontario, have been dug out by ice action, then we must

regard the Gulf of St. Lawrence as the product of the same forces, more gigantic in pro-

portion to the greater mass of the wearing agent.

While we find ourselves forced to attribute so much Avork to the action of ice upon this

part of our shore, it must necessaril}- be asked how far the erosion and transportation has

been accomplished by the ice-time which has just passed away. All the indications of

glacial action being essentially superficial, its marks are in a peculiar degree liable to the

destruction which in a greater or less degree awaits all geological records. We have seen

how the secondarA' period of the last glacial time, though it brought but a thin sheet of

ice over the shore on the eastern coast of Maine, still SAvept aAvay from that section all the

great evidences of previous ice work Avhich, in the more southern district of Massachusetts
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form such prominent features. So it is evident that the marks of glacial work coming from

a time anterior to the last ice period, however conspicuous in their day, would have been

in the main destroyed by the succeeding period. I cannot undertake to give a final answer

in the matter of the time at which the excavating work along the coast of Maine was

accomplished. Certain circumstances incline me, however, to the opinion that the ice

work was in a great degree done by glacial action anterior to the last glacial period. Of

these the most important is the following.

If we examine closely the shore line wliere it is drawn along the rocky part of our coast,

say from Massachusetts Bay to Eastport, we find that everywhere there is a steep escarp-

ment bounding the land, which shows in every feature the work of the sea. The general

relation of this escarpment to the adjoining country is shown in Fig. 2. There can be no

doubt that this cut represents the wear-

ing of the sea acting continuously, and ^
for great periods, at the same, or near

the same, level. But it is evident that Y////////////////^/777>^^
the last glacial period found the shore in //////////////////////////777yir-r-r~

much the same form as at present, for, Fio. 2.

except when the rock is very crumbly, a. The escirpm.-nt made by the action of the sea generally

or exposed to the severest beat of the s"''"'^'' ^^ ''"^ ''-"'^ °^ 'l^e '='** i;''^^'''' t'"!*-'-

. . 1 -ii ii • /> «• Sea level.

waves, it IS covei-ed with the scoring 01

the ice sheet. Now if the wearing brought about during the glacial period did not exceed

the few feet which would have been required to erase the old shore line, it is evident it

could not have sufficed to dig out the great fiords along which that shore is traced. Yet the

valley's of the fiord section are as clear and sufficient evidence of ice work as the glacial

scratches themselves, and must be explained by the same agent. Thus it is seen, beyond

reasonable doubt, that between the time when the shore was formed and the present day,

the ice action which has occurred was relatively only slight, and could not have accom-

plished the greatest part of the ice work indicated by the topography of the region. At
first sight it would seem as if we might find an explanation by supposing that the shore

had been excavated between the first disappearance of the ice and the return of the

glaciers at the second stage of the period. But besides the evident difficulty of the length

of time between the two phases of the ice period which tliis hypothesis requires— a time

which, measured by the rate of cutting of the waves, must have been several times as great

as that which can be called post-glacial— there is the fact that in Massachusetts the second-

ary glacial period did not make any continuous sheet of ice whatever, Ijut only local streams

leadmg from the high land to\vard the shore in the principal river valleys. Even in nearly

the southernmost country where the ice came in a sheet to the shore, in the valley of

Narragansett Bay, we have the same glaciated coast, and the same sea beach scored and

grooved by the ice. It thus becomes evident that the topography of this country is due to

antecedent glacial periods having an effect far exceeding in aggregate amount the work of

the last of the series. Having proven more than one glacial period, it is easily seen that it

becomes probable that this work has been done by a number of successive ice-times rather

than by any one great period of this character. This view of the duration and severity of

the ice-time is in perfect accordance with what is known from other soiu'ces concerning the

condition of that time. Many students of the question of the origin and antiquity of man
MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. H. 84
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are now convinced that lie antedated the last or generally accepted glacial period. Many
of our existing land animals seem to have survived that great change. It is difficult to see

how these things would be possible if the ice action had continued long enough to mould

the whole topography of the circumpolar i-egions down to the parallel of 40".

I have elsewhere discussed the question of the origin of glacial action, and shall not

repeat the matter here, except to indicate summarily the opinions to which its consideration

seemed to lead. These were briefly as follows :
—

Glacial action, such as is indicated by the records of the last ice period, requires us to

suppose an intensification of evaporation over all the oceanic areas between 40° north and

south of the Equator. This increased evaporation could only be brought about by an

increase in the heat of the surface of the earth causing an enhancement of the suj^ply of

vapor for condensation. Of all the possible sources of increased heat the following are the

onl_y ones which have been suggested which deserve consideration. 1. Change in the

attitude of the land and sea to each other. 2. Change in the temperature of celestial

space through which our solar system is moving. 3. Change in the excentricity of the

earth's orbit in connection with the precession of the equinoxes. Each of these hypotheses

has proved in the end unsatisfactory. We therefore were driven to the h^^pothesis, which

is borne out by many considerations, that the sun is a source of var3ring heat ; that it is in

fiict a variable star. The sudden increment of its heat by one-half would make the inter-

tropical region the seat of intense evaporation, and the cloud-wrapped polar regions the

seat of excessive precipitation, while the countcf-trades, or return upper currents of air,

would have their carrying power much enhanced by the greater activity of the trade wind

system, consequent on the increase in the difference between the temperature of the equa-

torial and polar regions.

Looking upon our sun as a variable star, we get a basis for recurrent change, and can

conceive the physical and vital phenomena of our planet moving in accord with the

changes in that source of nearly all the ph^ysical and vital energy of the earth's surface.

Some evidence has already been obtained of the following glacial periods :
—

1. In the Cambrian, about the zone of Paradoxides Harlani.

2. At the close of the horizon of the Cincinnati group.

3. In the time immediately antecedent to tlie heavier coal measures of the carl^oniferous

period.

4. In the trias. Evidence of the occurrence of glaciers in tliis jieriod has Ijeen found in

South Africa as well as Europe.

5. In the tertiary (probably three periods).

When we consider the extreme liability of such action as glaciation to be destroyed by

subsequent agents, it becomes clear that these few periods, determined at the very outset of

the research into the history of this agent, must be onl}' a small part of the successive

periods of similar change. It is also evident that the recurrence of successive glacial

periods must have a most hnportant influence upon the course of life ; forcing great migra-

tions, and effecting great changes in the whole character of the conditions of existence. It

is not my purpose at this time to consider the evidence which can be Ijrought from other

regions to show the immediate value of these changes; and I can only indicate that the hori-

zons of all our consjlomerates are horizons where great changes have been effected even in

the marine life, which is likely to have been less influenced by the change than the life of
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the land areas. Moreover, we may hope to get, through the study of these I'ehcs of the

past glacial action, a means of determining the identity of formations at jioints remote from

each other. If there should, for example, be evidence that at various points on the earth's

surface rocks of supposed triassic age, as determined by their fossil contents, are associated

with distinct evidences of glacial action, we may feel that the identification of age is more

exact by far than it can be made on the evidence derived from fossils alone. That similar

organic forms can continue to exist in one region long after they have been extinguished in

another, is a fact so well I'ecognized as to need no proof; but a glacial period, we ai'e

entitled to believe, must have been simultaneous, at least throughout one hemisphere, prob-

ably over both, and may therefore give with certain lessened risks of error, a means of

determining identity of time in regions remote from each other.

ox THE CAUSE OF DEPRESSION IX THE GLACIAL PERIOD.

That there is a necessary connection between the accumulation of great masses of ice,

such as the glacial periods brought upon the surfixce of the cii'cumpolar regions, and the

depression of those regions, is a point most easily demonstrated. Over the whole of the

shore of the North Atlantic the evidence is complete ; at the southernmost point where the

glacial action has been observed, we find slight evidences of subsidence. This increases

steadily, though irregularly, as we go northward, until we come to the highest latitudes

where civilized man has penetrated, where we have evidences of subsidence amounting to

two thousand feet or more. The only hypothesis as yet advanced to account for this irreg-

ular movement, is that of which Adhemar was the originator.

The accumulation of a great weight of ice at either pole in succession, would result m
the disj)lacenient of the centre of gravity of the earth, which would be draAvn the nearer

to the pole where the accumulation took place. The result of tliis change upon the alti-

tude of the sea would be veiy great. The water being free to obey the changed conditions

would rearrange itself with reference to the new centre of attraction. The result would

be the dee^^ening of the sea by the amount of the displacement of the centre of gravity

about the pole where the ice accumulated. That such a result is in good degree a neces-

sary consequence of the accumulation of masses of ice al)out either one or the other pole,

is easil}" believed. But there is every reason to suspect that the conditions Avere not ful-

filled during the last glacial period. The observations of Darwin, and more recently, and

more especially, of Agassiz, have shown that the southern extremity of South America

bears marks of as recent and extensive glaciation as the Northern Hemisphere. Until it is

proven to the contrary by evidence which has not been seen, we must suppose that the

glaciation in the two hemispheres was simultaneous. If this be the case, the idea of a dis-

placement of the centre of gravity is no longer so available as an explanation ; for although

the tendency to accumulate the seas about the poles would exist in a very diminished way

under this condition, its amount would not be sufficient to account for the phenomena of

depression. Moreover, any result of this kind would probably be more than compensated

by the substrata of material from the sea, and the consequent reduction of its depth. If

we suppose both hemispheres laden with ice down to the parallel of 45% then the thickness

to be on the average one mile, we shall have subtracted from the ocean water enough to

lower its depth by over half a mile of altitude. Something of this would be compensated
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by the attraction of the mass of ice about either pole ; but it is clear that inasmuch as the

seas do not rise under the influence of the masses of the continents against which they

rest, at least more than a trifling amount, so the water could not rise against the polar

ice caps to any great height. The double polar ice cap, even were it a mile thick, could

not affect the gravitation of the sea more than the high lands of Western South America.

Moreover, the fact that in high northern countries some time elapsed after the disappear-

ance of the ice cap before the re-emergence of the land took place, while on the theory of

disturbed gravitation it should have disappeared jxiri passu with the waning of the ice, is a

strong argument against the sufficiency of this explanation. Probably the most insupera-

ble objection which can be made against this hypothesis of depression through a change of

the centre of gravity arising from the magnitude of the ice sheet, is found in the fact that

the depression does not increase with regularity throughout the whole of the Northern

Hemisphere, which it should have done if this view be correct. The increase from a few

feet (not exceeding fift}') along Long Island Sound to three hundred on the coast of Maine,

is excessive. This rate, if kept up, as it must have been if tliis hypothesis be true, would

have made the depression at the poles many miles of depth.

In view of these arguments I find myself compelled to al^andon this view concerning the

origin of the glacial depression. In seeking another explanation of the phenomenon, I have

endeavored to arrive at something which should be easily connected with the general facts

of continental and other mass movements of the earth's crust. In pursuing this object the

following opinions have been forced upon me.

The constant movements of sea and land show clearly that the surflice of the earth and

the solid matter, for a consideraljle depth, are subject to movements which vary mucli in

direction and intensity. At first sight, however, it would seem as if this variety of move-

ment was fiir more considerable than it is in f\ict. The following considerations will serve

to limit the phenomena in tlie range of its action in an important way.

As the sea is the region of constant deposition, and the land of constant erosion, there

must be in the long run quite constant upward movement of the land areas and depression

of the floors of earth beneath the seas. For instance, the region of the Ohio valley was

near the sea level in the silurian and carboniferous times, and is a few hundred feet above

it at the present day, notwithstanding the constaiit erosion which has affected it nearly ever

since. We cannot reasonably reckon the time wdiicli has elapsed since the coal period at less

than twenty million years. Now the rate of wear on this region, as shown by the dischai-ge

through the Mississippi River, will carry away about one foot in seven thousand years.

This may be reduced to one foot in ten thousand years, if we would keep within bounds.

But even this slow rate will retpiire a steady rise of at least twenty-five hundred feet since

the close of the carlxmifeious period, relatively a very modern period. Further to the

northward, the Laurentian Hills, judged by their age, must have lost several times as much

height, even supposing they waste only at the rate of the plain, which is far Ijelow the

south. Tbis class of facts entitles us to suppose that the lands are, on the whole, constantly

rising. On the other hand, all (he known facts, such as the continuous deposition of strata

to the amount of thousands of feet in waters always sliallow, the increasing evidence of

ancient zoological barriers in the sea, under circumstances Avliicli require us to suppose that

depth of water was the obstacle to the exchange of life ; and other facts which cannot be
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Fig. 3.

In Fifj. 3, the pivot point, P, is to the landward of the shore, S, the

hne A B inilicating the surface of the continent near the coast. Let
the depression of tlie sea floor and the elevation of the land go on until

the continental surface is in the position indicated by the lines A' B',

and the shore will be removed to the point S', and the sea gains. S L,

indicates the sea level. If we suppose, however, that the dotted line P
L', denotes the sea level, then the pivot point will fall just at the shore

line, anil all the chmges in the position of the line A B will not alfeet

the 2)osition of the water lines.

succinctly stated, give us evidence of the truth of the natural supposition that concurrent

with the rise of the land there has been a constant increase in the depth of the sea.

If we try, however, to reduce all
,1 i> 1 1 i ii i In the diagrams 3 and 4, similar letters denote correspondin<r points.

ffreat chansres oi level to the two , ^ „ , , », ,,,, a r. w r./ ,•<= ° _ In figures 3 and 4, the straight lines A B, A B , are diagrammatic

movements, sinking of the sea and exjiresslons for sections e.\tending across the shore. For convenience of

risiu"" of the land we are met by delineation, the action of the movement of the small segments of the

,^ T m 1. 1 • 1 -n i •. crust represented is supposed to be like that of a ri<;id bar.
the tlilnculty, which will suggest it-

self to all geologists, that the sea

and land have in many regions

changed places in alternation. It

seems to me, however, that this dif-

ficulty is in a great measure over-

come by the careful study of the

necessary conditions of the move-

ment. In diagrams Nos. 3, 4 and 5,

Ave have represented the line from

the centre of any sea to the interior

of any continental area. Assuming

that the constant tendency of the

movements is to depress the sea-

ward part of this section and lift the

landward part, we have to notice

that there must be a fulcrum point,

or point of rotation of the move-

ment. This point may occupy either

of three relations in reference to

the sea. It may be to the seaward

of the shore ; it may fall at the

shore line, or it may lie to the land-

ward of the shore. Supposing the

sea floor to be constantly sinking,

and the land constantly rising, it is

evident that in the first of these

suppositions the land would contin-

ually gain on the sea ; in the second

case, great changes might take place

without any effect on the po.sition of

the shore ; while in the third case

the sea would seem to gain on the

land. The fact that in most of the

land areas where we knew the geol-

ogy well enough to form an opinion

on the matter, there are centres of

ancient upheaval about which the

oscillations of level have taken place,
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Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the pivot point is the seaward of the shore line A B, indi-

cating the origin il position of the continental surface, and A' B', the

position of the change. Inspection will show that in this diagram the

change has caused the shore to move seaward, and the land gains.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 represents a shore line with an axis of rotation, A B, cutting it

in such a manner that the points P and \" may be taken for the pivot

points of the diagrams 3 and 4, respectively. All that portion of the

shore line above the straight line would be sinking; all below, rising.

85
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is much in favor of this theory of the changes of sea and land. For onr present purpose

it is not necessary to argue this question in all its phases, it is enough that it enables us to

coordinate the changes of tiie sea and land, and so fiir to aid us in the conception of the

instability of the equilibrium of the crust which is one of the most important facts brought

to light by the study of the geological record. The constant changes in the position of the

fulcrum point of the movement of sea and laud, show that the position of this point, with

reference to the whole line, is a matter liable to constant change. In the determination of

the position of this fulcrum Ave may be reasonal)ly certain that whatever the source of the

force which brings aljout the upheaval and subsidence, the matter of weight must have a

certain value. Physicists who have attentively considered the question of the origin of the

continental folds and ocean furrows, are quite in accord in considering them as folds of the

earth's crust, or, to keep clear of assumptions, let us say the outermost part of the earth, which

has been compelled to adapt itself to a dimini.'^hed interior. Without pretending to claim this

conclusion to be so well founded as to put an end to controversy, we may use it to complete

our conception of the relation of forces to the section from the interior of the continent to the

centre of the sea. It will be evident that this section must have its present place determ-

ined by two main factors, the energy of the uplifting force and that of the restraining

weight. If the amount of this weight at particular points can be made to vary considera-

bly, the whole effect of the movement may be materially changed. A careful consideration

of the accompanying diagram will show that a change in the position of the point of rota-

tion or fulcrum of the section will completely alter the result of the movement. When
the pivot point is just at the shore line, a great deal of sinking of the sea floor and eleva-

tion of the centre of the continent may take place without affecting the relations of sea

and land. When the pivot point is to the land side of the shore, then the movement will

make the sea appear to gain on the land ; when the pivot is to the seaward of the shore,

then the land will gain. Elsewhere I have followed these considerations in a more detailed

fashion with special reference to the question of the origin of continents. The conclusion

is. however, so evident that it is hardly necessary to trace the whole matter here.

Fig. 6.

The dotted line, a, a, a, a, indicates the change of position of tlie surface after the ice caps have been formed,

c, Continents, i, ice sheet. *•, sea level.

It is very important to notice, however, that in the case of a rigid mass, such as we sup-

pose the crust to be, supported on material having sufficient mobility to give way vuider

strain, much as a fluid would do, then the imposition of any weight upon one extremity of

a given section, such as is shown in Fig. 6, would necessarily produce a change in the posi-

tion of the pivot point. Now in the ice accumulation of the glacial period we have just

such a change of weight as would be likely to bring about considerable effects of this kind.

A great mass of water is taken from the sea and heaped to the depth of a mile or more
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upon the land. A mile in depth of ice weighs about as much as half a mile of ordinary

rock, so that by covering the continent of North America with a deposit of this kind we
more than double its altitude above the sea. Now if the weight of the mass uplifted be an

element in determining the height to which the continents are raised, then we must allow

this ice mass a decided mfluence in depressing the continental areas.

The reader may help himself to form a conception of the nature of these effects if he

will float a rigid substance, such as a bar of wood, upon some semifluid, such as tar or trea-

cle, weighting one end so that by its depression it may sink beneath the surface, thus ele-

vating the other end. Now if he will add w'eight to the elevated end, subtracting it, if he

please, from the other end, he will see the change in altitude which I conceive to have

occurred by the accumulation of glacial matter. Another illustration, more satisfactory on
the whole, is afforded by a little study of any of our frozen lakes. Let a weight be accum-

ulated at any point on ice of moderate strength. The result is the depression of the ice at

that point, and its elevation around the sunken point. In this condition the ridge and
depression may well represent the state of the tensions which give its continent and sea

basin. Now if we take a part of the weight from the depression and place it on the ele-

vated part of the ice, we will thereby change the altitude of the elevation. If the hollow

of the ice were filled with water this change would bring about an extension of the area

covered with water, representing the invasion of the land by the sea during the glacial

period. The fact that in a substance as rigid as ice these movements can take place with-

out fracture, shows vis that there is nothing in the solidity of the earth to prevent such

movements.

It must not be thought that this view requires us to suppose the interior of the earth is

a fluid mass, although it is quite reconcilable with that theory. I am inclined to cling to an
opinion set forth by me some years ago that the central region of the earth is quite rigid,

while between the outer fifty miles of strata and basement rocks, and the inner core of

solid matter, there may remain a section which has not yet been completely solidified, and
still admits of sufficient movement to give us the rise of the continental folds and the sink-

ing of the sea floors. Nor am I satisfied that the condition of the mass on which the so-

called crust rests, is such as can be called fluid, judged by the tests we apply to objects on
the earth's surface. A rigidity such as belongs to the metals of average resistance to com-
pression might permit such movements as we find to occur in masses urged by the enormous
tensions to which our continents are subjected.

There can be hardly any question that the conclusion that the continents are kept in

their attitude by constant tensions, is necessary and indisputable. As a factor in determin-

ing the position which any point occupies with reference to the centre of the earth, the

weight of the mass supported must be of importance. Unfoi-tunately the data for determ-

ining the value of this element are quite wanting ; it seems evident enough, however, that

we may more reasonably look to the weight of the ice accumulated on the continents dur-

ing the glacial period for the depression of the land areas it occupied, than to any other

cause. Only in this way can we account for the local character of the depression in many
places, or for the coexistence of extensive subsidences in the southern as well as the north-

ern hemisphere.
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If this theory of the glacial depression be accepted we may obtain thereby a basis on

which to compute the I'igidity of the earth's crust as well as other important features con-

nected with those parts of the earth, which though quite close to the surface, are beyond

direct observation.^

'ThisTeport is meant to be preliminary to a more special and exhaustive study on the glacial and other dynamic phe-

nomena of the coast of Maine.



XI. The Species of the Lepidopterous Genus Pamphila.

By Samuel H. Scudder.

Ecad March 25, 1874.

ixLANY Eiu'opean insects and their closely resembling American types are regarded by

some entomologists as identical npon the two continents ; hy others, as distinct ; and so far

as butterflies are concerned, there is little to aid one in forming an opinion in any given

case beyond the bare statements of naturalists, contending for opposing theories. In view

of this condition of things^ unimproved for the past thirty years, it is to be regretted

that no one has given a systematic I'eview of different cases, setting forth the reasonable

grounds of opinion in each ; this task properly belongs to the American student, since

it is easier for him to procure an unlimited number of a given European species, than

for a European naturalist to obtain the desired American types. Impressed Avith the

importance of investigations in this direction, I have for some time been collecting mate-

rial for such a study ; and having recently had the pleasure of examining the extensive

series of Hesperians brought by Mr. Theodore L. Mead from Colorado,^ in which are

many specimens of Pamphila, bearing close resemblance to P. comma of Europe, it has

seemed a favorable opportunity of enquiring whether that species is represented on this

continent, as held by some writers.^ The result proves that although we have species

which in many features closely resemble P. comma, there is not one Avhicli cannot be

clearly distinguished from it. The richness of this genus in America, and its extreme 'pov-

erty in the Old World (where only a single species is known), lead to the presumption

that the genus had its origin in our own country, and that temperate North America

is its proper metropolis. Nor is this theory incompatible with the opinion that P. comma

is identical with any of the forms described below.

1 For an opportunity of stiulying these, I am indebted to Speyer, Geogr. Yerbr. Schmett., i, 286 ; states that it is

the courtesy of lilr. Mead and Mr. AV. II. Edwards. found on both sides of the Rocky ISIountains, and specifies

2 For statements of this sort, see the following authorities: Canada and the northern United States (Lacordaire, Boisdu-

Boisduval, Ann. See. Ent. Fr., 1852, 313
;
gives P. comma val), Washington or Bahiuiore (Blauel in litt.), and Califor-

aniong the Californian butterflies, with the remark,—entirely "'-i (Boisduval), as localities.

similar to our European specimens. Wal.-^h, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad., iii, 215; gives the home of

lb., Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii, 23; repeats the same. -P- eomma as Calitbruia and Europe, on the authority of

Koch, Geogr. Verbr. Eur. Schmett., 71 ; remarks that Boisduval.

there are specimens in the Paris Museum from Calitbrnia.
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So far as our knowledge of the seasons of apparition of these insects extends, it points

to the same conchision as the study of their colorational and structural features. Mr. Mead

has taken spochnens of four out of the five species more closely resembling P. conuna^

;

and his notes upon them are so, full that it is certain the species follow each other in the

following order, at intervals of about a month : Nevada, Colorado, Manitoba, Juba. P.

Nevada appears the second week in June, the male jirobaljly in the early part of the week,

the female in the latter ; the butterlly continues to emerge from the chry-salis during the

month, and flies nearly to the end of July. P. Colorado probal^ly appears during the sec-

ond week in July and continues to emerge from the chr3^salis until nearly the end of

August, for Mr. Mead took fresh specimens during the second week of August, and of the

female throughout the entire month ; some individuals must therefore continue part way
into September. P. Manitoba appears the first week in August, or perhaps even by the

last of July, and continuing to emerge from the chrj^salis throughout August, may doubt-

less be found until the middle of September. P. Juha probably appears by the middle of

September, perhaps by the first of the montli, and continues upon the wing at least through

the first week in October, and probably until after the middle of the month. These state-

ments are based on the condition of the specimens collected by Mr. Mead, all of which I

have seen, every specimen labelled with the date of cajoture.

Nothing is known of the seasons of P. Ottoe, excepting that a rubbed male was taken

in Iowa between the 21st and 24th of July. As to P. Sassacus, it is single brooded in

the north, double brooded in the south, and probaljly hibernates as a chrysalis. In the

south, i\\Q butterfly appears by the middle of April, and again, after ten days passed in the

chrysalis, at the end of August. In New England, the earliest butterflies are seen during

the last week in May, the female scarcely later than the male ; sometimes they do not

appear before the middle or latter part of the first week of June, and they evidently con-

tinue to emerge from the chrysalis until the middle of the montli, and remain on the wing

through June ; battered individuals may sometimes be found until the middle of July.

The female commences to lay eggs at least by the middle of Jime ; the eggs hatch in

twelve days.

Writing of the European species, P. comma, Meyer-Diir says :
- "• Since this butterfly- is

found from the lowest plains to the higliest alpine meadows, at an elevation of seven thou-

sand feet above the sea, its time of flight is very various
;
yet I believe that in the low-

lands I have noticed two generations, since the earliest appear around Bvu-gdorf about the

17th of June, and disappear about the middle of July ; on August 21st fresh individuals

again fly in similar spots, and they disappear about the beginning of September. On the

heights of the Jura and the Alps, there is but one generation, which appears midway be-

tween these two, namely, in August. This mountain form, which I have collected between

the 6th and 10th of August on the top of the Grimsel, on the Meyenwand, in the Valais

above Varon, Leuk, and on the Gemmi, and, later, August 14th, on the Jura, is peculiar

for the remarkable size of the female, its darker ground color and more sharjily defined

clear yellow spots, as compared with the butterflies of the plains. . . . Keitel calls

' The seasons of the fifth, P. si/hanoidcx, are unknown ; diival hhiiself in his first paper on Califoruian Lcpidoptera.

but this species was separated from P. comma by Bois- ^ Schmetterlinge der Schweiz, 216-7.
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his Lapland specimens by a distinct name — Cattcna [s/c]. I can, however, find no difter-

ence between them and onr alpine forms, excejiting that the ground color of the underside

of the hind wings, and of most of the fore wings, is even darker olive green than in but-

terflies from the summit of the Grimsel ; in the butterflies of the lowlands, these j)arts

are beautiful yellow green."

It will be seen from the above that the two best known species of Pamphila, P. comma
and P. Sassacus, are double-brooded,. at least in the low countries. It seems therefore, at

first sight, possible that the differences we have noted between Nevada and Manitoba, and

between Coloi'ado and Juba, may be similar to those sometimes observed in double brooded

insects ; that is, that these may in each case be seasonal forms of a single species. But

when we recollect, 1st, that no such distinctions have been noticed between the two broods

of P. comma or of P. Sassacus (though these have not been sufficiently studied to give

this consideration great weight) ; 2d, that these Coloradan species have thus far been found

only at considerable elevations (see below, in our remarks on their geographical distribu-

tion), in regions corresponding to those in which P. Sassacus and P. comma are single

brooded ; and 3d, that no differences can be found in the abdominal appendages of the

typical comma and the subarctic Catena, at all comparable to those which distinguish

P. Colorado and P. Juha, or (and especially) P. Nevada and P. Manlioha ; we are forced

to the conclusion that this interpretation of their differences cannot be maintained. Wish-

ing, however, to get all possible light upon this subject, I wrote to Mr. Mead, as the only

one familiar with these insects, their haunts and seasons, suggesting the possibility of such

a hypothesis. He replied :
" I do not think any of the Colorado Pamphilas are likely to be

specimens of a second brood. All the Hesperians whose larvae I have experimented on

take a long time to complete their transformations,' and the season in Colorado is so very

short that I do not recollect any species [of butterHy] of which there is a second brood in

the mountains where these Pamphilas were taken. Besides, the late ones were considera-

bly less common than the early species, which would not prol:)ably be the case with a

second brood."

This genus of Ijutterflies belongs to the north temperate zone. The single species of the

Old World is found from the Atlantic to the Pacific, between the 3-5th and 60th degree of

latitude ; the northernmost points from which it has been recorded are northern Scandinavia

and Finland ; and the southernmost, Corsica, Syria, and the Altai Mountains in Asia. In

America, the group, although mncli more abundant in species, extends only from the 32d

to the 53d degree of latitude, JMit as in the Old Worhl, occurs from ocean to ocean.

P. Sassacus extends further south than any of the other species, having been found com-

mon in Georgia (Abbot). P. Manitoba, on the other hand, is the most northern, and, at

the same time the most widespread, occurring as far north and in as widely sej^arated local-

ities as Riviere du Loup on the St. Lawrence, northern Lake Winnipeg in the interior, and

Labache on the Pacific slope. It occurs also in Colorado, where it is accomjianied by

P. Nevada and P. Colorado. P. Nevada extends west from Colorado to the Pacific, and

is found as far north as Ores-'on ; but P. Colorado is confined to the district whose name"D

^ This is almost universally true, yet not a few of the New. ing the northern Cyclopides Mandan ; and one, Ancyloxypha

England species are double-brooded, even, I believe, includ- Numitor, is pretty certainly triple-brooded.
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it bears,' as P. syloanoldes is to California. Tlie region in Colorado, explored by Mr. Mead,

is generally over seventy-five hundred feet above the sea
;
potatoes, he informs me, will

grow at eight thousand, or perhaps eighty-five hundred feet, and at nine thousand feet no

vegetables can be raised. The lower table lands have an elevation of six thousand feet, so

that the species inhabiting tins region are all insects of high altitude. P. Jiiba, again, ex-

tends from the Great Salt Lake to California; within the limits of the United States, east

of the Rocky Mountains, only two species occur : P. Oiioe, west of the Mississippi, in the

Indian Territory, Kansas and Iowa ; and P. Sassacus, which spreads from the Great Plains

to the Atlantic, and along the seaboard from Maine to Georgia.

For readier determination of these species I have added separate tables, drawn from the

markings of the wings and from the abdominal appendages.

TABLE TO DETERMINE THE MALES OP THE SPECIES OF PAMPHILA ; DRAWN FROM THE ORNAMENTATION

OF THE WINGS.

1. Upper sui'flice of hind wing almost wliolly tawny, with a very narrow dusky or dark brown border 2.

1. Upper surface of liiiid wings hirgely obscured with dusky, or with a \'ery broad dusky or dark brown

border 3.

2. More than 36 mm. in expanse; under surface of hind wings with scarcely any markings . Ottoe.

2. Less than 36 mm. in expanse ; under surface of liind wings distinctly marked with an irregular mesial

band of partially connected spots Nevada.
3. Discal dash of ui)per surfoce of fore wings followed, in the lower median and medio-subniedian inter-

spaces, by a narrow belt of blackish scales sylvanoides.

3. Discal dash of upper surface of fore wings not followed by any row of dusky scales along its

lower edge 4.

4. Under surface of hind wings with an irregular mesial band composed of distinct large, squarish,

nearly uiiifjrm spots Juba.

4. Under surface ot liiml wings with a scarcely perceptible, irregular mesial band of nearly uniform

spots Sassacus.

4. Under surface of hind wings with an irregular mesial band, composed of distinct, small or rather

small spots, seldom unifoi'm 5.

5. Band crossing under surface of hind wings bent at an angle of about 50°, the band much constricted

near the angle Colorado.

5. Band crossing under surface of hind wings bent at an angle of about 60°-75°, the spots near the angle

only a little, if any, smaller than the others 6.

6. Each of the spots forming the mesial band of the under surface of the liiiid wings distinct, often

narrowly edged on the outer and inner edges with black, the ground of the wing almost always

rather lieaxily flecked with dark green comma.
6. The spots of the mesial band of the under surface of the hind wings confluent, or nearly so,

almost never and then but slightly edged with black, the ground of the wing but slightly

flecked with not very dark green Manitoba.

TABLE TO DETERMINE THE FEMALES OP THE SPECIES OF PAMPHILA ; DRAWN FROM THE ORNAMENTATION

OF THE WINGS.

1. The paler markings of the under surfice of the wings white or silvery white, conspicuous ... .3.
1. The paler markings of the under surface of the wings either inconspicuous, a little paler than the ground

color of the wings, or altogether wanting 2.

2. A large species, expanding more tlian 36 mm., destitute of markings beneath - Ottoe.

2. A small species, expanding less than 36 mm., with inconspicuous markings beneath . Sassacus.

1 Since writing this, it has been taken in Ai-izona. doubt tliat any markings it may have bcneatli will be as in-

^ It is here assumed that tlie female of P. Ottoe, which is conspicuous as in P. Sassacus, and tliat it can be instantly

unknown, will resemble the male. Thei'c can scarcely be a distinguished from that by its much greater size.
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3. Fore wings with semi-hyaline spots in the median interspaces sylvanoides.
3. Wings without trace of hyaline spots 4.

4. Ground color of under surface of hind wings grayish green 5.

4. Ground color of under surface of hind wings, olive or yellow green 6.

5. A large species; markings on under surface of fore (vings, below the middle median nervure, generally

very ill-defined; hind wings slightly but distinctly produced next the inner portion of the outer mar-

gin; band of under surface of hind wings broad and usually connected ; inner area of same surface

tinged distinctly with buflF; distinct blackish patches at tlie base of the median interspaces on the

upper surface of the fore wings Juba.
5. A rather small species ; markings on under surface of fore wings, below the middle median nervure, gen-

erally well-defined, at least above ; hind wings with a scarcely perceptible fullness to the outer margin

next the inner border ; band of under surface of same wings moderately broad, often broken ; inner

area of same surface slightly paler than the i-est, but scarcely tinged with buft"; faint dusky patches at

the base of the median interspaces on the upper surface of fore wings; or, usually, these parts are no
darker than the surrounding field Nevada.

6. Mesial band of the under surface of the hind wings bent at an angle of about 45° or 50° ; sjiots of

this band generally vivid, approaching the outer margin of the wing so closely in the interspace

beyond the cell as to be removed from it by less than their own width .... Colorado.
6. Mesial band of the under surface of the hind wings bent at a right angle, or a little less than a liglit

angle, the spots generally not very vivid, separated from the outer margin in the interspace beyond
the cell by at least tlieir own width, and ordinarily by much more than that 7.

7 Spots in the interspace beyond the cell generally smaller than the others which make up the mesial Ijand

of the under surface of the hind wings, giving the baud an irreguhu- appearance ; spots of the lower

portion of the band generally confluent ; the Y-shaped spot, traversing tlie cell near its extremity, very

seldom crossing the median nervure to the medio-submedian interspace and not enlarged there ; basal

half of fringe on the hind wings, as seen beneath, generally not at all or very inconspicuoush- inter-

rupted with dusky at the nervure tips Manitoba.
7. Spots of the mesial band on the under surface of the hind wings pretty uniform in size, those of the inter-

spaces beyond the cell seldom any smaller than the others, so that the band has a more regular appear-

ance than in P. Manitoba; spots of the lower portion of the band distinctly marked, sometimes even

independent; the V-shaped spot traversing the cell near its extremity, always crossing the median

nervure to the medio-submedian interspace and enlarged there; basal half of fringe on the hind wings,

as seen beneath, generally conspicuously interrupted with blackish at the nervure X\])S . . comma.

TABLE TO DETERMINE THE MALES OP THE SPECIES OF PAMPHILA; DRAWN FR03I THE ABDOMINAL

APPENDAGES.

1. Hook and lateral arras of upper organ separated by a deep cleft, about half the length of the horizontal

portion of the oi'gan ; hook slender, as viewed from above ; clasps not extending nearly so far back as

the upper organ 2.

1. Hook and lateral arms of upper organ separated by a slight cleft not quarter the length of the hori-

zontal portion of the organ ; hook very stout as viewed from above ; clasps extending almost or quite

as far back as the upper organ 3.

2. Hook and lateral arms nearly parallel, and but slightly separated ... .... Nevada.
2. Hook and lateral arms op])Osed to each other by ojiposite cin-ves, leaving a fusifomi space between

them, as viewed laterally Scissacus.

3. Clasps, when viewed exteriorly, with two conspicuous superior apical teeth 4.

3. Clasps with but one conspicuous apical tooth sylvanoides.

4. Apical teeth of cl.asp equally separated from each other from base to summit ; clasp itself much
broader at base than elsewhere, about twice as long as broad 5.

4. Apical teeth of clasp diverging slightly fi-om each other ; clasp itself elongated, tapering but little,

much more than twice as long as broad Ottoe.
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5. Aj)icfil teeth of clasp very closely approxlinateil, oftoii appeaiiiis iit Krst sight as if single ;
anterior inner

edge of apical tooth but little produced as a slightly and bluntly toothed lamina ; a distinct notch in

advance of the preapical tooth; posterior border of clasp sul):iugulated, scarcely produced beyond the

apical tooth 6.

5. Ai)ical teeth of clasp less closely approximated, readily distinguishable ; anterior inner edge of ajiical

tooth produced as a sharply and distinctly denticuhite lamina; no distinct notch in advance of the pre-

apical tooth; posterior border of clasp roundeil, jiroduced considerably beyond the apical tooth . 7.

6. Apical teeth of clasp very closely crowded together, the preapical slightly the longer ; lamina con-

tinuing the inner anterior edge of the apical tooth moderately high Colorado.

6. Apical teeth of clasp not so closely crowded together, and of equal length; lamina continuing the

inner anterior edge of the apical tooth very low and inconspicuous Manitoba.

7. Posterior margin of clasp smooth, rounded ; inner anterior edge of apical tooth forming a denticulate

lamina, more nearly transverse than horizontal in its relation to the clasp, the largest dcnticulations

above, the lamina terminating gradually, opposite the posteiior border of the preapical tooth . Juba.

7. Posterior niaro-iu of clasp ragged and irregular; inner anterior edge of apical tooth forming a denticulate

lamina, more nearly horizontal than transverse in its relation to the clasp, the dcnticulations as

larii-e below as above, the lamina falling abruptly oft' at its anterior extremity opposite the anterior

border of the preapical tooth comma.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES OF PAMPHILA.

1. Famphila Sassacus.

Pl. X, t? Fig. 5, ? Fig. G. Pi., xi, Figs. 9, 12, 14.

Pamphila Sassacus Kirb., Syn. Cat. Diurn. Lep., 599; Scucld. ! Syst. Rev. Am. Butt., 56.

Hesjyeria Sassacus Harr. ! Ins. iiij. Veg., od ed., 315.

This familiar species is I'eadily distinguislied from tlie others ; the wings are broadly and

distinctly bordered above with dark brown, wliicli does not gradually merge into the

oran"-e-tawny 1jase ; and l:)0th sexes have a distinct longitudinal dash of dark brown in the

basal half of the mterspaces beyond the cell, barely separated from the dark border of the

Mv'imr, and much more distinct than in the other species ; it is present in the others to a

greater or less extent, but is generally wliolly absent from the extreme base of these inter-

spaces, and is never conspicuously contrasted with the neigliboring parts ; while here it

resembles Napa Edw./ to which species this bears a strong resemblance upon both its

upper and under surface. The under surftice of the hind wing differs from most of the

species in the faintness of the mesial band ; it is not, however, so faint as in P. Ottoe, and it

is larger than these, consisting, when most conspicuous, of a faint series of pale, quadrate,

equal spots of moderate size in the suljcostal and median interspaces, longer than broad,

forming a regular curve, their outer edges removed by the length of the spots from the

outer border, and those of the two areas connected by a similar spot in the subcosto-median

interspace, removed from the border by only half, or less than half, the distance to Avhich

the others are distant from it. Upper organ strongly arched, very deeply sulcate above pos-

teriorly ; hook two-thirds the length of the centrum (or the mass of the horizontal portion

of the organ), nearly straight, equal and very slender, as viewed above, tapering deUcately

^ Ilesperia Napa Edw., does not belong to this genus, from Liinocliores. Tlie two species form a group liithcrto

as asserted in my Systematic Revision, but is congeneric unchiiractei-ized, and to which I apply the name Pyrrho-

witb Hesperia Mi/slic Edw., which again must be_ separated sidia with Ilcqwia Mystic Edw. as the type.
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as seen from the side, the apical half compressed, laminate ; lateral arms similarly com-

pressed, but tapering only at the tip, longer than the hook, widely separated from it at

their base, curving upward. Clasjis nearly twice as long as broad, not extending nearly

so far backward as the upper organ, the upper edge broadly angled near the base, its

apical half a little incurved, the sharply pointed apical denticle a little incurved, and sep-

arated widely l^y a deep rounded excision from a much larger, but equally pointed, up-

turned and slightly recurved tooth at the extremity of the upper margin of the clasp

;

the recurved edge of the lower mai'gin forms a uniformly serrated lamina supporting the

inner anterior edge of the apical tooth, and terminates anteriorly in a pointed upturned

tooth opposite, and similar to, the preapical tooth of the upper edge of the clasp.

Excepting P. 3Iaiutoha, which has once been found on the lower St. Lawrence, it is the

only eastern species in America, but it extends as far west as Iowa (Allen) and Nebraska

(Dodge), and is common, according to Abbot, in Georgia. It is abundant in the south-

ern half of New England, and has been taken as far north as Norway, Me., (Smith).

I do not know of its occurrence in Canada.

*

2. Pamphila Nevada nov. sp.

Pl. X, d Figs. 1, 4, ? Figs. 2, 3. Pl. xi, Figs. 3, 4, 4a.

Judging from the specimens which have fallen into my hands, this is the most abundant

species in the west, and it is one of the most widely spread, having been taken in Colorado,

California, Nevada and Oregon. Specimens from the latter region are a little paler upon the

under surface than those fronr more southern localities, and the same is true of the upper

surface of the females. The species is of the size of P. comma, and the males differ from

tho-se of P. comma, and of all the other species of the genus (excepting the larger P. Ottoe),

in the clearness of the upper sin-flice of the wings ; occasionally the wings are somewhat

suffused with dusky, but usually the hind wings have but a narrow edging of blackish,

broadened, naturally, along the costal border ; and the fore wings, mstead of having a dis-

tinctly limited bordering, as is common to a greater or less extent in most species, have the

wing gradually more and more suffused with a warm but dusky tint toward the tip, as is

not unfrequently the case in P. comma ; sometimes the mesial belt of the under surface

is visible above, but occasionally, at least, it is wholly absent. The female scarcely differs,

upon the upper surface, from the females of P. Manitoba and P. comma, except in almost

uniformly having the small suljaplcal spots, both those near the costal, and those near the

outer border, j^aler than the others, or nearly white, as occasionally happens in the female

of P. comma. Beneath, the mesial white band of the hind wings is more irregular and scat-

tered than in P. comma or P. Man'itoha ; in the male it is usually broken up into four

separate patches, connected, by their angles only, into a continuous angular belt ; three of

these patches, of nearly equal size, but the middle one usually the largest, lie in a straiglit

line parallel to the longer axis of the wing, situated one each in the subcostal and subcosto-

median interspaces ; the last patch, not much larger than the second, is composed of three

confluent spots in the median and medio-submedian interspaces, as far from the outer Ijorder

as the second patch, the medio-submedian spot farther removed from the border than the

rest ; the ground color of the wing is a greenish griseous, and the spots are narrowly edged

exteriorly and interiorly with blackish. The markings .of the female are similar, excepting
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that they are usually a little larger and more obviously continuous, often sending out on

the exterior border little shoots of white along the nervures. Winnipeg specimens of

P. Manitoba seem to approach this species closely in the markings of the wings. Upper

organ bent at a right angle in tlie middle and scarcely rounded, deeply sulcated poste-

riorly above, along the middle ; hook almost three-fourths the length of the centrum,

straight, moderately stout at the Ijase, as seen from above, where it tapers rapidl}', after-

wards slender and gently tapering ; lateral arms slender, gently tapering, nearly straight,

but little separated at the base from the hook, upturned at the tip to meet the hook, which

they slightly exceed in length. Clasps rather small, twice as long as broad, not extendmg

nearly so far back as the upper organ, narrowing pretty regularly from the base, the upper

margin incurved and sliglitly deflexed, the posterior border rounded and protuberant ; the

preapical tooth is longer than the apical, very slender and curved, like the apical, a little

forward ; they are separated from each other by a deep, rather wide, rounded excision ; the

apical tooth is supported by a serratulate lamina, which is the continuation of its inner

anterior edge, and which terminates by a conspicuous serratulate denticle opposite the pos-

terior edge of the preapical tooth.

It has been taken in Colorado by Mr. Mead, on the mountains about the South Park and

in the Park itself Mr. W. II. Edwards has also sent me specimens from Nevada, California

and Oregon, the last collected by Dr. Gabb.

3. Pamphila Ottoe.

Pl. X, S Fig. 6. Pl. xi, Figs. 13, IG.

Pamphila Ottoe Kirb., Syn. Cat. Diurn. Lep., G02 ; Scudd. ! Syst. Rev. Am. Butt., 57.

Ilesperia Ottoe Edw. ! Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad., vi, 207.

This species differs considerably from all the others, not only in its gi^eater size and paler

color, but in the almost total absence of any markings upon the under surface of the hind

winws ; faint spots are occasionally visible upon the otherwise uniform yellowish tawn}^ sur-

f;ice. It appi'oaches P. Nevada upon the upper surface in the narrowness of the bordering

band of dark bi'own, which even on the front wing does not extend fiir from the margin.

I have not seen the female, nor has it yat been described. Upper organ verj- stout,

strongly arched, rather deeply sulcate above posteriorly; centrum very broad above,

scarcel}' narrowing posteriorly until the hook is reached, which is scarcely one-fifth the

leno-th of the centrum, when it tapers rapidly to a very bluntly rounded apex ; lateral arms

closely resembling those of P. Manitoha. Clasps very large, extending quite as far back-

ward as the upper organ, nearly two and a half times longer than broad, not narrowing

greatly, the upper margin a little elevated near the base, the posterior margin rounded and

a little protuberant, the apical tooth a little incurved next the base, beyond upright, consid-

erably shorter than the nearly erect, incurved, stout, preapical tooth, from which it is sepa-

rated b}^ a pretty deep and rather wide, rounded excision, widening above ; it is supported

within by a low, slightly denticulate, or sinuate lamina, the extension of its inner anterior

edge, which terminates in a slight denticle at some distance anterior to the preapical tooth.

The species has been found in Kansas, Iowa, and according to Mr. Edwards, in the Indian

Territory.
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4. Pamphila Colorado nov. sp.

Pl. X, cf Fig. 18, ? Figs. 16, 17. Fi.. xi, Figs. 1, 2.

Upon its upper surface this species differs from P. Manitoha, with which it agrees in size,

in scarcely any other particulars than the rather darker bordering in the males, and the

more conspicuous transverse mesial band of the hind wings in the females. Beneath, the

ground color varies from olivaceous to griseous green, and the mesial belt of the hind wings

is pecidiar for the manner in which it diminishes in width where it bends at the middle ; it

is apparently made up of three patches : a lozenge-shajjed patch in the lower subcostal in-

terspace ; a rather broad belt, nearly uniform in width, but irregular in outline, crossing the

median and part of the medio-submedian interspaces ; and a similar belt, but only half as

wide, crossing the interspace beyond the cell, its outer limit on a line with the outer limit of

the previously mentioned belt, and its upper interior angle reaching toward the tip of the

lozenge-shaped patch ; these spots are generally bordered narrowly with blackish. In the

female the spots are generally larger, more frequently parted, less regularly disposed, and

occasionally accompanied by a spot in the upper subcostal interspace. Upper organ rather

small, strongly arched, sulcate aljove posteriorly, the centrum, hook and lateral arms almost

exactly as in P. Manitoha. Clasps not large, yet extending as far as the upper organ, fully

twice as long as broad, tapering pretty regularly, the jDOsterior margin roundly angulated,

the two teeth scarcely separated by a very deep, equal, rounded excision, the preapical

sHghtly the larger and more incurved, the apical followed within anteriorly l^y a rather

stout but low lamina, furnished with one or two small tubercular dentations ojjposite the

preapical tooth.

This species has been taken in Colorado, about the Georgetown and South Park Roads

by Mr. Mead ; and in Arizona, by Lieut. Wheeler's expedition.

5. Pamphila Juba.

Pl. X, d- Fig. 19, 9 Fig. 20. Pl. xi. Figs. 5, 6.

Pamphila Juba Scudd. ! Syst. Rev. Am. Butt., 5G.

Mesjjeria comma Boisd. ! Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., [2] x, -313 (nee Linne).

This species of Pamphila is larger than any others, with the exception of P. Ottoe, which

scarcely exceeds it, but on the upper surfice resembles closely the j^receding, differing from

it in having the mesial band of the under side of the hind wings more conspicuous upon

the upper surface of the males than in P. Colorado. The females are pecuhar for their

pale appearance, due to three causes : a really paler tint to the tawny parts of the wing, in

which respect they reseml)le the Oregon specimens of P. Nevada ; a narrow dark outer

border to the wings ; and the much broader mesial belt of the hind wings ; more than in

any other species the interior edge of the outer margin of the fore wings of the female is

very crenate, the brighter ground following the nervules nearly to the margin of the wing.

while at the base of the lower median interspace and in the interspace below it are a

couple of continuous or nearly continuous dark brown patches resembling those which so

often accompany the inferior edge of the discal patch of the males in this group of Urbi-

colte. Beneath they are peculiar in having the mesial band of the hind wing broader than

in any other s^^ecies, and rather more uniform than usual, the spots of which it is composed
MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. KAT. HIST. TOL. n. 88
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beiii"' white, nearly square and equal, and forming a belt, bent in the middle almost exactly

at a right angle, or in the females at slightly less than a right angle ; in the males the belt

is almost wholly continuous, although sometimes Ijroken at the lower subcostal nervure, but

in the females it is usually broken both here and at the upper median nervule ; the ground

color in both sexes is a greenish griseous. Upper organ as in P. Colorado, but considerably

stouter. Clasps not large, extending nearly as for as the upper organ, nearly or quite as

long as broad, the upper border furnished with a slight swelling next the base, but other-

wise tapering regularly ; the posterior margin well rounded, extending considerably be3'ond

the apical tooth, as in P. comma ; this is slightly shorter than the preapical tooth, and sep-

arated very narrowl}^ from it by a deep rounded excision ; both the teeth are incurved, but

nearly erect ; the inner anterior edge of the apical tooth is sharply denticulated, but it

hardly extends forward into a serrated lamina.

This butterfly occurs in California and in the neighborhood of Salt Lake City, Utah.

6. Pamphila comma.

Pl. X, c? Figs. 12, 13, 9 Figs. 14, 15. Pl. xi, Figs. 10, 11.

Pamphila comma Fabr., 111. Mag. Ins., vi, 287.

Hesperia comma Linn., Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 484.

This species is too well known to require a description of the ornamentation of the w'ings

(see, however, the description of the succeeding species) ; but the abdominal appendages

are now described for the first time.

Upper organ strongly arched, rather deeply sulcate al)0ve, posteriorly ; hook one-third

the length of the centrum and slightly curved downward ; together with the centrum

it is very broad at the base above, tapers roundly to a rounded apex, and is but little

longer than broad ; viewed from the side the hook is nearly equal, the apex pointed be-

neath ; lateral arms equal, cylindrical, tapering a little at the tip, not very widely separated

from the centrum at their base, curving slightly upward, of equal length with the hook.

Clasps about twice as long as broad, extending fuU}^ as far back as the upper organ, nar-

rowing pretty regularly from the base, the upper margin incurved and deflexed, the

posterior border rounded, extending beyond the apical tooth, and of a somewhat ragged

outline ; the preapical tooth is somewhat longer than the apical, but is incurved to such a

degree as to appear of the same length on a lateral view ; otherwise they are both nearly

straight, upturned and narrowly separated by a very dee]? rounded excision ; the irregu-

larly serrated lamina supporting the inner anterior edge of the apical tooth possesses five

or six slight serrations, and the lamina terminates abruptly opposite the anterior edge of

the preapical tooth.

The appendages of the northern form (Catena) seem to differ from those of the normal

type only in sometimes having the preapical tooth no longer, or but very slightly longer

than the apical ; and in that the two teeth are always separated by a slightly wider interval

than in the normal form, approaching in this respect P. Nevada, and departing more widely

from P. Ilanitoha.

This insect occurs in the north temperate zone of the Old World ; some details of its dis-

tribution are given in the introduction.
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7. Pamphila Manitoba nov. sj).

Pl. X, d Figs. «, II, ? Figs. 9, 10. Pl. xi, Figs. 7, 8.

This species is the most nearly alHed to P. comma of all American species ; the size of

the two is the same, and the upper surface of the females vary in each species to the same

extent ; there are no constant featvires of distinction in the upper surface of the male, al-

though in P. Manltoha the hind \yings are usually devoid of the appearance of the spots on

the under surface, which generally are faintly but exactly marked upon the upper surface

in the European species. The under surfaces of the two species also resemble each other

closely, and it is a little difficult to define in words the distinctions which are apparent

;

the ground color inclines more to deep green in P. comma, and the mesial bent band of

the hind wings is rather more uniform ; in the male it seldom departs from a certain regu-

larity of disposition, the spots being nearly equal, arranged in a line bent at a little less

than a right angle, occasionally broken into spots, and sometimes with a narrow black bor-

dering to the spots upon the inner and outer side. In the male of P. Manitoha, the spots

generally diminish in size toward the middle of the wing, and from the greater approxima-

tion to the outer border (shown by the spot in the interspace beyond tlie cell), the band is

bent at considerably less than a right angle ; the spots are never bordered with black, at

least in specimens I have seen. The female of P. comma agrees ver}^ well with the male

of the same in its characteristics, only the band is somewhat broader, and perhaps more
frequently made up of detached spots, while the female of P. Manitoha difters to a greater

degree from its male, the spots showing greater tendency to become equal in size, to sep-

arate from each other, and even to become margined slightly with black; it is therefore

less readily distinguished from the same sex of P. comma than the males are ; there is

also great variation in the breadth of the band or the size of the spots, for while usually

larger than in the male (as in most species) they are sometimes many times larger, and
occasionally almost as small as in the most delicately marked males. Upper organ bent at

a riglit angle in the middle, and romnled ; sulcated above, as in P. comma ; the hook and

lateral arms closely resemble those of P. comma, but are shghtly shorter, the hook only

about one-fourth the length of the centrum. Clasps a very little more than twice as long

as broad, closely resembling those of P. comma ; the posterior border is, however, smoothly

rounded, and not so protuljeraiit ; the teeth are of equal length, similarly incurved, and
very narrowly separated by a very deep rounded excision ; the lamina supporting the inner

anterior edge of the tooth is very shght, having but one or two dentations and then dis-

appearmg.

It is a wide-spread species, having been taken in Colorado by Mr. Mead, about Pike's

Peak (Edwards), on the shores of Lake Winnipeg, by the late Mr. Kennicott and myself,

by the late Mr. Crotch at Labache, and at Riviere du Loup l)y Mr. Coujier.

8. Pamphila sylvanoides.

Pl. X, c? Fig. 20, ? Fig. 21. Pl. xi, Figs. 15, 17.

PamioMla sylvanoides Kirb., Syn. Cat. Diurn. Lep., 602.

Hesperia sylvanoides Boisd. ! Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., [2] x, 313.

Augiades sylvanoides Edw., Syn. N. Am. Butt.,. 45.

Pamjihila Columbia Scudd. ! Syst. Rev. Am. Butt., 56.
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This butterflj, wliicli is most nearly allied to the preceding, and is rather smaller than

P. comma, differs from all the species of this genus in that the discal dash upon the upper

sui'face of the fore wings in the male appears nearly twice as broad as usual, from the pres-

ence of a patch of dark brown scales along its inferior surface ; the upper surface of the

fore wing of the female also differs from that of any other species in having a quadrate

transparent spot in the lower median interspace just below the last divarication of that

uervure, and a partially transparent triangular patch at the extreme base of the upper

median interspace ; these are not given with sufficient distinctness in the plate ; besides

the three little yellowish subapical patches lying one beneath the other next the costal

mai'gin, as mentioned by Boisduval, there are two similar but squarer patches in the inter-

spaces beyond the cell and nearer the outer margin. The upper surface of the hind wing

of the male does not differ from its usual appearance in P. Ilanhoba ; that of the female

is mostly dusky, with a tawmy patch near the base, and in the middle of the outer half of

the wing a broad, tawny, transverse patch, double the breadth of the belt of the under

surflice. Beneath, a silvery white ( c? ) or pale ( 9 ) slender belt of small quadrate spots,

similar to that of P. comma, bent at a little less than a right angle, the portion at right

angle to the inner border straight and continuous, the other portion sometimes broken,

sometimes continuous and straight. Upper organ strongly arched, deeply sulcate above

posteriorly; hook about one-third the length of the centrum (but in the only male speci-

men at hand, broken ; doubtless of the Comma type) ; lateral arms cylindrical, very slightly

tapering, not very widely separated at their base, beyond straight. Clasps about twice

as long as broad, not extending so far backward as the upper organ, narrowmg pretty reg-

ulai-ly ; the posterior border well rounded, scarcely extending bej'ond the apical tooth,

which is pretty large, erect, triangular, pointed and separated, not widely, by a moderately

deep, rounded excision, from the preapical tooth ; this is but a slight, triangular, com-

pressed denticle, removed from the upper edge of the clasp, the height of which it attains,

by a slight excision ; the lamina supporting the inner anterior edge of the apical tooth is

distinctly and sharply serrated, terminating some distance in advance of the preapical tooth

by a serration twice as large as the others, and much larger than the preapical tooth itself.

The species has only been taken, and rarely, in California.

EXPLANATIOX OF PlATES.

PLATE X.

The illustrations arc cliromolitliographs drawn directly from specimens ; nine stones having been used by

Messrs. Sinehiir and Son of Philadclpliia, to wliom my tlianlcs are due for tlie care tliey liave talien in the pro-

duction ot the plate.

I, , from Colorado. Collected June 12, by T. L. Mead.

$ , from Oregon. Received from W. H. Edwards.

? , from Colorado. Collected June 17, by T. L. Mead.

a , " " " June 23, " "

(f
, from New England. Collected by S. H. Scudder.

$ , from Kansas. Received from W. II. Edwards.

§ , from New England. Collected by S. li. Scudder.

Fig.
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Fig. 8.

Viff. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Fig- 18.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

type of P.

P. Manitoha,

P.

P.

P.

P. comma,

P.

P.

P.

P. Colorado,

P.

P.

P. Juba,

P. «

,5 , from British Columbia. Collected by G. R. Crotch.

? , from Pike's Pe.ik. Received from W. H. Eil\v;irds.

$, from E;>st Coast Lake Wintiipeg. Collected Aug. 2, l>y S. II. Scuiider.

,; , from Labache. Collected by G. R. Crotch.

^, var. Cateiui, froui Northern Norway. Received from (). St.-iudinger.

c? ,froin Germany. Received from O. Staudinger.

$ , from Remies, France. Received from P. Mabille.

$, var. Vatemt, from nortliem Norway. Received from O. Staudinger.

$ , from Colorado. Collected l)y T. L. Mead.

?, " " " Aug. 2.S, by T. L. Mea.l.

; , " " " July 18, " "

" Oct. 2 " ", from Utali.

2, "

P. sylvanoides, $ , fi-om California. Received from W. II. Edwards.

P. "
;, . " " " '' Henry Edw.ards (No. 122).

Columbia Scuchl. See also PI. XI, tiff. 17.

Tliis is .also the

PLATE XI.

For the originals of this ])hite, illustr.ating the abdominal appeiid.ages of the

kindness of Mr. Edward Burgess, the Secretary of tlie Society, who has spent ;

dissection and delineation. They are magnified eighteen diameters.

males,

I yreat

I .im

deal

indebtei

of lime

1 to the

in their

P. Colorado. Distal half of left clasp ; interior \iew.

P. "• Distal half of right clasp ; exterior view.

P. Nevada. The appendages viewed from the right side.

/'. " Extremity of left clasp; interior view. 4'?, terminal anterii

lamina supporting the apical tooth, enlarged a little more.

P. Juba. Distal half of letl clasp ; interior view.

P. " Distal h.alf of right clasp; exterior view.

P. Manitoba. The appendages, viewed from the right side.

P. '' Distal half of left clasp; interior view.

P. Sassacus. The appendages, viewed from the right side.

P. conmia. The appendages, viewed from the right side.

P. " Distal h.alf of left clasp; interior view.

P. S'afisacus. Distal portion of left clasp; interior view.

P. Ottoe. Distal half of left clasp ; interior view.

P. Sassacus. Distal portion of right clasp ; interior view.

P. sijloanoidKS. Distal half of right clasp ; interior view.

P. Ottoe. Riglit clasp ; exterior view.

P. sijlvanoides. Distal half of left clasp; interior view.

Fig.
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XTI. Ox THE Antiquity of the Caverxs axd Cavern Life of the Ohio Yallet.i
By N. S. Shaler.

Read Decemljcr 2, 1874.

Introduction.

yAVERN animals, nhvavs interesting, have acquired an importance quite unexpected by
then- hrst students smce the questions concerning the origin of organic si^ecies assumed
the.r present shape. Whenever we find any animal, especially a highly organized form,
iving m the perpetual darkness and uniform temperature of a cavern, we are entitled to
look for somethmg which marks its departure from the usual conditions of life. If or-anic
forms are the dn-ect product of their environment, then the change from the sunlit imper
world to the cavern conditions must lead to modifications of the most important character.
These changes have, in fact, been found, and as a general rule they most affect those parts
of the bodywhich are the most directly concerned with the phenomena of the outer world
Organs of sight, or organs which may replace sight, are the most affected. We see here
orgairs like the vertebrate eye, which traces its development down all the infinite acres to
the Silurian or more ancient seas, fading like a shadow in this darkness. Amono- insects
where the visual organs are essentially as complicated, and date their origin from a time
almost as remote as the vertebrates, we have the same marvelous change, though theknown and interminable variation amongst this class of animals makes the phenomena less
striking. Ihese changes must be studied in their detail before we shall know their full
value. There is one other point, however, to which attention must be called before wecome to the mam object of our study, viz., how far is this hidden life connected with the
life of the_ outer world in the same neighborhood. Collections formed for the special purpose
of determining tins point have already been made by the officers of the Kentuckv Geological
burvey and ni time it is hoped they may afford the means for specially discussing the mat-
ter of the affinities of the several species found in the caverns to the outside forms At
present it suffices to anticipate the special study by the statement, already warranted by
the investigation of these forms of life in other regions, that there is in mast cases a close
connection between the life within our caves and that in the neighboring country .= If

^
Tl.is paper i. publl.he.l in accord.ance with the provision = I am greatly indebted to my friends and fellow worker.

iourna-trZetr, 1^ :!".!">; -'"'!^'^
'r\'^

'"'^ ™--'-" -^-^ "-' refer the reader to theirioiiniil in arlvnn,.,. nf tl,„ ^„ i

>-uiieiuMuii, anu mnst reler the reader to the r

seie:;L:e::!:;:n,:f s:::::"'"
'''""'''

""''' '-' -' •"^
r"^""'"^

"'''°-" ^^ ^ ^"-""^"^ ^'•^^^ °^ ^^^ -'^''-^ °f
these cavern species.
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organic life be entirely the product of certain internal generating forces, still more, if it l)e

the result of anything like special creative acts, then it is impossible to find any good

reason for this correspondence ; if, on the other hand, it is largely the result of the in-

fluences brought to bear npou it by the external world, then we should expect just such

changes as we find here.

If we accept these changes as the result of environment, complicated it may be by other

conditions, but still the result of environment, then it becomes a matter of the first hnpor-

tance to determine the length of time during which these changes have been going on.

This, if it can be done, will serve to give us a measure of the rate at which organic life can

accommodate itself to new conditions. Not that this measure will have a high degree of

certainty, or will be applical^le to all organic forms ; we must, however, value anything

which approximates a determination of the rate of change which a modification of condi-

tions can bring aljout.o

I. The Coxditioxs of the Formatiox of Cavekxs.

In order to understand the limitation of cavern life, it is necessary for us to see clearly

the conditions which make this life possible, and the horizontal and vertical extension of

these conditions.

The first point is to determine what makes caverns possible. Only a very small part of

the earth's surface presents conditions favorable to the existence of caverns, so we are

justified in the conclusion that the conditions determining their formation are definite

and limited. More than this, we find in manj^ countries caverns which have become closed,

or are rapidly closing, so that we may reasonably conclude that the conditions which favor

their formation may exist at one time and pass away at another.

We will leave aside the caverns sometimes formed in cooling lava streams hy the fluid

interior of the mass sinking below the solidified crust. There is but a smaU amount of

cavern region where this class of facts is possible ; moreover, such caverns are essentially

superficial, and are rapidly destroj'ed as the friable lava wears away. Besides, these cav-

erns are generally limited to regions which are desolate as long as the caverns continue

to exist, and they therefore promise us little in the way of experiments on the variability

of organic forms.

Tlie ordinary t3'pe of caverns, and that to which we are to give our attention, are the

product of the action by water, aided, it may be, by sundry other minor causes. There

are two distinct divisions of water worn caverns, those formed by the sea, and those foi'med

by fresh water in the form of subterranean streams. Caverns of the first named class,

though common enough, are for our investigation quite unimportant. Sea waters having

little solvent power, the caves they form are generally quite shallow, rarely attaining great

depth, and generally opening broadly to day. It is very rarely the case that marine caves

have the depth necessary to enable them long to survive after the sea has ceased its exca-

vation. Along the whole Atlantic coast, from Nova Scotia to Mexico, I do not know of a

single cavern deep enough to give darkness, and above the present level of the sea. The

only marine caves on the American coast of any considerable depth personally known to

me, are on the Magdalen Islands m the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but 1 do not know at that
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point of the existence of a single cave above the tide level. So far from caves being evi-

dences of marine action, it is a safe statement that their occurrence in any district may
generally be taken as evidence of long continued immunity from depression below the sea.

Taking the geological limitation of caverns, we notice at once that they are practically

confined to limestone districts. When they occur in sandstone regions they are generally

limited to narrow rifts that practicall}' afford no sufficient field for cavern life. In a few

cases I have found these sandstone caves enlarged by the occupancy of wild animals. Bears

especially, and to a cei'tain extent other animals often serve to enlarge caverns by rubbing

against their sides, carrying away considerable quantities of dust upon their bodies, and

distributing it in their wandering as it is shaken from them by the bushes in their track.

Throughout Kentucky, in the regions of the carboniferous sandstone and the Waverly

sandstone, we have thousands of shallow depressions cominonlj^ called "rock houses,"

caused by the more rapid recession of the base than the summit of a cliff; but, while the

area of these chambers is often considerable, I have never, in the hundreds I have visited,

seen a single case in which they were prolonged into true caverns, or had any part of

their area beyond the reach of dajdight. In fact, we cannot regard these shallow caves

as giving us either the darkness or the uniform temperature essential to the development

of the peculiar species of cavern animals.

The whole of the true caverns of the Mississippi valley, so far as I have been alile to

ascertain, lie within the limestone regions of that valle3^ The limestones of the Cincinnati

group, especially the upper himdred feet, contain a few of these ; they are all very shallow,

and I have grave doubts whether, in a single case, they extend much beyond the light of

da}'. Their channels are so narrow that the water floods sweep them as with a besom,

driving out all the life that might attempt a lodgment there. When the streams cutting

deeper into the rock leave the cavern quite dry, their walls arc so feeble that they rapidly

become closed with rubbish. I have never yet found a cavern in this series of rocks with

a surface which did not bear the impression of being stream swept. It is only when
we get into the massive limestone which lies just below the coal that Ave find true cav-

ei'ns on an extended scale. Here we find a marvelous development of such structures.

Within the State of Kentucky there are not far from eight thousand square miles where the

carboniferous limestone lies in positions suitable for the joroduction of caves. In this region

the limestone varies in thickness from a few feet to three hundred feet or more ; it generally

exceeds one hundred feet, and may be safely averaged at one hundred and fifty feet. When-
ever wo have this rock between the surfixce and the drainas;e level all the small streams

at once desert the surface, and only the considerable rivers find the light of day. We ma}-

journey for fifty miles or more in the wet season without crossing running water ; when we
find it at all it is in the shape of a considerable river whose waters with nearly unvarying

temperature in all seasons find their way into its bed through arches at the level of the stream.

These arches lead us into caverns which rise stage on stage into the region on either side of

the river. On the surface we find hills and the similitude of stream channels arranged as

in ordinar}^ countries, the valleys branching as in those which are stream swept, but there

are no channels ; only in the bottom of the valleys, be they great or small, a great number

of more or less circular depressions, each usually with a pit leading down into the caverns

below. Over most of this country these pits will average about one hundred to the square

MEMOIRS BOST. Son. NAT. lilST. VOL. II. 90
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mile ; each is the entrance to a cavern channel, and 1))' their numbers they enable lis to

estimate the extent of the ramifications of the caves beneath. There is no douljt that the

atro-reo-ate length of the channels accessible to water is many tens of thousands of miles in

Kentucky. I am inclined to think that the truth would not be overstated if we say that

there are at least one thousand miles of open water channel beneath the surf;ice of the car-

boniferous limestone belt in Kentucky. Owing to the rapid rate of the down cutting of

these channels, and the massive nature of their walls, they remain open for a surprising

length of time, and are so deep that they are rarely swept clean Ijy the floods of the rainy

season. Generally there are several levels to these channels, the upper of which have

Ion"- since been abandoned bv the water. These streams gather themselves together as

above ground, and the channels soon become excavated into broad wa^-s or caverns access-

ible to animals of any size, provided an opening is broken to the surface. Although this

limestone is singularly massive and homogeneous, it yet varies somewhat in its various beds.

A more resisting bed holds the streams in one level for a long time, and this makes a tier

or floor of caverns. When the resisting bed is penetrated, as it generally is, by some stream

passing from above, the water begins to excavate another floor, and that aljove is aban-

doned to the forces which tend to close it. When much water oozes into these stream-de-

serted caves, bringing with it matei'ials to form stalactitic masses, we have forces which tend

to close the cave, and often accomplish that work. Tliere are channels in the Mammoth

Cave which are far gone to destruction by this process, and some which have doubtless been

entirely destro^^ed by this action. Most usuall3\ however, the process of excavation goes

on widening the cavern until the roof fails to sustain the weight, and we have great fixlls of

stone tending to block the road of the stream and compel it to work another way. After

being abandoned we sometimes find these caverns lasting for an extremely long time without

change. The upper levels of the Mammoth Cave have doubtless remained substantially

unchanged for hundreds of thousands of years. Stalactitic matter is kept from forming by

the impervious roof, and by the small amount of limestone between the top of the cavern

and the soil, which does not admit of the water becoming very much charged with lime in

its passage to this level.

As the streams gather force they begin to use moving pebbles as teeth for their cutting

work, and thus pass more rapidly froui stage to stage. It may be in part to this that we

owe the fact that the lower chambers in the series are quite generally smaller than the

up[)er chambers. Most of the grand avenues known to me are on the upper level of the

cavern work.

The most surprising features in the architecture of caverns are the great " domes " or

wells which often pass at one leap from the uppermost to the lowermost level of the caves.

These are uniformly caused l)y streams, which by one cause or another secure in the begin-

ino-, while they flowed on the upper level, a vertical descent of greater or less height.

Often it is a " sink hole " from the open air, which begins the vertical channel. As soon

as a beginning is made, each additional foot of depth adds to the force of the torrent. The

sandstone above and the flint beds of the limestone itself, fiu-nish a plentifid supply of

pebbles to give energy to the cutting action. Thus we see these caverns in their fullest

development consist of the following elements : the tubes leading from the sink hole or

funnels of the surftice to the gathering bed or uppermost set of caverns ; then a succession

of levels of caves connected by vertical shafts formed as before described, or by breaks in
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the floors. At the end of this series comes the stream which represents the base of the

drainage of the country.^

With this sketch of the essential elements of structure of the caverns, it now only remains

for us to complete our view of their development hy an examination of certain features in

their history. In the first place it is important to notice that the development of caverns

depends in a great degree on the massiveness of the limestone beds ; when these limestones

are thin-bedded, or intershafted at many points with sandstones or clays, the essential con-

ditions for the formation of large caverns are wanting. Now whence comes the massive-

ness of this limestone ? This feature of massiveness is not uncommon among metamorphic
limestones, like those of Carrara, or the limestones of the Cambrian series in this country, but

among our unaltered limestones this uniformity is rather peculiar. I am somewhat inclined

to attriljute this massiveness to the nature of the organic life which secured their deposi-

tion. Beds of molluscous fossils are ver^- apt to be much divided horizontally, while those

composed of crinoidal remains are apt to be more soldered together. A possible explanation

of this may be found in the fact that crinoid stems evidently remained standing on their

roots after the head had died, so that when the stems are planted each a few inches apart,

with new ones constantly coming in between, there would be no interruption to the deposit

until the crinoidal life was ended.

The enormous area of crinoidal limestones in Kentucky, at the time of the cai'boniferous

limestone, leads ns to suppose that the water was warm, and richly charged with carbonate

of lime. No other form of life, not even corals, could take such large quantities of lime

from the water over so great an area at the same time. It is impossible to suppose that

this deposit was deep water, for the molluscan forms are quite large ; and it is quite as diffi-

cult to believe that land was near by, for the amount of silt is not large
; ^et it is required

for us to suppose large areas of land feeding the sea with the wash of its limestone rocks,

currents bearing the sea water charged with this carbonate of lime, and a perfect immunity
from the deposition of sand.

Age of the Caveexs.

The fact that there is a complete and very detailed stream topography, or contours

formed by running water, on the surflice of the overlying sandstone, and on the uppermost
beds of the limestone, shows that the smaller streams did not always run in subterranean

ways, but pursued their surface channels until the main rivers had cut well down into the

limestone, so there could have been no great system of caverns until this down cutting had
brought Green River into the limestone. It is therefore only necessary for us to compute
the time which has elapsed since the process began, in order to determine the duration of
the cavern sjstem in this section. Data for making this conq^utation in the most satis-

1 Of the (liap;i-ams, PI. xn, fig. 1 represents the j;cneral D, D. " Sink holes," that in the sandstone beinf unusual
system of the limestone caves in their fullest development; in that kind of roek.

fig. 2 the sandstone caverns. Only three sink holes are C, C, C. "Domes" below large " sink holes."

indicated and only half a dozen chambers. Jn Edmonson D, D. Upper level of caverns being the first formed.
County alone there are probably over four thousand sink F. Cavern filling with stalactitic deposit,

holes and over five hundred open caverns. G. Lowest level of caverns opening at level of river.

A, A. S.andstone above limestone, showing ordinary to- //, //. Masses of pebbles, forming, when put in motion by
pography. falling water, a powerful cutting engine.
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factory way are wanting, ]jut there ai'e certain inferences which may bring us very near

the truth, or at least enable us to fix a superior limit for their duratiou.

The computations which have been made as to the amount of wear over the surface of

the Mississippi valley, have shown that about one foot in each six thousand j^ears passes

away from the surface of the whole valley; as this quantity is determined by the amount of

solid matter passing into the Gulf of Mexico during a given time, it is of course averaged

over the whole basin. But it is a well known flict that the Ohio valley furnishes by far

the most considerable amount of sediment in proportion to its area of any of the large

rivers tributary to the main stream. Its vohmie of water is actually rather larger than

that furnished by the Missouri, thougli the area whence it comes is not quite half as

large, so that if the amount of sediment be proportionally as large, the amount of

erosion should be about douljl}' as great. This estimate of one foot of erosion in every

three thousand years is doubtless not far from the truth at the present time ; but as

the waste during the more ancient forest-clad state was somewhat less, we will suppose

the slower rate of one foot in six thousand years. It must be noticed that the stream

beds of any country must cut down more rapidly than the general surface of the country

they drain, and the difference in these rates of cutting is approximately measured by the

difference in the level of the river beds and the upland country. Now as the stream beds

occupy not over the twentieth part of the area in this country, they must cut down

much more rapidly than the table land about them. My own impression is that their cut-

ting rate is at present three or four times as fast in this particular section, but we will not

make any allowance for this difference, letting it go as a means of making the assurance of

the average rate of one foot in six thousand 3-ears the safer as a basis for calculation.

On this basis we have next to consider the thickness cut through since the streams struck

the limestone. At the Mammoth Cave we may estimate this at two hundred feet. As we
go to the east the level of the limestone rises rather more rapidly than the beds of the

streams, so that we find that aliout three hundred feet is the maximum height of the lime-

stone above the stream beds. At the rate of one foot in six thousand years we get

about t^vo million years as the maximum time during which these caverns could have ex-

isted. If we apply the correction for the difference in the rate of cutting of stream bed

and upland, we shall have to shorten this time to less than a million years, possibly to seven

handred and fifty thousand years.

Although not exact, a defect common to all geological time ratios, these calcidations

have for us great value, as they serve to show that the caverns of this district are of com-

paratively modern origin. It is not reasonable to suppose that a million of years can carry

us much farther into the past than the early part of the pli(jcene period, the latest of the

complete divisions of the tertiary period in our northern section. If, then, these caverns

have not inherited their life from preexistent caves which have since been entirely destroyed,

then we may suppose that they will serve as measures of the rate of change in organic life

in a very satisfactor}- way. It is impossible to discuss this question in detail at the present

time, but even with our imj^erfect knowledge some hints may be had towards its solution.

The sandstone series al)ove tlie limestone furnishes no caverns, and as it has a thickness of

at least three thousand feet, and wears rather slowly, there could have been no succession

there. The only possil/dity would have been through the original extension of the carbon-

iferous limestone over the region now underlaid b}' the devonian series, including the Wa-
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verly beds, and possibly over the Cincinnati series as -well. If -we assume that one foot

of beds disappears every six thousand 3'ears, then we must suppose that several thousand

feet of strata have been removed from the top of the Cincinnati axis, unless we consiiler

that this axis has been repeatedly under Avater since tlie time of its elevation. My own
oj)inion is that this axis has not been constantly aljovc the water line, but that it has been

subjected to alternating elevation and subsidence ever since the calciferous sandstone was

formed. During the formation of the subcarboniferous limestone it Avas probably elevated,

inasmuch as this limestone seems both on the east and Avest to groAV thinner as Ave approach

it. During the carboniferous period, or the time Avhen the true coal beds Avere Ijcing laid

doAvn it seems more likely that it Avas again, from time to time, submerged. These coal

beds, or some later formation, must have coA'ered it and furnished materials for subsequent

wear. If this view be correct, then Ave cannot, look for a long succession of ca\'es while the

carboniferous limestone AA'as Avearing away from its position a thousand feet or more aboA'e

the top of the Cincinnati axis.

On the Avhole, it seems prol)able that Avhile some caverns may have existed in the Missis-

sippi valley long before the tertiary period, their great development and the consequent

chances of organic life finding its Avay into cavern conditions is a very recent event.

In this connection there is a question of considerable moment to be discussed. It is evi-

dent that the extension of glacial conditions over any region must absolutely arrest the

succession of development of any caverii species. To them migration must be regarded as

impossiljle. The temperature brought by ice, even if Ave can suppose that it did not fdl

the caA'erns ; the exclusion of supplies of organic matter from the surface, and the inter-

ruption of drainage, must make the continuance of this life impossiljle. The question

therefore arises Avhether the last glacial period extended its action over this region. On
that point I can give a very decided negative answer. A most careful search has flailed to

show the slightest trace of glacial action on this region. I am inclined to think it likely

that some glacial periods anterior to the tertiary ma}" liaA'e extended their ice sheet as far

south as this, but am quite satisfied that the ice jjeriods Avhich have left their distinct record

in the north, never operated here.^ Inasmuch, hoAvever, as the southern border of the ice

sheet Avas not over two hundred miles to the north, it is evident that the most important

general effects on climate must liaA^e been produced, the species now living here must have

been driA'en further south by many hundred miles. It uuist, in fact, have brought a boreal,

if not an arctic, fauna into their region. When Ave consider the essentially close relation

between the life within and the life without the ca\'es, we Ijocome convinced that the cavern

species are derived from the present fauna, and could not have been the descendants of an

arctic assemblage of species. In the case of the Astacida?, for instance, Ave must suppose

either of two things, that the cavern form descended from the outer form l^efore the gla-

cial period, or after that time. In the latter case Ave are entitled to suppose that the outside

species migrated southward during the glacial period, and returned after its close.

Considering the Avhole relations of the species fouiul Avithout and within the caverns

about the Mammoth Cave, Ave are led to the conclusion that tlie dozen cavei-n forms Avhich

'In .a succeeding memoir of this porifs 1 shall endeavor to County, an asseml)hige of hfc at the close of tlie glacial

show that we had at Big Bone Lick, in Kentucky, a locality period distinctly indicating arctic conditions; this [loint be-

about one hundred miles north of the Jlanunotll Cave, but ing about tlie northernmost station for plants and animals

not more than forty miles to the north of the caves of Carter doring the fullest extension of the ice sheet.
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are related to outer species more or less closely, have been derived from those outer forms

since the present assemljhige of life in that district was constituted. This conclusion is the

more necessary when we come to consider the asseinljlage of life in the caverns in Indiana,

Wvandot Cave, etc. Here we are close to the border of the glacial .sheet, and quite within

its inlluence, if not at times actually beneath its bed, yet the relations to the external life

are here the same as about the more southern caves.

On another important point we have much light from the study of cavern life. A num-

ber of these cavern forms are found on different sides of the Ohio River. Now it is clearly

impossible that these forms could have sprung from a common centre, they must have orig-

inated at several points. The blind cray fish, the several insects which are common to the

several regions, must have originated in each and all of them. The Ohio River, with its

wide intervening non-cavernous valley, would be a very formidable barrier for them to

traverse, and we have no right to presume that they passed it.

If the organic forms inhabiting these caverns had been the product of long continued

change, begun in distant geological periods, then we should expect this assemblage of cav-

ern species to present something of the same general contrast to the life without the cave

that is shown in the forms of any two widely separated geological formations plus the spe-

cial changes which come from the peculiar conditions of caverns. What we find, in fact, is

a fauna which is singularly like that of the outer world, and wherein every important dif-

ference is probal:)ly connected with the peculiar conditions in which it has developed.

This absence of all mai-ks of difference, such as would have existed had the connection

between the inner and outer life been remote, leads us to no very positive conclusion,

though it suggests some interesting possibilities.

In the first place, if these caverns have been in existence for the greater part of the

tertiary period, then, either the insect fauna of their neighborhood has been much what it

is at present during the whole time of their existence, or the present assemblage of species

belongs to the colonization which has taken place since the last great faunal change. Then

if we determine that these cavern species have not long inhabited their present abodes, are

we to conclude that some agent, such as glaciation, has killed off the earlier cavern

forms, prevented as they are from tlie migrations which save the external species ; or is

it that organic forms hc'mg introduced to these unnatural conditions can only survive for a

certain time, their generation becoming enfeebled in the coiu'se of ages and passing away,

so that whenever the constant supply of recruits from the outer world is broken, the given

form quickly perishes ?

These hypotheses are not proposed as dilemmas, but as hints to an important investiga-

tion. Let the life of certain caverns be taken, some from within and some from without

the region of glacial action ; then with the certainty that in the one case the life has been in-

terrupted by ice action, and the reasonable certainty that no such interruption has befallen

the life in tlie other set of caves, we shah be a position, by comparing these assemblages of

forms, to come to some opinion on this important question.

The facts oljservidjle in the case of the cray fish of our caverns, seem to lead us to the

conclusion, which in fact seems probable on other grounds, that the cavern species are being

continually reinforced by the infusion of fresh blood from tlu' outside. "We find, along with

the white and siglitless forms, some that are white but with eyes ; others with eyes and some

color; still others that are quite like the external species. It Avould be a great addition to
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our knowledge of the relations of organic species if it could be definitely determined that

these whitened, sightless cavern forms could or could not breed with the ordinary external

varieties.

To sum up the conclusions which may be drawn from the discussion of the antiquity of

caverns and cavern life, we may say that these structures are jirobably of no great age, and

that the life within them gives no evidence of great antiquity in its origin, and that it is

quite within the evidence to suppose that most of the species now living within the caves

are pretty constantly reinforced from without.

In closing, it may be remarked that this continent presents an admirable field for the

study of the whole range of questions connected with the organic hfe of caverns. In New
York State we have caves which have received the full force of glacial action as far as any

caves can. In the Ohio valley, a vast system that has perhaps received the secondary

effect of ice, and possibly been covered by ice in remote times, but not during the last gla-

cial period. In Mexico and Cuba we have caverns which have certainly never been ice

covered ; so that any phase of the question can be easily examined. The Geological Sur-

vey of Kentucky has already examined the fauna' of about fifty caverns. The animals

from the caves are now in the hands of Piofessors Packard and Putnam, and the gentlemen

they have associated with themselves in their researches. On their uivestigation it is hoped

that their special researches may throw inqiortant light on the history of these foiTus. The
conclusions which I believe warranted b^- the considerations already adduced, may be

summed wp as follows :
—

1. The extensive develojmient of caverns in the Ohio valley is probably a compara-

tively recent phenomenon, not dating fiuther back than the latest tertiarj- period.

2. It is do\ibtfid whether there has been any extensive development of cavern life in

this region before these caverns of the sub-carboniferous Imiestone began to be excavated.

o. The general character of this cavern life points to the conclusion that it has been

derived from the present fauna.

4. The glacial period, though it did not extend the ice sheet over this cavern region,

must have so pi-ofoundly aflected the climatal conditions that the external life could not

have held its place here in the shape we now find it, but must have been replaced by
some more arctic assemblage of species. Under the circumstances, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that most, if not all, the species found in these caves have been introduced since the

glacial period.

5. We are also warranted by the fiicts in supposing that there is a continued infusion of

blood from the outer species taking place ; some of the forms showing the stages of a con-

tinual transition from the outer to the inner forin.^

^I propose hereafter to discuss the bearings of all the and shall then consider the special questions connected with

facts dei-ived from cavern life on the doctrine of evolution, the fishes of the cave, the question of their marine origin, etc.
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XIII. Prodrome of a Moxograph of the Taban^id^e of the United States. Part I.

The Genera Paugonia, Chrysops, Silvias, Haematopota, Diabasis. By C. R. Osten

Sacken.
Read January 6, 1875.

X HE purpose of the present paper is to pave the way for a future monograph of the

Tctbanldcii of the United States. In a family as difficult as the present, a pi-eparatory pa-

per of this kind does good service in encouraging collectors and disclosing the doubtful

points which can be solved only by an increase of material.

A conscientious monograph requires, besides specific descriptions, a thorough investiga-

tion of the generic and family characters, based upon the knowledge of the generic forms

of the whole world. My present purpose being merely the discrimination of the species, I

refer, for the definition of the genera, to the existing works on the subject. I would espec-

ially recommend the chapter on Tahanldm in Dr. Loew's large work : Die Diptern-Faiina

Slid-Afr lea s, in which a critical review of the whole family and of all the adopted genera

is given. A similar review will be found in Dr. Schiner's Diptera of the Novai'a expedition.

The types of all the descriptions given below are to be found in the Museum of Compar-

ative Zoology, in Cambridge, Mass., unless otherwise mentioned.

The following tabular arrangement has no other claims than to embrace the genera and

species contained in the present paper.

TABULAR ARRANGEMENT OF THE NORTH AMERICAN GENERA OP TABANID^.

r Hind tibifB with spurs at the tip. Ocelli in most cases present 2.

'
1 Himl tibise without spurs ; no ocelli 4.

r Face and front (?) without tubercles or callosities Pangonia.

[Front ( 9 )
provided with a tubercle or callosity 3.

("Second antennal joint almost as long, or as long, as the first; wings with a black or brown

3. -! design Chrysops.

[Second antennal Joint very much shorter than the first; wings without any spots .... Silvius.

Front (?) much longer than broad ; frontal tubercle (when present) not transverse . . -j j-v- v^ •

'

4- i Front (?) as broad as it is long, or broader; frontal tubercle transverse (about four times broader than

long) . . Haematopota.
I

PANGONIA.

The described species from the United States (with the exception ofF . fusiformis Walk.)

may be tabulated as follows :
—

.. r Proboscis longer than the whole body macroglossa Westw.

[Proboscis not much longer than the head 2.
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_ r First posterior cell closed incisa Wied.

I First posterior cell open 3.

fAntennce dark 4.

[ Antennae light reddish or yellow 5.

r Hind borders of abdominal segments with gray hairs rasa Loew.
' 1 Hind borders of abdominal segments with golden-yellow hairs tranquilla n. sp.

f Wings subhyaline, with a yellow stigma pigra n. sp-

Y
Wings brownish, except the base and a space on the hind margin, which are hyaline . chrysocoma n. sp.

Of these six species, I know only those described by me, and the one described by Mr.

Loew. The seventh species, P . fus'iformis Walker, Dipt. Saund., p. 19, I could not insert

in the table, on account of the insufficiency of the description. The four sjjecies described

below, as well as P. incisa Wield, are provided with ocelli ; P. macroglossa Westw., has

none.

According to a manuscript note of Dr. LeBaron on a specimen of P. rasa Lw. which I

have from him, the eyes of this species are immaculate. This is the only statement in my
possession concerning the coloration of the eyes in this genus.

1. Fangonia rasa.

Pangonia rasa Loew., Centur., viii, 7.

Antennae blackish-brown, two basal joints reddish; hind margins of the abdominal segments beset with

grayish hairs ; wings sub-hyaline, stigma brown.

f. . Thorax blackish-brown above, and with brownish hairs
;
gi'ay on the sides ; abdomen brownish.

$ . Thorax blackish-gray above, with short, appressed, white hairs
;
gray on the sides ; abdomen brownish

or blackish.

Length, 10-12 mm.

Face and front gray, with a slight yelloAvish tinge
;
palpi reddish, beset with black hair

;

antennte : two basal joints and extreme base of the third dark reddish, the former beset

with black hair ; the remainder of the third segment dark brown. Proboscis a little longer

than the head. Thorax ( $ ) dull brownish-black, with a brownish gray-pollen, forming two

indistinct longitudinal lines ; a side view shows, in front of the scutellimi, two spots covered

with bluish-gray pollen ; sides of the thorax and breast gray ; the dorsum is clothed with a

brownish, erect pubesence : its sides and the pleuraj with long graA'ish hairs. In the ? the

thorax is more grayish, with a faint brownish middle line and two lateral stripes of the

same color ; the dorsum is clothed with short, appressed white hairs ; the pleuriB with long,

soft hairs of the same color. Scutellum brown in the middle, hind margin gray. Abdomen

more or less dark brown ; two basal joints often blackish in the middle, hind borders of the

segments paler, and beset with whitish hairs. Legs reddish-brown. Wings subhyaline,

stigma brownish ; distal half of the marginal cell faintly tinged with brownish
;
posterior

cells open.

Hab. Illinois (LeBaron); Wisconsin (Kennicott) ; Manlius, N. Y. (J. H. Comstock).

Two male and three female specimens.
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2. Pangonia tranquilla n. sp.

$ ,2 • Brownish-black, sides of abilomen and base of venter reddish, abdominal segments beset with

golden-yellow h.iirs on tlie ]iosterior borders; legs brown, antennfe black, wings tinged with brownish.

Body 12, wings 10 i- miliini. long.

Head yellowish-gray, beset with yellowish-gray hairs
;
palpi ( $ ) brown beset with black

hairs, palpi ( S ) narrow, brownish-black, grayish-pollinose at the base, sometimes reddish at

tip
;

prol:)o>cis somewhat longer than the liead, black with well developed labella ; anten-

nie jjlack ; basal joint slightly grayish-pollinose and beset with blaclv hairs. Thorax brown-

ish, with gray pollen and beset with yellowish hairs ; in the $ the thoracic dorsinn shows

three brown longitudinal lines on grayish ground ; scutelhnn brownish, posterior margin

grayish-pollinose. Abdomen blackish-larown ; three iDasal segments reddish-yellow on the

sides and on a narrow margin posteriorly ; the following segments have only a trace of yel-

lowish-red on the sides ; all the segments with a fringe of golden-yellow hairs on the poste-

rior margin : venter ; basal segments reddish-yellow, the following ones black. Legs black,

knees somewhat paler. Wings with a brownish tinge, which is more saturate and somewhat

yellowish in the region of the stigma and along the anterior margin ; no stump of a vein

on tlie fork of the third vein
;
posterior cells open.

Hab. Massachusetts (Mr. Sanljorn); White Mts. (B. P. Mann); also in the Middle

States (Eutom. Soc. Phil.) ; Canada (Belanger). One male and two females.

3- Pangonia pigra n. sp.

ct , ? . Brownish-yellow, beset with golden-yellow hairs ; anteuua) and legs reddish-yellow. Wings hya-

line, stigma yellow.

Body 11-lH, wings 10^ millini. long.

Female. Head yellowish-gray
;

j^alpi reddish-yellow, beset at the base v.'ith pale yellow

hairs ; antenniB reddish, basal joints yellowish-pollinose and beset with pale hairs
;
proboscis

somewhat shorter than the head, comparatively stout, with large labella. Thorax fulvous,

with short appressed yellow hairs above, altogether covering the blackish stripes on the disc
;

longer, paler hairs on the sides and below. Scutellum fulvous, more or less blackish in

the middle. Abdomen brownish-yellow, with appressed golden-yellow hairs, especially ap-

parent as a fringe on the posterior margins of the segments. Legs brownish-fellow.

Wings nearly hyaluie, slightly graj'ish
;
3-ellowish at base and along the costal margm, in-

side of the first longitudinal vein ; stigma large, elongate, saturate yellow ; no stumj^ on

the fork of the third vein
;
posterior cells open.

A male from the Museimi of the Entomological Society in Philadelphia has the thoracic

dorsum blackish, with two reddish lines separating the usual stripes ; the scutellum is black-

ish in the middle ; the brownish-red abdomen has, besides the appressed golden-yellow

hairs, which are but little apparent, some short, erect blackish hairs, especially visijjle on

the sides.

Hab. Bee Spring, Kentucky, in June (Sanborn) ; another specimen from the State of

New York. Two females, one male.
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4. Pangonia chrysocoma u. sp.

Antennas rerlflisli
;
proboscis very short; wings, brownisli anteiiorly, hynline at the root and posteriorly.

$ . Thorax and abdomen dark brown, the latter with the hind margins of tlie segments yellowish and be-
set with golden-yellow hairs.

? . Thorax and abdomen pale yellow, clothed with an appressed, shining, golden-yellow pubescence.

Length, ,* 10 mm.; ? 14 mm.

3/aIe. Antennas reddish, two basal joints beset with long, black hair; face brownish,

clothed with yellowish-brown jwllen. Thorax blackish-brown, with a yellowish pubescence;

pleurae grayish-pollinose. Abdomen blackish-brown, with narrow yellow bands, clothed

with a golden-yellow pubescence, along the incisures of the segments. Legs reddish-yellow,

tips of tarsi brownish. "Wings : root hyaline, with pallid veins ; a brown cloud occupies

the proximal and anterior part of the wings, fdling the two basal, the marginal, the greater

portion of the first submarginal, and the proximal half of the first posterior cells ; also inva-

ding the proximal ends of the discal and the fifth posterior cells ; anal angle and anal cell

also tinged with brown in the middle
; costal cell and stigma brownish-ferruginous ; second

SLilnnarginal cell grayish ; the remainder of the wing, between the ends of the third and
fifth veins, along the hind margin, including the larger portion of the discal cell, hyaline.

Female. Head pale yellow, opaque ; front very broad, broader anteriorly than posteri-

orly ; eyes comparatively small ; a triangular space above the antennas is destitute of pol-

len, and hence more shining ; below the antenna?, down to the palpi, there is a convex,

trapezoidal reddish-yellow, shining space, limited hy deep grooves. Antenna) yellow, third

joint reddish. Palpi yellow, with short, black hairs. Proboscis extending but Kttle beyond
the palpi, yellow, lips large. Cheeks clothed with a very soft, whitish pubescence. Thorax
somewhat reddish on the disc, with a faint trace of a longitudinal dark line, otherwise uni-

formly yellowish, densely clothed with appressed pale yellow, shining hairs. The abdom-
inal segments above show some traces of brownish at the base ; otherwise the abdomen is

uniformly yellowish, with a dense, appressed, pale golden-yellow, shining ptibescence. Hal-

teres and legs yellow. Wings : a pale brown cloud of a rather indefinite outline occtipies the

two basal, marginal and submarginal cells, somewhat encroaching upon the base of the

first posterior, of the discal and slightly upon the fifth posterior cells ; the root of the wing
is hyaline ; the costal cells, the base of the marginal cell and the whole posterior half of

the wing are impure hyaline ; a sliglit In'ownish cloud in the axillary corner of the wing.

S igma and its environs tinged with yellow. Base of the second submarginal cell rather

acute ; no stump. All posterior cells oj^en.

Hub. Middle States; Ti'enton Falls, N. Y. ; Delaware. (A male in the Museum of the

Ent. Soc. Philad. ; a female in Mus. Comp. Zool., Cambridge, Mass.)

Ohseroatlon. The proboscis of this species is unusually short for a Pangonia
;
the basal

division of the third joint is stout, withoitt any vestige of an angular projection ; the ( ?
)

front is three times as broad as in the three preceding species ; the head is fiattened, etc.^

^It may be useful to reproduce here the ratlier iiiaccessi- alarum albis, .abilouihic piceo, segmeiito i)riuio fulvo margi-

ble description of P. macnxjloxaa Westw. (Loiul. and Edinb. nato, V° et 4° alLio margiuato, 3"° ruib margiiiato, reliquis

Philos. Magaz. 1835). fusco marginatis ; alis basi et a costam late infumatis
;
pedi-

Pangonia maeroglossa Westw.—Pallide fusco pubes- bus testaceis.— Long. corp. lin. 8| long.; prob.lin. 15. Exp.
cens ; facie alba, (ocellis 0), thorace vittis duabns longitudi- alar. lin. 10. Hab. iu Georgia.

naUbus in medio, lateribus et macula utrinque basin versus
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CHRYSOPS.

The great difference in the coloring of the body, existing between the mak^s and the fe-

males of Chrysops and the comparative rarity of the former in collections, compelled me to

adopt the plan of basing this monographic essay principally on the female specimens. Thus
the analytical table is drawn for females only ; in the diagnoses and descriptions, the fe-

males are introduced first ; short, comparative descriptions of the males are added, where-
ever they are known. Although it seems eas}- enough to refer the males to the proper

females, by the comparison of the design on the wings, and especiallj- on their distal por-

tion, which is usually identical in both sexes, I would hesitate to place an absolute reliance

on such identifications, until they were confirmed by actual observation, that is, by a cap-

ture of both sexes together in the saaie locality. Such captures I have been able to make
in a very few cases only, and for this reason most of the females described below are ac-

companied by probable, but nevertheless hypothetical, males.

For further details on the genus Chrysops, I refer to Dr. Loew's paper on the European
species (Verb. Zool. Bot. Gesellsch. 1858, p. 613). I would only add a single remark con-

cerning a character not mentioned by him, namely, the coloring of the eyes in living speci-

mens. All the American species of Chr3-sops which I had the opportunity to observe alive,

have the eyes colored very nearly in the same manner (fig. 1); that is, the groimd-color

being green, there is along the occipital margin a dark purple border witli an indentation

in the middle ; on the opposite or frontal margin, there are three purple spots ; and between
the two, in the middle of the eye, there is a fourth spot, usually

arrow-shaped, the shaft of which reaches upwards and ends in the

occipital border (C excitans). All the species observed by me
show only modifications of this design. Sometimes the occipital

border, instead of being notched, is interrupted in the middle ;

. ° . ^ . lig- 1- iig-2- Fio-. 3.

or the arrow-head is connected on one side with the middle one

of the three spots near the frontal margin {C. plangens); or the shaft is interrujited

above (C. nlger), or altogether wanting; in the latter case, the arrow-shaped spot is

sometimes replaced by a more or less rounded one, and when this roimd spot is con-

nected with the lateral spot near it (fig. 2, C. fagax) the pattern appears considerably

modified, although it belongs to the same original type. Slight variations occur in the

same species, and my observations have not been snfficientl\- numerous to enable me to

characterize the eyes of each species separately. C. cesiuans, montanus, hilaris, excitans,

dellcutulus, n'ujer, uiilvlttafus, j^lfmgens and fugax have their eyes colored on the above

described pattern with the indicated modifications. The m ile specimens show the same

design, only modified by the lengthening of its upper half and the shortening of the lower

one, the former having the larger and the latter the smaller facets. The only exceptional

pattern, which I have hitherto observed, is that of the eyes of C. flacidus Wicd, a species

very different in its general appearance and coloring from the typical Chr3^sops. (See fig.

3.) In this pattern the central spot (the arrow-head,) which is the most persistent feature

in the eyes of the first pattern, has disappeared.

A few words only will be necessary in explanation of the terms iised by me in the

following descriptions. I call ajncal spot ever}' infuscation of the portion of the wing
MEMOIKS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. H. 93
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beyond the usual crossband, -wbether this infuscation is connected with the crossband or

separated from it. The hyahne interval between the crossband and the apical spot, I have

usually called the hyaluie triumjle.

In identifying species of Chrysops, the principal attention should be paid to the design of

the wings. It is characteristic of the species and, at the same time, remarkably constant

within the same species. It also helps to refer the male specimens to their females, however
different in coloring the sexes may be. The wings of the male are usually somewhat darker

on tlieir proximal half; the infuscation of the two basal cells reaches farther towards the

distal end of these cells, the anal cell and anal angle often have a brownisli tinge, which

may not exist in the female. But in the distal half of the wing, especiall^^ in the shape of

the apical spot and of the hj'aline triangle between it and the crossl:)and, the resemblance

between the sexes is, in most cases, much greater. The coloring of the antenna^ and of

the legs is very variable within the same species and in the same sex, and not to be relied

ui)()n. The relative extent of black and reddish on the abdomen is also very variable in

the same species ; often the whole appearance of a sjiecimen is changed by an extensive

prevalence of the one or the other color. The colorino; of the wino;s is the onlv safe ffuide

through all these difficulties.

The insufficiency of most of the descriptions by Walker and Macquart has compelled me,

in many cases, to quote their descrijstions as doubtfid sjaionyms of my supposed new spe-

cies. As I give detailed and I hope sufficiently clear, descriptions of all the species, I trust

that in most cases there will be but little dovdjt as to the species I mean to describe. The
other question, that of the names to be given to these species, is comparatively of a sec-

ondary importance, and can be settled only through the comparison of the original types of

the earlier descriptions in London and Paris.

I describe in this paper twenty-three species of Chrysops distributed over the area con-

tained ]:)etween the District of Columbia, Wisconsin and Canada (besides C. airojms. from

Florida) ; no doubt many more species will be discovered. The whole of Europe north of

the Alps possesses only twelve species ; the southern peninsulas have four species more

;

total for Europe sixteen sjiecies. Among the twentj'-four North American species here

described seven have no apical spot, that is the whole apical portion of the wing is h^yaline.

Of the sixteen European species not a single one belongs to this categ•or3^ Four European

species have a hyaline or subhyaline spot in the middle of the ciossband ; no such species

have been discovered yet in the Atlantic basin of North America ; but I have seen one or

two from California. Such are the results of a comparison of both foiinas, liased on the de-

scriptions of the European species. A comparison of specimens would j^iobabh' disclose

still other curious analogies or differences ; unfortunately I have specimens of only two Eu-

ropean species before me.

ANALYTICAL TAliLE OP THE SPECIES (CONSTRUCTED FOR FEMALE SPECIMENS ONLy).

I
Tlie apex of tlio wiiijjf, lieyoiid tlie crossbaTul, is hyaline 2.

'

1 The aj)c'x of tlie wing, beyond tlie crossband, is more or less iiifuscateil 8.

r Tlie wliole wing, except the apex, is black, fading into dark-gray posteriorly . . 1. atropos n. sp.

1 The whole wing, besides the apex, is not black 3.
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_ f Both basnl cells nre infiiscated on tlieir proxiniiil half 4.

"

I
St'conil basal cell hyaline ; face fenuginous in the middle 7. niger 3Iacq.

jAbdonicn marked with more or less yellow on the sides 5.

I
Abdomen altogether black 6.

r Abdominal segments with narrow gray borders posteriorly; the yellow spots on the sides of the first

two abdominal segments small 6. sordidus n. sp.

Ab loininal segments without any gray hind borders; the yellow spots on the sides of the abdnmen

usually large 2. excitans Walk.

r Thorax with a conspicuous tuft of yellowish-ferruginous hairs on each side, in front of the

6. -\ wings 5. celer n. sp.

[Tliorax with pale yellowish hairs on the sides 7.

fFifth posterior cell filled out with brown at the proximal end; thorax with two rather distinct whitisli

lines anteriorly 3. mitis n. sp.

Fifth postei'ior cell with a small hyaline spot at the proximal end; no distinct while lines on the

I thorax 4. fugax n. sp.

r Whole body brownish-yellow ; abdomen with a pale-brownish design .... 5. flavidus Wied.

1 Body more or less black (or at least with black longitudinal stripes on the abdomen) .... 9.

Both basal cells hyaline ^ 10.

First basal cell altogether, or to a considerable extent, infuscated 17.

f Tlie ajiical spot consists of a narrow- brown border along the costa, between the crossband and the

I apex; (distal half of the first subraarginal cell, except at its extreme end, hyaline) . . . .11.

I

Tlie a[)ical spot is broail, and fills out a considerable portion of tlie distal half of the fii'st sulmiar-

. ginal cell 13.

f

Crossband in the usual shape, not attenuated posteriory 12.

Crossband attenuated posteriorly, the brown occupying but a small portion of the discal and fourth

posterior cells 10. delicatulus n. sp.

fA
black triangle encroaches upon the yellow on each .side of the A'S'i'iped l)lack s]iot on the second

abdominal segment 8. aestuans v. d. "Wulp.

N"o black tri.-mgles on the sides of the A-shaped black spot on the second segment. 9. callidus n. sp.

(Tiie hj'aline triangle, between the apical spot and the crossband, stops short at the second longitudinal

vein 14.

The hyaline triangle, etc., is prolonged beyond the second longitudinal vein, towards the co.sta . . 15.

r Second and thinl abdominal segments black, with yellow hind margins, expanded into tiiangles in the

I middle; frontal callosity reddish 11. pudicus n. sp.

"'l

Second and third abdominal segments yellow, with four broad longitudinal black lines, which are often

[ broailer than the intervening yellow spaces; frontal callosity black . . . 12. montanus n. sp.

Abdomen dark brown, or black above, with a yellow longitudinal stripe, attenu.ated posteriorly, and

two shorter and narrower stripes on each side 23. obsoletus Wied.

I

Abdomen yellow above, with two small, converging black spots on the second segment ; segments

[. three and four black and yellow 16.

{The crossband reaches the ](Osterior maigin 22. fallax n. sp.

The crossband does not quite reach the posterior margin, the fourth posterior cell not being quite filled

out with brown 21. hilai'is n. sp.

iThe species referred to here have, in pome instances, an C. momanua, wUicli has the largest inftiseation of the first

inconsiderable infuscation at the pro.xiraal end of the first basal cell, among all the species referred to Xo. 10.

basal cell, while the species referred to No. 17 have this cell C./rir/idus, which has the smallest infuscation among the

infuscated far beyond the midille. . Between these alterna- species referred to No. 1 7.

tives, a doubt may arise in the following cases only.
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r Body altogether gi-ay or blackish 24. plangens Wied-

I Body more or less marked with yellow 18-

J Face black, with the usual stripes of fulvous iiollen 14. fi'igidus n. sp.

1 Face ferruginous in the middle 19.

Apical spot lai-ge, reaching beyond the second submarginal cell, and invading the first posterior . 20.
19.

* ^ The apical sjjot does not reach beyond the second submarginal cell 22.

(The hyaline space, between the crossband and the apical spot, is confined to a small triangle in the

second and third posterior cells 17. moechus ' n. sp.

The liyaline .space, etc., reaches across the first posterior cell 21.

{Abdomen with a broad, yellow, longitudinal stripe in the middle, enclosed between two blackish

stripes 16. univittatus Macq.

Abdomen brown, with three brownish-yellow, often indistinct longitudinal strijjes 18. ULOrosus n. sp.

r Abdomen yellow, with four black stripes 23.

'l

Abdomen black, yellow on the sides, and with yellow triangles on the segments . . 13. Indus n. sp.

Frontal tubercle and scutelluni reddish 19. vittatus Wied.
^
Fi'ontal tubercle black ; scutelhmi at the base, more or less blackish 20. striatus n. sp.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

A. The apical portion of the wing, beyond the cros.sband, is hjahne, without any dis-

tinct brown spot or brown border.

1. Chiysops atropos n. sp.

"iChrysops divisns Walkei-, List, etc., I, p. 204.

$ . Alto<>-ether black, wings tinged with black, e.'ccept the apex, which is hyaline.

Length, 9-10 mm.

Female. Altogether black ; a large, shining black, obtriangular sitrface occupies almost

the Avhole face, showing each side a mammiform protuberance ;
streaks of fulvous pollen be-

tween this triangle and the black cheeks
;

pollen of the same color forms a narrow border

alono- the facial orbit, round the root of the antennte and on the sides of the front ; the

black, .shining, frontal cahosity is separated from the vertex by an opaque, brownish-poUi-

nose crossband. Palpi black, brownish on the inside. Antenna3 black, comparatively long,

the first and second joints being longer than usual ; the first somewhat incrassate. Thorax

clothed with a very thin chocolate-brown pollen, hardly concealing the shining black color

beneath ; it is more dense anteriorly, where it forms two indistinct lines, abbreviated poste-

riorly, and more visible from a side view
;

(this thoracic pollen is very easily rubbed off).

Pleurae brownish. Abdomen with scattered whitish hairs toward the tip. First joint of mid-

dle and hind tarsi yellowish, except the tip, which is black ; root of second joint likewise

pale. Apical tliird of the wings hyaline ; the remainder black, which color is most saturate

along the costa ; anal cell and the whole anal angle, grayish. The veins in the hyaline, ap-

ical portion of the wing are yellowish, especially the costal vein.

Bab. Florida (Wekiva River, in March, Prof J. Wyman ; Indian River, E. Palmer).

Eighteen female specimens.

1 This is the hvpotlictical female of C. moechus d, described below.

«
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The descrijDtion of C. dlvlsus Walker, seems to agree with this S2)ecies, except the impor-

tant statement " chest and abdomen clothed with dark tawny hairs," of which there is no

trace in C. atroj^os.

2. Chrysops excitans.

Chrysops excitans Walker, Dipt. Saunders, p. 72.

2 . Apex of the wings hyaline
;
proximal half of the two basal cells infuscated ; two or three basal segments

of the abilomen yellowish on the sides ; a distinct gray or yellowish-gray triangle on the second segment.

Length, 10-12 mm.

3 . Body altogether black. Coloring of the wings darker than in ? , with a fenestrate hyaline spot in the

middle. Length, 10-11 mm.

Female. The black, shining facial callosities prolonged in front and converging above

the month ; between them, a short pointed stripe of fulvous pollen ; similar stripes separate

the callosities from the black, shining cheeks ; frontal callosity large, black, shining, separa-

ted from the black spot on the vertex by a fulvous crossljand attenuated in the middle ; the

orbits and the root of the antennae show narrow margins of the same fulvous jjollen. An-

tennae : first joint reddish-black at tip ; second joint darker, almost black, although showing

traces of red, especially on the under side ; third joint black. Thorax blackish, clothed with

fulvous hair, especially dense on the pleurae ; on the dorsum the beginning of a broad, Imt

faint gray stripe is visible anteriorly ; it is more or less distinctly margined with lines of

yellowish pollen on each side, and is divided longitudinally by a faint, black line. Abdomen
black, the sides of two, sometimes three, basal segments, yellowish tawny ; the posterior

margins of the second, third and fourth segments show, on the black color in the middle,

triangles beset with golden hair; that on the second segment is especially large and

distinct; (in rubbed specimens this triangle is grayish or yellowish, the latter in such

specimens where the yellow on both sides is continued along the posterior margin). The
third and following abdominal segments are black, clothed with golden-yellow hair on their

surface, as well as on their posterior margin. Venter yellowish-tawny at the base, black

towards the tip, the black more or less encroaching upon the yellow along the central line

in tlie shape of spots of different sizes in different specimens. Legs black, with a vestige

of brownish at the basis of the tibiae and of the four posterior tarsi. Wings with a hya-

line apex ; the two basal cells infuscated up to the middle ; the crossband does not reach

the posterior margiir and does not fill out the fourth posterior cell ; the inner end of the

fifth posterior cell is infuscated, although less dark than the crossband ; anal cell and anal

angle have a slight brownish tinge ; the fifth vein, up to the crossvein, is brown in older

specimens. A more or less distinct whitish halo along the distal margin of the crossband,

sometimes hardly apparent.

The coloring of the abdomen of the female is very variable in the extent of the yellow

;

in some specimens the sides of the third and even of the fourth segments are of that color

;

in one specimen (British Possessions, Scudder) the yellow is the prevailing color on the

abdomen, reaching the fifth segment, and leaving only a square black spot in the middle

of the first, fourth and fifth segments, and a bilobed spot on the second and third. The

coloring of the venter shows more or less yellow, in proportion to the ujiper surface ; in

MEJIOIKS BOST. SOC. KAT. HIST. VOL. n.
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the latter specimen, the venter is ahnost entirely yellow, except at the extreme tip ; in very

dark specimens it is almost entirely black. The pattern of the wings is remarkably uni-

form in all specimens.

Male. Body altogether black ; abdomen, towards the tip with grayish golden hairs,

which, on the second, third, and fourth segments, form faint triangles; (in rubbed off

specimens a very faint gray triangle is visible on the second segment). Venter black, some-

times brownish on the sides of the posterior margins of the segments, clothed with golden

hairs, especially on the margins. The thorax is clothed with black hairs ; in some speci-

mens, however, rather numerous yellowish-gray hairs are mixed with them, in which case

the thorax somewhat resembles that of the female ; a trace of gray pollen is visible anteri-

orly. The pattern of the wings is like that of the female, only the brown of the two basal

cells is more intense and reaches beyond the middle of the cells, reaching the brown in the

proximal end of the fifth posterior cell, thus leaving a well-marked hyaline fenestrate spot

in the shape of a parallelogram in the middle of the wing. The In-ownish tinge in the anal

cell and in the anal angle is also more saturate than in the female. A slight blackish

shadow (indistinct in some specimens), is visible in the hyaline -portion of the marginal cell,

near the costa (a mere vestige of it is often perceptible in female specimens).

Hah. A common and wide-spread species. Catskill, N. Y., in July; Waterville, N. H.,

July (Scudder) ; different parts of British America (the same) ; Lake Superior (A. Agassiz);

Yukon River and MacKeuzie River (Kennicott) ; Anticosti (Verrill), etc. Twenty-five fe-

male and five male specimens.

Observation. The description was principally drawn from eight well preserved and fresh

Bpecimens, male and female, which I caught in the summer of 1874 near the Mountain

House, Catskill, N. Y. The specimens from Anticosti are very dark, and the flicial pollen is

o-ravish, rather than fulvous. I have but little doubt concerning the identity of the above

described species Avith Mr. Walker's C. excitans. Some error must have been committed

by him in the description of the antennee, which is not clear. He describes only the female.

3. Chrysops mitis n. sp.

? Chrysops provocans Walker, Dipt. Sanml., p. 73.

?. Apex of the wings liyaline
;
proximal half of tlio two basal cells infiiseateil ; anal cell and anal angle

more or less tino-ed with brownish; two grayisli, interrupted lines on the thorax; abdomen altogether black,

with faint triangles of grayish hair.

Length, 11-12 mm.

Not unlike the preceding species, from which the female is easily distinguished by an

altogether black abdomen, with a grayish and not golden pubescence.

Female. Head as in C. excitans, only the pollen on face and front is 3'ellowish-gray, in-

stead of fidvous
;
(in one of my specimens, however, it is fidvous). zVntenna) black, first

ioint reddish, black at tip ; second, blackish-red on the underside. Thoracic dorsum with

two gray longitudinal lines, reaching to about the middle ; interval between them brownish,

grayish-poUinose anteriorly, where the beginning of a blackish line is visible
;
pleurae with

dense j'ellowish-gray hairs in the upper part ; some black hahs between the root of the

wino-s and the hmueri. Abdomen black, with a thinly scattered grayish pubescence, more
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dense on the sides and towards the apex ; on the second and third segments this pubes-

cence forms faint triangles. Legs black, root of the four posterior tarsi brownish. Pattern

of the wings as in C. excitans, except that the brown coloring is somewhat less dark, and
that the brown in the two basal cells reaches a little farther, so that the hyaline space be-

tween this brown and that of the crossl^and is a little narrower, especially in the second

cell. An indistinct whitish halo along the distal margin of the crossband.

Hab. British Possessions in N. America from Canada (W. Couper), to MacKenzie and
Yukon Rivers (R. Kennicott) ; Lake Superior. Nine females.

This species is not unlike C. excitans, but is easily distinguished by the altogether black

coloring of the abdomen, the two gray stripes on the thorax, which are much more distinct

than the corresponding yellowish lines in that species, the above indicated slight difference

in the coloring of the wings, etc. The brown of the picture, in most specimens, seems to

be a httle less dark than in C. excitans. The resemblance of G. mitis to C. celer will l^e

discussed under the head of the latter species.

The identity of Mr. Walker's G.provocans with the present species seems probable. The
statement that the facial callosities are larger than those of C excitans agrees with this spe-

cies better than with C. celer ; the "tuft of pale yellow hairs . . . at the base of the

wings", describes the pubescence of C. mitis, rather than the ferruginous pubescence of C.

celer ; but the statement that the crossband approaches nearer the hind border than that of

C. excitans, renders the identification doubtful.

Macquart's description of C. ater agrees with the present species, except in size. As he
compares G. ater to C. niger and at the same time makes it half a line smaller, the identi-

fication with C. mitis becomes impossible.

4. Chrysops fugax n. sp.

? Chrysops carhonarius Walker, List, etc., I, p. 203 {exparte).

? Chrysops ater Macquart, Dipt. Exot. 4° Suppl., p. 40.

?. Like C. mitis, but smaller; whitish lines of the thorax imperceptible; gray triano-les on abdomen
almost imperceptible ; a small hyaline spot at the proximal end of the fifth posterior cell.

Length, 8-9 mm.

I should hesitate to separate this from the preceding species, if it were not for the con-

stancy of the characters just given. I have fourteen female specimens before me ; from
Norway, Me. (S. I. Smith), Gorham, N. H. (Austin), Canada (W. Couper), divide between
Idaho and Montana (C. Thomas), Yukon River (Kennicott). All agree in having the fifth

posterior cell hyaline at the proximal end, and not filled out with a brownish tinge; this hy-
aline spot coalesces with the hyaline space in the second basal cell. All such specuneus are

considerably smaller than the average-sized specimens of C. mitis and the best preserved

among them show but a vestige of the whitish lines on the anterior part of the thorax, which
are comparatively distinct in the other species. The dorsal triangles on the abdomen also,

are hardly perceptible or not visible at all. Li size and general appearance this species is

not unlike C. nlrjer, and I suspect that Mr. Walker's O. carhonarius is a mixture of the

present species with C. niger Macq. His Var. ^ would, in this case, especially refer to C.

niger. All the statements, which do not agree with C.fugax (as that the crossband "ex-
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tends to the hind border," the description of the four hind tarsi, etc.) apply much better

to C. nicjer. It must be borne in mind at the same time that what Mr. Walker had as C.

niger is not Macquart's species at all, but my C. sordidus.

Macquart's C ater, if we follow the letter of his description, may be the present species;

nevertheless his statements are too vague for a positive identification.

5. Chi-ysops celer n. sp.

$ . Apex of the wings hyaline
;
proximal half of the two basal cells infuscated ; bodj' black ; a conspicu-

ous tuft of yellowish-ferruginous hairs on each side of the thorax.

Length, 11-12 mm.

Female. Facial and frontal callosities as in C. exciians, only somewhat smaller ; the line

of fulvous pollen separating the facial callosities is broad and short ; on the front the pollen

is more grayish. Antennae ferruginous, except the latter portion of the third joint, which

is black. Thorax with a very foint grayish median stripe enclosed between two gray lines,

interrupted before the middle of the dorsum ; the latter is clothed with short, grayish-white

hairs. On each side of the thorax, between the root of the wings and the head, there is a

conspicuous tuft of yellowish-ferruginous hairs, characteristic of the species. Abdomen uni-

formly black, clothed with a short, appressed grayish-white pubescence, which in well pre-

served specimens forms faint triangles in the middle of the second and third segments. Legs

black, the four posterior tarsi with the first joint paler, except at tip ; the following joints

sometimes show a trace of the same pale color at the root. Wings : apex hyaline ; the cross-

band does not quite reach the posterior margin, but extends, although in a paler shade, into

the fifth posterior cell ; two basal cells filled out with brown up to the middle, or a little be-

yond ; anal angle and a portion of the anal cell tinged with gray ; the Avhitish halo along the

distal margin of the crossband is distinct.

Hab. Not rare in the Middle States ; occurs also in Massachusetts. Eight females.

In many respects C. celer is very like C. mitis, but is easily distinguished by the tufts of

ferruginous hairs on the thorax. The facial callosities of C. 7nitis are larger, the picture of

the wings usually not quite as dark, etc.

6. Chrysops sordidus n. sp.

Chrysops niger Walker (noc Macqunrt), List, etc., I, \\ 202.

$. A|)ex of the wings siibhyaliiie ; second basal cell nearly hyaline, being iufiiscated at the proximal end

only; an incipient apical spot in the sliape of a faint cloud along the costa ; abdominal segments on the

posterior margins with narrow gray borders, ami with small gray triangles in the middle ; first and second

sefnieuts with small yellow spots on the sides.

Length, 9-10 mm.

Female. Frontal and facial callosities, and the yellowish-gray or grayish-yellow pollen

around them the same as usual in this group. Antennse black, first joint reddish, except

the tip (in some specimens the red is hardly perceptil^le). Thorax with a broad, but faint,

grayish stripe, reaching beyond the middle and divided longitudinally by a faint blackish

line ; the lines which enclose it on the sides are blackish (and not gray or yellowish, as in C.

mitts, excitans, etc.). Thoracic dorsum clothed with yellowish-gray hairs ; tufts of longer
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and denser yellow, sometimes almost fulvous hairs near the root of the wings and on the

upper part of the pleurag. Abdomen black ; first and second segments more or less yellow-

ish on the sides ; all the segments, except the first, with a naiTOw gray border posteriorly,

which expands into a distinct triangle on the first two segments, and a less distinct one

on the third. In well preserved specimens these gray margins and triangles are clothed

with a golden-yellow pubescence. On the venter the segments are covered with gray

pollen posteriorly, and clothed with yellowish hairs. Legs black, the brownish color at the

root of the four posterior tarsi hardly perceptible. Wings : general coloring of the hya-

line portion dingy grayish ; the brown portions but moderately dark ; costal cells bro-\vn,

first basal cell infuscated on its proximal half; second basal cell almost hyahne, except its

extreme proximal end ; fifth longitudinal vein more or less clouded Avith brownish, which, in

some specimens, forms a distinct Ijorder inside of the second basal cell ; the crossband does

not reach the posterior margin, and fills obliquely the jjroximal half of the fourth posterior

cell ; a pale Ijrown cloud fills the proximal end of the fifth posterior cell. The space along

the costa between the crossband and the tip of the wing is faintly tinged with brown.

The halo along the distal margin of the crossband is indistinct, although the apical ^^ortion of

the wing is rather grayish.

Hah. White Mountains, N. H. Nine female specimens. The yellow color on the sides

of the abdomen has more or less extent in different specimens ; sometimes it is confined to

the anterior corners of the second segment and is hardly perceptible on the first ; such spec-

imens have the first antennal joints almost black. On the average, the yellow on the abdo-

men has much less extent than in C. excitcms, and only extreme cases in both species show

any approach to each other. C. sordldus is easily distinguished from all the preceding spe-

cies by the gray posterior margins of the abdominal segments. Although the hairs upon

them can be rubljed off, the gray margins and triangles remain, which is not the case in the

other species of this group. (Only the triangle on the second segment in C. excitans, and

perhaps in C. niitis, shows the same permanence.)

Mr. Walker's description of Ohrysops niger is based on specimens of the present species,

as the description of the abdomen undoubtedly proves.

7. Chi-ysops niger.

Chrysops niger Macquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, 161, 10.

? Chrysops carbonarms Walker, List, ete., I, p. 203, Variet. (3.

? . Apex of the wings hyaline; second basal cell altogether hyaline; face ferrnginons in the middle.

Length, 6|-8 mm.

Female. The black, shining facial callosities are separated by a large, shining, yellowish-

ferruginous spot extending from the antennae down to the mouth ; the black, shining cheeks

are separated from the callosities above them by the usual stripe of fulvous pollen ; the

pollen on the front is grayi.sh-yellow. Antennae : first joint reddish, often blackish at tip

;

second, blackish, mixed with reddish; third, black, reddish at base. Thorax with a broad

greenish-gray poUinose stripe in the middle, divided longitudinally by a blackish line ; its

sides are more distinctly gray, assuming the appearance of two gray lines ; on each side of
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tlic dorsum, a grayif^li stripe, followed by a black one, between the root of the wings and the

humeri ; on the pleura3 a gray stripe, beset with long, yellowish hairs, is followed by a black

one, and then by a second gray stripe extending posteriorly over the base of the abdomen.

Abdomen black, with short, appressed grayish hairs. Legs black, first two joints of tl>e four

posterior tarsi livid, black at tip ; sometimes the middle and hind tibiae have a reddish tinge

at the root. Wings : second basal cell and fifth posterior cell hyaline, so that the crossbaud

is bounded posteriorly by the intercalary vein ; there is a hyaline spot just before the distal

end of the first basal cell (a vestige of the larger spot existing here in the other species of

the group) ; the crossband almost touches the posterior margin, the extent of the interven-

ing space not quite constant in different sj^ecimens ; apex hyaline.

Hah. Middle and Northern States and British Possessions ; not rare. In some speci-

mens there is a paler streak in the fourth posterior cell, )jy the side of the intercalary vein

;

in others, a fixint brownish tinge appears in the fifth posterior cell ; or also on the margin at

the tip of the fifth and sixth veins ; sometimes there is a pale brown, very small cloud at

the base of the fork of the third longitudinal vein.

I have a specimen from Illinois in wliich the first basal cell is almost entirely hyaline,

showing only a trace of a brownish tinge on its proximal half The specimen is a fully ma-

tured one, and otherwise normally colored. Until further evidence, I incline to think that it

represents only an accidental aberration.

C. nlger in several respects forms the passage to the next group. Its ferruginous face and

the distinct longitudinal black stripes on the pleura foreshadow the coloring of that group.

The mention of " face fauve " by Macquart, and the description of the wings, seems to

render the identification of this species certain, although the measurement given, five lines

(about 11 mm.), is too large for this species.

Mr. Walker's description of C. nlger (List, etc., I, p. 202) is principally based on speci-

mens of C. sordidiis. His C carhonarms, var. ^ (evidently a different species from his

type) seems to belong to the present species.

B. The apical portion of the wing, beyond the crossband, is more or less tinged with

brown, either in the shape of a distinct brown border along the costa, or of a separate api-

cal spot.

8. Chrysops aestuans.

Chrifsops cestuatis v. tier Wulp, Tijdschr. v. Eut., 2 Sor. II, p. 135 ; Tab. Ill, f. 8, 9.

? C'hri/sops mocrens Walker, List, etc., I, p. 201.

$ . Apical spot confined to a foint and narrow infuscation .along the costa ; both basal cells hyaline ; halo

along the crossband very distinct; the ends of the A-shaped black spot on the second abdominal segment ex-

pand into small black triangles on the posterior margin.

Length, 10 mm.

Female. Face, including the facial callosities, and cheeks yellowish-ferruginous, shining

;

facial orbits and the usual stripe between face and cheeks, powdered with yellowish-gray

pollen ; front covered with the same pollen, except the l)lack frontal callosity and a blackish

space on the vertex. Two basal joints of the antenna3 ferruginous, clothed with black hair

;

third joint blackish, ferruginous at base. Palpi variable in color, reddish or brownish, red-
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dish at base. Thorax black ; a broad, glaucous intermediate stripe is divided in two by a

black longitudinal line ; on each side a glaucous-grayish stripe runs above the root of the

wings, from the scutellum to the humerus ; a blackish stripe separates it from the glaucous-

grayish pleurfe ; the latter glaucous-grayish, with a black stripe. Scutellum blackish. Ab-

domen black ; first two segments pale grayish-yellow (livid) on the sides, black in the mid-

dle; the black on the second segment has somewhat the shape of a A, the middle triangle

of this figure being of the same color as the sides of the abdomen ; lioth ends of this figure

expand laterally in the shape of small black triangles, resting upon the hind margin of the

segment ; the foUowing segments are black, with a narrow gray posterior border, expanding

into a triangle, with two adjacent gray marks ; these triangles and mai'ks are especially vis-

ible on segments 3-5. Wings : root, costal cells and crossband brown ; beyond the cross-

band a narrow pale brownish cloud along the costa nearly reaches the tip of the wing

;

the crossband does not reach the posterior margin, the distal end of the fourth posterior

cell being colorless, the last section of the fifth vein enveloped in a brownish cloud, con-

nected with the crossband across the proximal end of the fifth posterior cell ; the apex of

the wing is grayish, with a very distinct whitish halo between it and the crossband ; similarly,

a brownish shadow in the anal angle of the wing renders more apparent the whitish-hjaline

tinge of the two basal and of the proximal end of the anal cell. Legs variable in coloring

;

either red, tips of front and hind tibife, front tarsi, and last four joints of the four posterior

tarsi, blackish ; or black, bases of middle tibine and of the four posterior tarsi, reddish ; with

all the intermediate stages.

Hah. Eed River of the North (Kennicott) ; Illinois (LeBaron) ; Wisconsin (v. d.

Wulp) ; Dacota (Dr. Coues).

The extent of the yellow color on the abdomen is variable in this species. I have a spec-

imen l^efore me ( Red River of the North ) where the small black triangles on the second

segment have their apex prolonged so as to meet the black on the corresponding side of

the first segment. In another specimen (Illinois) with very dark legs, the yellow on the sides

of the abdomen is replaced by a glaucous-gray, the black design of the first two segments

being the normal one.

Mr. van der Wulp's description and figure are excellent, and refer to the variety with

the darker feet. Mr. Walker's description is very incomplete, and is rendered still more
doubtful by the locality (Nova Scotia) ; all the specimens of C. cestiians hitherto received

come from the Northwest.

9. Chrysops callidus n. sp.

?. Ai)ical spot in the shape of a narrow Iniear brown border aking the costa; botli basal cells hyaline;

discal cell filled out witli brown ; no small black triangle on each side of tlie A-shaped black spot on the sec-

ond abdominal segment.

5 . Wings as in the § , but both basal cells infuscatcd, with a common hyaline spot at the distal end.

Length, 8-9 mm.

Female. Head, antennaj and picture of the thorax as in C cestuans ; the lateral strij^es

on the thorax and the pleura; are more yellowish than glaucous
;
palpi more reddish. Ab-

domen black ; first two segments pale yellow on the sides, black in the middle ; the black
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on the soconil segment has the shape of a A, the triangle encompassed by this figure being

of the same color as the sides of the abdomen ; the ends of this figure are sometimes (not

always) prolonged laterally, along the hind margin, without expanding into small black tri-

angles ; segments 3 and 4 are black or brown, with yellow hind margins, expanding into

triangles in the middle ; on the black, a yellow spot is often perceptible on each side ; in

some specimens the whole of the segments 3 and 4 are yellow, except a double obtriangu-

lar spot in the middle, and a small dot, each side, near the anterior margin ; segments 5-7

black or brown, with yellow hind margins. Venter yellow at base, blackish at tip ; seg-

ments 3 and 4 often with blackish spots in the middle. Legs variable in coloring ; either

the prevailing color is yellowish-red, with the tips of front femora, front tibite, the whole

hind femora and all the tarsi, except the base, black ; or the prevailing color is black, with

the middle tibi«, the bases of front and hind tibiae, and base of the tarsi, reddish. The

description of the wings of C. cesfuans applies to this species, with the following differ-

ences ; the narrow l)rown Ijorder along the costa, between the crossband and the apex, is of

the same shade of brown as the crossband and of the same breadth as the costal border

between the crossband and the root of the wing ; it reaches a little beyond the anterior

branch of the fork of the third vein ; the gray shade of the apical portion of the wing is

much fainter, and hence the white halo along the crossband less distinct ; the fourth pos-

terior cell is almost filled out with brown, so that the end of the crossband is much nearer

the posterior margin of the wing.

Uab. NeAV Jersey; Delaware; Connecticut; Detroit, Mich. (H.G.Hubbard); Illinois

(LeBaron). Eleven female specimens. The smaller size, the dark, well defined brown

border between crossband and apex, the absence of the black triangles encroaching upon

the yellow of the second segment, the yellow and not gray, hind border of the abdominal

segments, easily distinguish the female of this species from the preceding.

Male. Two male specimens (Pennsylvania and New York) which I possess, belong, I

have no doubt, to this species. The picture of the wings, especially the brown border

between the crossband and the apex, is like that of C. callidus, only the two basal cells

are filled out with brown up to their distal third, which is hyaline. The brown of the ba-

sal cells coalesces with the brown cloud, enveloping the last section of the fifth longitudi-

nal vein. The facial callosities are brownish, the middle of the face reddish. Antennae

black. The coloring of the thorax is darker, the stripes less conspicuous. The sides of

the abdomen are reddish-yellow, which color, in one of the specimens, extends to the third

segment ; the yellow triangles on the hind margins of the segments seem a little smaller,

but the characteristic yellow hind margins are very distinct, and somewhat broader than in

the female. The yellow dots on the back of the third segment are very plain in one of the

specimens ; in the other, yellow marks are visible on the fourth segment.

10. Chrysops delicatulus n. sp.

9 . Ai»ical spot in the shape of a narrow hnear brown border along the costa, attenuated at the distal end

of the stigma; both basal cells hy.iline ; discal cell .almost hyaline; the A-shaped black spot on the second

segment broad in its outline ; facial callosities and cheeks black.

Length, 6.5-7.5 mm.
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Female. Facial callosities and cheeks black, the upper part of the former somewhat

brownish ; middle portion of the face dark ferruginous ; the usual pollen on the face and

around the black frontal callosity, gray. Antennaj black, first joint pale reddish. Thorax

with a broad glaucous middle stripe, divided longitudinally l)y a black line
;

grayish glau-

cous lateral stripes
;
pleurae likewise grayish-glaucous, with the usual blackish stripes. The

first two abdominal segments are pale yellow on the sides ; the black on the first segment

occupies the whole base of the segment (and not the middle only, as in C. caUidus); the

A-shaped black spot on the second segment is rather broad in its outline, and its ends, pro-

longed along the hind margin, are as broad as the main body of the figure (in C. callldus

they are usually narrower) ; they do not roach the lateral margin ; the yellow triangle en-

closed in the A-shaped spot is somewhat smaller than in C. calUdiis. The other aljdominal

segments are black, with narrow yellowish-gray margins, two or three of which expand into

triangles. Legs black ; base of front tibins, the major part of the middle tibiae and roots of

the four posterior tarsi reddish-brown. Wings : costal cell, crossband and a narrow costal

border beyond, brown ; the crossband is rather narrow and attenuated posteriorly ; its distal

margin is very straight ; its proximal side does not fill out the proximal half of the discal

cell, which is hyaline ; a part of the fourth posterior cell is also hyaline ; a bi-own cloud on the

last section of the fifth vein ; otherwise the fifth posterior cell likewise hyaline ; the brown
border along the costa, between the crossband and the apex, is but little broader than the

infuscated costal cell between the crossband and the root of the wing, and is narrowed at its

origin from the crossband, where a subh}-aline indentation almost severs it from the cross-

band the fifth longitudinal vein before the crossvein is yellow.

Hah. North Conway, N. H., where I caught two females of this handsome species in

the middle of August, 1874.

Tlie smaller size, the coloring of the f;xce and the peculiar picture of the wings easily dis-

tinguish this species from the two preceding ones.

11. Chiysop.s pudiciis n. sp.

2 . Apical spot connccte;! with tlie crossband, the hyaline triangle between them not crossing the second

longitudinal vein: the apical spot invades but a small portion of the second submarginal cell; both basal

cells, (except .at their extreme proximal end), hyaline ; frontal callosity reddish ; first and second abdominal

segments yellow on the sides; the black on the second segment A-^haj)ed.

Length, 8 mm.

Female. Face, including the callosities, yellowish-ferruginous
;

palpi reddish-yellow

;

antennaa : first two joints and base of third reddish, the remainder black ; front with a

grayish pollen ; frontal callosity reddish, usually with a black margin aljove. Thorax with

the usual stripes, glaucous above, grayish-j^ellow on the pleura). Abdomen : two first seg-

ments yellow ; the first with a black spot in the middle, the second Avitli a stout A-shaped

black spot, not confluent with the first ; in some specimens the ends of the A-shaped spot

reach the hind margin of the second segment and expand beside it, in others they

are separated from the margin by a yellow border. The third and fourth segments are

yellow, with a large transverse black spot in the middle, encroached upon by the triangular

enlargement of the yellow hind margin ; the relative extent of the black and the yellow
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arc somewhat variuljle. The followuig segments are black, with yellow sides and posterior

margins. Venter yellowish at the base, black at the end, the relative extent of both

colors being variable. Legs : prevailing color reddish, with more or less brown at the base

of the hind femora, the tip of the hind tibia) and the ends of the four posterior tarsi, the

latter half of the front tibiie and the front tarsi brown. Wings : costal cell infuscated, the

brown also occupying the proximal third of the first basal cell and encroaching very

slightly upon the second ; crossband limited posteriorly by the intercalary vein, Ijut fdling

out the fourth posterior cell and thus reaching the hind margin ; last section of the fifth

vein enveloped in a brownish cloud ; the interval between this cloud and the crossband is

hyaline. The hyaline triangle, separating the crossband from the apical spot does not

reach anteriorly beyond the second longitudinal vein ; thus the apical spot coalesces with

the crossband within the marginal cell
;
posteriorly, the apical spot reaches a little beyond

the apex of the wing.

Hah. Massachusetts (Beverly, Cambridge, etc.,) collected by Messrs. Burgess and San-

born ; three females. A fourth female specimen, belonging to the Entomol. Soc, Philad.,

therefore probably from the Middle States, agi'ees in all particulars with the others.

Observation. Two female specimens (Illinois and Red Eiver of the North, by E. Ken-

nicott), which I have before me, differ in some particulars from the tj-pical specimens of C.

jnidicus. The crossband does not reach the hind margin, a considerable portion of the

fourth posterior cell not being fdled out with brown ; the ajiical spot is somewhat narrower,

the cloud on the last section of the fifth vein communicates with the crossband across the

base of the fifth posterior cell ; the apex of the A-shaped spot on the second abdominal

segment coalesces with the black on the first segment, etc. This is probably a distinct spe-

cies.

12. Chrysops montanus n. sp.

9 . Apical spot connected with the crossb.ind, hyaline ti'iangle between them not crossing the second lon-

gitudinal vein ; both basal cells nearly hyaline, and only a little infiiscated at the proximal end ; frontal

callosity black ; fiiclal tubercles yellowish-ferruginous; third and fourth abdominal segments with four black

longitudinal sjiots, alternating with yellow ones.

Length, 8 mm.

Fenv.de. Face (inchtding the facial callosities), yellowish-ferruginous; palpi reddish-

3'elIoAV ; antenna) : first two joints reddish, the second mixed with black ; both beset with

blitck hairs ; third joint black, somewhat reddish at the base. Frontal callosity black ; front

with yellowish-gray pollen. Thorax with the usual stripes, the intcimediate one with a

slightly more yellowish tinge than in C. rubcns, the lateral ones yelIow^ Abdomen : first

two segments yellow; the first with a blackish spot in the middle, under the scutelliim

;

the second with a A-shaped black spot, both branches of which are less divaricate than in

C. ruhens ; in my three specimens this spot does not coalesce anteriorly with the spot of

the first segment ; the third segment shows four longitudinal black spots on j-ellow ground
;

the intermediate pair, which is the broader, is connected anteriorly, with the branches of

the A-shaped spot, and posteriorly, with similar spots on the fourth segment ; the lateral

sjDOis of the third segment are continued only posteriorly by similar spots in the next seg-
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ment ; four black longitudinal stripes are thus formed, interrupted only by tlie very narrow

posterior margins ; these stripes are also continued on the fifth segment, but the black here

prevails to such a degree that only faint traces of yellow are left between the black spots

;

the fifth segment thus apj)ears nearly black or brown, with a yellow, more or less jagged,

posterior margin ; the same may be said of the sixth segment. Venter yellow ; segments

3 and 4 with black lines on the sides ; the last segments blackish, with yellow margins.

Legs reddish ; the front pair has the second half of tihlx, and the whole tarsi, the middle

pair has the coxas, root of femora, knees and tips of tarsi, the hind pair the femora, except

a pale ring before the knees, the latter part of the tibias and the tips of tarsi, black ; hind

tibia) beset with black hairs. Wings : both basal cells hyaline, the brown color not occupy-

ing more than one-third of the first basal cell and hardly encroaching upon the second
;

crossband filling out the fourth posterior cell : the brown cloud, enveloping the last section

of the fifth vein, communicates more or less with the crossband across the fifth jDOsterior

cell ; the hyaline triangle between the crossband and the apical spot does not cross over

the second longitudinal vein, although opposite its apex, at the end of the stigma, a small

subhyaline dot is visible ; the apical spot is like that of the preceding species, only it occu-

pies a larger portion of the second submarginal cell.

Hah. Catskill Mountain House, N. Y., July, 1874. Two females; a third one, from Ogle

Co., lllin., has the yellow on the abdomen more extensive in comparison to the black ; on
the legs, the red prevails to a greater extent, the hind femora being of that color. There

is hardly any difference between this species and C j^udicus in the coloring of the wings,

except that the apical spot is somewhat larger.

13. Clirysops indus n. sp.

? . The ajiical spot fills out the mnrginnl nnd first snlnnnrgiiinl cells nud invades n portion of the second

submarginal; the crossband does not quite reach the posterior margin, but expands somewhat towards the anal

angle; first basal cell almost filled out with brown, the second infascated at the proximal end only. Face and
flvcial callosities ferruginous ; abdomen with yellow sides and yellow triangles in the middle.

Length, 8-10 mm.

Female. Face, including the checks, altogether ferruginous ; only the pits existing

under the fltcial callosities are Ijj-owu ; the stripes of pollen, separating the cheeks, and
clothing the facial orbit, are fulvous ; frontal callosity and space around the ocelli, black

;

pollen on the front, grayish. Antenn:^ : first joint led, the second and base of the third

more or less tinged with reddish, the remainder black. Thorax black, with the usual

stripes: a grayish median stripe, margined with more distinct gray lines on each side and
with a Ijlackish longitudinal line in the middle ; a pair of greenish-j-ellow lateral stripes,

passing above the root of the wings ; a broad brown stripe between the root of the wings

and the humerus
;

pleural 3-ellowish-gray, with yellowish hairs and a brown stripe in the

middle. Abdomen yellow ; first and second segments each with a square black spot in the

middle, coalescent along the hind margin of the first segment ; the spot on the second seg-

ment bears, on the hind margin, a large yellow triangle (a faint trace of a similar, but much
smaller, triangle, is perceptible on the black spot of the first segment) ; the third and

fourth segments are black, each Avith a narrow j)osterior margin, broad lateral margins, and
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a triangle in the middle, yellow ; an indistinct yellowish streak runs, on each side, from the

anterior margin of the segment, inside of the black, and does not reach the middle of the

segment ; the fifth and the following segments are black, with j'ellow hind margins
;

on the fifth the vestige of a triangle. Venter yellow ; blackish longitudinal lines on each

side of segments 2-4 ; the following segments black, with yellow margins. Legs ferrugi-

nous ; latter half of front tibiae and the front tarsi, black ; ends of the four posterior tarsi,

tips of hind femora and tibia), blackish. Wings : costal and first basal cells, the latter

except a small h^'aline square at its distal end, dark brown ; the proximal end of the

second basal cell contains a brown streak, not quite reaching the middle of the cell ; the

dark Ijrown crosslxand does not touch the hind margin, a small space at the end of the

fourth posterior cell being hyaline; the fifth posterior cell (except both its ends) and the

end of the anal cell, are also infuscated ; a faint In-own tinge spreads across the anal angle

;

the apical spot is coalescent with the crossband, marginal and first submarginal cells being

filled out with brown ; the second submarginal cell is encroached upon by a brown cloud on

its anterior half only ; a trace of a whitish halo on the distal margin of the crossljand.

Hah. Two female specimens, the one from Cayuga Lake, N. Y. (J. H. Comstock), the

other from Montreal (Wm. Cooper), agree in all the above described characters.

This species is very like C. jiudicus, monfamis, hilaris, etc., in its general apj^earance and

somewhat in the coloring of its abdomen ; but it is easily distinguished by the coloring of

its wings, as in all the above named species the first basal cell is nearly hyaline and the

first submarginal cell contains a hyaline space, separating the brown crossband from the

apical spot. Li C. siriaius the hyaline spot at the end of the first basal cell is much
smaller, the crossband stops short at the intercalary vein, the picture of the abdomen is

altogether different, etc.

14. Chiysops frigidiis n. sp.

? . The apical spot fills out the maiginal and iirst submarginal cells, ami invr.cles a portion of tlic second

sulnnarginal ; tlie crossband does not reach the posterior margin, but expands toward tiie anal angle ; basal

cells infuscated on their j)roximal lialf; face ^Lining black, with the usual stripes of yellow joUen ; abdomen

black, sides of the two basal segments yellow.

Length, 7-8 mm.

2 . The brown color in the bi'.sal cells occujiics more space; abdomen reddish-yellow, each segment with a

black spot in the middle; three last segments black.

Female. Facial callosities black, shining, prolonged anteriorly and meeting alcove the

mouth ; between them a stripe of yellowish-gray pollen ; cheeks black, shining, separated

from the facial callosities by broader stripes of the same pollen. Front clothetl with grayish

pollen ; frontal callosity and space around the ocelli, black. Antennae black, the first two

joints more or less tinged with reddish ; first joint compai'ativcly stout. Thorax blackish,

clothed with yellowish hairs, esjiecially on the sides of the dorsum and on the pleura) ; a

broad median greenish-gray stripe, brownish in the middle, lateral greenish-gray stripes be-

tween the humeri and the scutellum ; a brown stripe between the humeri and the roots of

the wings; pleura) yellowish-gray, with yellow hairs and a blackish stripe in the middle.

Abdomen black, sides of the two first segments reddish, leaving on the second segment a
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more or less trapezoidal black spot in the middle ; on the hind margin of the second seg-

ment, in the middle of this black spot, a gray triangle is visilile ; the following segments

are black, with similar gray triangles in the middle (often very foint) ; hind margins of the

segments grayish, becoming yellowish on the sides. In well preserved specimens the

gray triangles and the hind margins are Ijeset with a golden-j^ellow pubescence. In

some specimens the reddish color on the first two segments occupies much more space, the

extent of the black color being smaller in consequence ; in such cases the third and fourth

segments also show some reddish on the sides. Venter yellowish at the base, with more or

less black in the middle ; the latter half Idack ; hind margins of the segments paler. Legs

very variable in coloring, the l>lack color prevailing in some specimens, the red in others.

Wings : root, costal cells, proximal half of both basal cells, brown ; the crossband does

not reach the posterior margin, the distal end of the fourth posterior cell being more or less

hyaline ; the crossband is not limited posteriorly by the intercalary vein, but fills out more

or less the proximal end of the fifth posterior and the distal end of the anal cell, where it

is fainter ; it even extends, but as a very faint gray tinge, into the anal angle ; the apical

spot is coalescent with the crossband in the marginal and first su])marginal cells, which are

completely filled out with brown ; the second submarginal cell is brownish on its anterior

half only.

IlaJc. The thorax is more yellowish hairy, and its stripes less apparent; the abdomen is

reddish-yellow ; segments 1-4 with black sjiots in the middle, which are broader in front

than behind ; they do not reach the hind margins, except the spot on the first segment,

which coalesces with that on the second ; segments 5-7 black, with the hind margins yellow.

Venter yellow ; first two segments with black spots in the middle ; segments 3 and 4 with a

transverse blackish crossband, aljbreviated on both sides ; segments 5-7 Ijlack, with yellow

hind margins. Wings as in the female, only the hyaline space at the distal end of both

basal cells is smaller, and the prolongation of the crossband in the fifth posterior and anal

cells darker.

I have Ijefore me two male specimens from Massachusetts, which I can only refer to this

species, although I have not a single female from this state.

Hah. Great Slave Lake and Northwestern Regions of the British Possessions (R. Kenni-

cott); Saskatchewan (Scudder); Quebeck (Belanger); Sharon Springs, New York. Five fe-

males. Two hypothetical males from Massachusetts.

Among all the Chnjsops with an apical spot on the wings, this species is the only one

which is not marked with ferruginous in the middle of the fnce; the coloring of the fiice

here is exactly similar to that of the sjaecies of the group A ; in its general appearance, it

reminds one of the species of that group. This character renders its recognition very easy.

15. Chiysops flavidus.

Chrysops fluvidus Wicdenwnn, Dipt. Exot., i, 105, 5. Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 199, 7.

f Chnjsops canifrons Walker, List, etc., I, p. 197.

9 . The hyaline triangle separating the crossband from the apical spot, almost readies the second longi-
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tudiiuil vein; hasal cells infuscatcd at tlic pvoximal ends only; body altogetlier Lio-\viiisli-yellow, r.bdomcn

brownish iibove, with yellowish hind margins and triangles; thorax with three pale brown dorsal stripes.

Length, 9-10 nun.

5 . In all respects, except the sexual characters, similar to the female.

Length, 8 mm.

Female. Altogether brownisli-yellow ; face jellowish-ferrnginous, inducling tlie facial

callosities and cheeks ; frontal callosity yellowish-red
;
pollen round the antenniie and on the

facial orbits yellowish-white ; on the front more yellowish. Antenna? : first two joints 3-el-

lowish, beset with black hair ; third joint comparatively short, reddish, its latter half dark

brown. On the brownish-yellow, in some specimens grayish ground-color of the thorax,

there are three brown dorsal stripes, the intermediate one narrower, linear; other brown

stripes between the roots of the wings and the humeri and in the middle of the pleurse

;

pectus brown. Scutcllum yellowish-brown, often with a grayish tinge at the basis or on the

sides. Abdomen pale brownish ; first segment and base of the second yellowish, leaving a

broad, subtriangular brownish spot, which occupies the whole posterior half of the second

seo-ment; a yellowish triangle in the middle of the hind margin; the following segiBcnts

have more or less broad, yellow, hind margins expanding into pale yellow triangles in the

middle ; in some specimens, Avhere the brown is more saturate, the yellow hind margin

emits on each side of the triangle an oblic^ue yellow streak, traversing the brown ; the

intensity and distinctness of the coloring of the abdomen is very variable. Feet reddish-

yellow, end of front tibiic, front tarsi and the ends of all the other tarsi, brownish. Hal-

teres brownish-yellow. The picture of the wings varies from pale brown to brown ;
the

costal cells and the stigma are yellowish-brown; the two basal cells are inftiscated on the

proximal half; the first more than the second ; the crossband touches the hind margin and

fills out the fourth posterior cell ; the last section of the fifth vein is enveloped in a brown

cloud, which partly fills out the distal end of the anal cell, and also communicates with the

crossband across the proximal half of the fifth posterior cell ; the distal half of the anal

aiif'-le has a grayish tinge ; its proximal half and those portions of the anal cell and of the

basal cells, wliich are not infuscated, are whitish hyaline ; the apical spot is coalescent with

the crossband in the marginal and on the anterior portion of the first stibmarginal cell ; it

does not reach beyond the anterior half of the second subraarginal cell; the triangular

hyaline space between the crossband and the apical spot is more or less tinged Avitli gray in

difierent specimens ; the more gray it is, the more the whitish halo along the margin of the

crossband becomes apparent.

3Iale. Except in the usual sexual characters, it does not differ from the female.

Ilab. Newport, R. I., in August; Maryland (Uhler); British America (Scudder). I

caught the male in Central Park, N. Y., Sept. 6, 18G9. Seven females and one male.

Wiedemann's synonymy seems certain; Walker's is probable, although doubtful; some

omission must have occurred in his description of the frontal callosity and of the anten-

nae. I have mentioned above, in the introductory paragraph, that the coloring of the eyes

of this species, in living specimens, differs from the type of coloring which prevails in

the genus Chri/sojys. The anal cell is broadly open in most specimens ; in one of mine,

however, it is closed.
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16. Chrysops univittatus.

Uhrysops univittatus Mncqnart, Dipt. Exot., 5° SiippL, p. 36.

? Chri/sops fasctjieiiids Maequart, Hist. Nat. Dipt., i, p. 216.

? . Tiie hyaline interval between the crossband ami the ajiieal spot docs not rcacli tlie second longitufllnal

vein; first basal cell altogether infiiscaterl, the second almost hj-aline ; apical spot large, invading the first

posterior cell; a broad yellow longitudinal stripe in the middle of the abdomen, enclosed between two brown

stripes; tip of the scutellum more or less reddish.

Length 6-7 mm.
$ . A considerable portion of the second basal cell is infuscalcd.

Female. Face ferruginous, facial callositie.s often brownish ; frontal callosity large, Ijlack.

Antennre : basal joints and base of the third joint reddish, the remainder black. Thorax

with the usual stripes ; the median stripe greenish-gray, divided by a brown longitudinal

line ; the lateral ones yellow. Scutellum blackish at base, reddish at tip, the extent of

both colors being variable. Abdomen yellow ; a broad yellow stripe extends from the

base nearly to the tip ; it is liounded on both sides by brown stripes, which tisually become

much broader on the third and following segments; the tip of the abdomen is altogether

brown ; venter yellow, with a broad brown middle stripe, attenuated anteriorly, and narrow

lateral bro^\ai lines. Legs reddish ;' latter half of front tibitc and the front tarsi black ; tips

of the other tarsi brownish. Wings : costal and first basal cells brown ; crossband limited

posteriorly by the intercalary vein and filling out the fourth po.sterior cell; apical spot

large, reaching the second posterior cell and separated from the crossband Ijy an elongated

hyaline space, very irregidar and jagged on its distal side, and having its apex immediately

above the proximal end of the second submarginal cell ; there is a distinct brown cloud at

the distal end of the anal cell, on the margin of the wing; fifth posterior cell usually hy-

aline ; second basal cell with a brown streak on its proximal half.

Mab. District Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, Connecticut, Kentucky (F. G. Sanborn).

Eleven females.

A male, apparently belonging to this species (Tarrytown, N. Y., in June), has all the

characters of the female, except that the thorax is more Ijrownish and hairy ; the brown

stripes on the abdomen are not expanded posteriorly ; and the brown color in the second

basal cell is more extensive. The identity of this species with Macquart's C. wiiviUatus

can hardly be called in doubt.

C. fascijiennis Macq., Hist. Nat. Dipt., i, p. 21G, is certainly one of the common species

of the genus, but the shortness of the description renders the identification impossible. As

far as it goes, the description reminds one of C. unioiiiahis Macq., more than of any other

species, especially if Ave take into account the statement about the small size of the species

(3| 1.). Macquart has, more than once, described his own species a second time.

17. Chiysops moechus n. sp.

? . Apical spot altogether coalescent with the crossband, the hyaline triangle between them being small,

included within the third and Iburth posterior cells; abdojiien yellow, with more or less broad brown strijjcs

;

scutelluui more or less yellowisji.

$. Body altogether black, thorax with greenisli-yellow lateral and pleural stripes; wings altogether
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brown, except the nn;il angle, wliicli is gvayisli, the hyaline triangle near the apex, and some hyaline spots in

the fifth posterior cell.

Length, 7-8 mm.

Female. Face, including the callosities, yellowish-ferruginous ; front beset with yellow-

ish-gray pollen, frontal callosity black ; antenna? : basal two joints reddish, the third black,

reddish. at base
;
palpi brownish-red. Thorax blackish, with the usual broad grayish me-

dian stripe, divided hy a longitudinal black line ; lateral stripes (betw^een the scutellum and

the humeri) yellow ; a brown stripe separates the thoracic dorsum from the pleura? ; the

latter with two yellow stripes, separated by a dark one. Scutellum reddish, with a blackish

spot at the base, which, in some cases, extends as a stri2:)e to the apex, leaving only a yel-

low spot on each side of the scutellum. Abdomen yellow, with four longitudinal black

stripes of very variable breadth ; in some specimens the intermediate pair of stripes con-

sists of a series of disconnected blackish spots on segments 2-5, the lateral pair being obso-

lete ; in other specimens the strijDes are continous and l:)roader, the lateral pair beginning

sometimes on the second, sometimes only on the third, segment; (the picture of the abdo-

men is very like that of C. vitfahis); the two or three last segments are usually blackish;

venter yellow anteriorly, blackish posteriori}'. Legs reddish, latter half of front tibiae and

front tarsi, black ; tips of the other tarsi and, in some specimens, a considei-able portion of

the hind femora, black. Wings brown ; second basal, anal, and fifth posterior cells, anal

angle and a triangle on the hind margin, within the second and third posterior cells, hy-

aline ; a brown cloud on the last section of the fifth vein.

Hale. Face yellow, lateral callosities and cheeks black, shining ; facial orbits and the

stripe separating the cheeks from the callosities, are covered with a pale fulvous pollen

;

palpi black ; antennre black, first joint once and a half as long as the second. Thorax

black, with black hairs ; on each side of the dorsum, above the root of the wings, between

the humeri and the scutellum, there is a distinct stripe of pollen, with an almost metallic

greenish lustre, appearing yellowish in a different light ; the usital median stripe on the dor-

sum shows a similar metallic greenish lustre, but darker and without yellow admixture
;

(it

is almost invisible, unless the light falls obliquely from the side of the abdomen and is

easily lost in worn specimens); a shade of the same pollen is visible on the scutellum
;

pleu-

i-ae with alternately brown and greenish-polllnose stripes. Abdomen brownish black, the

lateral edge of the second, often also of the first and third segments, brownish-yellow

;

along the middle of the dorsum, especially on segments 3, 4, 5, a faint longitudinal stripe of

grayish pollen is visible. Front legs blackish, except the base of the tibite which is brown-

ish ; middle pair brownish, except the proximal half of femora and tip of tarsi, Avhich are

black ; hind pair brownish, femora and end of tarsi black. Wings altogether blackish, ex-

cept the anal angle, which is grayish; a small hyaline triangle occupies the distal half of

the second and third posterior cells ; small subhyaline dots are visible on the fourth longi-

tudinal vein, before the discal cell and at the proximal end of the fifth posterior cell ; a

faint subhyaline streak runs across these two dots and the fifth posterior cell to the posterior

margin.

Ilab. I have two females from Dist. Columbia and Georgia (J. Ridings) ; males from

Kentucky (F. G. Sanborn), Missouri (C. V. Riley), and a third specimen without indication

of locality.
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Althoiigli I have not received specimens of both sexes from the same locality, I hardly

doubt that the above described male really belongs to the female described as C mcechus.

The coloring of the body is very different in appearance, but the whole difference consists

in the degree of melanism ; while the characteristic traits in the coloration of the wings

are the same in both sexes.

18. Chrysops morosus n. sp.

? Chri/sops trinotatus Mncquart, Dipt. Exot., i, 1, p. IGl, 9.

? . Tlie hyaline triangle separating the crossbaiid from tlic apical spot is narrow, acutangnlar, almost

crcsccnt-shaped, and readies the second longitudinal vein only; first basal cell infnscated ; abdomen hrown,

with three somewhat faint brownish-yellow longitndinal stripes; the intermediate one very narrow, the lateral

ones often abbreviated posteriori}'.

Length, 7.5 mm.
5 . Like the female, except the sexual characters.

Female. Face ferruginous ; its lateral callosities brownish or black ; cheeks also brown-

ish or black, separated from the face by the usual ftdvous pollen
;
palpi more or less brown-

ish. Autennre more or less reddish-yellow on the first two joints, blackish brown on the

third. Frontal callosity and a small area surrounding the ocelli, black. Thorax with the

usual greenish-gray median stripe ; lateral strijies yellowish (in some of the specimens they

do not exist)
;
pleura3 with two 3'ellow stripes, separated by a brown one. Abdomen brown,

with three brownish-yellow, often almost obsolete, longitudinal stripes ; in one of my speci-

mens the stripes reach from the base of the abdomen to the fourth segment ; in other spec-

imens, the lateral stripes, which are broader than the median one, do not reach bejond the

hind margin of the second segment ; sometimes the lateral stripes are Ijarely visible as indis-

tinct yellowish spots. Venter brown, with more or less yellow on the sides of the first two
segments. Prevailing color of the legs reddish-yellow; distal half of the front tibiae and

the whole front tarsi, tips of the other tarsi, base of the femora, especially of the hind pair,

and end of the hind tibiae, black. Wings : root, costal cells and first basal cell, brown ; the

crossband is limited posteriorly by the intercalary vein, and completely fills out the fourth

posterior cell ; on the distal side the crossband is limited by a curve running from the sec-

ond longitudinal vein, almost opposite the end of the stigma, to the tip of the vein sepa-

I'ating the third and fourth posterior cells ; this curve forms the proximal side of the hya-

line crescent, separating the crossband from the apical spot ; the distal side of the crescent,

that is, the limit of the apical spot, is less definite, but may be described as running from

the same place on the second vein, across the tip of the second submarginal cell toward

the posterior margin. Thus the brown color fills out the marginal cell, except a small, but

very constant, hyaline dot at the end of the stigma ; it fills out the first submarginal cell,

except a triangular hyaline space, which is the apex of the crescent; it fills out the second

submarginal cell, except its proximal end (the base of the fork of the third vein) ; the first

posterior cell, beyond the crossband, is partly filled by the very much faded end of the api-

cal spot, partly hyaline, (in one of the specimens the brownish tinge almost reaches the

crossband). Second basal and anal cells, and the anal angle, hyaline ; a hardly visible

shadow on the last section of the fifth longitudinal vein sometimes communicates across

the fifth posterior cell with the crossband.
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Ilab. Maryland, July and beginning of August (P. R. Uhler and Mus. Philad. Entom.

Soc). Six females. The single male, which I have, resembles the females in all essential

characters ; the yellow stripes on the abdomen are very distinct. Two females and a male,

also from Maryland, are smaller, abdomen altogether brown, front tibiae, except the base,

and hind legs, except base of tarsi, almost entirely brown. I am doubtful whether they be-

long here.

Macquart's C. trlnotatus is very vaguely described, especially the wings, (only briefly

mentioned in the diagnosis). It may or may not be C. niorosus.

19. Chiysops vittatus.

Ohrysops vittatus Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., i, p. 106, 7 ; Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 200.

C/iri/sops areolatus Walker, List, etc., i, p. 197.

Onri/sops lineatus Jaennicke, Neue Exot. Dipt., p. 26.

S . The hyaline trianQ;le separatln<i the crossband from the apical spot does not reach the second longi-

tudinal vein ; first basal cell to a consiilerable extent infnscated ; the second .at the proximal end only; frontal

callosity .and scutellum reddish ; abdomen yellow with four longitudinal black lines.

Length, 8-10 mm.
3 . The second basal cell is, like the first, to a considerable extent infuscated.

Female. Face and facial callosities ferruginous-yellowish; frontal callosity yellowish-

red ; the pollen covering the front is yellow. Antennae yellowish-red, third joint reddish

at base, brown or black toward the tip. The usual stripes on the thorax are broad and well

marked, yellow ; the intervening spaces are brown ; of the latter, the middle one is narrow.

Scutellum reddish-yellow. Abdomen yellow, with four longitudinal brown stripes, usually

reaching the fifth segment ; the lateral stripes usually begin on the second segment only

;

the sixth segment is brown, with vestiges of yellow spots and a yellow hind margin. Ven-

ter yellow, blackish at tip and with two more or less distinct brown lateral stripes. Prevail-

ing color of the legs yellowish-red; tarsi, except at base, brownish. Wings: costal and first

basal cells Ijrown ; the latter with a small hyaline space before the distal end ; second basal

cell hyaline, with only a small )>rown streak at the proximal end ; anal cell and anal angle

hyaline ; the crossband fills out the fourth posterior cell, except a very narrow, almost im-

perceptible, hyaline border on the posterior margin of the wing ; the apical spot is broad

and fills out the whole marginal and first submarginal cells, and the greater part of the sec-

ond submarglnal, except its proximal end, with a corresponding little hyaline spot in the

first submarginal cell
;
posteriorly the crossband reaches be3-ond the intercalary vein in the

shape of a more or less distinct brown cloud, crossing the fifth posterior cell and sometimes

invading the tip of the anal cell ; the proximal ends of the discal and of the fifth posterior

cells are usually hyaline.

Hah. Middle and Northern States; not rare. A specimen from North Conway, N. H.,

is much darker in its general coloring, especially on the thorax.

The male, of which I have only a single, somewhat immature specimen, is in all respects

like the female, except that the second basal cell is infuscated to a greater extent.

The red frontal callosity and scutellum render this species easily recognizable, and for

this reason the synonymies are hardly doubtful. Mr. Walker seems to have described as
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C. areolatus a specimen which had the centres of the cells on the disc of a faded brown, as

is often the case, without constituting a specific character. In the description of the abdo-

men some omission has occurred, Avliich renders it incomprehensible.

20. Chrysops striatus n. sp.

f Chrysops furcatus Walker, List, etc., i, p. 199.

Chnjsops vittatus BollarJi (nee Wiedein.) Snggio, etc., i, p. 74.

9 . The hyaline triangle separating the crossband from the apical spot docs not reach the second longitudi-

nal vein; first basal cell to a considerable extent infuscated, the second altogether hyaline; frontal tubercle

black, scutellnm blackish at base, reddish at tip ; abdomen yellow, with lour longitudinal black stripes.

Length, 7-9 mm.

Female. "Very like that of C vittatus in its general appearance and in the coloring of

its wings. It differs however in the following points : the face is ferruginous, but the facial

callosities are usually brownish ; the frontal callosity is black and the pollen on the front

greenish-gray ; the coloring of the thorax is less yellow, the median stripe being greenish-

gray, with a brown line in the middle ; the scutellum is more or less blackish at the base,

the posterior half only being reddish ; the longitudinal tripes on the abdomen are darker

and better marked, esjiecially on the first two segment , where, in C. vittatus, they are

very often somewhat faded ; the fifth posterior cell is usually hyaline, and not invaded by a

brown cloud, issuing from the crossband ; the latter is limited posteriorly by the intercalary

vein; the apical spot is smaller, occupying only the anterior portion of the second sub-

marginal cell ; the brown at the base of the second basal cell is confined to a small spot.

Venter yellow, with a broad median brown stripe, attenuated anteriorly, and two narrow

lateral stripes.

Ilab. District of Columbia ; Illinois. Six females.

I have two doubtful specimens from Illinois (Le Baron), with the thorax and wings of O.

striatus, but with reddish facial and frontal tubercles.

Mr. Walker's description of C. furcatus seems to fit the present species better than any

other ; nevertheless, important discrepancies in the description prevent me from admitting

the synonymy. Bellardi's C. vittatus is very likely this species, and certainly not C vitta-

tus Wied. (compare the color of scutellum and of the frontal tubercle).

21. Chrysops hilaris n. sp.

$ . Apical spot separated from the crossband by the tip of the hyaline triangle, which reaches the costa

;

both basal cells hyaline ; the crossband does not quite reach the hind margin. Frontal and facial callosities

black; third and fourth abdominal segments with four black hmgitudinal spots, altermting with yellow ones,

sometimes coalescing in such a way as to leave but a yellow longitudinal stripe and lateral yellow spots.

Length, 8-9 mm.

Female. Face yellowish-ferruginous, facial callosities black
;
palpi reddish-yellow ; front,

antennoe and thorax as in the preceding species. Abdomen : first two segments yellow ; the

first with two black, rounded spots, separated by a yellow space, under the scutellum ; the

second with two short, diverging black streaks in the middle, which neither meet nor touch

the anterior margin j the posterior margin they sometimes touch, sometimes not ; the third
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segment shows four longitudinal spots on yellow ground ; sometimes these spots expand at

both ends in such a manner as to leave only a longitudinal yellow stripe in the middle, and

a round yellow spot, on black ground, each side ; the fourth segment is colored like the

third, so that in some cases the abdomen shows two longitudinal black stripes, reaching

from the scutellum to the posterior margin of the fourth segment, and two lateral stripes

on the third and fourth segments; in other cases (and, upon the whole, more frequently),

the third and fourth segments may be described as black, with a yellow median stripe and,

on each side, yellow spots, a pair on each segment. The last segments are black, with yel-

low hind margins, the fifth sometimes with a yellow median line. Venter yellow ; third

and fourth segments with black spots in the middle (which are nearly obsolete in some

specimens), and blackish lines on the sides ; the fifth and following segments black,

with yellow margins. Legs as in C. montanus and also variable as to the extent of the

black color. Wings : both basal cells hyaline, the brown color encroaching but very little

upon either of them ; crossband not quite filling out the fourth posterior cell, and leaving a

hj-aline space at its distal end and along the intercalary vein ; a brown shade on the last

section of the fifth vein is hardly perceptible ; the hyaline triangle between the crossband

and the apical spot entirely separates both and reaches the costa with its apex.

Hah. Pennsylvania; Massachusetts; White Mountains, N.. II. (Scudder) ; Canada

(Couper); Kansas (Al. Agassiz). Twelve female specimens.

22. Chrysops fallax n. sp.

?. Apical spot sepnrated from the crossband liy the tip of the hyaline triangle, which almost reaches the

co.^ta ; both basal cells li valine ; the crossband reaches the posterior inarr/in. Facial callos-ities reildish or

brownish, third and fourth abdominal segments with four black longitudinal spots, alternating with yellow

spaces, the black sometimes coalescing in such a way as to leave but a yellow longitudinal stripe in the middle.

Length, 7-7.5 mm.

Female. Very like C. 7u7«ris, bttt with the following, apparently constant, differences:

it is smaller ; the end of the crossband fills out the fourth posterior cell, or very nearly so

;

although the hyaline triangle between crossband and apical spot crosses the second longi-

tudinal vein, forming a large hyaline spot in the marginal cell, still a connection is left be-

tween the crossband and the apical spot, in the shape of a narrow brown shadow ; the cloud

on the last section of the fifth vein is somewhat more distinct ; on the abdomen, the black

spots under the scutellum, separated hy a yelloio space in C. hilaris, are here coalescent

(this seems to be a very constant character); the converging black lines on the second seg-

ment are sometimes coalescent anteriorly; the facial callosities are usually red, often brown-

ish on their lower half; the cheeks are also variable, from reddish to black. The abdomen

is like that of C hilaris, and shows the same vaiiations as in that species; in some speci-

mens the third and fourth segments, except a yellow stripe in the middle, and a yellow hind

margin, are entirely black.

Mcde. Similar to the female ; the proximal ends of the basal cells somewhat infuscated

;

thorax Avith erect, j-ellowish hairs; third and fourth abdominal segments (in the two speci-

mens before me), yellow, with four black spots; the following segments black, with yellow

hind margins.
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Hah. Cambridge, Mass.; S. Amherst, Mass. (G. Dimmock); Tarrytown, N. Y. ; Dela-

ware ; Maryland. Twelve female and two male specimens.

Two female specimens which I took at the Trenton Falls, N. Y., in July, 1874, have

black frontal tubercles, and the feet more black tlian usual. I hardly doubt the specific

identity of these specimens.

23. Chiysops obsoletus Wiod.

C/iri/sops obsoletus Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., i, p. 108, 10 ; Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 211.

?. Tiie liyaline triangle sejiarating tlie crossband from the a]iieal spot reaches the costa ; both basal cells

hyaline ; abdomen broiou, with a yellow, tapering, median stnpe, ichich does not reach the tip, and tu-o lateral

narruicer, and still nwre abhrevietted stripes.

Length, C.5-8 mm.

Female. Antennae black ; more or less yellowish at the base ; face 3-ellowisli-ferruginous,

facial callosities black ; front yellowish-gray, wdth a large, black callosity. Thorax with the

usual greenish-gray median stripe, divided by a black line
;
yellowish lateral stripes and yel-

low stripes on the pleuro3. Abdomen more or less dark brown ; a yellow stripe, tapering

posteriorly, reaches from the base of the first segment to the hind margin of the fourth or

even the fifth segment ; two lateral, narrower, yellow stripes on the first and a portion of

the second, sometimes even on the third and fourth segments. Venter brown, with more
or less yellow on the sides of the first three segments ; a brown lateral stripe often crosses

the yellow. Legs reddish, with the end of the front tibiae and the front tarsi, the ends of

the four posterior tarsi, the base of the hind femora, etc., black. Wings: two basal, anal,

fifth posterior cells and anal angle hyaline ; crossband almost reaching the hind margin
along the vein between the third and fourth posterior cells, but leaving a hj-aline space on
the proximal end of the discal cell and, in the fifth posterior cell, along the intercalary vein.

The hyaline triangle between the crossband and the apical spot crosses the second longitudi-

nal vein, and touches the costa ; the apical spot is of a paler shade of brown than the cross-

band and evanescent posteriorly.

Hah. Pennsjdvania ; Maryland; Manlius, N. Y. (J. II. Comstock) ; Cambridge, Mass.

(Sept. 19); North Conway, N. II. (Augu.st, 1874). Nine females.

In some specimens the lateral stripes of the aljdomen become obsolete; in others, on the

contrary, a trace of a prolongation is visible on the third and fourth segments. Wiedemann
mentions a specimen from Pennsylvania, in which tliese stripes almost reached the end of

the abdomen. Sometimes the brown tiuge of the costal cell is very pale.

The male of this species, according to Wiedemann, has no stripes, either on the thorax or

on the abdomen.
24. Chrysops plangens Wied.

Chri/sops plan(/ens Wie;lemann, Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 210, 22 ( $ ).

C/tri/sops fuli(/inosus Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., i, p. 109, 11 ; Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 210, 23 ( 5 ).

? . Tlie apical sjiot is separated from the crossband by a hy.alinc lunule, reaching to the costa; first basal

cell infuscated ; the brown design on the wing is rather pale ; body altogether grayish.

$ . Altogether blackish; wings pale brownish, with some faint paler streaks.

Length $ , G-8.5 mm. ^, , C.5 nnn.

Female. Head gray ; face ferruginous in the middle, with black, shining frontal callosi-

ties, separated from the black, shining cheeks by a stripe of yellowish pollen; antennce
MU.HOIUS BOST. SOC. NAT. Ill ,T. VOL It.
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usually blackish, with a vestige of reddi-^h at the root of the third joint (compare the ob-

servation at the end of this description). Thorax blackish, with a broad gray median

stripe, divided by a longitudinal blackish line ; lateral grayish stripes above the root of the

wings
;
pleura3 grayish, with a blackish stripe. Abdomen grayish, with faint bilobed black-

ish spots at the base of the segments
;
grayish golden hairs on all segments, especially on

the hind margins ; venter blackish-gray, hind mai'gins of the segments lighter gray. Legs

black ; tibias, except the ends, and base of all the tarsi, brownish. Wings of a general

grayish hue; second basal cell subhyaline; the usual picture pale brownish; it consists: 1,

of the infuscated costal and first basal cells (except a small subhj-aline spot at the distal

end of the latter) ; 2, of a crossband not sharply limited by the intercalary vein, and rather

evanescent posteriorly, coalescing with the general grayish hu(; of the anal angle ; 3, of an

apical spot, separated from the crossband by an oblique, subhyaline streak between the end

of the stigma and the proximal end of the second submarginal cell
;
posteriorly, a space of

a more grayish hue completes the lunule between the apical spot and the crossband.

Malt. Face as in the female ; body altogether blackish, gray stripes on thorax hardly

visible; abdomen with a faint grayish pollen, and grayish golden hairs. Wings of an

almost uniform grayish-brown tinge, with only a faint outline of the usual picture ; a

distinct hyaline streak between the end of the stigma and the proximal end of the second

submarginal cell ; a double subhyaline spot at the distal end of the basal cells.

Hah. Cambridge, Mass., midsummer ; New Rochelle, N. Y. ; Tarrytown, N. Y., in June
;

New Jersey. Six females and two males.

I possess, moreover, two females and a male, which I collected in Florida, in March. The

females have the base of the first and second joints of the antennae yellowish-red ; in the

male, the antennas are altogether black ; otherwise I do not perceive any difference

between these specimens and those from the Northern States and take them for the same

species.

In Wiedemann's description some clerical error was committed in the description of the

antennx!, as "yellowish antenme with a black basal joint," seem somewhat improbable in a

Chrysops ; moreover, Wiedemann himself describes the antennas of his C. fallginosus, $

,

as "black, with a brownish-yellow root," suggesting at the same time the synonymy of this

species with C. plangens, ? .

I have never seen the following North American species of Chrysops :
—

1. Chrysops lugens Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., p. 109 ; Auss. Zweifl., i, p. 212 (Savannah).

For some time I felt inclined to identify this species with the dark specimens of C. morO'

sus, mentioned at the end of the description of that species. But Wiedemann describes his

species as "black" and not brown, which cannot possibly apply to the darkest specimens of

C morosus.

2. Chrysops nigripss (Zetterstedt) ; Loew, Verh. Zool. Bot. Ges., Wien, 1858, p. 623.

Occurs, according to Loew, in Lapland and also in Sitka (erroneously called (1. c.) "the

peninsula Sikka"). It belongs to the grouj) with an apical spot.
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3. Chrysops quadrivittatus Say, J. Acad. Phil., iii, 33, 1 (1822) ; Wied., Auss. Zwcifl., i, p. 200, 9.

Rocky Mts.

4. Chrysops sepulchralis Kirby, Fauna Bor. Amer., p. 314, 1.

Whether it is really identical with Fabricius's species of that name, remains to be proved
;

this identification certainly shows that the species belongs to the group provided with an

apical spot.

SILVIUS.

The only North American species of this genus hitherto described, S. isabeUhius Wied.,

I have never seen. The following species is a true Sllvius from the Pacific basin ; it differs,

however, from the European species in the presence, on the face, of shining black callosi-

ties.

Silvius trifolium n. sp.

$ . Thorax clothed with a dense yellowish pollen, abdomen reddish-yellow, at the base with three elon-

gated blackish spots, connected at their ends in the sliaj)e of a clover-leaf.

Length 11.5 mm.; wing 10.5 mm.

Head grayish-yellow, from a dense pollen which covers it ; small areas round the ocelli,

an obcordiform frontal callosity and two regular spots on the fixce, below the antennaa, shin-

ing black. Antennae : two basal joints and base of the third, reddish-yellow, the remainder

black
;
palpi reddish-yellow. Thorax : ground color black, but altogether concealed under

a thick grayish-yellow pollen
;
plourte with yellow hairs. Abdomen reddish-yellow, some-

what purer yellow on the posterior margins of the last segments, clothed with some ap-

pressed minute l^lack hairs
; the posterior margins of the segments show traces of a frino-e of

yellow hairs; the first segment has a blackish spot in the shape of a recumbent, elono-ated

8, both lobes of which are situated on both sides of the scutellum ; on the second seo-ment,

in the middle, there is an elongated spot of the same color, which, with the spots of the

first segment, forms a figure not unlike a clover-leaf; these spots are clothed with yellow-

ish pollen. Ventsr reddish-yellow, with a trapezoidal black spot at the base. Feet reddish-

yellow ; knees, tibiai and tarsal joints tipped with brown : tarsi altogether brownish towards

the end ; hind tibia? beset with black hairs. Wings hyaline with a grayish tinge ; the base

the costal areas and stigma tinged with yellow ; the fork of the third vein has a stump of a

vein.

Vancouver Island (G. R. Crotch) ; Washington Territory. Two female specimens.

HiEMATOPOTA.

Bssides H. pimctulata Macq., Dipt. Exot., i, 1, p. 163, from the Carolinas, Avhich I do not

know, the following species occurs in North America, and seems to be very common in the

Northwest.

Hgematopota amsricana n. sp.

Fem-de. Grayish-black, variegated with white lines and spots; wings grayish, with numerous irre<rnlar

whitJ streaks and a hirge ocellar spot, having the base of the second posterior cell for its centre. Antennre
black, first johit very much incrassated, the third somawhat pale at the extreme base only; a large, shinin"-,

black, transverse callosity above them; two velvety black spots above the callosity. Feet black; front tibiai
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at base, m'ulille and liinil tibia? at base and in tlii> middle, witli a broad wliito ring; first joint of middle and

liind tarsi wliile, the tij) bliicl<. Al)domen witli two wbite spots on cacli segment, beginning with llie tliird

and witli while posterior borders, dilated in the middle.

Length, lU-11 mm.

This species is almost identical with the European H. pluvialis (compare the description

and the figure in Meigen, Syst. Beschr., ir, p. GO, Tab. 14, f. 8-16). A constant difference

seems to exist in the coloring of the third joint of the anteniare, Avhicli is altogether black,

except a slight vestige, often invisible, of a paler coloring at the base of the third joint,

while the European specimens have the fu'st half of the third joint more or less tinged with

reddish. The first antennal joint in all my specimens is stouter than in the European spec-

imens which I have for comiDarison ; the front seems bx'oader ; there is no vestige of the

longitudinal Avhite line along the middle of the abdomen, which usually exists in European

specimens ; the white jiicture of the wings seems to be more marked and the design more

fully carried out. However, in Europe this species is very variable and I have only a few

European specimens for comparison.

Fort Resolution, Huds. B. Terr. (R. Kennicott) ; Lake Superior (A. Agassiz) ; Dacota

(Dr. Coues) ; Southern Montana ; British Columbia (Crotch). I have compared more than

two dozen specimens.

DIABASIS.

Established by Macquart in the Suites a Bujfon and in tire Dlpttrcs Exotlques, this genus

does not seem to be sufficiently defined ; except the shortness of the face, in connection

with it, the rather low in-iertlon of the antenme, and the rather broad fore tibia;, there

seems to exist no appreciable character to distinguish it from Tabanus. It may be that some

of the characters mentioned hy Macquart (for instance the callosities on the face) occur in

the other species which he places in the genus, but they do not exist in the only known
North American species.

As it is, Dlahasls ferrugata, besides its general appearance and coloring, which are not

Tabanus-like, has only the coloration of its eyes to show, as a distinctive character. The

direction of the stripes of the eye is very oblique, almost from top to bottom, instead

of nearly horizontal, as in Tabanus. A purple stripe runs, between two green ones, from

the vertex downward, across the eye ; from the inner one of the green stripes, a green band,

perpendicular to the stripe, runs crosswise toward the antennaa, dividing in two the inner

and lower portion of the eye, which is purple.

Diabasis ferrugata.

Chrj/sops firriigatus Fabricius, Syst. Ant)., Ill, 2.

Tubulins ferriir/dliis Wiedemann, Dij)t. E.xot., I, ]i. 94, 56; Auss., Zwcifl., i, p. 186, 113.

Dichelucera ferrur/atu Walker, List, etr., i, p. 191 and v, ji. 148.

Diabusis atceniu Alacqiiart, Dipt. Exot., i, 1, p. 15"2 and Waliier, List, etc., v, p. 271.

Chrjsops a]>proximuns Walker, List, etc., i, p. 198.

C'hri/sops converffcns Walker, List, etc., i, p. 198.

Tubanus amaricunus Palisot dc Beanvois, Dipt., Tab. iii, f. 6.

labaims Mondanii Bellardi, Saggio, etc., i, p. 68, Tab. ii, f. 11.
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Female. Yellow ; thoracic doi'sum grayish, tip of the abdomen brown ; tip of antennae,

front tibiae and tarsi black ; wings brown at the apex and with a brown stigma. Length,

9-10 mm.
Palpi and antennae ferruginous-yellowish ; the end of the third joint of the latter black-

ish or brown ; face grayish ; fi'ont comparatively narrow, yellowish above the antennae,

grayish above the callosity and yellowish-gray toward the vertex ; callosity nearly square,

blackish or black. Thorax yelloAvish ; the middle portion of the dorsum is grayish, which

color is tempered by a yellowish pollen
;
pleurae and pectus, in part, gray. Abdomen ferru-

ginous-yellowish, clothed with a golden-yellow pubescence ; sixth segment brown on the

sides ; seventh entirely brown
;
(in some specimens the preceding segments also show a

brownish tinge on the sides). Distal third of the front femora, the front tibiae and tarsi

black ; distal half of tlie middle tarsi brownish ; hind tarsi, except the base, and hind tibiae,

more or less brown ( the hind tibifB seem to vary in the intensity of the coloruig ; in one

specimen they arc brown, except at the base ; in another the brownish coloring is hardly

perceptible at all ; the third holds the middle between the two) ; the remaining portion of

the legs is yellow. Wings subhyaline ; stigma brown ; the apex, immediately beyond the

tip of the second vein, is brown ; this tinge becomes much fainter, however, toward the

hind margin ; a faint l:)rown tinge in the jiroximal half of the first posterior cell encroaches

more or less on the first basal cell and extends along the centi'al crossveins ; costal cell

yellowish.

I have four female specimens before me ; two from Florida and two from Mexico. One
of the latter has the hind tibia3 brown except at the base.

This species occurs also in the Carolinas (Macquart), in the West Indies and Honduras

{Ohrysops conceryeus Walker), and in Brazil (Macquart).

The synonymy embraces not less than six specific names ; Mr. Walker, in his List of the

Diptera of the British Museum, after having identified it once as Dichelacera ferrugata,

describes it twice as a new species, and quotes it a fourth time as Diabasis atcunia. The

descriptions of Chrt/sops cojivergens Walker, and cqjproximans Walker, which are beside

each other, ai'e absolutely identical ; a slight difference appears in the hind legs, the coloring

of which, as I h;ive shown, is variable. The other synonymies will not seem in the least

(lou))tfal to any one who will take the trouble to compare them.
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XIV. Revision of the North American Porifer^ ; with Remarks
UPON Foreign Species. Part I.

By Alpheus Hyatt.

Read November 18, 1874.

\ HE series of Memoirs, which the following introduces, was undertaken in order to pre-

pare a catalogue of the Porifemo in the Museum of the Boston Society of Natural History.

It was found, however, that nothing less than an accurate study of all the forms which

could be obtained from all the neighboring Museums would serve to throw light upon the

subject. The principal merit of these Memoirs will consist in the completeness of the list of

species from Florida which were gathered by Dr. Palmer.

This collection enabled the author to revise the only work which has yet been issued upon

the sponges of Florida, " Spongiaires de la Mere Cara'ibe, " and to identify with ajiproxi-

mate exactitude the majjority of the numerous species therein described. The discovery of

the rich and varied poriferous fiiuna of Florida compensates for the hopeless confusion which

has been momentarily caused in the minds ot spongologists by the careless descriptions and

imperfect figures which fill its pages. These deficiencies will irritate the mind of every

reader, but it should not be forgotten that we owe to the authors some acknowledgment

for their patience in collecting and describing so many new forms, whatever we may think

of the al^ility displayed in their subsequent attempts at systematic work.

The collections of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, containing the types of Schmidt's

work upon " Spongien Fauna d. Atlantischen Gebietes " have been placed at my disjjosal

by Mr. Alexander Agassiz. The fine collection at New Haven of New England and Florida

sponges has been sent to me without reservation by Prof. A. E. Verrill. Many smaller

collections, containing many valuable forms, have also been generously loaned. Among
these are especially worthy of mention, the collections of the Peabody Academy in Salem, of

Prof. Rice of Middletown, of Mr. R. F. Schor of Evansville, Ind., and of C. J. Maynard of

Newton, Mass.

Order KERATOSA.

The characteristics of this order are more clearly defined than those of any other among
the class Porifera, so far as the skeleton is concerned. It is therefore very curious to ob-

serve that the smaller divisions are here more difficult to define, tlie families and genera

being especially close in their affinities. The order is strictly limited by most authors to

those forms which have only keratose fibres and do not possess spicules, j^roperly so called

;

i. e., spicules developed within the integument or internal sarcode. Foreign matter and

spicules of other sponges are frequently found in the different jjarts of the sponge mass,

but they have been always introduced from without. The variation of form is very great.
(3'J9)
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Tlie J;intlielli(l;i3 are so very similar in form and in the size and asjaect of the fibres, to both

Antipathes and Gorgonia among the Corals, that when no animal matter is left upon the

branches it is very ditBcult to separate them from the last named. On the other hand, we
have the finest and most attenuated fibres and typical sponge structure in the fistular forms

of the genus Spongia. So little is known of the purely anatomical characteristics of the

internal joarts of most singular forms, such as Jauthella, that it would hardly be safe to

attempt any generalization in this direction.

Sub-order APLYSINJE Hyatt.

Sub-oi-cler IV Bowerbank.

Though Schmidt is disposed to discourage the use of a distinct name for this group, I

find myself obliged to admit the hollow-fibred species to the rank of a distinct subdivision

of the order Keratosa. The Aplysinte appear to me a perfectly natural and very easily dis-

tinguished group. The skeleton is composed of anastomosing horny fibres, which are

typically hollow, though not infrequently filled up by a granular deposit. This filling is

generally of a light yellow color, except in Aplysina aurea, (in which it is absent, its place

being apparently supplied by a thin membrane), and the fibres are therefore either

transparent, or black and opaque. The enormous compound fibres of Janthella have

neither membrane or yellow matter in the interior, and are also not continuously hollow.

The horny matter is laid on in concentric layers, and these are quite loosely connected.

Thus the walls of the inner tubes seem sometimes to have shrunk in the dried specimens

until they touched and entirely filled the centre with a solid core ; whether this also

occurs in the living animal I cannot say. The horny material is deposited in concentric

layers from without, and in some species, as in A. ceUiiIosa, this deposition appears to

continue indefinitely, the fibres becoming in course of time exceedingly broad. Usually

also the terminations of the fibres near the exterior have much thinner walls than is

found in the interior, the concentric deposits being thicker in the older portions of the

sponge. This, in dried specimens, causes the collapse of the terminations of the branches

and their peculiar irregular twisted aspect and almost black color in some species.^ The
fibres of Verongia are exceptions to this rule ; they remain of about the same rotund form

in all pai'ts. The variations appear to be in the extreme thickness of the walls of the older

fibres, though this increase is never so excessive as in Ajjlysina celhilosa.^

DENDROSPONGIADJi:.

This family is characterized by the irregular anastomosis of the fibres of the skeleton,

their rotund form, and the thickness of the horny walls.

Dendrospongia Hyatt.

Aplysina (pars) Schmidt.

One specimen from the Museum of Comparative Zoology is named by Schmidt as Aply-

sina oirophoha ?. It is fistulose and not very different outwardly from the true A. trroj^hoha,

though the surface is much rougher and shows coarse spiniform projections in place of the

iPl. 13, fi^. 7. JPI. 13, fi<r. 19.
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continuous fine ridges of that species. The skeleton, however, at once settles the question

of identity. It is composed of excessively coarse fibres, hollow, or more or less filled, as in

most parts, with layers of granular matter. These may be either concentric, and fill it up

more or less solidly, or only line the tube,' or, as in some instances, stretch as flat partitions

across a series of constrictions which cut up the tube into bead-like cavities. The reticulations

of the skeleton are of the simplest known form, being coarse, irregular and tree-like to the

last degree. The figure " represents the fibres which support a fistulose projection from a

colony, and it may be seen that the skeleton is but just sufficient to support the sarcode

and that no regular web or mesh is formed as in Aplj^sina. The ends of the fibres are free

and project considerably, causing the spiniform elevations of the surface described above, but

do not pierce the outer skin in carefully dried specimens. This is owing to the thick, tough

character of the cuticular layer which is not easily pierced. The sarcode itself in the inte-

rior is very abundant and solid, as seen in alcoholic specimens. Very minute spines were

occasionally seen attached to the surface of the cuticular layer, but the}' may have been ac-

cidental.

Dendrospongia crassa Hyatt.

Aplysina ceroj^hoba Schmidt (pars). Spong. d. Atlant. Gebiet., p. 30.

A curious resemblance is produced between the exterior of dried specimens and Aplysina

cerophoha by the toughness of the external membrane. This forms ridges extending from

the apices of the branches and thus cuts up the surflice into more or less angular pits re-

sembling, though not so deep as, those due to the honeycomb-like cells of Aplysina. The

forms which I have seen maybe either fistular or irregularly shaped solid masses, with occa-

sional large excurrent openings. The color, according to Dr. Palmer, in nature is \exy dark,

almost black, and in alcohol it is dark purple. The fibres are of very large size and may be

followed in continuous lines for long distances. ^

Nassau, 12 feet, coi'al reef. Soc. Coll.

Verongia Bow.

Luffaria Duch. et Mich.

Luffar'm Schmidt.

This genus was described by Bowerbank first in 1841 in the Annals and Magazine of Nat-

ural History, and subsequently in his British Spongiadte. He distinctly states that his type is

Spong ia fistular is Lam., an unmistakable sjjecies which is placed by Duch. et Mich, in their

genus Luffaria. This genus Schmidt adopts in his Spong. d. Atlant. Gebietes, thus suppress-

ing the name Yerongia which he had previously published as a synonym of Aplysina Nardo
in the Spongien d. Adriatischen Meeres, III Suppl., 18G6. The channels of the interior of

the fibres are very much smaller than in Aplysina and the anastomosis of the fibres occurs at

irregular intervals. The direction of the whole is determinable as a radiatory arrangement

but still the effect is that of a solid but excessively irregular net work. This is owing to the

fact that the growth of the fibres takes place over the whole exterior surfiice at once.

The frame work is formed by the simultaneous growth of projecting fibres over the

IPI. 1.3, %. 1. api. 13, fig. 7.

2 PI. 13, fig. 7.
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wliolo external surface,' wliicli at certain intervals throw out t^yo lateral brandies. These

anastomose in all directions with the tips of the l^ranches from the neighboring fibres. The

growth of new branches takes place by a bud from the point of junction of these new
ones, and the resulting branch therefore seems to spring from the upjier side of the next

lower mesh. This is the general mode of growth, but, as may be seen by the figure,^ more

than one bud may result from the union of the branches of the fibres, and sometimes these

naay remain undeveloped. The cavities, as may be seen by reference to the same figure,

are larger in proportion to the diameter of the fibres among the new growth on the right

of the figure, and the walls are thinner ; but so far as I saw, this is attended by no change

of form even in the dried specimens.

Verongia fistularis Bow.

Spongia jistularis Esper, Pflanzenthiere, vol. 2, pi. 21, A.

Spongia rigida Esjier, Pflanzenthiere, vol. 2, pi. 27.

Spongia rigida Lam., Anim. sans Vert., vol. 2, p. 367.

Luffaria rigida Duch. et Mich., Spong. Mer. Car., p. 60.

The vai'iety of forms under which this species appears has entirely misled Duchaissing

and Michelotti, who have described them as distinct. Schmidt is evidently inclined to unite

them, though his means of information were not complete. I have, however, had the good

fortune to see a specimen from Bermuda belonging to the collection of Prof. Rice of Mid-

dletown. Conn., wliich completes the circuit of the extreme forms in itself.^ It is a pair of

fistular tubes equivalent to Lnffaria Jistidaris D. et M., united only at the base. The long

one is almost surrounded by various small solid stems equal to Luffaria fulva and L. ajJj^H-

cata D. etM., which sjiringfrom its sides and top and are themselves branching. The large

tube is also quite deeply indented and the sides are unusually thick, thus approximating to

the forms described by Duch. et Mich., as Liffaria rtqoicola and L. nnciformis. The reason

of the extreme variation of form in this species seems to me to lie in the adaptability of the

skeleton to any form which may be best suited to the location taken possession of by the

floating germ. Accident determines the form, and the range is not limited or determined, as

in some other species, by the peculiar structure of the skeleton.* The fibres themselves are

subject to considerable variation. They are thicker and more brittle in some forms than

in others, and even differ in the same specimen. Usually the difference occurs between the

older and younger fibres,^ the fibres externally being somewhat smaller than the internal

ones, or these than those nearer the base. But sometimes contiguous spots on the same

specimen may exhibit the greatest difference in the size and thickness of the fibres.

The variation in color must also be very great, since the form described as Luffaria fulva

by Duch. et Michel, as of a yellow color, is said by Dr. Palmer to be dark purple, while the

Luffaria appUcata he collected was of the usual bright yellow. It may be that the smaller

forms, such as Luffaria appjUcata D. et M., grow only in the shallows, Luffaria fulva

' And in the fistular forms, this springing out of new wliich is much less in those which have very thick sides than

branches takes place over the internal surface also. The in those with thin sides; the variety rupicola represents the

result of this method of growth greatly increases the thick- former mode of growth, and the variety Sebos the latter,

ness of the walls at the e.xpense of the diameter of the tube. ^ PI- 13, fig. 19. ' PI- 13, fig. 20.

It must be remembered, however, that this method of growth * Ph 13, fig. 11. ''PI. 13, fig 19.

is combined with a steady addition to the height of the tube,
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D. et M. in somewhat deeper, say from eight to ten feet, and the fistnkr forms in the deep-

est Avaters. This view is suggested by Dr. Puhner's notes, he having collected the first-

named varieties in the shallower water associated with Echinoderms nnd Star-fishes, and the

branching forms, equivalent to Luffaria fulva D. et M., only in the deeper water associated

with Gorgonia or Corals ; and the skeletons of the last, equivalent to Liiffurla nipicola, only

when cast up by storms on the reef. Usually the tubular interior of the fibres remains

smaller than in any species of Apl^'-sina, but I have one specimen of variety riiyplkata which

shows in one portion fibres with thin walls while in other parts the usual proportions are

maintained.

Cape Florida, Nassau, Bermuda. Soc. Coll.

Verongia hirsuta Hy.att.

Variety fulvoides. One specimen in the collection of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology exhibits a very hirsute exterior. This is due to a sudden lengthening of the not

yet anastomosed fibres which always project beyond the surfiice. Both branches also have

subsequently to this curious variation given rise to a bud, which resumes in the formation

of the skeleton the closer growth observable in the central parts of the parent stem.

Another type of this fulva-like variety occurs in two specimens in the Society's Collection.

These are equally hirsute, the points of the fibres standing out prominently all over the

surface.

Variety fistularoides. The fistularian variety is represented in one specimen in the

Museum of Comparative Zoology from Havana. This is the fragment of a very large

specimen perfectly fistular, with thick walls, dark brown colored and large fibres, which

dichotomize near the external surflice, dividing into single branches of greater or less extent

but forming no proper net-work. These are gathered into tuft-like prominences and appear

sometimes to be a quarter of an inch deep. This curious surfiice renders the sponge

entirely distinct from any other, though the forms of the varieties are the same as in F.

Jistnlarls.

Florida and Havana.

Verongia tenuissima Hyatt.

This species is founded upon a single specimen, but the characteristics are so different

from even the most extreme variety of Verongia fistularis that I venture to describe it as

distinct. The fibres are either round or slightly flattened, very much smaller than those in

any variety of V. fistularis, but anastomose in the same irregular way. Though this is the

case the mesh, nevertheless, in size and form approximates in the older parts of the speci-

men examined to the me.sh of Aplysina, though there is no tendency to build up cells as in

that genus. The form is fistulose, the single specimen examined being an irregularly shajDed

double tube, about an inch and a half high and two inches broad. The surface of the

specimen in alcohol is softer and firmer than that of Aphjsina arophoha ; it is studded

as in Verongia fistularis, with projecting points, but has not the rough prickly feeling

of that species. All of these characteristics are due to the greater elasticity of the

fibres, their small diameter and the density of the skeleton. The shrinkage of the jjody is
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not so great as in Aplyslna ccrophoha, the animal matter being sustained more fully by

the skeleton.

Key West, in shallow water. Color unknown. Soc. Coll.

APLYSINID^.

This family may be characterized by the regular net-like anastomosis of the fibres, the

tendency of this to occur in the same plane, the flatness of the fibres, and the thinness of

their walls.

Aplysixa Nardo.

Evenor Duch. et Mich.

Aplysina (pars) Schmidt.

This interesting genus was first described in the Isis for 18.3-3 as Aplysia by Nardo, who
changed the name to Aplyslna in 1834. Schmidt identifies the Florida specimen, described

on the following page, as the Aplyslna oerophoha Nardo, a Me literranean form However

this miy ba, thare is ona expression in Schmidt's description of the true Aplysbia oero-

phoha of the Mediterranean which seems to settle, at any rate, the true, generic name of the

Florida specimens described below.^ He describes the peculiar network and says that, in

this respect, the genus differs from all others. The peculiar structure is due to the anasto-

mosing of the fibres at regular intervals and in the same plane, thus forming a net work with

a mesh, which may be either regular or very variable in size.^ The net-like walls thus

formed anastomose with each other at intervals of greater or less extent according to the

species ; in some species forming elongated cells, and in others angular cells like those of a

honey-comb ; or better still, they may be compared closely with Porites, as Ellis and Solander

have done in their plates of Aplysina cellulosa. The genus Evenor as described by

Duchaissing and Michelotti either belongs to this genus or is a new genus intermediate

between this and Dendrospongia. It is, of course, impossible to say anything positively

because the authors have given so little besides the mere external characteristics of the

skeleton and living sponge. These, so far as they go, indicate a species of Aplysina, which

differs in form, and perhaps in the skeletal characteristics, from all others yet described.

Aplysina aurea Hyatt.

This reuiarkable species is described by Dr. Palmer as having a brilliant gamboge yel-

low color when living ; but when dried it is of the same purplish black, though of a some-

what lighter shade, as in the preceding species. In drying it shrinks excessively" and will,

according to Palmer, unless frequently turned, melt into a solid mass, losing entirely its

natural aspect. The dried specimens show quite a complete series from the young, which

are single, short, fistulose tubes, to those six or seven inches long, composed of more or less

irregularly shaped masses of similar conical tubes. The aspect of the dried specimen is

quite similar to the figure of the dried Spomjla fenestrata Duch. et Mich., but this is

described as black when living. The meshes of the net-work of the fibres are exceedingly

l"DIe Fasern sind stark, ziemlich elastisch und bilden cin ilirem Bau nach siiid sic total von dcnea der anderen Gat-

unregelmUssIgcs, ziemlicli weitlaufiges Maschenwerk. Sclioii tungcn verscbleden."

2 PI. 13, figs. 12-U.
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small and the vdiole resembles a honeycomb with small cells and walls of the finest lace.'

The fibres are deficient in yellow filling.

Nassau. Soc. Coll.

Aplysina praetexta Ilyntt.

The difference between this and the preceding species lies principally in the larger size of

the areas or honeycomb-like tubes inclosed by the net-like walls. These are so laro-e

and elongated that the honeycomb-like aspect of the surface of the skeleton is destroyed.

There is a similar Init very slight elongation of these openings near the outer edge in

Aj^Ii/sina gigantea, but in this species the honeycomb-like structure is only irregularly

maintained near the point of attachment on the inner side. The fibres themselves are

thinner, more delicate, and more elastic.^ The filling of yellowish matter occupies less of

the whole extent of the tubular interior of the fibres, which are black and empty to a much
greater depth than in Aplysina gigantea. The honeycomb-like openings have the same
structual character as in the preceding species, but both sides are much rougher and more
deeply indented in the dried specimen, owing to the greater 023enness of the supporting

skeleton. The form is similar to AjjJyshia, gigantea, which in all probability varies from

flabellate to cup-shaped, according to the surface upon which it grows.

Nassau, 12 ft. on reef. Soc. Coll.

Aplysina gigantea Hyatt.

In this sjjecies the net work of the fibres in passing outwards, changes from an extremely

coarse and elongated mesh to a finer texture of attenuated and dark horny fibres destitute

of the yellow granular filling whicli gives a yellow tinge to the internal fibres.^ The honey-

comb-like tubes radiate from the centre outwardly, being shorter on the lower than on the

u^iper side of the specimens. The specimens examined were parts of a large cup-shaped

sponge with sides about eighteen inches broad, about ten inches deep in the centre, and
diameter unknown. It is described hy Dr. Palmer as a deep cup growing on the reefs,

attached in such a manner to the irregidar surface of the rock that the diver was only able

to detach the specimen in fragments. One of these shows the centre of the cup which is

hollowed out on the upper side. From this centre and from the other points of attachment

on the lower convex side large folds or irregular thickenings of the surface radiate toward

the circumference, the upper side being more plainly concave with fewer and more de-

pressed foldings. The lower side in the dried specimen is very cellular, owing to the falling

in of the external membrane, every cell being marked by a blind sac reaching nearly or

quite to the centre. The excurrent openings are, however, rare on the convex side, though

very numerous on the concave side. Portions of the convex side of this specimen exhibit the

condition described by Dr. Palmer in the living animal, when the dividing walls of the honey-

comb-like cells project shghtly above the external membrane, cutting up the surface into

polygonal figures in place of the deep cells described above. On the concave side those

portions of the surface which intervene between the numerous excurrent orifices maintain

nearly the aspect of the surface in the living sponge, while the orifices themselves have, in

most cases, been very much enlarged. The color, according to Dr. Palmer, is purplish black.

Nassau, 12 feet on reef. Soc. Coll.

IPI. 13, figs. 3, 4, 5, 6. SPI. 13, figs. 8-14.

2 PI. 13, figs. 12-15.
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Aplysina eerophoba X:irdo? Isis. 1833-34.

Aplysma a-rophoha Schmidt, Spongieu d. Adriat., p. 25, pi. 3, fig. 2, 1862, etc.

Aplysina cerop)]ioha Sclimidt, Spongien d. Atlant., p 30, 1870.

Tiie types of this species, as determined by Schmidt, are in the Collection of the Museum

of Comparative Zoology.^ These I have examined. They consist of two specimens,

which belong to two distinct genera. Schmidt probably identified them with Ap)lysina

cerophoha Nardo, a Mediteranean species, without examining the skeleton of more than one

specimen, which if not identical with, is doubtless very closely allied to, that species. The

difference is shown by a comparison of the two figures given bj' Schmidt, one of the Med-

iterranean or undoubted Aplysina mrophoha in the "Adriatischen Spongien," and one of the

Florida form in " Spongien Fauna d. xVtlantischen Gebietes." The former seems to have a

thinner wall to the fdjre and to be filled up with solid granular matter, whereas the latter

seems hollow, or only lined with a layer of granular matter. The former also seems to be

rounded while the latter is flattened.

Schmidt nowhere describes the peculiar arrangement of the network or the variation in

size of the meshes near the surfiice as compared with the interior. This net-like web of the

fibres and the honeycomb-like arrangement of the walls formed by the web is as j^lainly

shown as in any other s^^ecies of the genus. The formation of the smaller meshes near the

surface is by no means so well marked as in other species, but it is developed on some parts

of the specimen. The size of the fibres, the size of the mesh and of the honeycomb-like

tubes is smaller than in Ajjlysina glganfea;^ the form of the specimens described by

Schmidt and the form of the single one examined by me was fistulose, the fistular craters

arising out of a solid basal mass. There were two fistular projections in a specimen about

two inches long in the Collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge. No
figures of the fibres in section have been given, but those given for the form of the fibres

in Aplysina gigantea are similar though much larger.

Florida. Mus. Comp. Zool.

Aplysina cellulosa.

Spongia cellulosa Esper, Pllanzenthiere, vol. 3, p. 206, pi. 60.
«

The peculiar formation of this sponge, the coarseness of the fibres and the typical char-

acter of the comb-like cells are very well depicted in Esper, and also Ellis and Solander's

figures. A single specimen from an unknown locality is in the collection of the Peabody

Academy of Science at Salem. This is too closely similar in all respects to the figures to

leave any doubt of its identity, but it is somewhat curious that no one has yet been able

to cite the locality. The specimen has been much beach-worn and it can only be seen that

the fibres differ greatlj- in size on one side from those on the other.^ The internal fdling

of granular matter is abundant, and the fibi'es therefore opaque and yellowish along the

centre, with thick, dark, horny walls.

' The specimens were Aplysina eerophoba NJo., and Dendro- °P1. 13, figs. 10 and 16.

spongia crassa Hyatt, 'PI. 13, figs. 13, 17, 18.
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JANTHELLID^.

This group was first described by Dr. J. Edward Gray in 1869 in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London. The specimen, of which a description is given below, and

Gray's own description, shows that the group has really a ftimily value as he supjiosed.

The fibres are of enormous size when compared with those of the preceding group, and

are destitute of the yellowish filling found in the Dendrospongiadne and Aplysinidse.

Though typically hollow they are in part often sohdly filled by the concentric layers of horny

material. The exterior of these fibres is coarsely granular, and they are very opaque. The

aspect of the di'ied specimens, as described by Gray, is very characteristic. Instead of being

massive the}'^ are frondose. The sarcode, as in the Aplysinidte, shrinks down closely upon

the flattened trellis work of the skeleton and covers the huge fibres with a thin tenacious

coating, which spreads across the broad interstices or mesh of the fibres, and is here and

there pierced by canals which pass entirely through it. Gray describes the stem, " root,
"

as composed of interlaced filaments from which the fibres of the frond spread out in all

directions. All of the species which he desci-ibes, viz., Jantliella jlahelliformis, bastn, and

Jlomei, seem to have been either flat, as in Gorgonia, or modified into a funnel shape

;

the fibres also were smooth apparently. It will be seen below that Jantliella concentrica

differs very much and can only be provisionally referred to the same genus.

Janthella.

Janthella concentrica Hyatt.

The description of Janthella Homei Gray applies very well to this specimen, but as there

is no positive notice of the most prominent characteristics of this species I must consider it

a new form. The fibres are of enormous size, being from one to three mm. in diameter. The

youngest or the outer portions are smgle, but the inner branches are compound and orna-

mented with thick, short spines and more minute wart-like prominences. The compound

fibres are made by the frequent tendency of the fibres to divide into branches which

run side by side for long distances before they separate. As a result of this, and the

freedom with which keratose matter is deposited, we find the fibres almost always double,

or when joined by other branches, still more numerous, though contained within common
layers of horny material and externally appearing as but one stem. The spines are, also,

in reality only the terminations of abortive branches which run parallel with the fibres

from which they sprang, and are closely united with them for a short distance but have free

tips which j^rotrude out of the common covering like the end of a young thorn. The

type specimen is in the Collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and is only a

fragment, but it shows that the sponge must have been very irregularly frondose. The

mesh is also quite irregular in size and shape, varying from 11.6 mm. to only 5 mm. in

length, while the breadth varies from 3 to 6 mm. The specimen appears under the name
of Antlpathes Jlahelliformis, but whether the same as Dana's type or not I have no means

of determining.

Fejee Islands. U. S. Ex. Expedition.
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XV". Ox Gyxaxdromokphism ix the Lepjdoptera. By A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D.

Read February 17, 1875.

Jl he immediate object in the preparation of this paper is the description of an interest-

ing case of "hermaphroditism" brought to my notice by Prof S. A. Forbes, in charge of

the Museum of Normal University, Normal, Illinois, to whose kindness I am indebted for

the opportunity of examining this remarkable monstrosity which belongs to that Museum.

Regarding the circumstances under which it occurred, Mr. Forbes writes me as follows

:

"I have just heard from the collector of the cocoon from which was hatched our hermaphro-

dite C Promeihea ; and although the history of the specimen was not remarkable, I send

you the details. The chrysalis was taken from a bush near Evansville, Ind., on the 27th of

November of last year, kept, I do not know how long, in a ' glass case ' and afterwards

sent to me. Of the other chrysalides of the same lot eight hatched males and four females."

Female Gynandromorjih of Callosamia Promethea. The antennae on the right side

are of the usual length and width (width .13 inch) ; the lower pectinations are a little

shorter than those on the upper side. The pectinations on the upper side, which are usually

honey-yellow, are nearly as dark as the normal dark ones. These, however, vary in the

same way in normal specimens. The left antenna is female, and the ^pectinations are of the

same length as in the normal females ; the branches arising from the base of each joint are

dark, while in the normal female they are pale yellow, like the pair arising from the distal

end of the joint. The front of the head is like the female, the eyes are quite unlike each

other, that on the right side being much fuller, more globular than the left eye. I can see

no appreciable difference in the eyes of normal 3 and ? examples. The two right wings

are male in coloration, but both are shorter and much broader even than in the normal

females, and of the same size and shape as the opposite pair. I give the following measure-

ments of these wings compared with the normal male and female :
—
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two deep scallops near the ocellus. The ocellus is more like that of the female than of the

male, the blue semicircle being much more distinct than in the normal male.

The hind wings are marked and colored as in the anterior pair, with the submarginal row

of dumb-bell like spots obsolete and represented by faint x-eddish discolorations, being con-

colorous with the corresponding spots in the female. Beneath, the fore wings are as in the

male, not differing essentially in color. The hind wings have the white discal spot nearly

ol)solete, and the submarginal row of spots nearly obsolete, but concolorous when present.

The left wings are both female throughout, the markings rather more highly colored and

with larger and more distinct discal spots on both wings than in the normal female with

which I have compared it, but owing to the shortness of the wing, the extradiscal line is

nearer the apex of fore wing than in the normal male, and in the hind wings the same line

is a little beyond, rather than considerably within, the middle of the wing, as in the normal

female. Beneath, both wings only differ from those of the normal female in the larger,

better marked discal spots, the style of coloration being the same, except the difference in

situation of the common extradiscal line.

The thorax and abdomen are reddish as in the female, except on the right half of the

thorax and basal half of the abdomen, which is blackish-brown, as in the male ; the blackish

discoloration does not, however, quite reach the median line of the body ; on the abdomen

it recedes from the median line rapidly towards the middle of the body. This dark color

extends beneath the insertion of the wings on to the side of the thorax, but there is a

broad red patch on the right side of the thorax, while the right side of the abdomen is

beneath entirely like the left side. The three pairs of legs are, on the right side, consider-

ably smaller than on the left. The tibiae are but little smaller, and differ in color from

those on the left side, being of a dull sable brown. The most striking difference, however, is

in the diminutive size of the tarsi, which are scarcely half as large as those of the left legs.

The five tarsal joints and the claws are present and well formed, but very short and small,

the entire tarsus of two front pairs of right legs not being much longer than the first

tarsal joint of the male (the tarsi of the third pair of legs are broken off). The inequal-

ity of the two anterior legs is shown in Plate xiv, fig. 1, c, d. The right tarsus is about

one-third shorter than the left ; the first and fifth joints being about one-half shorter than

in those of the opposite tarsus ; the second and third joints also shorter, Avhile the fourth

is about the same.

The abdomen is as large and well developed as in normal gravid females, and is distended

with eo-o-s equally on both sides, as, though the specimen is dried, I was able to pick out

with a sharp point an egg from each side, showing quite conclusively that the gynandromor-

phism has not affected the internal organs of generation. The eggs are of the normal size,

beinc .08 inch in diameter. They are easily seen through the abdomen as in other dried,

gravid females.

The extenial appendages (fig. 1, h, c) are symmetrical and do not differ from those of

other normal females. The supra-anal bilobed plate is large, well developed and of the

normal form, and so is the less deeply bilobed infra-anal plate. The ovipositor Avithin con-

sists, as usual, of two well developed rough projections closely approximate and alike on

both sides.

As regards the external generative parts, then, the specimen is entirely female.
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3fale Gynandromorjih of Callosamia Promefhea. How a male specimen may be affected

by this accident can be seen by an inspection of the drawing (PI. xiv, fig. 2) of an individ-

ual of C. Promethea, contained in the collection of Mrs. Bridgham, New York, who had the

kindness to allow Mr. Cassino to make a drawing of the upper surface for me, and to take

notes concerning its peculiarities; which form the basis of the following description.

The individual is evidently a male, as may be seen on a comparison of the drawings of

the two gynandromorphs.

The left antenna is male, the right female, the reverse of the case in the other specimen.

The left front wing is exactly as in the normal male ; the left hind wing exactly as in the

female. The left side of the thorax is masculine next to the masculine fore wins. The
remainder of the thorax and abdomen is lighter than in a normal male and darker than in

a normal female. The entire right side of the moth appears like the female, but suftused

with many dark, irregular patches.

The outline of the two right wings is the same as that of the normal female, with the

addition of the dark patches, and were it not for the irregular blotches and slashes the

wings would be strongly feminine. The only exceptions are a white spot on the hind wing,

and a spot with a white border on the fore wing between the kidney-shaped spot and the

thorax. The posterior part of the abdomen is rather more masculine than femmine. The
under side of the specimen was not examinetl. This case was described by Mr. W. H.

Edwards in the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Philadelphia (iv, 380).

The two cases described above may Ije regarded as extreme examples of what may be

called ji^rlpheral gynandromorphism, i. e., where the trunk (head, thorax and hind body)

are not affected, but only the appendages and scales, including the wings, feet and antennse

;

the head and genitals not being affected.

The least marked example of peripheral gynandromorphism which has come under my
notice is that described by Prof. Westwood, who states that " he had an Orange-tip butterfly,

Anthocaris cardamines, which was female in every respect, except that on the tip of one

fore wing were about a dozen of the bright orange scales which characterize the male."

I will not attempt to give a history of all the cases of gynandromorphism among the

Lepidoptera. The bibliograpliy of the subject prior to 1SG2 has been given by Dr. Hagen
in his " Bibliotheca Entomologica." Since then a number of cases have fiillen under the

notice of entomologists. I will cite one which is noticed by Mr. Dunning in the " Transac-

tions of the Lonilon Entomological Society " (Aug. 7, 1865). He describes a specimen of

Fldonia pinlarla " which was sexually a female, and the abdomen was apparently distended

with eggs ; the general color was midway between the colors of the ordinary male and
female, but the size and markings were those of the male." Tliis is similar to our example
discovered by Mr. Forbes.

Professor Westwood in his "Thesaurus Entomologicus Oxoniensis " (1874) de?-cn'bes four-

teen cases of gynandromorphism in Lepidoptera. They were not what are commonly
termed hermaphrodite monstrosities, as he says that the body of the insect appears to be
unisexual, the sexual divarication being confined entirely to the secondary sexual characters

exhibited by one or more of the wings only.

In the hermaphrodite Bomhyja quercus described and figured by M. Guenee ' there is an '

1 Notice sur divers Lepidopteres du Musee de Geneve. Memoires de la Societe de Phj-sique et d'Histoire Nat. de
Geneve, xxi, 369, 1872.
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intimate mixture of the two sexes, in which, however, the female form predominates. The

autenuiB are neither exckisively male nor female. The wings on the right side are a mixture

of the two sexes, while those on the left are female with some masculine features. The

ahdomen in form, size and color was feminine and contained eggs. The external organs

were feminine, but still the anal opening was very different from that of the ordinary

female, and m some respects represented similar parts in the male. It will be seen above

that these parts in the female CaUosamia Promeihea did not differ from those in the nor-

mal female. In M. Guenee's specimen we apparently have the external genital parts

affected by the gynandromorphism.

I am not aware that any Lepidoptera have been examined with the internal genital

organs affected, as the examples thus far have not been preserved in alcohol. The best

defined cases of gynandromorphism are those described in the honey bee by Siebold.' In

these cases the internal and external organs are mixed together much as the other external

characters. The sting with its vesicle and gland was present, though soft, in the drone, and

in females the ovaries and also the spermaries were present, though the ovaries contained

no eggs.

As to the cause of gynandromorphism, Siebold's explanation that it is due to an imperfect

fecundation of the ovum seems most probable ; these cases seem to me to be paralleled by

the occurrence of hybridity between two species, the result being an irregular fusion of the

characters of both species. Both seem to indicate that sexual characters, as well as specific

characters, are determined at the time of impregnation.

Explanation of Plate xiv.

Fig. 1. Gynandromorphous CaUosamia Promeihea, female.

1 a. Abdomen of gyuaudromorplious female denuded. 1 b, the same seen from above, 1 c, 1 d, fore legs

on different sides of the same specimen, denuded.

Fig. '2. Gynandromorphous CaUosamia Promeihea, male.

All ilrawn on stone by Mr. S. E. Cassiuo.

^ Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftlielie Zoologie, 1864, p. 73.
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Bt Samuel H. Scudder.

Read February 17, 1875.

JL HE insect formiug the subject of this sketch belongs to a small and aberrant group of

butterflies, which was first brought to the attention of naturalists when Hiibner, some-

where between 1806 and 1819, figured in his Sammlung exotischer Schmetterlinge, a Central

American species under the name of Husticus adolescens ll'mijas. Hiibner's views of the

affinities of the insect were given onlyby means of his peculiar trinomial nomenclature, but

this indicates that he considered its position to be among the Lyca3nida3 of modern authors.

This view was also maintained by him at the publication of the fifth sheet of his Verzeichniss

bekannter Schmetterlinge, probably issued in the latter part of ISIS,-" where he places the

genus Euma3us, now founded for the sj^ecies Minijas, at the head of his Agrodineti, followed

uiimediately by the European blues and preceded by the Oreades, or SatyridtB of modern

authors.

It is not a httle remarkable that this same insect, under a different specific name, Toxea,

should have received, by the next author who treats of it, a new generic appellation closely

resembling that given by Hiibner. Godart, m the appendix to the Encyclopedic methodique,

calls it Eumenia, and considers its place to be between the Brassolidoe and Satyridaj of

modern authors.

Boisduval in his Species general next proposes to place this butterfly, with our species and

others which had by this time been added to this genus— all Central American and West
Indian forms— in a distinct family to which he applies the Gallic term Eumenides ; and in

this he is followed by Doubleday in his List of the British Museum Insects ; but the latter

author calls the " family " Eumoeidte,^ and places it between the Erycinidie and LycfenidtB,

while Boisduval places it between the Pieridaj and Lyca;nidoe. Guerin, in his Iconographie,

on the other hand, places the genus among the Erycinidaj of modern autliors ; and in this

he is followed by Lucas in Chenu's Lepidopteres. But most recent authors have returned

to the first opinion of Hiibner and classed the genus with the L3'cosnidoB.

This has resulted doubtless from the careful account of the structural features of the insect

given by Westwood in the Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera. Even Boisduval is constrained

to take this view in his Lepidopteres de la Guatemala, although he misconceives the affinities

of these insects in locating them as he does at the very head of the LycsenidiB, while placing

the Pieridte next above them— an arrangement wholly unnatural. In the system adojDted

by Westwood they are placed indeed at the head of the LyCcCnida^, but the Eiycinidaj im-

1 For a discussion of the probable dates of Hiibner's works, - This famil)- name is retained also in the plates of the

see my Historical Sketch of the Generic Names proposed for Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera.

Butterflies. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts, So., x, 96-8.
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mediately i^recetle them and indicate much more truly the real affinities of the group. Kirby,

in his recent catalogue, repeats the error of Boisduval but in a different manner, placing the

group at the close of the Lycaenidae and immediately preceding the Pieridag.

Bates remarks, in the Journal of Entomology, that Eumaeus differs from all Lyca?nidae

in the closure of the cell by perfect nervules and adds in a note that " if the lower disco-

cellular nervule prove to be aborted constantly in the numerous aberrant genera of Lycre-

nidje of Eastern Asia, the genus Eumjeus miglit form a suljfamily of Lycosnidae, founded on
the closure of the wing cells." ^ Later, however, in the same Journal,^ he entirely omits

mention of the closure of the wing cells in his characters of the family Lyca^nidos and we
shall see, further on, that in Eumoeus the nervures at the extremity of the cell are not all

"perfect."

The whole structure of these insects, whether we notice the high and narrow front of the

head, the antennae inserted in distinct pits, so far separated as to infringe upon the eyes,

the form and relation of the parts of the thorax, the shape and neuration of the wings, or

the diverse development of the front legs in the two sexes, shows that they belong to the

great family of Rurales, including the Vestales or Erycinidae of modern authors and the

Ephori or Lycaenidae of recent times. Their affinity with the Oreades is wholly imaginary, no
common bond of union existing between them, other than that borne by all Rurales. What
their position within the group may be is, as we have seen above, a matter of very diverse

opinion ; nearly all those authors who have given proof that they have paid close attention

to the structure of the genus agree, however, in placing it among tlie Ephori, in close prox-

imity to the Vestales. This is undoubtedly its correct general position, although whether

it should be classed with the one subfamily or the other, or form a third subfamily, mid-

way between them, will admit of discussion. We will first examine in detail the structural

features of the genus.

The body of the perfect insect is somewhat robust, slightly compressed, the abdomen
ample, a little compressed and dorsally keeled. The head is of moderate size, thickly covered

with erect scales, which are short and form an even nap on the front, longer and massing

into irregular oljlique tufts on the summit, and into a higher, straight, transverse tuft poste-

riorly. Eyes of moderate size, not very full, naked, infringed upon by the posteriorly ex-

panding occiput. Antennae twice as long as the thorax, and less than half as long as the

forewings, composed of about thirty-eight joints, slender beyond the basal joints, gradually

expanding throughout, but more noticeably a little beyond the middle, to form the club

which again tapers at the tip, including the last five or six joints, to a bluntly rounded apex
;

the scaly covering of the stalk and club is concolorous, and the iinier naked surfiice of the

club is provided with a few very short fine bristles on each joint. Labial palpi horizontally

extended, very slender, as long as the breadth of the head, clothed with closely appressed

scales, the middle joint nearly equal throughout, scarcely curved upward, the apical joint

a little more than one third ( 5 ) or nearly one-half ( ? ) the length of the middle joint,

slender, pointed. Tongue as long as the hind tibife and tarsi combined.
Wings (PI. XIV, fig. 14) large, ample, well rounded, entire, alike in form in the two sexes,

excepting the little greater fullness of the subcostal portion of the outer margin of the hind

wings in the female. Fore wings : costal margin rather strongly arched next the base, he-

' Journ. Ent., I, 220. 2 Journ. Ent., 11, 1 76.
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yond nearly straight until toward tlie tip, where it slopes downward ; outer margin gently

and almost regidarly convex, bending slightly next the lower median nervule ; inner mar-

gin nearly straight. Costal nervure (fig. 13) terminating at about the middle of the outer

two-thirds of the costal margin; subcostal nervure with two superior and two inferior

branches, itself striking the tijD of the wing ; the first superior nervule is thrown off a little

beyond the middle of the cell, the second midway between it and the tip of the cell ; the first

inferior nervule is continuous with the upper margin of the cell, and ^jarts from the main

stem either just before ( ? , fig. 13) or just beyond ( $ , fig. 15) the tip of the cell, without

the intervention of any discocellular vein ; the lowest subcostal nervule is connected mth
the main stem by an almost obsolete discocellular vein, which unites with the base of the

nervule at an angle of about 130°. The origin of the first and second median nervules

corresponds to that of the two superior subcostal nervules ; and the nervule closing the cell

unites with the apical portion of the median nervule at a right angle.

Hind wings : costal margin very slightly convex beyond the well arched base ; outer

margin fidl and pretty regularly rounded ; inner margin gently convex, all the angles well

rounded. Costal nervure strongly arched at the base, beyond running subparallel to the

costal margin which it strikes close to the tip ; the subcostal nervules are separated at equal

intervals, the nervule uniting the bases of the second and third nearly obsolete excepting

above ; the median nervides similarly arranged, the nervule closing the cell lying at right

angles to apical portion of the median nervule ; internal nervule striking the middle of

the inner margin.

Fore-tibiae and tarsi two-thirds ( S , fig. 17) or three-fourths ( ? , fig. 16) as long as those of

the hind legs, the tarsi consisting either ol a single, nearly uniform but tapering, wholly exar-

ticulate joint, a little smaller than the tibia?, slightly curved downward at the tip, heavily

clothed with scales and armed profusely beneath with spines, the apical ones of which are

sHghtly stouter than the others and slightly curved, the apex of the joint abruptly docked,

fringed densely with a pile of delicate short hairs representing the paronychia, and supplied

above with three or four long curved hairs directed forward {i^ ); or distinctly five jointed,

tapering, the first four joints scarcely smaller than the tip of the tibia?, the apical joint

much smaller; the three middle joints of equal length and together scarcely equalhng the

the first in length, the last nearly equalling in length the two previous joints ; all pro-

fusely armed beneath with stout and slender spines, and at tip with still stouter naked spurs,

all straight and tapering; the apical joint supplied with apical hairs, claws and well devel-

oped paronychia, similar to those of the other legs but smaller, the paronychia slenderer

and less heavily fringed ( ? ). Middle femora with a heavy fringe of scales on its inferior

surface growing more prominent away from the base, but at the tip suddenly shortening so

that the edge of the scales shows a concave excision ; tibia? and tarsi thickly covered with

closely appressed scales, the tarsi with a pair of distant, scarcely divergent, small, com-

pressed, slightly curved, regularly tapering, finely pointed claws
;
pulvillus small but thick

and stout
;
paronychia broad and rather short, subtriangular, the lower portion the most

protuberant, the edge heavily fringed with minute curving hairs.

Tlie aljdominal appendages of the male are almost entirely concealed by the terminal seg-

ment which so completely encloses them as to leave only a small oval vertical opening,

through which protrude the acicular, apically expanded intromittent organ and a pair of

pencils of long hairs which have their origin on either side of, and above it ; the ujiper
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organ forms a large, semicylindrlcal, superior shield, broader than long, strongly arched lat-

erally, with a slight median excision and acicular, strongly curved, pointed arms, directed at

first inward, forward and downward until they meet, and then suddenly backward. The
clasps form a pair of broad, nearly flat, horizontally extended alations destitute of any ele-

vated processes.

From this review of the characters of the perfect insect, the only stage hitherto well

known to naturalists, it is evident that Euma3us should be classed with the Ephori ; the

fore legs of the male are amply provided with spines beneath and even show signs of the

paronychia present on the other legs ; and the subcostal nervure of the fore wings is fur-

nished with only two superior, and two inferior nervules, (the latter the discoidal nervures

of the English entomologists,) while in all Vestales there are at least three superior subcos-

tal nervui'es.^

Its affinities to the Armati (or hairstreaks) are the strongest, both on account of the char-

acteristics of structure in the fore tarsi of the male and the presence of but two superior

subcostal nervures to the fore wing, instead of three, as in the Adolescentes (or blues) and
Villicantes (or coppers) ; in the structure of the antennce it also resembles the Armati
more than the other groups ; but it differs from all other of our native Ephori in a most
striking manner in the obsolescence of the nervule at the base of the terminal subcostal

nervule in all the wings ; and also in the tapering of the antenniB at the tip of the club, and
in the horizontal position of the nearly straight, middle joint of the palpi ; so that it evi-

dently must form a group apart from the three with which we have compared it, above
and of equal value to each of them ,: to this group we may appl}^ the name Eumoeidaj first

given to it by Dou1)leday, the name Eumenides previously applied by Boisduval being ex-

cluded from its gallic dress.

The caterpillar and chrysalis of Eumcms Atala have recently been obtained by Dr. Palmer
and Mr. Maynard, and placed in my hands for examination by my friend Dr. Packard. These
will aid us in determining the position of the group. The chrysalis has been described

briefly by Westwood,^ but incorrectly, so that it seems a little doubtful whether he had the

proper form before him or not. The egg was also collected by Dr. Palmer, but the speci-

mens were lost ; this, however, would have been of less aid than either the larva or chrys-

alis
; for few as have been the descriptions of the larvte and pupae of Vestales, but a single

egg of one of that subfamily is known ; this is that of the European species and is described

as being almost globular, smooth and shining, and, therefore, \cry different from that of the

Ephori, which are always echinoid, or senii-echinoid in shape and have then- surface studded

with numerous and deep pits.

The caterpillars brought home by Dr. Palmer represent the last three stages of this

period of E. Atala. Of these the final stage differs remarkably from the penultimate and

antepenultimate, which, in their turn, resemble each other very closely, and for our j^resent

purposes need not be separately described. In these two stages (figs. 3-5) the caterpillar

bears very little resemljlance to the ordinary type of larvte among Ephori. It is nearly

cylindrical, long and slender, with distinct, even pretty well developed prolegs, a rather

Lirge head, only partially retractile within the first thoracic segment, and this segment

1 Bates mentions an cxocjition in the genu-: Isapis, in -wliicli - Genera Uiiirn. Lepidoptera, 4G9-470.

no nei-vtire at all is emitted before the end of the eell.
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scarcely larger than the succeeding ; the terminal segments are distinct and uniform in size

as in caterpillars of other families, the terminal segments not depressed, and the spiracles

of the eighth abdominal segment on a line with the others. AH the spiracles, however, are

situated high up upon the body as m the other members of this sub-family, so that the lat-

eral row of fleshy, thorn-bearing tubercles, which, in most other caterpillars, would be supra-

stigmatal, or situated even relatively higher on the sides, are here ventro-stigmatal ; and the

upper similar sei'ies, which, like that previously mentioned, extends along the whole length

of the body, is pleural when it appears to be jileuro-dorsal (fig. 4); each of these rounded

elevations bears a number of pretty long, slender, tapering thorns, and the whole body is

covered with minuter ones ; the posterior segment is fringed with a bristling mass of thorns

similar to those on the tubercles, and the first thoracic segment where it is thickened above

the head, is similarly though not so heavily armed. The head is smooth, well rounded and

compact, about two-thirds the width of the first thoracic segment. The legs are small and

bear a very delicate claw. The prolegs are provided with a double interior series of about

fourteen hooked spines each, alternately long and short ; the anal prolegs are particularly

well developed, being scarcely shorter than in the Papilionides.

In the characteristics of the caterpillar at this stage therefore, Eumasus departs widely

from the ordinary type of Ephori, whose caterpillars are decidedly onisciform with excess-

ively short though perfectly developed legs and prolegs, a minute head wholly retractile

within the greatly developed first thoracic segment, the terminal segments more or less

coalesced and the spiracles of the eighth abdominal segment situated above the line upon

which the others are ranged. When, however, we come to the final stage of Eumoeus

(figs. 6-9), we find the thoracic segment slightly enlarged, tumid and overhanging the head

(figs. 6, 9), the whole ventral portion of the body flattened, and the dorsal portion arched,

with ridges running along pleural and ventro-stigmatal lines accentuated by the fleshy

tubercles still situated there, the terminal segments coalesced to a slight degree, and flat-

tened so as to bear a close resemblance to those of the lower Ephori. The spiracles, how-

ever, are still in a straight line, and although the segments are transversely ridged on

their posterior border, apparently by a contraction of the mass in this quarter (fig. 7), the

animal is still of unusual length and slenderness for one of this family. So, too, the head

is still only partially retractile within the first thoracic segment, and the anal prolegs are

pretty well developed.

These characteristics wherein the larva of Eumfeus differs from the generality of Ephori

are the very ones wherein it is alhed to the Vestales, and shows the correctness of West-

wood's arrangement of the genus and of the conclusions to which we have already arrived.

Very few larvae of Vestales are known, and those with which we are acquainted differ

considerably among themselves ; they are, however, not always so strikingly onisciform as

are the Ephori and are sometimes furnished with tufts of short hairs or lateral fleshy

appendages, and even, on the first thoracic segment, with long spines; the first segment

of the body is not enormously developed, nor, apparently, is the head retractile, at least to

the extent that it is in the Ephori. The larva of Ancyluris Ilelibceics is described as

furnished with tubercl.es or solid points of unequal length placed in two rows on either side

of the body ; and as, in general, resembling the caterpillar of Liparis. It would seem to be

not unlike that of the penultimate stages of Eumasus.

Eumseus therefore, judging from the larva, is one of the Ephori which approaches the
MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. H. 105
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Vestales most closely, but is so different from the lower tribes of the sub-family, that were
we to base our opinion on the caterpillar alone we could hardl^^ help considering the Eumae-
ida3 as a group possessing a value equivalent to the rest of the Ephori. This view, however,

we shall be unable to maintain after an examination of the other stages of the insect.

The chrysalis (figs. 10-12) is stout, full, arched and rounded, the mesothorax elevated,

domed and mesially subcarinate,^ separated by a pretty deep excision from the very full and
arched abdomen, which is much higher than the thorax and rather abruptly elevated at the

second segment. The head is small, not at all protuberant, situated entirely upon the under
surface of the body, so as not to be seen on a dorsal view, being concealed by the fullness of

the prothorax ; this is very broad, somewhat tumid, especially laterally, closely resembling

the same part of the larva at its final stage ; the under wings are entirely concealed by the

upper. The body, viewed from above, is obovate, very obtuse at either end, but especially

in front, broadest from the second to the fourth abdominal segments, the under surface not

flattened but broadly rounded transversely, the terminal segment of the abdomen apical

though directed downward, and the cremaster reduced to some slight rugosities, wholly des-

titute of armature. The body is girt by silken threads Avhich pass between the first and sec-

ond abdominal segments dorsally, and then are directed forward (fig. 10) ; it cannot be
attached at the posterior extremity of the body, as stated by Westwood, for absolute want
of any hooks to phmge into the silk.

In the Vestales, as far as one can gather from the few meagre descriptions and imperfect

illustrations that are published of their transformations, the head of the chrysalis is visible

from above, as in all chrysalids of butterflies, excepting those of Ephori, and the chrysalids

themselves are often angulated. In the Ephori, on the other hand, the head is always upon
the under surface of the body, concealed from view on a dorsal aspect, and so, also, to a

greater or less extent, is the last segment. The chrysalids are always rounded and entire.

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the affinities of Eunicneus at this stage are decidedly

with the Ephori, although the terminal segment of the body seems to be more exposed dor-

sally than is usually the case with them. It evidently resembles that of the Armati more
closely than it does the other tribes of Ephori, but has a more flattened and laterally ex-

panded prothorax.

The different tribes of Ephori differ from each other in the chrysalis state in a curious

manner and one which has never yet been noticed. The dermal appendages of Armati,

for instance, consist of equal hairs, tapering only at the tip, profusely provided with minute
spicules diverging from the stem at but a slight angle. The dermal appendages of Adoles-

centes consist of uniformly tapering hairs, abundantly provided with minute spicules, which
diverge from the hairs at right angles. Those of the Villicantes are fungiform. The
Eumi^idte, again, are provided with compressed, ribbon-like hairs, equal, tapering only

at the extreme tip and slightly twisted throughout their length. In this respect again

Eunn\3us is most nearly allied lo the Armati.

A few years ago in my Systematic Revision of North American Butterflies I indicated my
adhesion to the views of a few writers who considered the two groups, known in modern
times as Erycinidaj and lycaiuidiJ?, but to which the earlier terms Vestales and Ephori

should be applied, as but a single family. New and unlooked for evidence in this direc-

' It cannot be correctly described, as Westwood has done, as "raised into a slight conical protuberance."
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tion is derived from the structure of tlie Euma^ida?, which, while they must be classed with

the latter of the two groups, give strong evidence of their affinities to the former. The

onisciform or sub-onisciform character of the larvae in these two large groups, their retrac-

tile or semi-retractile heads, the compact form of the chrysalids and their closely girt attach-

ment to their support, together with the opposite development of the forelegs in the

two sexes of the imago and the close similarity of all other points in the structure of the

perfect form show that no family distinction can be drawn between the two groups;

while the characters they have in common are very many of them in striking contrast to

those found in any other family of butterflies. It is perhaps in the larvae that the two

groups show the greatest distinction from each other, and this distinction is bridged over by

the aberrant tribe of Eumseidoe, leading us to suppose that were the transformations of

other allied forms known, we should find many more points of similarity than at present.

Eumceus Atala is an exceedingly common insect in Cuba, and is found in great abundance

on the Florida Keys and the southern portion of the peninsula itself. Mr. C. J. Maynard,

who has travelled extensively over that portion of Florida, tells me that it hardly occurs

north of Miami on the east coast, although the food-plant of the larva extends north as far

as Smyrna.

In Florida the butterfly emerges from the chrysalis early in January and is abundant

throughout this month. I found it also abundant in Cuba late in February or early as

March and took specimens at that time emerging from the chrysalis. Dr. Palmer saw the

butterfly laying her eggs at Biscayne Key in July, and during this month caterpillars of

every stage were found. The caterpillar feeds upon both surfaces of the leaves of Zamia
mterjr [folia, but seems to prefer the upper surface. The chrysalis is usually attached to the

under surface of the leaves or to the stem of the same plant, but sometimes to other plants

and even to grass, the head uppermost.

Explanation of Plate xiv.

(Figs. 1 and 2 bi-'long to the preceding memoir.)

Fig. 3. Penultimate stage of caterpillar ; side view.

Fig. 4. Tlie same ; side view of one of the abdominal segments, enlarged.

Fig. 5. The same ; dorsal view.

Fig. 6. Final stage of caterpillar; front view of head and first two thoracic segments, enlarged, showing

the tumescence of the first thoracic segment and the ventral expansion of the caterpillar at this stage, in

contradistinction to its cylindrical form in the previous stages ; the latter feature is less conspicuous on the

plate than in nature.

Fig. 7. The same ; side view of parts of three abdominal segments, enlarged.

Fig. 8. The same ; side view ; the artist has given much too cylindrical an appearance to the catei-jiillar.

Fig. 9. The same ; dorsal view, the head concealed by the overhanging first thoracic segment.

Fig. 10. Chrysalis ; side view with attachment.

Fig. 11. The same; veiitral aspect.

Fig. 12. The same ; dorsal aspect.

Fig. 13. Imago ; neuration of fore wing of female, enlarged.

Fig. 14. Tlie same; male; the left side shows the upper, the right the under surface.

Fig. 15. The same ; neuration of extremity of cell of fore wing in the female, enlarged.

Fig.16. The same; fore tarsi and part of tibia of female, enlarged.

Fig. 17. The same ; fore tarsi and part of tibia of male, enlarged.

N. B.— The drawings of the earlier stages were all taken from specimens preserved in alcohol. Figs. 13,

15, 16, 17 were drawn by S. H. Scudder; the remainder by S. E. Cassino.
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XVIJ Prodrome of a Moxograph of the Tabanid^ of the United States. Part II.

The Genus Tabanus. By C. R. Osten Sacken.

Read November 17, 1875.

TABANUS.

J- HE total number of the hitherto described species of Tabanus from North America,

north of Mexico, is one hundred and two. Of these descrijjtions thirty-four have been

identified, and the names connected with them adopted in the present paper. Twenty-six

other species, although identified, have been recognized as synonymous with previously

described ones ; and thus forty-two names remain as yet to be disposed of It is very prob-

able that among these forty-two names a very small number (perhaps not more than three

or four) represent species really unknown to me ; the large majority ai'e either recognized

as doubtful synonyms of some of the identified species, or else they are unrecognizable, on

account of the insufficiency of the descriptions.

Twenty species I describe as new ; not that I am convinced that none of them have

ever been described before, but because I could not recognize them with any reasonable

degree of probability among the forty-two unidentified species. The total number of spe-

cies of Tabanus from North America, north of Mexico, described in the present paper, is

thus brought to fifty-four.

The task of the critic, as far as descriptions go, being nearly completed, the comparative

merit of the work of the diflerent writers is brought out in a very striking light. Of

Wiedemann's more than twenty sjjecies (including those of Fabricius, which we know only

through Wiedemann), all but three are identified ; and of these three one is very probably

a species I do not know ( T. gracilis) ; the second ( T. nl(jr'q)es) is as good as identified, and

the name is not adopted merely because another name, hy Macquart, was preferred ; the

third is a very doubtful Fabrician species, belonging to a difficult group and described by

Wiedemann from a very imperfect specimen in Fabricius's collection [T. marginalls).

As long as my materials were limited, the identification of several of Wiedemann's de-

scriptions remained doubtful ; when, among closely resembling species, I did not possess the

right one, I was sometimes led to identify a wrong one. But with the increase of material

these difficulties vanished, and even among closely allied species the right one was recog-

nized, thus showing the faithfulness of Wiedemann's work.

Of Mr. Walker's twenty-nine species nineteen are unrecognizable to me, seven are syn-

onyms of other, mostly well known species, and only three are adopted. Among these

three I am not very sure whether T. catenatus Walk, should not be better called T. rece-

MEMOIRS BOST. SOO. KAT. BIST. VOL. II. 106 (421)
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dens Walk. ; T. fulccsceiis may be only a variety of T. blcolor Wied.; and if I recognized

T. (rijundus, it is principally because I remembered having seen it in the British Museum.

Macquart's descriptions, although short, are more to the point than the unmeaning de-

scriptions of Mr. Walker. But Maoquart at different times worked in different entomologi-

cal cabinets, without comparing, or remembering, his former types ; thus he came often

to describe his own species again. Besides, he generally took but little trouble about iden-

tifying the descriptions of previous authors. Among the twenty-three species described by

him six are adopted, five are synonyms, and twelve are among the unrecognized and

doubtful.'

In adopting the species of former authors I have tried to hold the middle course between

too much confidence and too much skepticism. The latter is as injurious as the former, as it

leads to a new increase of synonymy. With the comparatively large material which I had,

besides the literal interpretation of the descriptions, a process of exclusion comes into play,

which reveals probabilities almost amounting to certainties. A description is referred to a

certain species, not because they exactly agree, but because no other species from the same

region is known that agrees better.

During my journey to Europe, in 1859, I had an opportunity of seeing the Museums of

London and Paris, and to take a few notes, some of which I could turn to account now.

Unfortunately, my knowledge of North American Tabanidaj at that time was very limited,

and thus the usefulness of a flying visit to those Museums was diminished in proportion.

About some of Wiedemann's types in the Vienna Museum I took the liberty of addressing

a few questions to Dr. Redtenbacher, the Director of that Museum. His kind answers fully

confirmed the surmises I had already' formed from Wiedemann's own descriptions, about the

identity of two or three doubtful species.

By such means I hope, in the great majority of cases, to have avoided the two evils of

misapplying old names, or of unnecessarily introducing new ones. But should I even have

been occasionally mistaken, the evil is lessened by my having given full descriptions of all

the species, whether old or new.

In describing, my only aim has been to enable others to recognize the object described.

Tabani are variable in lifie ; they are still more variable in collections, according to the degree

of i^reservation of the specimens. I have purposely omitted statements which seemed

unnecessary for the practical aim I had in view, and I have purposely used vague expres-

sions, where any positive statement would have been misleading. 1 am far from flattering

myself that in every single case my descrij^tions will be recognized, but I believe that the

possessor of a reasonable amount of material will be able to identify most of the species

with much less trouble now than before the publication of my paper. In the difficult

groups of T. ahdonunalis, ieciits, variegcdus, of T. loiujus, or of T. socius, sejJtentrioiia-

lis, illofus,— groups containing either very variable species, or several closely resembling

1 Summary of the critical review of N. A. species (north 1 Mcigcn, 2 Wiedemann, 5 llacquart and

of Mexico) described by former authors: — 7 Walker).

Identified and adopted 34 species. Unknown, doubtful, unrecognized or unrecog-

(1 Linne, 1 Forster, 1 DeGeer, 5 Fabricius, nizable 42 species.

3 Palisot, 9 Wiedemann, 2 Say, 6 Macquart, (2 Linne, I Fabricius, 2 Wiedemann, 4 Pal-

2 Kirby, 3 Walker, 1 Loew). i.sot, 1 Say, 12 Macquart, 1 Kondani, 19

Identified and given in the synonymy .... 26 species. Walker).

(1 DeGeer, 2 Drury, 4 Fabricius, 4 Palisot, Total . . . . 102 species.
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ones, I have described what I considered as well-defined types, indicating at the same time

the aberrant types, but without deciding whether they are species or varieties. The dis-

crimination of closely allied species in such cases, is a matter of time and of local ob-

servation.

One of the difficulties one has to contend with in describing species of Tabanus, is the

small number of males usually found in collections, and the vmcertainty, in some cases pre-

vailing, as to what species they really belong. Among the twelve species of the subgenus

Therioplectes I have not seen the males of more than one half, although the females were

numerously represented. It would be imprudent to attempt the description of the proba-

bly numerous closely allied species of that group, without the knowledge of both sexes.

Males are usually the bearers of the most distinctive and most plastic characters, and in the

present genus, owing to their scarcity, they do not seem to have been sufficiently studied.

A great deal remains to be learned yet from local observation on males and females caught

in the same locality. Thus Dr. Zeller, in 1842, separated from the common European T.

hovinus the closely allied T. svdeticus, which, in the female sex, shows but slight differences,

while in the males a most marked distinguishing character exists : T. bovhitts has the fleets

nearly of the same size over the whole eye, while T. sudedcus has the usual dividing line

between large and small facets very distinctly drawn.

It will be noticed that the descriptions are not preceded by diagnoses of the species. I

thought that a carefully prepared analytical table, as well as the comparisons of closely

allied species, which I have placed at the end of the descrijitions, sufficiently supply the

place of diagnoses.

The most tru,stworthy characters ^ for the discrimination and description of the species of

Tabanus, are the plastic characters taken from different parts of the head : the shape of the

palpi, of the third antennal joint, of the frontal callosity and the breadth of the front

itself; in the male, the shape of the head, and the relative size and distribution of the large

and small facets on the eyes. Although not absolutely immutable, these characters are

more so than coloring or pubescence ; they have, moreover, the advantage of greater dura-

bility, and can be observed even in badly jireserved and old specimens. Some of these

characters, of course, do not admit of any other but of a comparative description ; thus

when I say " front rather broad," I suppose the reader to be acquainted with the frontal

breadth in the allied species. The venation of the wings affords very few available charac-

ters; the most useful is the degree of opening of the first posterior cell at its distal end.

The differences in the markings on the eyes have been used for the discrimination of certain

closely allied European species. These markings are not absolutely the same in all speci-

mens of the same species, and Zeller observes in this connection that the position of the

crossbands is of more importance than their length or breadth. Sliglitly marked cross-

bands, with an indefinite outline, are apt to disappear altogether in some specimens (see

Loew, 1. c, p. 575).

The coloration of the eyes can usually be revived in dry specimens by putting them on

moistened sand for a few hours. The experiment, however, does not always succeed, and

'To those who wish to know more about the characters (Verh. Zool. Bot. Ges., 'Wien, 1858, p.573-GI2) and Zcller's

available for ilescribing species of Tabanus, I recomtnend Dr. article in Oken's Isis, 1842.

Loew's Zur Kenntniss der Europaisehen Tabanus-Arten
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often spoils the specimens (and this circumstance, in many instances where I had but a few

sf)ecimens of a species, has prevented me from ascertaining the coloring of their eyes).

The coloring of the antennae, from red to brown and black, is, in most cases, character-

istic, but cannot be relied upon in every single specimen ; when, for instance, the atten-

uated portion of the third joint, before the annulate portion, is infuscated, the extent of

the brown is apt to be very variable ; the two basal joints also often vary from reddish to

dark brown or black in diflerent species. The same may be said of the extent of the dark

color on pale colored legs ; even the femora undergo, in some cases, the most unexpected

variations. Besides, the bristles and hairs covering the legs often assume different hues,

according to the direction of the light fiilling in upon them.

The pollinose, or denuded condition of the sithcaUus (the part of the front between the

callosity and the root of the antennje) is, according to Loew, not an altogether trustworthy

character, as, in some European species, for instance, T. hiridus, it occurs adventitiously

;

while in others it is of a pretty constant occurrence. In the American T. lasio^ihthalmus

and rhombicus I always found the subcallus denuded.

The coloration of the eyes of Tabani consists of crossbands, usually green (or bluish)

on purplish ground, or purplish on green ground ; sometimes all but one crossband disap-

pear ; occasionally the whole eye is unicolorous. I have no doubt that a more attentive

study of the coloration would, in some cases, supply useful hints as to the distribution of

the species in groups. The following instances of coloi-ation have partly been seen on the

living insect, partly on alcoholic specimens ; in many cases the eyes have been artificially

revived.

1. T. turhldus, tr'tjunctus, catenatus, abdominalis [\ar.), tener, tectiis, variegahis (prob-

ably also T. fronto), have their eyes colored on the same pattern, that is, there are two

subparallel green bands on a purple ground, the lower one, before its outer end, bending

towards the upper one. T. molestiis and irimacidatiis show nearly the same pattern, only

the crossbands are more nari'ow, more parallel, and with a broader interval. All these

species seem to form one natural group.

2. T. fuscojyiinctatus differs from all these species in having but a single narrow purple

stripe on green ground, the lower portion of the eye being again purple.

3. T. psammo2)hilus has, on blue ground, two broad green stripes, the broad interval

between which contains a third much narrower green stripe.

4. T. costalis and nigrooittatus have light green eyes, with a single narrow puij^le

crossband. T. fidvidus and sagax, evidently related to them, have besides this single cross-

band in the middle, two others, one above and one below, but less distinctly marked.

5. The eyes of T. Uneola have a pattern somewhat akin to the preceding, but decidedl}'-

original. The eye is green, with a purple central band, and another above it, which is

abruptly interrupted about the middle of the eye ; the whole upper, outer and lower orbits

of the eye have a dark purple border.

6. T. nigrescens and stijgvus have dark colored, greenish eyes, with a central, rather

dark purplish crossband, and usually less distinct bands above and below ; the bands are

not half as broad as their intervals.
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7. The T.abani with imicolorous eyes belong to several distinct groups :
—

a. T. melanocerus and nigricornis.

h. T. Orion and Actceon seem also to have imicolorous eyes, at least I have not

been able to revive the colors by moisture.

c. T. americanus has uniformly green eyes ; those of T. giganteus are also uni-

colorous.

8. T. Reinioardtu has two bluish green stripes, with a rather broad interval, the lower

one bent towards the upper one at tlie outer end, Avithout reaching it ; thus, its pubescent

eyes notwithstanding, it resembles in this respect tlie Taljani of the first group.

9. T. cerastes has a single blue crossband across the middle of the eye.

10. The whole subgenus Therioplectes has three or four green or bluish green cross-

bands on purple ground
(
T. zoncdls and cinctus have four dull green bands, T. trlsjnhis

four bright ones, etc.).

These instances plainly show the connection which exists between the coloring of the

eye and the relationship of the species ; but they show at the same time the great variety

of types which exist within the genus Tabanus.

The subdivision of the genus Tabanus into smaller genera, natural groups or sub-

genera, lies beyond the scope of the present paper. In order to be carried out success-

fully, such an attempt would require the study of the species from all parts of the world.

Tabanus, on the whole, is a remarkably compact genus, but with a great variety of specific

types. The wiser course, perhaps, will be to treat the subdivisions as subgenera only, pro-

viding them, however, with separate names, as has been done in tlie genus Trypeta. I will

confine myself here to a few remarks about the subgenus Therioplectes, proposed by Dr.

Zeller in 1842 for the Tabani with pubescent eyes. The subgenus thus defined contains

some heterogeneous elements in Europe {T. I'tistiais niidfitlvics), and still more so in North

America. We imj^rove the definition of this group, however, through the use of a charac-

ter which has been hitherto neglected, but which seems to be a character of higher order,

that is, more indicative of a natural relationship than the pubescence of the eyes ; I mean
the presence of a more or less distinct ocelligerous tubercle on the vertex. Often a rudi-

mentary ocellus is perceptible upon the tuljerde ; sometimes quite distinctly (for instance,

in T. cuictus, as was already noticed by Meigen). This character, more distinct in the

female, is often also visible in the male. The ocelli seem to be rudhnentary, and should

not prevent the absence of ocelli from being quoted among the characters of the genus.

The new definition, as far as applicable to the American species, would run thus

:

Therioplectes. Eyes pubescent ; ocelligerous tubercle more or less distinct; eyes ( ?
)

with three or four bright green or bluish crossbands ; head of male not differing much in

size and shape from that of the female ; the difference in size between the large and small

facets upon it is but very moderate, and hence the line dividing them rather indistinct

(especially in dry specimens).

Thus limited, Therioplectes forms a rather homogeneous group of twelve American sj^e-

cies (Nos. 43-54). The two species T. hicolor and fithescens, as well as their relatives,

the European T.fulvus and ricsticus, would be excluded from it and form a separate group,

which I propose to call Atylotus, and which may be characterized as follows : —
MEMOIRS B03T. SOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. n. 107
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Attlotus.^ Eyes pubescent, no vestige of an ocellar tubercle ; frontal callosity wanting

in the two American species (or small and rudimentary, in the European species) ; head

rather large, very convex anteriorly, and rather concave posteriorly ; difference m size be-

tween the large and small focets in the male considerable, line of division between them
very distinct (even in dry specimens)

;
palpi (?) stout at base ; upper branch of the third

longitudinal vein knee-shaped at base (emitting a stump of a vein in the European species);

first posterior cell broadly open ; coloration of the eyes imiform (sometimes a single indis-

tinct stripe). The coloring of the eyes I quote after European authors ; I do not know
that of the American species, Ijut have little doubt, from the appearance of the dry speci-

mens, that it is the same as in the others.

The next relative of Atylotus in North America would be T. tnexlcamts, which is very

nearly an Atylotus with glabrous eyes. And again the gi'oup of T. cosfalis, nigro-vittatus,

fulvulus, sagax, with their stout palpi, broadly open first posterior cell, green eyes, some-

what knee-shaped basis of the upper branch of the third longitudinal vein, etc., seems like-

wise to be related to Atylotus.

Of the total number of North American Tabani described by me, only two
(
T. ininctlfer

and T. rhombims) belong to the region beyond the western plains, and therefore fifty-two

inhabit the region east of the plains, that is, the valley of the Mississippi, the Atlantic

States and the British Possessions. The fauna of this region, especially of the Southern

States, is fiir from being exhausted, and the number of species will certainly reach far be-

yond sixty. At present I know already about half a dozen species, which I have seen in

collections and have not introduced in this paper, not wishing to describe new species in

this difficult genus from single specimens, except in cases where a species is as striking as

T. cyviatophorns, and where the s-j:)ecimen was uncommonly well preserved. Twentv-four

species I know to occur in the New England States alone, and even this number will un-

doubtedly be increased. For comparison's sake I will state that Zetterstedt has twenty-

four species for Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland ; Schiner thirty-two for Germany
and Austria ; Zeller thirteen for Silesia. As yet not a single species of Tabanus common
to Europe and North America has been ascertained to exist, although some of the northern

species of the group Therioplectes come very near to European species (for instance, my
T. socius to T. trojncus). It is not improbable that with a better knowledge of that group

some cases of undoubted identity will be disclosed.

All the original specimens of my descriptions, as well as all the varieties and aberrant

specimens mentioned in my text, are to be found at the Museum of Comparative Zoology,

in Cambridge, Mass. The most important contributions from abroad I received from the

Entomological Society in Philadelphia, and from the Detroit Scientific Association ^ ; for both

of which I return my sincere thanks.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE ANALYTICAL TABLE OF THE SPECIES.

1. As the pubescence of the eyes, in female specimens especially, is sometimes very

difficult to perceive, either being naturally scarce, or worn off, I have introduced the ocelli-

gerous tubercle as an auxiliary character. I know of no North American Tabanus Avith a

distinct ocelligerous tubercle and, at the same time, with glabrous eyes in both sexes ; so

l'Aj-(';i(j-of, without callosity. " Diptera collected in Florida, by Messrs. Hubbard and

Schwarz.
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that, whenever a species possesses that tubercle, it must be looked for among those with

pubescent eyes, even when the pubescence is not apparent. Hitherto I have found only

four North American species which have pubescent eyes and no ocelliyerous tuherde.

Two of them {T hicolor {md fidvescens) at the same time have no frontal callosity, and for

this reason cannot be easily mistaken. The two others are T. Reiiiwardt'd and T. cerastes,

and for both a double reference has been introduced, so that the right names will be found,

even if the pubescence of the eyes should l)e overlooked. The same precaution of a double

reference will be found for T. rhombicus, whose ocellar tubercle is indistinct.

2. Of T'. J/ei/er^ei I have a single damaged specimen; I place this species hypotheti-

cally among those with glabrous eyes, and, consequently, without ocellar tubercle.

3. The table has been constructed principally for female siaecimens. Male specimens

also can be determined by it, but with a certain caution, as the abdominal markings, which

were used a great deal for the discrimination of the species, are generally less well defined

in that sex than in the females.

4. I need hardly add that the table will be found useful for determining normally col-

ored and tolerably well preserved specimens, and not for very aberrant or ill-used ones.

ANALYTICAL TABLE OF THE SPECIES.

f Eyes gl:ibrous; ocelligerous tubercle absent 2.

1. { Eyes pubescent ; ocelligerous tubercle absent 38.

L Eyes pubescent ; ocelligerous tubercle present (subgenus Theriophctes) 41.

J
Abdomen witb definite white markings ^ (altogether white in No. 18) 3.

O Abdomen without any definite white mariiings 28.

'The white maikings of the abdomen consist in a single longitudinal row of white triangles. . . 4.

The white maikings, etc., consist of two or three rows of white triangles or spots 16.

The white markings, etc., consist in a distinct white or yellowish longitudinal stripe, running from the

scutellum to the end of the si.vth segment 24.

Wings distinctly spotted or clouded witli brown (spots sometimes faint only in No. 5) ; antennze uni-

formly red 5.

Wings distinctly spotted or doudetl with brown ; third antennal joint red, but its attenuated portion

-{ black or brown 9.

Wings with more or less faint clouds on the crossveins and the bifurcation of third vein
;
prevailing

color of the antennae black or brown 11.

Wings without any vestiges of clouds on the crossveins and on the bifurcation of the third vein . 13.

Longitudinal veins of the wings broadly clouded with brown ; frontal callous much longer than broad,

brownish red ; first posterior cell broadly open 1. turbidus Wied.
I Crossveins and bifurcation of the third vein alone clouded with brown 6.

Prevailing color of the front femora dark brown 7.

Front feniora altogether red 8.

_ ,
Front tibiae brown at tip 2. fronto n. sp.

Front tibiae altogether red 3. triligatus Walk.

Brown spots on wings large and conspicuous; third antennal joint almost crescent-shaped, its u|ii>er

angle being drawn out in a long point 4. fuscopunctatus Macq.
Brown spots on wings but little conspicuous; third antennal joint not crescent-shaped; abdomen co-

arctate posteriorly; abdouiinal triangles long and narrow 5. catenatus Walk.

1 1 call (hfinile viarkinrjs the triangular spots, or oblique and not the whitish or yellow coloring of the hind or lateral

lateral spots, or the dorsal line, which occur in some species, margins of the segments.

3. <
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{Wings tingeil with brownish, but without Jistinct brownish border posteriorly . . . . . . 10.

Wings whitish in the middle, with a brownish border along tiie liind margin ; thorax gray, a\)domen

reddish 8. variegatus Fab.

Head ( f, ) subhemispherical
;
jirevailingcolor of the thorax ( 6 , ? ) grayish-black; of the ab<loinen (?)

brownish red with Avhite triangles 6. abdominalis Fab.

Head {$) but little different from that of the female; prevailing color of the thorax ( (J , $ ) brownish

I gray or grayish brown ; abdomen yellowish brown with white triangles. ... 7. tectus n. sp.

r Abdomen black, with very distinct white triangles 12.

1 Abdomen reddish, with very faint wliite triangles 11. tener n. sp.

fA white triangle on second abdominal segment . . 9. molestus Say.

12. -{ No white triangle on second abdominal segment; venter with a broad brown longitudinal

[ stripe 10. trimaculatus Palisot.

Antenna; black, third joint sometimes reddish at base ; abdomen on each segment, with a distinct bor-

der of gray pollen, expanding into a triangle in the middle 14.

Antennae reddish, third joint more or less dark towards the end ; abdomen with triangles which are not

the expansion of a border of gray pollen 15.

f First posterior cell distinctly coarctate
;
prevailing color of the tibi;e whitish 12. melanocenis Wied.

I

First posteiior cell not coai-ctate
;
prevailing color of the tibiiB black . . . 13. cofTeatus Macq.

[Front tibiaj almost uniformly colored 14. Orion n. sp.

^°-
I

Distal half of the front tibias distinctly darker than the proximal 15. Actaeon n. sp.

r Wings with distinct black spots or clouds 17.

16. i Wings without black spots or clouds 19.

(Brown spots only on crossveins and on the bifurcation of third vein 18.

The brown spots extend far beyond the crossveins, and give the wing a variegated appearance.

17. venustus n. sp.

("The -white triangles in the middle of the abdominal segments coalesce with the lateral oblique spots,

18. i the segments being broadly margined with white posteriorly .... 16. cymatophorus n. sp.

[The white triangles, etc., do not coalesce with the lateral oblique spots (see No. 41, T. lieiiucardtii,)

{Abdomen uniformly white ; a distinct stump of a vein on the anterior branch of tlie fork of the third

vein 18. psammophilus n. sp.

Ab<lomen with white triangles and white lateral sjiots on the segments 20.

r The lateral spots on the abdominal segments touch the hind margin of the segments' . . . .21.

[The lateral spots, etc., do «o< touch, etc 23.

fUpjier angle of the third antennal joint drawn out in a long joint (see No. 42, T. cerastes).

[Upper angle, etc., ?J0< drawn out in a long point 22.

r Pre vailinir color of the abilomen white 19. nivosus n. sp.

*""
'i

Prevailing color of the abdomen black 20. vivax n. sp.

[Middle sized, elongated species 21. longus n. sp.

I

Small species, third antennal joint remarkably broad 22. pumilus Macq.

{On each side of the median abdominal stiipe there is a lateral stripe (composed of coalescent spots;

sometimes indistinct) 25.

On each side, etc., there is a longitudinal row of yellowish or whitish, not coalescent, spots . . .27.

fCost.al cell hyaline; front (?) distinctly con veigent anteriorly 23. lineola Fab.

I Costal cell yellowish 20.

[Face whitish; thorax gr.ay, hind tibiic faintly brownish at tip .... 24. nigrovittatus INIacq.

1 Face yellowish; thorax grayish yellow; hind tibiae distinctly black at tip . . . 26. COStalis Wied.

1 \n order to obtain a "ood view of this character, raise the etc., as on the second segment, the spots are sometimes very

specimen to about the level of your eye, with tlie tail end nearly eontiguous with the hind m.argin.

towards you
;
pay especial attention to segments three, four.

25.
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rLateral abdominal spots yellowish; front narrow; upper angle of tliird antonnal joint prominent;

ow
J

femora usually dark 26. fulvulus Wied.

I

Lateral abdominal spots whitish; front bi'oad ; upper angle of third antennal j(jint very shallow;

L femora reddish 27. sagax n. sp.

A distinct frontal callosity present 29.

No frontal callosity 38. mexicanus Linn.

nn J
Both abdomen and palpi black 30.

'

I Either abdomen or palpi not black 35.

- r Prevailing color of thorax and wings not black 31.

I

I'revailing color of the whole body black 33,

("Thorax dark brown above; wings subhyaliiie, with brown clouds on crossveins. 28. nigrescens Palisot.

°^- 1 Thorax densely clothed with white pollen or down 32.

09 r Front tibife white at base 29. punctifer n. sp.

I

Front tibipe not white at base 30. Stygius Say.

„„ r Front unusually broad, callosity transverse 31. atratus Fab.
'
1 Front not unusually broad, callosity not transverse 34.

„^ r Narrow portion of the third antennal joint not remarkably elongate . . 32. Wiedemanni n. sp.

'
1 Narrow i)ortion, etc., remarkably elongate . 33. lugubris Macq.

„^ r Abdomen broadly red on the sides, black in the middle -36.

'
1 Abdomen black or brown 37.

r Legs and palpi pale reddish 34. rufus Palisot.

I

Legs and palpi dark 35. Megerlei Wied.

„„ r Wings hyaline, with a dark brown costal cell 36. americanus Forster.

I
Wings uniformly brownish yellow 37. giganteus DeGeer.

Abdomen without white spots ; front (?) without callosity 39.

Abdomen with three rows of white spots ; frontal callosity distinct 40.

r Pectus and pleurae yellowish 39. bicolor Wied.

1 Pectus and pleurie gray 40. fulvescens Walk.

fGray; third antennal joint not very deeply excised ^ 41. Rein'wardtii Wied.
40. 1 Light chocolate brown ; third antennal joint deeply excised, almost crescent-shajsed 42. cerastes n. sp.

f Prevailing color of the body pure black or brown 42.

41. -( Prevailing color of the body grayish black or blackish gray ; sides of the abdomen often reddish (large

I group of northern species) 45.

._
J
Abdomen with conspicuous yellow crossbands 43.

" [Abdomen without yellow crossbands 44.

f Ante-alar tubercle black; the yellow abdominal crossbands consist of a narrow fringe of pale yellow

-„ J
hair 43. flavipes Wied.

I

Ante-alar tubercle reddish; yellow crossbands broad, formed by yellow hair on a broad border of yel-

l lowish pollen 44. zonalis Kirby.

f Three first abdominal segments bright orange red, tlie rest black 45. cinctus Fabr.

44. -j Abdomen with a white triangle on each of the segments two, three, four ; body of male brownish

[. black; of female grayish black (dark slate color) 46. trispilus Wied.

'Abdomen with a conspicuous row of white triangles in the middle of the segments, but without lateral

white spots (see No. 46, trisjyilus Wied., female).

Abdomen rufous on the sides, this color leaving only a narrow black stripe of the first three or four

segments 46.

I
Abdomen on each side with a conspicuous row of white or whitish spots ; the rufous color less appar-

[ ent, or not existing 48.

' If the species to be determined is from the for west (Col- (No. 54), the ocellar tubercle of which is often not denuded,

orado Mountains, etc.), compare at this place T. rhombicus and might be supposed wanting.

MEMOIES P-'ST. EOC NAT. HIST. YOL. H. lOS
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46. -{

50

'Crossveins and bifiirention of third vein with distinct brown clouds; lateral whitish spots on abdomi-

nal segments distinct 47. lasiophthalmus Macq.

Crossveins and bifurcation of third vein not clouded ; lateral whitish or yellowish spots on abdominal

I segments indistinct 47.

._ J 17-20 mm. long. Second joint of palpi narrow 48. affinis Kirby.
'

1^
15-16 mm. long. Second joint of jjalpi stout at base 49. SOCius n. sp.

jTlie lateral whitish spots on abdomen do not Moueh the hind margins of segments 49.

I^The lateral whitish spots on abdomen rest with their broad base on the hind margins of segments . 50.

fThird antennal joint rather narrow, and hardly excised at all ; crossveins and bifurcation of third vein

49 J without any clouds 50. septemtrionalis Loew^

I

Thinl antennal joint moderately broad and distinctly excised; crossveins and bifurcation of third vein

[ with faint brown clouds 51. illotus n. sp.

I Second joint of paljii stout at base 51.

1 Second joint of palpi narrow and rather long 53. astutUS n. sp.

"Bifurcation of third vein without any vestige of a cloud; third antennal joint remarkably narrow, not

excised ; subcallus not denuded (eastern species) 52. microcephalus n. sp.

51. A Bifurcation of third vein with a foint vestige of a brown cloud ; third antennal joint, although narrow,

still with a distinctly projecting upper angle ; subcallus denuded, black, shining (western species)

54. rhombicus n. sp.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

A. Tabani with glabrous eyes, and without ocellar tubercle.

1. Tabanus turbidus.

Tabanus turbidus Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 124, 20.

Female. Palpi reddish, with minute black hairs; face yellowish gray, antennas fer-

ruginous ; upper angle of the third joint sharp, projecting, but not drawn out in a point

;

annulate portion of the third joint rather long, but little shorter than the body of the joint,

the single joints composing it very well marked ; front yellowish gray, distinctly narrowed

anteriorly, darker brown in the middle ; frontal callus brownish red, fully twice as long as

it is broad ; above it a smooth stripe of the same color (sometimes bifurcate at its upper

end). Thorax with a grayisli ^JoUen, forming more or less distinct longitudinal stripes

;

the reddish brown or brownish red ground color is distinctly visible between them ; scutel-

lum concolorous with the thorax, and also covered with a grayish pollen
;
pleurae uniformly

didl whitish yellow. Abdomen brownish, with a white spot in the middle of the first seg-

ment and with large triangular spots of the same color on segments 2-6 ; these spots do

not differ much in size, that on the sixth segment alone being smaller ; the whitish borders

on the hind margins of the segments are rather narrow, but expand laterally. Venter

bro^vnish red, with whitish incisures. Legs brownish red, hind tibiae with a but little con-

spicuous fringe of black hair. All wing veins (longitudinal as well as crossveins) are

broadly margined on both sides with brown clouds, the interior of the cells remaining sub-

hyaline
;
posterior margin of the wings also faintly margined with brown ; first posterior

cell broadly open. Length, 20-22 mm.
Ilab. Georgia (J. Eidings) ; Kentucky (Wied.). Four females. "Will be easily recog-

nized by the ]oeculiar coloring of its wuigs, the very long and comparatively narrow red-

1 See the foot-note on page 427; in T. illotus the -whitisli reaching the hind margin, as the white pubescence, covering

spots on the second segment often have the appearance of them in well preserved specimens, extends to that margin.
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dish frontal callus, the long annulate portion of the antennae, the broadly open first poste-

rior cell, the front coarctate anteriorly, etc. In some specimens the bi'own clouds along

the longitudinal veins are almost evanescent.

The eyes of the female have two purplish green stripes, the lower one bending towards

the upper one near the end ; their broad interval becomes broader externally.

I have three specimens, one labelled Western States, the second Northern States, the

third, Illinois, which, besides almost obsolete clouds on the wings, have the third antenna!

joint bro-wnish, except at the base. In the plastic characters of the head, and in the broad

opening of the first posterior cell, they resemble the typical specimens. I refer them to

this species with a doubt.

Wiedemann's description is rather indefinite, but with the aid of some additional informa-

tion about the typical specimens in Vienna, kindly communicated by Dr. Redtenbacher, I

believe I have fully identified this species.

T. fusconervosus Macq. (without locality) may be this species, but the description is too

incomplete for identification.

2. Tabanus fronto n. sp.

Female. Palpi reddish, densely clothed with minute black hairs, which give them a

brownish appearance ; face yellowish gray, cheeks wath yellow pile ; antennna ferruginous
;

basal joints clothed with minute black hair ; the upper angle of the third joint sharp, pro-

jecting but not drawn out in a point ; the annulate apex of the third joint about half the

length ot the body of the joint, or a little less; front yellowish gray, with a brownish spot

in the middle; nearly parallel, and rather broad; callus broad, nearly square, chestnut

brown, prolonged in a narrow line above. Thorax with a grayish pollen, forming longitud-

inal stripes ; the reddish brown or brownish red ground color is distinctly visible between

them ; scutellum of the same color with the thorax, but covered with a grayish pollen.

Pleurte yellowish gray, with blackish hairs in the middle. Abdomen brownish, with a whit-

ish S2:)0t in the middle of the first segment, and with whitish triangular spots on segments

2-6 ; these triangles are smaller than in T. turbidus ; they are nearly of the same size,

except those on the last segments, which are somewhat smaller ; incisures whitish, the white

border being broader on the sides. Venter brownish, reddish near the basis and with broad

whitish incisures. Legs brownish red ; the ends of the front tibia;, the front femora and

tarsi brown ; the tip of the four posterior tarsi are more or less infuscated ; the four poste-

rior femora are beset with black hairs, which give them a darker appearance. The wings

have a yellowish brown tinge, more saturate on the basal half; the crossveins at the base of

all posterior cells, and the bifurcation of the third vein, are marked with large dark brown

clouds; distal end of the first posterior cell distinctly coarctate. Length, 17-18 mm. ; some

specimens much smaller.

Hab. Georgia (James Ridings). Five female specimens.

This species may perhaps be confounded with T. trljuncfus ; the latter is easily distin-

guished however, by the ferruginous front tibite, not brownish at tip, the dark brown frontal

callus ; the dark brown scutellum, margined with red behind, etc. The average size of T.

trijuncius is lai'ger, its general coloring, including the wings, is darker ; the white abdom-

inal triangles are larger ; the brown spots on the wings are smaller ; at the base of the
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third posterior cell there is only a vestige of a cloud, while in T. fronto the cloud there is

nearly equal to that at the base of the second posterior cell.

3. Tabanus tnjunctus.

Tabanus trijunctus Walker, List, etc., V, p. 182.

Female. Palpi reddish, dotted with minute black hairs; face grayish yellow, cheeks with

yellow pile ; antennae ferruginous ; the upper angle of the third joint sharp, projecting,

almost rectangular ; the annulate portion, in length, about equal to three-quarters of the

body of the joint ; front yellowish gray, nearly parallel ; callus convex, dark brown,

rounded above, and \nt\\ a spindle-shaped prolongation. Thorax reddish brown, with but

indistinct stri2:)es of grayish pollen
;
pleuras grayish yellow with some blackish hairs in the

middle. Scutellum dark brown, its hind border reddish (in well preserved specimens this

color is concealed under a covei'ing of golden yellow pile). Abdomen blackish brown ; the

hind margins of the segments with yellowish white borders, expanding into large triangles

in the middle ; first and second segments often reddish on each side. Venter brown ; hind

margins of segments with whitish bands. Legs ferruginous red ; front femora, except the

tip and front tarsi blackish brown ; tips of the other tarsi brownish, hind tibiaB with a dis-

tinct fringe of rufous hairs. Wings brownish, tinged with ferruginous on the proximal

half and along the costa ; brown clouds on the bifurcation of the third vein, and on the

transverse vein at the base of the second posterior cell ; central crossveins also clouded,

posterior cell coarctate. Length, 17-21 mm. I have seen a specimen only 15 mm. long.

Hah. Florida. Seven female specimens, partly from my own collecting, partly from

Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz. (Ft. Capron, Florida, April 21-24.)

The differences between this species and T. fronto have been fully explained under the

head of the latter.

4. Tabanus fuscopunctatus.

Tabanus fuscopunctatus Maequart, Dipt. Exot., 4'^ SuppL, p. 34, 108.

Female. Palpi reddish ; face grayish yellow in some specimens, with brown hairs on the

cheeks, in others these hairs are yellowish ; antennas red ; third joint almost crescent-

shaped, its upper angle being drawn out in the shape of a curved point, or horn
;

front grayish yellow ; callus chestnut brown, with a linear prolongation above. Thorax-

of a dark reddish brown, Avith a slight grayish pollen ; a tuft of whitish hairs on each side,

between the root of the wings and the scutellum ; the latter dark reddish brown
;

jjleurae

clothed with dense yellowish hairs, especially near the humerus, and under the root of the

wings ; in some specimens there is a tuft of black hairs in the middle. Abdomen reddish

brown or blackish brown ; a subtriangular small white spot in the middle of the hind mar-

gin of segments 1-6
; no perceptible white border on the hind margins of the segmeiats,

except on the sides, which show the usual triangles of appressed pubescence. Venter

brown ; incisures yellowish white ; in an oblique light the whole venter appears sericeous,'

from a microscopic whitish jjubescence. Legs reddish, sometimes brownish red ; hind tibiaj

with a distinct fringe of hair. Wings subhyaline on their distal and posterior half ; large

and well marked blackish brown clouds on the central crossveins, the crossveins at the base
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of the second and third posterior cells, and on the bifurcation of the third vein ; costal cell,

stigma and proximal half oi the fifth vein, brownish ferruginous, sometimes brownish

;

basal cells also somewhat infuscated ; extreme tips of the second vein and of the upper

branch of the third vein in some specimens slightly clouded with brown. Length, 21-

25 mm.
Hah. Floi'ida; South Carolina; Georgia (Macq.) ; seems to be a common species (Sea

Islands, S. C, June 2d, B. P. Mann ; Haulover, Fla., March 16, Sand Point, Fla., March 21,

E. Schwarz; Indian River, Fla., E. Palmer). I have seven female specimens before me.

This species is easily distinguished from the two preceding by the shape of the third

antennal joint, the upper angle of which is dra^vn out in a long point, the uniformly red or

reddish brown coloring of the legs, the more hyaline posterior half of the wings, the much
smaller white spots on the abdomen, etc. The shade of the brown on the body is not un-

like that of T. americanus, which species also resembles T. fuscopundatus in the conspic-

uous white tufts of hair above the root of the wings, the color and shape of the antennae,

etc. The hairs on the cheeks and pleurre of this species are very variable in coloring.

T. fiiscopunctatus diflers in many respects from the group of species (No. 1-11), among
which it is here placed,— in coloring and markings, in the shape of the third antennal joint

and in the coloring of the eyes. The latter, instead of having the two nearly parallel

green stripes, common to all those species, have a single narrow green stripe on purple

ground, the lower portion of the eyes being again green.

Macquart describes a damaged specimen, and for this reason does not mention the spots

on the abdomen ; the description of the antennoe, the comparison to T. rtificornis (Syn.

T. americanus Forster), etc., leaves no doubt about the identification.

5. Tabanus catenatus.

Tabanus catenatus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 148.

Female. Palpi pale reddish ; face pale yellowish white ; antenna pale red ; annulate

portion of the third joint nearly as long as the body of the joint, its upper angle sharp,

projecting, but not drawn out ; front yellowish gray, callus reddish brown, with a somewhat

spindle-shaped prolongation above. Thorax reddish brown, the usual longitudinal lines of

yellowish white pollen very distinct
;
pleuroe yellowish white or whitish yellow, clothed with

long hairs of the same color ; a short streak of black hair above the root of the wings.

Abdomen distinctly attenuated posteriorly, brown above, each segment with a narrow and

long white triangle in the middle ; sides of the abdomen margined w^th a yellowish white

pubescence; ground color of the venter brown, concealed under a dense microsco^oic whit-

ish pubescence ; incisures whitish. Legs reddish or brownish red, tarsi somewhat darker.

Wings slightly tinged Avith brownish, more distinctly 2:)ale reddish brown near the basis and

in the costal cell ; central crossveins, crossveins at the base of the second and third posterior

cells and the bifurcation of the third vein, more or less distinctly, although not very

strongly, clouded with brown ; the first posterior cell is not perceptibly coarctate. Length,

23-24 mm.
Male. Head but little larger than that of the female, and but a little more convex

;

large and small facets distinctly separated ; the large ones, however, not quite so large as in

other species. The abdomen usually a little paler brown than in the female. Length, 20-

21 mm.
MEMOIKS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. TOL. n. 109
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Hob. New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Carolina (B. P. Mann) ; Connecticut

(Soutliington, in July ; W. FI. Putton). I have three males and two females before me.

This species is easily distinguished from its relations by the shape of the white abdominal

triangles, which are long and narrow, two or three times longer than broad, and not nearly

equilateral, as in the other species. The shape of the abdomen is very peculiar, as it ap-

pears laterally compressed towards the tip (I did not take note, however, how the abdomen
appears in the living specimens). The brown clouds on the wings are less marked in this

species than in the three preceding ones ; sometimes they are nearly obsolete.

The eyes of the female have two rather broad green bands on purple ground ; the lower

band at the end is bent toward the upper one ; thus the interval between them, very nar-

row near the front, becomes broader at the opposite end.

T. catenatus Walker (Massachusetts) seems to agree with this species, although the iden-

tification is not certain. The variety, described by Walker, Vol. V, p. 172, is a totally

different sjjecies. T. recedens Walker, may also be this species ; but the description does

not agree so well as that of T. catenatus.

6. Tabanus abdominalis.

Tabanits abdominalis Fabricius, Syst. Antl., p. 96, 15. {Museum Dose.)

? Tabanus abdominalis Palisot Beauvois, Ins., p. 101, Tab. II, f. 4. (1809.)

f Tabanus abdominalis Wiedemann, Dipt. exot. I, p. 65, 6; Auss. Zw., I, p. 116, 7.

This species and the next following are either unusually variable, or there are several

closely allied species, very difficult to distinguish. With the material which I have before

me I am unable to unravel these difficulties, and I believe that they can be solved only by

observations made in the localities where these species occur, observations which would

define the Hmits of the variation of each species.

I will first describe here that species, or variety of a species, which I take to be nearest

to the original type of Fabricius's description ; and having done this, I will j^i'oceed to de-

scribe the different forms which I hq,ve before me, and which may be either mere varieties

or distinct species.

An incidental remark of Macquart's, in the introductory paragraph to the genus Tabanus

in th^ first volume of the Dipteres Exotiques (p. 116), throws more light on Fabricius's

T. abdominaUs than the author's short descriptions. Macquart names T. abdombialis

among the species with a closed first posterior cell. Where did he derive the knowledge of

the character ? T. abdominalis does not appear anywhere else in his works, nor is the char-

acter mentioned in Fabricius or Wiedemann. The probable and only possible explanation

is, that he saw in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes, the s^DCcimen of Bosc's collection

originally described by Fabricius, as expressly stated hi the Systerna Antliatorum (Bosc's

collection, as well known, is incor2:)orated in that of the Museum). If the specimens from

Fabricius's o'wn collection, which Wiedemann described, or his own specimens, had had a

closed first posterior cell, that conscientious and careful author would certainly have men-

tioned this character, rather imusual among Tabanidoe. Wiedemann's silence proves that

the specimens which he saw had the first posterior cell open ; in Palisot's figure that cell is

also represented as open ; and, in fact, the specimens with a closed ceU are comparatively

rare.
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As the original T. ahdominalis Fab. had the first posterior cell dosed, we will begin by

describing, as typical, the specimens partaking of this character, without inquiring, for the

present, whether it is specific or merely adventitious.

Female. Face pale yellowish gray with pale hair on the cheeks
;
palpi dusky yellowish,

with short black hair, which gives them a darker appearance ; front rather narrow, brownish,

mixed with gray ; frontal callus longer than broad, chestnut brown or dark brown, with a

somewhat spindle-shaped prolongation above ; antennae red ; basal joints clothed with short

black hair ; third joint rather broad, with a rather rectangularly projecting upper angle

;

annulate portion black, the region immediately preceding it often more or less brownish.

Thorax brownish gray, with alternate gray lines and darker stripes ; the former, in well

preserved specimens, are clothed with short, golden yellow hairs (visible imder the lens

only). Pleurte of a dingy yellowish gray, with hairs of the same color; a fringe of black-

ish hair above the root of the wings. Scutellum bro^\mish at the base, more reddish pos-

teriorly. Abdomen brownish rufous, with whitish triangles in the middle of the segments,

those on segments 2-4 differing but little in size, that on segment five smaller ; a distinct

black spot clothed with black pile intervenes between the apex of the triangle on the second

segment and the hind margin of the first. The hind margins of the segments have borders

of fulvous hair on reddish yellow ground, becoming broader laterally ; the last segments

are darker, the black pile upon them being more dense ; the sides of the segments usually

have blackish spots, overgrown with black pile, in their anterior corners. Venter yellowish

rufous ; last segment with some blackish hair. Legs : front coxce clothed with gray pollen,

darker towards the tip ; a tuft of whitish hairs near the base, on the outside ; front femora,

distal half of tibiie and tarsi, dark brown
;
proximal half of tibiae yellowish white ; middle

legs brown, tibiae more or less yellowish white on the proximal half; hind femora brown,

beset with pale hairs ; tibine yellowish brown, paler at base, and with a fringe of black hair

on the outside ; tarsi brown. Wings with a distinct brownish tinge ; crossveins at the base

of the second, third and fifth posterior cells, as well as the bifurcation of the third vein,

with distinct brown clouds ; first posterior cell closed, the third and fourth veins uniting a

short distance before the margin.

I have three female specimens answering this description ; two from the Middle States

(probably District of Columbia) ; one from Illinois ; unfortunately, only one of them has

the markings on the abdomen well preserved. Length, 18-20 mm.
Having thus described the sjDecimens which come nearest to Fabricius's type, I will pro-

ceed to notice the aberrant specimens which I have before me, whether they be varieties

or species.

I have fourteen females and three males (principally of my own collecting in the District

of Columbia ; also from Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey), which resemble the above

described T. ahdominalis very much, but have the first posterior cell open, although

strongly coarctate. All the females, at the same time, have a distinctly broader front. In

other respects, I do not perceive any prominent distinctive characters. The abdominal tri-

angles in these specimens seem to be narrower and more yellowish, the abdomen appears

more uniformly rufous, without distinct black spots on the sides, etc., but as, of the typical

form, I have only a single specimen with well preserved abdominal markings, I cannot de-

cide whether the differences just stated are permanent or only accidental. The males have

subhemispherical heads, with a well marked dividing line between the large and small
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facets of the eye ; they are more brownish in color, the abdomen especially ; each abdomi-

nal triangle has a dark spot at its apex, the lateral margins of the segments, anteriorly, are

also marked with black, etc. Length, female, 18-22 mm ; the average about 20 mm. ; male,

20 mm.
Two well preserved females from Kentucky (F. G. Sanborn) are still darker in coloring ; the

face and pleura3, with the hairs upon them, are more yellowish ; the abdomen is of a bright

reddish fulvous ; in the middle of the anterior margin of each segment there is a black

spot, small on the second, much larger on the following segments, where it is bilobed ; the

white triangles are replaced by ill-defined yellowish ones, merging into the yellowish hind

margin of segments; the sides of the abdomen are almost uniformly reddish fulvous, with

no yellow spots and only vestiges of black ones ; wings strongly tinged with brown, darker

than in the preceding variety ; first posterior cell very much coarctate. Length, 21 mm.
I am inclined to think that T. abdominalis is a very variable species, and that all these

forms are but varieties of the same species. At the same time I acknowledge that the

coincidence of a closed first posterior cell with a narrower front, as I find it in three speci-

mens, cannot be easily explained away, without other facts to invaUdate its importance.

7. Tabanus tectus n. sp.

Female. Face pale yellowish gray, hams on the cheeks of the same color; palpi reddish

brown, closely beset with short, black hair ; front yellowish gra}^, with a brownish shade in

the middle, moderately broad ; callosity dark brown, or reddish brown, somewhat convex

;

the line above it elongate spindle-shaped, sometimes forming a distinctly elevated ridge

;

two first antennal joints black, or nearly so, the third red, annulate portion black ; the

narrow portion which precedes it is sometimes more or less brownish ; ujjper angle project-

ing, nearly rectangular. Thorax brownish, with alternating brownish stripes and narrower

whitish lines, and clothed with a yellowish gray pollen
;
pleuras yellowish gray, slightly

reddish in the middle ; this reddish region has some black pile upon it ; a fringe of black

pile before the root of the wings. Abdomen yellowish brown, with a yellowish spot on the

first segment, and yellowish white triangles on segments two to five ; those on segments

two, three and four, in well preserved specimens, are rather large ; that on segment five is

small and narrow ; no trace of white on the following segments ; a more or less distinct

blackish spot on the apex of one or two of the anterior triangles ; hind margins of the seg-

ments whitish yellow, with a golden yellow fringe of hairs, expanding laterally ; on each

side the anterior corners of the segments are more or less darkened ; towards the tip the

abdomen is nearly brownish and somewhat compressed laterally, so as to become slightly

roof-shaped; venter reddish brown, or brownish red; hind margins of segments j^ellowish,

beset with golden yellow hair. Legs brown ; front legs darker ; all the tibiaj somewhat

yellowish white at the base. Wings with a distinct brownish tinge ; crossveins at the end

of the discal cell, and bifurcation of third vein, distinctly clouded with brown ; crossveins

at the base of the two last posterior cells also somewhat clouded ; first posterior cell dis-

tinctly coarctate.

Male. The upper part of the head is much smaller than in T. abdominalis (in the vari-

ety, at least, with the open posterior cell) ; hence, the dividing line between the large and

small facets lies much higher here, nearly in the middle of the eye, instead of below the
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the middle, and the space occupied by the large facets is much smaller. The whitish yellow

pollen on the thorax is more dense, concealing the darker longitudinal stripes ; the pleursB

have a tuft of brown hair in the middle ; the discs of the discal and the posterior cells are

more distinctly grayish, less brown, so that in the discal cell a distinct limit is visible be-

tween a brownish shadow at the base and along the fourth vein, and the lighter color of the

disc
;
(the females show the same coloring of the discal cell, but much less distinctly). The

abdomen is very distinctly roof-shaped towards the tip. Length, 19-20 mm.
Hah. Six females and two males, caught by myself near Doubling Gap, in the Penn-

sylvania Mountains.

Three females from Dallas, Texas (Boll), have the abdomen flatter, less roof-shaped

;

the white abdominal triangles are a little smaller, narrower, but more pointed, and with a

more definite outline ; there is a distinct white line in the middle of the sixth segment (of

which there is not a vestige in the typical specimens) ; in other respects, the resemblance

between these specimens and those from Pennsylvania is very great, and I leave the ques-

tion of their specific identity in abeyance. I have seen a smiilar specimen from Tennessee

(C. V. Riley), and one from Virginia.

T. tectus resembles T. abdominulis in general appearance very much ; the male, as no-

ticed above, has a smaller head, the abdomen in both sexes differs m its outline, being more

narrowed posteriorly ; the coloring of the abdomen is more brownish than reddish, the

white triangles broader, less yellowish, the first posterior cell a httle less coarctate ; the

frontal callosity usually darker and a little shorter, etc.

8. Tabanus variegatus.

Tdbanus variegatus Fabricius, Syst. Antl, p. 95, 10; Wiedeinnmi, Dipt. Exot., I, p. 67, 11 ; Auss. Zw., I

p. 120, 13.

Tabanus sulcifrons Macquart, Dipt. Exot., S*" Sup})!., p. 33, 127 (Macquart has fulcifrons, evidently a,

misprint).

" Lilacino-rubidus ; abdomine badio, albo-maculato ; alls fusco-maculatis, margine interno

fusco-limbatis."

[Translation.) "Antennas brownish black, root of the third joint reddish yellow; face

gray ; front cinereous, with a brown, smooth line, and an almost square callosity. Thorax

lilac reddish, with five whitish lines, in well preserved specimens with white hairs on the

sides, posteriorly. Abdomen chestnut brown, verging into ferruginous brown ; the anterior

segments on the sides anteriorly with brownish black spots, the fifth and the following

almost altogether black ; all the incisures, laterally, whitish ; the whitish triangular spots in

the middle of the segments end anteriorly, on the second and third segments, in a small

brown stripe ; last segment altogether black. Wings actually of a whitish color (loirklich

von weissUcher Farhe) ; costal cell, apex and hind margin pale brownish ; crossveins with

saturate brown clouds ; halteres brown with a whitish knob. Legs brown ; base of tibise

ochre-brown. From Fabricius's coUectiou. Length, 9 lines
;
(19.5 mm.).

"Bab. North America."

I translate Wiedemann's description, because he had Fabricius's specimens before him. I

possess three specimens from District of Columbia and Maryland, which agree with this

description. The middle portion of their wings is whitish, the hind margin has a distinct

MEMOIKS BOST. SOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 110
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brownish border ; the thorax is clothed with a dense whitish pollen, which, with the reddish

ground color visible through it, produces the appearance Avhich Wiedemann calls lilac red-

dish [Ulacino-rubidus ; observe that he calls lilac brownish, the thorax of T. molestus).

These characters easily distinguish well preserved specimens of this species from T. tectus

;

at the same time they are mei'ely differences in coloring, and not plastic characters, and

therefore unsatisfactory. The, as yet, unknown male of this species may afford some char-

acters distinguishing it from the very well-marked male of T. tectus.

T. sulcifrons Macq.. is this species, as the description of the wings proves. The furrow

on the front, mentioned by Macquart, is adventitious, and not a specific character.

At the time when Fabricius described this species ( 1805), there existed a much older

Tahanus variegatus, that of DeGeer ; as the latter, however, is very probably the same as

Chrysops costatus Fabricius, I do not see any necessity for proposing a new name for

T. variegatus Fab.

9. Tabanus molestus.

Tahamis molestus Say, Journ. Ac. Phil., Ill, p. 31, 1 ; Wiedemann, Aiiss. Zw., I, p. 125, 21.

Female. Palpi reddish, clothed with minute black hairs ; face white, with Avhite hairs

(in older specimens yellowish) ; front brownish gray, with a brown spot in the middle
;

frontal callosity chestnut-brown, a little longer than broad, prolonged upwards as a spindle-

shaped line. Antennae black, with some vestiges of reddish on the first and second joints

;

sometimes the third joint is reddish at the base ; its upper angle more or less projecting.

Thorax brown, with w'ell marked white longitudinal lines, formed by short wdiite hairs on a

whitish ground color ; the reddish scutellum in well preserved specimens apjjears white

from a white pollen and white pubescence. Pleurae white, with white hairs (yellowish in

older specimens) ; a stripe of black hairs between the root of the wings and the humerus.

Abdomen dark brown, often nearly black ; on the first segment there is a white spot under

the scutellum ; hind margins of segments with narrow white borders, expanding into white

triangles in the middle ; the triangle on the second segment is small, hardly reaching the

middle of the segment ; those on the third and fourth segments are the largest ; those on

the fifth and sixth segments are again smaller ; the white posterior borders of the segments

expand on the sides, so as to occupy the whole lateral margin. Venter densely clothed

with a whitish microscopic jDubescence ; incisures whitish ; last segments more brownish.

Legs black or brown ; tibia) reddish brown, blackish towards the tip ; in well preserved

specimens the four posterior tibiae show a dense, white pubescence. Wings subhyaline,

slightly tinged with pale brownish ; stigma brown ; very faint, hardly apparent vestiges of

brown clouds on the crossveins and at the bifurcation of the third vein ; first posterior cell

not coarctate. Length, 18-20 mm.
Hah. District of Columbia, Kentucky (Bee Spring in June, F. G. Sanborn), Georgia,

Missouri. Ten females.

The very large size of the white triangles on the third and fourth abdominal segments, in

contrast to the small size of the triangle on the second segment and the white scutellum,

helps to distinguish this species from those to which it has a superficial resemblance. The

stripes on the eyes of the female are very like those of T. trimaculaius.
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The identification can hardlj be called in doubt, although Say does not expressly men-

tion the triangle on the second segment. Wiedemann must have had an older specimen, as

he calls the antennae and the legs brown and not black. The words " Wurzel und Spitze

des dritten Gliedes guttgelb," contain some lapsus. Dr. Eedtenbacher kindly examined

Wiedemann's type in Vienna for me, and his answer to my inquiry satisfied me of the cor-

rectness of my identification.

10. Tabanus trimaculatus.

Tabanus trimaculatus Pal. Beanvois, Ins. Dipt. Tab. I, f. 5; Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 137, 40 (repro-

duction of Palisot's description) ; ibid., p. 132, 33 (Wiedemann's own description, doubtfully identified with

Palisot's) ; Macquart, Dipt. Exot. I, 1, p. 142.

Tabanus quinquelineatus Macquart, Hist. Nat. Dipt., I, p. 200, 11.

Female. Palpi whitish yellow, clothed with minute black hairs ; flice white, with white

hairs ; front brownish gray, with a brown spot in the middle ; frontal callosity reddish

brown, seldom dark brown, somewhat longer than broad, with a more or less spindle-shaped

prolongation above. AntennJB black, sometimes a little reddish on the first joint ; upper

angle of the third joint sharp, projecting, but not drawn out in a point. Thorax brown,

with well marked white longitudinal lines, formed by short white hairs on a whitish ground

color ; scutellum clothed with a whitish pollen and pubescence, through which the brownish

ground color is visible. Pleuras white, with white hairs ; a stripe of black hairs between the

root of the wings and the humerus. Abdomen deep black or brown opaque ; on each of the

segments three-five a white triangle in the middle ; lateral margins of all segments white
;
(in

some specimens the second segment has two veiy faint whitish dots in the middle, and at a

considerable distance from each other). Venter with a broad bi'own longitudinal stripe in

the middle ; its sides whitish. Legs : femora black or brown, clothed with a white pubes-

cence ; tibia; yellowish white, black at tip ; tarsi black. Wings subhyaline, slightly tinged

with pale brownish ; stigma brown ; faint brownish clouds on the crossveins and on the

bifurcation of the third vein ; first posterior cell slightly coarctate at the end, in some spec-

imens more than in others. Length, 17-19 mm.
Male. Head subhemispherical, with a distinct demarcation between the large and small

facets ; in the dry sj)ecimen the region occupied by the large fivcets is whitish, with a broad

brown crossband over both eyes
;

(in this resjiect very like the male of T. coffeatus).

Length, 17 mm.
Hub. District of Columbia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Illinois, Georgia (Ent.

Soc. Phil.); Carolina (Macq.). Ten females and one male.

The eyes of the female show two parallel, rather narrow green bands, on purple ground

;

the interval between them is twice as broad as the bands themselves, and almost equally

broad at both ends
;
(colors revived on moist sand).

Except in the coloring of abdomen and legs, this species has a most striking resemblance

to T. molesiiis
;
(hence Wiedemann, 1. c, compares both species). A very characteristic

mark of the species (besides the three triangles or segments three-five), and the absence of

them on the fii'st and second segments, is the broad brown longitudinal stripe on the venter.

The scutellum is less white here than in T. molestus, and does not much diifer in coloring

from the rest of the thorax. The average length of T. trimaculatus is smaller than that

of T. molestus.
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The synonymy of Macqiiart's T. quinquelineatus I consider as certain. The description

of the venter is especially convincing; (" ventre a large bande noire lougitudinale").

11. Tabanus tener n. sp.

Female. Palpi pale reddish, clothed with whitish pollen and white and black hairs ; face

white, yellowsh around the antennse, with white hairs on the cheeks ; front grayish, brown

in the middle, yellowish gray above the antennre ; frontal callosity reddish brown, a little

longer than broad, wath a linear prolongation above
;
prevailing color of the antennas black,

the vestiges of reddish on the first two joints are almost concealed under black hairs ; base

of the third joint more or less, sometimes hardly perceptibly, reddish ; iipper angle of this

joint well-marked, but not very sharp. Thorax lilac-reddish, with the usual white lines

formed by a grayish jiollen ; the pale reddish ground color of the pleura3 is almost con-

cealed under a whitish pollen and white hairs ; a fringe of brown hairs from the humerus

backwards ; a small tuft of blackish hairs in front of the scutellum. Abdomen of the same

color as the thorax, which color is softened by a thin layer of whitish pollen ; the segments

have large but faint and easily rubbed off triangles in the middle, formed by a short white

pubescence on whitish ground ; lateral margins also whitish. Venter of the same color as

the abdomen, with the same thin covering of whitish pollen and whitish incisures. Front

legs dark brown, proximal half of the tibiae lighter brown ; four posterior legs reddish

brown, with whitish hairs. Wings subhyaline ; very faint, almost obsolete, brownish clouds

on the bifurcation of the third vein and at the base of the second posterior cell ; stigma

brown; first posterior cell not coarctate. Length, 17-18 mm.
Hali. Georgia (J. Ridings) ; Indian River, Florida (E. Palmer). Four females.

This species is difficult to describe from the want of any well-marked characters. It is

distinguished by a peculiar soft reddish brown coloring, and the faintness of the white

abdominal triangles, which are very easily rubbed off. The comparatively small thorax

and somewhat narrow abdomen make its shape appear more elongated than that of the

other species of the same group. The evanescent spots at the base of the bifurcation of

the third vein and of the second posterior cell will also facilitate its recognition.

The eyes (softened on moist sand) showed two f;iint greenish crossljands, converging at

the outer end. For some time I thought that this might be T. gracilis Wied. ; but Wiede-

mann gives the size as five and two-thirds Rhenish lines, while it should be eight and one-

half in order to render the identification possible.

12. Tabanus melanocerus.

Tahanus melanocerus Wierlemiinn, Auss. Zw. I, p. 122, 16.

? Tahanus exmstunns Liiine, Syst. Nat., 11, p. 1000, 8 ; DeGeer, VI, p. 229, 8; Tali., XXX, f. 5; Fabricius,

Ent. Syst., IV, j.. 365, 13 ; Syst. Antl, p. 96, 12.

Female. Palpi whitish, clothed with minute black hairs ; face white, with wdaite hairs
;

front brownish, mixed with gray ; frontal callosity reddish brown, sometimes dark brown,

longer than broad, with a linear prolongation above ; antennfB black, more or less reddish

at the basis of the third joint ; this joint is Ijroad, its upper angle projecting. Thorax gray,

with whitish longitudinal lines
;
(the color of the thoracic dorsum and scutellum in some-

what worn specimens shows traces of reddish ; but in a very fresh and well-preserved spec-
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men from Florida, it is of a dull cinereous, with whitish lines ; its srrface is clothed with

short black hairs, esi^ecially apparent at the base of the scutellum). PleurEe grayish white,

with white hairs ; a fringe of black hair between the humei'us and the root of the wings.

Abdomen black or dark brown ; the hind margins of the segments have white borders, ex-

panding into large white triangles in the middle, and becoming broader towards the lateral

margins ; segments six and seven show but vestiges of white, ^^enter brown, or reddish

brown, more whitish on the sides ; hind margins of segments white. Legs : femora black or

brown, the four posterior ones with whitish hairs ; tibiic yellowish white, blackish at tip

;

distal half of front tibioe black. Wings grayish subliyaline ; stigma brown, its environs

sometimes faintly tinged with brownish ; first posterior cell considerably coarctate at the

tip, sometimes nearly closed. Length, 17-19 mm.
Hab. Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia (J. Ridings) ; Cedar Keys, Florida (June 4, E.

Schwarz) ; Kentucky (Wied.). Five females.

The identification of Wiedemann's description cannot be doubtful, as the coarctate pos-

terior cell easily helps to recognize this species. There is a superficial resemblance between

T. mekmocerus and T. moleshis, but they are easily distinguished by the size of the trian-

gle on the second abdominal segment, which is nearly of the same size as on the third seg-

ment in melanocerus, but two or three times smaller in molestus. T. melanocerus, like

T. coffeatus, has no crossbands on the eyes.

I have seen this species in some European collections under the name of T. excesiuans

Linn., the original type of which, figured in DeGeer, was from Surinam. There is nothing

in the descriptions of Linne, DeGeer^ and Fabricius, to prevent this identification. At the

same time, in view of the shortness of these descriptions and of the difference in the local-

ity, it will be safer to retain Wiedemann's name, the identification of which cannot in the

least be doubtful. Wiedemann quotes T. exceshians among the species he had not seen.

13. Tabanus coffeatus.

Tahanus coffeatus Macqnart, 2" Suppl., p. 23, 109 ; male.

? Tabanus nigripes Wiedemann, Aviss. Zw., I, p. 142, 50 ; male.

Female. Palpi yellowish white, clothed on their distal half with minute black hairs

;

face white, with white hairs ; front dark grayish, mixed with blackish brown ; frontal

callosity reddish brown or dark brown, but little longer than broad, with a linear prolonga-

tion above ; subcallus often denuded ; antennae black, a vestige of reddish at the base of

the third joint; this joint rather bi-oad, its upper angle obtuse. Thorax gray, with whitish

longitudinal lines
;

(well preserved specimens show a broad stripe of gray pollen, luore

dense on each side, and with a fine longitudinal line in the middle). Pleui-a^ grayish white,

with white hairs mixed with a few black ones ; a fringe of black laid between the humerus

and the root of the wings. Abdomen brownish black ; the hind margins of the segments

have white borders expanding into large white triangles in the middle, and becoming

broader towards the lateral marsjins ; segments six and seven show 1)ut vestiges of white.

Venter brownish black, hind margins of the segments white. Legs black ; tibiae more or

^DeGeer's figure shows broad abdominal crossbands and cation with T. melanocerus.

no triangles, which, if correct, would be against the identifi-
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less bro'wnish at base ; the legs are clothed with whitish hairs, especially on the tibi» ; but

they appear to have that color in a certain light only. Wings grayish subhyaline ; stigma

brown; first posterior cell not coarctate. Length, 13-14 mm.
As the description shows, this species very much resembles T. melanocerus ; it differs

principally in its smaller size, the much darker coloring of the tibise, and especially in the

first 2:>osterior cell not being coarctate at all. The eyes in this species, as in the preceding,

are imiformly colored in life, and not banded.

31ale. Altogether brownish ; thorax with a broad stripe of grayish pollen anteriorly,

which is darker in the middle (thus producing the appearance of two stripes, separated by
a dark interval) ; abdomen with rather narrow whitish gray posterior borders on the seg-

ments, expanded into small triangles in the middle ; on the venter the same v/hitish hind

borders of the segments
;
pleuros clothed with blackish hair ; legs dark brown, tibia3 faintly

reddish. Wings nearly hyaline, stigma brownish ; sometimes a faint brownish cloud behind

it. Head large ; subhemispherical ; in dry specimens the lower, small facets are black, the

upper ones have a broad brown crossband on Avhitish ground. Antennae brown, third

joint reddish at the base ; face brownish gray, beset with black hairs
;
palpi black ; sub-

callus brown (denuded in both of my specimens). Length, 13-14 mm.
Hcib. District of Columbia; Delaware; New York; Florida (Waldo, Fla., 2d June,

1875, Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz) ; one of the males is from Massachusetts. Ten fe-

males ; two males.

I little doubt that the above described male and female belong to the same species, and

on this assumption I adopt the name coffeatus, as Macquart describes the male only. The
identification of his description seems certain to me. The words " partie anterieure du

front a callosite brune," are particularly convincing. It is not usual to speak of the callos-

ity in describing a male specimen ; but in the present species the suhcallus in both sexes

is often denuded, and for this reason attracted Macquart's attention. This circumstance

would also serve to confirm, if any confirmation were needed, the specific identity of the two

sexes.

Wiedemann's description of T. nigr'q:>es (he also had a male specimen) agrees very weU
with the male of T. coffeatus, only the size (7 German lines = about 15.3 mm.) is a little

too large. Between the two descriptions I preferred the one which I considered the more
certain.

14. Tabanus Orion n. sp.

Female. Palpi dark brownish red, clothed with short black hairs ; face yellowish white,

with yellowish white hairs ; front whitish yellow above the antennte ; brownish, mixed with

yellowish and grayish above the frontal callosity ; the latter longer than broad, attenuated

above and gradually merging in the linear prolongation ; its color, in all my specimens, is

brownish red. Antennas reddish ; first joint with some black hairs above ; third joint, red

at the base only, otherwise black ; upper corner w^ell marked. Thorax reddish brown,

clothed with a whitish pollen, forming more or less distinct whitish lines (the appearance of

the thoracic dorsum is very variable in this species, according to the degree of preservation,

or perhaps also to the age of the specimen at the time of its death ; in well preserved spec-
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imens I perceive a short, black pubescence, covering the whole dorsum). Pleurae brown,

clothed with dense whitish pollen and white hairs ; a fringe of black hairs back of the

humerus. Abdomen brown, with a comparatively small triangular or subtriangular Avhite

spot in the middle of the hind margins of each segment ; lateral margins of the segments

whitish. Venter brown, with a whitish pollen on the sides, leaving a more or less distinct

broad, brown longitudinal stripe in the middle. Legs almost uniformly reddish brown, tips

of front tibiae and the tarsi but little darker. Wings unicolorous, very distinctly tinged

with pale brownish ; first posterior cell broadly open. Length, 23-25 mm.
Male. I have a single specimen, which, I have no doubt, belongs to this species. The

face is brownish gray ; the body more uniformly brown. The head is large, but less sub-

hemisphei'ical than in T. ahdominalis, coffeatus and trimaculatus ; the division of the

large and small facets is well marked ; the eyes, in the dry specimen, are altogether

unicolorous. Length, 20-21 mm.
Hah. Canada (Belanger, Couper, Provancher) ; Nahant, Mass. (Prof L. Agassiz) ; Suf-

field. Conn. (G. Dimmock) ; Beverl^^, Mass. (E. Burgess). The male specimen is from the

State of New York. I have eight females and one male.

This species will be easily distinguished from T. Actmon by its large size, the coloring of

the abdomen, the non-coarctate first posterior cell, etc. ; but most easily by the coloring of

the front tibiae, which in T. Actceon are almost whitish yellow at the base, and much darker

towards the tip. The eyes of T. Orion ? , seem to be unicolorous ; at least softening on

wet sand did not bring out any stripes on them.

15. Tabanus Actaeon n. sp.

Female. Palpi brownish red, densely clothed with short black hairs ; face whitish, with

white hairs ; front grayish, mixed with brownish in the middle ; in well preserved speci-

mens with some short blackish hairs on the vertex; frontal callosity dark brown (in one of

the specimens brownish red), tapering off into a linear prolongation. Antennse reddish,

with black hairs on the basal joints;, third joint reddish at base, the remainder dark brown

and black ; its upper angle sharp, projecting ; the narrow portion of the third joint is

rather elongate. Ground color of thorax reddish brown ; nevertheless the prevailing color

of the dorsum is black, in consequence of four black, nearly coalescent strij^es, the two

middle ones not reaching the scutellum ; these black stripes, in well preserved specimens,

are separated by lines of gray pollen. Pleurae grayish white. Abdomen brownish red or

reddish brown ; a comparatively small white triangle in the middle of the hind border of

each segment, surmounted by a dark sj^ot, which connects it with the edge of the preced-

ing segment ; incisures and lateral margins of segments whitish. Venter clothed with a

dense whitisli pollen, and with a broad brown longitudinal stripe in the middle. Femora

brownish, with whitish pollen and whitish hairs ; front and middle tibite whitish yellow,

brown towards the tip ; the hind tibiae brownish yellow or yellowish brown. Wings unicol-

orous, with a uniform, pale brownish tinge ; first postei-ior cell very slightly attenuated.

Length, 19-21 mm.
Hah. Massachusetts; Connecticut; Minnesota; Wisconsin; Canada. Seven female

specimens. The eyes of this species seem to be unicolorous.
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16. Tabanus cymatophorus n. sp.

Female. Face whitisli, with white hairs on the cheeks
;
palpi bro-wn, densely clothed

with black hairs ; front grayish, with a yellowish tinge immediately above the antennas,

and a brownish one above the callosity ; the latter suboval, dark brown, prolonged in a line

above ; vertex gray ; antennae reddish brown, third joint dark brown towards the end.

Thoracic dorsum grayish, with four broad blackish stripes separated by grayish lines; sides

of the dorsum gray, separated from the pleurse by a fringe of blackish hairs ; tufts of

longer white hairs between the root of the wings and the scutellum ; a small brown trian-

gle above the scutellum, which is yellowish gray, with minute white hairs
;

pleurae and

pectus white, with white hairs. Knob of halteres brown, whitish at tip. First abdomi-

nal segment white, with brownish indistinct spots at the base ; segments two-four bro%vn

at base, which color expands into triangles on each side and into two diverging lobes

in the middle ; the posterior half of these segments is white, expanding into triangles,

which fill out the intervals between the brown color ; segments five and six show the

same markings, only less distinctly. Venter brownish, on each side thinly clothed with

whitish pollen, which thus leaves a broad brownish longitudinal stripe in the middle

;

hind margins of segments whitish. Legs black, base of tibia? white, which color occupies

more than half of the tibia on the intermediate pair, and less than half on the two other

pairs. Wings snbhyaliue ; dark brown clouds on crossveins, at the base of all posterior

cells, and on the bifurcation of third vein ; stigma yellowish brown, rather pale ; first pos-

terior cell coarctate at its distal end. Length, 20 mm.
Hob. Kentucky, near Mammoth Cave (F. G. Sanborn). A single, but very well pre-

served specimen.

This species is not unlike T. Reinwardlii Wied. in its general appearance and coloring,

but is much larger, the palpi are darker, the frontal callosity more elongated, the coloring

of the legs altogether different, the white design on the abdomen much better defined,

especially the middle triangles, which are larger, and connected posteriorly wdth the lateral

ones by a broad white border, etc.

17. Tabanus venustus n. sp.

Female. Face yellowish white
;
palpi brownish, clothed with minute black hairs ; front

grayish yellow a1:)ove the antenna?, grayish brown above the callosity, and with a pair of

dark brown spots in the middle ; callosity brown, not occupying the whole breadth of the

front, its linear prolongation not distinctly connected with it. Thorax brown, with longi-

tudinal white lines ; scutellum clothed with whitish pollen. Abdomen brown, with white

triangles in the middle of the segments ; they are especially large on the second, third and

fourth segments ; segments three-six, on each side of the triangle, show a white spot. Venter

brownish, with whitish pollen, which leaves a broad brown longitudinal stripe in the middle.

Feet brown. Wings variegated with brown, as follows : the root hyaline ; immediately

beyond the humeral crossvcin a broad brown crossband, reaching the posterior margin

;

another narrower and shorter crossband covering the crossveins at the base of the marginal,

first posterior and discal cells, is almost confluent with the first ; the whole posterior margin

is bordered with pale brown, which border, being continued around the apex to the anterior
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margin, expands into a large spot, coalescing with brown clouds at the origin of the fork of

the third vein and at the end of the discal cell ; first posterior cell distinctly attenuated.

Male. Surroundings of the mouth and palpi clothed with blackish hair ; spots on the

abdomen replaced by broad whitish crossbands, especially on segments two to four ; in

other respects like the female. Length, 14-15 mm.
Uab. Dallas, Texas (Mr. Boll). A male and a female. Missouri, in July (C. V. Puley).

The variegated wings of T. venushis being unique among the North American species,

will render it easily recognizable. The head of the male is comparatively small, not larger

than that of the female ; the large focets occupy their usual place, but the difference in

size between them and the small ones is so small that it requires a close attention to dis-

cover it.

18. Tabanus psammophilus n. sp.

Female. Palpi short and stout, pale yellowish white ; face white, with white hairs ; front

gray, remarkably broad, somewhat convergent anteriorly ; callosity black, broader than

long, Avithout any linear prolongation above ; antennaj pale reddish yellow ; third joint

tinged with brownish ; its annulate portion black ; in shape the third joint is comparatively

narrow, and not excised at all above, so that its upper angle is very little marked. Ground

color of the body dark, but almost entirely concealed under a white pubescence. Legs yel-

lowish, tips of tibiae and tarsi brownish. Wings whitish, with brown veins ; a long stump

of a vein near the origin of the upper branch of the third vein ; fii'st posterior cell not

coarctate.

31ale. Similar to the female, except in the sexual characters. Length rather variable,

from 11 to 15 mm.
Hah. Ft. Capron, Florida, April 10, 1875 (Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz), on the sea

beach ; four males and three females.

The uniformly whitish coloring of this species, the broad front, the transverse frontal

callosity, the long stump of a vein on the fork, etc., render the species very easily recog-

nizable. I suppose that it is uniformly white in life ; most of the specimens before me
seem to have somewhat suffered from moisture, and have for this reason a darker coloring.

In the male the difference between the large and small flicets on the eyes is very marked,

the latter occupy a comparatively small space on the underside, and are but little prolonged

along the posterior orbit. On the eyes of the female I perceive two approximate, bluish

stripes on green ground, the upper and lower portion of the eye being again dark blue (or,

in other words, the ground color is blue, with two broad green stripes, the broad interval

between which contains a third, much narrower green stripe).

Tabanus nanus Macquart, Dipt. Exot. Suppl., I, p. 42, from Texas, reminds one of the

present species ; but the size given (four lines) is hy for too small for identification. At any

rate the name nanus cannot be used, being preoccupied by Wiedemann for a species from

the Cape.

19. Tabanus nivosus n. sp.

Female. Front of moderate breadth, parallel, brownish gray, with browm shadows ; fron-

tal callus pale brown, with a stout linear pi'olongation above ; foce white, beset with white

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 112
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down
;
palpi rather stout at the base of the second joint, yellowish white, beset with black-

ish hairs at the tip. Antenna3 : first joint reddish 3'ellow, with a tuft of black hair on the

upper end ; third joint black, yellowish at the extreme base only ; excision shallow, and

hence, uj^pcr angle but little projecting ; basal portion rather Ijroad ; annulate portion

short, stout. Thoracic dorsum dark brown, with faint whitish longitudinal lines ; the sides,

including the humeri, reddish ; beset with sparse golden yellow and whitish hairs ; scutel-

lum dark brown, beset with the same hairs. Pleura3 yellowish, with long, soft, white hairs.

Abdomen whitish pollinose, beset with a short, white pubescence ; in the middle of each

segment a bilobeil (or truncate obcordate) brownish black spot, the largest on the second

segment, and diminishing in size on each successive segment ; the sides of the segments

(except the first) are brownish, this brown border gaining in breadth towards the end of

the abdomen. In badly preserved specimens the reddish ground color of the white por-

tions of the abdomen aj^pears. Venter grayish. Front legs brown, except the proximal

two thirds of the tibiae, which are whitish yellow ; four posterior legs reddish yellow ; femora

and tips of tarsal joints brownish ; tips of tibiae very slightly infuscated ; all the coxae and

femora clothed with soft hairs; tibise with short, whitish pile ; the hind tibiaj have a fringe

of hair, which, in a certain light, appears whitish. Wings almost hyaline ; stigma pale

brown ; the bifurcation and some of the crossveins have brown shadows, visible under the

magnifying glass only ; first j)Osterior cell not attenuated.

Male. The white coloring of the abdomen, interrupted only by the middle row of bi-

lobed blackish spots, is very striking in my only sj^ccimen ; the flice, and the hairs upon it,

are brownish gray (not white, as in the female) ; the legs are somewhat darker; the white

lines on the thorax are not visible. Head larger than that of the female, although not

subhemispherical ; on the eyes there is a yellowish border above the line of separation,

between the larger and the smaller facets. Length about 13 mm.
Hah. NewJerse}^; one male and two females (communicated by the American Ento-

mological Society).

The coloring of the eyes (revived by moisture) in the female proved to be green, with a

faint vestige of a single pur|)le crossband.

20. Tabanus vivax 11. sp.

Tabanus marginalis Wiedemnnn, Auss. Z\v., I, p. IGG, 84.

Male. Face graj^, with whitish hairs below, and blackish ones on the sides ; second joint

of palpi reddish, with a gray pollen and with whitish and blackish hairs ; frontal triangle

(above the antennae) gray, black or brown at the tip ; antennte : basal joints reddish yellow,

with l>lack hairs, third joint black, reddish j-ellow at the extreme base only, elongate,

of moderate breadth, but little excised above, the upper angle moderately projecting.

Thorax grayish black, with white longitvidinal lines, abbreviated posteriori}'
;
pleura; and

pectus gra^dsh, clothed with long whitish hairs. Abdomen black ; on the first segment a

small white spot under the scutellum ; on each of the following segments a triangular white

spot on the hind margin, and an oblique lateral white spot on each side, angular in slia^De

(owing to its being prolonged along the hind margin) ; on the second segment these lateral

spots are distinctly larger than the triangle in the middle ; they become smaller on the
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third and fourth segments. Venter blackish, clothed with a white pollen, and with whitish

incisures. Legs black, beset with whitish hairs ; tibia3 more or less reddish at base. Wings

hyaline, stigma brown ; first posterior cell open. Length, 14 mm.
The description was drawn from a very well preserved specimen which I took at

Trenton Falls, in July, 1874. I have another, less well preserved specimen, from Maine. I

also refer to this species a female, from a doubtful locality (Massachusetts?) too much faded,

however, to make it worth while to describe it.

The shape of the head of the described male specimens is very like that of T. nivosus, it

is rather large, but not subhemispherical ; there is a very well marked division between the

large and the small facets. In size and shape the males of these two species are very much
alike, but are easily distinguished by the prevalence of the whitish color on the abdomen

of the one, and of the black on the abdomen of the other.

I introduce this imperfectly described species only to draw the attention of collectors to

these closely related species, which, in outward appearance, bear also much resemblance to

T. aslutus and T. mlcrocephaliis of the group with pubescent eyes and small-headed males.

(Compare the observation at the end of the description of T. astutus.)

Wiedemann's description of T. marginalis (female) applies better to the present species

than to any other, proper allowance being made for the difference of sex. Nevertheless,

the identification is very doubtful ; nor is it certain whether Wiedemann and Fabricius,

whom he quotes, described the same species.

21. Tabanus longns n. pp.

Female. Front moderately broad, brownish cinereous, with blackish hair ; callosity

square, black, rather convex ; above it, and connected with it, an indefinite, elongate,

blackish and somewhat shining spot ; antennae : two basal joints reddish, clothed with

blackish hair ; third joint variable in coloring, either blackish, with the base alone reddish,

or reddish, with the annulate portion black ; the body of the joint is of moderate breadth,

with a well marked, although obtuse, upper angle ; face white, with white down
;
palpi

rather stout, j'ellowish white, Avith small black hairs. Thorax grayish black, with very

faintly marked gray lines ; sides of the dorsum often reddish
;

j^leuraj and pectus graj'ish

white. Al)domen rather long and comparatively narrow (the sixth segment longer than

in the allied species, but little shorter than the preceding one), grayish black, some-

times reddish on the sides, near the base ; on segments one to six on each side a row of

w^ell marked, oval, oblique, whitish spots, usually (but not always) not coalescent with the

whitish hind margins of the segments; in the middle of the abdomen a faint, whitish, lon-

gitudinal line, expanded at the incisrires, thus forming a series of faint triangles, with a

rather broad basis, but a very narrow, linear apex. Venter light gray, clothed with minute

white hairs ; the sides are sometimes reddish. Legs reddish brown, clothed with a grayish

pollen ; tarsi brown, the basis of the four posterior tarsi paler. Wings grayish hj^aline

;

costal cell pale yellowish brown ; stigma pale brown ; first posterior cell broadly open.

Length, 12-14 mm.
Hah. Middle States (Mus. Comp. Zool. and Am. Ent. Soc). Four female specimens.

A fifth specimen is larger, and has the front distinctly coarctate anteriorly.
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This species is distinguished by its slender form and elongated abdomen. Species closely

competing in length seem, however, to exist in the South, -which, in some cases, may render

its recognition doubtful.

I have seen a specimen from Florida (Ft. Capron, March 2G ; Messrs. Hubbard and
Schwarz) only 11 millim. long, of a purer, almost whitish gray ; markings of the abdomen
very distinct; oblique spots on second segments in contact with the hind margin, those of

the third nearly so ; costal cell subhyaline ; front rather broad, etc. It seems to be a differ-

ent species.

Two specimens from Texas ("Waco, Belfrage, in Mr. Burgess's collection) are more red-

dish in color ; there is a faint brownish cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein, etc.

They also seem to belong to a different species.

22. Tabanus pumilus.

Tubanus 2^iimiit(s M-acquavt, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 146, 51.

Female. Palpi stout, whitish, with some black hairs ; face grayish white ; front brown-

ish gray, convergent anteriorly ; callosity brownish or black. Antennte reddish ; third

joint remarkably broad and comparatively short ; its annulate portion short and stout,

sometimes infuscated. Thorax blackish gray, with white lines, sometimes reddish on the

sides. Abdomen blackish, segments with white hind margins, expanding into small trian-

gles in the middle (often obsolete) ; on each side of these triangles oblique oval white spots,

not coalescent Avith the hind margins ; the sides of the abdomen often appear reddish

(especially when denuded). Legs pale reddish yellow, clothed with whitish pollen and

white hairs ; tips of tibisG brown ; tarsi brown, base of the four posterior ones paler. Wings
hyaline ; stigma pale brown ; first posterior cell broadl}^ open. Length, 84-10 ram.

3IaJe. Head very large and broad ; division between the large and small facets very

marked. Third antennal joint less broad ; its annulate portion more drawn out in a point.

Abdomen reddish brown, the intermediate, triangular white sj^ots almost obsolete, etc.

(As I have only a single, somewhat damaged specimen, I refrain from a more detailed

description.) Length, 10 mm.
Hfth. Middle and Southern States (Maryland ; West Point, N. Y. ; Enterprise, Fla., May

11-13, by Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz). Seven females and one male.

T. pumilus will be very easily distinguished by its small size, the peculiar broad shape of

the third antennal joint, the convergent front of the male, etc.

Macquart says :
" deuxieme cellule sous-marginale ordinairement appendiculee." Two of

my specimens indeed show a vestige of a stump ; but tliis seems to be an exceptional case.

23. Tabanus lineola.

Tabanus Uneola Fnbriciiis, Entom. Syst., IV, p. 869, 33; Syst. Antl., p. 102, 41.— Coqucbevt, Illustr. Icon.,

p. 112, Tab., XXV, f. 6.— Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., I, p. 81, 36; Auss. Zw., T, p. 170, 89.— Hanis, Ins.

N. Engl., 3a edit., p. 602, fig. 262.—Palisot-Beanvois, Dipt., Tab. II (somewhat doubtful).

Tabanus simulans Walkei', List., etc., I, p. 182. Nova Scotia.

? Tabanus scutellaris Walker, Dipt. Saimdersiana, p. 27.

Female. Palpi rather stout at the base, 3'ellowish white, beset with short black hairs
;

face white, with white hairs ; subcallus grayish yellow ; front dark yellowish gray, distinctly
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narrowed anteriorly ; callosity black, nearly square, with a short linear, sometimes spindle-

shaped prolongation above. Antenna? brownish red, annulate portion black ; upper angle

of third joint well marked. Thorax grajdsh black, with white lines ; in well preserved

specimens these lines, as well as the sides of the scutellum, are beset with a short, yellowish

pubescence ; the scutellum is often, but not always, reddish at the tip, which appears only

in denuded specimens ; humeral callosity reddish
;
pleura? whitish gray. Abdomen brown-

ish black, with a longitudinal, very well marked, whitish or yellowish strijie along the mid-

dle, ending at the hind margin of the sixth segment ; this stripe is formed by a grayish

pollen as gromid color, whicli is beset with a yellowish pubescence ; two lateral stripes of

the same color, subconvergent at both ends, are formed by a series of oblique spots on the

segments. Venter whitish, being clothed with a dense whitish j^ollen and a whitish pubes-

cence (in some well-preserved specimens the venter is reddish yellow, beset with yellowish

hairs ; last segment black, beset with black hair) ; a dark, ill-defined, longitudinal stripe is

sometimes visible. Legs : femora dark, paler towards the tip (in some cases pale yellow,

except at base), beset with gray pollen and white hairs ; tibioe pale yellow, the front pair

black on its latter half; front tarsi black, the four posterior ones brown, yellowish at base.

Wings hyaline, stigma pale brownish ; costal cell nearly hyaline ; first posterior cell some

times broadly open, in other cases gently attenuated.

Male. Head not very different in size and outlines from that of the female ; line of

division between the large and small facets distinct ; thoracic and abdominal stripes less

well marked. Length, 12-14 mm.
Hab. North America, including Mexico ; this is one of the most common species in the

United States ; occurs abundantly in the States along the Atlantic Coast, also in Florida,

Texas, Iowa, etc.

The shape of the front, attenuated anteriorly, the hyaline costal cell and the sometimes

reddish scutellum, will help to recognize this species in all its varieties. It varies both iii

size and coloring ; the dorsal stripe has sometimes perfectly even edges, sometimes it is

jagged, being expanded at every incisure ; the same is the case with the lateral stripes. I

have already alluded to the striking differences in the coloring of the venter. The eyes of

the female are banded, the upper band being interrupted before reaching the outer margin

of the eye.

The identification of Fabricius's short description is rendered certain by Coquebert's fig-

ures, which he quotes in the Systema Antliatorum.

The mention of the enil of the scutellum being reddish in Walker's description of T. scu-

tellaris, renders its synonymy with Uneola very probable ; I do not understand, however,

the description of the gray abdominal middle stripe, " which ceases on the tawny hind bor-

ders of each segment."

The synonomy of T. shnulans I look upon as certain.

24. Tabanus nigrovittatus.

Tahanus nigrovittatus Macquni-t, Dipt. Exot., 2" Suppl., p. 24, 111.

Feviale. Face whitish, palpi pale yellowish white, with some minute, scattered, black

hairs ; front parallel, yellowish-gray ; frontal callosity dark brown or black, a short, sjiindle-

shaped blackish line above it, and usually disconnected from it ; antennas reddish, annulate
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portion rather long, black (in some specimens the third joint is brownish). Thorax blackish-

gray, -with a pale yellowish pubescence and scattered black, erect pile ; no whitish lines,

liut a hardly perceptible vestige of a broad, longitudinal strij^e of purer gray in the middle.

Pleurnj dull yellowish gray. Abdomen with a whitish longitudinal stripe, running from the

scutellum to the eiid of the sixth segment ; it is enclosed between two blackish stripes run-

ning beside it ; on each side of the blackish stripe there is again a very faint whitish oue,

usually visible on segments four to six only ; base of the first segment blackish, but sides of

segments one to three reddish. Venter reddish at base, with more or less black in the

middle in the shape of a stripe, blackish towards the tip. Femora black, clothed with gray-

ish pollen, the tips pale reddish ; front tibia? black, reddish brown on their proximal half;

front tarsi black; four posterior tibia? reddish, except the tip, Avhich is infuscated (more so

on the hind than on the middle pair) ; tarsi brown. Wings hyaline, costal cell yellowish,

stigma yellowish. Length, 9-11 mm.
Male. Like the female, but the thorax somewhat darker, the yellowish pubescence

being less apparent, and the black erect pile more so and longer ; fixce more grayish ; the

head, in size and outline, not very different from tliat of the female. Length, 10 mm.

Hah. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Yoi'k, New Jersey, especially near the sea-

coast
;
(Cambridge, Mass., June 28-July 15, P. R. Uhler and 0. Sackeu ; Salisbury Beach,

Aug. 25, in numbers, B. P. Mann). I have sixteen females and ten males. The eyes are

like those of T. costalis, light green, with a single purple crossband in the middle ; it

seems to me that this band is somewhat narrower here.

This species has some resemblance to T. co.sfaIis Wied., but is much smaller, and less

3^ellow on the thorax ; face and palpi also less yellowish ; the black abdominal stripes enclos-

ing the whitish ones are less dark ; the white stripe between them is much less distinctly

marked than in T. costalis ; the hind tibia) are only slightly brownish here at the tip, while

in T.'costalis the tip is very distinctly and rather abruptly black.

The males, especially, are easily told apart, the thorax of T. nigrovittatus i , being

blackish, that of T. costalis very distinctly yellow; in T. n'ujrovittatus $, there is, on each

side of segments one to three of the abdomen, an oval rufous spot, leaving a well defined,

broad, blackish stripe in the middle, in the middle of which the white stripe is running ; in

T. costalis S , the extent of the rufous on the abdomen is much more variable, and hence

the black stripe in the middle less constant and well defined. From T. lineola the present

species differs in the smaller size, parallel front, less pure whitish, more yellowish white

fiice, the yellowish tinge of the costal cell, etc.

I see no objection against identifying this species with Macquart's description, except the

" une tache testacee en avant des ailes et sur les cDtes du bord posterieur," which I per-

ceive only in the male, while Macquart describes the female. Before identifying this spe-

cies with Macquart's I distributed specimens to several correspondents under the name of

T. ^jaupcr.

25. Tabanus costalis.

Tabantis costalis "Wietlcmnnn, Aiiss. Zw., T, p. 173, 94; (?) Bcllai-ai, Saggio, etc., I, p. 63.

Tabanus vicariiis Walker, List, etc., I, p. 137
;
female.

{?) Tabanus baltimorensis Macquart, Dijit. Exot., 5" Suppl., p. 34, 129.

Female. Face yellowish Avhite, palpi j^ellow, with short and rather dense black hairs
;

second joint rather stout at base ; front grayish yellow, very slightly narrower anteriorly,
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nearly pai'.allel ; callosity black, with an indistinct prolongation above ; antennre reddisli,

annulate portion of the third joint black, nearly as long as the body of the joint ; the latter

somewhat broad, with a distinctly projecting npper angle. Thorax grayish yellow (a gray

ground color being clothed with golden yellow hairs). Abdomen with a consjiicuous longi-

tudinal 3-ellowish white stripe in the middle, somewhat expanded at each incisure, and two

lateral stripes, very much attenuated posteriorly, and formed of a series of oblique, alniost

coalescent spots, one on each segment ; the intervals between the central and the lateral

stripes are black (which color thus forms two distinct, well marked, nearly parallel stripes,

enclosing on both sides the central pale stripe) ; the two lateral stripes are bordered on the

outside by a second pair of more or less distinct black stripes, formed by a series of black

oblique spots, one on each segment ; when these spots are less distinct, the lateral pale

stripes almost coalesce Avith the reddish yellow lateral margins of the abdomen ; on seg-

ments five and six the black prevails, but in well preserved specimens both central and lat-

eral stripes are still visible. All the pale colored portions of the abdomen show, under the

magnifj'ing glass, a dense covering of golden hairs. Venter reddish yellow, mixed with

blackish, especially towards the tip, both colors being softened by a dense covering of yel-

lowish hairs. Legs black ; front tibia3 yellov.'ish at base, four posterior tibiie yellow, except

the tip, which is black ; femora clothed with a dense yellowish gray pollen. Wings grayish

hyaline ; costal cell with a distinct brownish yellow tinge ; first posterior cell broadly open.

Ifale. The black abdominal stripes are usually less dark, and hence, less well defined

;

especially the base and sides of the abdomen are usually more reddish. Length, 10-1-3 mm.

Hub. A common species in the Middle and Western States; accoi-ding to Bellardi, also

in Mexico.

I have seen specimens from Florida( Lake Harney, May 5 ; Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz),

very small (9-10 mm.), and very like T. nhjrovittahis in appearance; nevertheless I would

rather refer them to T. costalis. One of them had the third antennal joint entirely black.

The eyes of the female are light green, with a single purple crossband in the middle.

I accept the traditional and very probable interpretation of Wiedemann's description of

the male, although, taken literally, it would render the identification doubtful. I am not

sure about the interpretation of Mr. Bellardl's description.

T. vicarlus Walker is most probably this species
;
perhaps also T. bcdfhnorensis Macq.

26. Tabanus fulvulus.

Tahanus fuldulus Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 1.53, 66.

3Iale and female. Front and vertex clothed with grayish fulvous pollen ; callosity (?)
nearly square, brownish or blackish; above it, but not connected with it, is a short, stout,

smooth line of the same color; face and cheeks whitish (see the observation at the end)
;

palpi ( s ) rather stout, pale yellowish white, with blackish hairs ; in the male they are

whitish ; antennae : first joint reddish yellow, with black hair ; third joint red ; its upper

angle well marked and projecting, its annidate portion black or brown, much shorter than

the remaining portion of the joint
;
(in my only male specimen the third joint is alto-

gether red, perhaps not fully colored). Thorax and scutellum yellowish fulvous above,

with golden hairs, mixed with black ones (in coloring and ajjpearancc the thorax resembles
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that of T. costalis). Pleurte and pectus grayish. Abdomen Avith yellow longitudinal line,

expanding on the hind border of each segment, and thus forming a row of truncate trian-

gles ; on each side of this middle line there is a row of yellow spots, encircled in black

;

the size of the j'ellow spots goes on diminishing from the base to the tip ; the yellow re-

gions are clothed with a golden yellow pubescence ; the black ones with a black pubescence

;

(the black varies in intensity in different specimens; in my male specimen it is very faint,

the prevailing color of the abdomen being reddish 3'ellow). Prevailing color of the venter

yellow ; in well preserved specimens with a delicate whitish pollen. Front legs : coxsa yel-

lomsh white with long, soft white hairs ; trochanters brownish, femora brownish yellow or

yellowish brown, with a gray pollen ; tibiaj yellowish at the base, brownish on the latter

half; tarsi brown. Middle and hind legs: femora brownish yellow, with a gray pollen,

and with long, soft, whitish hairs ; tibiae yellow ; first joint of tarsi 3'ellow, brownish at tip
;

the following joints brown, 3'ellow at the base. The hind tiljias have a fringe of j^ellowish

hairs, and are more or less tipped with blackish ones. Wings sublij^iline, with but a very

slight grayish tinge ; costal cell tinged with yellowish ; stigma yellow ; the anterior branch

of the third vein rather knee-shaped near its origin; first posterior cell broadly open.

Length, 14-16 mm.
Hah. Middle States ; Kentucky (Sanborn). A male and three females.

Observation. One of the female specimens before me differs from the others in its col-

oring. The face has a yellowish gray tinge, while in the other specimens the face is of a

purer wdiitish gray ; the pleura? also are more yellowish gray instead of whitish gray ; the

palpi are decidedly yellow, with yellowish hairs on the stout, basal half, and with black

hairs on the slender portion of the second joint, while in the other specimens they are

whitish ; the femora are black, with a gray pollen, their tips yellow. I do not doubt the

specific identity of this specimen. The black design on the abdomen is sometimes very

fiiint (for instance, in the male specimen before me).

This sjjecies has an unmistakable reseuiblance to T. co.siali.s in its coloring ; but it is con-

siderably larger, the markings on the abdomen are altogether different, the costal cell is

tinged with a less saturate yellow, the ? front is comparatively narrower ; the first joint

of the hind tarsi is ^^ellow, brown at tip in T.fulmilus and altogether blackish in T. costalis.

27. Tabanus sagax n. sp.

Female. Face white, with white down
;
palpi rather stout, pale yellow, with short lalack

hairs ; antennas bright orange red ; third joint rather long, its annulate portion much
shorter than the body of the joint, deep black ; its upper angle very little projecting ; front

comparatively broad, nearly parallel, yellowish gray ; callosity broad, brownish, irregular,

nearl}^ square, rounded on top; above it another, oblong, denuded spot. Thorax light

gray, clothed with microscopic yellowish hairs
;
pleura? and pectus whitish gray. Abdomen

reddish, more brownish towards the end ; a broad, conspicuous, whitish longitudinal stripe

along the back, expanded at the incisures ; on each side of the stripe a row of ill defined

yellowish white spots, a pair on each segment, growing smaller towards the tip of the abdo-

men; venter j^ellowish red. Legs reddish yellow; tips of front tibia? slightly infuscated

;

front tarsi and tips of the four posterior tarsi Ijrown. Wings hyaline ; veins yellowish

;

costal cell tinged with yellow ; stigma saturate yellow. Length, 13-15 mm.
Hah. Illinois ; Minnesota. Tlu-ee females.
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Not unlike T. faloulus in the markings on the abdomen ; but the markings, as well as

the thorax, are grayish, instead of fulvous ; the front is much broader, the frontal callosity

larger; the third antennal joint is narrow, its upper angle but very Uttle projecting; the

dorsal stripe on the abdomen comparatively broader.

The eyes of T. sagax have a purple band between two green ones, above and below

which there is, on each side, another less well defined, purple band.

28. Tabanus nigrescens.

Tabanus nigrescens Palisot-Beauvois, Ins., Dipt. Tub. 11, f. 2; Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., 1, p. 116, 6.

3Iale and female. Head of the male more convex than that of the female ; large and

small flicets distinctly separated ; frontal callosity (?) much longer than broad, convex,

black or dark brown, with a spindle-shaped prolongation above. Front grayish brown,

brown in the middle ; fixce brownish gray ; cheeks with dark brown or black hairs
;
palpi

black ; antennte black ; base of the third joint red ; its projecting angle almost rectangular.

Thorax brown (of a more reddish brown in the female than in the male), Avith a faint

grayish pollen anteriorly ; no distinct stripes. Abdomen altogether black ; legs black.

Wings with a yellowish brown tinge, which is more saturate in the two basal cells ; costal

cell brownish (sometimes the wings have an altogether blackish tinge) ; stigma ferruginous

brown ; a blackish cloud on the crossvein between the discal and the second posterior

cell, usually more or less extending over the crossvein next to it ; a round, blackish cloud

on the bifurcation of the third vein. Length, 6 , 20 mm. ; ? , 22-23 mm.
Hah. New York (Catskill Mountain House, July, 1874) ; Massachusetts ; New Jersey

;

Pennsylvania ; Maryland ; Illinois ; Knoxville, Tennessee ; a specimen ( 2 ) from Canada

(Mr. W. Saunders) is smaller, and has very dai'k, almost blackish wings.

The eyes ( S ) are dark and dull green, with three narrow purple bands, the upper one is

distinct at the beginning only. The description of Palisot, brief as it is, cannot be doubtful

in its interpretation, especially with the addition of the figure of the whole insect and its

antennae.

29. Tabanus punctifer n. sp.

Tabanus punctifer Loew in litt.

Male and female. Head [i) large, with distinctly separated large and small facets
;

front (?) broad (broader than in T. nigrescens) ; frontal tubercle large, somewhat ill

defined in outline and rather flat ; antennce black, projecting angle of the third joint rect-

angular ; face brownish
;
palpi black. Thorax and scutellum, above, whitish or yellowish

white, in consequence of a dense pollen, covered by a pubescence of the same color

;

pleurce, pectus, abdomen and legs black, or dark brown ; front tibitB white at the base for

more than one third of their length. Wings brownish, especially on their proximal half;

costal cell brown ; a faint brown cloud on the crossvein at the base of the second posterior

cell, wdiich is not prolonged on the crossvein at the base of the third posterior cell ; a dark

brown round cloud at the bifurcation of the third vein. Length, <5 , 19 mm. ; ?, 19-20 mm.
Hah. West of the Rocky Mountains ; Utah, Sonora, California, etc.; also Colorado

(G. Ridings) ; seems to be a common species.

This species is not nnlike T. stygius Say, but is a little smaller, and easily distinguished
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by the white color of the base of the front tibiaj, the bhickish or brownish, and not ferru-

ginous brownish, wings, the absence of clLstinct white hues on the thorax, etc. The head

of the male is much larger than in T. ni(/rescens, and the large facets occupy much more

surface.

30. Tabanus stygius.

Tabanus stygius Say, Jouni. Aead. Phil., Ill, p. 33, 3; Wiedemann, Auss. Z\v., I, p. 131, 31.

Female. Frontal callosity much longer than l>roa/l, chestnut brown, with a spindle-

shaped prolongation above. Front brown ; a grayish spot on the vertex ; face yellowish

brown
;
palpi black ; antennre dark reddish brown, annulate portion of third joint often

darker ; third joint much excised, and the upper angle very salient. Thoracic dorsum (in

well preserved specimens) clothed Avith a white pollen, through which the brown ground

color is but little apparent ; longitudinal white lines very distinct ; a short white jJubes-

cence makes the dorsum appear still whiter. Pleurae and pectus dark brown or blackish

brown, in sharp contrast with the white thoracic dorsum. Abdomen black, subopaque

;

venter black or dark brown. Legs black or dark brown ; front tibije slightly reddish at

the base. Wings strongly tinged with ferruginous brownish ; a brown spot on the bifur-

cation of the third vein, and a small cloud on the crossvein at the base of the second

posterior cell, more or less prolonged on the next crossvein. Length, 20-22 mm.
Hah. Connecticut (Southington, July, W. H. Patten); Pennsylvania; Marj'land

(Am. Ent. Soc.) ; Illinois (Le Baron); Iowa (Dallas Co., Jefferson Co., J. A. Allen);

South Carolina (Sea Islands, June 2d, B. P. Mann) ; Florida (in the spring, E. Palmer).

Say must have had a denuded specimen, as the characteristic white coloring of the tho-

rax is not mentioned in his description ; Wiedemann's is more explicit. The eyes (as far

as I saw them on an alcoholic specimen from Florida) ai'e dark green with two dark pur-

plish bands and the vestige of a thiixl above ; therefore similar to the eyes of T. nigrescens.

31. Tabanus atratus.

Tahcmus atrahis Falmciup, Syst. Entom., p. 789,9; Entom. Syst., lY, p. 3GG, 16 ; Syst. Antl., p. 96, 16;
Wieileniann, Di]it. Plxot., I, p. 63, 2 ; Auss. Z\v., I, p. 114, 3.—Macquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 142, 41 ; Bellardi,

Saggio, I, p. 58.— Harris, Ins. N. Engl., od Edit., p. 602.

Tabanus niger Palisot-Bfauvois, Ins., Di]it. Tab. I, f. 1.

Tahmms anicricam/s Drury Ins., I, T;d>. 44, f. 3.

Tabanus valk/i(s Wiodoniann, Auss. Z\v., I, p. 113, 2.

3fah and female. Altogether black ; head of the male large, subhemispherical, the

large facets occupying an extended area, distinctly separated from that of the small facets;

front ( ? ) unusually broad ; callosity broader than long; subcallus denuded, shining; third

antennal joint deej^ly excised, its upper corner very salient, pointing forward, its narrow
portion remarkably long, gradually merging into the annulate tip ; front tibite whitish at

base, hind tibia) with a fringe of black hair ; abdomen usually with a bluish white efflores-

cence ; wings black or brown ; first posterior cell strongly coarctate, often altogether closed.

Length, ordinary specimens, 20-2G nun. ; small ones down to 16 mm.
Hah. United States, common. I have specimens from Quelle, Can., Maine, Massachu-

setts, where it is not rare (Cambridge, Nahant, Chelsea Beach), District of Columbia, Mary-
land, Indiana, Kentucky, Florida, Kansas, Nebraska, Texas. Bellardi had it from Mexico.
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This species varies in appearance very much. Northern specimens, for instance those

found round Boston, often have the wings pale brown, even yellowish bi'own, towards the

posterior margin. The most remarkable variety, however, I received from Florida (Indian

River, E. Palmer ; Haulover Beach, March 12-14, Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz) ; the

thorax on each side bears a fringe of golden yellow hairs, not a trace of which is visible in

ordinary specimens. I have four specimens from Florida, and two from some other south-

ern locality not nearer defined, which show this peculiarity. A very sm.all specimen from

Key West (Feb. 7, 1869, in Mr. E. Burgess' collection) has none of these hairs. The very

broad front, broad frontal callus, shining subcallus and coarctate first posterior cell, prove,

I think, the sj^ccific identity of all these varieties.

The 2\ vcdidus Wiedemann is, to all appearance, based upon a brownish or reddish

colored specimen of T. atratvs. Drury's name, T. americamis (1773), although the old-

est, cannot have the priority on account of T. americanus Forster (1771), which is T. nifi-

cornis Fab.

The eyes of T. cdrahis, according to Dr. Harris (Ins. Inj. to Veget., 3d Edit., p. 602),

" are of a shining purjile black or bronzed black color, with a narrow jet black band across

the middle, and a broad band of the same hue on the lower part." I have revived, on wet

sand, the eyes of specimens from Texas and from Mas.sachusetts (with the yellowish hind

border of the wing), and have found them to agree with this description.

32. Tabanus "Wiedemanni.

Tabaniis ater Wiedemann (non Palisot-Beauv.) Auss. Zweifl., I, p. 136, 39 (ex parte; non Dipt. Exot.).

Female. Altogether black, with a slight brownish pollen on the thorax, grayish in front.

Face and front also with a Ijrownish pollen ; antennte black, upper angle of third joint very

salient ; the basal portion of this joint rather broad ; annulate portion not longer than the

basal portion. Frontal callus square, black, shining, prolonged upwards as a black, shining

stripe, not quite reaching the vertex, and nearly as broad as the callus, leaving but a nar-

row strip of the brownish front on each side ; subcallus less shining, somewhat denuded.

Wings dark brown ; a still darker brown cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein ; first

basal cell perceptibly coarctate. Length, 16 mm.
Hah. Enterprise, Florida, May 17, 1875. Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz.

Wiedemann described T. ater for his Diptera Exotica from Westermann's collection in

Copenhagen. Later, when writing his "Aussereurop. Zweifl. Ins.," he identified a specimen

of the Vienna Museum with his earlier description (without having the original specimens

before him), but added :
" It agrees very well with my description, only the coloring,

especially of the abdomen, is more blackish brown than deep black. The front is very

smooth, has a transverse subcallus and above it a hroad, smooth str'tj^e, running towards

the vertex." This addition, and especially the last character, proves, to my mind, that

Wiedemann had the present species before him ; but whether his former description refers

to the same species, seems doubtful to me. In several details (very small tooth of the third

antennal joint, front shining black, very convex front behind the antennre) that description

points to T. luguiris ; only the size of the female, seven lines, is too large for it. At any

rate, the name T. ater cannot be used, on account of the much older T. ater Ecssi (1790).
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T. Wiedeman7ii is easily distinguislied from T. airahis by its smaller size, much narrower

front, the shape of the callosity and of the stripe above it, the shape of the third antennal

joint, which is much less excised, the brown cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein and

the less coarctate first posterior cell.

From T. lugubrls the present species differs in its somewhat larger size, its less shining

surface, in the structure of the antennae, the shape of the callosity with prolongation, the

less convex subcallus and the cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein.

33. Tabanus lugubris.

Tahanus lugubris Macquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 145, 48.

Tahanus ater Palisot-Beauvois, Ins., Dipt. Tab. II, f. 5.—Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., I, p. 74, 23 ; Anss. Zw.,

I, p. 136, 39 (ex parte).

Female. Antennaj black ; third joint long ; annulate portion especially elongate ; body

of the joint comparatively small, its upper angle Avell marked, nearly rectangular, but not

drawn out. Face and cheeks black, shining, with a little brownish pollen in the middle of

the former, between the furrow
;
palpi deep black. Front black, shining, some traces of a

grayish pollen visible on the sides, above the callosity ; the latter large, convex ; subcallus

also very convex, black, shining. Thorax and abdomen black, shining, with a thin brown-

ish pollen ; thorax in front with some grayish pollen. Legs black. Wings uniformly black

;

first posterior cell perceptibly coarctate. Length, 13-14 mm.
Hah. Carolina (Macquart) ; Sea Islands, South Carolina, June 2d (B. P. Mann). A

single female.

The shape of the third antennal joint of this species is characteristic ; untortunately,

Macquart could not describe it, as it was wanting in his specimen. Nevertheless, the

description leaves but little doubt about the identification.

Palisot's short description and figure seem to refer to this species rather than to T W'led-

emanni. Compare especially the side view of the very convex subcallus. Moreover, it is

not probable that Palisot, in the then existing state of descriptive entomology, would have

distinguished T. Wiedemanni ; he would have pi'obably taken it for a small T. atratiis, the

resemblance between the two species being very great. About Wiedemann's interpreta-

tion compare the observation at the end of the description of T. Wiedemanni. As there

is a much older T. ater Rossi (Fauna Etrusca, 1790), Macquart's name must be adojited.

34. Tabanus rufus.

Tahanus rufus Palisot-Beauvois, Ins., Dij)t. Tal). II, f. 1, p. 100. — "Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 1]7, 8

(merely a translation of Palisot's description).

Tahanus fumipennis Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 119, 11.

Female. Face reddish yellow
;

palpi rather long and slender, reddish ; front rather

broad, parallel, yellowish brown ; callosity not longer than broad, chestnut brown, or dark

brown, Avith a spindle-shaped prolongation above. Antenna) jiale red, third joint much
excised, its upper angle very salient and slightly drawn out forward. Thorax more or less

brown above, with a delicate grayish pollen and faint reddish lines, more reddish on the

sides
;
pleura) and pectus yellowish, with j-ellowish hair. Abdomen ferruginous reddish,

with a longitudinal blackish stripe, which expands jjosteriorly and occupies nearly the whole
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dorsal surface of the three last segments. Legs yellowish red ; front tarsi brownish.

Wings strongly infuscated; a distinct brown cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein, a

very faint one on the crossvein at the base of the second posterior cell. Length, about

23 mm.
Hah. Savannah, Georgia (Wiedemann) ; Florida (Lake Harney, May 4, Messrs. Hub-

bard and Schwarz) ; S. Carolina (Sea Islands, June 2, B. P. Mann). I have four females.

The cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein is not mentioned by Wiedemann ; it nev-

ertheless exists in his original specimen in the Vienna Museum (as Dr. Eedtenbacher kindly

informs me). The eyes of this species (as I saw them on an alcoholic specimen) have three

narrow bluish stripes, not reaching the external border ; the gi'ound color of the eye was

reddish green.

35. Tabanus Megerlei.

Tahanus Megerlei Wiedcm.inn, Aus. Z\v., I, p. 132, 3'2.

Female. [Antennte l)rown, root of the third joint ferriiginous yellow, with a strong

tooth ; face brown, somewhat yellowish on the sides ; cheeks and palpi bi'own ; beard black
;

front yellowish white below, lighter in the middle, the upper part yellowish.] Callosity

nearly square, brown or black, convex. Thorax blackish, reddish on each side, with whit-

ish lines on the dorsum
;
pleural brown, with black hair. Abdomen reddish, with a broad

black stripe in the middle, which is somewhat narrower on the second and third segments

;

a whitish pollen and a golden yellow pubescence clothe the red portions of the abdomen
;

lateral margins blackish, fringed with black hair. Venter reddish. Wings brownish on

the proximal half, especially along the veins ; crossveins and bifurcation of the third vein

with dark brown clouds. Length, 17-18 mm.
Hah. Florida (caught by myself on St. John's River in March, 18-58). A single female.

T. MerjerJei is described by Wiedemann without indication of locality. My specimen

agrees perfectly with his description. At present this specimen is somewhat injured about

the head, so that I am compelled to translate from Wiedemann the portion of my descrip-

tion enclosed in brackets. The black frincce of hair alona; the edo;es of the otherwise red

abdomen of this species cannot well be mistaken. In the present condition of my speci-

men I cannot well ascertain whether its eyes are pubescent or fulvous, and whether it has

an ocellar tubercle or not.

36. Tabanus americanus.

Tabanus americanus Forster, Nov. Spec. Centur., I, 100.

Tabanus jybmiheus Dniry, Ins. I, Tab. 44, f. 2.

Tabanus ruficornis Fabricius, Sjst. Eiit., p. 789, 8 ; Ent. Syst., IV, p. 365, 14 ; Syst. Antl., p. 96, 14.

—

Wiedeninnn, Dipt. Exot., I, 62 ; Auss. Zw., I, p. 112, 1.

Tabanus limbalus Palisot-Beauvois, Ins., Dipt. Tab. I, f. 2.

Female. Dark violet brown (" obscure coccinelleus " of Wiedemann) sometimes more

reddish. Face grayish, with gray hair ; front grayish ; antennae red ; in some specimens

the annulate portion is brown ; third joint deej^ly excised ; its upper angle drawn out, as a

pointed horn ; frontal callus chestnut brown, prolonged in a line above
;
palpi brownish red,

with dense, short black hairs. Thorax with a whitish efflorescence, hardly concealing the

dark ground color ; a tuft of white hairs between the root of the wings and the scutellum.

USMOmS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. TOL. n. 115
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Pleurae with a whitish down and with longer white hairs, especially between the root of the

wings and the base of the abdomen ; abdomen covered with a thin whitish efflorescence, not

concealing the ground color, but visible in an oblique light ; it is more perceptible along

the hind margins of the segments, where, on each side, it becomes broader and very dis-

tinct ; hind margins of the ventral segments also whitish. Legs brownish red, tarsi darker;

hind tibiae with fringes of dark haii-s. Wings hyaline, costal cell and stigma infuscated

;

first posterior cell somewhat coarctate.

Male. Head large, subhemispherical, like that of T. atratus in shape ; the large facets

occupy a very extended area, and are distinctly separated from the small ones. Hairs on

head and chest more yellow than in the female. (I have only a single sjiecimen, from

Florida, before me.) Length, 25-30 mm.
Hab. Middle and Southern States. I have seen specimens from Illinois ; Sea Islands,

S. C. ; Florida (Ft. Capron, Fla., April 25, Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz) ; Kentucky; Mis-

souri; Pennsylvania; Detroit, Mich. (Mr. Hubbard). From Mr. Akhurst I received a

specimen caught in the State of New York.

Forster's name, being the oldest (1771), should have the priority. Drury's description

and figure are older, but the name T. jjlurnbeiis Drury, appears only in Vol. II, Appendix

(1773). FiJrster is wrong in quoting Drury's figures, 2 and 3 ; the latter is T. amerlcanus

Drury (Syn. atratus Fab.). This is the largest of the North American Tabani, and seems

to be very common in some parts of the south and west. The eyes are unicolorous, of a

brilliant green.

37. Tabanus giganteus.

Tabanus ffignntem DeGeer, Ins., VI, p. 22G, 1 ; Tab. XXX, f. 1.

Tabanus linealus Fabricius, Spec. Ins., II, p. 455, 4; Entomologia System., IV, p. 363, 5; Syst. Antl., p.

94, 3.—Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., I, p. G3, 3; Auss. Z\v., I, p. 115, 4.

? Tabanus hicolor Macquart, Dipt. Exot., 2' Sup])!., p. 34, 129 ( 9 ).

? Tabanus ccesiofasciatus Macquart, Dipt. E.xot., 5' Suppl., p. 32, 126 (
,f,

).

Female. Front rather narrow, grayish ; frontal callus chestnut brown, prolonged up-

W'ards as a narrow, smooth line ; face whitish j^ellow or yellowish white
;

palpi reddish

yellow, beset with golden yellow and black hairs. Antennae red, third joint deeply excised,

upper angle projecting, horn-like. Thorax brownish above, more or less clothed with gray-

ish pollen, with indistinct darker stripes and reddish lines between them ; scutellum usually

reddish, with a black spot at the base. Pleura? and pectus clothed with yellowish or whit-

ish hairs. Abdomen blackish, more or less covered with a white efflorescence ; the sides of

the abdomen, especially on the second segment, i-eddish ; incisures more or less whitish.

Legs brownish red ; tarsi darker ; hind tibiaj with a fringe of black hair. Wings tinged

with pale brown ; costal cell and stigma ferruginous brownish ; first posterior cell but

slightly coarctate. Length, 22-25 mm.
Hah. Middle and Southern States. I have seen specimens from Connecticut (Suffield,

G. Dimmock), Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Sonora. Dr. Harris's Catalogue

quotes this species from Massachusetts.

The eyes of this species are unicolorous. DeGeer's T. giganteus is evidently this spe-

cies ; about the confusion existing between it and T. calens Linne, see Wiedemann, Auss.

Zw., I, p. 135.
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I do not see any thing in Macqnart's doscrijition of T. bicolor, which would prevent the

interpretation I give it. Anyhow, the name cannot stand, as there is an earher bicolor by

Wiedemann. Obsei've at the same time that Macquart does not mention T. lineatus any-

where in his works.

In Mr. C. V. Riley's collection I find a very much damaged specimen, which I take to be

the male of this species, the only one 1 have seen. The head is flattened above, and not

very large. The demarcation between the large and small facets of the eye is distinct,

although the large facets are comparatively smaller than in the allied species. Macquart

says of his T. ccesiofasciatus 5 :
" Yeux nus, composes entierement de fort jietites

facettes," which rather confirms me in the belief that this is the male of T. giganteus.

38. Tabanus mexicanus.

Tahainis mexicamts Liniic, S3'st. N;it., II, p. 1000, 10.— Fabrit-ius, Spec. Ins., II, p. 457, 16; Ent. Syst., IV,

p. 367, 22; Syst. Antl., p. 98, 25.—Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot, I, p. 76, 29 ; Auss. Zw., I, p. 147, 58.— Macqiunt,

Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 143,43.

Tabanus punctatits Fabricins, Ent. Syst., IV, p. 368, 25.

Tahanus inanis Fabiicius, 1. c, 26.

Tahanus ochroleucus Meigen, System. Beschr., II, p. 62, 41. (Meigen erroneously took it for European.)

Tabanus oUuaceus DeGecr, VI, p. 230, 6 ; Tab. 30, f. 6. {DeGeer quotes Linne.)

Tabumis sidphurais Palisot-Beauvois, Ins., p. 222, Dipt. Tab. Ill, f. 3.

Tabanus Jlacus Macquart, Hist. N.at. Dipt., I, p. 200. 13 ; Guerin et Perclieron, Genera, etc., Dipt. Tab. II.

Tabanus viridijiavus VVallver, Newman's Zool., VIII, A])p. Ixvi (
" fide Wallicr," tlius quoted by Bellardi,

Saggio, I, p. 59).

The whole body is pale yellowish, more or less tinged with greenish
;
palpi yellow, slightly

incrassated at the base of the second joint; antennte of the same color, sometimes green
;

upper angle of the third joint projecting, rectangular ; front nearly parallel, Avithout any

callosity ; the head of the female being large, the front, for a Tahanus, has an unusual

length. Thorax densely clothed with yellow hairs. Wmgs subhj-aline, sometimes slightly

tinged with yellowish ; costal cell and stigma yellow ; crossveins and bifurcation of the third

vein usually (not always) clouded with brown ; according to Wiedemann, brown clouds

sometimes also occur on the tips of the veins, along the margin ; but this probably applies

to the South American species, which he had before him. All my specimens have a stump

of a vein on the bifurcation of the third vein.

Hah. Florida; South Carolina (Sea Islands, May 17, 1869, B. P. Mann); New Jersey

(Am. Entom. Soc.) ; Mis.souri (Riley) ; Mexico (Bellardi); South America (Wiedemann).

I never saw this species alive, but believe that in that state the green color must be more

distinct ; in dry specimens only traces of it remain, very irregularly distributed over the

body. The synonomy of Fabricius's names I borrow from Wiedemann, who saw the orig-

inal types ; the same for Meigen's ochroleucus.

About his T. jlavns Macquart says that the type is in Percheron's cabinet ; Percheron's

figure deserves, therefore, full credit. It is strange, nevertheless, that while Macquart

expressly mentions the absence of the stump on the fork of the third vein, Perclieron

figures this stump as very long ; Macquart mentions a dark spot at the base of the

fork, Percheron neither figures nor mentions it ! I do not knoAv how to explain these con-

tradictions in the face of a synonymy which cannot be doubted.
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Palisot's figure of the Iront of Lis T. sulpliureus shows the absence of the callosity, and

thus unmistakably points to T. mexicanus.

B. Tabani with pubescent eyes, but without ocellar tubercle.

39. Tabanus bicolor.

Tabanus bicolor Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., I, p. 96, 58 ; Auss. Z\v., I, p. 188, 115; mah.
Tabanus ruficeps Macquart, Dipt. Exot., 5"^ Suppl., p. 35, 130 ; male.

Female. Eyes pubescent ; head comparatively broad ; face pale yellowish
;
palpi short

and turgid, yellowish, with sparse, black hairs ; front and vertex yellowish ; no frontal cal-

losity ; antennoe reddish yellow, third joint remarkably broad and comparatively short.

Thorax brownish yellow, in consequence of the dense pollen which conceals the brownish

olivaceous ground color ; the j^leurjB somewhat grayish. Legs reddish yellow. Abdomen
reddish on the sides, yellowish brown in the middle and at the tip (the latter color being

the effect of a brown ground color covered with brownish fulvous pollen and fulvous hairs).

Wings hyaline ; veins yellow.

Male. Head large, but not flattened on top ; large and small facets distinctly separated

;

thorax somewhat more yellowish than in the female, the yellow hair upon it being more
dense. Abdomen reddish yellow, with a dark longitudinal stripe, which is narrowest in the

middle, but varies in breadth in different specimens. Length, 10-11 mm.
Ilah. New York ; Pennsylvania; Illinois; Canada. I have three male and two female

specimens before me.

The male of this species is more frequently met with in collections than the female.

Although Macquart says "yeux nus " of his T. ruficeps,! have not the slightest doubt

that it is the same as T. bicolor Wied.

40. Tabanus fulvescens.

Tabanus fulvescens "Walker, List, etc., I, p. 171.

"Mas. Fuscus, capite flavo-albido, thorace fusco, pectore cano, abdomine fulvo, fusco

nonnunquam vittato, pedibus flavis, alis hmpidis.

" Head yellowish white, clothed beneath with white hairs ; feelers and palpi yellow

;

eyes red ; chest pale brown, clothed with tawny hairs : breast hoary, clothed with white

hairs ; abdomen tawny, slightly clothed with tawny hairs, and having a broad grayish brown
stripe, which appears only at the base of the underside ; legs yellow ; wings colorless

;

wing ribs and veins tawny, the latter piceous towards the tip
;
poisers yellow.

" Length of the body, 41 lines (11-12 mm.) ; of the wings, 9 lines.

" a. Massachusetts. From Prof Sheppard's collection.

"h. ?

" Var. Abdomen not striped."

I have two specimens (male and female) from Canada (Quebec, Mr. Belanger, and Port-

neuf, Mr. Provancher) which agree quite well with this description, except that, in the

male, the brown longitudinal stripe runs along the whole venter, and that the tarsi are

infuscated at the tips. The body of the female is darker ; the tips of the front tibiae are

infuscated; the front tarsi are brown, except at the base.
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This species (if it be distinct) resembles T. hicolor very much in its genei'al appearance,

in the absence of a frontal callosity, in the pubescence of the ej'es, etc. It is easily distin-

guished, however, by the whitish gray color of pectus, pleurse and front coxae, which color

also appears on the cheeks and around the mouth. The third joint of the antennas (in my
two specimens at least) is slightly narrower ; the general coloring of the body, especially

in the female, is darker.

41. Tabanus Reinwardtii.

Tahamis lieinicardtii Wierlemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 1.30, 30.

Tabanus ert/throtdas Walker, Ins. Saunders, p. 25 ; Tab. II, f. 1.

Female. Front rather broad, graj'ish, with a well marked brown crossband in the mid-

dle and a dark spot on the vertex ; frontal callosity large, nearly squai'e, brown, prolonged

as a line above ; face and cheeks wdiite, with white hair
;
palpi moderately stout, yellow,

with a grayish pollen, and short black hairs ; antennae : first and second joints reddish (in

some specimens almost black), with black hair ; the third black, red at base ; upper angle

well marked, projecting, nearly rectangular. Thorax grayish slate color, sometimes more

blackish ; more or less reddish on the sides and along the suture ; the usual gray stripes

are Avell marked and beset with whitish hairs in well preserved specimens. Pleura? and

pectus whitish, beset with white hairs ; on the pleural a faint reddish ground color is often

apparent ; a fringe of black pile between the root of the wings and the humerus. Abdo-

men grayish slate color, usually faintly reddish on the sides ; an intermediate row of trian-

gular and lateral rows of oblique whitish spots ; hind margins of segments fringed with

short white hairs. Venter densely clothed with wdiite pollen and short white hairs, the

latter especially on the hind margins of segments, the ground color being blackish, or pale

reddish. Legs pale reddish or yellowish, clothed with grayish pollen and white hairs ; tarsi

nearly black ; all the tibiiv; blackish at tip, front tibia) up to their middle, (in some speci-

mens the femora, especially the front femora, are darker). Wings subhyaline ; central

crossveins, crossveins at the end of the discal cell, and bifurcation of the third vein, dis-

tinctly clouded with brown ; front posterior cell very slightly coarctate.

Male. Antenme usually black, except the extreme root of third joint ; face and cheeks

grayish, with blackish hair ; legs darker, femora nearly black ; thorax blackish, with dense

blackish and gray pile ; antealar callus reddish ; abdominal markings much less well defined
;

white hairs on the abdomen longer ; brown clouds on the wings less well marked. The line

between the large and small facets on the eyes well defined, although the large fiicets are

comparatively smaller than in other species. (In life a single green stripe on purple ground

on the lower part of the eyes.) Length somewhat variable, the usual size lG-18 mm.;
sometimes only 14 mm. My male specimens measure about 16 mm.

The eyes are pubescent in both sexes ; very distinctly in the male.

Hah. Canada (Belanger, Provancher, Coupor) ; Iowa (Jefferson and Dallas Counties,

J. A. Allen) ; Illinois ; Vermont (Bridgport, Miss A. M. Edmands) ; Virginia; Pennsylvania

(Am. Ent. Soc). I have ten female and three male specimens.

The description of the legs of T. enjthrolelus Walker does not agree with this species

;

but Westwood's figure which is appended, the locality (Bolton, N. Amer.), and the non-
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existence of any other species with which to identify the description, render the sj'nonymy

certain. In this species the ocellar tnbercle is not visible ; the pubescence of the eyes in

the male is very distinct ; in the female very short, and often hardly visible. The colora-

tion of the eyes of the female (revived on wet sand) appeared not unlike that of T. tri-

junctus, catenatus, and that whole group : two bluish green stripes, with a rather broad

interval ; the lower stripe bent towards the upper one at the outer end, without, however,

reachino- it.o

42. Tabanus cerastes n. sp.

Female. Eyes pubescent ; face white, with white hair
;
palpi rather stout, pale yellow,

with white, mixed with a few black hairs ; antenna) reddish, thii-d joint very deeply ex-

cised, almost crescent-shaped, upper angle drawn out in a rather long liorn, which, as

well as the annulate portion of tlie third joint, is black ; sometimes the whole joint,

except the base, is brownish ; front moderately broad, grayish yellow ; callosity brownish

red, large, square ; a spindle-shaped brown line above it is usually disconnected from it

;

(in my three specimens this line has a well marked groove in the middle, which ends in a

deep puncture on the callosity ; this may be a merely adventitious character of the species).

Thorax of a light chocolate brown with whitish lines
;
pleura3 wdiitish, with white hair.

Abdomen of a light cliocolate brown, with white triangles in the middle, and rather large,

oblique, white spots on the sides. Venter densely clothed with whitish pollen, and with a

trace of a longitudinal brown stripe. Feet reddish, whitish pollinose, and with white hairs
;

tips of tibiaj and all the tarsi brown. Wings subhyaline, faintly tinged with brownish

between the root and the stigma ; first posterior cell broadly open. Length, 15-16 mm.
Ilab. Kentucky (Bee Spring, June, F. G. Sanborn) ; Wisconsin (R. Kennicott).

The long horn-like upper angle of the antenna^, as well as the peculiar brown coloring,

renders this species easily recognizable. 2\ sciius Walker seems to have antenna) of the

same structure ; in other respects its description is entirely unmeaning. The words " an-

tennes a dent tin peu allongee," in Macquart's description of his T. kirtiocidatus 5

(Dipt. Exot., 5" Suppl., p. 33), together with the pubescent eyes, may indicate the unknown

male of my T. cer-astes ; still the data of the description are not sufficient to warrant the

identification of the female. The eyes of an alcoholic female showed a single Ijluish stripe

in the middle.

C. Tabani with pubescent eyes and with an ocellar tubercle (subgenus Therioplectes).

43. Tabanus flavipes.

Tahamis flavipes AVioilcmnnn, T, p. 137, 41.

Female. Eyes pubescent, face yellowish gray, with dense yellow hair on the cheeks
;

some blackish hairs below the eyes; palpi long and narrow, black. Antennfe dark red;

third joint black on its distal half, excised above, and with a projecting upper angle; front

rather broad, narrowed anteriorly, dark grayish ; callosity very convex, with a more or less

spindle-shaped prolongation above ; the subcallus in all my specimens is denuded, shining.

Thorax black, with black, erect pile, mixed with yellowish hairs, especially in front; ante-

alar tubercle black
;
pleura) black, clothed with sparse yellowish hairs, which are denser
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under the wings. Abdomen black, thinly clothed with pale golden yellow hairs, which are

more dense along the hind margins of the segments, Avhere they form narrow, but conspic-

uous pale golden yellow fringes. Venter black; hind margins of segments likewise fringed

Avith pale yellow hairs. Front femora black, reddish at tip ; front tibiaj reddi.sh yellow,

blackish at tip ; front tarsi black ; four posterior femora black on the proximal half only

;

the remainder, as well as the tibiae and tarsi, reddish yellow. Wings tinged with brownish,

brownifi^h ferruginous along the costa. Length, 14-17 mm.
Hob. Labrador (Dumplin Harbor, July 19, common, A. S. Packard). Wiedemann's

specimens were from the same country. I have six females.

Among Mr. Packard's specimens from Straits of Belle Isle, I find a male, which aj^parently

belongs here. The sides of the second abdominal segment are reddish. The head is mod-

erately large, and the difference between the large and small facets well marked, although

not very considerable.

According to Wiedemann, this species is very like the European T. cmr'ipihis Meig.

There is a superficial resemblance between this species and T. zonaVts ; they are easily

distinguished, however, by the much broader yellow borders of the abdominal segments

and the reddish antealar tubercles of T. zonalis. The front of T. Jlavipes is broader, the

palpi narrower, etc.

44. Tabanus zonalis.

Tahanus zonalis Kirby, Fjxun.a Boreiili-Americana, IV, p. 314, 2.

Ihhcmiis tarancU Walker, List, etc., I, p. 150
;
female.

lYibanns terrce novce Mafcpiart, Dipt. Exot., i' Suppl., p. 39, 109.

Female. Eyes pubescent ; third joint of antenna3 red, more or less black at tip (some-

times the annulate portion alone is black, sometimes this color extends beyond it), dis-

tinctl}- excised above, with a jn'ojecting upper angle ; face and front clothed with a golden

yellow (in some cases whitish yellow) pollen; cheeks with fulvous and black hairs; frontal

callosity black, nearly square, with a spindle-shaped, often disconnected line above ; vertex

black; palpi brown, densely clothed with black hair. Thorax black, antealar tubercle red-

dish. Abdomen black, hind margin of all segments with a broad yellow border, formed by

yellow pollen, clothed with golden yellow hairs; on the second, and sometimes on the third

segments, this Isorder has, anteriorly, a shallow excision, bounded on each side by a pointed

projection ; venter black, the hind margins of the segments also bordered with yellow.

Femora black, reddish at the tijD ; tibiaj and tarsi reddish yellow; front tibiic at the tip, and

front tarsi, black ; hind tibife with a distinct fringe of reddish hair. Wings tinged with

brownish; ferruginous brownish along the costa. Length, 17-18 mm.
Hab. Has a wide distribution in the northern regions of North America ; Maine (Fer-

nal) ; northwestern parts of the Hudson's Bay Territory (R. Kennicott) ; Saskatchewan

River (Scudder); Washington Territory (G. Gibbs); Labrador (Packard); Canada (Quebec,

Belanger) ; Anticosti (Verrill) ; St. Martin's Falls, Albany River, Hudson's Bay (Walker);

Newfoundland (Walker and Macquart). I compare twenty-four female specimens.

In old and worn specimens the yellow portions of the body appear more whitish. The

typical specimen described by Kirby must have been in that condition, as appears from his

description. The mention of the reddish antealar callosity, as well as the measurement
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(7 2^ lines) given by Kirby, prove that he meant the above described species, and not T.

flavipes. The eyes of the female (revived on wet sand) showed four dull green stripes, the

upper and lower one not defined on the outside, very like the eyes of T. cincius.

45. Tabanus cinctus.

Tahanus ductus Fabricins, Ent. Syst., IV, p. 36G, IS; Syst. Antl, p. 97, 20; Moigen, Syst. Beschr., etc., II,

p. 42, 16 (where this species is erroneously quoted as European, an error corrected afterwards in the preface to

the third volume).— Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot, I, p. 67, 10; Auss. Zw., I, 119, 12.— Harris, Ins. New Engl,

3d Edit., p. 602, fig. 201.

Male and female. Eyes pubescent ; face brownish gray, beset on the cheeks with black-

ish hair
;
palpi black, or dark brown ; front ( 9

)
yellowish brown ; callosity chestnut brown,

square or semi-oval, with a black, irregular prolongation above ; ocellar tubercle very dis-

tinct. Thorax black, somewhat shining, beset with black hair. First three segments of

the abdomen yellowish red, beset with fulvous hair ; an inverted black triangle rests with

its base against the scutellum, and occupies with its apex the middle of the second segment

;

remaining segments of the abdomen deep black. Legs black. "Wings brownish. Length,

18-] 9 mm.
Hah. Massachu.setts ; White Mountains, N. II. (H. K. Morrison) ; Connecticut (South-

ington, in July, W. M. Patton) ; Pennsylvania; Maryland (Am. Entom. Soc.) ; Georgia

(J. Ptidings) ; Virginia (Wiedem.). Mexico [?] (Walker, List, etc., I, p. 153).

In the male of this species the difference between the large and small facets of the eyes

is hardly perceptible, and the line of demarcation between them is indistinct (at least in

dry specimens). The e3"es of the female show four dull green stripes, the upper and lower

ones of which are not distinctly defined on the outside. The pubescence on them is very

difficult to ascertain. This seems to be closely related to T. (rifij^llus.

46. Tabanus trispilus.

Tahanus trisj)ilus "Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 150, 62.

Female. Face j^ellowish gray, with yellowish hairs on the cheeks
;
palpi yellowish, beset

with short, black hair ; front gray ; callus black, semi-oval, prolonged aljove in a somewhat

spindle-shaped line ; ocellar tubercle very distinct, reddish ; antennce red, first joint with

gray pollen ; the third joint black on its distal end, broad, with a salient upper angle

and a shallow excision. Tliorax blackish gray, with two faint longitudinal gray sti'ipes

and a gray line between them ; under the lens these gray stripes appear beset with

minute fulvous hair ; antealar tubercles reddish
;
pleurte gray, beset Avith pale yellowish,

whitish and black hair. Abdomen grayish black (dark slate color), darker than the thorax;

hind margins of segments with a nari'ow whitish border, beset with a fringe of whitish

hairs ; in the middle of this border, on segments two to five, a very distinctly defined white

triangle, occupying the whole breadth of the segment ; that on segment two is the largest,

this segment being the broadest; that on segment five is very small, often almost obsolete;

there is also a small whitish spot in the middle of the first segment, under the scutellum
;

the lateral margins of the abdomen are whitish, and beset with white hairs. Venter whit-
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ish gray, with a broad blackish longitudinal stripe in the middle. Legs black
;
proximal

half of the tibiaj more or less reddish brown. Wings tinged with brownish gray ; a shade

of brownish runs from the stigma across the central crossveins ; costal and basal cells also

with a faint brownish tinge ; first posterior cell open.

Male. Much darker in coloring than the female. Head of moderate size ; the demarca-

tion Ijetween the large and small facets is hai'dly visible, as these facets differ in size but

very little. Thorax black, beset with black hair ; anteriorly some grayish pollen and 3'el-

lowish hair ; longitudinal stripes obsolete ; antealar tubercle dark reddish
;
pleurte beset

with yellowish hairs, and with blackish ones in the middle ; abdomen black, often dark

brown on the sides of the second and third segments ; white triangles on segments two and

three very distinct, silvery white, that on segment four smaller, often subobsolete ; the

hind raarffins of the segments have no fringe of white hair, but a narrow border of whitish

pollen is visible m a certain light. Venter black or brown ; hind margins of segments

white. Wings with a Ijrownish tinge, somewhat more saturate than in the female. Length,

14-15 mm.
Ilah. New England (Cambridge, Mass., in Jul}-, AVhite Mountains, July 13, S. H. Scud-

der; Southington, Conn., July, W. H. Patton) ; Illinois; New York; also Middle States

(Am. Ent. Soc). I have three males and seven females before me.

The eyes are pubescent; in the female, however, the pubescence is very difficult to per-

ceive. The e\'es of the female show four bright green stripes, with purple intervals of

nearly the same breadth.

I had some doul^ts about the identification of this species with the T. trlspllus of Wiede-

mann ; first, because he does not mention that the eyes ar« pubescent, although he had a

male specimen, in which his pubescence is usually very distinct ; secondly, because he calls

the pubescence on the cheeks brownish, while it is yellowish gray. Through Dr. Rcdten-

bacher's kindness I have been able to remove these doubts. He has caused Wiedemann's

type in the Vienna Museum to be examined, and informs me that it has distinctly pubes-

cent eyes, and that the hairs on the cheeks are grayish, and not brownish.

47. Tabanus lasiophthalmus.

Tahanus lasioplifhalmits Macqnavt, Dijit. Exot., I, 1, p. 143, 45.

Tabanus notabiiis Walker, List., etc., I, p. 1G6.

Female. Ej-es pubescent; face yellowish white, with hair of the same color; palpi

rather stout, whitish yellow, with white and more or less black hair ; front rather broad,

slightly converging anteriorly, yellowish gray, mixed with brown, and with short Idack

pile; frontal callosity black ; below it the subcallus is usually bare, black, shining ; above

the callosity a small, denuded blackish spot, usuall}' disconnected from it, and surrounded

with a brownish shade ; ocellar tubercle very distinct, a brownish shade around it ; antennse

reddish, more or less black at the tip of the third joint, the latter with a projecting, nearly

rectangular, upper angle. Thorax grajish black, with a shade of brown ; the usual longi-

tudinal grayish lines, in well preserved specimens, are beset with fulvous hair ; antealar

tubercle somewhat reddisli
;
pleurai gray, with whitish hair. Abdomen brownish black in

the middle, yellowish or reddish brown on the sides ; large oblique yellowish white lateral

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. yAT. HIST. VOL II. 117
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spots on each segment, gradually- diminishing and becoming more rounded posteriorly ; at

the middle of the hind margin of the segments a small fringe of yellowish hair, sometimes
assuming a subtriangular shape. Venter yellowish, often more or less blackish, clothed

with a thin grayit?h pollen and yellowish hairs. Legs yellowish red, base of femora, to a
greater or less extent, black ; tarsi black, except the base of the four posterior ones, which
is reddish

;
tips of front tibia; blackish. Wings hyaline ; crossveins and bifurcation of the

third vein clouded with brown ; first posterior cell broadly open.

3Me. Face dark grayish, beset with blackish hair ; antennae darker ; third joint more
narrow ; thorax clothed with denser blackish pile, gray lines less distinct ; legs black, tibiae

and base of four posterior tarsi reddish brown. Length, 12-16 mm., both sexes being
rather variable in size.

Huh. United States and British Possessions; not rare. (Massachusetts; Maine; De-
troit, Mich.; Illinois; Quebec, Canada, etc.)

I have seen Walker's T. notaUlis in the British Museum.

48. Tabanus a£Eiiiis.

Tabanus affinis Eirby, Fauna Bor.-Amer., IV, p. 313, 1.

Female. Eyes pubescent; palpi brownish yellow, with short black hairs ; second joint

moderately stout at base ; face yellowish gray; antenna3 dark red, third joint black on its

latter half, its basal portion rather broad, the upper angle projecting and the excision well

marked ; front dark yellowish gray, somewhat convergent anteriorly, clothed with black

hair ; callosity black (seldom reddish), rather small for the size of the species, with a usually

spindle-shaped prolongation ; ocellar tubercle brownish black, very distinct. Thorax dark

grayish black with a tinge of brownish, and with more or less distinct gray lines ; antealar

tubei'cles reddish. Sides of the first four abdominal segments rufous, which color leaves a

black stripe in the middle, narrowest on the second segment, and expanding on the third

and fourth (in some specimens the fourth segment is almost black, with only a rounded

reddish spot on each side ; in others the red color invades even the fifth segment) ; on

each of the segments two to five, on the black stripe, there is a triangular whitish yellow

spot (formed by pollen overgrown with pubescence), the last of which, on segment five, is

subobsolete ; hind margins of segments yellowish, with a fringe of yellowish hairs ; better

preserved specimens show, on segments two and three, traces of lateral oblicjue 3'ellowish

spots. Venter rufous, last two or three segments black. Front legs black, base of tibiie

reddish ; on the hind legs the end of the femora, the tilsia; and tarsi are rufous ; tibia? with

a fringe of black hairs. Wings with a fiiint brownish gray tinge, more marked in the cos-

tal cell and across the central crossveins; first posterior cell broadly open. Length, 17-

20 mm.
Hah. Northern United States and British Possessions. I have about three dozen

specimens from Fort Good Hope, Lake Athabasca, Portage and Slave Lake, Lake Winnipeg,

Lake Superior (Michipicoten) ; Bethel, Me. ; White Mts., N. H.

The antennae are sometimes black, with a trace of red at the base of the third joint only.

The identification cannot be doubtful, as this is the largest among the allied species.
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49. Tabanus socius n. sp.

Female. Is very like T. affinls ; it will be sufficient to indicate the differences. Smaller

in size, being only 15-16 mm. long ; the coloring of the dark portions is of a lighter gray,

somewhat slate color ; the second joint of the palpi is shorter and much stouter at the base,

the color of the palpi is paler ; antennas of a lighter red, last joint Ijut very little infuscated

towards the end ; the yellowish brown at the base of the front tibine is more extended here,

in many specimens the tibia3 are black at the tip only ; the front is distinctly coarctate

anteriorly, but narrower than in T. ajfinis ; the linear prolongation of the callus in most

specimens forms a slightly elevated ridge, sometimes nearly reaching the ocellar tubercle.

Length, 15-lG mm. I have about a dozen of specimens from the northwestern parts of

the Hudson's Bay Territory (Fort Simpson, Kennicott), agreeing in these characters; also

two specimens from Illinois. All these specunens have the antealar tubercle reddish.

This species is most remarkably like the common European T. tropicus ; however, a

specimen of the latter in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, labelled by Dr. Loew, has

a somewhat broader front, the antealar tubercles black, the antennas somewhat more brown-

ish at the tip. I sent a specimen of T. socius to Dr. Loew, who declared it to be different

from his T. trojyicus.

There seems to be a good deal of uncertainty connected with the European species of

this group. Dr. Schiner, Fauna Austr., Diptera, I, p. 30-31, makes trojncus (non Linne)

Loew = solstitialis (Meig.) Schiner; irojiic^is (Linne) Schiner = /invV/ws (non Fallen)

Loew; and btriclus Fallen (non Loew) = /ro^j/c^s Panzer. Loew observes (Yerli. Zool.

Bot. Ges., 1858, p. 586), in a note to the description of T. frojnciis, that " the difficulties

concerning this species are increased by the flict that there are evidently several other

species yet coming in conflict hero, which cannot be distinguished w'ith certainty in single

specimens." Similar difficulties probably exist among the Noi'th American species.

T. vicimts Macq., Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 143, 4-4 (Carolina) apparently belongs in this

relationship.

50. Tabanus septentrionalis.

Tabanus sejJtentrioyialis Loew, Vcrli. Zool. Bot., 1858, p. 593.

I translate Dr. Loew's description :

'•Female. Ex-cinereo nigricans, abdomine trifariam cinereo maculato. maculis lateralibus

obliquis, margin! postico vix contiguis, tibiis obscure testaceis, ocnlis hirtis, trifasciatis, palpis

nigropilosis, antennis nigris, frontis callo infero et linca longitudinal! media atris. Long.

Corp. 6 lin. ; long. al. 5^ lin.

" (Cinereous blackish, abdomen with three rows of cinereous spots, the lateral ones

oblique, hardly touching the hind margin, tibia? dark testaceous, eyes hairy, with three

stripes, palpi with black hairs, antennse black ; frontal callosity and a longitudinal line in

the middle, black; length 13 mm.)
'' The great uniformity which prevails through the whole dipterous fauna in the arctic

regions, and the resemblance between T. sejjfentrionalis and the two preceding species,^

^T. quatuor/mtatus Slt-ig. and nigricornU Zett.
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may serve as an excuse foi- my mentioning this species among those of the European fauna.

It is smaller than the other two, its coloring is a darker blackish gray, with an admixture of

brown. Face and front yellowish cinereous ; the former, as well as the cheeks, is beset

with black and pale yellowish hairs. Tlie palpi, of a dirty whitish, are beset with black

hairs, not only on the second, but also at the end of the first joint; a character especially

distinctive of this species. Antennae black, only the third joint, at the extreme basis some-

times dark reddish, the first in the shape of a cap (Kappenfoermig), and beset, as w^ell as

the second, with short black hairs ; the third joint is but little excised. Front of medium

breadth, with a square, shining black callosity, al)ove which is a shining black longitudinal

line, not quite connected with the callosity. Eyes strongly pubescent, with three cross-

bands, which have the same position as in T. quatuoDiotatus. With the soft, pale yellowish

pile on the thoracic dorsum, the pleurae and the coxte, many black hairs are mixed ; the

pollinose pale longitudinal lines on the thorax are but little apparent, the intermediate one

especially is almost obsolete. The lateral spots on the a]:)domen are more rounded than

in T. quatuornotahis , but in a simihir position ; the hind margins of the segments have a

delicate, rather whitish fringe of hairs ; the broad longitudinal stripe in the middle of the

blackish gray venter is usuallj' more distinct than in the related species, as the coloring of

the anterior segments beside it is often reddish ; when this is not the case, the stripe is

hardly more apparent than in the other species. Femora black, mostly with black hairs

;

the extreme tip of the femora and the tibioe yellowish brown, the latter more or less black-

ish at the end. Wings with a more distinct dusky tinge than in T. quatuornotahis and

nigricornis, the stigma dark brown, the first posterior cell a little more coarctate at the tip

than in those species."

Hab. Labrador.

1. Among the numerous specimens belonging in the vicinity of the European T. qita-

iuornoiatus, I have a single one, likewise from Labrador (Caribou Island, Straits of Belle

Isle, A. S. Packard), which answers the above description with regard to the black hairs on

the cheeks and on the first joint of the jialpi ; only it is a little larger (between 14 and

15 mm.).

2. Two other specimens from Labrador agree in all respects with the former ; they are

a little smaller, and have no black hairs on the cheeks, or on the first joint of the palpi.

3. Two specimens from Yukon River, Alaska (R. Kennicott), agree in everything with

the specimen from Ijabrador, first mentioned, except that they have no black hairs on the

cheeks and on the first palpal joint.

4. Seven specimens from Lake Winnipeg (Scudder), and five from some other localities

(Massachusetts ; Michipicoten, Lake Superior, Quebec, Canada), have the sides of the abdo-

men reddish on the first three or four segments, and the venter more or less reddish. They

are more slender than the specimens from Labrador and Yukon River, and the triangles in

the middle of the abdominal segments in most of them seem larger and more distinctly

marked ; the base of the third antennal joint is bright red in most of these specimens.

5. Three specimens fi-om Maine (Mount Desert and the sea shore, B. P. Mann), and

one from Minnesota (Scudder) are smaller than the foi'mer lot (12.5 mm.), without any

reddish on the sides of the abdomen, and have the gray spots on the abdomen, both inter-

mediate and lateral, very distinct.
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Some of these groups of specimens, especially the groups 3 and 4, may really belong to

different species, although I confess myself unable to characterize them as such to my own

satisfaction. They all have the same characteristic comparatively narrow and hardly

excised third antennal joint ; nor do I perceive any appreciable difierence in the shape of

the front or of the palpi. Some of them even have a few black hairs on the cheeks and on

the first joint of the palpi, but not nearly so distinctly as the specimen from Labrador of

the group No. 1.

51. Tabaniis illotus n. sp.

Female. Eyes pubescent ; front rather broad, slightly converging anteriorly, brownish,

mixed with gray, beset with black liair ; callosity black, nearly squai-e, its linear prolonga-

tion above but weakly marked, usualW appearing as an ill defined oblong daik spot. Face

and cheeks of a rather pure grayish white, with white hairs ;
palpi stout, pale yellowish,

with small black hairs. Antennte : third joint moderately broad and moderately excised,

with a well marked upper angle ; its color is more or less dark reddish, its distal half black.

Thorax blackish, with faint gray lines, antealar tubercles usually reddish, pleuue gray, with

long, white hairs. Abdomen blackish ; on the second segment two obliquely placed whitish

(in rubbed off specimens pale reddish) lateral spots, not touching the hind margin (the

whitish pollen and pubescence covering them reach the margin); on the third segments

two much smaller and rounded spots, of the same color ; on the following segments two

still smaller whitish, rather faint spots, visible only in well preserved specimens, and with-

out any reddish under them ; more of these spots are in contact with the hind margin of

the segment ; between these lateral spots triangular intermediate spots contiguous to the

hind margin are more or less visible, especial!}' on the second and third segments. Ihe

venter is covered with a delicate white pollen and with minute whitish hairs ; its ground

color is black, with more or less reddish in the middle, and a l)lackish stripe upon it. Coxae

and femora black, with a whitish pollen and long white hairs ; front tibia^ reddish yellow,

black towards the tip ; middle tibiai altogether reddish, the hind tibiae reddish brown ; all

the tibiae beset with whitish hairs, the fringe of the last pair consisting sometimes of white,

sometimes of black hairs, or of both mixed ; tarsi brown. Wings subhyaline ; faint brown-

ish clouds on the central crossveins, at the base of the second posterior cell and on the

bifurcation of the third vein; stigma brown. Length, 12-14 mm.
Hah. Fort Resolution, Hudson's Bay Territory (R. Kennicott) ; Yukon River, Alaska

(Kennicott); Red River of the North (Scudder). I have a dozen specimens before me.

This species is easily recognized among others by the rather conspicuous spots on the

second and third alxlominal segments, while the spots on the following segments are smaller

and much less visible. Li many specimens a reddish ground color shines through the

spots on the segments two and three, while it never appears on llie folloAving segments.

The faint clouds on the crossveins are also a good distinguishing character.

I have two specimens from Fort Resolution, one from Lake "Winnipeg (Scudder), one from

Quebec (Belanger), two from Labrador (Caribou Island, Straits of Belle Isle, A. S. Packard),

one from Anticosti (Verrill), and one from Minnesota, all of which have the fr.ce and checks,

as W'Cll as the hair upon them, somewhat yellowish, instead of pure grayish white or white
;

the small black hairs on the palpi are denser, especially towards the tip, making the palpi'
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appear darker; in one of the specimens (Quebec) there are black hairs, even on the first

joint; tlie wings have a more distinct brownish tinge, especially the costal and the two

basal cells ; the nnderside of the body, including chest and pleurae, is much darker, beset

with blackish and jellowish, bat no white hairs; on the femora also the pollen is more
3'ellowisli gray, less conspicuous, and the hairs on the front femora are black, on the hind

ones yellowish ; the gray spots on the third and the following segments seem to be larger.

All these specimens have the subcallus denuded, black or brown, shining. In all other

respects, and in general appearance, these specimens look exactly like the typical T. illcitts.

It may be that this is a diflerent species.

52. Tabanus microcephalus n. sji.

Female. Head small, in comparison to the bulk of the body; eyes pubescent; front of

moderate breadth, hardly narrowed anteriorl}-, gray, mixed with brownish ; callositj' black

or brown, prolonged above in a rather stout black line ; vertex blackish ; the black hairs on

the front are short and inconspicuous. Palpi yellowish, stout at the base, taj^ering in a

rather elongated point, clothed with short black hairs ; face grayish white, with white

hairs ; antenna) more or less dark reddish ; first joint often nearly black, with gra3ish

pollen above, the third black towards the tip; the shape of the third joint is peculiar: it

is narrow, the body of the joint is rather small, hardly excised above, thus having a lilunt

and but little projecting ujipor angle ; the annulate portion is stout, the joints composing it

very distinct. Thorax graA-ish black, with rather distinct graj- lines; pleura) gray. Abdo-

men rather large, in comparison to the size of the thorax, grayish black, with three distinct

rows of gray spots ; the spots of the intermediate series are triangular, the largest and

most distinct on the second and third segments, where their apex often has a linear prolon-

gation reaching the anterior margin of the segment; the lateral spots are oblique triangles,

restiniz: on the hind mararins of the sesrmcnts, and havinar their outer ends prolonged

towards the lateral margin. Venter grayish, the reddish ground color being often visible

under the gray pollen. Wings subhyaline ; stigma dark brown ; first posterior cell broadly

open. Legs reddish brown, clothed with blackish and whitish hairs; tarsi darker ; femora

with gray pollen (sometimes they are dark brown). Length, 14-16 mm.
Mule. I have three males before me, which, owing to the structure of their antenna^, I

refer to this species. They do not materially differ from the female, except that the head

is comparatively larger; the hairs on cheeks and palpi are black ; the abdominal markings

less distinct. The largest of the three specimens (nearly IG mm.) has the sides of the

abdomen red on segments one to four ; owing to this ground color the lateral gray spots

are l)ut little apparent. In the second specimen, which is a little smaller, there is less red

on the sides ; in the third (about 12 mm.) the red is hardly perceptible, and the lateral gray

spots are more distinct. These specimens were taken in the ^Yhite jMountains, with a num-
ber of females, by Mr. Morrison.

Ilah. White Mts., N. II. (Seudder and Morrison); Trenton Falls, N. Y. (in July, 1874,

by myself) ; Massachusetts (Sanborn). I have twelve females and three males before me.

The eyes of this species have four green stripes, the two inner ones especially brilliant

bluish green ; intermediate spaces purple. The shape of the antennae, and the peculiar
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outline of the whole body (in the female), owing to the comparatively small head and large

abdomen, will I'endei- the recognition of this species easy.

53. Tabanus astutus n. sp.

Female. Palpi long and narrow, not incrassated at the base, dark yellowsn w^ith black

hairs ; face and cheeks grayish, Avith a slight yellowish tinge and gray hair ; front rather

broad, gray; callosit}- large, black, almost square; above it a somewhat lanceolate black

spot, almost or entirely disconnected from the callosity. Third antennal joint moderately

broad, and but little excised, still with a distinctly projecting upper angle ; the color is dark

reddish, black towards the tip; the segments of the annulate portion very distinct. Tho-

rax grayish black, well preserved specimens with very distinct whitish gray, partly yellow-

ish, lines
;

pleura? gray. Abdomen grayish black, with three roAvs of whitish triangles

resting on the hind margins of the segments ; the lateral ones are oblique, obtuse angular,

with the outer angle prolonged towards the lateral margin. Venter grayish, with Avhitish

incisures, an indistinct dark longitudinal stripe in the middle. Legs brown ; the four hind

femora on the proximal half, the tarsi and the ends of the front tibias daik brown, nearly

black ; sometimes the legs are altogether black, except the proximal half of the tiljia3,

Avhich is brownish ; in such specimens the gray pollen on the femora, and grajish yellow

hairs on the femora and tibite, are more apparent. Wings nearly hyaline ; stigma brown

;

first posterior cell broadly open. Length, 10-13 mm.
Hah. White Mts., N. IL (near North Conway, Aug. IG, 1874, two specimens taken by

me) ; Manlius, N. Y. (J. H. Comstock) ; Southington, Conn, (in July, W. II. Patton). I

have six females before me.

The coloring and the markings of this species resemble T. mlcrocephalus very much

;

but the T. astutus is smaller, and the general outline is diffei-ent, as it has neither the small

head nor the large abdomen of tlie former. The most striking distinctive character, how-

ever, consists in the palpi, which here are long and narrow, and not so much incrassated at

the base as in mlcrocephalus. The front is much broader here, and the antennae have a

more distinctly projecting upper angle. The eyes " are not unlike those of mkrocephalus,

only the middle stripes more green than blue; the upper one very little marked " ;
(note

taken by me from the living specimens).

The old and faded specimens, which I consider to be females of T. vloax (see No. 20),

are not unlike this species ; they differ, however, in having the eye.s glabrous, and the lateral

abdominal spots more distinctly angular rather than triangular, that is, in having the

longest oblique side more distinctly excised in the middle ; the palpi are broader and more

knee-shaped at the base of the second joint ; the general outline of the body is different,

the thorax being comparatively longer and the abdomen narrower ; the third antennal joint

is somewhat broader ; the anterior of the three short veins, connecting the discal cell with

the margin, is straighter, not so markedly arcuate as it is in T. astutus and T. mlcro-

ce])halus.

The males, of course, will be easier to distinguish, that of T. vivax having a large head,

wdth the large and small facets very distinctly differentiated ; while the unknown male of

T. astutus must belong to the group with the small heads and but little differentiated facets.
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54. Tabanus rhombicus n. sp.

Female. Front compiiratively broad, gray, slightly coarctate anteriorly ; callosity black,

with a black, shining subcallus ; face whitish gray, with white hairs
;
palpi yellowish, stout

at base, clothed with short, black hairs ; antenna? more or less dark reddish, the third joint

black, more or less red at base, its npper angle very shallow. Thorax grayish black with

gray lines
;

pleurae gray. Abdomen grayish black, with gray spots, as follows : on the

second and third segments an equilateral triangle in the middle, and an oblique one on each

side; the following segments show a grayish hind margin, with a fringe of grayish hair

expanded into a very faint triangle in the middle, and but slightly expanded on each side,

where the lateral triangles should lie
;

(all these markings seem to rub off very easily
;

especially the intermediate row of triangles, formed of hairs only, with hardly any gray

pollen under them) ; the sides of the second segment sometimes fliintly reddish. Venter

blackish, with a dense gray j^ollen and fringes of whitish hairs ; sometimes the first and

second segments are faintly i-eddish on the sides. Femora black, with gray pollen ; tibise

and tarsi reddish brown ; front tiljite on their distal half and front tarsi dark brown (in

some specimens the tibite and tarsi are much darker than in others). Wings subhyaline
;

stigma brown ; a very faint, small cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein and at the base

of the second posterior cell ; first posterior cell broadly open. Length, 13-15 mm.
HaJ). Colorado Mountains (Lieut. W. L. Carpenter, J. Ridings). I have six specimens,

only one of which can be called tolerably well preserved. Four specimens from British

Columbia (Crotch) seem to l^elong to the same species. Two S2:)ecimens from the Bi-itish

Possessions (Saskatchewan or Lake Winnipeg, S. H. Scudder) may perhaps also belong

here ; they are smaller, somewhat narrower, and the abdomen more reddish on the sides.

T. rJiombieus is very like T. microcephalus in its general appearance, but its head is

comparatively larger, the front broader, the subcallus (in all my specimens at least) is

denuded, the bifurcation of the third vein shows a little cloud, which, although faint, is

sufficiently distinct, the femora are darker, etc. In most specimens the ocellar tubercle is

not denuded of pollen, although the eminence is plainly visible. Tlie markings of the

abdomen are very like those of T. mkroce^jhahis, only the triangles of the intermediate

row are larger.

List of the pkeviously described Species wriicn ke-Main" uxknowx, uxrecogxized ok doudtful;

ALL FROM NoKTU AmEUICA, NORTH OF JMeXICO.

LiNNE.

T. ccdois (Syst. N:it., p. 1000, G) is not gir/anteus DeGeor {
— lineatus Fab.), altliouyii quoteil by DeGccr;

about the confusion existing with regard to tliis species, see Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. I, p. 1.35. The

name is bettor left in aljej'aiiee fov tlie jiresent.

T. cxcestuans (Syst. Nat., II, p. 1000, 8) ; sec No. 10, T. nulanoccrus Wiod.

Fabricius.

T. mart/iiuilis (Syst. Antl., 09, ?>1). Very doubtfiil species; doubtful also whether Wiedemann described

the same species (compare Auss. Zw., I, p. IGG) ; my No. 20, T. vioax, seems to be the nearest to it.

Palisot-Beauvois.

T. ferrwjinexis (Tab. Ill, f. 2, \^. 221).

T. nehulosuft (Tab. Ill, fl 4, 5, p. 222).

T.i'allidas (Tab. Ill, f. .3, p. KlO).

T.2->alinnus (Tab. Ill,- f. 1, p. 221).

I cannot make out these species.
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Wiedemann.
T. annulatus Sny. (Auss. Z\v., I, p. 185). Certainly not among tlie species of which I have specimens.

T. gracilis (Auss. Zw., I, p. 156, 71, Georgia) unknown; see T. tener O. S. No. 11.

T. nif/ri2)cs (Ibid., p. 142, 50) ; see No. 13, T. coffeatiis Macq.

Macquaet.

T. bultimor(nsis (Dipt. Exot., 5' Suppl., p. 34 ; Baltimore). Perhaps T. costalis Wied.?

T'. i*Vt//or (Ibid., 2" Su]ipl., p. 21 ; South Carolina). Perhaps T. glganteus DeGeer, fem.ale ? Compare

tliis species (No. 37).

T. cCBA'io/asci'a^ws (Ibid., 5'' Suppl., p. 32 ; Baltimore). Perhaps 7'. 5(/^aHte;«s DeGeer, male ? See this

species (No. 37).

T. carolinensis (Ibid., I, 1, p. 145; Carolina) ; belongs in the group of T. socius, or perhaps of T. micro-

cephalus, asttcttis, etc. ?

T. cingulatus (Ibid., I, 1, y. 144, 46; Philadelphia). I do not recognize this species.

T. dorsonotatiis (Ibid., 2" SuiipL, p. 22; Carolina; a male). May be the male of T. riifiis Pal. No. 34,

which I have not seen?

T. /(csconervosus (Ibid., I, 1, p. 147, 42; no locality; Walker, List, etc., I, p. 149, has it from Florida).

May be T. turhidus Wied. No. 1.

T. hirtiocidatiis (Ibid., S' Suppl., p. 33, 128 ; Baltimore; a male). Ei/es pubescent. I do not know this

species. The words "antennes .... a dent un peu allongee," may betray the male of my T. ceras-

tes No. 42.

T. ?zcm!/s (Ibid., 1" Suppl., p. 42, 88; Texas); see my T. psammopldlus No. 18; the name is preoccu-

jiied by Wiedemann.

T. JSFovce Scotice (2= Suppl., p. 24, 110). Unrecognizable.

I". inmcUixnuis (2" Su|)pl., p. 23, 108 ; Philadelphia). Agrees exactly with T. lasiophthahnus No. 47,

except that the pubescence of the eyes is not mentioned. In any case the name must be given up,

.as there is an earlier T. jnmctipcmiis by Macquart himself; Dipt. Exot., I, 2, ]i. 185.

T. vicimis (Ibid., I, 1, p. 143, 44; Carolin.a) ; of the group of my T. socius No. 49.

T. unicolor (Ibid., 2' Suppl., p. 22, 107 ; Carolina). I no not know this species. There is a much earlier

T. unicolor Wied.

RONDANI.
T. chelioptenis. I transcribe the rather inaccessible descrijition. (Female.) Ocidi nudi. Anlennce

superne in dentem non extensa;, fulvaj. J'alpi fulvescentes. Frons rufa. Fades sordide albicans.

Thorax dorso fulvo-rubescente, pleuris pauio grisescentibus. Scutdliim fulvo-rubescens, margine

paulo griseo. Abdomen fidvo-rufescens, segmentis penultinio et piiccedente in medio paulo fuscis

;

omnibus lineola margiuali postica, parum manifesta, sublutesccnte. Sqtiamcn et halteres fulvescentes.

Fedcs fulvo-rufi, tarsis vix obscurioribus, et geniculis angustissime lutescentibus. Aloi jiaulo infus-

catiE, circa venas aliquantnlum I'lisco lutescentes, ad venarum conjunctioiies fusco-nigricantis {sic)

maculataj. Stigmata et costa anguste fusco-lutea. Longit., millim. 18. Carolina. (Nuovi Annali

di Sc. Nat. di Bologna, Sept.-Oct., 1850.)

I do not know this sjiecies.

Walker.
T. comes (List, etc., I, p. 172. T. inscitus; changed into T. comes, Ibid., V, p. 173; Hudson's Bay Terr.

;

Nova Scotia). The author describes a specimen without head. I find in my notes that when, in

1859, I visited the British Museum, T. comes was represented in it by five specimens, belonging to

three different species, all of them of the difficult groups of T. marffincdis Wied., or T. iUotus O. S.

T. confusus (List, etc., I, ji. 147; Georgia).

T. imituns (List, etc., I, p. 140; Geoi-gia).

Both of the group of T. abdomincdis
;
peiliaps this very species.

T. conterminus (Dipt. Saunders., p. 24 ; United States). The descri[iti()n of the abdomen suggests T.

costalis ; but the thorax is said to be gray, with hoary hairs.

T. (briviitus (List, etc., I, p. 151 ; Nortli America). Walker says he describes a male; in the British

Museum I saw a single female specimen, whicli, at that time, I did not recognize. The description

Buc'gests nothing to me now, and is rather unmeaning. Tliere is some confusion in the Latin diag-

nosis, where in the third line, nigris must, I suppose, be read instead oi fulois.
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T. duplex (List, etc., I, p. 173, T. imiUois; naiue cliaiiged, ibid., Y, p. 173; Iludsoii's Bay Territory). I

cannot identify it.

T. frontalis (List, etc., I, p. 172 ; Nov.i Scotia). Said to be allied to No. 48, T. affiius Kirby, but will

be difficult to identity from the description.

71 /M/yo/mfer (List, etc., L P- 181; Illinois). In the British Museum a single very bad and indistinct

specimen. The description is absolutely unmeaning.

T. incisus (Dipt. Saund., p. 26; Cape Breton). L^nknown; the .abdomen must be somewhat like that of T.

lineola.

T. intermedius (List, etc., I, p. 173 ; Hudson's Bay Territory; male and female). Unknown.
T. leucomelas (List, etc., I, p. 175 ; Georgia). Description very unmeaning ; in coloring it seems to be

like my T. socins, or like 7'. vicinus Macq.

T. miUatus (Dipt. Satind., I, p. 23; United States). The description suggests T. costalis Wied., or some
species closely resembling it, but larger.

T. imtulKs (List, etc., I, p. 175 ; Georgia). I do not know this species.

T. 2yruximiis (List, etc., I, p. 147 ; Florida) is ten lines long ; very probably described from an unrecog-

nizable .S]5ecimen of some well known species.

T- rccedchs (List, etc., I, p. 147; Florida). Must be like my No. 5, T. catenatus, perhaps the same.

T. rufofrater (Dipt. Saunders, I, p. 26 ; Georgia). Very incomplete description, perhajis my No. 13,

T. ttner.

T. scitus (List, etc., I, p. 181) comes nearest to my No. 42, T. cerastes, on account of the structure of

the antennae ; in other res]>ects the descri|)tion is unmeaning.

T. triligutus (List, etc., V, p. 183 ; Arctic America); apparently a somewhat smaller specimen of No. 48,

T. affiais Kiibj'. The description of antennas and palpi, and of the brownish coloring, excludes the

synonymy of No. 40, T. socius.

Additions to Part I of the Prodrome of the Tabanid.e of the United States.

Chrysops imdlcus (page 381). Throe female specimens from Ft. Capron, Florida, April

11, 12 (collected by Messrs. Hubbard and Schwartz), do not seem to differ from my other

specimens ; only the distal mai-gin of the crossband of the wing is straighter, and not

slightly sinuate in the third posterior cell, as I find it in niy typical specimens.

Two females fi-om Sag Harbor, Long Island (caught by mj-self in July, 1875), have an

altorjetJier black frontal callosUij ; the coloring of the body and wings is darker and more,

intense, and the outlines of the abdominal spots and the design of the wings are better

defined. In other respects the agreement with the topical specimens is perfect.

Chri/sops morosus (page 389). Three females and a male from Florida (Cedar Keys,

June 4 ; Ft. Capron, April 9 ; Imlian River, April) do not show any trace of yellow abdom-

inal stripes, and agree in this respect with the specimens mentioned in Part I, p. 390.

I think now that such specimens belong to C morosus, which would in this case occur

as often with as without yellow stripes on the abdomen. 1 also feel more inclined now
than before, to identify this species with C. lugens Wied.

Chrysops frujldus, female (page 384). Varieties occur in which the red of the abdo-

men prevails at the expense of the black. An extreme case of this kind was communicated

to me by Mr. Dimmock, in which even the focial callosities were reddish. In this speci-

men the second segment was altogether reddish, except a small subtriangular spot in the mid-

dle ; the two following segments were blackish along their antei'ior margin only ; the last

three segments, although black, were laterally and j^osteriorly margined with yellow. For
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sucli exceptional specimens the analytical table of course cannot serve. Mr. Dimmock had

seen a male, and I now entertain no doubt that the two sexes, as described by me, belong

to2:ether.

Dlahasis (page 396). In preparing the first part of this ^ifvper I had neglected to search

the title to priority of the genus Dlahasis. I find now that the name is preoccupied by

HofFaiauusegg in Wiedemann's Zoolog. Magazin, I, 1, p. 44, 1817, for a group of Buteke

(Coleoptera). The genus is also accepted in Harold and Gemminger's Catalogue. For

the Tabanid I propose therefore the name Dlachlorus which means striped with green in

allusion to the color of the eyes.

List of the described Tabanid.e froji Mexico, Central America and the

West Indies.

PANGONIA.

aurulans Wiedemfinn, Auss. Z\v., IT, p. G20, 12. Mexico.

atrifei-a Walkei-, Tr.ans. Ent. Soc, N. S., V, p. 272. Mexico.

flavoliirta Celbn-ili, Saggio, etc., I, p. 49. Mexico.

fulviuhorax Wieleaianu, A\iss. Z\v., I, p. 89; Bigot, in R. do la Sngra, etc., p. 797. Brazil (Wicd.) ; Cuba

(T.igot).

incerta Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 52. Mexico.

nigronotata Macqiiart, Dipt. E\ot., 4" Sup])!., p. 27, 56; Tab. IT, f. 5 ; Bellardi, Saggio, etc., T, p. 51. Mexico,

planiveatris ^lacquart. Dipt. Exot., 4'- Siippl., p. 26, 55. Mexico.

rhinopliora Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, ji. 46; Tab. II, f. 1. Jlexico.

roslrifera Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, ]>. 47. Mexico.

Sallei Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 50. Mexico.

Saussurei Bellanli, Saggio, etc., I, p. 49, Tab. II, f. 4. Mexico.

semiflava Wiodcuiann, Auss. Z\v., II, p. 622, 16; Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. .51, Tab. II, f. 2. Mexico,

tenuirostris Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc, N. S., V, p. 272. IMexico.

Wiedemanni Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 48, Tab. IT, f. 3. Mexico. T. basilar is Wiedemann, Aiiss. Zw., II,

p. 621.

LEPIDOSEL^GA.

lepidota AYicdem.'inn, Auss. Zw., T, p. 193 {Tahanus) ; Perty, Delectus, etc., p. 183, Tab. XXXVI, f. 9

{Iladrus) ; Macquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 154, Tab. XVIII, f. 3 ; Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 75 (Jladrus)
;

according to Loew, Contar., VIII, 8, only the female described by Bellardi, belongs here. Brazil, Guy-

ana (jNIaequart, Perty) ; Mexico (Bellardi). Ilcematopota crassipcs Fabricius, Syst. Antl., p. I(l8, 4.

(Synonymy after Loew, 1. c.)

recta Loew, Ccntui-., VIII, 8. New Granada; Mexico, Jladrus lepidotus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 75;

male. (Synonymy after Loew, 1. e.)

DICHELACERA.

fasciata Walker, Dipt. Saund., I, p. 68. North America.

abiens Walker, List, etc., I, p. 191. West Indies.

scapularis Macquart, Dipt. Exot., 2° Suppl., p. 1.5, 9. Mexico.

CHRYSOPS.

gigantulus Loew, Ccntur. X, 12. California.

afiinis Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 70, Tab. II, f. 14. Mexico.

apicalis Bellardi, 1. c, p. 73. Mexico.
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Ci-ucians Wiedemann, Auss. Z\v., T, p. 211. Brazil (Wieil.) ; Cuba (Jaennieke, Nene Exot. Dipt., p. 4).

costatus Fabi-icius, Eiit. Syst., IV, p. 373, 45 {Tabanus) ; Syst. Antl., p. 112, 8; Palisot, Ins., Dipt., p. 22,

Tab. Ill, f. 7; Wiedemann, Dipt. E.xot., I, p. 104, 4; Auss. Zw., I, p. 198, .O ; Maequart, Dijif. E.vot., I,

1, p. IGO, 8; Bigot, li. de la Sagra, ete., p. 798; Gueiin, Iconogr., Texte, III, p. 542, Tab. XCVII, f. 3

(called C. molestus on the ])l;!te). S. America (Fabr.) ; Cuba (Macq.) ; Jamaica (Walk.). Tabanus
varii r/atus DeGeer, Tab. XXX, f. 7. (Tlie synoiiomy is very probable.)

frontalis Maequart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, ]i. 160, 7. West Indies.

geminatus Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. I, p. 205, 16; Maequart, Dipt. Exot., 4' Suppl., p. 39. Patria ignota,

(Wied.) ; Mexico (Macq.).

inornatus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 198. West Indies, Brazil.

lateralis Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 209, 21 ; Walkei-, List, etc., I, p. 200 ; V, p. 288. Patria ignota (Wied.)
;

Honduras (Walk.).

latifasciatus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 71, Tab. II, f. 15. Mexico.

megaceras IJellardi, 1. c, p. 74 ; Tab. II, f. 18. IMexico.

pallidus Bellardi, 1. c, p. 73, Tab. II, f. 16. Mexico.

scalaratns Bellardi, 1. c, p. 72, Tab. II, f. 19. Mexico.

subcaecutiens Bellardi, 1. c, p. 69, Tab. II, f. 13. Mexico.

virgulatus Bellardi, 1. c, p. 71, Tab. II, f. 17. Mexico.

TABANUS.

albiscutellatus Maequart, Dipt. Exot., 4= Suppl., p. 34, Tab. II, f. 9.

albonotatus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 56, Tab. II, f. 5.' Mexico ; Tampico.

alteripennis Walker, Trans. Eut. Soc. N. Ser., V. p. 274. ^Mexico.

aurantiacus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 67 ; Tab. II, f. 9. Mexico.

Bigoti Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 59. Mexico.

apicalis Maequart, Dipt. Exot., 2'' Suppl., p. 20 ; Walker, List, etc., V, p. 183.

bipartitus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 158. Honduras.

caliginosus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 68, Tab. 22, f. 10. Mexico.

carneus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 62. Mexico.

circumfusus Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., II, p. 624, 21. IMexico.

commixtus Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc, N. Ser., V, p. 273. Mexico.

completus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 185. St. Thomas.

Craverii Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. GO. Mexico.

De filippii Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 57. Mexico.

dorsifer Walkei-, Trans. Ent. Soc, W. Ser., V, p. 273. Mexico.

ferrifer' Walker, Dipt. Saund., I, p. 30. West Indies.

flavo-cinctus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 61. Mexico.

lucidulus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 188. Jamaica.

luteo-flavus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 60. Mexico.

longiappendiculatus Maequart, Dipt. Exot., 5° Suppl., p. 32, 125. Honduras.

nigro-punctatus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 67, Tab. II, f. 8. Mexico.

obliquus Walker, I)i]it. Saund., I, p. 28. West Indies.

propinquus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 65. Mexico.

purus Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc, N. Sen, V, p. 274. Mexico.

quinquevittatus Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot., I, 84, 39 ; Auss. Zw., I, p. 173, 93 ; Bellardi, Saggio, etc., T, p. 65.

IMexieo.

oculus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 197. Honduras, Columbia.

1 This species has the first posterior cell closed, and petio- whicli would also include Macquart's species T. macuUpen-

late at the distal end. Mr. Rondani (Diptera o.xotica revisa nis, clau-<u.t, limbatineicis. The genus, however, cannot be

ct annotata, etc., ISIodcna, 18G3, p. 81, fi^. 12, 1,3) ])roposcs maintained,

for this species the establishment of a new genus Bdlardia,
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parallelus Walker, List, etc., I, p. 187. West In<lies.

parvidentatus Jl.xcquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 140 ; Wallicr, List, etc., V, 189. West Indies.

rubescens Bellaidi, Safrgio, etc., App., p. 15. Mexico.

rufiventris Maequnrt, Dipt. Exot., I, 1, p. 141, 39 ; Walker, List, etc., I, p. 180; Bigot, R. de la Sagra. p.

798. Cuba, Jamaica.

Sallei Bell.ardi, Saggio, etc., I, ji. 61, Tab. U, f. 7. Mexico.

stigma Fabricius, Syst., Antl, \>. 104, 50; Wiedemami, Dipt. Exot., I, 9;2, 53; Auss. Z\v., I, p. 180, 104.

South America and St. Thomas.

subsimilis Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. CO. Mexico.

subtilis Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 55. Mexico.

subrubar Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 55. Mexico, ruber Macquart, Dipt., Exot, 2' Suppl., p. 42 ; Walker,

List, etc., V, p. 188.

Sumichrasti Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 56. Mexico.

tinctus Walker, Dipt. Saund,, I, p. 29. West Indies.

trilineatus Latreille, Humb. et Bompl. Rec. d'Obs. de Zool., fasc. X, p. 116, 117, Tab. XI, f. 6 ; Wiedemann,
Dipt. Exot., I, p. 84 ; Auss. Z\v., I, p. 168 ; Walker, List, etc., V, p. 217 ; Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. G3.

Mexico.

Truquii Bellardi, Saggio, etc., I, p. 04, Tab. II, f. 6. Mexico.

INDEX.

Atylotus, subgen. nov., II, 425.

Chrysops, I, 360.

EBStuans V. d. Wiilp, I, 378.

affinis Bell., II, 4 75.

apioalis Bell., II, 475.

approximans Walker, I, 39G.

ater Macq., I, 375.

areolatus Walk., I, 390.

atropos O. S., 1, 372.

canifrons Walk., I, 385.

callidus O. S., I, 379.

carbonarius Walk., I, 375, 377.

celer O. S., I, 376.

convergens Walk., I, 396.

costatus Fabr., II, 476.

crucians Wicil., II, 4 76.

delicatiihis O. S., I, 380.

divisus Walk., I, 372.

excitans Walk., I, 373.

fallax O. S., I, 392.

fascipcnnis Macq., I, 387.

ferrugattis Fab., I, 396.

flavidus Wied., I, 385.

frigidus O. S., I, 384,11, 474.

frontalis Macq., II, 476.

fugax 0. S., I, 375.

fuliginosus Wied., I, 393.

furcatus Walk., I, 391.

geminatus Wied., II, 476.

gigantulus Loew, II, 476.

hilaris O. S., I, 391.

inornatus Walk., II, 476.

indus O. S., I, 383.
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Chrvsops lateralis Wied , 11, 476.

latef'aseiatus Bell., II, 476.

llneaUis Jaennieke, I, 390.

lugens Wied., I, 394.

megaceras Bell., II, 476.

mitis O. S., I, 374.

mosohus O. S., I, 387.

moerens Walk., I, 378.

montanus O. S., I, 382.

niorosus O. S., I, 389, U, 474.

niger Macq., I, 377.

nigei- Walk., I, 376.

nigripes Zett., I, 394.

obsuletus Wied., I, 393.

pallidus Bell., II, 476.

plangens Wied., I, 393.

provocans Walk., I, 374.

pudicus O. S., I, 381, II, 4 74.

quadrivittatus Say, I, 395.

scalaratiis Bell., II, 476.

sepulcliralis Kirby, I, 395.

sordidus O. S., I, 376.

striatiis O. S., I, 391.

siibca;cutiens Bell., II, 476.

trinotatus Macq., I, 389.

univittatus Macq., I, 387.

variegatus DeGeer, II, 476.

virgulatus Bull., II, 4 76.

vittatus Wiecl., I, 390.

vittatiis Bell., I, 391.

Diabasis I, 396, II, 4 74.

ferrugata, I, 396.

atffinia, I, 396.
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Diaclilorus, II, 475.

foriugatup, II, 4 75.

Dicliolacera, II, 4 75.

feiTiigata, I, 39G.

abiens Walk., II, 475.

scapiilaris Macij., II, 4 75.

Hajinatopota I, 305.

aniuricana O. S., I, 395.

pluvialis, I, 39G.

punctulata Macrp, 1, 395.

crassipes Fabr., II, 4 75.

Hadrus lepidotus Perty,.II, 475.

Lepidoselsega, II, 475.

lepidota Wiud., II, 475.

rofta Loew, II, 4 75.

Pangonia I, 365.

aurulans Wied., II, 4 7.5.

atrifera Walk., II, 4 75.

basilaris Wied., II, 475.

clirys(X-oma O. S., I, 3G8.

flavohirta Bell., II, 475.

fulvitliorax Wied., II, 475.

fiisiformis Walk., 1, 366.

incerta Bell., 475.

incisa Wied., I, 366.

macroglossa Westw., I, 3G8.

nigronotata Matuj., II, 475.

pigra O. S., I, 367.

planiventris Macq., II, 475.

rbinophora Bell., II, 475.

rasa Loew, I, 366.

rostrifera Bell., II, 4 75.

Sallei Bell., 11, 475.

Saussurei Bell., II, 4 75.

semiflava Wied., II, 475.

tenuirostris Walk., II, 475.

traiiquilla O. S., I, 3G7.

AViedeinanni Bell., II, 4 75.

Silvius, I, 395.

isabellinus Wied., I, 395.

trifolium O. S., I, 395.

Tabanus, II, 421.

abdominalis Fab., II, 434.

abiens Walk., II, 475.

Acta;on O. S., II, 443.

affinis Kiib}-, II, 4CG.

albiscutellatus Maeq., II, 476.

albonotatus Bell., II, 4 76.

alteripemiis Walk., II, 476.

ainerieamis Dnirv, II, 454.

amcricanus Foi-st., II, 457.

ameiicanus Pal. Beauv., I, 396.

annulatus Say, II, 473.

apicalis Maccp, II, 476.

astutus O. S., II, 471.

ater Pal. Beauv., II, 456.

ater Wied., II, 455.

atratus Fabr., II, 454.

aurantiacus Bell., II, 47G.

baltimorensis Macq., II, 473.

T.abanus bicolor Macq., II, 458, 4 73.

bieolor Wied., II, 460.

Bigotii BAl, II, 476.

bipartitiis Walk., II, 476.

caesiofaseiatus Macq., H, 458, 473.

calens Linn., II, 472.

ealiginosus Bell., II, 47G.

carneiis Bell., II, 4 76.

caroliuensis Macq., II, 473.

oatenatus Walk., II, 433.

cerastes O. S., II, 462.

clicliopterus Kondani, II, 473.

cinctMs F.ab., II, 4G4.

cingulatus Macq., II, 4 73.

circuMifusus Wiel., II, 47G.

cofTeatus Macq., II, 441.

conies Walk., II, 473.

coniini.xtiis Walk., II, 476.

completiis Walk., II, 4 76.

conftisiis Walk., II, 473.

conterminus Walk., II, 473.

costalis Wied., II, 450.

costatns Fab. (Clirysops).

cras.«icornis Wied.

Craverii Bell., II, 476.

cymatopliorus O. S., II, 444.

de Filippii II, 476.

derivatns Walk., II, 473.

dorsonotatus Macq., II, 473.

dorsifer Walk., II, 476.

duplex Walk., II, 474.

erythroteUis Walk., II, 461.

exajstuans Linn., 440, 472.

fasciatus Walk.

ferrifer Walk., IL 4 76.

ferrugatus Wied., I, 396.

ferrugineus Pal. Beauv., II, 472.

flavipes Wied., II, 462.

flavocinctus Bell., II, 476.

flavus ISIaeq., II, 459.

frontalis Walk., IL 474.

fronto O. S., II, 431.

fuleifi-ons Macq., II, 437.

fulvescens Walk., II, 4G0.

fulvofrater Walk., II, 474.

fulvulus Wied., 11, 451.

fumipennis Wied., 11, 456.

fusconervosus Macq., 11, 473.

fuscopunclatus ]Mac(|., II, 432.

giganteus DeGeer, II, 458.

gracilis Wied., II, 473.

Lirtioculatus Macq., II, 473.

illotus O. S., II, 469.

imitans Walk., II, 4 73.

inanis Fab., II, 459.

inci.sus Walk., H, 474.

intermedins Walk., II, 474.

lasiopbthalmus Macq., II, 465.

lepidotus Perty (Lepidosela;ga), II, 475.

leucomelas Walk., II, 474.
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Tabanus limbatus Pal. Beau v., II, 457.

lineatus Fab., II, 458.

lineola Fab., U, 448.

longiappendiculatus Macq., II, 476.

longus O. S., II, 447.

luciduhis Walk., II, 476.

lugubris Macq., II, 456.

luteoflavus Bell., II, 476.

marginalis Fab., II, 446, 472.

Megerlei Wied., II, 457.

melanoeerus Wied., II, 440.

mexicanus Lin., II, 459.

microccphalus O. S., 11, 470.

molcstus Say, II, 438, 476.

mutatus Walk., II, 474.

nanus ^lacq., II, 473.

niger Pal. Beauv., II, 454.

ncbulosus Pal. Beauv., II, 472.

nigrescens Pal. Beauv., 11, 453.

nigripes Wied., 11, 441, 473.

nigropimetatus Bell., II, 476.

nigroviltatus Macq., II, 449.

nivosus O. S., II, 445.

notabilis Walk., II, 465.

Nova; Scotia> JMacq., II, 473.

obliquus Walk., 11, 4 76.

oclii-oleucus Meig., II, 45S).

oculus Walk., II, 476.

oUvaceus Deg., 11, 459.

Orion O. S., 11, 442.'

pallidas Pal. Beauv., IT, 472.

palpiiius Pal. Beauv., II, 472.

pavallelUis Walk., II, 476.

parvidentatus Macq., II, 476.

patuUis AValk., II, 474.

plumbeus Drury., II, 457.

propiuquus Bell., II, 4 76.

pi-oximus Walk., II, 4 74.

psamniopbilus O. S., II, 445.

pumilus Macq., II, 448.

punctatus Fab., II, 459.

punetifer O. S., II, 453.

punctipennis Macq., II, 473.

purus Walk., 11, 476.

qiiiiiquelineatus Macq., II, 439.

quinquevittatus Wied., II, 476.

recedens Walk., II, 4 74.

Reinwardtii Wied., II, 461.

rboiublcus O. S., 11, 472.

Tabanus Rondanii Bell., I, 396.

ruber Macq., II, 477.

rubescens Bell., II, 477.

ruficeps Macq., II, 460.

ruficornis Fab., II, 457.

rufiventris Macq., II, 477.

rufofrater Walk., II, 474.

rufus P.il. Beauv., U, 456.

sagax O. S., II, 452.

Sallei Bell., II, 477.

scapularis Macq., II, 475.

scitus Walk., II, 474.

scutellaris Walk., II, 448.

septenti'ionalis Ijoew, II, 467.

simulans Walk., II, 448.

soeius O. S., II, 467.

stigraa Fab., II, 477.

stygius Say., II, 454.

subsimilis Bell., II, 477.

subtilis Bell., II, 477.

subruberBell.,II, 477.

sulcifi'ons Macq., II, 437.

sulphureus Pal. Beauv., II, 459.

Sumichrasti Bell., II, 477.

tarandi Walk., II, 463.

Terra; Novas Macq., II, 463.

tectus O. S., II, 436.

tener O. S., II, 440.

tinetus Walk., II, 477.

trijunctus Walk., II, 432.

triligatus Walk., II, 474.

trilineaUis Latr., II, 477.

trimaculatus Pal. Beauv., II, 439.

trispilus Wied., II, 404.

TruquiiBell., II, 477.

turi)idus Wied., II, 430.

unicolor Macq., II, 473.

validus Wied., II, 454.

variegatus DeGeer (see Chrysops).

variegatus Fab., II, 437.

venustus O. S., II, 444.

yicarius Walk., II, 450.

vicinus Macq., II, 473.

viridillavus Walk., II, 459.

vivax O. S., II, 440.

Wiedcmanni O. S., II, 455.

zonalis Kirby, II, 463.

Therloplectes, subgen. Zett., II, 425.





XVIII. Revision of the North American Poeiferje ; wiTn Remarks
upox Foreign Species. Part II.

By Alpheus Hyatt.

Read April 5, 1876.'

OINCE these Memoirs were begun, my views with regard to the affinities of the

Sponges have changed completely, so that instead of regarding them as a class of Infu-

soria, I now look upon them as a distinct sub-kingdom or branch of animals, equivalent

structurally to the Vertebrata, or any of the larger divisions which are characterized by
the most important structural differences. The plan of these Memoirs does not permit me
to discuss this question at present, nor is it requisite, since I have already published two

papers bearing on this point, one jirepared some months since for Johnston's American

Encyclopedia, which will shortly appear, and one in the Proceedings of the Boston Society

of Natural History for November, 1876.

In addition to the acknowledgments for assistance rendered by various institutions and

individuals in the First Pai't of this Memoir, I have now most gratefully to add the follow-

ing names. Prof. Baird, as Director of the National Museum, placed a fine collection of

commercial "sorts" in my hands for identification. Dr. W. G. Farlow presented to the

'Boston Society of Natural History a fine collection, made on the south coast of Australia.

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, loaned me their valuable collection

of Keratose sponges. Mr. Gurdon Saltonstall made numerous inquiries with regard to

the influence of physical agencies upon the West Indian Spongise at Nassau, and con-

tributed thereby information having a very impoi'tant bearing upon the questions dis-

cussed in the following pages. Mr. Geo. Brown Goode of Wesleyan College, Middletown,

who is now collecting at Bermuda, has furnished me with information of general import-

ance, and I am also indebted to him for a complete suite of the Spongite of that locality

selected so as to show the varieties. Dr. E. Ehlers of Gottingen, in the most generous

manner, forwarded his preparations of the skeletons of the original specimens in Esper's

collection, which have been invaluable for comparison. The Messrs. Isaacs of New York

gave me every fiicility for the examination of their large warehouse-stock of Mediterra-

nean and American sponges, and presented several valuable specimens to the Museum of

the Society. Messrs. Weeks and Potter of Boston, have also been very kind in the same

way, and have presented to the Society's Collection, among others, the handsome specimen

figured on PL 16, fig. 21.

' Considerable additions have been made to this paper since it was read.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. niST. VOL. n. 121 (481)
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Sub-order SPONGINiE.

Family Spoxgiad^.

The .skeleton of this group differs from that of the ApljsinoS; as pointed out by Bower-

bank and Schmidt, in the absence of the large tube occupying the axis of the fibres. The
fibre is generally spoken of as solid, but in reality has a minute channel in the interior,

which sometimes seems to be absent in dried specimens. This is probably due to the con-

traction of the walls of the fibre, for normally there exists in all fibres and spicules, at some
stage of their growth, a hollow axis. The aspect of the keratose material is also similar to

what it is in the Aplj^sino?, consisting of concentric laj'ers, and the intimate structure of

these layers or concentric coats does not differ essentially. They are made up of fine

fibrillae, which may be observed at the broken ends of fibres in most species, whereas in the

Aplysinaj, these concentric coats appear to be composed of more homogeneous keratode,

and the fibrillas are distinguishable only in the coarser skeletons. The fibrillce are contin-

uous, and not at all similar in aspect to the curious bulbous headed threads observed in

some species of the Hircinia^.

There seems to be a direct connection between the dermal membrane and the vertical or

radiatory fibi-es, and in some cases also between this part and the secondarj- or connecting

fibres. This is unquestionably also the case in the genus Tuba, and other true Chalina

forms.

In Spongia proper, the dermal membrane is loaded with foreign matter in some localities,

and these find their way into the fibres very rapidly. The commencement of a fibre is

trumpet-shaped, the keratose matter gradually shading off" into the soft membranous dermal

coat of the exterior of the sponge.^ As the whole mass increases in size, this introversion of

the dermal membrane carries into the centre of the fibre a string of broken siliceous

spicules and grains of sand. The secondary or connecting fibres are not usually, except in

Hircinia camjjana and Dijskica fragilis, loaded with any foreign material. This, and the

frequent presence of aborted twigs, seems to indicate that they are formed by a process of

budding from the primary fibres.

The same mode of formation is evident also in Aplysina and Tuba, but the dermal mem-
brane appears to be harder and clearer of foreign matter. The keratose skeleton is not

therefore, as is generally claimed, wholly the product of the mesoderm or sarcodous body

of the mass, but partly an ectodermal product, and bearing in most cases the marks of its

derivation, not only in the presence of foreign material, but in the continuously tubular

structure of even the most solid looking fibres. The concentric coats of keratode are divi-

sible into two kinds, those which are produced primarily by the growth of the extremity,

which forms at one time several concentric coats, and those which are produced or deposited

around these subsequently^, and are evidently secreted by the mesoderm.

The range of form is quite as great as it is in the Aplysina?. The mass of the forms in

Spongia are solid and rounded, varying to the cup-shaped or fistular ; none even of the fis-

^ This is also shown by Barrois to be the case in the Dt-;- gatliered into bundles and enveloped by keratode, irhich is

macidon fruticosa. In the young of this species the spicules formed by a trumpet-shaped introveifion of the ectoderm

are shown in the figure and described by the author as projecting into the mesoderm. Ann. des Sc. Nat., June, 1876-
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tular forms can be said to be tubulai', since the walls are always of such excessive thickness.

Ceratella is the extreme aberrant form which represents the arborescent Janthellte among

the A2ilysina3. These two representative forms respectively represent two distinct groups

of corals, the Janthella, as previously described, being closely similar in the aspect and

structure of the skeleton to the genus Antipathes, while the Cei'atelliB approximate in

aspect more closely to the Gorgoniacae, though the absence of the large internal fibres con-

fines this analogy to the external aspect of the flattened branches and the appearance of

the scattered oscules, which look like the dried polyparies of the Gorgonia-stock.

It is usual to regai'd the commercial Sponges as having no specifically distinct forms, and

such is the case when they are compared with the more constant forms of the higher ani-

mals, and even of most of the lower classes of the invertebrates. But the extensive collec-

tions which have passed under my hands enable me to give a formula which expresses the

possible range of variation in every species. The basis of the form is the same as that

pointed out by Hseckel and others for the Calcareous sponges ; namely, the simple fistular or

vasiform, a single tube, with most of the excurrent oscules on the inner surface. There

may be every possible combination of this form, the tubes being either in the same plane,

and more or less isolated in a level mass of more solid tissue, or they may be closely approx-

imated, forming a solid head, or they may arise into separate branches, each isolated branch

being a distinct tube, or association of tubes. Another series of forms have solid branches,

in which the oscules owe their existence in the mass to the conjunction of a number of

the excurrent canals, and are scattered all over the external surface, as in Chalina.

This is not the way in which the fistular forms arise, although they have been generally

supposed to be identical with the separate cloacal trunks of the solid masses. Thus the

tubes may be divided into two classes, those which are continuations of the original cloacal

trunks of the young, as in the true Spongite, and correspond to Ha^ckel's idea of a fistular

form; and the ordinary fistular form, of which Hlrcinia campana affords admirable illustra-

tions. When the latter is very perfect it is perhaps impossible to decide from adult speci-

mens alone to which class it belongs, but an examination of the varieties will generally

show how it arises, especially if the earlier stages of growth of the colony are investigated.

The ordinary fistular form is a tube which owes its existence to the growth of the general

surface of a previously solid mass, and receives the discharge of the excurrent oscules, some-

times these oscules being almost wholly confined to its internal surface, while in other speci-

mens they may be scattered equally over this and the external surfiice also. These are the

true horaotypes of the primitive cloacal orifice of the embryo, and thus, although the tube of

the true fistular or, when widely open, the vase-shaped form, represents functionally a single

excurrent trunk and orifice, it is to be distinguished from those which arise directly out of

the mass of the sponge, in somewhat the same way that we can distinguish the general

cloacal cavity of Pyrosoma from the anal outlets of the individual ascidiaus. It is really a

pouch or coecum, form&d by the general surface of the sponge, and is not a continuation of

any single internal channel or excurrent tulje, as are the true excurrent oscula.-" Thus we
can divide the series of fistular forms very decidedly from the more solid branching forms,

though the latter are often found combined with the former on the same colony. From

' Barrois' observations show that the true canals and the emloJerm in the young sponge after it becomes attached,

first grand cloacal trunk arise by a hollowing out of the
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the young, which is always solid/ we may have either the fistular tube built up, or solid

branching forms, or combinations of both, the fistular arising from the solid and branching,

or, vice versa, the solid and branching springing from the sides of the fistular. Some of the

Aplysinte have a similar extensive range, but generally the variations ai'e more limited

;

whereas among the Sponginaj the filling out of the entire series indicated above, is the rule,

and any constancy the exception. Thus Sjiongia graminea, Dysidea frarjills and Hirclnia

purpurea, are exceptional, in so far as the species may be characterized to a certain extent

by their forms, but these species are the least known of the group, and this can only be

regarded, therefore, as a doubtful conclusion. It very often happens, also, that in a given

locality a certain series of forms may be shown to be peculiar to the species ; but these are

likely to be indefinitely modified by the discovery of new localities, or new situations in the

same locality.

The microscopical composition of the little tufts of primary fibres varies so that I can make
no great use of them, as Schmidt claims to have done among the Mediterranean commercial

sponges of the genus Spongia ; but in the other genera the arrangement of the fibres in the

interior is much more characteristic, and gives excellent specific characteristics. The size and
fineness of the fibres and the mesh of the skeleton, are also of great value, but the most

reliable characteristics are obtained from the surface of the prepared skeletons among the

commercial sponges. Though still very important among the remaining genera of the sub-

order, the surface is more characteristic of the genus than of the species. This is due to

the fact that in Spongelia, Stelosj^ongos and Dysidea, the character of the surface is more
largely due to the nature and composition of primary or vertical fibres, which project more
or less, whereas in Spongia proper the surface is very often less eftected by the composition

and form of the projecting tufts of primary fibres than by those which I have called sec-

ondary tufts, which are simply irregular projections of the mass of the skeleton.

This will be recognized by the study of the various forms of the American sub-species,

" tuhuUfera," which has a peculiar even surface, similar to that of the European Spongia

officinalis or cup-sponge, or by following through the various forms of Sjiongia equina,

sub-species gossyj^ina, with its extraordinarily tufted surft\ce, or Spongia agaricina, sub-

species corlosia, variety dura, with its hirsute exterior. In other genera no such wide
differences exist between the external aspect of the varieties or species, the diflerences being

principally in the greater or less fineness of the fibres and the mesh of the skeleton.

The great difficulty which is experienced in any attempt to distinguish species results

from the extreme susceptibility of all keratose sponges to any change in external condi-

tions. They appear to require for the production of the forms in abundance, tropical or

sub-tropical seas, and attain by fiir their greatest development in the number of tlie forms
and species in the West Indian Seas. The typical forms, the commercial sponges, are essen-

tially confined to the waters of the Carribean Islands, Bahaman Archipelago, and the south-

ern and western coasts of Florida in this hemisphere, and to the Mediterranean and Eed
Seas in the other. Australia afibrds a few forms, and I have heard, though I cannot sub-

stantiate the fact, of some species on the Atlantic coast of Brazil. Bermuda also has a few
of the commercial kinds, which, according to Mr. Goode's report and the suite of specimens

1 That is to Siiy, a bulb with but oue orifice or true cloacal oscule.
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forwarded, are much coarser than the Key West, darker in color, and, hi fact, just about

intermediate between these and those of AustraHa. They are occasionally found in the

stores, but as a rule, are used only by the fishermen themselves about their boats, the

Bahama sponges being preferred for domestic purposes by the inhabitants. Of course no

complete report can be written vmtil Mr. Goode's collection, which is very large, and has

been very carefully made, can be examined ; but it appears that the finest forms grow only

in the protected lagoons at depths varying from five to twenty feet on a sandy bottom. The

temperature was not stated. They are cured in a very careless manner l)y exposure to

the weather, a process which doubtless does not increase their value.

The true Spongia3 are all shallow water forms. In the Mediterranean, according to

Eckhel,^ they are not found below thirty fathoms, and in our own seas about the same

probably, though not fished to greater depths than five fathoms. The fishery is principally

carried on in the West Indies by the aid of a sort of hooked fork, two shepherd's crook-like

hooks on a long pole. The fishermen cannot so successfully work at considerable depths

with this instrument, as by diving, or with the diving apparatus or armor, and various forms

of drags, etc., employed in the Mediterranean. The greater part of tlie fishery is accom-

plished between the depth of three and twenty feet, according to the report of Dr. Palmer,

from Avhich these remarks are principally derived. The finest qualities of American

sponges are obtained in the Bahamas, the principal depot being at Nassau.

The process of preparation is not so careful as in Europe, probably owing to the greater

coarseness and cheapness of the specimens. The actual fishing is done from boats, generally

belonging to some schooner or larger craft. The boats are sent out from the vessel manned
by two men. One sculls slowly along, while the other watches the bottom with a water

glass. This is a tube about a foot square, closed by a pane of glass at the lower end,

which prevents the reflection of light from the surface, and enables a keen observer to

detect ol^jects on the bottom at a considerable depth. When sponges are sighted a signal

causes the sculler to stop the boat, the water glass is laid aside, and the sjsonges are

dragged up by means of the hooks. When the fishing is at an end, or the vessel loaded, the

cargo is taken to land and " killed," as it is called, by exposure for a few days to the air.

After this, the now highly, offensive mass is moved into the "crawls." These are pens made
by driving stakes into the sand where the water is from six to ten feet deep. They are

thrown into these cribs and left to be Avashed clean by the action of the surf. This takes

about one week, at the end of Avhich time the skeletons are examined, and if found to be

entirely cleansed of animal matter, dried, sorted according to quality, and strung on cords a

fathom in length. They are generally sold b}' the cargo. The bases are clipped off, and the

sponge trimmed with shears and packed in pressed bales for transportation to New York or

England, where they are largely used for the manufacture of pilot cloth, hats, etc.^ They
are not of sufficiently good quality to compete with Mediterranean sponges, and are there-

fore rarely employed for domestic purposes, except in Great Britain (?) and the countries

of North and South America.

The fisheries near shore are abandoned in the winter on account of the turbid state of

the water, which becomes " milky" with suspended coral sand during the more tempestuous

' Der Baileschwamm, by Von Ecklii/1. Trieste, 1873- tensively for stuffing mattresses, carriage cushions, etc., in

(Eckhel Brothers.) place of hair.

^ The coarser kinds and clippings are also used quite ex-

MEUOIBS BOST. SOO. NAT. HIST. TOL. U. 122
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months. A more limited fishery, however, is still carried on at Anchor Keys, some thirty-

five miles outside of Cedar Keys, and in other places where the water is stiller, clearer, and
warmer than nearer shore.

The commercial grades coincide very closely hei'e and in Eui'ope, but it is quite easy

to show that each of them may be considered a distinct species if one has an inclina-

tion to multiply in this direction. The grades are Glove Sponge {Sjjonr/ia officlnaUs),

sub-species tuhul'ifera, Wool Sponge {Sponr/ia equina), sub-species fjossypina, and Yellow

and Hard Head, both nnder the name of {Spongia agaricina) sub-species corlosia.

These correspond with remarkable accuracy to the three principal grades of commercial

sponges in Europe. These are the Bath Sponge, Spongia officinalis, the Horse Sponge,

Spongia equina, and the Zimocca Sponge, Spongia agaricina. This result, in which three

species appear on both sides of the Atlantic as representing alone the marketable qualities

of the genus Spongiti, becomes of double interest when these varieties, or local species as

they might be called, are compared one with another. It is then found that the aspect

of the surface is closely similar in each of the three ; that subspecies tubiiJifera represents

Spongia officinalis, sub-species gossyjmia offsets Sjwngia equina in the same way, and

lastly, sub-species corlosia has the same relation to Spongia agaricina. The general com-

parison of the figures in the plates will show this well enough ; but in order to make it

more convincing that such a relationship is not the result of an artificial arrangement, it

becomes necessary to describe some of the facts more at length.

First, their similarities of surface and aspect are precisely the same as those which ex-

perience has led me to adopt in the designation of species in this group. Thus if they had

occurred in different parts of the same sea, I should not have hesitated to unite them.

Secondly, their differences can be accounted for by the difference in habitat, and are of

varietal and not of specific value, according to the accej^ted use of the term species.

For establishing the first proposition, it is only necessary, as previously remarked, to con-

sult the descriptions of the genus Spongia and the figures. The second proposition, how-

ever, requires more attention.

The whole groujj of Keratosa is confined to seas, in which the differences observable

between the winter and summer isotherms are not excessive. None are found north of Cape

Hatteras and the Islands of Bermuda, and doubtless a similar limit occurs to the southward

of the equator ; at least it is a noticeable fact that the only specimens in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology are from the Island of Fernando Noronha. On the Pacific shore,

Southern California and Chili are the extreme points so far known. On the opposite coast

of the Atlantic they are recorded from England to the Cape of Good Hope, and also at

the Island of Teneriffe. In the Indian Ocean they are found all along the east coast of

Africa, at the Mauritius, and on the shores of India. They have been described from the

southern part of the sea of Ochotsk, on the Asiatic continent, and specimens are not uncom-
mon on the coasts of Australia and New Zealand. In the Pacific they have been found at

the Kingmills Islands, and Hawaiian Islands. The extreme outh'ing form to the north on

both sides of the Atlantic is the excessively coarse Dysiclea frag His, with its fibres loaded

with debris. Those from the Cape of Good Hope and Southern Australia also belong to the

coarser genera. The species cited by Milducho Maclay from the sea of Ochotsk, seems to

be one of the Phyllospongidse, but there is no analysis of the characteristics of the skel-

eton, only the external form being described and figured in his article on the sponges
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of the North Pacific, ( Memou'es de I'Acad. Imp. de St. Petersburg, Vol. 75, No. 3.)

It would seem, therefore, that the finer skeletons of the Keratosa, those of the genus Spon-

gia, were only to be sought in the intermediate zone, where the watei^ are of equable and

high temperature. Again, in examining the species of this genus with relation to each

other, it becomes equally evident that they are finest and most numerous in archipela-

gos, or off' coasts which are bordered by large numl^ers of islands, or long reefs, or in

sheltered seas. I am informed Ijy Mr. Gurdon Saltonstall that the sponges near Nassau

lie on reefs very much exposed to the action of the waves, often thirty miles from land,

and always in currents, sometimes running three or four knots an hour. Such currents

are visual wherever groups of islands confine the tide water within certain definite chan-

nels, and they have also the effect of concentrating the floating food in the channels, or

wherever tides meet. Both of these conditions are essential to successful sponge growth,

namely, a continuous renewal of aerated water and a plentiful supply of food, and are

probaljly partly the cause of their abundance in such places. This entirely agrees with

my own observations upon many species on our own coast of Chalininas and Halichon-

drida. Constant reference to j^hysical influences is also noticeable in the map pre-

pared by Von Eckhel, and in the method of classification adopted by him. The mar-

ketable qualities are described as " sorts," and the different " sorts " designated by letters

as " sort A," " sort B," and so on. These sorts he has found it most convenient

to arrange according to localities, and thus imder some "sorts" we have all the three

species represented ; all, however, from the same place, and all having some local pecu-

liarity which makes them either of superior or inferior quality. The author also fre-

quently refers to the slimy character of the bottom as a reason for inferiority, or dark color.

On our side of the Atlantic this is also shown by the great difference in point of color

and fineness between the Nassau and Key West sponges. The former are lighter colored,

finer, moi-e elastic and more durable than the same species at Key West, where the color is

so dark that it designates at once the locality from which the specimen came. Again, the

shallow water sponges are coarser than the deep water forms. This is probably due, in part,

as in other species, to the quantity of sediment, which is of course less in deep than in

shallow water, as, for example, at Key West in the winter time. I am informed, in this

connection, by Mr. Saltonstall, who made inquiries for me among the spongers, that no fine

qualities of any sponges are found within the limits of the milky water, but all the finer

qualities of the marketable kinds in the deepest water in Avhich the species occur, excejDt,

perhaps, in the case of the Eeef sponge. Glove, Eeef and Hard-head, are fished in shallow

waters, greatest depth two fiithoms, and the other, and generally finer marketable varieties,

from two to five fathonis. This fiict also explains, in a measure, but not wholly, the

greater coarseness of our own sponges as compared with the European. For though it

may be assumed from the examination of the skeletons that Mediterranean sponges are

much less exposed to turljid waters, and though it may be shown by the microscope that the

primary fibres contain less debris, this does not wholly explain their greater fineness and

elasticity. I think that we may attribute this either wholly or partly to peculiar climatic

conditions.

The Mediterranean Sea is divided by observers into two great basins, the Western and

the Eastern. Dr. Carpenter's recorded soundings on H. M. S. Porcupine and Shearwater ^

1 Pi'oe. Royal Society. Vol. XX, p. 578, 1872.
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show considerable clifFerence in the temperature of the water during the months of August

and September in the two basins. At the depth of thirty fathoms, the limit of bathymetri-

cal distribution for the Spongia?, the water of the Western Basin was 63° to 66° Fahr., while

in the Eastei-n Basin it was from 66° to 68^. Dr. Carpenter's observations were made dur-

ing the prevalence of very hot weather in the Eastern Basin, and in the western part of the

Eastern Basin. Fortunately, however, other observers have remarked the higher general

temperature of the Eastern Basin. Capt. T. Spratt^ and Capt. Nares^ also give tables from

which we copy and deduce (p. 489) the following temperatures for the thirty fathom line.

It will be readily seen by the table that the conclusions of Dr. Carpenter, that the East-

ern Basin was relatively to the Western of a somewhat higher temperature, is true of

corresponding seasons of the year, but is subject to certain local variations, as pointed out

by Capt. Spratt's observations, near Ci-ete, where he finds 59° at 50 foth. in September,

against 59°. 7 in August in the Western Basin, and 56° near Malta, in September. It is

probable, also, that in this locality the winter temperature at thirty fathoms would average

very nearly what it does in the Western Basin at the same depth, since even in June, with

the air at 80°, it holds a temperature as low as 68°, within 5° of the extreme western station

of Carpenter. In the Grecian Archipelago, also, the deep water temperature of 56° comes

up to the one hundred fathom line, and shows again an approximation to the lower temper-

ature of 55° near Malta, and at Station 1 of Carpenter at the same depth. This is import-

ant to the present subject, since in the Grecian Archipelago one of the finest qualities of

Sponcjla officinalis is found, but SjJongia equina is rare, and of an inferior quality, accord-

ing to Von Eckhel. Though in the soundings this cold water does not reach the fifty

fathom line, it becomes quite probable that in the winter months it very often rises as high

as this.

Admiral Smyth's^ work on the Mediterranean, which also confirms these remarks, is

very instructive on other points, which it is necessary to consider before proceeding farther.

This author states that the average diSerence between the temperature of the surfiice

water to the depth of eight fathoms, and the temperature of the air, both taken at the

same hour, is about 3°. 5 colder for the summer, and 1°.5 Fahr., warmer for the winter.

This appears to be very small, but it will be observed in the table that in siunmer the

difference must frequently be very slight between the surfiice and the air where the ther-

mometer stands near 70°, or in winter, when it is about 60°.

The difference of temperature between the Eastern and Western Basins of the Mediter-

ranean may possibly help us to account for the peculiar distribution of the commercial

sponges, and their partial absence from the Western Basin. They are found on the Dalma-

tian shore of the Adriatic, as fiir as Triest, and on the shores of Tunis, Barbary and

Morocco, as far as Ceuta, but not elsewhere in the Western Basin. If we take into consid-

eration the observations of Admiral Smyth with regard to the relative temperature of the

air and surface water, and remember that the latter, to the depth of 30 fiithoms in a com-

paratively still sea, like the Mediterranean, must be constantly influenced by the seasons

whenever there are no constant currents, and no proximity to a large body of colder and

deeper water, these difficulties will, in a measure, disappear. The winters along the shores

of Spain, France and Italy, are quite severe as compared with the corresponding periods

1 Peterm., Geogr. Mittheil., 1862, p. 431, and Nautical Mag- -Proc. Royal Soc. Vol. xx, p. 97.

azine. ' The Mediterranean. London, 8vo. 1854.
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on the shore of Morocco and Barbary. According to Berghans, at Palermo, in Sicily, the

average winter temperature is about 52°.3 Fahrenheit, 11°.3 Centigrade ; at Naples, the next

warmest locality noted in the Western Mediterranean, it is 49°.2 Fahr., 9°.8 Cent. All the

more northerly parts on the coasts of Italy, France, or Spain, have a lower average winter

temperature, including Cagliari, on the southern shore of Sardinia.

According to Admiral Smyth, the lowest aerial temperatures recorded were 36° in Sicily

and 34° in Sardinia, and he gives for the " middle latitudes " of the Mediterranean a varia-

tion of from 50°. 1 to 44°. 3 for January, an isotherm of 46°. 2. This of course refers to the

Western Basin, where these observations were made, and accords quite closely with the

aerial isochryme of 50°, as laid down by Schouw, which runs a little south of the central

parallel of 40° in the Western Basin. With an aerial isotherm of 46° or an isochryme of 50°,

it may be assumed with great probability that the water at the depth of 30 fath. would not

be above 55°, since even in summer, at this depth, near Malta and in the extreme western

station of Carpenter, the temperature does not range above 63°, and remains at 55° at 100

fathoms in two localities. It will be seen farther on that this temperature, though lower

than that of the coasts of Barbary and Morocco, is not sufficient of itself to account for the

absence of commercial qualities of the Spongige from Sicily, Sardinia, and the southern

coast of Spain.

The more northerly parts on the southern shore of the same basin have a considerably

higher average ; thus Algiers, according to Berghaus, has an average winter temperature

of 54°. 3 to 61°. 7, or about 58°, which is probably the correct mean, and in Schouw's map
by Berghaus, it stands nearly upon the isochryme of 54°.

Tunis and Cairo, to the westward, have still warmer climates. Admiral Smj-th gives the

following temperatures ; at Algiers, 86°.8-41°.5; at Tripoli, 92°.5- 51°.2. No mention is

made in any authority to which I have been able to gain access of such cold weather as

undoubtedly is not infrequent even in southern Italy, Sicily and Sardinia, and the whole

shore from Tripoli to Syria lies close to the isochryme of 57°.

The condition and inferior quality of the sponges on the Algerine coast show that here

we have reached the extreme limits of their habitat, and the average winter temperature

of the surface water, according to Admiral Smyth's allowance for variation, would be
58° + 1°.5 = 59°. 5, a result Avhich accords very closely with Schouw's map, and the ob-

served deep water temperatures in the Western Basin and near Malta, at 100 fathoms.

These calculations would seem to be very favorable to the view that both the bathymetrical

and the geographical distribution of the Spongite were limited by the minimum tempera-

ture of 55°, but there are other localities to be considered.^

The area of the earth's surface drained by the rivers which flow into the Black Sea,

amounts, according to Carpenter, to 939,000 square miles, while its own area, and that of

the Azoff Sea, is only 172,500 square miles, and its connection with the salt waters of the

Mediterranean is limited to the narrows of the Bosphorus. Under these circtmastances it is

not remarkable that its salinity or density, as compared by means of its specific gravity

with that of ordinary sea water, should vary from 1.012 to 1.014, and be less than half that

1 Admiral Smyth is probably in error with his deep sea counted for; the averatjc being, according to Smvth, 42° to

temperatures. The discrepancy between his statements and 43° below 180 fath., while 55° is the lowest given by the

those of Spratt and Carpenter cannot be otherwise ac- other authorities.
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of the Mediterranean, which in the Western Basin vai'ies from 1.0280 to 1.0284 in the neigh-

borhood of Sicily, and is even denser in the Eastern Basin, rising between Malta and Crete

from 1.0284 to 1.0288. If this want of an average amount of salinity did not account for

the absence of the genus Spongia, and possibly all the Keratosa from the Black Sea, the

temperature of the water would, the winters being exceedingly severe. The isotherms

of the summer months, according to Carpenter,^ range between 70°-80°, while in the

winter the variation is 30°-40°. This extreme cold is due to the sharp northeast winds

which come over the snow-clad plains of Russia from the Arctic regions. Ice is therefore

very abundant along the northern shores in winter, and the temperature of the water

probably falls quite low, since in the temperature taken Ijy Commander Wharton,^ of which

unfortunately only one observation is recorded as made in October, the water was only 62°

to a depth of 30 fathoms, then a cold current of 54^, and below tliis again the thermometer

rose to 60°.

If either the temperature or density of the water had been exceptional, we might have

gained some additional information, but as it is, we cannot assume that either cause would

have beeri sufficient to account for the absence of the Spongite from the Euxine. According

to Carpenter, in his articles on the Mediterranean and Black Sea, there is a strong current

continually flowing at the depth of twenty fathoms from the Mediterranean into the Black

Sea, and a return surface current from the Black Sea into the Mediterranean. The

sponges occur necessarily in the shallower waters of the Sea of Marmora, since they

are said by .Von Eckhel to be fished for mostly with the harpoon, and are probably exposed

more or less to the influence of the surface current. Under these circumstances they must

very often be able to endure a degree of cold during the winter, and an amount of change

in the density of the water, for which it becomes difficult to account, even taking into

consideration the inferior quality of their skeletons. It is possible, however, that the

water of the northern part of the Black Sea may not affect the temperature of the

southern part to such an extent as would at first sight appear j^i'obable, and that, not-

withstanding the lower temperature of the northern shores, the general temperature of

the surface water during the winter immediately east and west of the Bosphorus may
not fiill below 55° as a minimum. The average of the aerial winter temperature of Con-

stantinople, according to Berghaus' map, is about 40°. 6, but this does not agree closely with

the lowest temj^erature recorded by Admiral Smyth of 53°. 4. It does not seem probable

that this comparatively high average winter temperature could be maintained if the waters

of the Black Sea and Sea of Marmora were to become very cold in winter, but it is a much
lower temperature than is found on the Algerine coast. The aerial isochryme, however, is

as low as 42". 5, according to Schouw's map.

The northern shore of the ^gean Sea and the eastern shore of the Adriatic Sea are

jjopulous with sponges, and yet the former throughout its whole extent, and the latter from

Ragusa to Istria, have nearly the same average winter temperature, and possess a colder

climate in winter than the coasts of southern Italy or Spain, where no SpongiiB exist.

Again, upon consulting the invaluable little Eckhelian pamphlet, we find that the sponges

correspond in quality to this climatic change. The sort found at the head of the JEgean

is said to be the Spongia officinalis alone, and to have a " heavy, hard, close, very hairy

skeleton, often containing slime," and it is farther added that it is not much liked, and is

1 Encyclopedia Brittanica, ninth edition. 'Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. xxi, No. 145, p. 387.
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usually fished with the harpoon. The same species exists also alone at corresponding

localities along the shore of the Adriatic, and at the extreme locality, the Island of Istria

upon the limit of its distribution, it is said to be very rare, the form to be ugly, the skele-

ton hard, the color dark. Farther south, along the Dalmatian coast, it becomes abundant,

finer in texture and of a lighter color, but it is still inferior to the more southern or Levan-

tine variety. In considering such classes of facts, it must also be borne in mind that the

habitat of a certain sort or variety may largely determine the quality of the skeleton, even

where the temperature may be very favorable. Thus to the south of Quarnero, among the

islands, a much better quality of Spongia officinalis occurs than in the milder sea about the

Ionian Islands, which, as Eckhel remarks, is probably attributable to the slimy character of

the bottom.

A sufficient reason for the absence of the Spongio3 on the Italian shore can be found

in its physical characteristics. The Adriatic is a comparatively shallow sea, and according to

Admiral Smyth's soundings, the greatest depth between Istria and Venice is 20 fathoms, and

in the centre of the sea to the southward, only 500 fathoms. A constant current from the

south passes northward along the eastern, and southward on the western shore. It is clear

and probably warm in its passage north during the winter from the south, and it seems

probable that this current parts with much of its heat in the shallower waters of the Gulf

of Venice, falling, perhaps, to a temperature which would prohibit the extension of the

Spongioe beyond Trieste. For if we apply Admiral Smyth's rule to the correction of the

average winter temperature for all these more northern localities, the Sea of Marmora, the

northern shore of the ^gean and Gulf of Venice, we find that the average temperature

of the water for these places would be represented by 56°.5 + 1°.5 = 58°. But the isochryme

of 42°. 5 passes directly through the Sea of Marmora, the northern part of the ^gean and

Ragusa, leaving Istria considerably to the north with an isochryme of about .39°.

It does not seem at all probable that any species of the true Spongiaj can live in surface

water which is affected for any length of time by such a degree of cold, and the only

explanation to be offi^red of their existence at such northerly points as Istria, must lie in

the warmth of the current from the south. If this is taken into consideration, and it is

also observed in the table how great the variation is between the air and water during

the winter season on the coast of Syrtis, the water being fully 16° wai'mer than the air

;

and how great the variation is also in summer, when the difference is sometimes 10°, as

noted by Dr. Carpenter, the air being 90° and the sea 80°
; it becomes evident that the

Avater of the Mediterranean, like that of other seas, responds very slowly to extreme

changes of temperature. The Adriatic current alluded to not only probably retains a

large part of its original temperature in its progress along the coast of Albania and

Dalmatia, but even at Istria we should expect to find at least 15° difference between

the extreme isochrymal of the air and that of the water. If this is correct we should

reach the temperature of 39° + 15° = 54° as an isochr^anal at Istria, and 42°.

8

+ 15° = 57°. 8 as the probable isochrymal of the water at Ragusa. A similar result

can be obtained also from the extreme aerial isochrymal of the Sea of Marmora, if it

is worthwhile to make a calculation in such a peculiar locality, namely, 42°. 5 + 10° = 52°. 5,

as an isochrymal for the Avater. These being the most northerly or most unfavorable points

at which the Spongife are known to exist, we cannot be far wrong in assuming from the

facts and inferences above cited, that in a comparatively quiet, clear sea Uke the Mediter-
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ranean, they are never for any length of time exposed to a lower degree of cold than 50°

to 55°, and that this produces a very unfavorable effect upon the quality of the skeleton.

This of course directly negatives the conclusions drawn from the conditions found to

exist on the southern coast of the Western Basin, as contrasted with those of Sardinia,

Sicily, and southern Italy, and it becomes evident that the temperature alone cannot be the

cause of the absence of the Spongise from these shores.

Locally we can say with some degree of probability, that the temperature and the fresh

waters of the Po, with the vast quantity of silt which is carried by it to the sea, and

distributed along the shore to the southward, have jJi'oved to be barriers in this direction.

When, however, the attempt is made to explain Avhy they are absent from all the other

northern shores of both the islands and the coasts of the Western Basin, all single causes

seem to fail, and I can only suggest the following, viz., that, where the limits of temperature

are neared, the absence of small islands, or very slight local peculiarities, may occasion

the absence of the commercial sorts. It must also be remembered that it is not distinctly

known that all are wanting ; our information is limited wholly to the commercial sorts,

and the other coarser and non-marketable varieties have not yet been systematically hunted

for by naturalists.

The finest sj^onges in the Mediterranean, those of the Levant and oif the Syrian and

Tripoli coasts, are found between the average aerial winter temperatures of 63° and 70°,

and the isochrymals of 50°-57°, and the table (p. 489) shows that at no time of the year

are these, which, as stated by Von Eckhel, occiu- in the deeper water at a distance from the

coast, probably exposed to a lower temperature than 60".

This repeated approximation of all calculations of the surface temperature, however

made or wherever made in the winter, to a marine isochrymal of 55° to 60°, although not so

convincing as a series of actual observations, appear to point this out as probably a close

approximation to the actual isochrymal which limits the geographical distribution of the

prime qualities of commercial sponges, and this view derives great additional suj^port from

the flxct, already stated, that this is the constant temperature of deep water in summer,

and the probable isochrymal at the depth of 30-50 fath. in winter in a large part of the

Mediterranean.

I am indebted to the U. S. Signal Service Office for a series of tables giving the average

temperature for all the months in the year of the surface water of St. Marks, on the west

coast of Florida, lat. 28° 55', long. 84° 07' ; Punta Rossa, also on Avest coast, in lat. 26° 29'

;

long. 82° 10'; Key West at the exti*eme south, and Jacksonville on the Atlantic side. The
following is a copy of the average temperatures of all the months in the year. The St.

Marks' column, however, is taken from only one complete series of observations ; while the

Punta Rossa, Key West and Jacksonville averages are all deduced from three years of con-

tinuous observations.

The isotherm for the month of January at St. Marks is 63°. 5, for Punta Rossa, 68°. 8,

and for Key West 73°. Anchor Key and Cedar Keys, famous localities for spongers, are

between St. Marks and Punta Rossa. These temperatures differ but a few degrees from the

aerial isotherm, which is at St. Marks 5°, at Punta Rossa 10°, and at Key West 4°. 5 colder

than the water, whereas in summer the temperature of the air at these localities is re-

S23ectively 1°.5, 6° and 5" v/armer than the water. The marine isotherm for the month
MEMOmS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. TOL. H. 124
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APPKoxiMAT^ ATEKAGE TEMPERATURES..
^f Januarj of 68°, was traced by Dana^ only

ME.VX OF MAXISItJ.M AND MIXI.IinjI. n m nt iii-
as tar as Cape Carnaveral, but, as this table

shows, it probably begins again on the west

side, at or near Punta Rossa, and bending

northwards probably includes nearly the whole

area of the Gulf of Mexico. The whole of

the region favorable for the production of

the commercial qualities, lies between St.

Marks, on the coast of Florida, with an

isotherm for January of G3.5, and the equa-

torial isotherm for January of 80° ; south of

this equatorial isotherm, however, the limits

have not been ascertained, the data, both as

regards the sponges themselves and the tem-

perature, being deficient. Altho\igli the non-

marketable varieties occur at several places

in the northern zone, such as Vera Cruz,

Cuba, and so on, the finer sorts are only

found along the west coast of Florida, among
the Keys, and in the insular waters of the

Bahama and Carribean Islands. Their absence

from a large part of the shores of the Gulf

may be attributed to the sandy or soft charac-

ter of the coast, to the effect of the silt of the

Mississippi and to the absence of outlying

islands. The al)sence of the commercial kinds

from the Atlantic shore may be explained in

a similar manner by the frequently open and

sandy or clayey character of the entire coast

northward to New York, which would effectually prevent their existing even in the most

sheltered bays and nooks. Besides this the aerial isotherm of January does not represent

the unfavorable conditions of the climate, since at long intervals very severe winters occur

as far south as Chesapeake Bay, when the surface water must become very much chilled by

the large amount of ice formed in the numerous smaller bays, rivers and harbors, north of

Cape Hatteras. The severest test of the ability of the Spongiaj to withstand the climate

would therefore be shown by the average of the minimum or isochryme of the water for

January, for several successive years, taken near shore, which must necessarily be very

mucli below that of the average temperature or marine isotherm for that month at even a

short distance from the Atlantic coast, on account of the inshore or return cold current

from the north, A\hich prevents the influence of the warm waters of the Gulf Stream from

reacliiug the surface waters of the coast. That the coarser varieties of the commercial

sponges can survive even these adverse conditions to a certain extent, is shown Ijy the

specimens of Sp. agaricma, sub-species corlosia, var. divisa from Stono Inlet, South

Carolina.

'These were taken on the hottom, at depths varying - Corals and Coral Islands. Kew York, 1872.

from seven to twenty feet, according to the station.
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The finding o these specimens and the considerations above noted, induced me to apply

again for assistance to Gen. Myers, Chief Signal Officer, for the temperatures during the

months of January and February, at the stations along the Atlantic coast south of Cape

Hatteras. The records, which were immediately forwarded, and are in the accompanying

TEMPERATURE OP WATER FROM OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BOTTOM.
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along the coasts of Europe and America, with regard to the temperature limiting the north-

ern spread of the genus Spongia.

It -was entirely upon this gi-ound that I first began to doubt the accin-acy of the marine

isothermals for January of 62°, 56', 50°, which are laid down on Prof. Dana's map as com-

ing to a focus at Cape Hatteras. These should be carried down the coast, deviating inside

or west of the Gulf Stream to the southward, as does the more accurately drawn isotherm

of 68°, and should be drawn nearly parallel to the coast to some point south of Jackson-

ville for 62°
; to some point south of Savannah, probably Altamaha Sound, for 56° ; and

to Ca^DC Roman, north of Charleston, for 50°. This same rate of decrease would bring the

line of 44°, which ends at Cape Cod on Prof Dana's map, down the coast to a point a little

south of Cape Lookout, on the shore of North Carolina, and reduce the average tempera-

ture of the water at Cape Hatteras, during the month of January, to about 40°.

This appears to be the result of the cold inshore current, which during the wdnter proba-

bly comes closer inshore, and combines with the atmosphere in affecting the surface water.

Such a current has been traced by the United States Fish Commission to the south of Cape

Cod, even in the shallow waters of the Vineyard and Long Island Sounds, and is constantly

referred to in the reports of the United States Coast Survey as coming to the surface farther

out to sea. This return current is crowded into a smaller space as it runs soutliward, and

would therefore be hkely to exercise a much more important influence proportionally to the

winter south of Cape Hatteras than to the north of that Cape, upon the surface waters in

January. Whether this is so or not, it is very remarkable that the selected limit for the

spread of all Keratose forms northward on the Amei-ican Coast was Cape Hatteras, and it

now turns out that the temperature of the surface water must be nearly the same as it is

along the northern limit of distribution of the same forms on the European side, namely,

a January isothermal of 40° on this side as compared with 41° on the other.^ It ought to

be observed here also, that Charleston is the most northerly point at which a Keratose form

has actually been found. This species, according to Prof McCrady's verl^al description,

must have had a very coai'se skeleton allied, if not identical, with Dysklea fragilis, which,

as previously observed, is the most northerly species on the European side also. It is

possible, therefore, that the generally unfavorable and sandy character of the coast may
have limited the distribution to a point as far south as Charleston ; but it would be unsafe at

present to adopt this view. Cape Hatteras being the natural limit of the entire littoral fauna.

Dr. Buist ^ states that the temperature of the water in the Red Sea, between Aden and

Suez, varies between 65° and 85°. The same authority subsequently published^ a long

account of this region, accompanied by tables of temperatures from which the following

remarks were taken. The density of the water, except in the Gulf, was not excessive,

averaging about that of ordinary sea water except in the Gulf of Aden. The transparency

and purity of the water was very great, and this might also be remarked of the waters of

Florida and the Bahamas in the summer. Ten feet below the surflice the temperature at

Suez does not fall below 70°, or the air lower than 72° in January or February, and the heat

in summer is excessive, 80°, 82°, 92°, being not infrequently recorded at Aden, and 80°,

^ See Dr. Carpenter's map. Proc. Royal Soc. Vol. xx. ^ Trans. Bombay Geogr. Soc. Vol. xiv, p. 3, 1859.

2 Trans. Bombay Geogr. Soc. Vol. ix, p. 39, 1850.
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83°, 86° at Suez. These great heats are also occasionally reached on the coast of Florida
;

at Punta Rossa and also at Key West, it is sometimes 90° or 92°.

Capt. Pullen's ^ soundings give remarkably low temperatures for the depths of the Red
Sea, 44° at 1889 flxth., surface 81°. 5 ;

43°. 5 at 1500 fath., surfece 82°
;
45° at 1200 fath. with

surface 81°. 5. The northex-n part of the Red Sea, where, according to Von Eckhel, most

of the commercial sponges are found, has an aqueous isochrymal of about 70°, and this ac-

cords with Carpenter's remark in the work above quoted, that the waters of the Red Sea

are uniformly 71°, but not wholly, since he has inferred that this is the mean temperature

at all dej)ths, which cannot jDOssibly be the case unless all other observers are in error.

The sponges of the Red Sea, according to Von Eckhel, are inferior to, and rarer than,

those of the Mediterranean ; he compares them to the Zimocca variety, describing the skel-

eton as brittle, entirely red, and very dark at the base. Not having seen any speci-

mens unquestionably from this locality, I cannot compare them with the Key West and

Australian varieties ; but they are evidently, so far as quality is concerned, more like the

coarser Zimocca sponges of the Mediterranean, since Eckhel describes them as mixed with

these in the trade. The extremely hot temperature of the Red Sea does not, therefore,

when acting in perfectly clear water, produce so great changes as when the waters are more

loaded with sediment, as in the shallows of the Florida coast, or else these specimens could

not be sold commercially even in the company of the inferior Mediterranean qualities.

I have seen but few true Spongias from Australia. These are coarser than their

congeneric form, Spongia discus, and, like this species, have an excessively dark, I'ough

skeleton. The neighborhood of Sydney, where they were collected, lies under the marine

isochrymal of 62°, as laid down by Dana, and the coast is open and apparently unfavor-

able for the growth of the commercial sorts. This, and the aspect of the specimens, leads

me to think that they were beach specimens which had drifted from the coast of Queens-

land, which, judging from the descriptions of voyagers, must be exceeding favorable, inside

of the great boundary reef, for the growth of the true Spongite. The collection of the

Keratosa received from Dr. Farlow, Avas made at Port Phillip, near Melbourne, on the

south coast of Australia, and though the genera are well represented, there are among
them only three specimens allied to true Spongiaj ; these have coarse, loosely constructed

skeletons, and I have been obliged to propose a new generic name, Oarterosjjonr/ia.

Although the distribution of the Spongias is not limited by the same isochrymal as that

demonstrated for the reef building corals by Prof. Dana, namely, 68°, the association of these

with the Spongite having coarse and inferior skeletons cannot be a matter of accident. The

coral reefs afford good holding ground for the bases of the colonies and protection from the

excessive surf of ocean shores, v/hile they grow in water, the remarkable clearness of which

to a considerable depth is the constant subject of remark. These are undoubtedly

favorable conditions, since they are common also to the Mediterranean waters. The

great quantity of calcareous sediment, however, which is churned by the waves in

the winter on the borders of a coral reef, is not present in the Mediterranean ; and

the average temperature, also, which is very much higher than that under which the

finest sponge skeletons are produced in the Mediterranean, cannot be considered as

* Trans. Bombay Geogr. Soc. Vol. xiv, p. 44, 1859.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. BIST. VOL. II. 125
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favorable. These last, then, are probably the direct causes of the inferiority of the skel-

etons of the commercial varieties found in this association.^

These views, as a whole, therefore depend for confirmation upon the accuracy of the cal-

culations with regard to temperature, and upon the following facts : that the inferiority of

the skeleton, which is common at Key West, with the same isochrymal as the Red Sea, is not

found to the same degree in the sponges growing in the clearer waters of the latter ; that

the coarsest quality of all the Mediterranean sponges, the "Gerbis sort," and other coarse

" sorts," grow in localities along the coast, where they are most subject to the action of

susjjended matter in the water ; but all of these are, however, on account of the clearness

and medium temperature of the Mediterranean waters, as comjiared with those of other seas,

of much finer quality ; that the coarser kinds of the same quality or variety grow nearest

the shore, and the finer kinds in deeper water, and also accoi'ding to Nassau spongers, are

more apt to occur upon marly groimd, where the sediment is finer than upon other kinds

of bottom ; and lastly, that the inverse ratio between the quantity and even the prevalence

of different kinds of sediment, such as sand grains or spicules, and the resiliency and flex-

ibility of the fibres may be demonstrated with the microscope in any series of specimens.

It may be well to notice, however, that the openness, or apertion, which usually accom-

panies and appears to correllate with coarseness of the fibre, cannot be accounted for in this

complicated way, but, strictly speaking, must be considered as one of the elements of infe-

riority which invariably accompanies a skeleton having a loose microscopical texture or

mesh, and harsh, inelastic, or easily torn fibres, but is also, though rarely, found in skele-

tons of very fine quality, especially at an early age. Thus it may be said, that it is un-

doubtedly a common cliaracteristic of all the inferior qualities of Mediterranean, and of all

the Carribean commercial sponges, without exception, which, though they may have very

fine or very coarse or inelastic fibres, are always permeated in the interior, and have the

surface also cut up, by larger and more numerous canals than the corresponding Mediterra-

nean species. The Austrahan species of the genus Spongia, though coarser in fibre than

the Carribean forms, are equally open, and are harder when dry than any of the former,

except certain rare varieties of Spongia agaricina and Spongia discus. In this connection

it may be appropriate to call attention to the forms, all belonging to the unmarketable

varieties of the genus Spongia which have been found in hot climates, as for example,

at the Mauritius and the Hawaiian Islands with an isotherm for the coldest months of 74°,

Kingsmill Islands and Feegee Islands with one of 80°, at various places in the Bay of

Panama and Gulf of Mexico with isotherms for January of from 74° to 80°. The ex-

tremes of temperature are represented at Stono Inlet, South Carolina, with a marine

isochryme of about 51°, and Sydney, AustraUa, with one of 5G°. The evidence aflbrded by

these, all of which have very open, coarse, and brittle skeletons, therefore confirms the

opinion, that this characteiistic of apertion may be with great probabihty attributed per-

haps exclusively to the influence of an unfavorable temperature, which, if the limits sug-

gested in this paper are correct, might be either the amount of cold indicated by an

J What effect the superior density of Mediterranean water vestigated, and this may prove to be of greater importance,

may have, it would not be possible at present to say, the data since the variation is probably much greater in this respect,

being insufficient, but it is probably very slight. The chemi- especially in the vicinity of coral reefs,

cal composition of the water has also not been sufficiently in-
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isotherm for the coldest months of about 50°, and possibly lower to some as yet undecided

limit, or the equally injurious heat shown by an average for the same month of about 65°

and upwards, to 80°.^

There is a darkening of the color of the fibres about the base, and frequently of the

whole sponge, which may occur with any of the inferior qualities in any cold climate, or

unfavorable situation, as at Istria, and varies also with .the age and size of the specimen.

These influences, however, never produce so marked an eifect as in a hotter climate, nor

does the deterioration of the fibre and of the density of the skeleton go so far ; neverthe-

less, the Nassau sponges, which are lighter colored than the Gerbis sponges, and the

remarks above on the influence of suspended matter near the shore, seem to point out very

conclusively, that heat does not control the color entirely, though it may largely influence it.

Another point in this connection is, that the deepest color is always in the interior, and
the lightest colored parts are external, in the position most exposed to the action of li'dit

;

and this, though not necessarily, is probably the hottest part of the organism durins: the

heated term of the year in the shallower waters, where the darkest colored forms are

mostly found. It has been suggested by Eckhel that this coloration was due to the

presence of iron in the sediment or sea bottom, but this could hardly be the case in the

vicinity of coral reefs. In fact, dark internal coloration appears to result from, or correllate

with, the deterioration of the skeleton as an internal change in structure, which varies with

the species, the age and the health of the specimen, and probably with the chemical com-
position of the fibres themselves.

If we now, in conclusion, turn our attention to the general limits of the distribution of

the Keratosa as a whole, we find that the extreme points already mentioned may be all

inclosed within a central zone extending on both sides of the equator to the isothermals for

the coldest months in the year of 40° Fahr., and these, therefore, would approximately

represent the iiatural boundaries of the circumterraneous area occupied by the order.

This distribution does not seem explicable in any way unless we assume, that the

Keratosa originated in North America, and have spread in all directions from this area.

This hypothesis also appears to me to explain more satisfactorily, according to our present

1 A collection just received from the Museum of Yale southwest of Auklaml Islands, near the Macquarrie Islands,

College contains a specimen of Spnnr/ia diicus, var. aukli- in lat. 55^, long. 157°, the surface temperature in January
nensjs, from the Aukland Islands, south of New Zealand, varied between 31° - 44°, an average of 3 7°. 5, and in lati-

latitude about 50° 20', and longitude 167°, and therefore if tude 57° 52', with nearly the same longitude as the Aukland
this locality is correct, affording an instance of a true Spon- Islands, the thermometer registered 42° in December. Un-
gian form living in water, according to Dana's map, with a fortunately these temperatures were taken during the hot-

July isotherm of about 41°. I was led to doubt the accu- test months, and thus while 41° may be a very o-ood average

racy of this isothermal line by this fact; but the examina- for the surface in this region during the month of July, and
tion of Mr. J. Prestwieh's Memoir on " Submarine Temper- may serve the purposes of a general map, like that of Prof,

atures," in Trans. Royal Soe., Vol. 165, Pt. 2, 1876, which Dana, it does not accurately express the isotherm for the

has just come to hand, confirms Dana's view. The tem- coldest months in the year in the shallow waters of the Auk-
peratures for the surfitce recorded in the neighborhood of land Islands, which appear to lie to the east and north

New Zealand, on the parallel of Dana's isotherm for July of the colder area just south of Van Diemen's Land, and it

of 50°, are as follows: In January, near the west coast of is possible that they may average some degrees higher.

South Inland, at 534 feet, 65°. 8, and surface 63°; in Cook's The only indubitable exception, which I have found, to

Straits, surface 63°.5 to 64°.4, off' the southeast coast of this (50°) limit of temperature, occurs also in this collection

North Island, in February 65°.2 for surface, and 58°. 7 at — a specimen from Ft. Macon, of Spongia vermiculata. It

depth of 506 feet. Near Antipodes Island, on parallel of is one of the coarsest, most open, and aberrant forms, but

49°.17 considerably to the east and a little north of Aukland is a true Spongian, and the isotherm of the surfiice water for

Islands, the temperature of surface was found in December Janu.ary of tliis locality cannot be placed higher than 44°.

to be 53° in six observations by Sir James Ross, and to the It is also of a light color.
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knowledge, the affinities of the Mediterranean forms and of many Pacific forms, with

those of the West Indian regions, and the greater number of the species and varieties

found there.

Several authors have remarked the susceptibility of the sponges to physical influence,

notably Bronn, Schmidt, Ha^ckel and Miklucho-Maclay.

Bronn remarks, in his general treatise on the sponges, as follows :— " Man hat bemerkt

das die naher an der Oberflache lebenden und den Bewegungen des Wassers, des Sandes,

der Steine u. s. w. mehr ausgesetzten Arten dichter von Gewebe sind, als jene aus grossen

Tiefen, oder dass sie wenigstens die geschiitztesten Stationeu aufsuchen. Bronn, Klassen

und Ordnungen d. Thierr. 1, p. 24.

Schmidt, in " Spongien d. Adriatischen Meeres," p. 40, considers that a warmer climate

increases the deposit of horny matter in the skeleton of Scopalina toxotes. " Das sudliche

Klima ist dem Uebergange der Sarcode in die Hornfasern giinstig ; beim Verriicken gegen

den oberen Theil des Adriatischen Meeres is diese Eigenschaft bis auf den Grad verloren

gegangen, welcher als Gattungsmerkmal fiir Scopalina aufgestellt werden konnte." This

agrees very well indeed with my own researches, which show that the coarsest skeletons

of the same species are in the warmest localities, so far as the genus Spongia are con-

cerned, and it may be presumed to be tnie also with regard to the whole group of the

Keratosa ; but some species of Chalince have thicker fibres in the northern than in the

southern forms, and we cannot therefore apply it to all the fibrous sponges, as a law having

no exceptions.

Miklucho-Maclay, m commenting on the remarks of Bronn and Oscar Schmidt, agrees

with them so far as they show the adaptation of the species to its surroundings, and adds,

" Nicht bloss die Bewegung des Wassers, sondern auch wahrscheinlich die Temperatur, der

Salzgehalt, so wie die chemische Zu.sammensetzung des Wassers sind Factoren welche die

Skeletbildung bedingen oder verandern."

Hajckel also, in his Calcispongiaj, frequently alludes to the modifying influence of physi-

cal causes, and all of these authorities view this influence in the same way. They regard

the modifications which take place as adaptations of the organization to its surroundings.

Whether the modifications are to be viewed as the direct product of the agency of the

physical causes themselves, or partly to the action of Natural Selection, is not so clearly

expressed by them as might have been wished.

Similar researches to that in which we are now engaged have been made of late uj^on

terrestrial animals by several authors, and notably by Mr. J. A. Allen, of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Cambridge. The results attained by him are so much more exact

and reliable, and so nearly parallel with my own, which are merely preliminary to a fuller

consideration of the subject in future parts of this Memoir, that I need make no excuse for

the insertion of the following abstract of the influences of environment upon mammals and

birds, which has been kindly furnished by him at my special request.

'• The direct action of the conditions of habitat upon mammals and birds has recently

been shown, with reference particularly to those of North Ameiica, to be very strongly

marked, resulting in modifications of the general size, of the coloration, and the relative

size and form of particular organs. These modifications are clearly local, affecting sim-

ilarly, though not always to the same degree, all, or nearly all, the species inhabiting the

same areas, so that variations of a somewhat special character become characteristic of par-
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ticular geographical regions. Thus there is found to be a gi^adual loss of color among indi-

viduals of the same species, in passing from the heavily wooded region of the eastern

half of the United States to the treeless plains, and the still more arid regions beyond

the Rocky Mountains, particularly in portions of the Great Basin and the desert tracts of

the Gila and Great Colorado Rivers ; the most pallid tints occurring where the vegetation

is most scanty, and the climate most arid,— where, in short, the protective conditions as

respects color are at a minimum. On the other hand, a remarkable accession of color

is seen over the heavily wooded, rainy region of the northwest coast. There is again a

marked accentuation of color to the southward, accompanying increased climatic humidity

and a higher temperature, tliese conditions evidently favoring in themselves an increase in

intensity, while they give rise to protective conditions, such as luxuriant vegetation and

a partially overcast sky, which favor the retention of color. It is certainly found that in

individuals of the same species the various shades of red, yellow, green, blue and black,

become stronger or more intensified in passing from the higher latitudes towards the trop-

ics ; that dusky and black spots and bars, or other blackish areas, increase in extent, while

light areas, particularly white spots and bars, become correspondingly reduced in area ; and

that, at the same time, there is an increase in lustre and iridescence, in species tending

to such phases of coloration. There is thus a general increase in the brightness and extent

of the stronger tints of coloration in the direction of the intertro^aical regions, where all

forms of animal life, as a rule, become most brilliantly colored.^

" In respect to the increased size of particular organs, it is found that, especially among

birds, there is a strong tendency to the disproportionate enlargement of peripheral parts in

passing from the colder parts of the North America continent toward the tropics. This is

particularly noticeable in resjject to the bill and tail, both of which often increase in size

in passing southward, either with relation to the general size of the individual, or absolutely.

In birds having a short thick bill, as the finches, crows, etc., the bill becomes generally

larger, while in slendei'-billed forms, as in some of the warblers, thrushes, wrens, the

grackles, etc., the bill becomes longer, slenderer, and often more decurved. In mammals

the pelage becomes shorter and harsher, with less underfur ; the soles of the feet often, in

great part, loose their furry covering, while in numerous well-marked instances the ears

and the feet become noticably increased in size. This may be presuniably considered as

due to the higher temperature of the lower latitudes favoring an increased circulation in

the peripheral parts of the body, and their consequent greater nourishment. Fui'thermore,

the increase in the size of the bill and length of the tail is in the direction of the region

where these parts of the ornithic organism almost universally reach their greatest devel-

opment.

" In respect to the variation in size, there is generally, in both birds and mammals, a

marked increase toward the northern and more elevated parts of the continent, with a few

exceptions, however, of an equally marked increase in size toward the tropics. In general

terms, the law of increase in size, as modified by recent researches, may be stated as an

'This l.aw also applies to sponges; the brighter colored greens, and yellows, with intense shades of puqilo and pur-

forms being generally littoral where the temperature of the plish brown or black. See, also, for increase of peripheral

water in any given locality is highest : and in the tropics parts and coloration of Insects, "Revision of the Qidipo-

there are comparatively few of the dull colored species so dida," by S. H. Scudder, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist, Vol

abundant at the north, but a prevalence of brilliant reds, xvii, p. 482-83.

MEMOIBS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II. 126
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increase toward the centre of development of the species, or toward the centre of devel-

opment of the group (genus, sub-family, or family, as the case may be) to which the spe-

cies belongs. This increase generally amounts to from five to twenty-five per cent, of the

average size of the species, but in very rare instances there is fovmd to be no appreciable

variation in size over^immense areas, or throughout the entire habitat of species having a

very wide geographical range. Since decrease in size so generally accompanies increase of

temperature, it may be considered as possibly due to the enervating, or other unfavorable

action of tropical influences upon the organism, a view strengthened by the fact that de-

crease in size is often accompanied by a loss of vivacity, and, in birds, a deterioration of

song. In the case of the exceptional increase in size southward in North American birds

and mammals, it is always found to occur in groups which attain their maximum develop-

ment, both as respects the number and the size of the species, in intertropical latitudes,

where of course such grou^is find their most fiivorable conditions of existence
;
just as

increase of size northward occurs in sjiecies belonging to groups which have the greatest

number of species, and those of largest size, in the colder latitudes ; the increase in both

cases being in the direction of the region evidently most favorable for the existence of the

species.

" That the above cited variations in size, in coloration, and in the size of particular

oi'gans, have direct relation to the conditions of environment, is conclusively shown by the

manner in which these variations occur. In many cases the extreme phases of differentiation

presented by a wide-ranging species are so diverse that they were often formerly regarded

as representing entirely distinct species, but subsequent material received from numerous

intermediate localities has shown a comj^lete and gradual intergradation between them ; so that

it has been found to be more in accordance with the facts to relegate many forms, formerly

and, as then known, properly regarded as distinct species, to the rank of geographical races

or sub-species. The passage from one extreme to the other, in any given case, is found to

be as gradual as that in the climatic conditions of the two climatically very diverse regions

under which these several phases reach their greatest specialization, and the majority

of the species occurring together over a wide area tend to run into similar local phases of

differentiation vmder similar conditions of environment."

These results are fir too uniform and general in their effect upon widely distinct animals

to be due to Natural Selection, in fact, I entirelj' agree with Mr. Allen that such uniformity

of result here, and in the sponges, can only be explained by the action of physical sur-

roundings directly working upon the organization and producing by such direct action the

modifications or common variations above described.

If a uniform result follows upon the exposure of a given animal, and its congeneric

forms, to the action of certain phj-sical conditions, the modifications which result must be

taken out of the category of those differences which may have been preserved by Natural

Selection, the proper field for which lies in the preservation of those differences which

arise through a tendency to variation, and are perpetuated and preserved simply because

they are of advantage to some particular animal or race. To assume that only those

species survive in these fields, the Mediterranean and others, whose organization fits them

to become modified in a particular way, is perhaps a fact which may be verified some day

by experiment, and in so far the law of the survival of the fittest probably obtains.

What I mean to point out is, that within this limit the animals are modified so directly.
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SO generally and so uniformly in certain characteristics, by traceable physical causes, that

I cannot imagine the intervention of any other secondary cause ; there is no room for

a struggle, or for selection, since the uniform action of a given temperature, depth,

amount of sedunent, sheltered locality, etc., have a corresponding uniformity in results,

and are sufficient in themselves to account for the general modifications described.

The Mediterranean also affords us an admirable test of the Wagnerian hypothesis of

an isolated locality, in which distinct races have arisen through the jDrevention of inter-

crossing with the parent races or sjDccies, and should give a triumphant example

demonstrating the truth of that theory. That distinct varieties may arise in the same

order on the same shore, according as they grow in shallow or deeper water, in clear or

muddy water, and that these differ from each other in a manner which is similar to that

in wliich the inhabitants of distinct regions differ from each other, is a fatal objection.

Again, how could it have possibly happened that all three of the Mediterranean species,

with their numerous varieties, arrived at the same general result, namely, greater fineness,

density and elasticity of the skeletal fibres, through the mere prevention of intercrossing

with the original coarse stock. Does it not seem at once evident, that if the coarse forms

of the West were the progenitors, the first settlers of the latter would have produced at

once in the new region all the usual variations, and that any general change in all of these

Avould not be, could not be a question influenced by the prevention of crossing. On the

same rule, the Chalinulte in any of our estuaries, ought to differ from those in every other

;

but they do not, unless the temperature of the water, or some other physical change, brings

it about. In applying AVeissmann's modifications of Wagner's hypothesis to the explanation

of any of the observed phenomena, I find myself equally at a loss. According to his ideas,

a species has a variable and a constant period in its life history ; if the isolated colonies are

formed during the former period a new species results through " amixie," or non-intercourse

with the parent species ; if the colony is formed during the constant period no change can

take place in this way.

Varialiility is generally correllative with the conditions of the habitat. Upon a hard

bottom, or near shore, a sponge is apt to vary in a thousand ways to suit an equal

number of changes due to the accident of its situation, here or there, wherever the

larva may strike a suitable surface ; if it is upon a sandy bottom, like the Suherites

coinpacia Verr., it has a peculiar organization, which is remarkably dense and elastic,

no base of attachment, and a flattened form to enable it to rest well on the bottom

and be readily covered up in storms, rather than rolled about, and washed finally

ashore ; if it is an inhabitant of muddy bottoms then it has the anchoring threads fiist-

ening it in the mud, and the most invariable forms, so far as the species is concerned,

necessarily due to the continued influence of the uniformity of its habitat. The shallow

water forms, however, differ from the deep water forms ; but in the genus Tethya, for

example, there is the same rotund erect form, with a similar radiate arrangement of the

skeleton, evidently due to the necessity of anchorage downwards as well as growth up-

wards. I cannot, consequently, with regard to the littoral genus Spongia, imagine any

past or present condition under which it could become constant. Even when the conditions

of the habitat are completely changed, the resulting modifications evidently take place

immediately in the first inhabitors. Thus during an extended series of dredging in the
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steamer of the United States Fish Commission, continued during several summers in Long
Island and Vineyard Sounds, and south of Cape Cod, there was found upon hard bottom

but one specimen of Suberites compacta Verr. This had formed a base of attachment, not

to the top, but fo the side of a stone, and did not rise in branches, as is usual with sponges

growing habitually on hard bottoms, but lay flat, as if upon its natural bed of sand. In

the same way, no change beyond what is necessary, takes place in the skeleton of Tethya^

when it is found upon hard bottom, as is the case upon tlie English coast; a base of

attachment is formed, but the skeleton preserves its peculiar radiate arrangement, and

the typical shape is retained. How the law of " amixie " can be applied here, or to Mr.

Allen's observations quoted previously, I cannot see
;
physical causes alone seem to be

sufficient to account for the variations, and the law of heredity, that like produces like, to

account for the persistence of a similar structure in forms, which, like the two last de-

scribed, have migrated from the habitat where they probably acquired their peculiar

oi'gauization.

Ac-ain, accordina: to Weissmann's ideas, when a number of varieties enter a new and

isolated territory, those varieties can only produce a new form varying from the parent

species in the same way that they, as a whole, vary from the parent varieties as a whole.

Thus if the wanderers include many aberrant forms having a large majority of individ-

uals, the result of their crossing, when isolated together, would be a new aberrant form.

It would not be at all probable that these species would enter a new locality with precisely

the same, or even a similar assemblage of forms, and produce by " amixie " the same, or

a similar result ; but this is what must have been done in the present cases.

These remarks and criticisms are applied strictly to the characteristics which have been

analyzed, and it is quite possible that when the anatomy, coloration, etc., come to be

studied, that results confirmatory of the conclusions of Weissmann may be obtained, but

the presumptions are now strong against this, especially in view of Mr. Allen's conclu-

sions, which deal with the same class of external characteristics so fully studied by Weiss-

mann among the insects.

I mifdit also produce here, if it was essential to a clearer understanding of the subject,

instances among the fresh water Polyzoa which are no less responsive to physical influences

in certain important characteristics, but this is probably unnecessary. What I particularly

wish to point out, and in so fer, agree with Weissmann and several other evolutionists, is this,

that there are certain characters in every species, which, though presenting many variations

of a definite kind, do not arise through Natural Selection, and that naturalists who apply

that law without carefully studying, not only what may be due to physical causes but to

the tendencies and characteristics inherited from the ancestors of the group or species, are

not likely to attain results which will add so much to the knowledge of philosophical

zoology as if they had taken this side of the question into consideration.

The following observations were made upon the larvoe of several specimens preserved in

alcohol, and though necessarily veiy imperfect, they are important, and seem to establish

the following propositions.

1 Telliyn (/ravula, sp. n. Loc. Buzzard's B.ay, is a new spe- pebbles and sand sifted out of the mud, and, thus ballasted,

cies found growing on mud in shallow water, and sustained the animal is held upright under all circumstances. See

b)' a base of loose fibres, which like a net catch and hold also Johnson's Encyclopedia, article Sponges, by A. Hyatt.
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First, that the development of the genus Spongia resembles that of Chalina, which has

been studied by the author, and that of the Halichondrida as expounded by Barrois, in all

its principal characteristics, except the entire absence in the early stages of any signs of a

skeleton, either in the form of threads or spicules.

Second, that, as far as known, the development is very similar to that of the x\plysine

form, Verongia rosea, as studied by Barrois ; but the basal collar and area, which play so

prominent a part in the development of the genus Chalina' and the siliceous sponges, are

also well developed in these larvte, whereas they are less noticeable in Verongia.

Third, that the Sponginaj are by these characteristics of the larvfe distinctly separated

from both the Aplysinte and Chalinina?, and therefore rightfully occupy the intermediate

place to which the structure of the full grown skeleton has hitherto caused them to be

assigned by authors.

Fourth, that the sub-orders of the Keratosa, as far as known, are more easily distin-

guished in their early stages, in their larval than in their full grown forms, and that the

assumptions drawn from the adult skeletons that the larger groups, such as the Aplysinre,

Sponginte, Chalininse, etc., run together through the structure of their adult skeletons, may
perhaps be founded upon errors of observation, which will be corrected by more prolonged

and thorough researches upon the differences in the mode of development of the similar

structure exhibited by the fibres in these different groups.

This last position is not only supported by Barrois' observations on Verongia, showing

that this genus of the Aplysinae has a larva with the basal collar and central area much flat-

tened ; by my own observations on the Spongia, showing that the larvfB have a prominent

basal collar and area, but no skeleton ; and by my own unpublished camera drawings of the

larvtB of two species of Chalina exhibiting the basal collar, area, and the skeletal spicules

in the interior of the endoderm, with their bases showing below^ as bright points in the

basal area ; but also by the observations of Barrois and Carter, upon the development of

Halisarca, which evidently does not belong to the Keratosa, since it is very distinct indeed

from all the jjreceding.

In one alcoholic specimen of Spongia agaricina, sub-species corlosia, the egg at an early

stage was found to consist, as in all other sponges, of a large cell, with nucleus and nucle-

olus. Each egg was surrounded by a clear transparent membrane, and nearly filled the

middle of the ovarian capsule thus formed. As it increases in size the yolk becomes opaque

and granular, oljscuring the nucleus and nucleolus. Unfortunately the state of the spec-

imens did not permit the mode of segmentation to be seen. Later stages of larval growth

resembled those of Spongia graminea.

There was also only one alcoholic specimen of >S/;o?«^ia graminea in the Palmer collection

containing larval forms. The earliest stage observed was considerably advanced. The

process of segmentation was fully completed, and the division of the body of the larva into

two regions had taken place. The interior appeared to be, as in the siliceous sponges at this

period, entirely filled by minute granules, and the external membrane also, as in the siliceous

sponges, to have become converted into long, cylindrical cells, but whether they were flagel-

^ In this connection, I shall at present confine mvself to time past in studying the sponses of the New Engh^n(l coast,

mere statements, simply adding that I have ample evidence and hope to give the residts of my observations on Ch.alina

of the fact as stated, and have also been engaged for some and Isodictya in the ne.xt part of this Memoir.
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lateil or not, could not be seen in specimens so long preserved in liquor. On one pole of this

larva there was a circular space of variable size loaded with dark pigment, and made up of

apparently larger and rounder cells, at least that was their external or superficial aspect

;

they were not seen in section. This area became more definitely restricted and more sym-

metrical in outline in the next stage, and finally a distinct constriction separating it from

the rest of the larva became visible. About the same time, or even previous to this, in

some specimens a clear, round space appeared in the centre of this area, which I shall for

convenience sake call the "basal" area, and the darker zone about it the basal collar. In

the next stage a constriction or depressed line separates the basal area from the collar,

which then stands out as a distinct raised ring, somewhat depressed along the central line

by a slight sulcation in most specimens, but not in all. Sometimes the basal area in these

alcoholic specimens is depressed considerably below the surface of the basal collar, but more

frequently' it is considerably raised above it, and this seems to be the normal condition at all

stages.

The most curious folds take place in the larva from the contraction of the ectoderm, so

that I was completely deceived into the belief that they represented the earliest stage of

the development of the complicated fibrous skeleton in the first specimen I saw, which hap-

pened to be one with very symmetrical folds, or rather channels, on the surface. The larva

at this stage is still surrounded by the thin hyaline membrane previously noticed, and when

three or more are close together this capsular membrane becomes a prominent feature.

The cells composing it are of large size, in diameter about equal to the length of the

ectodermal cells.

After the appearance of the pigment at the basal end, sometimes before the collar is formed,

and in some cases subsequently, a similar gathering of pigment is observable at the opposite

pole. Then probably at an equally variable succeeding period, the cells at this extremity take

on the rounded aspect externally of those of the basal collar, and the ectoderm becomes

decisively thinner at this place. I saw this in only one specimen, but it hajipened to be a

remarkably fine and unusually transparent form, showing the fully developed basal collar

and basal area. There was no aperture visible at this point, which might be called the

cloacal pole, though the central cells of the ectoderm were distinctly visible.

It will be observed that these cursory observations are strongly confirmatory of those

made by Barrois upon his Verongia rosea, but not of his Gumminea f mimosa, the 3'oung

of which resemble more closely those of true Halisarca, as figured by Carter and observed

by Barrois and Carter, and have a significant resemblance to the young of the Calcispongite.

The observations of Barrois upon Verongia rosea show about the same stages of devel-

opment as those of Spongia described in this paper, with the exception of his fig. 39,

which, as one of the last of the simple stages of segmentation, was not observed by me.

My observations have led me to regard the skeleton of the Keratosa as the product

primarily of the ectoderm, and those of Barrois previously quoted sustain this view. The

stages observed by me in Sjmngia graminea and corlosia correspond to Barrois' figs. 23,

27, 28 of the siliceous sponge on his PI. 15, and his figure on PI. 14 of Verongia rosea,

corresponds to fig. 26 of PI. 15. It is subsequently to this that the basal collar and area

are formed, and that the larva of Spongia assumes characteristics similar to those of the larva

of Chalinula, and some other siliceous sponges of the true Halichondrida observed l)y me at

Eastport, Maine ; but in none of the species of the siliceous sponges examined did I wit-
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ness the determination of the pigment particles to the opposite or cloacal pole, as described

by Barrois. This coloration has been seen by Barrois, however, in his Verongia rosea,

and the area is figured as a bare space, PL 15, fig. 41, and has been observed by Carter,

Barrois and myself, in several different species of the true siliceous sponges and Chalinulse,

as a bare projecting knob at the cloacal pole, which invariably appears to be imperforate.

DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERA AND SPECIES.

Spongia Auct.

Euspongia Bronn. Caccospongia Schmidt.

The skeleton is composed of solid elastic fibres. The structure is irregularly radiatory.

The primary fibres, those having their origin in the external integument, are usually

though not invariably more or less radiatory, but the secondary, or connecting fibres, are

excessively irregular, and generally very closely intertwined. The primary fibres are

particularly noticeable on the inner side of the walls of the excurrent openings. A very

regular structure of the skeleton is found more or less in the walls of the larger cloacal

canals and in the young of nearly all species, and in the adults of some undoubted specimens

of Spongia, but, as a rule, there is no very definite arrangement, like that in Spongelia.

The specimens, however, in which a radiatory arrangement of the primary fibres cannot

be detected, are exceptional among the Florida sponges, though perhaps not so common as

among the Mediterranean forms. The skeleton exhibits a very rough surface. This is due

to the development of large projecting masses of the secondary fibres, which are separated

by horizontal channels of greater or less depth. The primary fibres protrude above the

surface of the cushions or ridges thus formed, carrying with them more or less of the

secondary fibres, and forming a series of sub-dermal or superficial tufts, giving the skeleton

a pecularly hirsute aspect. In some sponges these, like the cushions or ridges, are

absent, though I have failed to find any of this genus in which both have been wanting

;

i. e., a specimen with a perfectly smooth, even surface.

This structure of the surface, when it is covered, as in the livino: state, bv the external

membrane, gives a very peculiar aspect to the subdermal region .This appears to be under-

mined with innumerable holes and channels, which open beloAV into the water system, and

externally by means of pores through the dermal membrane. These pores are very numer-

ous, quite permanent in their position, and though irregularly scattered over the sides

of the mass, often remain open even in dried specimens. The cloacal canals are few in

number but exceedingly large, and the interstitial canals very numerous and not compar-

atively very small. The large excurrent apertures are ii-regularly scattered about, but

almost always on the upper side of the colony.

The dermal membrane in a living condition is of a dark brown or very dark purple or

black color. The external layer is usually more or less filled with whatever sediment

may be prevalent in the water, and, especially in the West Indies, with the siliceous spicules

of other sponges. A sort of selection also appears to be exercised in favor of the simplest

and finest forms of spiculse, which I presume are more abundant in the surrounding

water. These, together with minute fragments of stone, pass into the substance of the

primai-y fibres, which are rarely free from such impurities. The secondary fibres, owing

to their mode of deposition within the ectoderm are, however, always clean.
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In describing the species of this genus I have made comparisons between three principal

Mediterranean, and three of the American commercial sponges, in order to show the very

evident relationship of these forms. Schmidt describes five Mediterranean species in all,

and may be right ; but so far as I can understand his descriptions, with the aid of a fine

collection of specimens purchased by Prof Baird for the National Musemn, from Mr. Isaacs

of New York, I cannot make more than three out of the ordinary commercial varieties,

which were fully represented and appeared to include the entire range of his five species.

Von Eckhel's work upon the " Badeschwamme," although a purely commercial treatise, has

the same view of the affinities of the sponges, based upon the observations of tlie fish-

ermen and dealers, and the distribution of the sj^ecies ; the latter is quite remarkable.

Only one species, the Sjiongia officinalis Linn., Adriatica Schm., is found on the eastern

shore of the Adriatic and coast of Greece, from Trieste to the Bay of Nauplia. From

Nauplia and the island of Candia to Eritra, on the coast of Asia Minoi', two occur, Spongia

officinalis and Spongia agaricina Pall., Zimocca Schm. From Eritra, opposite the island

of Chios, to Tripoli, all three, Spongia officinalis, agaricina and equina, are fished, except

at the island of Cyprus, where the Zimocca sponge does not live. From Tripoli to Tunis

two only occur, Spongia officinalis and equina, and from thence to Ceuta at the Straits of

Gibraltar, a very peculiar, dark colored and coarse variety of the Sj)ongia equina is ob-

tained, called the Gerbis sponge.

This distribution indicates the naturalness of the three species, and shows also that the

dealers have to do with a vast variety of forms. They can, however, pick out the three

species and their varieties without hesitation, and I was amused and interested at finding

that the method pursued was precisely similar to that which I had been obliged to adopt

in distinguishing empirically the various sub-species and s^DCcies of Spongia. They are led

mainly by the general aspect of the surface. This has a distinct ajjpearance in every

species, and though much altered by the greater or less development of superficial tufts,

is much more constant than any other character. This is due to the fact that the surface

takes its aspect largely from the number, distribution and size of the pores, cloacal orifices,

superficial canals and primary fibres. These characteristics, of course, are directly correllated

with all that is important in the internal anatomy of the animal, amd should therefore be

moi-e constant than the length, form or composition of the tufts of fibres, or the shape of

the whole, which are capable of great modification, according to the locality in which the

specimen may be found. The forms of Sp>ongia officinalis may vary from cup-shaped to

fistular, and to irregular or lump-like. The latter are usually coarser and looser in texture,

the superficial tufts are longer and more numerous, and they approximate moi'e closely to

the coarser varieties of sub-species tubulifera of the Carribean Sea in the external aspect of

the surface and the apertion of the interior, than the finer varieties.

The texture of the poorest variety of the Mediterranean sponges is, however, always

better for domestic purposes than the best of the corresponding American varieties, being-

firmer and more elastic ; and it is also to be remarked, that the last never have the cup-

shape, which is so common in the sub-species J/ecZi^e/Tcoiea, and that the fistular form takes

its place. The forms of Sp)ongia agaricina, sub-species Zimocca, vary from saucer-shaped

to irregular lump-like growths. As in the Sjwngia officinalis, it may be shown that these

aberrant forms ai'e quite similar to the aberrant or formless varieties of the sub-species imnc-

tata of Florida, as regards the aspect of the surllice ; but these also are nevertheless nuich
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finer than the finest varieties of the hitter. Here, again, the phatter or saucer-shape, which

is a modification of tlie cup-shape, is absent. Spongia equina exhibits similar degrees of

variation in the texture of the surface and the form. There are no proper cup-shaped

specimens among the American varieties of sub-sjiecies gossyplna, but in place of these the

fistular form. These occur generally associated in clumps, more or less densely filled up

into heads, and solid, but sometimes the tubes are almost isolated, as in the specimen

figured, PI. XVI, fig. 7. The younger specimens of this species have a very loose and open

texture, due to the approximation and large size of the openings, and to a less degree

this is also to be remarked in the Gerbis sponge. The former approximate in aspect to

the coarser qualities of the American species, and so also does the latter, which has very

nearly the same color and a.spect as the dark colored Key West specimens, but is not so

coarse or dark. It seems, then, that there are three sub-species of commercial value in

the Mediterranean, and although there are more than three in the list of the American

forms which follows, there are really only three, or at most four, sub-species, which find

their way into the New York and European markets. The coarsest varieties of the Euro-

pean sponges are finer, firmer, and more elastic than the finest of the corresponding Amer-

ican sub-species. This is directly traceable to the larger amount of foreign matter included

in the primary threads, the looser mesh of the tissue ; the fibres are also comparatively

coarser and the large cloacal channels more numerous throughout the mass. Nevertheless

we can select specimens which it would be difficult to distinguish, such as the fragment,

PI. XVI, fig. 1, taken out of the side of a large Florida or Nassau sponge, of such excep-

tional fineness that only the very loose texture, form, dark color, and collection in which it

was found, enabled me to separate it as an undoubted Carribean form. Compare this with

fig. 8, and also compare fig. 16, a piece from the side of an old specimen of a Carribean

form of sub-species tubuUfera with the under side of fig. 18, a true cup sjionge from the

Adriatic of rather coarse quality. There is precisely the same sort of relationship here as

I have observed between the different qualities of sponges existing in the same seas. Thus

the different varieties of sub-sj)ecies gossyplna differ in an exactly similar w^ay from each

other, and from the third form, sub-species cerebrifor'mis. They differ in texture, in

surfoce, and also in habitat, the finer kinds, as stated previously, l^eing found in the deeper

water, equallj' removed from excessive heat and excessive sedhnent. These three sub-

species run together by means of specimens of the coarser varieties, which cannot be

distinguished from each other with any certainty, in the same manner as the corresponding

sub-species in the Mediterranean and Carribean Seas were connected, through the coarser,

and not by the aid of the finer varieties. It is evident, however, that besides the general

differences noted on previous jaages, that the cup-shaped form is not found in the American

sub-species, whereas it is the prevalent form of the Mediterranean sub-species. A cursory

examination of a large collection will, however, satisfy any one that the shape does not

necessarily correllate with a finer or a coarser skeleton, but probably with a more or less

extended base of attachment and local peculiarities, such as currents, and the kind of bot-

tom, etc., which have not been investigated in this connection.

In order to obviate the technical difficulties attending the labelling of specimens accord-

ing to the trinomial system, it has been suggested to me that the sul)-species name should

be inclosed in brackets, thus, Spongia officinalis [tuhuUfera D. et M.] Linn., var. rotund((.

To this, however, though it would as completely represent the true affinities of the sponges
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as is perhaps possible, the objection might be made that it is altogether too cumbersome for

the purpose of labelling collections for exhibition in Museums, and miglit lead to some con-

fusion in the use of the names here proposed. I therefore append a list below, made out

according to the usual method, every sufficiently distinct form being labelled as a different

species, so that one may have a choice.

a jyy 1- T- \ Sponqia Adriatica Schra. , . -.r i-^SponcjiaofficmahsUnn.=
j

^ ,/ ^»«™ere«sis Schm
= '"^^P^"^*^' ^^^^^^'^''''«'^^«-

" mollissima Schni. = variety molUssima (Levant sponge and Turkey Cup).

" tuhulifera Duch. et Mich. = species tubulifera.

" discus Hyatt.

" lignea Hyatt.

" (jraminea Hyatt.

" equina Schm.

" gossyjnna Duch. et Mich. = sub-species gossypina.

" meandriniformis Duch. et Mich. = sub-species meandriniformis.

" cerebriformis Duch. et Mich. = sub-species cerehriformis.

" agaricina Pall. = Sjiongia Zimocca Schm. = sub-species Zimocca.

" dura Hyatt = sub-species dtira.

" punctata = sub-species p^mcto^a.

" corlosia Duch. et Mich. = sub-species corlosia.

u vermiculata Duch. et Mich.

" Coohii Hyatt ^ sub-species Cookii.

" moUiata Hyatt = sub-species molliata.

" lapidescens Duch. et Mich.

" dentata Hyatt = sub-species denfata.

" Mauritiana Hyatt = sub-species Mauritiana.

" tectoria Hyatt =^ sub-species tectoria.

I have found myself entirely at a loss in the attempt to use the microscopical structure

and arrangement, or size of the fibres in the descriptions of the species and varieties. The

number of illustrations necessary in order to show the variations in one single colony, and

in any one of the better represented species would have filled several plates. The expense

and doubtful utility of attempting to delineate fully, structures so evidently subject to local

modifications, and the necessity of a strict economy in the Society's publications, caused

the abandonment of all figures of the skeletal structure in order to secure a more complete

representation of the constant characteristics of the external surface.

The series of slides, however, prepared by Mr. Crosby, Assistant in the Society's

Museum, and myself, repi'esent many varieties, and from these, and others of a more tem-

porary character, have been taken the remarks with regard to the microscopical structure

of the skeletons which accompany the specific descriptions.
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Spougia ofilcinalis Linu.

Sjiongia officinalis Esper, Pflanzentliiere, vol. 2, pi. 15.

Sub-speuies Mediterranea.

Variety Adriatica.

Spongia Adriatica Sclim., Spoiig. d. Adriatish. Meeres, p. 20.

Spongia Quarnerensis Sclim., ibid.

This variety, PI. xvi, figs. 18, 19, has a somewhat coarser texture than the true Levant

and Syrian varieties, which have a denser mesh and finer fibres. The forms vary from those

which are typically cup-shaped to a flattened Zimocca-like form, or to a mere aggregate of

fistular branches, which are generally more or less closely associated. The typical or cup-

shaped form is often open on the side, or even varies to an almost solid form, with the

excurrent orifice gathered into a hollow at the top. The fibre is fine and close and soft to

the touch, the tufts of the surface very small. It is prevalent in the Adriatic Sea, according

to Von Eckhel, and becomes identical farther south with the fine textured typical Turkey

Cup sponge, and the finest of all sponges, the Levant Toilet sponge, both of which are

included under the name of mollissitna.

Variety mollissima.

Sp)ongia mollisima Schm., Op. cit., p. 23.

This variety, PI. xvi, fig. 21, may be either cup-shaped or more or less solid, differing from

the other varieties simply in the fineness and extreme density of the closely woven fibx'es.

It was probably this which led Schmidt to separate it as a distinct form, but there are inter-

mediate varieties, which show that this is an incorrect conclusion.

Variety tubidlformis (PI. xvi, fig. 20) may be either cup-shaped, or more or less of a solid

form, either lobed or fistular, but in all specimens the superficial bundles of fibres are very

long and numerous, giving the edges of excurrent apertures and the whole surface a very

hirsute aspect.

Variety ziniocciformis. It may be well to describe another variety in which the peculiar

aspect of the upper surface and the typical saucer-shaped form of the Spongia agaricina,

sub-species Zimocca, is so closely imitated that some specimens might be mistaken for that

species, but in others the whole upper surfixce becomes flattened and table-like, and very

dense and smooth.

The more solid specimens of variety iubidiformis, especially those of irregular shapes,

approximate in the young to the most open and least useful varieties of the Florida sponge,

sub-species iuhidifera. I cannot see, since Dr. Ehler's paper, why it is either necessary or

proper to liold to Schmidt's name of Sjiongia Adriatica. It was correct, so long as the

Esperian sponge was unknown, to drop the old name, which by too general application had

become useless, but now that we can return to this and give it an exact meaning, it be-

comes essential to retain it.

Sub-species tubulifera.

Spongia titbidifercc Lam., Anim. sans Vert., vol. ii, p. 363, 2d Ed.

Sp>ongia tubidifera Duch. et Mich., Naturk. Verhand. Hollandische Maatsch. Wetensch.

Haarlem, 2 Verz. 21, 2, p. 34, i± 4. 1864.

If any reader wishes to compare this variety as a whole with the sub-species 3fediterranea,

he will do well to contrast fig. 15 with fig. 21, fig. 13 with fig. 19, fig. 10 with fig. 20, and

especially fig. 16 with fig. 18. In every case these figures occur on PI. xvi, and the
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first mentioned refers to a specimen of sub-S23ecies tuhuUfera, and the second to the corres-

ponding quahty of sub-species Mediterrcmea. It will be observed that the divergence is

greatest both in form and texture in the finest quality, figs. 15 and 21, and that the

approximation of the varieties occurs in the lower or less regular and coarser fonns, such

as figs. 10 and 20, and still more closely in figs. 16 and 18. The first of these last is a

fragment of an old specimen of tuhuUfera, and the last is the surface of a very coarse

specimen of 3fediterrcmea.

There are several prominent variations in the mode of arrangement of the fibres when
examined by the microscope, of which the following are perhaps the most remarkable.

1. The primary fibres single, continuous, projecting, stout. From the teruunations of

these hang festoons of secondary fibres, forming the superficial, interstitial skeleton.

2. The primary fibres either single or treble, and more or less continuous below as a

sort of closely woven fascicle.

3. The primary fibres project in a fascicle of two, three or more, but are deflected

latei'ally below, and ai'e not continuous in the body of the skeleton as vertical fibres.

Their presence is indicated below by a denser mesh of fibres surrounding a continuous, or

nearl}^ continuous, and somewhat tortuous track of debris. The mesh of connecting or

secondary fibres is proportionally about equal in length and breadth in all the specimens

examined.

This sub-species has, as compared with other American sub-species, a skeleton composed

of remarkably fine fibres, which bleach out to a whitish brown color. The surface is covered

with fine tufts of primary fibres which are, however, very pliable. The surface is generally

quite free from cushions and ridges, and the channels between these when they do occur,

are neither very deep nor long. The result of these characteristics is a form with a

smoother surfiice and a denser looking skeleton than usual, pierced on the sides by numer-

ous small apertures very regularly distributed, and at the top by one or more large cloacal

oscules. The form is generally dome-like, and is never, so far as I know, cup-shaped,

though it may become exceedingly irregular, fistular, or even dendritic.

The older specimens show a decided tendency to increase by the prolongation of the

parts immediately around the apertures. Thus the main body of the sponge becomes pro-

jected into numerous smaller conical or head-shaped masses, like the young of variety

rotunda, and crested masses like those of variety dlsciforinis. At an advanced age the

fibre becomes very brittle, and unfit for domestic purposes.

Dr. Palmer reports that this species is found generally associated in considerable numbers,

not often growing either upon other sponges or upon corals, but generally upon hard bot-

tom. Color while living is black, and the largest seen was about eight inches high by

about twenty in circumference.

Loc, Key West, Nassau. Habitat, hard bottom or reef in six feet of water.

Variety ^er^Msa (PI. xvi, fig. 11-lla). The colony in this variety is composed of several

fistular elevated orifices of the ordinary density of texture, but united by a depressed por-

tion of extremely porous structure. The secondary tufts or pencils are of extraordinary

length upon the flattened central portions. Under this head is included a number of forms

in which the fistular orifices are numerous. These being more closely approximated than

in other sub-varieties, this intermediate depressed portion disappears, and the sponge

acquires the characteristics of the next variety.
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Variety mollis (PI. xvi, fig. 12). The skeleton is perforated by many large canals open-

ing through the upper surface, the tissue between is also very porous, and the aspect is that

of a number of fistular sponges united into a more or less complete head.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll., and Havana, Island of Noronha, Province of Pernambuco, in

Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology.

YsLviety 2))'ava (PI. xvi, fig. 17). This variety is similar to the preceding in most of its

characteristics, but differs in the entire suppres.sion of the projecting apertures and the

smoothness of the surface, broken only by numerous superficial canals.

Variety disciformis. This is, properly speaking, perhaps one of the typical forms, since

the texture is throughout like the best quality of commercial sponges. It may have only

one or two large apertures, or it may have several, but they are mostly arranged in a row

along the crest of a flattened or helmet-shaped sponge. Its resemblance to disc^ls is lim-

ited to this characteristic. It may possibly be identical with Sjjongia musicalis Duch. et

Mich. ; the surface appears to agree with that of their dramng. Other specimens, however,

which might be best refen-ed to this variety, have not only the helmet shape, but are dis-

tinguished by the presence near the oscules of fringe-like tufts. Others, again, have the

prominent tufts of primary fibres over the whole surface, with the form of rotunda.

Variety rotunda (PL xv, fig. 1 ; PI. xvi, fig. 15). In the young this variety may
have a conical form, with only one fistular orifice, but generally, either at an early period

or later in life, there are several orifices. The rotundity of the form becomes more

marked in propoi'tion to the number of these. There are also all grades of full grown

forms : those which are almost conical, with only two or three orifices, like the young just

described ; those in which the top is almost round ; and those with series of sunken aper-

tures dividing the top into radiating ridges, with more or less deeply marked depressions

between. The apertures in the round solid heads are not only apt to be more numerous,

but also smaller than in any of the other forms.

Variety aperta. This is precisely similar to the rounded and firmest specimens of the

preceding, and like that may have apertures which are either small and numerous, or larger

and more sparsely distributed. The intei'ior, however, is cut through by huge channels,

which render its solid aspect a mere sham. These channels, or open galleries, penetrate

frequently in every dii-ection, anastomosing with each other, and finally opening somewhere

upon the sides. They are not to be confounded with the apertures, since they are mere

galleries through the substance of the sponge, and are lined by the external membrane.

Variety corlosiformis (PI. xvi, fig. 14). This name is given in allusion to the form,

which has the flattened aspect above, and general outline of variety corlosia, but otherwise

it does not reseml^le that species. The colony is in some specimens cavernous, as in the

preceding variety ; in others it is solid, the a2)ertures, however, are generally larger, as in

the more conical specimens of variety rotunda.

Variety duplex. This variety is caused by the growth of several long, thick, solid

branches, making a peculiar dendritic form. The orifices are large, and situated on one

side. The texture of the single specimen examined was a little coarser and darker than

is usual in this sub-species.

Loc, Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. H. 129
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Variety exotica (PL xvi, fig. 13). Differs from the preceding merely in its long fistular

orifices closely approximated, or nearly completely separated.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety soUda (PI. xvi, fig. 10). This is part of a larger specimen preserved in Ward's

Museum, Rochester, N. Y. The branches are solid, as in variety duplex, and also have the

cloacal apertures on the sides, but are palmate or flattened in form instead of rounded. The
surface is rather smoother than in most varieties, except rotunda.

Spongia discus D. et M.

Spongia discus Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 37.

The specimen figured (PL xv, fig. 3) so closely corresponds with the description given by
Duchaissing and Michellotti, especially with regard to the surface, that I have thought it

best to retain their name. If these authors had not given it a distinct name I should have

doubtfully referred it to sub-species tulndlfera as a variety, though I know of no variety

which presents so marked a departux'e from the type of its species in the aspect of the sur-

face. The comparison made by these authors between the surface of specimens dried with

the epidermis remaining and the channeled surface of worm-eaten wood, is remarkably

good, and it can be separated from sub-species tuhtdifera by the spinous look of the tufts

of primary fibres, and the greater stiffness and dark purplish color of the skeleton.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety anomala. This curious form ajDpears to agree in all respects only with discus,

of which species it is certainly wisest to regard it as a variety. The colony is composed of

an irregular assemblage of fistulose sponge masses, extending in an irregular manner over

the corallum to which it is attached. The whole is about six inches long, three inches in

height at the deepest part, and about three inches thick. The central portion is made up

of a line of four or five large apertures elevated upon a sort of crest which appears to be

composed of a number of fistulose masses formerly sejDarate, but now welded together.

On the sides, and more or less intimately united with these, are two fistulose branches.

The color is purplish, as it is also in the dried specimen of the typical S^jongia discus just

described, and the locality is the same. The surface has not that worm eaten aspect which

distinguishes the surface of the tyj^ical form, but it approximates to that condition. That

is to say, it has larger secondary tufts of fibres than sub-species inbidifera, and otherwise

resembles Spongia discus in the generally rough irregular aspect of the surface.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.; Havana,, in Coll. Mus. Corap.. Zoology, and Bennuda, in CoU.

Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia.

Notwithstanding these very distinct characteristics, I describe Spongia discus as a distinct

species with considerable doubt, feeling that it may, with more evidence, prove to be

merely a variety of tuhuUfera. This doubt has been much strengthened by the receipt of

another Bermuda form, a fragment of which was recently forwarded me by Mr. Goode.

This has an aspect more closely hke tidjidifera than any of the above, though the skel-

eton is still very dark colored and very coarse.

Variety Nicholsoni. This variety is very similar in the aspect of the surface to the

typical form, but has a coarser fibre and stiffer skeleton when dried. The color of the skel-

eton varies considerably from a dark purplish brown to a very hght brown. The aspect of

this variety approximates remotely to Spongia graminea, and leads the observer to think
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that thoy can be joined ; this, however, is not the case, and the resemlilance disappears

upon close comparison.

Loc, New South Wales, near Sydney, in Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia and in Soc.

Coll.

Variety Auklinensis. This remai'kable variety spreads out into flat masses with project-

ing orifices, more or less fistulose, and branches. The whole surface is exceedingly hairy,

owing to the number and length of the bundles of projecting primary fibres. These are?

however, similar to the more scattered ones of variety Nicholsoni, and the surface other-

wise resembles that species.

Variety Jicjnenformis. This variety is so named because the skeleton is consideral)ly

denser than in the two preceding varieties, the tufts less spinous and smaller, and all the

apertures smaller and more numerous. The fibres of the skeleton are also finer and more

densely woven together.

Loc, Florida ? in Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia.

Spongia lignea Hyatt.

This species has the densest skeleton with the closest texture of any known sponge.

The fibres are quite fine, and the whole so hard that it cannot be compressed by the fin-

gers. The largest specimen I have seen exists in the collection of the Academy of Natiu'al

Sciences, Philadelphia. This is very much cut up in the interior by large channels, but

feels as if made of cork, or wood. Unfortunately, it is much beach worn, so that the orig-

inal surflice could not be studied.

Loc, New South Wales, near Sydne3^ in Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia.

The following varieties are closely allied to the preceding, and are probably the same,

but I have not the material to determine this question with certainty.

Variety levis. One specimen from the Collection of Yale College, United States Explor-

ing Expedition, locality Pacific, exhibits a surface almost devoid of the projecting tufts,

owing in some measure j)robably to attrition on the beach. Where the surface has been

left entire in the hollows, the tufts are present, but not abundantly developed. The tex-

ture is excessively dense, and the surface reminds one strongly of that of sub-species tuhu-

lifera. This is owing to the innnense number and small size of the incurrent, and the

paucity of the excurrent apertures.

Variety arborescens. There is one of the branching specimens exhibiting many of the

superficial and textural characteristics of this species, which belongs to the Collection of

Yale College, locality Pearl Island, Panama Bay. It seems closely allied to variety "levis
"

in every resjiect except the branching form.

Variety crassa. A specimen from Bermuda, in the Peabody Academy Collection, has

been referred also with some doubt to this species. It is very similar in most respects, but

the fibres are quite dark colored, and the secondary tufts stiff and rather short ; otherwise

the surface and general aspect agree with those of variety levis.

A si3ecimen from Mauritius, in the Collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,

may possibly belong to this species. The texture is, however, quite similar to that of

sub-species Cookii, "var. vermiciclatiformis," while the surface is perhaps more like that of

the typical variety of this species. There are here and there large oscules, four or five

millimetres in diameter, with numerous smaller ones irregularly scattered between them.

The mesh is rounded, or cellular in aspect, and quite spongelia-like on the surface. The
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surface is covered in part by fringes having the branching form of those figured by Du-

chaissing and Michelloti, as cliaracteristic of this species. There are also two other speci-

mens which exhibit a similar surface from the same locality, one of them a young colony

with a smoother surface and somewhat softer than is usual in lai^ge specimens.

Variety Ilawaiianensis. One specimen from Hawaii, West Coast, exhibits the peculiar

surface of this species, and its characteristic skeletal structure, but is much coarser than any

other form.

Spongia graminea Hyatt.

This (PI. XV, fig. 2) is one of the " Grass sponges " of commerce, and is perhaps one of

the least variable of all the species. The general description given by Duchaissuig and

Michelloti for Spongia iitilis, might at first sight appear to apply to this sponge, as it might

indeed to almost any of the group ; but there is one remark which enables me to deter-

mine the question of identity. " Des oscules superficiels tres-nombreux et ayant a peine

une ligne se presentent sur tons les points de la surface superieure, mais cependant de pre-

ference sur les parties les plus saillantes." This last word is decisive, since m this sponge

the situation of the apertures in the depressions between the lobes or ridges is esj)ecially

constant and characteristic.

The general texture is coarser than in variety tubuUfera, and the interior is exceedingly

open, owing to the large size and central situation of the elFerent canals. The form is that

of a truncated cone, fluted by deep furrows on the sides, and either infundibuliform or flat

on the truncated surface. The large excurrent orifices are all upon this surface, or in

the depression which takes its place. The smaller apertures are situated on the sides,

invariably in the depressions between the ridges. The persistency of the form and

of the lateral ridges and the situation of the different kinds of orifices, are by far the most

characteristic features of this species. Notwithstandmg these facts, and though I am
obliged to describe this, and some other forms, as distinct species, I have great doubts of

the truth of the assumption. It rests upon the evidence of many specimens, but they are

all from one locality. It is very likely that this and Sjjonrjia discus, and perhaps even

Spongia lignea, will be found to have intermediate forms. I have also recognized indica-

tions of an approximation to sub-species corlosia, but the material at my command is not

abundant enough to settle these questions satisfactorily.

This species has very singular fibres in the skeleton. The primary and secondary are of

nearly equal size and very light colored in a cured skeleton. The mesh is irregular in

shape. Even the secondary fibres were not free from debris in the specimen examined,

and in some parts of the same it was impossible on account of the absence of the usual

core of debris to pick out the vertical fibres.

It is reported to be very abundant by Dr. Palmer, growing on reefs, and generally asso-

ciated in considerable numbers. They may grow on smooth bottoms, or attached to

corals or to other sponges ; a somewhat remarkable peculiarity. The color is black in the

living. Those in our collection were foimd in three feet of water. There is one about

seven inches in height to about five and a half inches in diameter, but they are said to

grow to twice that size in deeper waters.

Locality, Key West. Habitat, reef three feet and deeper. Soc. Coll.
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Spongia equina Schm.

Sjoongia equina Schm., Spongien d. Adr. Meeres, p. 23, pi. 2.

This s2Decie.s more closely I'esembles our ordmary forms of West Indian sponges than

any other European species. The form may vary considerably, but is remarkably and

constantly solid in the specimens offered for sale, and semi-globular in form. The

color of the fibre externally, and the tufted surface, shows the same close approximation

to the corresponding American forms of the sub-species gossyj^'ma, as was noticed in the

preceding species. It has a similar oj^enness, being a net woi'k of large excurrent orifices

closely approxunated and fringed with prominent bundles of superficial fibres. These

characteristics are also particularly marked in the young, especially in those varieties

which grow laterally into flattened fonns. Compare for purposes of identification. Fig. 1

with Fig. 8, PL xvi. The first is a flat variety of a Mediterranean sponge, and the latter a

fragment cut out of the side of an aged specunen of sub-species fjossypina, of remarkably

fine texture. There is here evidently a fact of the same nature as that previously noticed

in the comparison of the Mediterranean sub-species of Spongia officinalis with the Amer-

ican sub-species ; the approximation in each case is made by means of the inferior qual-

ities, the aberrant forms. Or if the comparisons are made between the stage of growth

of any single colony of the American sub-species and the coarser kinds of the Mediterra-

nean sub-species, the closest approximation is obtained by comparing the old age of the

American sponge with the full grown of the European. This is due to the fact that the

American sub-species loses in old age the tufts, or prominent pencils of primary fibres

which are so numerous in the adult colonies.

The Gherbis sponge (PL xvi, fig. 9), a " sort" which occurs between Tunis and Ceuta,

has a darker color and coarser fibre thfin the more eastern varieties. This color and the

aspect of the surface make them very similar to the American, especially the Key West

forms of sub-species gossypina, and this resemblance is rendered even more exact by the

structure of the superficial bundles of fibres, which are much broader and more loosely

connected than is usual in the Mediterranean sponges, giving the surface of some speci-

mens a precisely similar aspect.

In the shojDs this sponge frequently goes by the name of the "Venetian Bath-sponge,

though in Europe the only name popularly employed seems to be that of Horse Sponge.

Sub-species gossypina.

The fibres are generally, but not invariably, somewhat coarser than those of hihulifera.

1. Primary fibres single, widely separated, continuous below, projecting above, stouter

than those of tubuUfera. The meshes of the connecting fibre are also very broad, some-

times extending without interrujition from one primary fibre to another.

2. Primary fibres in groups, Ijut not fasciculated. They converge towards the surfiice,

and project in several apparently single points. Meshes of the connecting fibre narrow

and long, or of equal dimensions, but never so large as in No. 1.

3. One section of sub-species meandrina shows the primary fibres absolutely free of

debris, rising in single points above the surface, but not continuous ; they being soon lost

below the surface in the small, dense net work.
MEMOIRS BOST. 600. NAT. HIST. TOL. U,
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4. Another specimen of the same sub-species shows the primary fibres continuous

below, coarse, loaded with debris, the connective tissue with a looser mesh and much finer

fibres than No. 3.

Sub-species cerebriformis was found to have fibres of even a grade coarser than those of

variety typica of Sponrjin agarichia, sub-species dura, and quite as dark colored.

1. In some cases excessively loaded with debris, which sometimes was not confined to

the axes of the primary fibres, but hung in pieces from the exterior, apparently partly

uncovered. Primary fibres are usually arranged in fascicles and bundles.

2. Primary fibres single, widely sejiarated, connecting fibres placed nearly at right

angles to these, but with a small mesh. The primary fibres always, and sometimes even

the connecting fibres, loaded v.'ith debris. This last fact becomes of great importance in

view of its exceeding rarity, and since it shows that under some circumstances even the

generic characteristics of this part of the skeleton are subject to individual variation.

3. Same as above, but without debris in the connecting fibres.

4. Same as above ; but the fibres are light colored, and in every essential point like

those of gossypina.

5. Fibres of obscura closely resemble those of the coarser kinds of variety gossypina,

but the connecting fibres are larger in proportion to the primaries.

Sjiongia gossyjrina Duch. et Mich., Naturk. Verhand. Hall. Maatsch. Wetensch., Haar-

lem, 1864, 21-2, p. 32, pi. 3, fig. 3.

The typical variety of this species, visually called the Wool sponge, varies greatly in

form. All of these forms, however, are characterized by a peculiar surface. The skeleton

rises into large tufts over the entire surfiice, the larger oscula occupying the dejoressions

between. Sometimes these are very numerous, the whole interior being very cavernous,

and sometimes the structure is much denser, with fewer large openings and many smaller

ones scattered between the tufts. Occasionally, the depressions are filled ujj on parts of

the sponge, and a surface is presented having no large tufts, but only the small secondary

pointed bundles of fibres, which are especially characteristic of this variety.

The result of this structure is to leave gi'eat hollows, or rather a network of deep tun-

nels under the derm, which are apparent only after the drying of the specimens, when
they become exposed by the universal contraction and cracking of the skin. The color

when living is said by Dr. Palmer to be a shining black.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, Key West and Nassau, in Soc. Coll. Habitat, from three to sixteen

feet, and deeper, the limits not being ascertained. The largest seen was about nine inches

high by thirty inches broad.

Variety dendritica. This I have founded simply upon one form, PI. xv, fig. 6, which is

fistulose and branching, each branch having one large aperture at the tip. The surface is

ornamented with the usual tufts of fibres and long ridges, as in Spoiigia gram'mea. There

are others of similar texture in which the association is fistular, but the form is solid and

not branching, though quite long.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety ^orosa. These are also compound fistulose forms, but the tubes are widely

scattered, short and wide-mouthed, giving the whole a flattened table-like aspect, and the

skeleton between is very scantily built. One form of this variety has a denser skeleton
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between the tubes, and the fistular aspect is consequently almost lost, PL xvi, fig. 5. . This

leads into the following form which may be styled normal or typical.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety alha. The name alludes to the whiteness of the fibres. The preceding form

merely increases in size with its widely separated fistular tubes (PL xv, fig 4), and with a

dense skeleton between, rounding upon the top until quite a tall, stovit head is built up,

which in its most perfect form is quite symmetrical, but this leads into fistulose forms, such

as the figure (PL xvr, fig. 7). The primary tufts are very large in this variety, as in variety

isolata. With this I should also associate the large, flat-topped, large apertured and loose

textured specimens, which have small bases of attachment and rounded swelling sides.

There are also some very interesting forms which lead from these into the next. They

have the same surface and texture, but instead of many, have only one large aperture in

the centre of the elongated circular head.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety solitaria. This (PL xvi-, fig. 3) has only one large aperture, with a very much
elongated, and altogether fistulose, aspect. The difiference consists in the absence

of the fibrous tufts over considerable spaces, giving the surface thus changed a peculiarly

solid aspect. This leads into sub-species meandriniformis.

Variety hirsuta} This (PL xvi, fig. 4) is distinguished by the enormous length of the

tufts, and the great number of the orifices and channels, rendering this variety exceed-

ingly soft, and the surface particularly cavernous in appearance.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. CoU.

Sub-species meandriniformis.

Sjmngia meandriniformis Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 33.

This, the well known Velvet sponge of commerce (PL xvi, fig. 2), is undoubtedly the

form described by Duchaissing and Michelotti. It difiers from the preceding in its extreme

forms by the absence of the pointed bundles or tufts, and the fibres also are perhaps slightly

finer. The absence of the pointed tufts gives a smoother surface, since, as in the preced-

ing variety, these are mainly composed of coarse primary fibres loaded with foreign matter,

whereas the connecting or secondary fibres are composed of pure keratose. The surface is

also remarkable for the protruding flattened cushions of fibre which slightly resemble the

convoluted ridges of a meandrina. Sometimes these cushions are transformed into long,

solid brushes, or pencils of fibre.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, Nassau and Key West, in Soc. Coll. ; Island of Fernando Noronha,

Havana, Mauritius, in CoU. Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Variety barbara.

Sjiongia cavernosa Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 30.

" barbara " " " " p. 31.

The irresolvable uncertainty which surrounds the identity of the actual form described

under this name by Lamarck, has led me to think that its utter abandonment would be

the best course to pursue. That any two independent workers should describe precisely

the same form by this name seems to me improbable, in consideration of the fact that

^Spongia uliHs Duch. ct Mich. I have not been able to same as the variety " liirsula" or '^porosa" of Spongia

i dentify tliis species or variety, but I tliiiik it may be the gossypina.
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no peculiarities are given by any one which could establish its identity. Esper's figure

may possibly enable some one to settle this question, but I have seen no specimen which

might be considered precisely identical. Dr. Ehler, in his recent review,^ appeal's to

have decided that Esper's original specimen belonged neither to the Sjmngia cavernosa of

Duch. et Mich., or to the Cacosponrjia cavernosa Schm., and my own observations have

led to the same conclusion.

It was with the greatest difficulty, also, that I covild come to any conclusion with regard

to the form described by Duchaissing and Michelloti. It may be well to remark, also, that

the surface in this figure is even more wretchedly drawn than many of the others, and this

greatly increased the labor of obtaining a satisfactory identification.

The principal characteristics of the form and surface ally this form so closely with sub-

species meandriniformis, that I can only separate it as a distinct variety. The forms of the

specimens (PI. xv, fig. 5) in our collection are more spreading than is usual in that variety,

and the texture is quite as soft, thovigh denser, perhaps, when the skeleton is dry. The

projecting cushions of fibre are similar in form to those of variety meandriniformis, but are

joined together in larger masses by a tissue of fine superficial threads, which also are often

less dense, and simply bridge the intermediate channels. This, and the tortuous and rather

shallow character of the channels, gives the surface a smoother aspect than is common in

the sls;eleton of meandriniformis. The oscules are very large,, and have a peculiar ragged

aspect in dried sj)ecimens. They look as if some one had made them by repeatedly run-

ning a knife into the animal while it was drying, and then omitted to clean out the interior

thoroughly, leaving sharp pinnacles of dried sponge cuttings projecting inwards, sometimes

so as to fill the centre, but oftener sticking out around the centre of the aperture, and more

or less completely joined to the wall of the canal. This chai'actcristic ragged look is some-

times also to be seen in the oscules of sub-species gossypina, but never so decidedly. The

typical form is also known commercially as " Velvet Sponge."

Loc, Key West, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Sub-species cerebriformis.

Spongia cerebriformis Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 32, pi. 3.

Variety typica. The aspect of this species, commonly known as one of the " Grass

Sponges " is very similar to that of Spongia agaricina, sub-species corlosia, var. typica.

The difference consists principally in the aspect of the surface. This is broken up by j^ar-

allel longitudinal ridges of irregular length on the sides, each ornamented with one or two

lines of tufts. These ridges extend on to the upper surface, giving them a markedly

radiatory arrangement. The larger orifices are situated in rows in the channels between

the ridges. The specimen figured (PI. xv, fig. 7) is probably in every way identical with

that figured in Duchaissing and Michellotti's work.

Variety joZcma. This variety (PL xv, fig. 8) seems at first to l)e identical with complan-

ata and circuJaris of Duch. et Mich., but the figure given of Spongia circrdaris and the

descriptions of both species, are not favorable to such an identification. The general form

of the typical variety is very much compressed, being hardly ever more than three inches in

depth, without much reference to the breadth ; some specimens of this depth being eight

or nine inches in diameter, while others are only two or three. Large specimens are very

* Die Espersclien Spongicn. p. 6.
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apt to have the interior pierced by galleries, which often honeycomb a sponge which

seems superficially to be very solid. The top is covered by a remarkably thick membrane,

which in many specimens is not piei'ced by excurrent apertures on or near the edges. This

gives a partially smooth zone or border, which, when it is present, contrasts in a remark-

able manner with the apertion of the central part. The whole of the top, with the

exception of the border, is perforated by excurrent apertures of small size, so numerous

that they are often separated only by the dividing wall common to the contiguous tubes.

The sides may either be furrowed or have a pitted appearance, according to the presence

or absence of tufts of fibres, but in no case are the furrows divided by such regular

ridges as in variety typica.

Loc, Florida, in Soc. Coll., and Kingsmill's Islands, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.

Variety divisa. The form is divided in this variety into several large flattened lobes,

which are apt to have a rougher surfiice on the sides and be more cavernous than the col-

onies of the typical variety. The length of the tufts gives a furrowed aspect to the upper

side of the skeleton in some specimens. According to Dr. Palmer's observations, the color

of the animal while living is black, and it is found upon hard irregular bottom or corals in

about two feet of water at low tide.

Loc, Key West, Biscayne Bay, in Soc. Coll., and Stono Inlet, S. C, in Coll. Mus. Comp.

Zoology.

Variety 3fexicana. This variety (PI. xvi, fig. 28) approximates closely in form to variety

divisa, but the loose open texture of the inner side, due to the nimiber and close approxi-

mation of the excurrent orifices is replaced by a closer web, in which only few apertures

are visible. It is in fact more like sub-species corlosia in this respect ; the texture and

surface, however, are like those of this sub-species.

Loc, Vera Cruz, in Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Variety ccdiciformis. The external surface (PI. xv, fig. 9) of the dried specimen, and

even the cavernous character of the interior, with the large openings of the galleries per-

forating the sides, are the same as in the preceding varieties. The differences are due to

the form, which is regularly vase-shaped (PI. xvi, fig. 30), and to the surface of the infun-

dibuliform side. This last is not only perforated by numerous contiguous excurrent ori-

fices, but also by many of the galleries from the cavernous interior. This gives to a

portion of the upper surface a very much more rugged or broken up aspect than is found

in the preceding varieties.

There are three skeletons of this form, two from Nassau, and one, locality unknown.

The two from Nassau exhibit a light yellowish brown skeleton, nearly as harsh to the touch

as that of Spongia agaricina, sub-species dura. One of the Nassau specimens has the

inside of the cup of much denser structure than in the others, and the rim perforated. This

transposition of the area occupied by the excurrent orifices is, however, not the only sole-

cism. The surface of the sides is divided by deep channels into primary and secondary

tufts, precisely similar to those of "the following variety.

Variety ohscura. This (PI. xvi, fig. 29) is found at Nassau, and also occurs at Key West

;

at least the color of some skeletons indicate that locality, the fibres being harsh and deep

brown to reddish brown near the centre. The surface is rounded, and pierced by numer-

ous orifices surrounded by ridges and tufts of considerable length. The aspect of these is

such that I formerly referred this form to variety hirsuta of sub-species gossypina.

This variety also occurs at the Bermudas, according to Mr. Goode's collection. A coUec-

MEMOIRS BOST. SOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. II.
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tion of waste sent home by Mr. Saltonstall contained a number of this variety which con-

clusively settled the question of the affinity of the species ; some of these specimens are

forms of gossypina, and some of cerehriformis.

Spongia agaricina Pall.

Spongia ayaricina Pall. (Esper Pflanzth., 2, pi. 14).

Sub-species Zimocca.

Spongia Zimocca Schm., Op. cit., p. 23.

This species varies like Spongia officinalis, but the cup-shaped varieties are much flatter

and broader, and from these there are all imaginable variations. The interior may rise into

a prominent bulging dome-like centre, the excurrent orifices still presenting, however, the

pitted aspect, and the surface the hirsute structure and dark color so characteristic of the

species (PL xvi, fig. 22). These solid forms may be more or less lobed, and continue to

grow until a very irregular lobate form is produced, which is almost a true branching stock.

The qualities follow the same law of variation, the irregular forms being generally the

coarsest, and these approximate in a remarkable way in quality and the aspect of the ori-

fices and surfiice to the finer qualities of the American varieties.^ The typical form, as

figured by Esper, has all the peculiarities, including even the dark color of the skeleton,

which is characteristic of this species ; and since Dr. Ehler has referred it to this genus I

do not think there can be any reasonable doubt as to the proper limitation of Esper's name.

Sub-species dura.

The fibres of all the American forms are considerably coarser than those of gossyjnna in

all of the normal forms, but of course in some varieties this distinction does not hold.

1. The primary and secondary, or connecting fibres are equal in size. The former are

continuous below, and single. The latter have a precisely similar aspect, and run parallel

with the primaries for considerable distances before bending laterally to anastomose with

others and form the mesh of the connective tissue. They are, however, never loaded with

debris, but the mesh is, in consequence of this peculiar structure, long and narrow, and

mostly arranged vertically.

2. Primary and secondary fibres project in tufts above the surface, and are connected

by a third system of short horizontal fibres, as in the Stelospongas group.

Variety typica. This sub-species, the form known in commerce as Hard-Head or Honey-
comb reef sponge (PI. xvi, figs. 24-25, and PI. xv, fig. 6) is very closely allied to sub-

species gossypina in some respects. The color is darker and the texture denser than in the

latter, and yields only to considerable pressure between the fingers. The surface presents

large tufts of fibres, and between them canals, resembling in this respect the surface of vari-

ety meandriforynis of sub-species gossyjnna, but difiers in the minor tufts of fibres. These

are more minute than in gossypina, and present a more hirsute or bristly aspect. The typi-

cal commercial forms are not to be found in the shallower waters, they being mostly gath-

ered beyond the depth of sixteen feet. The color, as reported by Dr. Palmer, is black when
living, with a brownish tinge. He also says that they are usually more isolated than

gossypina, and not closely associated with other sponges, though growing upon the reefs.

The largest observed was probably about six inches high by sixteen to twenty inches

1 The specimen figured is one of the exceptions to this rule, since it has a slielcton of remarkably- fine texture.
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broad. Both this species and sub-species gossypina have a tendency to grow up into rotund

forms, which are, however, smallest at the base, and sometimes quite contracted at this

point, especially if the object or area to which they are attached is small enough to limit

the growth of the diameter of the base. The varieties are many, though not of a mark-

etable character, and therefore not so well known to spongers as those of gossyp'ma.

Loc, Biscayue Bay, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

One very remarkable specimen exists in the Collection of the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences of Philadelphia, about a foot high and a foot broad at the base. It is a huge pile, so

to sjjeak, of the single fistular forms, like a bee hive. The depressions between the cone-

like orifices are very deep and irregularly arranged in lines from the base to the summit.

The surface is, however, the most interesting part. The primary fibres project in bundles

of small size, very evenly distributed over the entire surface. They are both larger and

longer than the similar bundles in the adult forms, and resemble closely those of sub-

species cerehriformis. It required a close examination of many specimens in order to

show any essential differences of surface, though the adults of these two forms are very

distinct in this respect.

Loc, Bahama Islands.

It is not 23ossible to distinguish some of the varieties of the Hard Head from those of

the Yellow sponge. The irregular forms and looser textured varieties approximate to

those of the sub-species eorlosia, both in structure and aspect, and this is the case also with

the young of many varieties in both series.

Sub-species punctata.

In this sub-species (PI. xvi, fig. 23), the typical specimens have often a close resemblance

to sub-species fubuUfera in form ; and the almost total absence of the larger primary bun-

dles with their interstitial channels, increases this resemblance ; the apertures are also fre-

quently deeply indented on the outer side, as in that species. This form, however, is

denser than any other, and the bristly minor bundles are in greater profusion and of

greater length than in other varieties. The apertures also are more numerous than in

the preceding variety, and about three-eighths of an inch in diameter. They open also

superficially, instead of being buried in the channels between the large projecting cushions

of the skeleton.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc Coll.

Variety densa. In this variety (PI. xvi, fig. 27) all shades of difference and transition

are represented, until we come upon a form which is identical with sub-species eorlosia.

This can, however, like other varieties, be distinguished from that species by the number
and small size of the apertures, their scattered distribution over the whole surface, and the

toughness and darker color of the skeleton. The minor or superficial bundles of bristle-like

fibres are hardly seen at all on the upper side of some specimens, and in all they are much
less marked than in the preceding variety. This gives the upper surface a jiarticularly

smooth or even aspect, which is, however, broken up by numerous sujoerficial anastomosing

canals, which become more or less parallel upon the sides.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

In all of these varieties the forms may vary greatly. In the first they seem quite

constantly club-shaped, or at least round clumps taller than they are broad, and narrower
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at the bottom than near the top, which is rounded ; in the second the same form is the

typical one, but there are also some very flat table-like specimens ; in the third the same
forms occur with others, which manifest a tendency to throw out branches. In one or two

specimens also from Nassau, which may be referred to this variety, the surface is precisely

similar to that of discus or tuhulifera in general appearance, but a close examination shows

the numerous and peculiar tufts of primary fibres which distinguish this species.

Sub-species corlosia.

Spongia corlosia Duch. et. Mich., Op. cit., p. 31.

This, which is popularly known as the " Yellow Sponge " of commerce, was at first

confounded by me with Spongia dura, the " Hard Head" (PI. xvi, fig. 24), but an exam-
ination of a full series of forms showed that very considerable differences exist in the

texture, though superficially there is little or no distinction in the aspect of the surface.

Dealers can identify these varieties instantly by the color, which is usually lighter than

that of the "Hard Head," and by the touch, the "Yellow Sponge" yielding much
more readily and feeling less harshly imder the fingers. These characters, however, only

apply to the normal head-like forms and some of the varieties ; many forms cannot be

placed in either one or the other of the two groups with any certainty.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety gossypiniforinis. This is the most remarkable variety (PI. xvi, fig. 26), and
it approximates to corlosia, not only in external aspect, but in form and color and gen-

eral texture. The form is similar to the fistular varieties, with one or two very large

orifices above, and the color of skeleton is much lighter than that of the other varieties.

It is also permeated by larger canals than in other varieties, and thus the general texture

approximates more closely to the softer and more porous character of this sub-species.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

Variety fusea. The young, and some few older specimens which I have referred to this

form from Key West, have the surface of the skeleton on the sides more like those of sub-

species dura (PI. XV, fig. 11; PI. xvi, fig. 31). The skeleton of many of the young also

presents charactei-istics almost identical with those attributed by Duchassaing and Michel-

otti to sub-species cerehrlformis. The top surfaces are, however, not so similar ; they being

almost devoid of the broken aspect so characteristic of sub-siDecies cerebriformis. The shape

is pretty generally like that of an inverted, truncated cone ; the top flaring more or less in

all specimens, and either slightly gibbous, or flat. The excurrent orifices which occupy this

area are but slightly protuberant, and there is no such mai'ked zone between them and

the sides as in sub-species cerehrlformis, variety conqjlanata, nor are the apertures, even

when small, so numerous, or arranged according to any describable plan. The color in a living

state is black, and the largest specimen observed by Dr. Palmer was about eight inches in

height. This collector also reports it as found growing almost exclusively U23on coral and

other sponges. One young specimen has a projecting branch in every respect identical

with the following.

Variety elongaia. This (PL xv, fig. 10) has an elongated form, sometimes slightly

branched, the branches thick and club-shaped, but never fistulose. The larger number of

the specimens are young, and were collected from Biscayne Bay, and named by Dr. Palmer
" Small Hard-Heads." This commercial designation is, however, of doubtful correctness.
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There is, it is true, considerable resemblance to sub-species dura, the true " Hard-Head,"

but there are also some differences. The surface and structure of the skeleton and fibre

are quite distinct. When living the surface probably closely resembles that of /ti.sca and
'

dura, since we find here, as in those forms, groups of the round, small, incurrent openings.

The smoother aspect of the surface where it is covered by the dried skin, distinguishes

this variety at once, but the surface of the skeleton is (PI. xvii, fig. 1) broken up by the

ridges into hexagonal or angulated cells of small size, which contrast forcibly with the more

irregular and broken surfaces of other varieties. This is due to the closer approximation

of the primary tufts and ridges which support the membrane.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, Key West. Habitat, reef, two feet of water at low tide, and deeper.

Spongia vermiculata Ducli. et Midi.

Sponrjia vermiculata 1 Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 35.

Spongia lacinulosa Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 35, pi. 4, fig. 4.

1. The primary fibres are very coarse, numerous, closely set, but not continuous below.

They pi'oject, however, in tufts above the surface, and are united by numerous short con-

necting fibres.

2. In several instances in varieties papyracea, nerjligens and mollicula, the primary

fibres are continuous below.

3. The mesh of the connecting fibre is exceedingly small and irregular, giving the

sponge extraordinary density and hardness. The primary fibres are continuous, coarse, and

loaded with debris, and run across the mesh of the connecting tissue like small ropes laid

on thread lace.

4. Primary fibres in the same sponge sometimes form fascicles or tufts like those

described above, and are sometimes single.

Variety lacimdosiformis. Why Duchassaing and Michelotti should have selected this

particular species as the lacinidosa of Lamarck, is not plain to me, since PL IG of Esper

only illustrates a very common variation of the surface in Spongia officinalis, and an

aspect of this part which might be anticipated in any species. According to Lamarck's

first edition, he regards the whole of Spongia officinalis Esper as equivalent to his Sp)ongia

lacinidosa, and particularly designates the same localities, the Red Sea and the Lidian

Ocean.

The oscules are numerous, and their prominence gives the whole mass a sub-fistulose

aspect. The tufts are developed in the greatest abundance, and are often themselves more

or less dendritic. The Avhole aspect of the skeleton is distinct from that of Sp>ongia lignea
;

it is not so dense, and the fibres are coarser and darker colored, resembling somewhat in

their appearance those of the finer species of Spongelia.

Loc, Coast of Florida, in Yale Coll. ; Teneriffe, in Soc. Coll.

Variety vermicidcdiformis. This forms differs from the j^receding variety chiefly in the

texture, which is more open, though as stiff to the touch. The fibres themselves are very

stiff, as in some specimens of the preceding variety. The surface is apt to be smoother, as in

variety levis of Spongia lignea, and the whole asjiect of the mass lighter, very irregular in

form, and with oscules not noticeably elevated in the dried skeletons.

I have called it vermicidatiformis from its resemblance to the description of vermiculata

by Duchassaing and Michelotti, with which it may be identical.

Loc, near Ft. Pierce, mouth of Indian River. Found dried on the beach.
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Variety nerjligens. The Key "West specimen (PI. XYii, fig. 4) of this variet}^ is so caver-

nous that it resembles an irregular roll or bundle of anastomosing branches. The surface

is smooth, but the skeletal structure is very similar to that of variety " vermiculatiformis."

The Nassau s^^ecimens (PI. xvii, fig. 2) are more solid, and exhibit large oscules which are

absent in the preceding. They are also very cavernous, but the epidermis of the mass

when living evidently covered all the internal inequalities caused by the channels. This

variety may possibly, and in fact the Avhole species may be in part the Caccospongia

mollior Schmidt.

Variety papyracea. A specimen labelled " East Indies," from the Collection of Yale

Museum, has a dendritic form, but otherwise, in texture of skeleton and general aspect of

the fibres and their arrangement, it resembles variety "neglicjens."

Sub-species mollicula.

There are very interesting specimens of this form from Zanzibar, Coll. Peabody Acad-

emy of Science, and Aspinwall, Yale Coll. The fibre is of the softest and finest description.

The mass is also much denser than in variety negUgens, and the texture excessively

irregular. It is quite possible that this variety may turn out to be a distinct species.

The surface is very similar to the smoothest and densest varieties of sub-sjoecies hibuUfera.

The interior is not at all cavernous, and the surface is very irregularly seamed by crooked

channels and pitted with oscula of small size.

Sub-species Cookii.

Specimens of the typical variety of Cookii have the surfiice covered by coarse tufts,

and in the same specimens the fibres differ greatly in size, being in some parts very

coarse and in others very fine. The color also varies from light yellowish brown to dark

red. The dried skeleton is harsh, but elastic and not easily broken by pressure, though

very readily torn apart, differing in this respect very much from the typical Spongia?.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Coll. Peabody Academy, and Soc. Coll. Collected by Mr. Caleb Cook,

of Salem.

Variety ditelliformis . The general texture appears to resemble that of Cookii. The
number and arrangement of the canals, their iiTegularity, and the complete manner in

which the interior was honeycombed by them, together with the veil, are, however charac-

teristic, altogether distinct. There is also a complete absence in all parts of any primary

fibres properly so called, the whole texture being typically Spongian. The veil is composed

of the internal fibres, which are deflected and closely interwoven in the same plane, bridg-

ing over larger internal openings and canals, and reducing the apertures to a very small

size. This specimen shows that the Ditelian veil may in its most complete form be pos-

sessed by true Spongia as well as by Spongelia and other genera.

Loc, Island of Fernando Noronha, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.

Variety tectoria. This variety is dvendritic in the two specimens which were examined.

The internal texture was similar in every respect to that of the preceding variety, but the

veil was the marked characteristic. It extends over the whole surface, and the mesh is

circular or cellular, very much smaller than in the interior, and composed of much finer

threads, here and there underlaid by the coarser fibres of the interior.

Loc, Pacific, U. S. Ex. Exp., hi Yale Coll., and Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.
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Another specimen, in all probability belonging to this form, in the Yale Collection, has

a precisely similar mesh but no veil. The mesh is small and remarkably regular, and there

are no well marked primary fibres. No locality.

Spongia lapidescens Duch. et Mich.

Spongia lapidescens Duch. et Mich., Verhand. Maatsch. Wetensch. Haarlem, 1864, 21-2,

p. 34. Spong. de la Mer Caraibe.

This species is very closely allied to the typical variety of Sjjongia vermiculata in the

aspect of the surface, and general texture and hardness of the skeleton ; this is especially

the case with the fistulose varieties. The whole aspect of the surfiice, the tufts and their

structure, show considerable affinity with sub-species cerehrtformis, but on the other hand,

the extreme density of the skeleton and stiffiiess of the fibres seems to indicate that a

separation is necessary. The permeability of the outer membrane to debris of all kinds

also favors this conclusion.

Variety typlca. The entire surface (PL xvii, fig. 3) is covered by tufts of fibres, which

are parallel and closely appressed, but rarely connected by lines of secondary fibre. These

bundles in some specimens may be very thick and brush-like. They approximate to the

aspect of the surface in sub-species Maur'itkina, which has similar large bundles of fibres, but

of a more complicated or net-like structure similar to the body of the skeleton. The pecu-

liar structure of these tufts is shown by the chenille-like aspect of the tops, due to the

projecting free ends of the primary fibres.

Loc, Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology; Florida, in Soc. Coll., and Hayti, in Coll.

Peabody Academy, Salem.

Some specimens of this variety have tufts of all shapes and sizes, and one is nearly

smooth on one part of the surface, showing very prominently the small round oscules pep-

pered in between the tufts. This leads into the next variety.

Loc, Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comj). Zoology, and Soc. Coll.

Variety tetheaformis . The name alludes to the faint resemblance to a dried Tethea,

due to the similar aspect of the tufts of j^arallel fibres and the bundles of threads in a

dried specimen of that genus. These are very long and very closely set, often joined

into crests, parallel and quite sharp above, differing in this respect from the blunt aspect of

the bundles on the cracked surface of a dried specimen of the siliceous genus Tethea.

Loc, Havana, in Society's Coll., and in Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Variety intermedia. The texture is generally somewhat looser, the oscules larger and

the tufts longer and more irregular, varying in the same specimen from forms comparable

with those of the typical variety to those in which they assume a fan-like outline, and are

composed of only a thin laj'er of fibres.

Variety turrita. In this variety (PI. xv, fig. 12) the parallelism of the fibres of the

superficial bundles is less noticeable than in the preceding variety, these parts being, as in

the generality of the Spongite, composed of fibres more or less interwoven. The fiin-shaped

or flattened tufts, however, usually have the fibres parallel, and the surface is similar to

that of the other varieties, with the following exception. Large oscules occur irregularly

scattered over the mass, which are elevated upon fistular projections of the skeleton.

Near the apertures the walls of these are remarkably thin, and built up of the same tissue

as the body of the sponge, but with a more regularly elongated mesh and more decided
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development of primfiry fibres. I am informed also by Mr. Goode, that this sponge is

apparently very abundant, and is the principal useful sponge found in the lagoons of Ber-

muda. It is, however, too coarse for anything but the roughest purposes.

Loc., Bermuda, in Coll. Wesleyan University, Middletown, Mass., and Soc. Coll.

Sub-species dentata.

This form (PI. xvii, figs. 6, 7) is represented by only one specimen, one of the most

remarkable species I have yet seen. The whole surface is covered by a hard, even crust,

similar to the tough epidermis of Geodia, and resembling it in color. It extends over

the whole external surface, both above and below, but is not found in the endoderm

lining the canal system. Microscopical examination disclosed the curious fact that it was

probably due to the great extent with which the epidermis of the animal while living was

loaded with fine calcai'eous mud. The whole figure, which is of an irregular outline about

300 mm. in diameter, is only about 40 mm. in the thickest part, and is covered above as in

variety typica, by the usual tufts. These, however, are very regular in distribution, of

small size, round, and quite pointed. There are also larger oscules sparsely scattered over

the surface with crater-like walls of about 5 mm. in height. The figured specimens are

parts of a fragment of a large colony in the Collection of the Museum of Comp. Zoology.

Loc, Havana, in Mus. Comp. Zool. and Soc. Coll.

Sub-species Mauritiana Hyatt.

This variety (PL xvii, fig. 5) is remarkably cut up by internal channels which per-

meate the substance in every direction. These are quite large, elliptical in outline, and

about a quarter of an inch in diameter, and give the sponge a very rough aspect on the

surface, which in perfect specimens rises into prominent tufts and ridges between them.

The fibres are remarkably inelastic, and the whole mass unyielding to the touch, but not

brittle, friable, or easily broken.

Loc, Mauritius, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool. and Soc. Coll.

Variety Pacifica. This is an incrusting form, permeated by similar large channels

which, on account of the thinness of the mass, give the sponge a perforated aspect when
held up to the light. The surface is very rough, and is cut uji by parallel ridges and iri'eg-

ular shaped elevations, bearing either rows or bunches of projecting fibres.

Loc, Pacific Ocean, U. S. Ex. Exp., Yale Coll. and Society Coll.

Variety decidua. This variety, although precisely similar in structure to the variety last

described, differs slightly in the aspect of the surface. The projecting ridges are trans-

formed into bunches, sometimes solid and sometimes fringed by the projecting free ends of

primary fibres. There is a tendency also in parts to extend these into a sort of velum

covering over the intermediate spaces. This is particularly the case upon the lower side of

the specimens from Mauritius, and a part of the upper surface in the Havana specimen.

Both specimens are in the Coll. Mus. of Comp. Zool.

Stelospongos SchmiJt.

This interesting group, described by Schmidt, is readily distinguished in most species by

the compound structure of the primary fibres, but in others tlie j^i'iniary fibres are not so

closely associated. The primary fibres are associated in bundles, and closely connectetl by

secondary fibres. Sometimes these primary fibres are nearly parallel, sometimes branching
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at intervals into a succession of fan-shaped figures. These appear upon the surface of the

species which possess this mode of growth as flat, fan-shaped, or fascicular bundles, with a

narrow mesh formed by the thickly set and horizontal secondary fibre. In some species

the bundles, growing broader towards the surface, would thus become of enormous size if

there was not a secondary system of branching which separates the large ones into two

or three smaller bundles. There are none of these, properly speaking, in some other spe-

cies, but only closely connected sheets of parallel primary fibres with the usual close net

work formed by the approximation of the horizontal secondary fibres ; these lead into the

genus Spongelia, between Avhich and this genus no definite and constant differences, appli-

cable to all the species without reservation, have been found in the skeleton.

In all the species I have jet seen, the general system of connecting tissue formed be-

tween the bundles by the secondary fibres has a remarkably loose and open texture. Of

course there would naturally be a great variation in such a characteristic, but as compared

with either Spongelia or Spongia, this portion of the skeleton is very loosely put together,

and the mesh is usually either of a very irregular form, or composed of horizontal second-

ary fibres united hy an independent series of shorter vertical fibres. The bundles of primary

fibres radiate from the interior outwardly, and with the connecting tissue of secondary

fibres form a mass of more or less perfect tubes also radiating outwardly, as in Spongelia
;

and at intervals horizontal canals are formed which connect these tubes with each other,

and are of about the same diameter.

Stelospongos Maynai'dii Hyatt.

The t^^pical specimen (PI. xvir, fig. 21) of this species is fistulose, but with very thick

walls below; the greatest diameter is about 110 mm., height about 150 mm. The central

canal is largest at the opening, which is- about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and

the walls are composed of enormous bundles of primary fibres, which sometimes attain a

thickness of 7 mm., though generally not more than half that in diameter. The bundles

are irregularly rounded fasces of primary fibres, bound together by short, thick, secondary

fibres, so closely arranged in parts tliat the intermediate spaces appear like the rounded

holes in a sieve, or cullender, while in other parts of the same bundle they may be so

wide apart that they resemble more nearly the square spaces between the rounds of a

ladder. The primary fibres are always very thick, closely set, and often branch at intervals.

This latter characteristic causes a constant increase in the thickness of the bundle, and

these would soon attain an unwieldy size if they did not, as they grow outwards, again

divide at intervals into two or three diverging fasces. All of these are bound together by

a net work of secondary fibres, much coarser than those connecting the primary fibres

inside of the bundles, and the mesh is exceedingly large and loosely looped up between

them. This connecting system and the bundles of fibres together, form the wall of an

unusually regular system of tubes leading into the central fistular cavity. The external

openings of these are thickly set, and may vary from 7 mm. in diameter to half that size.

The surface of the skeleton is excessively rough, on account of the great size of the fibres

and bundles, the number and size of the orifices and the loose arrangement of the con-

necting fibres. Perhaps this is even more to be attributed to the irregularity caused by

a system of very deep channels connecting all the smaller orifices. These break up the

surface and give the bundles the aspect of standing out very prominently from the surface,
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whereas, in all the spaces between the orifices and this system of channels the connecting

secondary fibres are almost even with the tops of the bundles of primarj;' fibres.

Loc, Key West., in Soc. Coll.

I have also received, by the kindness of Prof J. W. P. Jenks, a specimen (PI. XYii,

fig. 22) of a distinct form, but which at present I prefer merely to mention in connection

with the above. It differs from S. Maynardii, solely in the smaller size of the bundles fo

jjrimary fibres, their close ajjproximation, and the greater quantity and density and smaller

mesh of the connecting skeletal tissue. The specimen has the fistular form, and the locahty

is unknown.

Stelospongos levis Hyatt.

The forms (PL xv, fig. 16) of the two specimens examined were rounded and fistular,

the height being about 108 mm., and the greatest diameter 70 mm. The whole base of

S. 3Iaynard'd rested upon the rock, whereas this specimen has a thick, short pedicle, and

the walls of the fistular aperture are thin and fringe-like, instead of thick, as in Mmjnard'd.

In the skeletal structure there can be no close comparison, except in the generic char-

acteristics. The radiating primary fibres form flattened, fan-like expansions, which are

particularly noticeable on the sui^face. The reticulations are more generally open or

ladder-like than in 3Iaynardu, and the whole, as well as the connecting net of secondary

fibre, much finer and denser than in that species ; and the incurrent tubes more numerous

and closely set, and less distinctly divided by the tissue of connecting secondary fibres.

The apertures are not connected by any special channels, and the surface is therefore even,

though roughened by the projecting fan-like tufts of primary fibres.

Loc, Pacific Ocean, U. S. Ex. Exp., in Yale Coll., and New South Wales, in Coll. Acad.

Nat. Sciences, Philadeli^hia.

Variety rotundus. The two specimens (PI. xvii, figs. 23-24) examined were erect upon

short, thick, peduncular bases. One, however, has a gibbotis fistular form, though the

central aperture is quite small, and is accompanied by several smaller ones running in a line

across the summit. The other is broader near the top than at any other part, and has

several excurrent orifices irregularly placed, partly on the top and partly on one side.

The structure is denser than in typical levis, owing to the close proximity of the bundles

of primary fibres. These have, however, the same structure, branching at intervals into

fan-like expansions of lattice work, resembling those used by florists for vines and flowers
;

they project considerably, and are so closely set that the whole surface has a character-

istically shaggy aspect. The tissue of connecting secondary fibi'es is almost as unim-

portant and as open as in Ifaynardli.

Loc, Phillip's Island, off Port Phillip's Head, Australia, in Soc Coll.

Stelospongos friabilis Hyatt.

In the single specimen examined, the principal difference lies in the slight distinction

between the tissue of the primary fibres and those of the secondary. Both are much finer

than in any of the preceding, and present a vesicular aspect. They are also so mingled

together in parts of the specimen that the observer fails to distinguish between the primary

fibres and the connecting tissue of secondary fibres. The bundles of primary fibres become

apparently simjsle lines or columns formed by a denser aggregation of the connecting

tissue. In other parts of the same column or bundle the primary fibres can be singled
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out, principally, however, owing to the fact, that they are more or less charged with intro-

duced material. The bundles project above the surface, and are arranged along the sides or

as divisions between the channels which connect the mouths of the numerous tubes, which

penetrate to the surface without any special order of arrangement. The bundles are smaller

than in any of the preceding species, and, in fact, are really in some parts only single fibres,

as in Spongelia. This minuteness, their stiffness and projecting character, make the sur-

face look as if it were set with bristles.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Coll. Peabody Academy, and in Soc. Coll.

Stelospongos cnbriformis Hyatt.

The surface of the skeleton presents precisely the asj^ect of Spongelia. This is owing to

the regularity with which the bundles of fibres occur upon the surface, and their small size,

as well as to the regularity with which these are connected by ridges of associated second-

ary fibres ; which also, on account of their minute size, resemble the single secondary fibres

of Spongelia. The linear or radiatory arrangement of the associated primary fibres forms

long and more or less continuous tubes penetrating into the interior ; these are so perfor-

ated or pierced by connecting holes through the skeletal walls, that they appear very

irregular. These holes are nearly, or quite, equal in diameter to the tubes, and entirely

interrupt the primary fibres. The division walls between these holes are formed by large

secondary fibres stretching across from one set of primary fibres to the next. These are

again connected by a third set of fibres which run from one hoi'izontal secondary fibre to

the next. Sometimes this regularity is not apparent, and only an irregular network is

visible, in which no distinction can be made between the horizontal and connecting or ter-

tiary set of fibres. In some parts of the same sponge, also, all regularity is lost, and the

whole is a network of irregular size and shape, similar to that of the true Spongite.

This is especially the case with the following.

Variety stahiJis. In this variety (PL xv, fig. 15 ; PI. xvii, fig. 25) the tissue is unusu-

ally dense, and the surface is not marked, except in spots, by the usual tissue of cellular

aspect, dne to the opening of closely contiguous tubes upon the surface of the skeleton.

The primary fibres are also indistinct in the interior, and a considerable part of the skele-

ton has the irregular mesh just described. The primary fibres are shown only upon one

side of the surface, and here, also, tubes are found.

Loc, Key West, in Yale Coll., Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.

A Havana specimen combines the structure of the former with that of the next

variety, having a similar surface but more decidedly tubular, a hollow interior and an inter-

mediate size to the mesh of the skeleton. There is also a specimen from Nassau in the

Society's collection having something of this intermediate character, though perhaps, strictly

sjjeaking, it ought to be included in the next variety.

Variety typica. The surface of this sponge, PI. xv, fig. 14, is more perfectly cellular or

coral-like than that of any sponge I have ever seen. The vertical walls between the tubes

are formed of very dense tissue, and there are but few horizontal threads crossing the

mouths of the tubes ; in fact, in some parts of each colony none at all. The mouths of the

tubes vary greatly in diameter, but in some specimens reach the diameter of 5 nun.

The intimate structure of the skeleton is distinct from the Key West specimen of variety

stab ills, but is only a less variable form of that found in the others of the same variety.
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The walls of the tubes are made up of vertical fibres not ver}^ wide apart, and connected

by closely approximated secondary fibres. The primary fibres are gathered into groups

of two or more, standing in the same plane, though occasionally, at the corners of the tubes,

solid groups are formed by the branching of the fibres ; then either new tubes arise be-

tween the branches, or solid fiisces are formed, as in Stelofij^oncjos Maynard'd. The form,

instead of being solid and crest-like, as in variety stab'dls (Key West specimen), is like

that of the Havana representative of that variety.

Loc, Havana and Hayti, in Mus. Comp. Zool., and in Soc. Coll.

Stelospongos Pikei Hyatt.

The skeleton of this species is represented by many beach-worn specimens collected at

Mauritius by the English Consul, Col. N. Pike, [Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology and Soc. Coll.].

They are highly colored, of a yellowish brown hue, and very hard and inelastic. The sur-

face presents the aspect of S^jougelia. The fibres are apparently single, and project in the

form of stiff bristles, about 5 mm. long, where they have not been worn off by friction

on the beach (PL xvii, fig. 20). The tissue between is dense, and is penetrated by
apertures of variable size, irregularly scattered over the surface. Upon closer examination,

it becomes apparent that most of the fibres are not single, but really compound bundles.

The fibres composing these may be so closely joined in the interior that it requires critical

examination to detect their compound chai-acter, or they may be quite wide apart.

The connecting tissue of secondary fibre has a very close and dense, but irregular mesh,

resembling in this respect the connective tissue of Verongia Jistularis. In some parts of

some specimens a very remarkable and characteristic variation was observed, similar to the

Diteliform variation of the surface previously described. A web of very fine white fibres

crosses the larger meshes, and connects the dark yellow, horn colored fibres of the original

skeleton. This is so fine and so dense that it has a downy or fleecy look on the cut surface

of a section.

Stelospongos intertextus Hyatt.

This species is represented by only one specimen, in the Collection of the Museum of

Com2>arative Zoology, from the Mauritius. It resembles Spomjelia enormis in form, but

has only a few scattered excurrent orifices on the dried skeleton. The texture is remark-

ably light, and very closely resembles that of Spongelia. Upon close examination, how-
ever, it can be seen that the primary fibres branch frequently ; that these branches run

parallel for a considerable distance and are loosely united by short secondary fibres. The
general connecting tissue of secondary fibres resembles the irregular texture of some spe-

cies of Spongelia in which no very distinct tubes are formed. The arrangement of the

primary fibres on the surface, at first led me to suppose that this might be the young of

some variety of Spongelia e)iormls. If the primary fibres were single, I should not feel

justified in separating it; but I have not, however, so far found that the compound charac-

ter of the fibre is a characteristic of the young of either Spongelia or Spongia ; and, there-

fore, until we know more of the animal, it seems to me safest to classify the debateable

species according to the character of their primary fibres. Thus, though this is a true

Spongelia in general aspect, lightnesss and elasticity of texture and form of the mesh of

the general tissue of secondary fibres, I prefer to consider it a member of the genus Stelo-

spongos on account of the characteristics of the primary fibres.
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SroiSTGELIA Ndo.

Dysidea (pars) Johnson.

Spongionella Bow.

Caccospongia (pars) Schmidt.

This genus is readily distinguished from Spongia in the dried specimens of most of the

species by the character of the surface. It is made up of contiguous, sunlven, angulated

areas, giving the surface a celkdar aspect, \i\Le that of a cut honeycomb. The cells are

not deep, and are formed solely by the shrinkage of the outer membrane over the project-

ing points of the primary fibres. These are large, radiatory and single ; the connecting

tissue of secondary fibres is also characteristically regular in most species, and has a

large, loose mesh, with the fibres at right angles with the primary fibres. The surface is

covered by the projecting primary fibres, and as these are single they give a fine woolly

aspect to the otherwise even surface of the skeleton, quite distinct from that of some sjdc-

cies of Spongia, or of any other genus. The secondary fibres are clear, and the jjrimary

fibres usually, though not in all cases, loaded with foreign matter. Quite a number of

the species show exceptional characteristics, but all of them appear to have the character-

istic singleness of the primary fibres. Several sjaecies show the peculiar modification de-

scribed by Schmidt as a distinct genus, Ditelia. In one species, Spongelia velata, the sur-

face is so completely changed in this respect that I am not entirely convinced that it may
not .some day justify a new generic group. There is no doubt, however, that what was

described first as Ditelia was only a common variation liable to occur in any species of

either Spongia or Spongelia, as was subsequently shown by Schmidt himself.^ The figure

of Spongionella pulchella Bow., appears to show that this species is a true Spongelian, and

the microscopical figure of the fibres and the written description, are very characteristic of

Spongelia.

Spongelia incerta Hyatt.

I presume that no one would suspect this specimen (PI. xvi, fig. 32) of being anything

but a pedicellated form of the true genus Spongia. The surface is smoother even than in

Spongelia densa, the mesh of the fibres very small, and the fibres themselves, like the finest

of the Spongiae, are very elastic and closely woven. I did not suspect the real affinities of

this interesting form until a section was made, when the comparatively large j^rimary

fibres loaded with foreign matter, and the character of the connecting tissue, became visible.

The spaces are filled by the finest fibres forming a close cellular network, much more regu-

lar in the form of the mesh than is common among the true Spongije. In some parts where
the primary fibres approximate, the secondary fibres here and there stretch across, forming

the usual ladder-like tissue. The form is flabellate, but very thick in proportion in the

centre, so that when seen from above one side is ver}' gibbous. The pedicle is long and

rather small, but with the usual dense hard texture of the pedicellated forms of Spongelia.

The excurrent orifices are scattered, but the majority occupy the outer edge. The incur-

rent orifices are very numerous, regularly distributed over the entire surfiice, and can be

plainly seen in the skeleton as round holes. The surfiice is otherwise perfectly smooth.

Loc, Phillips Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

1 Spongien d. Adriat. Meeres, 18G2, and Suppl., 1864.
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Spongelia velata Hyatt.

This extraordinary sponge (PI. xvii, fig. 8) appears at first sight to have very good

claims indeed to the distinction of occupying a group by itself. The surface is com-

posed of a veil of finer texture than the interior, which, as in Spongelia cana, variety

cincta, limits the number and diminishes the size of the excurrent orifices. This veil, how-

ever, is much more distinct from the body of the skeletal fibres than in any other species in

which such a modification of the surface has been observed, and may possibly be quite gen-

eral and of specific value. This is doubtful, however, and at present it is best to look

upon it as the exaggerated development of a variation, probably due to the habitat of the

sponge. It is, however, in these specimens, a thin epidermal covering, while in all other

cases it is merely a denser aggregation of the secondary fibres as they approximate to the

surface. In Spongia Maurltiana, variety tectoria, a very similar thin covering S2ireads

over the whole surface, but even this is not distinctly separated from the internal fibres,

but seems leather a netwoi'k of minute fibres stretching across the open meshes of the

larger fibres, which also form a portion of the veil texture. In this species, however, the

internal fibres do not interrupt the smaller fibres, which form the entire substance of the

veil on the outer side. The fibres are coarse, the mesh very irregular in shape and size.

The arrangement of the primary fibres seems to be in thick sheets, or fan-shaj^ed expan-

sions, which radiate outwards.

It will be seen that it is really similar to the structure of Spongelia chibia, variety exca-

vata, but with larger and more irregularly shaped canals and less solidity to the skeletal

partitions between them. No comparison can be made, however, between the inti-

mate structure of the skeleton itself, this species being in every way so much coarser fibred

and more irregular, the color also inclining to dark red or yellow.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Coll. Peabody Academj', and in Soc. Coll.

Spongelia dubia Hyatt.

This species (PL xvii, fig. 9) resembles in general aspect the figure of Di/sidea fragilis

Johnst., but the description of the latter seems to show that Johnston really described a

true Dysidea, and not a meml)er of this genus at all. The specimens examined from Bis-

cayne Bay of the typical variety, are remarkable for the smooth aspect of the surface, due

to the closeness of the projecting points of the primary fibres, which hold up the epidermis

and prevent it from settling down between them into the usual pit-like depressions on some

parts of the dried sj^ecimens. On other parts of the surface the depressions are present, but

much smaller than in any other species. The primary and secondary fibres are quite reg-

ular in their arrangement, and there is but a slight development of the irregular net-work,

so characteristic of some other species. Habitat, shallow waters. Color when living black.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, in Soc. Coll.

Variety moUior. This variety, if it really does belong to this species, is described

from a type specimen named by Schmidt Caccosjjongia molUo7' f Schm. The textui'e is

fine, the primary fibres distinct, and tlie mesh of the tissue of secondary connecting fibres

similar to that of the typical variety, but considerably finer. The primai-y fibres do not

project perceptibly above the surrounding surface, which is quite smooth. The form is
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tabulate and lobed, with numerous closely approximate excurrent orifices on the flattened

uj^per sides of the lol^es, and central part of the mass.

Loc, Florida, and Island of Noronha, Prov. Pernambuco, S. A., in Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Variety excavata. This (PL xvii, figs. 10-11) differs from variety mollior in having a

slightly coarser texture with coarser px'imary fibres, but a similar smooth surface. The forms

are roiuided, and have numerous large, scattered, excurrent orifices. These lead into cor-

respondingly large canals which intersect each other in the interior, and give the whole mass

the appearance of being excavated or hollowed out. They are precisely similar to the

Australian form, Sj)ongelia rectillnea, but have a skeleton of finer texture, with less promi-

nent and more numerous primary fibres.

Loc, Florida, in Mus. Comp. Zoology and in Soc. Coll., and La Paz, Lower California,

in Soc. Coll.

Variety forammosa Hyatt. The form and the surface of this variety are altogether

pecidiar. The sponge is, in reality, made u]) of an aggregation of la^ge tubes radiating

towards the circumference, and divided by tolerably thick walls. The regularit}' of the

arrangement of these tubes and their increase in size outwardly, is the marked charac-

teristic. The texture is of medium fineness, with nearly parallel, and quite closely set

primary fibres in a specimen from Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology, in another, how-

ever, from Ft. Macon, in Yale Collection, the primary fibres are more widely separated,

and the tissue is altogether looser. The secondary system of canals is also very well devel-

oped, and the interior therefore resembles that of the preceding varieties, though not so

completely hollowed out.

Spongelia cana Hyatt.

This species has a remarkably white skeleton, although two of the three specimens

examined evidently were not entirely free from animal matter ; the exteriors are bleached

very white. The general plan of the mass is similar to that of Sponc/ia Mauritiana. Its

resemblance to this last, in fact, is comj^lete in form, aspect of the surfivce, and in the laby-

rinthine windings of the canals. The pi'imary fibres are regularly distributed, and the

secondary fibres connect them in a perfectly normal manner ; the size of the fibres and the

whole texture is as fine as that of any Spongelian yet observed.

Variety cincta. This is precisely similar in every respect, except that the whole exterior

is covered by a thick layer of somewhat denser texture than the internal skeleton. This

gives the surface a remarkably smooth asj^ect, covering up all the marked inequalities, and

decreasing the size and number of excurrent orifices. The tissue of both varieties is sim-

ilar to, but considerably finer than, that of Spongelia excavata, which they resemble more

closely than any other species.

Loc, Noronha, Prov. Pernambuco, S. A., in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Spongelia spinosa Hyatt.

The exterior of this species (PI. xvi, fig. 3-3) is peculiarly rough or spinous, owing to

the projecting points of the primary fibres, which extend considerably beyond the surface.

The connecting tissue consists of a very irregular network of fibres. It is pierced by

excurrent orifices, and occasionally marked by a channel. This tissue resembles that of

Spongelia incerta. The absence of vertical tubes is also another similar characteristic;
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the differences lie in the presence of continuous lines of primary fibres and the lesser

density of the whole skeleton.

Loc, Mauritius, in Mus. Comp. Zoology, and in Soc. Coll.

Variety rigida Hyatt. This, after much hesitation, seems to be appropriately classified

only when considered a distinct variety. The surface of the skeleton is covered by a thick

growth of primary fibres. The genei'al texture is finer than in SjJonr/elia dubia, which it

resembles closely, and the fibres smaller. It also still more closely resembles the t3'pical

variety of Sjnnosa, but even here the texture is not exactly similar. The primary fibres

are perfectly regular, and join the secondary fibres at right angles, and the projecting parts

of the primai-y are never surrounded by any deflected secondary fibres, as in variety spinosa.

Loc, Beach at Ft. Pierce, Indian River, Fla., in Soc. Coll.

Variety Codmani. This variety was gathered by Mr. Codman at the Island of Tenerifie,

and differs from the preceding only in the lightness of the skeleton, the smaller size of the

fibres, and the irregularity of the form. The surface is also a trifle less spinous.

Spongelia Farlovii Hyatt.'

Variety densa Hyatt. One specimen (PI. xvii, fig. 14) has a flabellate form from 10 to

15 mm. in thickness, and about 230 mm. in greatest breadth. The excurrent orifices are

situated along the outer border in a single row. Each orifice in the specimen examined

corresponded to a fistular swelling which rose like a ridge on the side. These ridges run

together below, so that many of the excurrent canals are thus traceable throughout their

larger ramifications. The structure is very dense, the surface smooth, the fibres small, and

the mesh of the tissue exceedingly fine.

Loc, Phiflip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

Yariety jJfdmatiformis. This variety has an aspect not imVike that of Spongelia j^cd-

mata, owing to the thinness of the colony which jierraits the light to pass through quite

freely. The primary fibres are, however, closely approximated, and besides the ordinary

secondary fibres the peculiar open network of connecting tissue which distinguishes this

species from Spongelia rectilinea is also present. This consists of a very fine net-like con-

junction of threads finer than the secondary fibres, which connect the primary fibres some-

times horizontally and sometimes vertically. The incurrent orifices in both varieties are

small and plentifully scattered over the surface, which has a peculiarly dense and smooth

aspect on account of the prevalence of this connective tissue.

Spongelia rectilinea Hyatt.

Variety 'h'regidaris. One of the specimens examined (PI. xvii, fig. 15rt) is a sessile, but

irregular mass, which may have been two complete branching colonies which have co-

alesced, or a very porous colony with a double base. The hollows running through the mass

are so regular that they might have arisen in this unusual way, though it is more likely

that they are the natural accompaniment of the growth of the mass. The principal char-

acteristic is the smoothness of the surface of the skeleton and the distinctness of the pri-

mary fibres in the interior, which are loaded with pebble dust. The mesh is coarser than

> This species is respectfully dedicated to Prof. W. G. interest he Las shown in this Memoir, and the important

Farlow, to whom the author feels deeply indebted for the assistance he has given.
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in SponrjeUa Farlov'd, and the aspect of the svn-ftxce rougher. The hicurrent orifices are

not specially distinguishable in the skeleton, owing to the fact that the connecting tissue

does not so unifoi'mly fill up the cells formed by the primary and secondary fibres. The
excurrent orifices are about a line only in diameter, much smaller than in Farlovii, and

irregularly peppered over the surface.

Loc, Phillip's Island, off Port Phillip's Head, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

Variety tenuis. One specimen (PI. xv, fig. 13) has a slightly coarser skeletal texture

than irregularis, and the form is regular and vase-shaped. The external surface is pitted

and seamed by deep depressions. The internal surfiice is pierced by numerous excurrent

orifices of small size. The primary fibres project but very slightly, and the whole is re-

markably smooth. Another sjDecimen of this variety existing in the Philadelphian collec-

tion has a similar form, but the outside of the cup is supplemented by two incomplete vase

forms, budding from the base. Another specimen has a vase-shaped form, with a skeleton

not quite so dense as in the fii'st, but still very closely approximates to the same condition

and surface, with precisely the same characteristics in the interior, where it was in perfect

preservation.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll., and near Sydney, New South Wales, in

Acad. Nat. Sc, Philadelphia.

Variety erecta. This variety differs somewhat in the texture of the skeleton from tenuis.

It is not quite so coarse, but it otherwise resembles it quite closely. The shape (PI. xvii,

figs. 12, 13) is quite distinct, being almost fistulose, and the exterior very deeply pitted.

The inside of the cup is very shallow.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

A specimen in the Collection of Peabody Academy from Swan River, Australia, is a tall,

pedicellated, flabellate form, with numerous orifices on the upper edge. These, as in

Spomjelia densa, correspond to ridges which follow the directions of the internal channels.

This form and these ridges give considerable similarity to Spongelia densa, but the skeletal

structure is distinct, and like that described above.

Spongelia palmata Hyatt.

This species (PI. xvii, fig. 15) is remarkable for the looseness and fineness of the skeletal

structure. The form in the variety figured is flabeUate, with a broad and very flat pedicle.

The U2)per edge is, as usual, occupied by the excurrent orifices. There are ridges running

from these and corresponding to the excurrent canals, but they are not very prominent.

The texture is so loose that the light shines through all parts excejit the extreme lower

part near the pedicle, where the tissue becomes very dense and hard. The primary fibres

are not so coarse as in Sjiongelia Farlovii, but much more widely separated, and the con-

necting tissue of secondary fibres has a much larger and more irregular mesh. There is

no appearance of net-like connecting fibres, and the tissue is so irregular that it is difficult

to detect on the surface the usual polygonal cells of the genus.

Loc, Pacific Ocean, U. S. Ex. Exp., in Yale Coll.

Two other specimens, one in Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, and one in the Soci-

ety's Collection, agree with the description given above very closely, but there is a consid-

erable variation in the surface. The largest is a foot broad by nine inches in height, and
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the surface is pitted with shallow depressions or hollows about one half of an inch in

diameter.

Loc, New South Wales, near Sydney.

Another form precisely intermediate in texture between these and vaviety pocnlata, also

occurs in Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, from Cuba. The form is a flattened cup-

shape, with numerous depressions of similar flattened form on the sides ; some of these are

so deep that they are really smaller flattened cups, without, however, showing fistular

orifices at the bottom of the depressions.

Yanety 2)ocidata. This variety has a denser skeleton than the tj^pical specimens of this

species, but this is due to the closer approximation of the primaiy fibres, and not to any
increase in the size, nor to any great change in the arrangement of the fibres. The form

is fistulose, but the cup shallow above. The exterior is deeply folded, but otherwise the

surfiice is smooth.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

Variety injima. This variety is shov/n by one specimen, locality unknown, but probably

New South Wales. It is in the Collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

and is a fragment composed of distinct branches more or less completely joined along their

outer edges, forming a partially flabellate specimen. This is also very interesting, in so

far as it probably shows one of the steps in the growth of the flabellate forms. It suggests

the idea that these are primarily due to the lateral anchylosis of a certain nuniber of

branches growing in the same jilane, but a more complete suite of sjsecimens is necessary in

order to test this view.

Spongelia enormis Hjatt.

This species can be distinguished by its peculiar surftice and internal structure. The
fibre is rather harsh and unyielding, but not wholly inelastic. The form is flattened, flabel-

late, manner of attachment uncertain. Excurreut apertures are all of small size, but

very numerous and situated on the lateral ridges, not, as usual, in the channels. These

lateral ridges are merely slightly raised alcove the surface, and about 3 mm. or so in

breadth. They run in lines radiating from a central axis outwardly, and are ornamented

by projecting bunches of fibres, in which, however, the single primary fibre at the centre

is hardly so prominent as is usual in Spongelia. They, in fact, resemble those of Spongia,

in which the primary fibre is often surrounded and concealed by a bundle of bent second-

ary fibres. In the interior, however, the singleness of the primary fibres may be easily

determined, so that there can be but little doubt of the true atfinities of the species. The

primary fibres, however, are very crooked, and are consequently almost indistinguishable

from the irregular netAvoi'k of secondary fibres. There is no apparent order of arrange-

ment until the section is seen by transmitted light, then thick confused lines of radiating

primary fibres appear. This aspect is enhanced by the sharp angle which the secondary

fibres make at their junction with the primaries, their great number and close distribution.

The channels on the surface are shallow, very numerous, and about as wide as the ridges,

and are not pierced by the larger apertures. In fact their existence, and those of the

ridges, is probably entirely due to the peculiar linear arrangement of the small excurrent

apertures and their accompanying tufts of fibres, which serve to elevate the surface in

corresponding ridge lines, and leave the general surfiice of the sponge depressed. This

is the only way to account for this otherwise exceptional structure, since in almost all cases
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the channels of the surfoce in a sponge are essentially the product of the sub-epidermal

horizontal canal system, and serve as lines of communication with the neighboring vertical

canals.

Loc, Mauritius, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool.

Spongelia anceps Hyatt.

This form, of which I have only seen one specimen, is remarkably distinct from any

species here described. It closely resembles Sj^oitgelia Kirkii in appearance, but differs in

the aspect of the fibre, which is not so coarse, and the generally finer look of the skeleton.

There is also no net-like connecting tissue as in Kirkii, and I separate them on this

account. The cells, also, are very regularly formed, the primary fibres regular and single,

and the secondary laid up between them in the most regular manner. It is the very type

of a Spongelian.

Locality unknown ; in Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia.

Spongelia ligneana Hyatt.

This species is allied to Spongelia duhia in general appearance, owing to the smooth

asjDect of the surface. It has, also, an exceedingly dense skeleton and a very small mesh

between the fibres. The primary fibres project slightly above the surface in single points,

and the whole is exceedingly hard and harsh to the touch. The fibres are very coarse,

and the prhnar^^ fibres very opaque, and also loaded with debris. A singular appearance is

given to all the fibres by the abundant development of the concentric layers of keratode

which surround the primitive cores. These last are quite transparent, so that under the

microscope the effect is that of a hollow fibre, until the double outline or end view shows

their solid character. The fibrous structure of the darker external part is also particularly

noticeal)le.

Loc, Zorritos, Peru, in Yale Coll.

Spongelia Kirkii Hyatt.

Dysidea Kirkii? Bow., British Spong., Vol. i, p. 212.

The single specimen (PI. xvii, fig. 19) examined possesses the coarsest skeleton of any

species in this genus. The primary fibres are very thick, inelastic, and loaded with

foreign matter. They project considerably beyond the surface, and the quantity of foreign

matter in them gives them a peculiar whitish granular aspect. The connecting secondary

fibres are a dark horn color and excessively large, especially in the older j)arts, such as the

pedicle. They are also very widely separated, and more inelastic than the primary fibres.

The result of this structm-e is an exceedingly open skeleton, through which you can

see with ease, but which cannot be compressed in the slightest degree without breaking

the fibres. The form is thick, erect, and irregularly flabellate, but the excurrent orifices

are irregularly distributed on the top and sides, and, in fact, are hardly distinguishable at

all upon the skeleton. The pedicle is thicker than the upper parts, and very much harder.

In the lower parts of this pedicle the connecting tissue has become very dense, j^resenting

quite a cellular aspect for consideraljlc spaces, owing to the number of extra fibres secreted.
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The resemblance to Dysidea in the skeleton is so close that only one characteristic separates

it, the exclusion of the foreign matter from the secondary fibres.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Austi-alia, in Society Coll.

Variety Floridiensis. Two specimens of dendritic forms exist in the Coll. Mus. Comp.

Zoology, which can be referred only to this species. The fibres are not so much loaded

with debris, but in other respects they resemble the oldest, densest and coarsest parts of

the Australian form.

PHYLLOSPONGIADiE.

This family contains sponges which, instead of growing iip into solid heads, as is habit-

ually the form of the Spongiadaa, are apt to form leaf-like or frondose stocks. These are

more or less complicated in pattern, owing to the anastomosis of the fronds wherever they

come in contact, and occasionally head-like colonies are thus produced. These, however,

retain the frond, or leafy aspect, in the arrangement of the internal parts of the skeleton,

as in C. vermifera. Many of the species are perfoi'ated, but this is a characteristic not 3'et

understood, and therefore of doubtful value. The fibres of the skeleton usually radiate

outwardly from one or both sides of a central mass or layer of fibres which have an irreg-

ular mesh without pronounced primary fibres. Fibres may be either very regular, as in

Spongelia, or very irregular, or absent altogether. Otherwise they are precisely similar

to those of the Spongiadaj, though not ordinarily so elastic. They differ from those of

the Hirciniada3 in these characteristics and in the absence of foreign matter from the sec-

ondary or connecting fibres.

Caeteriospongia', gen. nov.^

The species which represent this genus are so remarkably different from all others

that I have ventured to consider them as distinct. The form of the young in the species

described is probably flabellate, but speedily becomes irregular, with numerous flabellate

bi'anches, which still farther complicate the aspect of the specimen by anastomosing

among themselves. The aspect of the whole is thus rendered almost like that of a truly

solid head, but on examination one sees the wide irregular cells between the network of

flat branches and the leaf-like aspect of the branches themselves. The fibres are of medium

size, like those of the Spongiae, but are arranged externally like those of Spongelia, and

with considerable regularity. Spongia lameUosa Esper may possibly belong to this genus.

The microscopical structure is very similar in Ehler's preparation, and the external aspect

of Esper's figure quite like that of Carteriosjjonrjia perforata, with the exception of the

holes piercing the fronds.^

A difference in the mode of growth would ordinarily be of small taxonomic value, but

one such as is described above, and in combination with peculiar skeletal characteristics,

could hardly be associated in the same genus with the solid, or even branching heads of

true Spongia or Spongelia. Phyllospongia alone approximates to this genus, and its true

position may possibly be nearer to this remarka])le group than our present information

would lead us to suspect. This appears in C. Madagascarensis, which very closely resem-

^Tbis genus is dwlicateJ to Dr. H. J. Carter of the British ^ The curious form, figured by Esper, and described as

Museum out of respect for his long continued and successful Spongia penicillala, is also an undoubted species of this

labors upon the natural history of the Poriferaj. genus. Loc., India.
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bles Phyllospongia in its general aspect. On the other hand, an eqvially close approxima-

tion to true Spongia is to be observed in the softer and more pliable fronds of C. perforata,

which might readily be mistaken for a true Spongian form.

Carteriospongia Otahitica Hyatt.

Spongia Otahitica Espcr, Pflanz., 2, 270, \i\. 44.

" " Ellis and Solander, pi. 59.

This curious species is singularly imiform in the aspect of the surface, and the specimens,

all of which are from Zanzibar, have the leaf-like or palmate form. This seems rarely to

be single ; in most cases the leaves of neighboring colonies seem to anastomose, so that

nearly every colony is supported by several stems. Both surfaces appear to be similar at

first sight, but they are quite distinct. The outer side in j^erfect specimens is ribljed, like

the inner, but the ribs, or longitudinal ridges, are thinner and longer than those on the

inner or upper side. The latter have a more luxuriant growth and a more tufted aspect.

Between these minute ridges the wall of fibres is thin, and pierced by rows of holes.

The primary fibres are in fascicles, and overloaded witli debris. The mesh, where it can

be seen, is regular, as in other species of this genus. The preparation of the fibres of the

original of Caccospongia lamellosa Ehler has been compared, and shows great differences.

The primary fibres are single and loaded with debris, but the mesh is quite similar to that

which is usual in this genus, esjiecially as regards its regular form and the thickness of the

secondary fibres. These differences, though considerable, might occur in the same species,

especially if one lived in clear waters, and the other in a place where there was much float-

ing matter. It is very evident, however, that there are no holes through the fronds in

lamellosa, and that the whole surface is not cut up by discontinuous ridges as it is in this

form.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Soc. Coll., and in Peabody Academj^, and Yale Coll.

Variety aplanata. This precisely resembles the preceding, but the ribs or ridges are

depressed and thinner, and the surface is finely channelled.

Loc, Madagascar ? m Soc. Coll.

Carteriospongia radiata Hyatt.

This species closely resembles G. Otahitica in general appearance and mode of growth,

but is easily distinguished from it by the smoothness of the surface on both sides. The

surface, also, instead of being evenly hirsute on the upper side, as in C. mystica, has a

veil composed of minute fibres, which bridge over all inequalities of the interior, and con-

ceal the longitudinal ridges which are formed internally. The primary fibres are single

and pointed, but project slightly above the veil and are evenly distributed. Upon the

lower or outer side no veil is found, and it differs from the upper or inner side in its

loose texture, which allows the primary filjres to be seen, and in the figures made by the

superficial canals. These radiate from a central, large pore, which represents the cloacal

aperture, and form numerous star-like or dendritic figures in the surface of the skeleton.

The interior is completely honeycombed by canals throughout the upper half of some

leaves, while the lower part, the stems, and the younger sponges, are solid. Whether this

is due to parasites or not, is uncertain. The microscopical structure is similar to

that of 8p. lamellosa Esper, but the fibres are much larger. There is also a notable
MEMOIRS B08T. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. II.
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absence of primary fibres in transverse and longitudinal sections, and the centre of the

entire frond is apparently opaque with sedimentary matter. This opacity, however, is

shown upon close examination to he largely due to the great irregularity of the mesh and

the density and thickness of the fibres. From this denser centre the jjrimary fibres ra-

diate outwardly to either side ; but even these are so tortuous that it is difficult to follow

them.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Coll. Pcabody Acad., Yale Coll., and Soc. Coll.

Variety comjjlexa. This variety grows in clumps composed of small fi'onds resting on

many steins, as in the Zanzibar specimens, l)ut the radiating, surface canals are not formed

as in the typical variety. The oscules are numerous and very small, and the canals radiat-

ing from them are equally minute, and are therefore hardly perceptible. Close observa-

tion, however, makes it apparent that the oscules have the same structure as in the typical

form, and many of them show a decidedly stellate outline. In certain specimens the fronds

are fewer and larger, and these lead into the next variety.

Variety Dulsiana. This form is easily separable, and may be readily distinguished from

the preceding by the form and the absence of any large oscules. The latter are numerous

on the veiled side, but are very minute, and never stellate. The veil, as in the case, also,

of some specimens of variety complexa, may be present on both sides of the frond. The
form rests upon a stem which branches above, dividing into numerous flattened fronds,

which spread outward in the same plane. These broaden as they grow, so that the whole

colony has precisely the aspect of the common dulse, Rhodomenia jJcdinuta Grev. The
color of the skeleton is yellowish white.

Loc., Madagascar, in Soc. Coll.

Carteriospongia Madagascarensis Hyatt.

This variety, of which I possess only one specimen, is perfectly white, and the fibres

transparent. The texture and the structure of the skeleton is closely similar to that of

C. lamellosa, even to the manner of the arrangement of the primary fibres, and the way
in which the debris is arranged, and it is also imperforate. It differs from the latter, how-

ever, in the absence of all pores, ridges, or marks of any kind, both surfaces being per-

fectly smooth ; even the primary fibres do not project. There is also no veil, the mesh of

the skeleton being about equally close and dense throughout. Here and there on the outer

side, this dense aspect gives way to an exceedingly fine ribbed aspect, due to the arrange-

ment of the internal skeleton in ridges with siu'face channels between them. On the inner

side there are numerous small pores precisely similar to those of Phyllosj^ongia, but the

aspect of the internal structure of the skeleton is quite dissimilar, as is also that of the

surface when examined with a magnifier. The form is similar to that of C. i:ierforata.

Loc, Madagascar, in Soc. Coll.

Carteriospongia vermifera Hyatt.

This species is represented by only two specimens, and neither of these has the oldest

part or base of the colony jjreserved, therefore it cannot be positively said that it was fla-

beUate, though there is every indication that this was the case ; the branches are all radia-

tory, as if derived from a small base. The anastomosing of the bi^anches is more regular

than in Carteriospongia perforata, and more complete, but there are no horizontal floors
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between the branches. The branches, also, are soHd, and have none of the perfora-

tions or ribs observed in Carterioapongia perforata, and are about one-twelfth of an inch

m thickness. The fibres of the skeleton, however, appear to be of about the same degree

of fineness in both, but the aspect of the surfiice in this species is very similar to a sec-

tion of wood made through the burrows of the ship worm, whereas no such comparison

can be made with C. perforata, the cells being much too irregular in size and shape.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

Carteriospongia perforata Hyatt.

The single colonv examined is a flabellate branch arising from a narrow base. This

throws oft" other branches as it rises, which anastomose in a most ii'regular manner. They

are ribbed longitudinally with branching, continuous ridges, between which are numerous

round or elliptical openings, which penetrate to the opposite side. The branches are, in

this specimen, about one-eighth of an inch in thickness.

Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, in Soc. Coll.

Carteriospongia? mystica Hyatt.

The specimen upon which this species is founded, like all the Australian keratose sponges

which have come under my observation, is of an exceedingly dark color, the ordinary red-

brown. So distinct is this color and the hard woodeny aspect, that an observer can usually

pick out specimens from this region without difficulty, though this rule has its exceptions,

since there are always some among a large lot of West Indian specimens which are quite

as dark colored internally, though perhaps never quite so deeply tinged on the exterior

;

whereas in Australian sj^onges the reverse is not infrequent, the internal parts of the skel-

eton being lighter colored than the exterior. The fronds in this specimen have combined

into an irregular cup-shape with several supporting stems, so that it caiinot be said whether

the whole is from one frond, or the anastomosis of several neighboring fronds. The inte-

rior is perfectly smooth or rather even, for the primary fibres rise above the surface form-

ing a pile or beard, which is quite perceptible without the magnifier. The pores are

numerous, and there are no surface channels. These, and the cloaca! ostioles, occur only

on the exterior, a I'eversal of their customary distribution in this sub-order. This charac-

teristic is also found in Sp. lanxellosa, and in fact the enlarged portion of the outer surface,

as figured b}^ Esper, is very similar to the aspect of this sponge, except that the oscules

usually lie at the point of junction of a group of more or less radiating canals. I am
obliged to consider the determination of the genus as very doul)tful ; it may prove to be

a true Spongian upon farther investigation, allied to, or identical with, Sp. lignea.

Loc, Adelaide Islands, So. Australia, in Yale Coll.

PHYLLOSPONGIA.

Phyllospongia papyracea Eliler.

PhyJlospongia papyracea Ehler, Die Esper'sch. Spong. Erlangen, 1870, p. 30.

The peculiar form of the species (PI. xvii, fig. 31), which alone represents this group, is

unique. It is flat, like a leaf, and looks and feels like an extremely coarse, thick paper.

The surface is dense, owing to the net-like anastomosis of the finer intermediate fibres of
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the skeleton, and the accumulation of foreign materials, fine particles of sand, foi'aminiferte

and broken spicules, etc. When held up between the observer and the light, numerous

small canals i-adiating and branching from the base reticulate the interior. These are pen-

etrated by numerous closely adjoined incurrent pores. The excurrent pores are all on the

upper side and of various sizes, though none very large. The accumulation of foreign

matter is also much less on the lower side, so that the reticulated aspect of the surface can

be observed. The longitudinal thi'eads are radiatory, but are irregular in size and shape,

and loaded with spicules and foreign material.

The connecting or secondary set of fibres are not placed at right angles to the primary,

but are very irregular. They do not differ greatly in size, and are so slightly colored as

to be almost perfectly diaphanous when mounted in balsam. They are also nearly com-

pletely free from foreign matter. Besides these, there is still another system of extremely

minute fibres connecting both of the former irregularly with a fine network similar to that

found in Stelospongos, but diflfering m its want of regularity and the manner in which it

permeates the whole structure. These characteristics are wholly Spongian, and do not

seem to confirm Ehler's conclusion that it is a form closely allied to Chalina, though they

justify his description of the form as a distinct genus. Ehler considers that Esper's Sp. pli-

cata shows considerable affinity for this group in its charactei'istics, but of this I have never

seen an example, or even Esper's figure.

Loc, Cape of Good Hope, in Ward's Museum and in Soc. Coll.

HIRCINIAD^.

The great contrast presented by the aspect of the skeleton in this family as compared

with that of either the Spongiadte or Phyllospongiadae, would justify a separation inde-

pendently of more minute structural difierences. There is not that distinction between

primary and secondary fibres which is to be found in the two preceding families. When
debris is present in the water the fragments, which must have been derived from the dermis,

are not confined to the core of the primary fibres alone, but are equally ^Ji'evalent in the

secondary fibres, showing that they must have been formed by the same layer of the der-

mis as the primai'y fibres. Both classes of fibres, also, are sarcodous or gelatinous, and are

readily dissolved in some specimens by maceration in cold water. They are also flatter in

form, and have a fibrous aspect when dried, in some species due probably to this flattening.

Dysidea approximates most closely in the color and aspect of the fibres to those of

Spongia, but can never be mistaken for a true Spongian, though the fibres evidently pos-

sess more keratode than those of any other species in the family. The forms of the speci-

mens are similar to those prevalent among the Spongiadse, dendritic, solid, flabellate, fistular

and cup-shaped, but never frondose, as in the Phyllospongiadce.

Dysidea Johnst.

Spongelia (pars) Schmidt and Bowerbank.

The skeleton in this genus, as in the single species which appears to represent it in Flor-

ida, appears to combine the characteristics of several genera. The primary fibres are large

and sometimes partially compound, as in some species of Stelospongos ; the secondary

fibres partly like those of Spongelia and partly like those of Hircinia. Not only are the

primary fibres loaded with foreign material, as in Spongelia,, but the secondary, also, and
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besides this tlie membranes everjrwhere, and the internal portions of the sarcode. This

characteristic therefore has greater significance tlian in any other species, and justified the

retention of the distinct generic name of Dysidea.

Dysidea fragilis Johnst.

Dysidea fragilis Johnst., Brit. Spon., p. 286.

Dysidea fragilis Bow., Brit. Spong., p. 381, pi. 13, 14.

This species (PI. xvii, fig. 17) resembles Johnston's Dysidea fragilis, but evidently has

a much coarser mesh, and probably grows larger. Its color when living is not known.

Otherwise the specimen corresponds quite closely to the descriptions of Johnston. The

skeleton (PI. xvii, fig. 18) is similar to that of Spongelia, but presents characteristics which

ally it closely with Hircinia. There is a tendency to branch in the primary fibres, and

they are often compound. The secondary fibres are sometimes single and hairy, and some-

times composed of the usual mass of cellular or perforated fibres as in Hircinia. The

membranes are loaded with foreign materials, and so also are the primary and secondary

fibres, with the exception of the single dark horn-colored ones allude"d to above. The sur-

face is rather rough, with the slightly projecting points of the primary fibres covered with

hardened sarcode. The whole mass when dried is very light and porous, and of a flat,

tabulate shape. The excurrent orifices are few and rather small. When carelessly dried

these entirely disappear, and the specimens become very hard.

Loc, Zanzibar, in Coll. Peabody Academy ; Biscayne Bay, in Soc. Coll. Specimens in

the Coll. Mus. Comp. Zool. are named Spongelia? by Schmidt.

HiKCixiA Nardo.

Filifera Lieb.

Sarcotragus Schmidt.

Polytherses Duch. et Mich.

This genus is pecuharly liable to the attacks of a seeming parasite, which forms a fila-

mentous tissue often connecting all the fibres of the sponge with a sheet-like net-work. The

filaments disappear ui a completely macerated sponge, or if pi-esent, present a hollow tubu-

lar aspect with a bulb at one end, as figured by Schmidt. In less completely macerated

specimens the contents are visible in the interior of the threads, and are broken up, looking

in some specimens hke cells. This may be erroneous, but certainly these threads are not

constituted like regular sponge fibres, and are probably parasites of some sort, but

whether Alg^e or not, it is difficult to determine.

Carter describes it as an Alga, under the name of Spongiopliaga communis, and says

that he has foimd it in other sponges than Hirciniae. Neither Schmidt nor others have, how-

ever, quoted any similar instances, nor has Carter given the names of the other species.

Schmidt is evidently very doubtful, but is inclined to the same view as Kolliker, that the

filaments are distinct elements from the fibres, and this is also my own impression. The fila-

ments are much larger than the fibrillae, the color and aspect when dried distinct, and the

former never have the little bag on the end.

MEMOIRS BOST. SOO. NAT. HIST. VOL. 11. 137
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Dr. W. G. Farlow, the well known Algologist, has had dried specimens under examination,

and reports to me that he finds no sure grounds for referring them to Alg£e, or any plant

structure, and examinations of the Uving sponge will probably be necessary in order

to determine the exact nature of these threads. The extremely thin, sheet-like arrange-

ment of the fibrillre of the connecting fibres in many species adds to the difficulty of sep-

arating the filaments from the fibrillar.

The fibres are composed of fibrillar, or threads of horny-colored appearance. These are

bound together in bundles to form the primary or vertical fibres, and are more or less

spreading, or fan-like, especially at their bases ; when modified by the connecting tissue, the

horizontal fibres sometimes spi'ead into comj^lete screens, even when entirely freed from

the parasitic filaments. Both systems of fibres are usually loaded with foreign matter,

and often this is so purely composed of spicules as to lead to curious blunders. Duchassa-

ing and Michellotti's reference of this genus to the siliceous sponges is due to this, and I

have seen one specimen inseparable from a true Chalina, either in the form or arrangement

of the spicules. The epidermis is remarkably thick, and usually loaded with foreign mat-

ter, but when partly free from this, or partially macerated, exhibits certain peculiarities.

The skin entirely covers the points of the primary fibres as a rule, but when they protrude

it is seen that they are often composed of several fibres, or bundles of fibrilljB. From the

terminations of these there spreads out an extensive epidermal network of secondary fibres,

the close association of which with this external membrane explains the load of foreign

matter which they bear.

Hircinia campana ISTardo, Isis. 1833-34.

Spongia cmnpana Lamarck, Anim. sans. Vert., 2d ed., vol. 2, p. 364.

Filifera campana Schmidt, Spong. d. Atlant. Gebietes, p. 30.

Polytherses campana Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., p. 68.

Variety typica. The normal variety of this species is vasiform (PL xv, fig. 19). It

may be either ribbed externally, or smooth, with of course the exception of the projecting

spines composed of the bundles of vertical, primary fibres.

Variety ^x-a Duch. et Mich. This is the same as typica, but the vase is open on one

side (PI. XVII, fig. 28). I have examined complete series of this and of the normal variety.

and though they are distinct forms, there are many intermediate forms, and one specimen

has one side open below, showing that it began life as variety ^x'a and ended it as one

of the normal variety. One specimen of this variety in Mus. Comp. Zoology, is reported

from 40 fathoms oft' Conch Eeef, Fla.

Some specimens of both of these varieties have peculiar outgrowths of certain parts.

These may take place externally and surround the cup with a hedge of branches, or within,

giving rise to single projecting branches of greater or less length. Again this tendency to

branch may be accompanied by a thickening of the walls, which if carried out fully would

entirely change the hollow vase to a mass with many radiating or erect branches at the top.

In all of these varieties the larger apertures are within, and the smaller without.

Variety felix.

Polytherses felix Duch. et Mich.

This variety is similar to the young of the last described before it begins to assume the

vase form. It is short and clumpy, with orifices on the upper side, which may either be

numerous, or single. The bundles of fibres project above the surface more than in
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campana, and are decidedly larger. Those that have only one or two orifices are really

fistular, but lead into solid forms with projecting oriiices. They may be single, or

multijile to such an extent as to form large masses, and they may also be truncated,

or furnished with projecting excurrent tubes. The branches springing from the typi-

cal vase-form are flattened, and they precisely resemble the flabellate forms in struc-

ture and aspect. These may be either as described by Duch. et Mich, in their " Spong.

de la Mer Caraibe " bi'anched above like P. armata, or with an entire border, as in P.
tristis, ignohilis and Uncjuiformis, or with a semicircular form and a line of orifices above,

as in P. marghialis.

The modifications of form, in fact, seem almost endless, including also those like P. col-

umnaris (PI. xv, fig. 17) and P. cylindrica Duch. et Mich., which are composed of stout

branches. There are also numerous variations of all these, and some colonies which may be

considered amorphous (PL xv, fig. 18), in so far as they appear to be composed of branches

irregularly soldered together, and having several points of attachment. The extent and

accidental character of the variation make them exceedingly difficult to classify, and I have

not been able to distinguish some of them in a satisfiictory manner. These variations ai-e

not confined to the form, but extend also to the skeletal tissue, which may be either exces-

sively coarse and open, with a rough surface and large spines, or quite fine and close in

structure, with smoother surface and vei'y slight spinous projections. The sunken inter-

spaces between the spinous projections may be from 2 mm. to 10 mm. in diameter. The

general size is about 4 or 5 mm. According to Dr. Palmer, this species is not difficult to

dry, and retains its form on account of the density and comparative elasticity of the skel-

eton. The interior in alcoholic specimens is usually very porous and open, owing to the

numerous canals and slight development of the mesoderm, but in some specimens quite a

fleshy aspect is assumed, though the mesoderm is never very solid. Color when living is

black, when dry reddish brown, or white.

Loc, Nassau, Key West, Biscayne Bay, in Soc. Col. ; Havana, in Mus. Comp. Zool. Coll.

Habitat, reef in 4-10 ft. of water for the normal variety. Whether the other varieties

also occur in the same depth of water, was not stated by Dr. Palmer.

Besides the above, there exists in the Coll. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia a remark-

able variety. There are two specimens, the tallest about three inches, of slender, irregular,

branch-like forms, but consisting each of a perfectly fistular tube witli very thick walls.

This appears to complete the remarkable cycle of varietal forms, which are represented in

this species, and which might very reasonably be described as many distinct species, on

account of the extraordinary characteristics found in the skeleton, which often differs in

texture as much as the varieties differ in form. I have not, however, succeeded in finding

any constancy in the skeleton of any special form, or series of forms, the texture appearing

to be independent of the form. A thick lump-like form of this or a closely allied species,

has also been collected at La Paz, Lower California, and presented to the Society by
Mr. W. G. W. Harford, and two specimens have been received from the Peabody Academy,

Salem, from Zanzibar, which do not seem to differ from the ordinary type of the skeleton,

except in the quantity of contained sediment, this being less than is usual in Florida spec-

imens. Mr. Goode also sends nearly all the described varieties from Bermuda, so that it

would appear to be cosmopolitan in distribution.
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Hircinia arbusculum Sclim. (Mss.)

I find a specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, named by Schmidt Hh'clnia

arhusciilum. It seems to be a good species, and therefore I adopt the name, although I

can find no corresponding description, or even mention of the specimen in Schmidt's works.

The half dozen specimens examined were all from Kingsmills Islands. They are composed

of irregular, somewhat flattened and constantly anastomosing branches. The surface is

finer and smoother than is customary in Hircinia camjjana in the most extreme variations.

The skeleton corresponds to the surflice, and is also extremely fine, as compared wdth the

last mentioned species. The color of the dried specimens is light, as in H. campana, but

the parasitic alga was not present in the single specimens examined with the microscope.

Hircinia acuta Hyatt.

Polytherses acuta Duch. et Mich., Spong. de la Mer Caraibe, Verhand. Maatsch. et

Wetensch., Haarlem, 1864, 21-2, p. 72, pi. 13.

This form (PI. xv, fig. 20) is distinguishable from others by the large size of the project-

ing fibres, the thick, tough skin covering them, and the large size of the sj)aces between

the spinous projections. The form of the specimens examined was rotund, the top alone

occupied by the numerous excurrent orifices, which were gathered together in one or two

sieve-like patches. The sunken spaces between the spines are from 5 to 15 mm., or even

20 mm. in diameter.

This is one of the so-called Logger-Head Sponges, and emits during the process of mace-

ration or drying an almost imbearable stench. The largest seen, according to Dr. Palmer,

was about four feet in diameter and one foot high. The fibres are not at all elastic, and so

loosely interwoven that when artificially macerated, the skeleton w'ill entirely melt away if

not closely watched and delicately handled. The specimen figured, PL 17, fig. 26, could

have been all washed away by pressure, so soft were the fibres after forty-eight hours' im-

mersion. When being dried they must be constantly turned, or they will soften, looking

like melted rubber, according to Palmer, and lose entirely their normal form. Color when
living, according to the same observer, very dark gray externally, and black internally.

The dried specimens become much lighter, a dark drab of a purplish shade. Intei'nally

this sponge is remarkable for the large size and number of the canals, which are not indi-

cated upon the surface, and which render the whole structure very light. Habitat, reef,

in 8 feet of w^ater.

Loc, Nassau, in Soc. Coll.

VarietyJilamenta. These specimens I at first supposed to be distinct, but after the mac-

eration of one specimen of 11. acuta I was struck by the close resemblance of the skeletons.

The three dried specimens examined have a very open structure, but the skeleton is so

completely covered by the filamentous tissue that it is hardly possible to see any part of it

distinctly. The interior is exceeding hollow, or rather celkdar, the hollows being separated

by thin walls of the filamentous tissue, within which lie the fibres of the true horny skele-

ton. These skeletons are therefore of the most paper-like structure and extreme porosity.

The primary fibres project in large tufts beyond the surface.

Loc, Cape Florida, in Soc. Coll.
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Variety nigra. This form (Pl.xv, fig. 21) is apparently intermediate between Hircinia

acuta and the solid varieties of Hircinia campana. The exterior has considerable resem-

blance to the varieties of the latter with a coarse surface, but the structure is more papery,

the spinous projections readily yielding to the touch even in the most carefully dried speci-

mens. These spinous projections are also shorter than in H. campana, and much smaller

than in H. acuta. The epidermis is more destructible than it is usually in H. campana,

and therefore very distinct from the coarse persistent eiiidermis of H. acuta. The skeleton,

however, has the same open structure and want of elasticity also observed in H. acuta, so

that, as stated by Dr. Palmer, the greatest care must be taken in drying in order to pre-

serve the form. The shape is the same as in H. acuta, and the arrangement of the excur-

rent apertures similar, but less sieve-like. The interior, also, is cavernous, as in that

sj^ecies and in H. Jilamenta. The filamentous tissue is present, but not so abundant as in

H. acuta or Jilamenta, and much more easily removed by maceration. Color in the living

sponge black, in the dried form black to dark gray. Habitat, reef.

Loc, Biscayne Bay, in Soc. Coll., and Florida, in Mus. of Comp. Zoology.

Variety longisphia.

Polytherses longisjiina Duch. et Mich., Op. cit, p. 71.

This form, of which I have seen but one specimen, is readily distinguished by the struc-

ture of the bundles of primary fibres. These are cylindrical bundles constructed, as in

Stelospongos, of long primary fibres united by a secondary and rather closely set system of

transverse fibres. In fixct, so strong is the resemblance that it was at first classified with

that genus. The intimate study of the fibres themselves, however, show that they belong

to the Hircinian type, especially the broad membranous junction of the secondary with the

primary fibres and their color. The intermediate filamentous tissue is also present, and

helps to identify the species as a Hircinian form.

Loc, Havana, in Coll. Mus. Com]). Zoology.

Hircinia cartilaginea Hyatt.

Spongia cartilaginea Esper, Pflanzenthiere, vol. 3, pi. 64.

This form may be at once distinguished by the peculiar structure of the skeleton. The
primary fibres broaden out before branching into exceedingly flat, flabellate fibres from one

to three mm. broad. The branches then appear separated by a vesicular tissue of second-

ary fibres, the meshes of which are at first, when in the crotches of the branches, very

round and minute, but gradually enlarge, and finally stretch fro"m branch to branch of the

fibre in the usual form. This of course is a characteristic of great variability, and often

in the same specimen the observer finds quite an open tissue in some parts, and in others

an almost closed network, and in some cases a continuous shelf stretched vertically be-

tween the vertical branches. The five specimens examined were completely macerated,

and this may account for the absence of filamentous tissue.

Loc, Key West, in Soc. Coll., and Florida, Havana, in Coll. Mus. Comp. Zoology.

Variety horrida. One of the specimens examined is a bi-fistural form (PI. xvii, fig. 29)

with a skeleton partly of a curious pinkish hue, due to the bright colored foreign matter,

fragments of Corallines, taken into the fibres from the epidermis. The mesh in the interior

is exceedingly regular, consisting of broad, upright primary fibres, bound together by sec-

ondary fibres of a sunilar broad, flattened form, these again united by a vertical set of

MEMOIRS BOST. SOC. NAT. HIST. VOL. 11. 138
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sliort fibres, rendering the intermediate tissue vesicular. The primary fibres are all single,

aud generally colored a darker shade than the secondary fibres, which are often quite

white. They project considerably as sharp, single sjDines, above the surface. The macera-

tion of this specimen was very complete, the whole of the interior being encrusted with

coral sand.

Loc, Cape Florida, in Soc. Coll.

Another specimen from Havana, in Coll Mus. Comp. Zoology, is intermediate in the

character of the skeleton between the last and true " cartilaginea." In some parts of this

the broad flabellate aspect of the primary fibres obtain, and they are arranged in lines, or

ridge-like projections on the surface ; whereas in other parts the primary fibres are single

and with connecting tissue form regular, four, five or six sided cells, as in the Cape Florida

specimen. The observer needs to be on his guard in the examination of this species, since

in some specimens the spicules taken into the cores of the fibres, both primary and second-

ary are all of one kind and quite whole, except here and there where they have been bent

too suddenly.

Hircinia purpurea Hyatt.

Spongia rubens Duch. et Mich., Op. cit., pi. x, fig. 1.

This species is not the Spongia rubens as figured by Esper or described by Schmidt as

Pachychalina rubens, but is unquestionably identical with the species described by Duch. et

Mich. The specimens I have seen are all possessed of simple cylindrical branches, remind-

ing one decidedly of the ordinary ChaUnula oculata of this coast, both in form and in the

aspect of the surface. This impression can only be dissipated by the minute examination of

the skeleton. The fibres resemble those of IT. cartilaginea in their flatness, the aspect of the

horny matter which is essentially fibrous, the concentric arrangement of the fibres being

in many cases hardly distinguishable. There is a peciiliar irregularity in the shape of the

fibre, due to the ridges formed in tlie centre by the greater shrinkage of the sides. The

primary filares are arranged symmetrically in a radiatory manner and somewhat widely

separated ; the secondary fibres are at right angles and connected by a horizontal series of

fibres, which on the surface form a ditellian veil of a rather loose texture.

Dr. Palmer reports this sponge as habitually growing upon other sponges, corals or gor-

gonite, and as quite uniform in its aspect. It dries readily, and the skeletons, even in

specimens dried without being macerated, permit the light to pass through them, as in

ChaUnula oculata. The color when living is purple.

Loc, Florida and Nassau, in Soc. Coll. ; Pacific Ocean, U. S. Ex. Exp., in Coll. Acad.

Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia.

CERATELLAD^.

Dr. Gray describes this family in the Proc. Zool. Society of London, in the volume for

1868, from two specimens which he respectively refers to two genera, Dehitella and Cera-

tella. They are certainly very remarkable sponges, and undoubtedly, in spite of their

form and the extreme regularity of their skeletal structure, must be placed in the sub-

order of the Sponginse. The fibres are solid, and contain no foreign matter, or spicules.

The fibres are large in proportion to the size of the stems, and very closely united, so that

it is difficult to distinguish them into primary, or vertical and secondary, or horizontal
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connecting fibres. In fact, the structure, as stated by Gray, resembles quite closely that of

the internal vesicular walls of porites, but is hardly so irregular. If, for instance, a stem be

cut in section and viewed with the microscojje, the vesicular openings arrange themselves

in circles almost as regular as those in the spines of some Echinoderms. The primary

fibres somethnes run together into a small, broad fibre, and these radiate from the centre.

Gray's discussion of the affinities of the two specimens betrays considerable doubt of

the affinities of these sponges, and he ajjpears to refer them to sponges as a provisional

measure. There can be no doubt, however, that the structure of the skeleton of the aper-

tures, with their irregular, internal, vesicular partitions, and the whole aspect, including

the surface, which is striated with short, sinuous channels, has nothing coral-like in it ; on

the contrary, the whole is thoroughly sponge-like.

Ceeatella Gray.

Dehitella Gray.

The distinctions described by Gi-ay between these groups are barely specific in import-

ance, and certainly not generic. The species or form described below combines the char-

acteristics of both genera. Some branches have the projecting spines and oscules only

on the sides (Ceratella), while others have them all around the surface of the stem (Dehi-

teUa).
Ceratella labyrinthica Hyatt.

A single specimen from the Mauritius occurs in the Coll. of the Museum of Comp. Zool-

ogy. The base is solid, without oscula, much comjjressed, and smooth, in height about

50 mm., in breadth 38 mm., in thickness only 3 mm. From this flabellate base spring

three equally compressed main branches, which give rise to several smaller branchlets and

twigs. Of course as the size diminishes the branches are rounder, since the thickness

remains about the same throughout. The youngest twigs are frequently, therefore, quad-

rate, with nearly equal sides. The oscula are on the sides of the larger branches, but are

distributed on all sides of the branchlets and twigs. The spinous-like processes are confined,

however, to the sides in nearly all cases, there being but few exceptions even on the twigs.

These are not, as desci'ibed by Gray, spines composed of primary fibres, but sharp eleva-

tions of the skeleton on the lower side of each oscidiun. The front and back of the

branches and base are smooth, and under the magnifying glass have a close vesicular aspect.

The color is a dark yellowish brown. A fine specimen also occurs from Cape of Good

Hope, in Prof. Ward's collection, at Eochester, from which Fig. 30, PI. xvii was taken.

Note. Two specimens, PI. xv, figs. 22, 23, were introduced me to make renewed researches among the species of Tu-

intothe plates under the impression that they were species of ba, and I now begin to thinlf that I may be obliged to with-

Spongelia, but the microscopical examination of the skele- draw from the position taken in the first part of this paper,

ton showed them to be spicular. Subsequently I found a and admit Tuba as a genus of Spongina2. It is very remark-

specimen identical in every respect with Fig. 22, which, able that there should be any doubt on such a point; but

however, had fibres free from spicules, and a new examin- although I have examined more than fifty microscopical sec-

ation of the originals of Figures 22, 23 was made, disclosing tions of diflerent species of Tuba, sometimes several prepa-

the fact, that the perfect imitation of Chalina presented in rations to a species, I cannot make up my mind as yet

my first preparation was accidental. This in its turn led whether the spicules are indigenous or foreign.
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Explanation of Plate xv.

SPONGIA.^

Fig. 1. S. officinalis, sub-species tubidifera, var. rotunda. Loc, Nassau. See p. 513.

2. S. graminea. Loc, Key West. p. 516.

3. S. discus. Loc., Nassau, p. 514.

4. S. equina, sub-species gossyjnna, var. alba. Loc, Nassau, p. 519.

5. S. " " " var. barbara. Loc, Cape Florida, p. 519.

6. S. agaricina, sub-species dura, var. typica. Loc, Nassau, p. 522.

7. 8. equina, sub-species cerebriformis, var. typica. Loc, Key West. p. 520.

8. S. « « « ym: plana. Loc, Key West. p. 520.

9. S. " « « var. caliciformis. Loc, Key West. p. 521.

10. S. agaricina, sub-species corlosia, var. elongata. p. 524.

11. S. « « « yM-.fusca. p. 524.

12. S. lapidescens, var. turrita. Loc, Bermuda, p. 527.

SPONGELIA.

Fig. 13. S. rectilinea, var. tenuis. Loc, Australia, p. 537.

STELOSPONGOS.

Fig. 14. S. cribriformis, var. typica. Loc, Havana, p. 531.

15. S. " var. stabilis. Loc, Pacific Ocean. Yale Museum, p. 531.

16. S. levis. Loc, Pacific Ocean. Yale Museum, p. 530.

HIRCINIA.

Fig. 17. JI. campana. var. columnaris. Loc, Key West. p. 547.

18. B. « var. « "
p. 547.

19. S: « var. typica. " "
p. 546.

20. H. acuta. Loc, Nassau, p. 548.

21. IT. " var. nigra. Loc, Biscayne Bay. p. 549.

TUBA.

Fig. 22. T. compacta. Loc, Cape Good Hope. Ward's Coll. p. 551, note.

23. T. confusa. « « « «
p. 551, note

Explanation of Plate xvi.

SPONGIA.

Fig. 1. S. equina, sub-species gossyjnna. Tliis shows a piece cut out of tbe side of an aged specimen.

p. 517.

" meandriniformis. Loc, p. 519.

" gossypina var. solitaria. Loc, p. 519.

" " var. hirsuta. Loc, Nassau, p. 519.

" " var. jaorosa. " "
p. 518.

" « var. dendritica « "
p. 518.

" " fistulose var. of alba. Loc, Bahama, p. 519.

coarse Mediterranean variety, p. 517.

Gerbis variety, p. 517.

1 All the specimens figured are reduced to about one-fourth of the diameter of the original size.

2.



Fig. 10.
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STELOSPOK60S.

Fig. 20. S. Fikei. Loc, Mauritius, p. 532.

21. S. Maynardi. Loc, Key West. p. 529.

22. S.
" Loc, unknown, p. 530.

23-24. S. Icevis var. rotundus. Loc, Phillip's Island, Australia, p. 530.

25. S. cribriformis, var. stabilis. Loc, Pacific. Yale Museum, p. 531.

HIRCINIA.

li'io'. 26. IT. acuta. Fragment of a macerated skeleton. Loc, Nassau, p. 548.

27. H. " w&Y.filamenta. Loc, Cape Florida, p. 548.

28. H. campana, var.Jixa. Loc, Cape Florida, p. 546.

29. JI. cartilagina, var. horrida. Loc, Cape Florida, p. 549.

CERATELLA.

Fig. 30. C. labyrinthica. Loc, Cape of Good Hope. Ward's Coll. p. 551.

PHYLLOSPON6IA.

Fig. 31. P. papyracea. Loc, Cape of Good Hope. Ward's Coll. p. 543.
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XIX. Prodrome of a Monograph of the Tabanid^e of the United States.

Su2J2ilement.

By C. R. Osten Sacken.

Read November 15, 1876.

JoINCE the pviblication of the second part of this Prodrome, I have obtained some ma-

terials which enable me to complete and, in some respects, to correct, the descriptions of

the North American species of the genus Tabanus.

To the fifty-four species already described by me, I add three, one of Say's species

{T. annulatus) which I did not possess before ; another, which I took at first for a possible

variety of Tah. abdominalis, and which I recognize now as a separate species {T. exul)

;

the thii'd seems to be new. The species which I brought from California I reserve for

another publication.^ I also give descriptions of the males of Tabanus fuscopunctatus

and rufus, which were not known before, and were recently obtained by Mr. H. K. Morri-

son ; and, finally, I complete the descriptions of T. lonrjus and Wiedemanni.

A considerable proportion of my new material I owe to Mr. Geo. Dimmock, who collected

a large number of Tabani at Cumberland Gap, Kentucky, in July, 1876. The list of these

Tabani, with the number of specimens taken, is an interesting datum towards the knowl-

edge of the geographical distribution of the genus : — 1. T. longu,s, 50 specimens

;

2. atratus, common; 3. americanus, not rare; 4. /m?omZj(s, numerous specimens; 5. ab-

dominalis, 16 specimens ; 6. exid n. sp., 9 sp. ; 7. giganteus, 4 sp. ; 8. lineola, 6 sp.
;

9. melanoceriis, 2 sp. ; 10. molesius, 7 sp. ; 11. coffeatns, 6 sp. ; 12. costatus, 2 sp.

;

13. nigrescens, 3 sp. ; 14. Wiedemanni, 2 sp. ; 15. vivax, ? (?), 2 sp. ; 16. anmdatus, 1 sp.

As the three species described here for the first time are not contained in the analytical

table of the species {ante p. 427), I prefix short diagnoses to the descriptions, in order to

facilitate their recognition. When the time comes to draw up a new analytical table of

the N. A. Tabani, it will be found more convenient, I think, to divide it in two parts ; one

for the Northern and Middle States, and a separate one for the Southern States.

The name of my Tab. soclus (p. 467) must be changed, as there is an earlier T. socius

by Walker. I wiU call it T. epistates.

Tabanus annulatus.

Tabanus annulatus Say, Journ. Acad. Phil., Ill, 32, 2; Wiedemann, Auss. Zw., I, p. 185, 111.

Female. Eyes glabrous ; frontal callosity unusually small ; thorax whitish pruinose

;

abdomen brown, hind margins of segments whitish pruinose and beset with white hairs
;

wings immaculate. Length, 12-13 mm.

1 They are described ia the Bulletin of the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey, Vol. 3, No. 2.

(555)
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Front rather narrow, yellowish brown, with a ridge-like line in the middle, whose very-

slight expansion below represents the very narrow, almost linear, frontal callosity, which

occupies less than one half of the breadth of the front ; antennae reddish ; third joint

rather broad, its upper corner angular, projecting ; its annulate portion rather long and

with very distinct divisions
;
palpi rather narrow at the base of the second joint, yellowish

white, with short, black hairs ; face white with white hairs. Thoi^ax densely covered with

whitish pollen, and clothed with recumbent white haii's. Abdomen browTiish ; hind mar-

gins of the segments whitish pruinose, and beset with wliite hairs, forming a rather broad

border on each segment. Front coxa3 yellowish white, with white pile ; front femora, tips

of tibite and tarsi brown ; the basal three quarters of the tibiaj whitish, beset with white

pile ; the four posterior tibiaj likewise yellowish white, except their extreme tip, which is

infuscated
;
posterior tarsi brownish, paler at the basis. Wings slightly grayish, unicol-

orous ; first posterior cell broadly open.

Hah. Missouri (Say) ; Cumberland Gap, Ky. (George Dimmock) ; Georgia (H. K. Mor-

rison) ; Kansas (G. F. Gaumer). Three females.

This singular species will be easily recognized, especially by the smallness of the frontal

callosity. On the vertex there is a distinct tubercle, and if this is the ocellar tubercle it

would be, to me at least, the first instance of its presence in a species with glabrous eyes.

Tabanus endymion n. sp.

Male. Thorax brown, whitish anterioi'ly, scutellum white ; abdomen chestnut brown,

the segments with broad white margins ; fork of third vein and crossveins at the base

of posterior cells (except the third), spotted with brown. Length, 15-10 mm.
Face grayish white, with white hair

;
palpi brown ; antennae reddish bro^vn, third joint

more reddish, with a projecting, angular upper corner. Eyes bare. Thorax of a rich,

pure brown behind, slightly grayish pollinose anteriorly, where some faint vestiges of

stripes are visible ; humeri whitish ; the ground color of the scutellum is concealed under a

thick white pollen and white pile ; between the scutellum and the root of the wing, on

each side, a fringe or tuft of snow-white hair
;
pleurte and pectus grayish pollinose, with

white hairs ; a large tuft of dark brown hair forms a stripe beginning at the antealar callos-

ity and running across the pleura. Abdomen subconical, reddish brown, darker brown

posteriorly, with a blackish longitudinal stripe along the middle of the first three segments
;

posterior margin of segments two to four white ; on segments three and four the white is

slightly expanded, subtriangular, in the middle ; segment five has a narrow whitish border

;

on the venter, the corresponding segments are also bordered with white. Legs blackish

brown, beset with black hair, knees and base of tibiiB slightly reddish. Wings faintly

tinged with brownish, which tinge is more distinct behind the dark brown stigma ; the root

and the costal cell are brownish yellow ; a rounded brown spot on the bifurcation of the

third vein ; crossveins at the base of the second, fourth and fifth posterior cells distinctly,

that at the base of the first and third more faintly clouded ; first posterior cell with a

hardly perceptible coarctation.

The head is comparatively small, for a male, not much broader than that of the female,

although distinctly more convex ; the area of the larger facets is distinctly limited below,

about the middle of the eye ; its limit is evanescent above towards a broad border of

smaller facets along the posterior orbit.
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Female. Thorax grayish brown, with grayish lines ; abdomen brown, posterior margins

of the segments white, expanding into large triangles in the middle ; fork of third vein

and crossveins at the base of all posterior cells spotted with brown. Length, 16-17 mm.
Face white, Avith white hairs

;
palpi reddish, moderately stout, beset with whitish and

black hairs ; front brown, gray towards the vertex ; callosity reddish brown, with a spindle-

shaped prolongation ; antennse brownish red, third joint with an angular, well marked
upper corner, the annulate portion shorter than the joint. Thorax pale brownish, grayish

pollinose, with longitudinal grayish white lines and whitish hairs ; a stripe of dark brown

pile between the root of the wing and the humerus
;
pleurae whitish, with white hairs

;

scutellum of the same shade of color as the thorax. Abdomen brown, hind margins of

the segments white, the white borders expanding on the sides and still more in the middle,

where they form large white triangles, especially on segments two to five ; a white stripe

in the middle of segment six ; venter reddish, brownish towards the tip
;
posterior margins

of segments white. Legs reddish brown ; tibitB more reddish at the base, femora with

white pile. Wings slightly tinged with grayish brown, with a distinct bluish opalescence

;

the bifurcation of the third vein and the crossveins at the base of the second and third

posterior cells bear large brown clouds ; smaller clouds on the other crossveins ; first pos-

terior cell somewhat coarctate.

Hah. Georgia (H. K. Morrison) ; two males and two females.

There is a great difference in the coloring between the two sexes, especially in the tho-

rax and the scutellum, nevertheless I do not doubt that they belong together. The male is

a remarkably handsome insect ; the female has a superficial resemblance to the smaller

specimens of T. Reinioardtii, but is easily distinguished by the absence of the lateral white

spots on the abdomen.

Tabanus exul n. sp.

A large number of well preserved specimens of T. ahdominalis have enabled me to

recognize the true character of this species, and to distinguish it very easily from the speci-

mens with an open first posterior cell and broad front, mentioned at the end of my descrip-

tion on p. 436. The latter constitute a different species, which I call T. exul.

As my description of T. ahdominalis was princiiDally based on a small and very abnor-

mally colored specimen, I prefer to give a description of both species.

T. abdomiualis. First posterior cell closed ; front naiTow, frontal callosity narrow, elongated. Length

18-22 mm.

Female. Face pale yellowish gray, with pale colored hair on the cheeks
;
palpi black

;

front narrow, yellowish gray, mixed with brownish ; frontal callus narrow, much longer

than broad, black or dark brown ; a linear prolongation above ; basal joints of the antennge

very dark, and clothed with short, black pile ; third joint red, rather broad, with a rectan-

gularly projecting upper angle ; annulate portion generally darker, brownish. Thorax

brownish gray, with alternate gray lines and darker stripes ; the former are clothed wath

short, golden yellow hairs. Pleurae of a dingy yellowish gray, with hairs of the same

color ; a tuft of black pile in the middle, and a fringe of such pile between the humerus
UEMOmS BOST. BOC. NAT. HIST. TOL. . 140
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and the root of the wings. Abdomen rufous ; second segment with an ill-defined, black,

cloud-like spot anteriorly, in the middle ; similar black shades of variable extent on the

following segments, so that on segments four, five and six, the anterior two thirds of the

segment are often blackish brown, leaving a rufous posterior border, which is broader lat-

erally ; the black regions are clothed with short black pile, the rufous ones with reddish

golden pile ; a faint reddish yellow triangle is usually visible in the middle of the hind

margin of the second segment ; it is still less distinct, often obsolete, on the following seg-

ments. Venter uniformly yellowish rufous ; the last segment with some black pile. Legs

black, basal part of the tibiae red, to a greater or lesser extent ; hind tibite with a fringe of

hairs, which is red above, black below. Wings tinged with brown, which is moi-e saturate

along the veins ; a distinct brown cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein
;
paler clouds

on the crossveins ; first posterior cell closed.

Hah. Kentucky (G. Dimmock) ; Georgia (H. K. Morrison). Nineteen females.

The reasons which induce me to believe that this is the true T. abdominalis of Fabricius

have been stated on p. 434.

T. exul. First posterior cell open, although strongly coarctate at the end ; front (?) broad, frontal cal-

losity of the corresponding breadth. Length (?) 18-22 mm.; {$ ) about 20 mm.

Female. Very much resembles T. abdominalis in the coloring of head, thorax and

wings ; the palpi are dark reddish brown, densely beset with minute black hairs. The

abdomen is much less rufous in coloring and has, on segments two to five, well marked,

elongated yellowish white triangles, which do not quite reach the anterior margin of the

segment. Other differences, which I perceive in most specimens, consist in the color of the

frmge of hairs on the hind tibiae, which is altogether black here, and not red in its upper

portion ; and in the antennae, the third joint of which is a little narrower.

Male. Head subhemispherical, with a well marked dividing line between the large and

small facets of the eye
;
general coloring more brownish, especially the abdomen ; each

abdominal triangle has a dark spot at its apex ; the lateral margins, anteriorly, are also

marked with black.

Hab. District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Twenty females and

three males.

I possess a specimen of T. abdominalis in which the first posterior cell is very distinctly

open ; nevertheless the narrowness of the front and other charactei's help to distinguish

this species. In the same way specimens of T. exiil may perhaps occur with the first pos-

terior cell adventitiously closed.

The synonyms from Palisot and Wiedemann most probably belong to T. exul. On page

436, line 3 from bottom, and on page 437, line 18 from top, read T. exul for T. abdomina-

lis. The analytical table, on p. 428, will have to be read thus

:

,„ ( First posterior cell closed ; front remarkably narrow .6. abdominalis Fab.

(. First posterior cell open 10a.

{Head of the male subhemispherical ; in the female the abdominal triangles are of moderate

size 6rt exul n. sp.

Head of the male but little different from that of the female ; abdominal triangles large and

broad V tectiis n. sp.
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Tabanus fuscopunctatus.

(See ante, page 432.)

Male. The coloring is exactly like that of the female ; the white abdominal spots very

small ; the toothlike projection on the third antennal joint very large. The head is larger

than that of the female, without being very large for a male Tabanus. The line of divi-

sion between the large and small facets is very distinct. Length, 20 mm. One specimen

from Georgia (H. K. Morrison).

Tabanus longus.

(See ante, page 447.)

About fifty specimens (unfortunately all females), which I have now before me, enable

me to improve my description. In the second line strike out the words " and connected

with it." The third antennal joint in the majority of specimens is red, with the annulate

portion black ; in some rare specimens it is darker. In the fourth line of the description,

strike out the words " although obtuse." The scutellum, in some specimens, is reddish.

The abdomen is grayish brown rather than grayish black ; the words " reddish on the sides,

near the base," would better be struck out. On line twelve strike out the words " usually,

but not always." The oblique white spots come in contact with the hind margin on the first

segment only. The median abdominal line, as described by me, is visible only in very well

preserved specimens ; ordinarily, it appears as a line, interrupted at the incisures, rather

than as a series of triangles. The brownish tinge in the costal cell is hardly apparent in

most specimens, and hence the words " costal cell pale yellowish brown" are better omitted.

Tabanus Wiedemanni.

(See ante, page 455.)

Of this species I had a single specimen from Floi'ida. I can compare now five other

specimens, three from Georgia (H. K. Morrison) and two from Cumberland Gap, Ky. (G.

•Dimmock). Some of these specimens are larger, about 19 mm. long ; in some the subcal-

lus is only partially denuded, or not denuded at all ; the specimens from Georgia show the

remarkably broad linear prolongation of the frontal callosity, alluded to in the description
;

in the specimens from Cumberland Gap it is much narrower.

Tabanus rufus.

(See ante, page 456.)

3fale. Much darker in coloring than the female, and at first glance very different in

appearance.

Head, in proportion, not larger than that of the female (and, in fact, smaller, as the whole

insect is of smaller size) ; in shape, also, it is but little different ; there is very little differ-

ence in the size of the facets, and the line of division between the larger facets of the cen-

tral portion of the eye and the smaller ones around and below, is not distinct (at least in

dried specimens). Thorax black, with some yellowish pile, especially dense on the pleurae.

Abdomen black in the middle, dark brownish I'ed on the sides, the latter color encroaching

more or less on the former ; the segments on each side are beset with some appressed

minute fulvous hairs, forming narrow fringes on the red portion of the posterior margins

;
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a fringe of black pile on the lateral margins. Wings tinged more or less with dark brown
;

a cloud on the bifurcation of the third vein ; first posterior cell distinctly coarctate. Legs

yellow, beset with black pile ; front femora darker. Length, 19 mm.
Two specimens from Georgia (H. K. Morrison).

The identity in the structure of the antennce, in the venation and in the general color-

ing, differing only in intensity, sufficiently prove that this is the male of my T. rufus.

ERRATA IN THE PRODROME.

p. 382, line 5 and 8 from bottom, for ruhens read pudicus.

p. 395, line 17 from top, for areas read area.

" " line 18 from top, for regular read angular.

p. 428, line 35, iov joint rea.i point.

p. 434, line 34, for the character read this character.

p. 439, line 21, place a comma after brown.

" " line 5 from bottom, for or read on,

p. 446, line 12 from bottom, place a query (?) before Tab.

narginalis.

p. 448, line 3, for competing in length read resembling.

" " line 7, for segments read segment.

" " line 11 from bottom, for ;)ia/e read _/ema/e.

p. 455, line 14 " " for basal read posterior.

p. 457, line 15 " " {or fulvous rend glabrous.

p. 459, line 14 " " for spmes read specimens,

p. 461, line 16 " " for front read frst.

p. 469, line 22, for more read none.

p. 472, line 3 from bottom, for III read 11.

p. 475, line 26, after Pangonia semiflava add as a synonym:
bicolor Macquart, Dipt. Exot., 4° Suppl., p. 27, 57 (Syn-

onymy by Bfllardi).

p. 475, line 30, read Lepidoselaga.

p. 476, line 14, read latefasciatus.

" " line 21, add Mexico at the end of the line.

" " line 26, apicalis Macq. is a synonym of the pre-

ceding species, Bigoti Bellardi.

p. 478, first column, line 14, read Lepidoselaga.

" " second column, line 24, add II, 476 after (Chrys-

ops).

p. 478, second column, line 25, strike out crassicornis.

p. 479, second column, first line from bottom, for Zett,

read Zell.



XX. SUPPLEMENTAKT NOTE ON FosSIL MtRIAPODS. By SaMUEL H. ScUDDER.

Read Oct. 20, 1875.

\V HEN my paper upon these insects was published by this Society,^ the drawings with

which it was intended to accompany it were unfortunately mislaid. Having recently

been found, and no further material having been discovered since they were drawn,

I publish the figures for the assistance of any one endeavoring to study these very obscure

remains. AH the species described in the memoir referred to are illustrated here.

Fig. 1 represents two contiguous segments of Xylobms sigillarice., showing the shape of

the segments and frustra, with the position and form of the lateral pores and legs, those

only of one side being shown ; in this and the two subsequent figures the anterior end

of the segment is at the right hand.

Fig. 2 shows corresponding segments of Xylohius similis, with the omission of the lat-

eral pores and legs, these being unknown.

Fig. 3 gives the same parts of Xylohius fraetus, with the legs and the lateral pores, the

former of their supposed length.

Fig. 4 exhibits a single segment of Xylohius Dawsoni ; here the division lines of the

frustra are represented as strongly curved, only to exhibit the prominence of the anterior

ridge ; in this figure and the next, the anterior end of the segment is at the left hand ; the

slight divarication of the division lines of the frustra in this figure represents the appear-

ance they present at the anterior exti'emity of the body.

Fig. 5 represents a similar segment of Arckiulus xylohioides, showing its shape, the

'Memoirs, Vol. II, Part, ir, p. 211, Ou the Carboniferous Myriapods preserved in the Sigillarian Stumps of Kova Scotia.

(561)
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anterior ridge, the size and position of the lateral pores, and the length and position of the

legs.

Fig. 6 is reduced from a camera sketch of Archiidus xylobioides to show the tapering of

the anterior extremity of the body. The posterior segments of the specimen are greatly

worn, and do not exhibit the anterior ridge ; anteriorly the body is not very well preserved,

and all the hnes shown are not the division Hnes of segments ; nor is the anterior segment

a correct representation of the head; so that the figure answers only for the general

outhne.

Fig. 7 gives the antennal joints of Archiidus xi/Iohioides, showing their close general re-

semblance to those of the larval antenna of recent myriapods.
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